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Section 1 Foreword  

1.1 A new beginning 

1.1.1 Seizing the moment 

We stand on the verge of one of the most radical, and exciting, policy shifts in our 
lifetime. If the First Minister is supported in his aim of placing culture at the heart of 
government, Scotland will lead the world.  

“In the 20th Century it took immense courage and political resolve to 
deliver universal health care and school education for all. Today these 
rights are unquestioned, pillars of modern society. I believe we can now 
make the development of our creative drive, our imagination, the next 
major enterprise for our society…. I believe this has the potential to be a 
new civic exercise on a par with health, housing and education.” 

Jack McConnell, St Andrew’s Day, 2003 

The Cultural Commission’s report outlines what we believe needs to be done to 
achieve this ambition. The challenge demands new structures, increased investment, 
better use of current resources and, fundamentally, new thinking. If we succeed, we 
will change the face of our nation. 

1.1.2 Making it happen 

Equality of access is at the heart of this vision. Our nation is economically and 
socially diverse, and geographically dispersed, yet access should be no barrier in our 
vision for the future. The Commission believes that the aspiration of the First Minister 
for access to culture should be distilled into one ambition: that every person in 
Scotland can share in any cultural activity that is publicly funded. That is truly access 
for all. 

Education is also an essential part of this transformation. The Commission has 
worked to support the work of the Curriculum Review but also to contribute what it 
believes to be crucially important recommendations on pre-school work, teacher 
education and higher education. Behind these recommendations is our firm belief 
that we can offer better schooling to more young Scots if we focus more educational 
activity directly on learning through cultural means and cultural resources. 

1.1.3 Building on our strengths 

Our cultural heritage is rich and should be nurtured and promoted. Our report notes 
with pride that we lead the world in literary enterprise. We are also convinced that the 
national collections have yet to realise their potential. Scotland is custodian of a 
significant part of the Western world’s heritage in its libraries, archives, historic 
buildings, galleries and museums. We recognise that the creative industries and 
digital media offer significant opportunities for growth in the cultural sector in the next 
ten years and we recommend supporting this trend vigorously. The Commission is 
also clear that the broader cultural sectors – the performing and creative arts as well 
as the collections – add value and bring credit to our society. 
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1.2 A programme for change 

The recommendations in our report require major changes. There is a clear need for 
more efficient investment and better accountability. New investment will be needed 
too, together with new infrastructure and support systems to ensure all voices are 
heard and collaboration secured. 

1.2.1 Better value from public funding 

The Commission has tried to set out clearly the pattern of public funding for the 
cultural sector. We have aimed to comment honestly on the amount actually 
expended and to indicate the exponential increase in value to the Scottish citizen if 
we as a nation are prepared to invest a little more. The First Minister’s aspirations 
require financial backing and we are all too aware of the competing demands on the 
public purse. Immediate needs need to be balanced against change in the longer 
term.  

Radical reform will increase tremendously the efficiency of the institutions in the 
cultural sectors. This is not to diminish the history and present work of such 
distinguished bodies as the Scottish Arts Council; it is to propose new arrangements 
for the 21st century so that we can bring about the confident, cultured society that we 
all want to achieve. 

As the evidence accumulates, we are convinced that cultural activity can deliver 
across a wide range of social policy areas. People who are challenged and fulfilled 
through cultural engagement are less likely to feel excluded and to reject social 
norms. 

1.2.2 A new infrastructure 

We found the very definition of the cultural sectors a matter for debate and we took a 
generous view. The characteristics of the cultural sectors are their fragmentation and 
their spread, dissociation one from another, their small size in terms of government 
and their inability to make common cause. It is not in the interest of the Scottish 
citizen or government in Scotland that this pattern should persist.  

The cultural sectors are spread across performing and exhibiting arts, writing, the 
collections and libraries, festivals and the creative industries. Their funding comes 
from many different sources. We believe that the cultural sectors need to make 
common cause in negotiation with government. Collaboration and partnerships 
produce cross-cutting benefits and this is surely to the benefit of the sector and to 
citizens. The Commission has proposed the separation of funding mechanisms from 
the duties of advocacy. We believe this is in the best interest of democratic 
procedures in Scotland.  

We propose radical new structures for the voice of culture in Scotland, outlining three 
options for change. We believe the time is right for new institutions to represent the 
sector and advocate the new vision. 

1.2.3 Financing the new vision 

As well as efficiency savings, new investment is required to achieve the fundamental 
shift in focus that a commitment to culture demands. Much of the funding of the 
cultural sector is determined by historical arrangements that no longer reflect our 
society.  
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There have been many welcome government initiatives in delivering specific projects 
such as the Music Tuition Scheme, but base-line funding for the performing arts and 
the core funded institutions has clearly stagnated, as our report demonstrates.  

The arts and the cultural sectors can make a great contribution to the advancement 
of Scotland and there is a clear need for better representation of the case for culture. 
We see this as not just about advantage to the sectors but a better service to the 
citizen. Our report indicates the kind of investment required to ensure the First 
Minister’s aspirations are realised. We argue strongly that this investment will be fully 
justified in benefits to the Scottish economy and to its people. 

1.3 Leading the field 

Our most distinguished artists now have an international locus: Craig Armstrong 
writes music for Hollywood and operates business in Japan, JK Rowling is the 
world’s top selling children’s author, Douglas Gordon has won the Turner Prize and 
exhibits in America, Dougie MacLean’s concerts sell-out America’s largest concert 
halls and James McMillan receives worldwide acclaim for his work with orchestras 
and compositions. Most importantly, many such artists live in this country. There is a 
new cultural climate and the time is right to foster, grow and, indeed, attract more top 
class talent. The energy and determination of artists and practitioners in Scotland is 
exemplified by theatre. There is a new generation of young directors in the Scottish 
theatres, work of unprecedented merit is being produced and, best of all, a great deal 
of it is from Scottish writers such Gregory Burke and David Greig. The Commission 
received great encouragement from Scottish artists of all sorts. 

Similarly, there is clear appetite in Scotland for opportunities to experience the best 
of international culture, be that paintings by Titian, opera by John Adams, or the 
theatre of Chekhov or Miller. Scots have a clear and present enthusiasm for high 
quality cultural offerings, no matter their provenance, and are keen to contribute in 
this way to the international cultural scene. In addition, the creative industries have 
shown themselves to be one of the leading growth areas in our economy, including 
the creation of the world’s most successful computer game by Rockstar North.      

Our cultural sectors worked wholeheartedly and unstintingly to encourage the work of 
the Cultural Commission. They embraced the Commission’s process and contributed 
with the many detailed submissions that have informed this report. All stakeholders 
understand that radical change is needed and that the beneficiary ought to be the 
Scottish citizen.  

1.3.1 Taking up the challenge 

One of the most consistent signs of success for the Commission was the repeated 
remark that the process itself had already stimulated liaison and partnerships where 
none existed before. The limits of the public purse are well understood and the 
increasing drive to bring private sector money into the arts in a partnership with 
business is another healthy sign. The Scottish Executive has willing partners in the 
cultural sector.  

The artists and cultural practitioners of Scotland would claim to have played a 
significant part in the movement for devolution. What they want now is to be able to 
make the fullest contribution that they can to the society that they helped bring about. 
This is not a romantic or sentimental vision. The Commission observed clear thinking 
and realpolitik in its consultations.  
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The artists and the cultural sectors want to have responsibility heaped upon them for 
creating the Scotland that the First Minister envisioned for us on St Andrew’s Day 
2003. Adequate resource, not lavish provision, will be enough to sustain that effort 
and realise that ambition. 

The work of the Commission is now finished but artists and the cultural sectors have 
to start here. This is an independent report for the Scottish Executive but in truth it 
belongs to those who have invested their hopes in it. The Commission believes that 
the cultural sectors should themselves publicly review the results of the report in 
early autumn 2005, perhaps in a conference or a series of conferences. The First 
Minister will need their advice. It would be a grand gesture if the First Minister were to 
find himself able to respond to this report on the second anniversary of his 
inspirational speech.  
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Section 2 The cultural case 

2.1 Culture at the heart of our society 

“Let’s agree first the importance and the centrality of cultural activity to 
all aspects of our lives, why it’s important and how it can be used to 
revitalise us individually and as a national community.” 

Jack McConnell, St Andrew’s Day, 2003 

This new approach to culture and cultural services, and the express requirement that 
all government departments consider how cultural activity can help them meet their 
aims, was well received by the cultural sector, by the press and by the Scottish 
people. The Cultural Commission strongly supports the Scottish Executive’s 
acknowledgement of the value cultural activity brings to society and the central role it 
can play in policy areas such as education, health, employment, regeneration, justice 
and communities. We believe that the ‘case for culture’ is clear.1 During our 
consultation and our desk research, we examined and debated the many benefits of 
cultural activity with both analysts and practitioners. Three main areas stood out, and 
we elaborate them below: 

• creativity 

• confidence 

• well-being. 

2.2 Creativity 

2.2.1 Nurturing creativity 

“The creativity of Scots – from the classroom to the boardroom – is the edge 
we need in a competitive world. Our duty as an Executive is to create the 
conditions that allow that creativity to flourish – whether in arts, sciences, 
commerce or industry.” 2   

The Scottish Executive about the position of creativity in Scottish society, a view 
consistent with their drive behind the Curriculum Review3. There is no doubt that the 
pursuit of creativity is now recognised as being fundamental, both for individuals and 
for society as a whole.  

2.2.2 Driving economic development 

The value of the creative sector to the economic development of society is becoming 
more evident and substantiated. For example: 

• over the next three to five years, the sector aims to grow by 30%, increase 
exports by 15% and create up to 2,000 new jobs with assistance from 
Scottish Enterprise.4   

• Europe has become increasingly reliant on ideas and creativity.5   
                                                 
1  We draw heavily on the conclusions and recommendations of For Art’s Sake: Society and 
 the Arts in the 21st Century, IPPR, (2004) 
2  Cultural Policy Statement, Scottish Executive (2004)  
3    A Curriculum for Excellence, The Curriculum Review Group (2004) Scottish Executive 

4    www.scottish-enterprise.com May 2005 
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Richard Florida has been the key analyst of a seismic shift in the global economy 
away from mechanical or efficiency improvements driving economic growth to 
creativity as the main driver of the economy. In The Rise of the Creative Class,6  
Florida analysed the biggest drivers of the American economy and he was able to 
link these to creative centres and to what he called the ‘creative class’ or those 
engaged in work to “create meaningful new forms”. This includes a core group of 
scientists, engineers, academics, artists, non-fiction writers, cultural figures and an 
outer group of creative professionals who work in knowledge intensive industries 
such as finance, legal and health care. With creativity as a driver, the ability of 
nations to compete becomes increasingly tied to their ability to attract, retain and 
develop creative people.  

“Human creativity is the ultimate economic resource. The ability to come up 
with new ideas and better ways of doing things is ultimately what raises 
productivity and thus living standards.” 

Richard Florida, The Rise of the Creative Class 

This view is shared by Scottish Enterprise, who believe that the creative industries 
offer Scotland the best potential for economic growth and by leading business 
leaders who identify a pressing need for improving the creativity of the workforce. 

In 2001, Arts Council England (ACE) carried out research to map creative industries, 
in order to provide a national overview of the economic contribution of the creative 
sector for the Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS). The report7  
estimated that the creative industries in the UK, which include but are not confined to 
the arts sector: 

• employ 1.3 million people 

• generate revenue of around £112.5 billion 

• are responsible for an estimated £10.3 billion worth of exports 

• account for over 5% of GDP   

• have grown by 34% in a decade.   

In 2004, Florida applied his concepts and indicators to the 14 European countries. He 
found a rapid growth in the creative class in the majority of European nations, with 
Ireland topping the table with 7% growth per annum since 1995. 8 However, he also 
identified a shift in the epicentre of competitiveness from the UK, France and 
Germany to the Scandinavian and North European Countries. These nations have 
invested in creativity across the board, in all of its various facets and dimensions, and 
they have built environments that are attractive to creative people. Support for culture 
is a key factor in making a place attractive to the creative class.  

2.2.3 Stimulating creativity 

Creativity is essentially about generating alternatives. These may be ideas or 
solutions but equally they may not conform to a ‘solution’; creative thinking often 
requires breaking the patterns which limit traditional thinking. 

                                                                                                                                         
5     Europe in the Creative Age, Richard Florida and Irene Tinagli (2004) DEMOS 
6  The Rise of the Creative Class, Richard Florida (2002) Basic Books 
7  The Creative Industries Mapping Document Arts Council England (2001) DCMS 
8  Europe in the Creative Age, Richard Florida and Irene Tinagli (2004) DEMOS 
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“Creativity is as valuable in retail, education, health, government and 
business as in culture. The cultural sector should become the national 
dynamo of the creative impulse that can serve all these areas.”9  

Because of the importance of creativity as a driver of economic growth there has 
been a great deal of interest in a better understanding of creativity and how to 
support it. The benefits of creativity are acknowledged by teachers but Learning and 
Teaching Scotland recognises the difficulties in nurturing creativity. A report 
published by the Office for Standards in Education (Ofsted) in 200310 noted: 

“Most teachers see developing creativity in young people as an important 
educational aim. However, whilst teachers endorse many of the ideas implicit 
in creativity, they often find that the everyday demands of classroom life make 
it difficult to give anything more than superficial attention to these matters.”  

The report goes on to acknowledge the benefits of developing creativity in schools, 
which are marked: 

• behaviour in arts lessons can be better than in many other lessons in 
secondary schools 

• the arts can provide more opportunities for pupils to receive positive feedback 
about their contributions from both their teachers and their peers and this has 
a strong motivating influence on their subsequent work 

• pupils often talk positively about the specific styles of teaching and learning 
and activities undertaken within the arts, comparing them favourably with their 
experience elsewhere 

• many pupils attach a high level of significance to the arts in their lives 

• some of the more disaffected pupils reported that they would not miss a day, 
which contained an arts lesson; an analysis of attendance registers 
suggested that, for such pupils, there were fewer absences for arts lessons.  

Cultural activity offers a different language and an alternative space away from 
‘normal’ school. This provides an opportunity to deliver on the wider creativity 
agenda.  

“The principal goal of education is to create people who are capable of doing 
new things, not simply repeating what other generations have done – people 
who are creative, inventive discoverers.” 11   

Piaget 

The National Cultural Strategy (NCS) also identified the centrality of culture to 
creativity: 

“Creativity is nurtured, not taught. One of the ambitions of this cultural 
strategy is to develop the conditions in which creativity and innovation can 
flourish in all sectors of Scottish life.”12  

                                                 
9  Cultural Policy Statement, Scottish Executive (2004) 
10  Improving city schools: how the arts can help Ofsted (2003) HMI 
11   The Science of Education and the Psychology of the Child, Piaget J. (1970) NY:Grossman 
12   Creating Our Future… Minding our Past: The National Cultural Strategy, Scottish  
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This is a view which is not only shared by government and educators but also by 
business leaders. A poll among the UK's top business men and women showed 
children are much more likely to become successful and contribute to a stronger 
workforce if they take part in the arts when young. 80% of business surveyed at a 
conference of the Confederation of British Industry (CBI) said that UK companies 
would gain a better quality workforce if people have exposure to the arts when they 
are children. 13  

Cultural activity has been increasingly used to deliver the policy objectives of other 
areas of government. The evidence is examined more thoroughly in Section 3. Here 
we focus on why culture can be used in such a way, and we would stress some of 
the fundamental qualities of culture as the key. Culture can appeal because it is fun, 
because it can be a social activity, because it stimulates creativity and because it 
can, and increasingly will, be important to drive our economy and the future 
prosperity of Scotland. 

2.3 Confidence 

2.3.1 Shaping confidence and self esteem 

“The inheritance of our children cannot be a poverty of aspiration or 
ambition” 14   

     Jack McConnell, St Andrew’s Day, 2003 

Low confidence is being recognised as an issue across Scotland, and in other 
countries. A body of evidence in education suggests that teaching arts in school has 
a number of additional benefits, including improved self-esteem and higher 
achievement in non-art subjects. More broadly, creativity across the curriculum is 
seen as important. Learning and Teaching Scotland has stated that being creative is: 

"inextricably tied up with the process of becoming knowledgeable, of 
developing self-esteem and becoming whole." 15  

                                                                                                                                         
 Executive (2000) 
13  Research carried out by The Prince of Wales' Arts & Kids Foundation at the CBI 
  Conference (April 2005) 
14  First Minister, St Andrew’s Day speech (2003) 
15  Creativity in Education Learning and Teaching Scotland (2001)  
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2.3.2 Supporting culture, increasing confidence 

The Tourism Culture and Sport Minister’s ongoing bilateral discussions with her 
ministerial colleagues, particularly those in Education and Health provide an 
opportunity to promote a coordinated approach to addressing some of the root 
causes of low confidence in individuals. We must ensure we have events, people, 
and institutions that inspire people and national pride. Our confidence should be 
evident in the ambition of our events – Edinburgh Festivals, MTV Awards – and in 
developing the framework to ensure our national creative talent can participate and 
exhibit at the highest levels. Similarly, our artists and National Institutions must be 
supported to provide excellence at an international level.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Venice Biennale 

Scottish artists held successful exhibitions at the Venice Biennale in 2003 and 
2005. The Venice Biennale is the world’s biggest and creatively important visual 
arts event and attracts a massive international media and curatorial interest. The 
exhibition kudos has had a considerable impact on the careers of the participating 
artists and curators and raised the profile of the artists and Scottish culture. 
Scotland’s first presentation in 2003 attracted nearly 25,000 people. The critical 
reception was exceptional and led to invitations to exhibit at other events 
worldwide.  

Source:  Information obtained from Judith Elliott, Arts Project Coordinator, British 
Council in Scotland 

Edinburgh International Book Festival 

The Edinburgh International Book Festival enjoys a worldwide reputation and 
hundreds of major international writers have been presented at the Festival since 
it started in 1983. In 2003, authors from more than 20 countries were involved in 
the programme. The Bookcase showcase of Scottish writing takes place every 
second year at the Festival attracting talent-spotters, publishers and festival 
directors from 30 countries. Following the inaugural event in 2001, a travelling 
exhibition of Scottish writing was requested by 33 countries 

Source: Information provided by Judith Elliott, Arts Project Coordinator, British  
 Council in Scotland 

Scottish crafts 

Over the past decade, the profile of Scottish crafts at the national Chelsea Craft 
Fair has grown, with 24 makers taking part in 2004. The event attracts private and 
commercial buyers and curators from all over the world. Scottish makers have 
recently exhibited on an international stage at the prestigious talented craft event 
in Germany.  

Source: Information supplied by Norah Campbell
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2.4 Well-being 

2.4.1 A role for government? 

One of our Thinking Group members told us of his secondment with the Greek 
government where their ambition is to reduce all measurement of public policy down 
to one indicator – are people happier. This is a bold aspiration for government but is 
arguably its most genuine desire. 

We have been impressed with the work of the New Economics Foundation (NEF) in 
elaborating this concept by focussing on the notion of well-being and their view that:  

“Policy traditionally focuses on growing the economy, when all the evidence 
suggests this has little impact on well-being” 16. 

Their Manifesto for Wellbeing17 includes elements we feel have relevance for the 
cultural sector and we list them below: 

Measure what matters 

Well-being audits would assist local and national government to integrate their 
services and allocate their funds more effectively and efficiently. 

Create a well-being economy 

Growing the economy does not necessarily result in higher levels of well-being. High 
quality work can profoundly affect our well-being by providing us with purpose, 
challenge, and opportunities for social relationships.  

Create an education system that promotes flourishing 

The purpose of the education system should be to create capable and emotionally 
well rounded young people who are happy and motivated. All schools should have a 
strategy to promote emotional, social and physical well-being. The curriculum needs 
to be broadened to include more opportunities around sports, arts, creativity. 

Invest in the very early years and parenting 

Children need a lot of responsive individual attention in their first years. Cost-benefit 
analyses show that investment in the age group ‘zero to three’ will repay itself many 
times over, by lowering future costs in services such as health, education and social 
work. 

Strengthen civil society, social well-being and active citizenship 

Being actively engaged with communities has been shown not only to give us a 
personal sense of well-being but also to have positive knock-on effects for others.  

                                                 
16  A Well Being Manifesto for a Flourishing Society: The Power of Well Being (2004) New 
  Economics Foundation  
17  Ibid  
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2.5 Culture and social engagement 

Culture brings people together - in a gallery, a crafts class, a cinema, to sing in a 
choir - and the ultimate destination of a creator’s work is for social consumption, be it 
poetry, a radio broadcast, or a computer game. The wealth of media commentary on 
popular actors, musicians, writers and broadcasters is an indication of the public 
appetite for culture and its central place in society.  

The European and World Value Surveys identify attendance and participation at arts 
events as a measure of social capital. Evidence quoted in Section 8 on the Voluntary 
Sector shows people who might not formally participate elsewhere are prepared to 
freely give up their increasingly precious time, money and skills as volunteers to 
support cultural activities. 

Most importantly, cultural activity is fun; we are stimulated, challenged and 
entertained, which is why most people participate or audiences attend. Enjoying 
cultural activity, therefore, presents a range of opportunities for engagement that are 
not open to other areas of public policy. 

2.5.1 Culture as communication 

Howard Gardner, Professor of Cognition at Harvard University, is the leading 
advocate of what he terms multiple intelligences18.  Rather than a single concept of 
intelligence, he outlines a series of independent intelligences, each with their own 
strengths and weaknesses. He sees culture as a form of language used to 
communicate facts, thoughts, concepts, feelings and emotions.  

It is perhaps not surprising, therefore, that we celebrate individuals with great talent 
whose skills lie outside the areas of communication, literacy and numeracy. This may 
explain why cultural activity is particularly effective with those left behind by formal 
education and those with mental health impairments. Openness to alternative 
intelligences will improve our ability to change as technology opens new forms of 
communication. 

“The visual arts are a powerful tool for the stimulation of the imagination and 
allow us to see the world differently.” 

Visual Arts and Galleries Association submission to the Commission 

2.6 Defining culture  

It is worth making some observations on what we mean by culture. The National 
Cultural Strategy19 (NCS) takes a broad approach to culture, basing its definition on 
the UNESCO definition, adopted in 1982 at their World Conference on Cultural 
Policies: 

“In its widest sense, culture may now be said to be the whole complex of 
distinctive spiritual, material, intellectual and emotional features that 
characterise a society or group. It includes not only the arts and letters, but 
also modes of life, the fundamental rights of the human beings, value 
systems, traditions and beliefs.” 20  

                                                 
18  Frames of Mind: Theory of multiple intelligences, Howard Gardner (1983) BasicBooks 
19   Creating Our Future… Minding our Past: The National Cultural Strategy, Scottish 
  Executive (2000) 
20  http://www.unesco.org/culture/laws/mexico/html_eng/page1.shtml 
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The NCS elaborates on this theoretical definition: 

“This strategy therefore takes a broad view of Scotland's culture. It includes 
ideas, customs and traditions, beliefs, habits of thinking, religions, languages, 
identities, mythologies and histories, and the expression of these in myriad 
forms such as poetry and prose, visual arts, music, song, theatre, comedy, 
dance, architecture, design, costume, film, photography and a range of crafts. 
It is represented in the natural and historical landscape; archaeology; 
buildings; museum, gallery and library collections; archives and records; and 
shared memories and experiences. It includes aspects of lifestyle, such as 
sport and leisure. We can participate in Scotland's culture almost anywhere: 
in museums, theatres, schools, colleges, streets, galleries, libraries, 
churches, cinemas, sports grounds, workplaces, local halls, pubs, and in our 
homes. Not only have new technologies dramatically widened global access 
to Scotland's culture, but they have also widened our understanding of what 
that culture is.” 21  

This is the way culture has been defined in terms of policy since 2000. However, 
there has been no change in infrastructural arrangements to encourage such a 
holistic view of culture to be undertaken or effectively managed. 

2.6.1 Our view of culture 

The Commission’s remit proposes a view of culture similar in scope to that in the 
NCS22. We believe that culture should include: 

• the arts, including drama, dance, literature, music, the visual arts, crafts, film, 
and all branches of these 

• the creative industries, including screen and broadcasting 

• museums and heritage 

• galleries 

• libraries 

• archives 

• architecture. 

                                                 
21  Creating Our Future… Minding our Past: The National Cultural Strategy, Scottish 
  Executive (2000) 
22   Cultural Policy Statement/Cultural Commission Remit (2004) Scottish Executive 
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Section 3  Scotland’s cultural sector 

3.1 Demographic trends and forecasts 

3.1.1 A declining and ageing population 

By 2021 Scotland’s population is expected to have fallen to 4.9 million (a drop of 6% 
from 2001). This is primarily due to declining birth rates.1 The largest population 
group in 2021 will be those aged 65-75, most of whom are likely to be retired. There 
will also be significant growths in the groups aged 45-54 and 55-64, meaning more 
mature people with disposable incomes. At the same time, young people will decline 
proportionally with the 15-24 group, including graduates, diminishing by 13% by 2021 
and with the 25-34 age group dropping 13% by 2011.2  

At present, in terms of proportion of weekly disposable income spent on leisure, arts 
and entertainment, those aged between 25-35 and 65-75 spend the most per capita 
each year. In terms of total spending power, however, the large middle-aged group 
(between 30-50) is the most powerful.3   

For the first time in living memory, net migration in Scotland is positive, with more 
people choosing to come and live in Scotland than emigrate overseas. This is the 
continuation of a steady fall in emigration levels since the late 1960s. 

3.1.2 The creative class 

Migration of skilled workers to Scotland is a corner stone of the Executive’s current 
economic policy with initiatives such as Fresh Talent aiming to attract people to live 
and work in Scotland. Culture has its part to play in this process. Recent work from 
the USA reveals the provision, dynamism and vibrancy of cultural services as a key 
factor in the attraction and retention of the ‘creative class’ who are and will be 
increasingly responsible for growing Scotland’s economy.4 

3.1.3 A new kind of cultural consumer  

Faced with an empowered and discerning population who face increasing pressures 
on their time, cultural organisations will need to keep pace with the commercial 
sector in terms of quality of experience and offering value for both time and for 
money. In 2001 spending on leisure goods and activities constituted the largest share 
of average weekly household spending in Britain, accounting for £62.50 a week or 
17% of the household budget.5 Cinema admissions increased almost threefold during 
1995/99, while spending on admission at spectator sports alone now extends to 
£750m annually.  

Many leisure venues have broadened their offer to the consumer so that a wider 
range of activities is possible under one roof. For example, shopping centres 
containing cinemas, galleries containing cafes and restaurants, bars offering sports 
TV and even films as well as food, quizzes, karaoke and live music.  

                                                 
1  Unless otherwise stated, all information extracted from Future Scenario Drivers data 
 obtained from Visit Scotland, (May 2005) 
2  National Census figures for Projected Population of Scotland (2001) 
3  Towards 2010: New Times New Challenges for the Arts, ACE (2000) 
4  The Rise of the Creative Class, Richard Florida (2002) Basic Books 
5  A Challenge to Policy, Peacock A. article in Calling the Tune, A Critique of Arts Funding in  
 Scotland, Peacock et al (2001) Policy Institute 
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Due to its unique nature, including the ability to transport people from the pressures 
of their everyday lives, cultural activity has many strengths that could prove valuable 
in such a market. 

3.2 The impact of technology 

3.2.1 The digital divide 

At present there is a deep social disparity in the take-up of new information and 
communication technologies. This results in an unequal capacity to engage in many 
of the activities that technology enables. This disparity of access is what has become 
known as the digital divide. 

In Scotland in April 2005, 17% of households and 26% of businesses had 
broadband.6 However, this figure is still well below the UK and EU averages. 
Broadband will be accessible to 97.8% of the UK population by summer 2005 but 
take up will vary greatly. There is a significant proportion of society that does not 
have access to any of the new communication tools. In June 2004, UK households in 
the two lowest income groups have home Internet access rates of 7% and 5% 
respectively. As income rises, so do levels of Internet access, peaking at 71% for the 
highest income households. This profile is similar in Scotland, albeit with lower 
overall Internet access rates. Some 40% of the population, largely in disadvantaged 
groups, is still expected to be without home access to the Internet in 2007, despite 
continued take-up of new technologies.7  

Internet access has been rising amongst all groups in society. This would indicate 
that in twenty years, access to present-day information and communication 
technologies will be as universal as telephone or television. 

The digital divide is not related to a lack of telecommunications infrastructure, but to 
poverty, lack of awareness and low skill levels. The groups likely to be most affected 
by the digital divide are those which are already most excluded within society. The 
Scottish Executive is already committed to the issue of digital inclusion through a 
variety of initiatives including the current Digital Inclusion Strategy and new initiatives 
expected before the close of 2005.8 

3.3 Mapping the cultural sector 

3.3.1 Local government cultural services 

Following local government re-organisation in 1996, 32 unitary authorities were 
created9, each with a major role in making cultural policy and its provision. Local 
authorities outline how they intend to meet the cultural needs of their area through 
the preparation and publication of a single authority-wide cultural strategy. This 
translates nationally determined priorities into local needs and aspirations. Although 
local authorities have statutory duties, there are significant variations in the level and 
type of provision made across Scotland and significant variations in the level of 
spend per head of population and across local authorities. In addition to direct 
provision, most local authorities work in partnership with other bodies to develop and 
provide culture.  
                                                 
6    www.bt.com 
7  Digital Inclusion: Connecting Scotland’s People Scottish Executive (2001) 
8   Digital Inclusion:Connecting Scotland’s People (2001) Scottish Executive 
 http://www.scotland.gov.uk/library3/enterprise/dics-00.asp 
9   Under the provisions of the Local Government etc. (Scotland) Act (1994) 
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Core local authority cultural activities include:  

Activities Elements 

The arts including 
galleries 

• promotion of performing arts, visual arts, literature, community 
arts, cultural traditions, creative industries, moving image/film 
e.g. through projects, performances, festivals, information 

• provision of venues e.g. theatres, galleries, arts centres, and the 
inclusion of arts activities in multi-purpose facilities 

• building capacity of arts organisations (including voluntary 
sector) 

• audience development (including development and outreach) 
• support for artistic standards in architecture and the built 

environment 
• public art e.g. sculptures in open spaces 

Community recreation • providing facilities for community activities (including halls, 
community centres 

• children’s play areas 
• community use of schools for recreation 
• provision of local activity programmes (including local festivals, 

civic weeks and galas) 

Heritage, museums 
and historical records 

• museums (including the collection, recording and preservation of 
artefacts) 

• heritage sites and attractions 
• promoting interest, awareness and understanding of national 

and local heritage including access to collections, education, 
outreach, and the use of information technology 

• conservation of the built heritage (including implementation of 
national policy, stewardship of the historic environment) and 
good management (including responsibility for maintenance and 
cataloguing of the dean of guild and other records) 

• archaeology 

Libraries, galleries 
and information 

• promoting access to resources (manuscript, printed, electronic, 
and multi-media materials, and community information) 

• contributing to lifelong learning (including school library services, 
flexible and open learning, e-literacy and training) 

• promotion and development of literature (including events, 
literacy, publications and national promotions) 

• promotion of cultural heritage and community identity (including 
partner libraries, the Scottish Parliament Library (and SPICE) 
and European information relay and information provision) 

• provision of electronic access to public services (including 
‘Modernising Government’ and “21st Century Government”) 

Parks and open 
spaces 

• provision of access to countryside/ranger services 
• historic parks 
• open space provision 
• horticultural provision 
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Activities Elements 

Sport • increasing participation in sport and physical activity 
• facilitating the improvement in performance of clubs and 

individuals 
• building the capacity of the voluntary sector 
• providing indoor and outdoor facilities (including sport and 

leisure centres, swimming pools, playing fields and other outdoor 
sport facilities), including school and community provision 

• sport events 

3.3.2 The Scottish Executive 

Following devolution in 1999, the Scottish Executive assumed responsibility for 
cultural policy in Scotland, with specific responsibility resting with the Minister for 
Tourism, Culture and Sport. The ministry reached full Cabinet status with the 
appointment of Patricia Ferguson MSP in October 2004. Prior to this responsibility 
lay with Deputy Ministers and a Minister without full Cabinet status.  

Responsibility for advising Ministers and developing policy for the arts, creative 
industries including screen, cultural education, museums, galleries, libraries, 
literature, Gaelic, and the National Lottery rests with the Scottish Executive's Cultural 
Policy Division, a Division of the Education Department’s Tourism, Culture and Sport 
Group (TCS). The Division also sponsors the cultural (Non Departmental Public 
Body) NDBPs and handles nominations for UK honours.  

The TCS Division's Architectural Policy Unit is responsible for advising Ministers on 
architectural policy and it sponsors the newly created NDPB Architecture + Design 
Scotland (A+DS) and the Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historic Monuments 
of Scotland (RCAHMS). Tourism is also part of the Executive's TCS Group, which 
provides core funding for VisitScotland and advises Ministers on tourism policy. 

3.4 Financing culture 

3.4.1 Information on cultural expenditure 

Information on expenditure on cultural services in Scotland is difficult to identify for a 
number of reasons: 

• there is no universally accepted definition of what constitutes ‘cultural’ activity 

• financial information in the public domain - websites and annual reports – 
uses varying accounting practice and presentation  

• the accounting presentation of the NDPBs and other sponsored bodies are 
not standardised or aligned 

• data from local authorities may not be comparable. 

However, trends in cultural expenditure over a number of years have been examined 
and graphs and tables are reproduced in Annex A. In the following sections we focus 
on the most recently available figures. 
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3.4.2 Local authorities  

Local government is the major provider of cultural services in Scotland. In 2003/04 
local authorities spent £274m on the provision of culture.10  In the same year, the 
combined grant-in-aid to the Scottish Arts Council, Scottish Screen, the National 
Institutions (Libraries, Museums & Galleries) and Bòrd na Gàidhlig totalled £93.5m.11 
In 2003/4 this represented just over 2.5% of total local authority expenditure. Also in 
2003/04, Scottish local authorities spent 36% on Education, 22% on Social Work and 
5% Central Services.12  

Local authorities have a range of financial sources, including central government 
funding through Aggregate External Finance (AEF)13; council tax, generated income 
and a range of other sources such as the National Lottery, EU as well as the grants 
from NDPB etc. 

In respect of statutory cultural services, local authorities are required to: 

• “manage, regulate and control all libraries or museums or galleries", and 
creates restrictions as to how they may charge for these facilities”14 

• to "ensure that there is an adequate provision of facilities for the inhabitants of 
their area for recreational, sporting, cultural and social activities"15 

AEF has been increasing since 1998. Cultural expenditure has also been increasing 
but not at the same rate. However, many of the increases in AEF have been related 
to specific policies such as free care for the elderly. 

3.4.3 Variations in cultural expenditure at the local level 

There is a great disparity between what local authorities spend on cultural services, 
both in terms of total figures and per capita spend. Whilst this reflects some of the 
realities of varying population levels and varying concentrations in rural and urban 
settings, it also represents varying cultural provision and the varying commitments of 
individual authorities to the provision of cultural services.  

In 2003/04 this ranged from £1,658,000 to £55,794,000 in total spend and from £149 
down to £20 in spend per capita.16  

                                                 
10  Scottish Executive LFR 2003/04: for the purposes of this report ‘culture’ is taken to  

include Libraries, Museums & Galleries, Community Centres and Public Halls (following 
research undertaken for the Commission into voluntary cultural activity), Theatres and 
Entertainment, Other recreation and culture (which includes support for the Arts) and 
Heritage Services; the figure excludes capital funding 

11  Grant-in-aid figures provided by Scottish Executive 
12  Scottish Local Government Financial Statistics (2003/04) 
13  Aggregate External Finance (AEF) is the total ‘unallocated funding’ available to local  

authorities to provide a whole range of services from education, social services, justice 
and cultural, leisure and sporting services. Individual authorities have to decide how to 
prioritise, divide and distribute this funding across the range of services to meet local 
priorities. 

14  Public Libraries Consolidation (Scotland) Act (1887) 
15  Local Government and Planning Act (Scotland) (1982), Local Government (Scotland)  

Act (1994.) The term ‘adequate’ was not defined in the (1982) Act, and has not 
subsequently been defined in any of the subsequent Acts of  Parliament. 

16  see Annex A 
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3.4.4 Central government  

Central government funding of culture in Scotland17 is a complicated matrix, with 
funding provided by a number of government departments and agencies to a diverse 
range of NDPBs and other sponsored bodies, each with their own remits, roles and 
priorities. These in turn distribute funds to the sectors in a wide range of forms with 
everything from core funding of performance companies to start-up advice and 
training schemes.  

The Cultural Policy and Architectural Policy Divisions in the Tourism, Culture and 
Sport Group of the Scottish Executive manage most of this sponsorship, but Historic 
Scotland, an Executive Agency, also has a significant budget dedicated to heritage 
activity and some of that is cultural spend. Scottish Enterprise also funds a number of 
projects primarily through creative industry clusters and Local Enterprise Companies, 
although this is usually project funding for proposals, which may have a cultural 
dimension but primarily aim to stimulate economic growth or regeneration and so has 
not been included. The Commission is also aware that other government 
departments (Development, Health) and Agencies (such as Communities Scotland) 
are funding projects that have a cultural dimension, although such ‘cross-cutting’ 
investment is often hard to identify. 

The total grant-in-aid in 2004/05 to NDPBs in the cultural sector was £139.8m. This 
figure includes some ‘cross-cutting’ expenditure and the sponsorship to Historic 
Scotland but does not include support from Scottish Enterprise. Excluding Historic 
Scotland’s grant-in-aid, the figure is almost exactly £100m. Adjusting for inflation, 
revenue grant-in-aid to the cultural sector has increased 33% between 1997 and 
2004/05, moderately from 1997 onwards and more significantly from 2002/03. 
Investment in capital projects over the same period has totalled nearly £89m and has 
included major projects and acquisitions such as the new Museum of Scotland, the 
Playfair at the National Galleries and the purchase of the Murray Archive.   

Increases in revenue funding have not been shared evenly throughout the sector, 
with by far the largest increases going to the Scottish Arts Council. However, this 
includes substantial amounts of restricted money for the Youth Music Initiative and 
the National Theatre, which totalled nearly £15m in 2004/05. Historic Scotland and 
the National Museum of Scotland have also received significant increases since 2000 
whilst other bodies have not fared so well with only inflation level increases or, in the 
case of Scottish Screen, a moderate decline in real terms between 2001 and 2004. 

Cross-cutting policy, delivering multiple policy aims simultaneously, is becoming 
increasingly important. In January 2005, the Scottish Executive Cultural Policy 
Department published a report of cross-cutting policy involving cultural initiatives, 
highlighting developments in Health, Communities, Enterprise, rural affairs, Justice, 
Transport and Education. The report identifies over £1.4m worth of cross-cutting 
projects and initiatives and the consideration of many future actions.18  

                                                 
17  Figures in this section are based on the grant-in-aid figures provided by Scottish  
 Executive, unless otherwise indicated 
18  Progress Report of Initiatives Promoting Cultural Provision and a Wide Range of Other  
 Policies, Scottish Executive (2005) 
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3.4.5 Comparisons with cultural funding in England and Europe 

Scotland has lagged behind the comparative increases in England in investment in 
cultural services since 1997. For example, by 2007 the Department of Culture Media 
and Sport (DCMS) increase in grant-in aid to the Arts Council England (ACE) from 
1998/9 will be 215% in cash terms. The comparative figure for the Scottish 
Executive’s grant-in-aid to the Scottish Arts Council (SAC) is 209%. By excluding the 
ring-fenced project funding to SAC (Youth Music Initiative, National Theatre etc) and 
ring-fenced funding to ACE (Creative Sparks) the gap in SAC core funding needed to 
restore parity with England is £10.5m.19 

The disparity in funding patterns between England and Scotland is particularly 
reflected in the case of theatres, an issue brought to the Commission’s attention in a 
number of consultation responses. To match the provision in England and Wales 
would require an estimated additional £2m per annum.20 In addition, central 
government expenditure on arts and culture in Scotland lags behind that of many of 
our European partners.21 

Expressed as a percentage of the overall Scottish Executive Budget, the funding 
allocated to cultural services is very small. At the highest point in 2001/02 this 
represents only 0.47% the Executive’s budget; even if we include the substantial 
budget provided to Historic Scotland, of nearly £40m in 2004/05, this figure is still 
only around 0.6% of the total Scottish Executive budget. The disparity between 
funding for culture and for other public services is significant. In 2004/05, Health will 
receive £6.4b or 27% of the total budget; Education (central funding) £559m, 2.3%22 
and Justice £1.29b, 5.4%.  

3.4.6 National Lottery  

The National Lottery was received as a very welcome addition to government funding 
for good causes.23 When it was established, 16.5% of the total National Lottery 
Distribution Fund was allocated to the Arts. The Lottery has raised more than 17 
billion pounds in total for good causes. The Scottish Arts Council has distributed over 
£211m to 6,443 projects and the Heritage Lottery Committee for Scotland has 
distributed £385m to 1,900 projects in Scotland between 1995 and 2005.24  

Lottery funding has been distributed by a number of bodies in Scotland. The principal 
cultural bodies distributing funds are the Scottish Arts Council, Scottish Screen and 
the Heritage Lottery Scotland. Scottish Arts Council National Lottery Grants peaked 
at £36m in 1998 and then declined sharply to £13.6m in 1999, since then they have 
risen and peaked again and then declined to £18.16m in 2003/04. Scotland has also 
been successful in securing funds from the nationwide streams such as the Heritage 
Lottery Fund, the New Opportunities and the Millennium Fund. 

                                                 
19  See Annex A, Table 2 
20  Information provided by Scottish Arts Council, Drama Department. 
21  Information primarily compiled from Cultural Policies in Europe, www.culturalpolicies.net; 

additional information from French Ministry of Culture, www.culture.gouv.fr; UK National 
Statistics, www.statistics.gov.ukhttp://www.statistics.gov.uk/.  

22  This figure excludes local authority expenditure, such as schools 
23  DCMS collates information relating to the National Lottery, information was extracted from  
 their awards database on their website, unless otherwise stated 
24  Heritage Lottery (June 2005) 
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However, it is almost universally accepted that Lottery awards for the cultural sector 
are declining in parallel with the decline in National Lottery income. Recent 
developments, such as the inclusion of further categories of good causes by 
government, indicate that a lower proportion of a lesser sum from the Lottery will be 
available to support cultural activity in future. 

3.4.7 The private sector 

Scottish cultural organisations receive the most business investment in the UK 
outside of London and represent eight per cent of the total UK business investment in 
the cultural sector, however the bulk of this comes from a very small number of 
businesses and these are almost wholly Scottish based. There are few non-Scottish 
headquartered companies sponsoring cultural activity in Scotland on a regular basis. 
Orange is a notable exception, as is Sony with the National Centre for Photography.25   

Sponsorship rose between 1997 and 2000 due to major capital projects, the most 
significant of these being the new Scottish Museum and the Playfair Project at the 
National Gallery. These rises may suggest that National Lottery and other funding 
may help to lever business sponsorship, although there may be a limit to how many 
major projects the private sector can be asked to support. The cultural areas, which 
receive the majority of sponsorship, are the Edinburgh festivals, other Scottish 
festivals, major visual arts exhibitions and Scotland’s national companies. Lump-sum 
corporate donations and memberships have declined. 

There is a strong shift from cash sponsorship and sponsorship of art for ‘art’s sake’ 
towards a more strategic approach and commercial returns. Shareholders have 
begun to question sponsorship if no clear business benefit can be proven and larger 
companies are tending to limit their sponsorship to existing partners. In-kind 
sponsorship continues to play a vital role, although it is very difficult to track. Time 
given by business people on a voluntary basis through service on Boards or through 
provision of advice or support continues to be important.   

3.4.8 European funding 

The major funding stream of European Union funding for culture has been the 
Culture 2000 programme currently worth €167m per year. The programme has a 
requirement to have at least three international partners and Scotland has generally 
not been particularly successful. Since 2000, only four projects were initiated by a 
Scottish organisation, with Scottish bodies as a co-organiser in four and as an 
associate partner in a further four projects. Culture 2000 will be renewed and become 
Culture 2007. The overall scheme will become more flexible, but the requirement for 
a minimum of three partners will remain.  

The EU also runs the European Capitals of Culture and Inverness made an 
unsuccessful bid for 2007. They also run the Media Plus programme for the 
audiovisual industries. Scotland has done relatively well from the Media Plus 
programme with nearly £6m worth of support for production, distribution, exhibition 
and training since 2001.26 Other EU funds have been adapted for cultural purposes 
and the Commission is aware of a number of projects funded under the European 
Social Fund, including the Connector Project. 

                                                 
25  Information in this section was supplied by Arts & Business and extracted from the annual  
 A&B Survey. 
26  Information provided by Scotland’s Media Antenna desk, based in Scottish Screen in  
 Glasgow 
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Social funds and structural funds are set to decline with the redesignation of priority 
areas following the accession of the new member states. This decline will also be 
reflected in the Media Plus funds, which will be based on the production status of 
individual member states as a whole, regardless of the situation within regions within 
any member. It is predicted that because of the strength of the British film industry, 
largely based in London, there will be less money available in Scotland. 

3.4.9 The voluntary sector 

The voluntary sector plays a vital role in delivering and supporting cultural activity. It 
is difficult to map the sector fully, due to its diffuse nature, to the level and quality of 
information currently available and the lack of a coordinating body for the whole 
sector. Research was commissioned which identified over 4, 500 groups in a wide 
range of cultural activities from archaeology through to arts, dance and opera, and 
this figure only represents a portion of the overall sector.27 A copy of the full report 
can be found on the Commission’s website www.culturalcommission.org.uk. 

Research undertaken by the Scottish Council for Voluntary Organisations (SCVO) 
showed that arts, sports and culture made up 40% of voluntary organisations 
(estimated to be around 50,000 in total), making it the largest segment of the 
voluntary sector in Scotland.28 It also has the highest number of volunteers, 38% of 
what Volunteer Development Scotland estimated to be a total of 1.76 million adults 
(the next being the care sector with 18%). However, in 2001 SCVO estimated that 
these groups received only 13% of the income distributed within the voluntary sector. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
27  Study of the Impact of the Voluntary Sector to Culture in Scotland, Bonnar Kennlyside, 
  (2005) Cultural Commission 
28  Scottish Voluntary Sector database, SCVO (2002) 
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The range of activity reflects the diversity of the voluntary sector and, whilst groups 
tend to cluster towards large performance activities, the responses reflect the healthy 
diversity of activity. The main purpose given by most groups was ‘social’, but a third 
of all groups identified artistic development and education among their main 
purposes, with a quarter stating their main purpose is preservation or conservation. 
This reflects a very close alignment with the strategic priorities of the Scottish 
Executive’s National Cultural Strategy and of the strategic functions of bodies such 
as the Scottish Arts Council and Historic Scotland.  

The study attempted to gauge some basic outputs, and these included: 

• over 250,000 members 

• 3 million attendances at activities, events and facilities per year 

• over 35,000 regular meetings and 9000 special events 

• this equates to 100+ cultural opportunities being provided by voluntary 
cultural groups in Scotland each day of the year. 

It also sought to understand the motivation for people taking part in such group 
activities, and for giving significant contributions of time, effort and work: 
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In addition, the study also identified the wider benefits that such bodies brought to 
communities and to the cultural sector in general. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Professional cultural sector organisations are often dependant on voluntary staff who 
volunteer labour and skills and help fundraise and staff major events, all vital 
contributions to the cultural sector. Most bodies rely upon their own activity 
(membership, fundraising, sales, admissions) for the majority of their revenue, with 
the most likely source of funding to be local authorities followed by National 
Lottery/Awards for All. 38% of respondents were not dependent on any support and 
were entirely self-sufficient. 

3.5 The social impact of the cultural sector 

It is now well established that engagement in cultural activity, particularly through 
participation, brings significant social contributions. The range of positive impacts 
include: 

• increasing confidence, creativity, human growth and transferable skills, by 
providing personal insight and inspiration 

• stimulating regeneration by improving communities and community pride 

• improving collaboration and teamwork, thus contributing to well-being, quality 
of life and health 

• improving educational attainment 

• encouraging diversionary activity and supporting crime prevention 

• increasing employability and encouraging volunteering. 
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To date, however, research has not been able to demonstrate a causal relationship 
between participation and social outcomes. Defining ‘social impacts’ and measuring 
this in a robust way has proved difficult. A recent research review for the Scottish 
Executive concludes: 

Participation in cultural and sporting activities has been shown to result in the 
gaining of new skills, improve informal and formal learning, increase self-
confidence, self-esteem and a feeling of self-worth, improve or create social 
networks, enhance quality of life, promote social cohesion, personal and 
community empowerment, and improve personal and local image, identity 
and a sense of well-being.29 

3.5.1 Developing performance indicators 

The Centre for Cultural Policy Research has been commissioned by the Scottish 
Executive Cultural Policy Division to assess the impact on quality of life and well-
being of participation in sports and cultural activity, with the aim of developing 
performance indicators. They are due to report in September 2005. The Office of 
Chief Researcher and the Strategy Unit have also been considering the concept of 
well-being in Scotland at a more general level. Much work is being done elsewhere 
into establishing ways to asses the effect of cultural participation or interventions. 
These developments will need to be considered when framing a method to measure 
and assess culture, an issue dealt with in more detail in Section 9 of this report. 

Culture has become a cornerstone in regeneration and has been able to attract 
people who would not otherwise have participated in such activities. Regeneration is 
not just physical transformation; culture can transform communities. Projects can 
stimulate economic investment, and the ability of culture to be at the heart of 
regeneration has been demonstrated by a number of research studies. 30 The 
following case studies provide evidence for the range of social impacts of cultural 
activity. 

                                                 
29  Literature Review for the Evidence Base for Culture, The Arts and Sport Policy 
30  See www.comedia.org.uk for further information 

Fèisean nan Gàidheal 

The Fèisean movement is Scotland’s largest community based and community 
lead arts organisation which provides a range of annual festivals throughout 
Scotland and ongoing Gaelic arts tuition. More than 3,500 young people currently 
participate in the 37 Fèisean which take place annually with over 450 tutor posts 
being provided by Fèisean Gaelic music festivals. 
 
80% of participants in a range of arts projects including the Fèisean Gaelic music 
festivals said that they felt more confident as a result of their involvement in the 
arts. 73% of the young people participating in the event reported boosted 
confidence. 

Sources:   Use or Ornament: The Social Impact of participation in the Arts, Matarasso F. 
(1997) Comedia quoted in Arts & Business advocacy document (2003) 
Comedia 
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Hythehill Happening, Lossiemouth 

Hythehill, an area of Lossiemouth, had been subject to vandalism, in particular
the Primary School. The Local Community Network made up of local housing
associations, head teachers, health visitors, social work, community
development, arts and sports development and police invited Moray Council’s
Arts Development team to consider a new approach to tackling anti- social
behaviour.  

The result was a cultural event involving music and interactive experimental 
video art, not advertised but spread by word of mouth between local young 
people. Over fifty 12-16 year olds attended the event in November 2003, most 
of them socially excluded. Originating in one part of Lossiemouth, it then 
engaged other young people from other areas throughout the town, allowing 
these young people to interact with their peers and with their rival groups. 

Culture and regeneration 

Information collated in an evaluation of regeneration projects in Glasgow (the
Castlemilk Arts and Cultural Development Office), Edinburgh (Fireworks project in
Wester Hailes), Dundee (partnership for arts) and South Uist (the Ceolas project),
has demonstrated that culture played a key role in personal and community
development as well as improvements in the local economy. 

Specific outcomes included:  

• in the Castlemilk scheme in Glasgow, five out of the seven participants 
interviewed in 2001 believed that being involved in the arts project had 
helped them get a job or move into training 

• the participants in the Fireworks project in Edinburgh felt they had become
more confident, more interested in learning, had a chance to do new
things, made a positive contribution and made new friends  

• in Dundee, 29 out of 32 stakeholders questioned believed that the arts
projects had had a positive impact on the quality of life for individuals in
Dundee and had improved the image of the area  

• in South Uist, 80% of the local volunteers on the Ceolas project thought
that the image of the area had been improved as a result, and they
reported a positive impact on their own lives and skill development.  

Source:  The Role of the Arts in Regeneration, Blake Stevenson Ltd (2000)  
 SAC/Scottish Executive 
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3.6 The economic impact of the cultural sector  

Although a range of relevant data on economic impact is being collected by various 
bodies, a comprehensive assessment of overall economic impact and employment in 
Scotland has not yet been carried out. This section gives an overview of the level of 
contributions from a number of sectors and gives some examples of the economic 
impact of a number of key events, including the annual Edinburgh Festivals and the 
MTV Europe Awards. 

The following analysis is based on a Scotecon report31 and data refer to the financial 
year 2002/03. 

3.6.1 The arts sector 

Despite being classified as a ‘subsidy’ sector, the arts generate considerable levels 
of earned income. As expected, this varies greatly from art form to art form but both 
festivals and drama produced more than half of their own income (festivals 64.3%, 
drama 53.3%). There were also a number of sectors where revenue was not far 
behind grants (literature with 45.3% and arts centres with 43.5%). The overall levels 
were 43.9% of revenue coming from grants, 42.2% earned income and 13.9% from 
local authorities. 
                                                 
31  The Economic Impact of the Cultural Sector in Scotland, Stewart Dunlop, Christine 
  Hamilton and Adrienne Scullion (2004) Scotecon   

Hythehill Happening, Lossiemouth (cont.) 

As a result of the initial event, the young people recreated a similar event,
focusing on video, dance and music. This experience allowed these young people
to feel confident and to develop new skills.  

Significant outcomes of the project include:  

• attendance and engagement of young people who would not normally
have participated  

• reduction in vandalism and truancy in the area 

• greater awareness and better understanding between young people  

• new-found self-respect for all involved and new friendships created
between previously rival groups 

• improved relationships with parents and/or guardians and less concern
expressed by adult residents about young people’s behaviour in area 

• a performance for the BBC at the Spiegeltent during Edinburgh Fringe
2004 

• strong desire for the young people to continue to develop their new
creative skills.  

Adapted from Moray Council’s Arts Development Submission to the Cultural Commission
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It is estimated that the SAC’s core funded arts organisation support 4,026 full-time 
jobs, with 1,821 being ‘indirect’ employees in associated industries. The arts sector 
spends considerable sums on a range of services from premises, equipment, artistic 
activity, marketing, education, IT and retail. The sector also spends significantly on 
staff wages. Of this expenditure, it is estimated that 97.8% is spent in Scotland. 

By assessing the income of these organisations and the additional income created in 
other sectors of the Scottish economy, Dunlop, Hamilton and Scullion concluded that 
a multiplier of 1.87 could be attributed to the arts in Scotland. This means that for 
every £1 spent on the arts an additional £0.87 worth of income is generated in other 
industries. This figure is higher than the multiplier used by the Scottish Executive for 
the Recreational, Cultural and Sporting Activities sector, which is estimated at 1.79. 

The employment multiplier (the number of additional jobs supported) was estimated 
to be 1.83 (i.e. an additional 0.83 full time posts in other sectors of Scottish industry). 
This figure is again higher than the 1.66 Scottish Executive estimate for Recreational, 
Cultural and Sporting Activities and is also higher than Office Machinery (1.633), 
Retail Distribution (1.245) and Research and Development (1.283). It ranks 47 in the 
list of 128 multipliers that the Executive currently compiles.  

3.6.2 Museums and galleries 

Responses from the museums and galleries sector to Scotcon were very few, so the 
following section, which was informed by a publication from the Scottish Museums 
Council (SMC)32 must be considered as best estimates.  

As expected, the museums and galleries sector is more heavily supported than the 
arts, with an estimated 91.5% of local authority museums funding coming from local 
authorities and 82.0% of national museums funding coming from the Executive. 
University museums and galleries had 64.7% of funding coming from ‘other’ sources, 
presumably from the host university. The percentages for independent museums 
reflected a more opportunistic approach with funding coming from whatever sources 
might be available. 

The Scottish museum and galleries sector is currently estimated to support 3,285 
people in full-time employment with 1,282 being in associated industries. Museums 
and galleries spent £29.5m with £11.6m going on goods and services and £17.9m on 
staff. Again, it is estimated that around 90% of this expenditure is spent locally in 
Scotland. Of the expenditure on goods and services, over 50% is spent by both 
national and local authority museums on premises. The employment multiplier for the 
sector is estimated to be 1.64 and the income multiplier to be 1.65. 

3.6.3 Screen industries 

Data for the screen industries are based on a recent audit of the screen industries 
undertaken by Scottish Screen in partnership with Scottish Enterprise, Highlands and 
Islands Enterprise and PACT.33 The report estimates that the screen sector employs 
some 4,392 people in Scotland and that total ‘content spend’ is around £257.6m. 
Difficulties with data analysis restricted further analysis of economic impact. 

                                                 
32  A Collective Insight, Scotland's National Audit (2002) Scottish Museums Council 
33  Audit of the Screen Industries in Scotland: A Report for the Scottish Executive PACT in  
 Scotland, Scottish Enterprise, HIE and Scottish Screen, David Graham and Associates  
 (2003) 
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3.6.4 Publishing 

A recent study into publishing identifies sales figures of £188.5m and direct 
employment equal to 1,258 employees.34 The study also provides a figure for the 
additional employment created by publishing of 754 jobs. This appears to be based 
on an expenditure multiplier of 1.3, which is drawn from ‘DTI estimates of multiplier 
values across similar sectors’, and an assumption that turnover in companies 
supported by publishing is equal to £75,000 per employee. However it is unclear if 
these figures paint a complete figure, as they appear to account only for direct and 
indirect impacts, but not induced impacts. 

3.6.5 Crafts 

A study commissioned by the Scottish Arts Council (SAC), SE and SE Glasgow35 
estimated the crafts sector generates between £95-£150m worth of turnover. This 
assumes that a total of 3,000 crafts businesses operated in Scotland in 2001. Using 
this information, it is possible to estimate that the sector would employ 10,357 staff. If 
this were correct, then crafts would employ substantially more than core arts sectors 
such as the Scottish Arts Council core funded organisations. 

3.6.6 Music 

A recent report36 examines the wider music sector and includes activity supported 
through SAC core funded organisations as well as those involved in ancillary sectors 
such as rights and retail sales. In total, the report estimates that music employs a 
total of 2,679 full-time employees in Scotland, and generates £106m worth of 
income. 

3.6.7 Cultural tourism 

Tourism represents one of Scotland’s biggest industries, with culture playing a 
significant role in attracting visitors. VisitScotland’s data37 suggest that over 40% of 
people go on holiday specifically for cultural activities, whilst a higher proportion 
takes part in some kind of cultural activity while on holiday. In 2002, tourism 
accounted for £4.5b in Scotland in 2002, including £811m by visitors from overseas. 
74% of visitors cited an interest in history and culture and 58% of tourists visited 
museums, galleries and heritage centres. 

Scotland’s top paying attraction and top free attraction in 2002 were both cultural 
sites: Edinburgh Castle and Kelvingrove Art Gallery and Museum, respectively. The 
majority of tourism is made up from the UK market. In 2003 UK holiday makers 
whose main purpose of visiting Scotland was cultural tourism made approximately 
700,000 trips and spent a total of £173m.38 

                                                 
34  Scottish Arts Council, A Review of Scottish Publishing in the Twenty-first Century, (2003) 
35  Crafts Businesses in Scotland McAuley and Fillis (2002) 
36  Mapping the Music Industry in Scotland, John Williamson, Martin Cloonan and Simon Firth   
 (2003) Scottish Enterprise 
37  VisitScotland omnibus visitor survey data, sourced from VistScotland Survey of Cultural 
  Activities & Holidays (www.scotexchange.net) IPSOS Omnibus (March 2003) Visitor 
  Attraction Monitor (2003/03/04) conducted by the Moffat Centre on behalf of VisitScotland 
38  UK Residents’ Cultural Holidays in Scotland 2003 Factsheet, VisitScotland, December  
 (2004.) 
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3.6.8 The Edinburgh Festivals 

The City of Edinburgh Council, Event Scotland, Visit Scotland and Scottish 
Enterprise Edinburgh and Lothians are currently undertaking an extensive study into 
the annual Edinburgh Festivals. Initial reports from this study estimate the net 
economic impact of the 2004 Festivals at £135m of new expenditure for the Scottish 
economy with an income of £56m being generated and an estimated 2,900 full-time 
jobs being supported by the festivals.39  

3.6.9 MTV Europe Awards 

The MTV Europe Awards, held in Edinburgh on 17 November 2003, were estimated 
to have generated £8.9m in direct economic benefit to Scotland. Edinburgh gained 
£6.4m extra expenditure, the Lothians benefited by £300,000 and Scotland benefited 
from another £2.2m of additional spend.  

MTV's global networks screened 77 hours of coverage worth an estimated £8.6m. 
World-wide print media coverage in 2,094 articles carried by 928 publications in 19 
countries had an estimated value of £4.8m. Hotels in Edinburgh received bookings 
valued at £2.2m and occupancy for the week rose by 9.4% to 83% compared with 
the same period in 2002, whilst 62.5% of retailers said the Awards would provide 
long term benefit. In addition there were 45 celebrity endorsements of Edinburgh and 
Scotland, which were considered to have ‘huge value’ in reaching younger audiences 
and promoting the city and Scotland.40  

                                                 
39  Edinburgh’s Summer Festivals 2004 Economic Impact Study; The City of Edinburgh  
 Council, Scottish Enterprise Edinburgh and Lothian, EventScotland, VisitScotland 
 (2004) 
40  Extracted from Scottish Executive News Release ‘Echo of the 2003 MTV Awards’,  
 (15 March 2004) 
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Section 4 Rights and entitlements 

4.1 Our remit 

The Commission’s remit identifies one of its two core purposes to be: 

“explore the notion of cultural rights for the Scottish Citizen, and those of its 
creative community, and define how these might be translated into a scheme 
of entitlements.”1   

The remit provides the clear policy context for rights and entitlements: 

1) the First Minister outlined in his St Andrew’s Day speech that establishing and 
implementing cultural rights will form the corner stone of national cultural 
policy. 

2) the basic premise for this acknowledges each citizen of Scotland should have 
equity of access to cultural activity. This will be identified as a series of 
cultural rights and consequent entitlements. 

3) these rights and entitlements will form the blueprint for the level, location, and 
in some cases the nature, of cultural provision in the country.  

More specifically: 

4) the Commission is therefore asked: 

− to define a series of cultural rights that will have application across 
Scotland 

− to consider the issue of entitlements and how these might be delivered 

− to consider the rights and responsibilities of our artists and creative 
community 

5) the Commission will be expected to identify several broad-based rights and a 
series of more specific entitlements. 

6) the Commission will identify how specific entitlements at regional or local level 
may be introduced in a practical way.2   

4.2 Our understanding 

The Commission has taken clear guidance from the First Minister and the remit. We 
believe that introducing a successfully functioning system of rights and entitlements 
will have significant short-term implications for the shape and purpose of the publicly 
funded cultural sector, and medium/long-term implications for its funding and 
delivery.  

“Every people has the right and the duty to develop its culture.” 3  

                                                 
1  Cultural Policy Statement/Cultural Commission Remit (2004) Scottish Executive 
2  Ibid 
3  Declaration of the Principles of International Cultural Cooperation, Article 1(1966)  
 UNESCO  
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4.2.1 A new way of thinking 

We also believe that implicit in its successful undertaking is a significant change in 
thinking by those currently involved in the policy-making, funding, and delivery of 
publicly-funded cultural activity. Our understanding of the purpose of introducing this 
important philosophical shift in cultural policy is two-fold:  

• Firstly, it is a means to address the current perceived inequity of provision of 
cultural activity and facilities across Scotland - primarily aimed at redressing 
this inequity at local/regional level. 

• Secondly, it is a means of ensuring that publicly funded services, 
organisations and activity are more ‘customer-facing’, responding to changing 
customer needs and requirements and therefore being of greater relevance 
and benefit.  

We understand this increased engagement with the citizen is intended to create 
greater demand and opportunity for cultural activity, rather than being prescriptive. 
Or, as summarised by the Scottish Arts Council (SAC) “…how can we give more 
people access to the best cultural activity to best effect”. The system of rights and 
entitlements is intended to give structure to the system of cultural delivery; rights and 
entitlements are not intended to be an abstract mission statement.  

Comprehensive information on the Commission’s remit and methodology can be 
found in Annex B of this report. 
 
4.3 Consultation 

The following sources were used to acquire information, opinion and comment, and 
in turn informed the Commission’s discussions and recommendations: 

• written submissions 

• meetings 

• desk research 

• Thinking Group 

• international observation 

• existing rights. 

4.3.1 Written submissions 

In our first two waves of consultation, most written submissions included comments 
on the concept of rights and entitlements and many offered examples of what such 
rights/entitlements might be. 

Principle of rights 

The majority of submissions were broadly supportive of the principle of introducing 
rights and entitlements, although some caveats were offered regarding their nature 
and purpose. The COSLA-VOCAL submission endorses the principle of rights and 
entitlements and suggests the Agenda 21 for Culture document provides “…an 
important launching pad for establishing cultural rights in Scotland”. 
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However, the principle of rights and entitlements was not universally accepted. A 
small percentage (around 7%) of submissions were critical. Several of these shared 
the theme of one view that, “Rights and entitlements already exist – free access to 
books, free entry to museums – these are being systematically eroded by cuts in 
funding.”4  

Other contrary views included: 

• “it is more about active involvement than ownership, and more about 
appreciation than rights” 

• “since time immemorial people have expressed/celebrated their culture 
without any need to have a specified right to do so” 

• “to view people as consumers of culture in itself denies the very core of what 
is trying to be achieved in terms of cultural rights… If a citizen is not 
participating in a given activity then there needs to be an analysis of the 
activity, not targeted action towards the citizen to change and conform to fit in 
with current policy”. 

Terminology 

It was not always easy to distinguish between suggested ‘rights’ and proposed 
‘entitlements’ and this suggested a general need for clarity in determining the nature 
and purpose of both a right and an entitlement. SAC reflected this view in their 
comment that the rights element of the Commission’s brief, “…has been perhaps the 
most difficult – in terms of definitions, language and assumptions.” 

A helpful contribution from the University of St Andrew’s identified the care required 
in using the terms ‘rights and entitlements’ and the need to be precise in 
distinguishing between ‘permissive’ and ‘provision’ rights (or, one-sided and two-
sided). Permissive (one-sided) rights hold whether or not there is a corresponding 
duty or a ‘duty-bearer’ (e.g. a couple have a right to have children, but not to be 
provided with them). Provision rights infer a corresponding duty (e.g. a right to health 
care implies provision of basic requirements for good health). 

As the Commission’s consultation progressed, consensus was reached around the 
nature of cultural rights being one-sided (permissive), and those of entitlements being 
two-sided (provision). 

What should cultural rights cover? 

The COSLA-VOCAL submission suggested six areas for cultural rights to cover. Of 
these, four represent areas not covered by existing legislation and we believe these 
may benefit from a specific cultural right: cultural identity, creative potential, quality of 
environment and shaping cultural policy.  

COSLA-VOCAL proposed two further areas, ‘the right to literacies’ and ‘the right to 
health and well being’. We believe these are sufficiently well covered by existing 
legislation and therefore less likely to benefit from a specific cultural right. 

                                                 
4  Quotes from submissions to the Commission will remain unattributed in this text unless 
  specified 
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Some submissions covered general areas, such as the need to: 

• take into account existing UK, EU and international legislation  

• establish “cultural patrimony… as a basis for cultural rights”5  

• “…enshrine in the rights the arms-length principle”6. 

However, many submissions were specific and reflected the background and 
interests of the respondent. Some suggested several entitlements for one cultural 
area, for example: 

• Scots and Gaelic 

• arts experiences for pre-10s 

• access to libraries and archives. 

There were also a number of specific one-off suggestions. These ranged from 
general to detailed proposals, for example: 

•  “every child has the right to learn about issues affecting his/her own 
contemporary culture and modern-day creativity” 

• “a right to equality, fairness, opportunity and education to minority 
communities” 

• “all school children enjoy a fully funded visit to a museum or gallery every 
year” 

• “Scotland’s music and song must be available to everyone”. 

4.3.2 Meetings 

Public meetings 

The issue of rights and entitlements was discussed at each of the meetings during 
the first round of public consultation. There was broad consensus on the general 
principles, although a desire for clarity on their nature was expressed. Concerns 
emerged that it was not possible to go from a few broad-based principles (rights) to 
the intended specific, locally oriented practical implementation (entitlements) without 
an intermediary stage of guidance. 

There was considerable support for the view that rights and entitlements should take 
the form of nationally established standards. This subsequently became accepted 
thinking during the rest of our consultative period. One cautionary note, however, 
was sounded (by SAC): 

“There is much that is attractive in an approach that sets clear standards, but 
the counter-risk of such an approach is that it leads to box-ticking, the 
acceptance of minimum as also maximum, and a dull mechanistic approach.” 

We believe these are legitimate concerns but ones that can be addressed, perhaps 
by adopting some of the SAC’s own proposed suggestions (see below). 

                                                 
5   Inverclyde Council’s submission 
6    Simon Sharkey, Cumbernauld Theatre 
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Conferences 

Barcelona conference 

The Commission was represented at the Conference on Cultural Rights and Human 
Development held in Barcelona in August 2004 by UNESCO and the Interarts 
Foundation. The latest thinking from UNESCO and Agenda 21 on developing cultural 
rights was presented and the conference attracted hundreds of delegates from 
around the world representing international bodies, regional authorities, arts 
organisations, artists and academics. 

Several organisations in Scotland held public meetings on the issue, most notably 
SAC’s Local Authority Arts Officer annual conference (Dundee) and the Centre for 
Cultural Policy Research (CCPR) one day seminar (Glasgow).  

Scottish Arts Council conference 

Annamari Laaksonen7 of Barcelona’s Interarts Foundation spoke at the SAC 
Conference. On the basis of her international research she confirmed that Scotland’s 
intention of adopting a practical rights-entitlement approach is considered to be in the 
vanguard of cultural policy in Europe. She confirmed there is no single definition of 
cultural rights and that countries tend to focus on the issues most pertinent to their 
situation and stage of development, i.e. censorship, freedom of information, 
indigenous peoples, language and copyright. She did, however, confirm that the 
basic process was invariably the same: 

 
Rights   Policy   Delivery   Impacts 
 

Centre for Cultural Policy Research conference 

The CCPR conference outlined several caveats for the principle of rights-
entitlements, including: 

• there is a danger in trying to define the contours of rights, i.e. if the state 
defines ‘culture’ and ‘community’ then inevitably some minorities will be 
omitted and disadvantaged 

• different communities have different cultures, so we need to be cautious in 
allowing government to promote a particular culture through a series of 
cultural values.  

The conference concluded: 

• cultural rights have to be focused on the individual - bottom-up, not imposed 
from above; communities are only relevant as the environment in which the 
individual operates 

• respect and tolerance of other people and cultures should be at the heart of 
cultural rights, particularly for linguistic communities. 

Additional views on cultural rights were that they: 

• should be more like an enlightened policy than a legally enforceable right 

                                                 
7  Annamari Laaksonen organised UNESCO’s week-long conference on cultural rights in August 2004. 
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• can be an instrument for the state to promote the cultural diversity of its 
people  

• must have limitations to prevent infringing on the cultural liberties of others. 

The conference discussed the nature of a citizen’s responsibilities and whether a 
direct corollary to rights should be responsibilities which are also explicit, if need be 
in legislation. This reflected several similar contributions received by the 
Commission. The conference concluded that it should be for individuals and 
communities to define and develop their own responsibilities, rather than have them 
prescribed by the state. We agree with their further conclusion that responsibility is 
part of any member of society’s behaviour, but any right should by definition be 
unconditional and not linked to defined responsibilities.  

4.3.3 Desk research 

We studied several relevant academic papers, including a report commissioned by 
Scottish Museums Council (SMC). We also considered case studies of broadly 
comparable initiatives elsewhere. Of these we felt Sweden, Finland, Australia and 
England offered the best opportunities for comparison.  

Sweden 

For the last 30 years Sweden has placed cultural rights at the heart of its cultural 
policy. A Parliamentary Resolution in 1974 defined the goals of state cultural policy 
and the division of responsibilities between national government, municipalities, 
county councils and voluntary organisations. The rights embody aspects of various 
international declarations on human and cultural rights and include provisions for 
state administration of culture and the underlying principles for state grants. They 
were modified in 19968  and remain in effect:  

 
• to safeguard freedom of expression and create genuine opportunities for all 

to use that freedom 

• to work to create the opportunity for all to participate in cultural life and to 
engage in their own creative activities and experiences  

• to promote cultural diversity, artistic renewal and quality, counteracting the 
negative effects of commercialism 

• to make it possible for culture to be a dynamic, independent and challenging 
force in society 

• to preserve and use the cultural heritage 

• to promote cultural education 

• to promote international cultural exchange and meetings between different 
cultures within Sweden. 9  

                                                 
8  Government Offices of Sweden website: Culture at http://www.sweden.gov.se/sb/d/3009 
9  Swedish National Council for Cultural Affairs website, at www.kultuurradet.se  
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We believe there is much to be commended in the Swedish approach, not least 
being its review of the fundamental rights after a 20-year period. We were impressed 
by the express commitment to view culture as a challenging and dynamic force in 
society. Some of these rights, however, might be more appropriately considered as 
policy areas, such as preserving heritage and promoting education.  

Finland 

In June 1999 Finland incorporated a number of basic economic, social and cultural 
rights into its national Constitution so that they would be recognised in the courts as 
basic rights.  The Constitution came into effect in March 2000. Alongside rights to 
general equality, liberty, freedoms of expression and religion and education, the 
Finnish Constitution stipulates the following ‘cultural’ rights relating to language and 
the national heritage:  

Right to One's Language and Culture 

“The national languages of Finland are Finnish and Swedish.  The right of everyone 
to use his or her own language, either Finnish or Swedish, before courts of law and 
other authorities, and to receive official documents in that language, shall be 
guaranteed by an Act.  The public authorities shall provide for the cultural and 
societal needs of the Finnish-speaking and Swedish-speaking populations of the 
country on an equal basis.” (Section 17) 

“The Sami, as an indigenous people, as well as the Roma and other groups, have 
the right to maintain and develop their own language and culture. Provisions on the 
right of the Sami to use the Sami language before the authorities are laid down by an 
Act.” (Section 17). 

Languages Used in Parliament 

The Finnish or Swedish languages are used in parliamentary work. (Section 51) 

Responsibility for the environment 

“Nature and its biodiversity, the environment and the national heritage are the 
responsibility of everyone.” (Section 20) 

Australia 

In October 1994 the Australian government published a policy report, Creative 
Nation, which recommended among other things the introduction of a Charter of 
Cultural Rights guaranteeing all Australians: 

• the right to an education that develops individual creativity and appreciation of 
the creativity of others  

• the right of access to our intellectual and cultural heritage  

• the right to new intellectual and artistic work  

• the right to community participation in cultural and intellectual life.10 

                                                 
10  Creative Nation: Commonwealth Cultural Policy (1994) Australian Government 
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England 

In England, the Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) are planning to 
establish a cultural and creative entitlement: 

“The ultimate objective of the entitlement would be to ensure that every young 
person of school age enjoys a rich cultural life both within and beyond the 
curriculum… to both deepen and broaden those cultural experiences currently 
available through the National Curriculum." 11    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

At the time of writing, this has yet to be resourced and implemented. It is self-
evidently aimed at schoolchildren only and in that respect is similar to planned 
initiatives by two Scottish local authorities, Highland and North Ayrshire, who are 
considering introducing a ‘Cultural Pledge’ for pupils. This is, in turn, similar to a 
successful initiative in Norway – the Cultural Rucksack. Each of these examples 
offers pupils a menu of guaranteed cultural opportunities from which to choose and 
is, we believe, a practical illustration of how entitlements might be ‘packaged’ and 
delivered locally. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source:  Outline report on the National Conference at Sandefjord, Investing Cultural 

Capital – The Cultural Schoolbag (Rucksack), by John Wilson, Links Officer in the 
Arts and Education, East Ayrshire Council, June 2004 

 

                                                 
11 A Cultural and Creative Entitlement, DCMS (2004) 

Cultural Rucksack 

Cultural Rucksack is a national initiative in Norway to provide professional arts and 
culture in education. Pupils are encouraged to participate in the arts and be inspired 
by professional artists and creative experiences, so that they have a full cultural 
rucksack to carry through life. The scheme uses arts and culture to contribute to 
school learning objectives. Quality of provision is kept to a national standard and local 
schools access cultural resources in their region by using an available database of 
artists and a cultural menu of possibilities. 

Creative Sparks 

In its new Five-Year Plan (2005/10), the UK Department of Culture, Media and sport 
announced the Creative Sparks initiative to be piloted over three years in several 
regions. The initiative will draw together elements of existing programmes, including 
Creative Partnerships and Renaissance in the Regions, and will enable different 
areas to tailor the cultural ‘menu’ according to their local cultural resources. The aim 
is for every young person, by the time they leave school, to have experienced and 
created music, art, theatre, dance, media art, writing, architecture and design, and 
visited museums, galleries, libraries and local archives. 

Source:  Department for Culture, Media and Sport Five Year Plan: Living Life to the Full 
(2005) DCMS 
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Academic papers 

International conferences 

We considered several academic papers submitted to international conferences12 
and these have provided some useful context for the evidence we have received in 
Scotland. For example: 

“Cultural rights are not just a curiosity in terms of legal aspects of the 
regulation of ‘culture’ and ‘its goods’ but are becoming a central theme in 
many social actions and programmes. Culture, that is to say, has become 
more strategic in terms of both economic and social productivity and 
sustainability.” 13     

The cross-cutting nature of culture promoted by the First Minister is echoed in much 
of the material we assessed, including: 

“Principles of non-discrimination and equality form the common basis of all 
human rights and in the case of cultural rights they can be translated into 
equality of opportunities and access to culture, equality of cultures, cultural 
freedom and democracy. 

Although cultural rights are not limited to minority rights, a special concern 
has been elaborated in relation to vulnerable groups and those living in 
economic or social disadvantage. 

Participation in cultural life is no longer seen as participation in cultural 
activities but also active collaboration in the design and implementation of 
policies, collective action and manifestation of the freedom of choice.” 14   

The point made in the final sentence regarding participation re-states one of the 
COSLA-VOCAL recommendations, and we believe there is merit in including it as a 
specific national cultural right. 

Scottish Museums Council 

Although SMC’s report15 was commissioned to consider the subject from a museums 
standpoint, it raises a number of issues that are equally pertinent for the whole 
cultural sector. It considers the different types of entitlement and offers, we believe, a 
very valuable overarching comment, essentially that the purpose of rights and 
entitlements should not be confused by the process of their delivery. 

The report introduces the concept of four models of entitlement: 

• universal entitlement: where every citizen is a beneficiary of an identified 
cultural benefit enforced by statute, i.e. free book borrowing from public 
libraries, or free admission to museums 

                                                 
12  Such as: the International Roundtable on the Right to Take Part in Cultural Life (Manila  

2002); the International Seminar on Diversity and Cultural Rights (Sao Paolo 2004) and 
the American Association for the Advancement of Science (2002) 

13  ‘Measuring Cultural Exclusion Through Participation in Cultural Life’, Laaksonen (Paris)  
 (2005) 
14  Ibid 
15  Cultural Rights and Entitlements in the Scottish Museum Context, SMC (2004) 
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• entitlement to a specific user group: usually an initiative, often targeted at 
young people, i.e. every primary school pupil to have a year’s free music 
tuition 

• entitlement through purchasing by or for the user: similar to the above 
but focussed on ‘purchasing’ an entitlement through voucher scheme or smart 
card, i.e. Young Scot, or the Museums Association’s proposed voucher-based 
school visits to museum scheme 

• area-specific entitlement: delivering to a defined geographic area with the 
provider (usually the local authority) but could also be through regional 
partnerships, for example Highland 2007’s Cultural Pledge. 

The Commission sees the above options as mutually exclusive. Indeed, the delivery 
of entitlements is most likely to be successfully achieved through a combination of 
the approaches outlined. We do not believe that the concept of ‘universal entitlement’ 
in the example used by the SMC Report, while having produced some laudable 
provision, is interchangeable with the concept of ‘cultural rights’. We believe it to be 
more closely allied with the concept of national standards outlined below, which is 
specifically expressed in the SMC example by developing access in libraries and 
museums. 

The SMC Report notes that: 

“The key relevant concept in Scotland in relation to developing entitlement is 
that of ‘adequacy’, since Scottish local authorities are required by law to make 
‘adequate cultural provision’. Unfortunately there is no definition of ‘adequate’, 
leading to widely disparate levels of provisions across the 32 local authority 
areas and subsequent inequality of opportunity for the Scottish citizen. The 
concept of adequacy defined in statute has clear links to the delivery of 
cultural rights and entitlements.” 

We agree with this summary and understand it to be a key reason why the First 
Minister and the Scottish Executive seek to introduce rights/entitlements. 

4.3.4 Thinking Group 

We established a Thinking Group16 on Cultural Rights that considered much of the 
acquired information and issues outlined above. Many of its conclusions are included 
in our recommendations below. The group offered a methodical, tiered approach to 
establishing and detailing the rights, standards and entitlements across the various 
components of the cultural sector (architecture, arts, heritage, etc). 

International Thinking Group 

“In their rich diversity and in the reciprocal influences they exert on one 
another, all cultures form part of the common heritage belonging to all 
mankind.” 17     

                                                 
16  Thinking Group membership is contained in Annex C 
17  Declaration of the Principles of International Cultural Cooperation, Article 1, (UNESCO),  
 (1966) 
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For their final meeting, the Thinking Group invited two experts in international cultural 
policy, Professor Colin Mercer and Annamari Laaksonen, to consider the 
Commission’s emergent thinking at their final meeting. In general they were very 
supportive of the direction being taken and believed it to be “coherent and 
compelling”. They noted that, as Scotland is likely to take a pragmatic and practical 
approach to rights, as opposed to a theoretical/academic one, then the successful 
implementation of rights/entitlements is dependent on an appropriate organisational 
infrastructure being in place to develop and deliver them. 

It was also noted that to work properly, such a system would need monitoring, 
evaluation and, where necessary, amendment. This should be allowed for in any 
infrastructure requirements.  

In terms of the content of cultural rights, the following observations were made: 

• ‘expressing and extending cultural identity’ can create a difficult legal concept 
and may lead to abuse of the intended purpose of the rights/entitlements 
process 

• similarly the ‘right for an individual to pursue their cultural heritage’ could lead 
to unintended legal abuse, or impose on another individual’s rights 

• the need for a right to include the opportunity to shape cultural policy and 
provision was emphasised. 

In addition, the cultural policy experts advised that the rights and the 
rights/entitlements process should be enshrined in law, primarily to create stability. A 
policy-based approach would be subject to regular possible change. The Group 
believed a clear statement of intent, or declaration of cultural importance, from 
government although not legally essential would give a tremendously helpful sign to 
the voluntary and private sectors, and send a positive signal internationally. 

4.3.5 Existing rights 

“We recognise the indivisibility of culture and development, understood not 
merely in terms of economic growth, but also as a means of achieving a 
satisfactory intellectual, moral and spiritual existence.” 18  

Specific existing rights 

There are several relevant areas of rights, both for the individual and the collective 
community, already enshrined in international and European laws or Conventions. 
We believe there is no need to duplicate these at a Scottish level. However, Scottish 
legislation in the form of a Culture Bill should acknowledge and endorse these 
existing rights as a context for more specific cultural rights, as outlined below. 

In particular, we believe that the following should be acknowledged/endorsed: 

• The Universal Declaration of Human Rights19  (United Nations) 

− Article 22 

− Article 27 

                                                 
18  UNESCO 
19  http://www.un.org/Overview/rights/html 
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− Article 29 

− The Declaration of the Principles of International Cultural Cooperation20   
(UNESCO, 1966) 

− Article 1 

• Recommendations on the Status of the Artist21   (UNESCO), 1980 

• Protocol of San Salvador22  (OAS) 

• The UN Convention on the Rights of the Child23  treaty (1989) 

− Article 1324  

− Article 30 

− Article 31 

• Charter of Fundamental Right25   (European Union) 

− Article 10, Freedom of Thought, Conscience and Religion 

− Article 11, Freedom of Expression and Information 

− Article 12, Freedom of Assembly and Association 

− Article 13, Freedom of the Arts and Sciences 

− Article 15, Freedom to Choose an Occupation 

− Article 22, Cultural, Religious and Linguistic Diversity. 

Similarly we believe that relevant existing UK and Scottish legislation should not be 
duplicated in a Culture Bill, but may be useful to refer to as context. For example: 

• “the right of every child of school age to be provided with school education, by 
or by virtue of arrangements made, or entered into, by, an education 
authority.”26 

It may be useful to use Article 5 of the UN Declaration of Cultural Diversity to 
establish a relevant context for specific, Scottish cultural rights: 

“Cultural rights are an integral part of human rights, which are universal, 
indivisible and interdependent.  

                                                 
20  Declaration of the Principles of International Cultural Cooperation, Article 1, (UNESCO), 
  (1966) 
21  http://www.unesco.org/culture/laws/artist/html_eng/page1.shtml 
22  http://www.worldpolicy.org/globalrights/treaties/achr-esc.html 
23  The UN Convention on the Rights of the Child has been ratified by more governments (all 
  except Somalia and the US) than any other human rights instrument.  
24  Full text of the Convention on the Rights of the Child, presented on UNicef website at 
  http://www.unicef.org/crc/crc.htm 
25  http://www.europarl.eu.int/charter/pdf/text_en.pdf 
26  Standards in Scotland’s Schools etc Act 2000 
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The flourishing of creative diversity requires the full implementation of cultural 
rights  as defined in Article 27 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 
and in Articles 13 and 15 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social 
and Cultural Rights.  

All persons have therefore the right to express themselves and to create and 
disseminate their work in the language of their choice, and particularly in their 
mother tongue; all persons are entitled to quality education and training that 
fully respect their cultural identity; and all persons have the right to participate 
in the cultural life of their choice and conduct their own cultural practices, 
subject to respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms.” 

A summary of existing legislation and approaches to rights can be found in Annex D. 

General existing rights 

We agree with the COSLA-VOCAL recommendation that the Agenda 21 for Culture27  
document provides a level of detail that is useful as guidance for good practice for 
local authorities. Also, the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural 
Rights builds on the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) 28 and places 
cultural rights in the framework of the obligations of states to their citizens. Under the 
terms of the Covenant: 

• States Parties to the present Covenant recognise the right of everyone to take 
part in cultural life 

• the steps taken by the States Parties … to achieve full realisation of this right 
shall include those necessary for the conservation, the development and 
diffusion of science and culture. 

Thus signatories have a legal duty to ensure the diffusion, development and 
sustainability of culture. 

EU stance on cultural rights 

The European Union recognises the “universality, indivisibility, interrelation and 
interdependence” 29 of all human rights. Civil and political rights and economic, social 
and cultural rights are seen as mutually reinforcing, based on common basic 
assumptions and principles. These are: 

 
• the recognition of the dignity of mankind 

• the equality of all human beings 

• the principle of non-discrimination 

• the social inclusion of all persons, ethnic groups and races.  

                                                 
27  endorsed by the Forum of Local Authorities for Social Inclusion 
28  Universal Declaration of Human Rights, adopted and proclaimed by United Nations 
 General Assembly resolution 217 A (III) of 10 December 1948. 
29  European Union Council of the European Union, European Union Annual Report on  

Human Rights 2001, Source: Internet://europa.ue.int/comm./external_relations/human-
rights/doc/report01-en.pdf. 
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Although economic, social and cultural rights are generally recognised by EU 
member states, their full and universal implementation has proved difficult to achieve 
due to the inconsistency of attention paid by different member states. However, at 
the Millennium Summit (2000), the EU expressed willingness to support any initiative 
of the High Commissioner for Human Rights aimed at achieving the universal 
enjoyment of economic, social and cultural rights. The EU agrees that economic, 
social and cultural rights need to be considered further in the framework of 
international conferences. 30    

4.3.6 Cultural rights for artists 

The Commission’s remit included an instruction: 

“To consider the rights and responsibilities of our artists and creative 
community” 

We received many contributions from practising professionals in all parts of the 
cultural sector – artists, librarians, filmmakers, curators – who sought to have the role 
of the individual creator, or practising artist, validated and believed this should be 
done through a cultural right. We understand and share the desire of Scotland’s 
creative professionals to be recognised for their contribution to their sector and to the 
country. However, we were not convinced this was likely to be achieved more 
successfully through a specific, new cultural right.  

A significant body of international, European and UK legislation already exists (see 
above) which recognises the specific needs of the individual creator (e.g. for 
copyright, ownership, working conditions, and such like) and we found no obvious 
oversights. We believe the Scottish Executive should acknowledge and endorse this 
existing relevant legislation, as proposed above. 

“One of the basic indicators of cultural rights is the ratification of international 
human and cultural rights instruments” 31    

We agree with the Thinking Group’s recommendation that there would be merit in a 
statement of intent, or declaration of cultural importance, from the Scottish Executive 
echoing the First Minister’s statement on St Andrew’s Day 2003. We believe this 
would carry more weight, internationally and at home, if the First Minister were to 
elaborate his views on the importance of culture to Scotland, and of the individual 
creator, and invite Parliament to endorse them.  

Elsewhere in this report we present practical suggestions for increasing support to 
individual creators. 

4.4 Our thinking 
Having considered the evidence gathered during the consultation period, our thinking 
in response to our remit is as follows. 

“Define a series of cultural rights that will have application across 
Scotland” 

                                                 
30  Council of the European Union, European Union Annual Report on Human Rights (2001)  

Internet://europa.eu.int/comm/external_relations/human_rights/doc/report01_en.pdf 
31  Defining Cultural Rights, Stephen Marks (2003) Leiden/Boston 
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4.4.1 Nature of cultural rights 

We believe these should be permissive. In other words, the right will hold whether or 
not there is a corresponding duty or it entails a ‘duty-bearer’ (e.g. there is not a duty 
to be provided with them). The rights should focus on the individual and should only 
cover those areas not already sufficiently explicit in existing legislation. Rights should 
be unconditional and not linked to defined responsibilities. 

4.4.2 Areas for cultural rights 

In developing countries, cultural rights are, rightly, often focused on issues of 
freedom of expression and support for minority views. However, we recommend 
Scottish cultural rights are principally concerned with access, equity and fairness of 
provision.  

We therefore believe the following areas are the most appropriate: 

The right to take part in cultural life  

There was a near-unanimous wish from all contributions to ensure citizens are able 
to participate in, and have access to, cultural activity. As cultural rights themselves 
remain difficult to encapsulate exhaustively in universally applicable definitions, we 
believe elucidating the right to take part in cultural life promotes the importance of 
access and promotion, and also the survival of cultures, while acknowledging the 
constant changes that cultures go through. 

“These rights are central to participation in cultural life and allow individuals 
and groups of people to follow, adopt or create a way of life of their own 
choice”32  

The right to fulfil creative potential 

Again, there was a near unanimous view that the opportunity for an individual to fulfil 
their creative potential should be considered a fundamentally important right. If the 
rights are permissive it prevents potential abuse of the process, for example, 
unrealistic demands on public bodies to provide individuals with specialist equipment 
or training.33 

The right to an enriching communal life in a satisfying environment 

Although this right would extend to the ‘cultural estate,’ both local and national, its 
intention is much broader and reflects many submissions we received concerning the 
importance of the built, and designed, environment. These views often referred to an 
increasing body of academic and other studies that highlight the importance of the 
built environment and the causal links (of poorly designed and constructed 
environments) with low self esteem and confidence, and related social problems. We 
found some evidence of this in the Scottish Executive’s social research.  

                                                 
32  Considering the Cultural Dimensions of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Stephen 
  Hansen (2002) 
33  A Literature Review of the Evidence Base for Culture, the Arts and Sports Policy, Janet 

Ruiz (2004) Scottish Executive 
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The right to participate in designing and implementing cultural policy 

We noted earlier the evidence from COSLA-VOCAL and the International Thinking 
Group meeting advocating this as a key right. We believe it encapsulates the First 
Minister’s express desire for the public sector to pay more regard to the citizen in the 
design and delivery of cultural activity. Elsewhere we make several 
recommendations on how increased engagement of citizens may happen in practice. 
We believe that promoting participation in policy-making as a cultural right will ensure 
it has both the importance and the practical result desired. 

4.4.3 The policy process 

We recommend the following: 

Rights 

Cultural rights should be determined by Scottish Ministers and they will provide the 
direction for national cultural policy. Rights should be seen as setting a generational 
context and, although they should be revisited and adapted where appropriate, this 
should only require to be undertaken at lengthy intervals of around 20 years.  

Policy 

National cultural policy should continue to be created by the Scottish Executive and 
its relevant advisory bodies. It should provide the context and direction for the 
national standards in such policy areas that are common across the Scottish 
Executive as social inclusion, access and regeneration. 

Standards 

National standards should do two things:  

• interpret the rights and policy into meaningful and realistic targets for their 
sector 

• provide clear guidance to enable the creation of entitlements at local level. 

We believe these standards should be developed and proposed by the sectors 
themselves. This will ensure their greater relevance by involving those closest to 
delivering services. We also believe that the bodies that propose the standards 
should be as demonstrably representative of their sector as possible. This means 
involving private, voluntary and public sectors from both local and national levels. 

The process of developing meaningful, affordable standards will be an iterative one. 
We estimate this may take 9-12 months to complete successfully. We believe that it 
is worth taking time to undertake this initial exercise thoroughly as the engagement of 
the sector in the process itself should lead to greater ownership. 

We believe there should be six areas of the cultural sector which each prepare 
standards: 

• libraries and archives 

• heritage, museums and galleries 

• creative industries 
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• architecture and the built environment 

• the arts 

• languages for which Scots are the chief custodians. 

Libraries and museums already have indicative or actual standards produced by one 
of the bodies in their sector. These should be used to illustrate the nature of 
standards generally, as well as the basis for actual standards in those two sectors. 

The nomenclature in the rights/entitlements process is important and should try to 
avoid confusion. What we have defined as a ‘standard’, the SMC Report, for 
example, would classify a Universal Entitlement. Similarly, in written submissions 
there were many suggested ‘rights’ and ‘entitlements’ which we believe would be 
more appropriately considered as ‘standards’. To help clarify the issue we have 
presented some illustrations of the process at Annex E. 

The proposed standards should be endorsed by the Scottish Executive, or by their 
chosen substitute. Such a central body, holding funding responsibility, will  ensure 
the standards are: 

• fiscally responsible and affordable 

• coordinated in style and content across sectors. 

Summary of process 

 
Rights   Policy   Standards   Entitlements 
 
 

Which are the responsibility of: 

 
 
Ministers Executive  Sectors           Local  

        Partnerships 

4.4.4 Nature of entitlements 

“To consider the issue of entitlements and how these might be 
delivered (The Commission will be expected to identify…….a series of 
more specific entitlements).” 

The Commission believes that entitlements are at the heart of this process and its 
most important outcome. The rest of what is, essentially, an administrative process 
should be tailored to enable the easiest preparation of the most meaningful 
entitlements. The citizen (participant/consumer) should be clear about what is being 
offered and by whom. Entitlements should therefore be: 

• specific 

• local 

• deliverable 

• measurable. 
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Each standard should have a corresponding entitlement, a local interpretation of 
national guidance. This would not preclude additional entitlements being developed 
and offered. We believe that entitlements should be two-sided, as with ‘provision’-
based rights. In other words that for each entitlement there is a corresponding duty to 
provide, and therefore a specified provider. 

A key strength of entitlements will be that they are devised locally, collectively, and in 
partnership. We recommend each local authority area establish a Cultural 
Partnership comprising relevant representatives from that area’s cultural sector, 
ensuring the voluntary, private and public sectors are all represented. As with 
standards we believe the process of developing entitlements will be an iterative one 
based on negotiation and exchange of information, across one axis with local 
colleagues and across the other with national representatives.  

4.4.5 Establishing entitlements 

The process for establishing entitlements should be seen as a valuable means of 
ensuring ownership by all concerned, as well as a practical way of developing new 
ways of local delivery and resource-sharing. We believe the local authority should 
take the lead in establishing and, if appropriate, servicing the Partnership, but they 
should be considered as an equal partner at the Partnership table. This approach 
intentionally echoes the Community Planning (CP) process. Elsewhere in this Report 
we recommend legislation to ensure culture is specified in the CP remit as a key 
outcome. 

We recommend the Partnership [or LA] has responsibility to prepare a Cultural 
Strategy that details the entitlements, how they will be delivered, and the 
responsibility for doing so. We recommend this Strategy be adopted by the local CP 
partnership. 

The process we are advocating precludes us from identifying specific entitlements, 
as we were asked to do to in our remit. However, we feel that we are offering a more 
robust solution that will lead to more pragmatic entitlements. Also, the remit’s original 
understanding of ‘entitlement’ may have been more closely aligned with what we are 
suggesting become ‘standards’. 

We estimate that, once the Partnership is in place and the National Standards are 
outlined, the process of developing entitlements is likely to take several months. 

4.4.6 Outcomes 

“The Commission will identify how specific entitlements at regional or 
local level may be introduced in a practical way” 

Firstly, we believe the outcomes of the entitlements should be clear. We offer the 
following, based on DCMS’s stated outcomes for their proposed Creative 
Entitlement: 

• increased educational attainment and engagement 

• increased self-confidence and motivation 

• increased enjoyment of life 

• increased knowledge, and critical appreciation, of cultural activity 

• increased communication, reasoning and creative thinking skills 
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• increased opportunities for creative and cultural professionals 

• increased engagement of the citizen with the cultural sector. 

4.4.7 Implications 

In the short-term we believe that the transition period to establishing an effective 
system of rights and entitlements may take two to three years. We think it would be 
legitimate for all those concerned to enter this transition period with a view to 
adapting existing resources and funding levels to the new system. However, it was 
suggested strongly at several consultation meetings that providing incentive funding 
to reward good practice, perhaps based on collaboration between cultural 
partnerships, may improve performance during the transition period.  

The COSLA-VOCAL submission said: 

“Self evidently, delivering those rights requires an adequate level of resources 
and provision, and an audit of existing levels at both national and local levels 
is an urgent priority.”  

Also, DCMS identifies three elements necessary for delivery of cultural entitlements: 

• stimulating demand for high quality provision 

• boosting supply, by providing support and incentives to cultural organisations 

• developing better brokering to link citizens with the cultural sector. 

We agree with both positions and believe their comments suggest there may be a 
need for phasing in additional resources in the medium-long term. Introducing the 
standards and entitlements approach, in conjunction with the proposed audit, will 
allow for a much clearer form of measurement of provision, and similarly a more 
regulated way of quantifying gaps in provision and their resultant cost. 

The rights/entitlements process will not guarantee extra funding becomes available, 
but it will clarify and quantify the nature of required provision and allow the Scottish 
Executive and other funders the opportunity to make more informed decisions on 
allocation of resources, existing or new. 

There are organisational infrastructure implications implicit in introducing this new 
system. These were anticipated by the First Minister when he stated in his 2003 St 
Andrew’s Day speech: 

“Let me be quite clear – how we provide cultural activity will be defined 
by the needs of our citizens. It is a citizen-first approach. The 
entitlement of individuals to access, enjoy, learn from and contribute to 
their culture is paramount.” 

There will be a requirement for new organisations, such as Cultural Partnerships, and 
new services, for example, evaluating the delivery and standard of entitlements. 
These may or may not require new organisations.  

“A new National Cultural Partnership, whose members represent national 
cultural interests, could be an approach to structural concerns….This would 
be offering strong leadership, breadth of experience that touches on the 
range of cultural activities, and crucially, a collective voice for the cultural 
sector.” 
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      Scottish Arts Council 

4.4.8 Legislation 

We agree with the Thinking Group’s advice that legislation for cultural rights helps 
provide a stability for long-term, consistent cultural policy formulation and cultural 
planning and we therefore recommend this path. These rights would be given greater 
meaning and context if preceded by a commitment to honour existing, relevant 
international, European and UK legislation on rights. 

The COSLA-VOCAL submission said: 

“Any radical change in rights and entitlements requires a new framework and 
the protection and encouragement of new legislation.”  

They propose a National Culture Bill to include: 

• enshrining the key cultural rights 

• confirming existing entitlements, including those for which local authorities 
have statutory responsibility 

• including production of a local cultural strategy as part of the community 
planning process. 

We agree to a certain extent. We do not believe that there is benefit in introducing 
specific standards or entitlements in legislation as, by their nature, they are prone to 
change and develop, perhaps on a regular basis. We recommend rather that the 
process of rights/entitlements formulation be in legislation and that it specifies: 

• the nature, purpose and requirements of rights, standards, and entitlements  

• who has the duty to prepare and amend them, and to evaluate their delivery 

• the constitution of any new bodies, i.e. Cultural Partnerships, required by the 
process 

• the introduction of culture into Community Planning legislation. 

We agree with the SMC Report’s call for revisiting the current legislation’s use of 
‘adequacy’ and recommend that it be replaced by the process outlined above.  

4.5 Summary and recommendations 

On the basis of the above the Commission commends a new national approach to 
cultural policy of establishing and implementing rights, standards and entitlements. 
We believe this presents an opportunity fundamentally to shift attitudes, opportunities 
and resources in a measured and fair way. 

We believe the two primary reasons for introducing this system are to address 
inequity of cultural provision and opportunity, and to empower the citizen with 
informed choice. 

We recommend: 

1) That existing relevant international, European and UK rights (as outlined 
above) are acknowledged and endorsed in legislation. 
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2) That there be four cultural rights, prepared by Scottish Ministers and recorded 
in legislation as follows: 

All citizens of Scotland have the right to: 

− fulfil their creative potential 

− take part in cultural life 

− an enriching communal life in a satisfying environment 

− participate in designing and implementing cultural policy. 

3) That these rights should be considered as permissive and reviewed on a 
statutory cycle.  

4) That national cultural standards be established for direction and guidance in 
the provision and delivery of publicly-funded services in: 

− libraries and archives 

− heritage, galleries and museums 

− creative industries 

− architecture and the built environment 

− the arts 

− languages for which Scots are the chief custodians. 

5) That these national standards be proposed by a body whose membership is 
demonstrably representative of its sector and Scotland’s geography, and 
includes the voluntary, private and public sectors. This body should be 
endorsed by the Scottish Executive or its appointed substitute.  

6) That these national standards be used as guidance for the preparation of 
local entitlements, and assessed and reviewed on a rolling basis at intervals 
of no less than five years. 

7) That the responsibility for proposing and endorsing these national standards 
is specified in legislation. 

8) That cultural entitlements be established in each local authority area to 
specify the level and nature of cultural provision by publicly funded bodies. 

9) That these cultural entitlements be provision based and formulated by a local 
partnership, led by the local authority, whose membership is demonstrably 
representative of the cultural sector in that area and includes the voluntary, 
private and public sectors. This body should be endorsed by the Scottish 
Executive or its appointed substitute. 

10) That these entitlements, and their means of delivery, are presented in a Local 
Cultural Strategy.  

11) That these entitlements are formally assessed and reviewed on a rolling basis 
at least every five years. 
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12) That the responsibility for proposing, endorsing, assessing and reviewing 
these entitlements is specified in legislation. 

13) That these measures replace the current legal obligation on local authorities 
to provide ‘adequate’ cultural provision. 

14) That the First Minister invites Parliament to adopt an appropriate means of 
acknowledging the centrality of cultural life in Scotland. 
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Section 5 Education 

“I have seen the difference in the confidence and self-esteem of 
teenagers leaving high-school after a childhood of creative expression 
and exposure to the arts, compared to those who leave with few cultural 
experiences. 

Jack McConnell, St Andrew’s Day, 2003 

5.1 Our remit 

The Commission was required to “acknowledge the importance of education in all its 
findings and liaise where appropriate with the Curriculum Review.”1 

5.2 Our understanding 

From the beginning, the Commission has acknowledged the importance of education 
with questions in both phases of its consultation and the establishment of an 
Education Thinking Group. Early contact was also made with he Executive’s 
Education Department and officials working on the Curriculum Review. 

5.3 Consultation 

During the consultation process no single issue recurred with such regularity as the 
importance of the integration of culture and creativity into education. Respondents 
from all areas of the cultural sector advocated the integration of culture or the 
adoption of cultural education in all stages of education from early-years, to school, 
as part of the Curriculum Review, and throughout further, higher and continuing 
education and life-long learning. 

“The arts are a means of expression and understanding: they should be 
integrated into every part of the school curriculum with far greater co-
operation /coordination between the various departments in schools.” 

Mary Bourne 

“The role of education at every level in producing both the agents and the 
context of culture is indisputable.” 

Glasgow University 

“Education is a vital part in any cultural strategy… more use of and teaching 
of cultural heritage in school curricula and higher education programmes 
should be encouraged.” 

The National Trust for Scotland 

“Schools form the agenda for our lives. It is crucial that gaps in understanding 
and provision for the arts should be addressed, and radical approaches 
considered. We propose that the first year/s of formal education should focus 
on creative development as a means of addressing this agenda. 

Scottish Arts Council 

                                                 
1  Cultural Policy Statement/Cultural Commission Remit (2004) Scottish Executive 
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“Young people need to have an early introduction to arts and culture… It is 
therefore vital that all children under the age of 10 have access to cultural 
experiences, and this is probably best done through schools, ideally facilitated 
through the Cultural Coordinators programme… In secondary school culture 
should form a core part of the curriculum… Life-long and community learning 
should be a key part of national and local government funded arts and cultural 
provision”. 

Cultural Services Manager – Arts, Dumfries and Galloway Council 

Whilst recognising the need to expand the role of culture and arts in education, there 
was an awareness that education had perhaps lagged behind some of the major 
developments in society over the last thirty years. Many people singled out a need to 
teach children to be literate not only in terms of words, but also in visual and spatial 
literacy and especially in media or ‘design’ literacy so they can better understand the 
world that surrounds them, and the mass media and advertising that constantly 
bombard them. 

There was an acute awareness that there is also a need to address teachers’ 
confidence and ability to deliver cultural education. Research into this area revealed 
that many courses do exist but that better marketing and promotion is required of 
these courses. 

“Develop continuing professional development programmes for teachers to 
enable them in the longer term to deliver the curriculum using the arts.” 

West Lothian Youth Theatre 

The concept of community schools, housing facilities such as professional artists 
studios, performance spaces, facilities for community and voluntary sector bodies, 
was a key one to emerge from our consultation. It was reinforced by consideration of 
wider government policies and from study of international practice, particularly in 
Scandinavia. The Commission also spent some time exploring information relating to 
the effect of a well designed and stimulating education environment and some of this 
is reported below. Further work in this area is required, however, particularly with the 
redevelopment of the schools estate.  

5.4 Our thinking  
 The Curriculum Review2 is ambitious, clear thinking and succinct. Young Scots will 
be educated to be successful learners, confident individuals, responsible citizens, 
and effective contributors to society and at work. Our recommendations support 
these objectives and are founded on the conviction that education in, and through the 
medium of, arts and culture can play a strong role in promoting these capacities in 
young people.  

“Brains are biological and minds are cultural. Minds are acquired through 
experience.” 3   

Elliot Eisner 

                                                 
2  A Curriculum for Excellence, Curriculum Review Group (2004) Scottish Executive  
3  Perspectives, A Series of Occasional Papers on Values and Education: Ethos and  
 Education, Eisner E.W. (1994) Scottish Consultative Council on the Curriculum 
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Schools have the important job of imparting knowledge but the key educational 
action is to create understanding of that knowledge. Understanding is achieved 
through experiences, both real and vicarious. We believe that cultural experiences 
develop our sense of the world and our view of our ‘self’ in the world. Following 
Eisner, we believe that arts and cultural activities can ensure understanding is 
enjoyable, effective, active and challenging.  

5.4.1 Importance of early years  

What we are doing in the school is, as Elliot Eisner says, building minds. We have 
been impressed by the longitudinal study carried out by the Institute of Education and 
Birkbeck College in London and the University of Oxford4 and the Chicago work by 
James Heckman5 on early education. Both indicate that the effective investment in 
education begins in the early years from age two. These are also the years of 
greatest parental involvement when the bond remains physical: at home where the 
child is handled in being taught to wash and dress and on the journey to school, 
when parent and child hold hands.  

The child’s understanding of the world begins in play and the experiences of sharing, 
of song, movement, colour, rhyme, handwork, rhythm, and story. The Commission 
recognises four key partners in this activity: parent, child, educator and artist. The 
recommendations below add to the thinking of the curriculum experts who have 
reviewed education in Scotland. The curriculum is in mid-review and is said to be 
already over-crowded. The need to “de-clutter” is understood and approved and the 
recommendations below are made in the knowledge of that situation. They also 
reinforce our core belief in arts and cultural experiences, inside and outside the 
classroom, as central to learning.  

5.4.2 Parents and early learning  

All parents of young children should be closely involved with their learning. All 
parents should be encouraged to see themselves as their baby’s first and most 
enduring teacher. Parents need support and those parents least able to take on a 
learning role deserve enhanced support. We heard evidence that pre-school facilities 
and work in Scotland are already among the best in the world. Greater involvement 
for parents at all stages of their learning is a logical and urgent progression and is 
congruent with the draft Bill, Making a Difference6.  

Books and storytelling 

The whole process of learning through the arts begins with story and with parents 
reading to children. Targeted at babies as young as 8 months, the UK Bookstart 
scheme is the first national baby-book gifting scheme in the world. It is now in its 
sixth year in Scotland, well run and developed by Scottish Book Trust. Bookstart gifts 
to every child a free bag of books at around 8 months old. This scheme lays the 
foundation of the Scottish child’s engagement with the arts. For many parents, some 
on their own or living in deprived circumstances, it draws attention to children's books 
and shows that book-sharing is an integral part of growing up.  

                                                 
4  The Effective Provision of Pre-school Education Institute of Education and Birkbeck 
 College, University of London and the University of Oxford (2004) 
5  Skills Policies for Scotland, Heckman and Masterov (2004) University of Chicago, The 
  Allander Series  
6   Making a Difference – Improving Parents’ Involvement in Schools: a consultation on a draft 
 Bill, Scottish Executive (2005)  
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Other features of the proposed extended scheme run by Scottish Book Trust are:  

• Bookstart Book Crawl which incentivises library-joining 

• Bookstart Rhymetimes which bring together parents and children to recite 
and sing traditional Scottish rhymes and stories 

• Bookstart Plus is a toddler bag of books 

• My Bookstart Treasure Box is a 3-4 year old pack. 

Local authorities have supported the scheme and 12 out of 31 participating 
authorities have a dedicated Bookstart worker: 21 part-time and full-time workers in 
total. 14 local authorities have a steering group, or utilise another forum, to organise 
work on Bookstart. 

The academic evidence for its success, as indicated by the Effective Provision of 
Pre-School Education (EPPE) project, is clear:  

 “Our study has shown that the home environment can really make a 
difference…more important than the parent’s educational qualifications is 
what the parents do with the child… Education matters, qualifications matter, 
but if they read to the child, play rhyming games, sing songs, talk about letters 
and sounds, and takes the child to the library, these behaviours at home are 
more important and can compensate for a low education level.” 7 

Professor Kathy Sylva 

The Commission believes that this scheme and its extensions, as proposed by 
Scottish Book Trust, have enormous value to children and to society as a whole. The 
outcomes of the scheme are set in terms of well-being, which make it as much a 
health priority as an educational or cultural matter. Therefore, funds for this scheme 
should involve discussions with the Health and Education portfolio holders in order to 
support this vital work presently funded via the Department of Tourism, Culture and 
Sport. Communities Scotland should also play a part in the funding. The UK scheme 
began with sponsorship from Sainsbury’s. It is also a priority to ensure that 
sponsorship for Bookstart is maximised.  

Scottish stories, rhyme and song 

We believe that the books distributed by the Booktrust scheme and its extensions 
should be chosen by Scottish Book Trust to offer the best introduction to culture 
through Scottish materials for parent and child alike. Story leads the way to the rest 
of the arts and culture for child and parent and the Bookstart scheme should ensure 
that Scottish material is prioritised. In this way, we can promote traditional and 
contemporary Scottish rhyme and song and build the appetite for performance at 
later stages in learning. Through this process, a virtuous cycle can be formed to the 
benefit of the whole community that supports the writing, designing, printing, 
publishing, sale and borrowing of books in Scotland. We believe this would be an 
important and direct way of supporting Scottish writers.  

                                                 
7  Evidence to the Select Committee on Education and Employment: First Report (2000)  

House of Commons cited by Bookstart at 
www.nelincs.gov.uk/leisure/libraries/bookstartresearch.htm 
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5.5 Establishing a learning partnership 

Partnership implies access and integration and we assume that schools are already 
welcoming to the other partners in education as well as to students and staff. The 
Commission applauds the intentions of Making a Difference, the draft bill on 
improving parents’ involvement in schools.8  In particular, the objectives of supporting 
more and better parental involvement in children’s learning and schools themselves 
are vital.  

If greater involvement is to be achieved for parents, grandparents and carers, plus 
the artists and practitioners from the cultural sector who can really make a difference 
to cultural learning, security will need to be addressed in the interest of access and 
participation. One way of enhancing security in schools is through the inclusion of the 
community, this engendering a sense of ownership and protection. The development 
of the Integrated Community Schooling approach has been shown as a potential 
means of achieving this outcome.  

5.5.1 Community schools 

The Scottish Executive is moving towards the development of schools as community 
services hubs, with a view to full implementation in 2007. The Integrated Community 
School plan will be implemented as part of a long-term school refurbishment 
programme. A range of professionals including teachers, social workers, health 
professionals and others are seen as working together in a single team in integrated 
community schools, with the interests of the individual child at the centre. However, if 
parents are to be involved in decision making, senior appointments and school life in 
general, as the draft bill indicates should be the case, then these are also pressing 
reasons for ensuring that the plans for new build and refurbishment of the schools’ 
estate include the needs of all partners in education.  

As an example of what community schools can offer, facilities at Auchterarder 
Community School are already available for use by the community during the day, 
evenings and weekends. The school environment is open whilst maintaining an 
appropriate level of security. Similarly, South Lanarkshire Council has been 
developing school buildings as focal points for communities, including high quality 
sports facilities and swimming pools open as leisure centres for the public during the 
day, with priority access reserved for school classes. Six Children’s Services Centres 
have been created in Dumfries and Galloway providing childcare services including 
baby-care, wraparound childcare and out-of-school care for 50 weeks of the year.9 

The Commission applauds the re-launch of the Parentzone website. We strongly 
believe that good, frequent, friendly and clear communications between parents and 
educators are at the heart of the learning partnership. However, parents also need 
confidence and the encouragement of educators to make communication complete. 
We recognise that there are special problems with parents whose own school history 
may be unhappy, who are alone or who live in deprived circumstances. However, if a 
successful bond between parent, child and educator can be forged, it is likely to 
become the basis of a happy engagement between parent and the school. 
Successful learning experiences by the child are central to this relationship. 

                                                 
8  Making a Difference – Improving Parents’ Involvement in Schools: a consultation on a  
 draft bill (2005) Scottish Executive  
9  Case Studies: Building our Future: Scotland’s School Estate (2005) Scottish Executive 
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Also vital is involving parents as partners in helping to create a range of cultural 
experiences. The Commission supports the work of Communities Scotland in 
building capacity in parents from deprived areas who may wish to be involved in the 
local school. Literacy and numeracy problems are also being tackled in ways best 
suited to the needs of adults who may have been resistant to schooling. Rather then 
offering orthodox remedial learning, the work done through the Learning Connections 
programme has carefully assessed barriers to success and created learner-centred 
activity to enthuse and incentivise adults. We believe there may be value in relating 
this to the Bookstart programme and making beneficial connections. 

The Secretary of State for Education in England has announced plans to spend 
£680m on schools in England and Wales for the purposes we have been discussing, 
including breakfast clubs and cultural visits involving parents and volunteers. Each 
school will receive on average £19,500. A similar scheme in Scotland is needed and 
at the same rate would cost £77m for its 2,603 schools. 

5.5.2 The issue of disclosure 

Those who are working in schools must be vetted by Disclosure Scotland. For those 
working across local authority boundaries this process can become difficult and 
expensive. Certificates are specific to local authorities and have to be renewed at set 
intervals. Parents also have to enter the disclosure process if they are assisting 
regularly. The process, however, can seem confusing and possibly threatening and a 
better explanation of requirements is needed with the rationale, process and 
purposes of disclosure communicated to parents at regular. The Commission 
recommends that, in the context of the draft bill Making a Difference, thought be 
given to agreements between local authorities about the position of artists asked to 
pay fees several times for separate authorities. The cost of multiple applications 
could perhaps be discounted.  

5.5.3 Partnership with the cultural sector 

We believe that schools need to maintain strategic partnerships with the cultural 
sectors and the creative industries, and that Cultural Co-ordinators are key to their 
success. The Commission’s recommendations are intended to provide a more 
consistent approach across Scotland, learning from the successes of the Active 
Schools Co-ordinators sports programme in bridging the gap between schools and 
the wider community. Cultural Coordinators do not replace educators but act in 
support and furtherance of their teaching plans. We elaborate this view below.  

5.5.4 Continuing Professional Development Courses  

In the context of the Curriculum Review, Initial Teacher Education including the Post 
Graduate Certificate of Education is likely to be re-examined. We believe that 
education through cultural means should feature prominently in any re-examination. 
Similarly, assessment of the curriculum using the guidelines and the quality 
indicators in How Good is Our School?10 would benefit from the inclusion of arts and 
culture and an explicit reference to creativity. A good model already exists in 
Determined to Succeed,11 which mirrors and complements the creative and cultural 
agenda.  

Determined to Succeed is the Scottish Executive’s strategy for Enterprise in 
Education. Scottish Ministers have committed £86m over 5 years to deliver the 
strategy and it is currently being implemented in schools across all 32 local 

                                                 
10  How good is our school? 2002 Edition: Self-evaluation using Quality Indicators (2001)       
  HM Inspectorate of Education 
11  Determined to succeed: A Review of Enterprise in Education (2002) Scottish Executive 
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authorities. Through enterprising, entrepreneurial and work based vocational 
learning, young people (across P1 to P6) will be taught in a way that better 
encourages creativity, confidence and ambition. We are convinced that this level of 
investment is also appropriate for education through creativity and to promote 
creativity. 

There is also a critical need for continuing professional development (CPD) to 
address this issue and promote best practice. Experienced teachers need support to 
engage with arts and culture as a means of education and the CPD scheme offers a 
useful vehicle. Our evidence is that there are many courses for teachers but that the 
promotion and marketing of courses is poor. We believe that teachers should be 
encouraged to follow courses for personal development as well as professional 
advancement and promoting cultural elements in such training may be a factor in 
broadening their appeal.  

Our consultation revealed that many educators were unconfident in the area of 
Scottish culture and generally unaware of contemporary and traditional Scottish arts. 
On the other hand, we reviewed much evidence in Scotland of a considerable 
appetite for Scottish literature, traditional music forms, drama, and new arts from 
Scottish sources.  

We believe that CPD presents a chance for the cultural sector to develop relevant 
courses in Scottish culture. Such courses need to be well developed and presented, 
appropriately validated and, above all, well marketed.  

5.6 Using and accessing cultural resources 

“A generation of young people growing up with access to cultural 
activities will be a generation with a greater chance of self-fulfilment and 
success than that of those before them.”  

Jack McConnell, St Andrew’s Day, 2003 

5.6.1 Arts across the curriculum 

The Scottish Arts Council, in partnership with the Scottish Executive Education 
Department and seven local authority education departments, is preparing a national 
arts education research project for Scotland to last three years from August 2005. 
The project is an innovative approach to teaching, combining the skills of artist and 
educator to inspire learning and bring the curriculum to life. Artists will use various 
disciplines, including dance, to help teach maths and history. This scheme is derived 
from an American model and has a number of aims such as increasing pupils’ 
achievement, understanding and motivation to learn. It is also excellent that there will 
be support for educators to work collaboratively and creatively and new links 
between different areas of learning. The erosion of subject barriers will improve the 
ethos of the school. Participating local authorities are Aberdeen, Dumfries and 
Galloway, East Ayrshire, East Renfrewshire, Glasgow, South Lanarkshire and West 
Lothian. 

At the heart of the scheme is the hope that the outcome will show the efficiency of 
the expressive arts as a delivery mechanism across the curriculum. The American 
scheme was initiated to deal with social problems. The Commission recommends 
that the Scottish scheme be assessed in the context of providing a potential model 
for the whole cohort of learners and educators.  
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5.6.2 Identifying creative resources  

Resources to support Scottish culture are not currently audited or ‘catalogued’ in 
ways that are easily accessed by educators. A good practice model exists in Belgium 
and we recommend that Learning and Teaching Scotland (LTS) should carry out 
similar work to identify and market creative resources. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.6.3 Developing cultural awareness 

A range of opportunities and experiences is a right of all children in school and from 
the earliest stages of pre-school, cultural appetite and expectation needs to be 
encouraged and nurtured to build audiences for tomorrow. Many countries in Europe 
have already recognised the value of boosting cultural awareness of their children 
and young people. Culture is an integral part of the curriculum in France and the 
Netherlands and schools are allocated extra funds for cultural activities. Norway and 
the Netherlands have adopted schemes in primary schools for continuous exposure 
to a wide range of cultural experiences: Norway’s Cultural Rucksack programme was 
highlighted in Section 4 and the Heritage à la Carte programme is featured below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In England the government is embarking on a similar scheme, Creative Sparks, to 
provide all school pupils with early experience in a wide range of arts and cultural 
activities as an add-on to the school curriculum. This was also noted in Section 4. 

Personal digital archive for each child 

Children will engage in arts and cultural activity, generating outputs and 
performances, even in the first stages of primary school. There are instances already 
in Scotland of children’s progress being recorded on DVD. This is presently used as 
a means of tracking and fostering the development of looked-after children and 
accommodated children.  

Source:  Culture and School, Ministry of Education, Culture and Science, The
Netherlands (2004)  

Heritage à la Carte  

The Heritage à la Carte scheme in the Netherlands aims to integrate cultural
heritage into the child’s environment as a natural part of education. A continuous
learning curve of heritage experiences is being developed from year 1 to year 8 in
partnership with heritage houses, museums, archives, archaeological services,
monuments and libraries. The scheme is coordinated on a national level by two
agencies: Heritage Today and the Institute for Curriculum Development. 

Belgium: Support for educators and directory of approved artists 

The Flemish government has adopted several initiatives to strengthen the position of 
culture in education by training and supporting educators. As well as receiving 
training in teaching the arts and culture, educators wishing to develop arts education 
projects can access a directory, which lists organisations and individual artists 
qualified to supervise or take part in school projects. Educators can also apply for 
subsidies to cover costs 

Source:  Compendium of Cultural Policies in Europe: Belgium (2003) Council of Europe 
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We believe this process can be usefully extended to create a cumulative personal 
digital archive for each child to show key outcomes of personal learning plans. This 
ought, where possible, to show the best work and achievements in arts and sport and 
other activities. It could be produced annually and children themselves, perhaps in 
partnerships with local community groups, can produce much of this in the later 
stages. Record keeping and archiving are personal and social skills that underpin 
later higher education and are also the means of securing our historical progress as 
a society. This approach is consistent with the Executive’s development of personal 
legacy plans. 

We believe that an e-archive album pilot project should be funded by the Scottish 
Executive and should involve LTS, the National Archives and the Scottish Archive 
Network. We further suggest that Media Access Projects (MAPS) participate and 
advise on the contribution that parents, guardians and community media might make. 

5.7 Schools of the future 

5.7.1 Good quality design 

Schools are located in historic buildings and brand new structures. The built 
environment of the school also includes the layout of playgrounds and parks and the 
assembly of street furniture that determines where people move around as 
pedestrians and how cars proceed through the locality. We now understand that 
children schooled in poor buildings are likely to absorb corresponding messages 
about the low priority accorded to their education.  

The Commission therefore proposes that the schools estate be built with a clear 
educational vision and to high design standards. Young Scots educated in these 
schools will have a head start and are likely to be positive about their environment. 
We believe that the buildings and parklands of the community should be part of the 
educator’s teaching resource. From earliest years children should be helped into an 
understanding of the environment around them, and this can form the basis of civic 
responsibility.  

A changing shape for the school itself is implicit in the radical thoughts of the 
Curriculum Review. The Commission is concerned to see that the vital work of 
rebuilding the schools’ estate is predicated on the vision for the curriculum and not 
distorted by the very real difficulties of procurement and project management. 
Schools are under-used resources and we understand that the thinking about the 
configuration of the space in the buildings is in flux as experts consider how learning 
and the teaching of subjects will change and how space will be used in future by 
lifelong learners and those using the premises for recreation in all its forms. 
Readiness of access and price are both limiting factors in the use of school buildings.  

 Eisner commented that: 

“a school's mission is wider than learning how to make a living; it is a place 
where students can learn how to make a life.” 12  

    Elliot Eisner 

                                                 
12   Perspectives, A Series of Occasional Papers on Values and Education: Ethos and  
 Education, Eisner E.W. (1994) Scottish Consultative Council on the Curriculum 
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We believe that learning to make a life should happen in a place that creates the best 
chance of success for the student. Schools may well change their shape and become 
quite different places but we should be producing accessible and intensively used 
centres of learning that enhance the learner’s world and bring comfort, security and 
encouragement.  

5.7.2 Involving children and educators in the design 

The Commission has been impressed with the work of The Lighthouse13 in helping 
bring together those responsible for building projects with the end-users – educators 
and pupils. The Royal Incorporation of Architects in Scotland (RIAS) and the Royal 
Town Planning Institute (RTPI) have also contributed clear and far-sighted thinking to 
the matter of the schools’ estate and whether the buildings that we will need in future 
for learning will be recognisable as what we presently call ‘schools’. The question of 
ownership, planning and management of school buildings by the local community, a 
German model, was presented by RTPI and it has attractions. The Lighthouse’s 
proposal for a cultural estates ‘think and do tank’ is contained in Annex F.  

RIAS has been active in comparative work and in promoting knowledge to the 
profession in support of better practice in this area. In a joint action, supported by a 
number of public and private agencies, a scheme has been created to offer help to 
local authorities in ensuring best practice as the schools’ estate programme rolls out. 
The Lighthouse is proposed as the focus for brokering ideas and for helping local 
authorities with the vital initial stages of planning. The Commission recommends that 
referral to this facility be mandatory for each school building refurbishment or 
development project. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
13  Scotland’s Centre for Architecture, Design and the City 

Architecture and design for early years 

In recognition of the valuable role that young children can play in shaping their
environment, South Lanarkshire Council established a Design and Architecture
Residency in five nursery schools. The work highlighted the potential of design
and architecture to contribute to the learning process and to the personal and
social development of even very young children. It fitted with the pre-fives
curriculum supporting environmental studies, language, expressive arts and
social studies and contributed to the children's awareness of their immediate built
and natural environment as well as enhancing staff development. One nursery
was so impressed with the results that they commissioned an architect to develop
the project. 

Source:  Building our Future: Scotland’s School Estate (2005) Scottish Executive 
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5.7.3 Bringing arts and culture into schools 

We believe that a tremendous opportunity exists to bring arts and culture into schools 
through artists in residency and visits from performing companies. Scotland’s Cultural 
Co-ordinators scheme has been commended for building up such activity, and should 
continue to develop links between schools and artists. We have noted examples at 
home and abroad of largely self-funded agencies that stage performance events in 
schools, adding a valuable resource for learning and cultural development.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.8 Cultural learning beyond the classroom 

5.8.1 Transport 

Availability and cost of transport are both common barriers that inhibit and prevent 
cultural learning beyond the school. The capital cost of purchasing buses, for use by 
educators, pupils and the community using schools, is one factor; another is mobility 
costs, and cultural plans need to recognise and cost those services. Our consultation 
revealed that a significant factor affecting travel to, and demand for, cultural events is 
the failure to match up public transport timetables with the finishing times of 
entertainment.  

Source:   Compendium of Cultural Policies in Europe: Sweden (2003) Council of
Europe. Additional information on Vara Culture House from www.vara.se 

Schools as Culture Houses 

Sweden has developed a network of community arts hubs across the country
known as Culture Houses, many of which are attached to schools, especially in
smaller communities. The larger Culture Houses contain concert halls, art
galleries and restaurants. The Culture House in the small town of Vara was built
as an annex to the local high school and includes a Concert Hall seating 500
people. The building hosts the National Theatre, Goteborg Opera and the
Goteborg Symphony Orchestra and provides other visiting performing companies
with a professional venue to reach local people, and space for activities by local
groups and the school. Through its association with the school, the Culture House
has become a real cultural hub for the town. 

Source:  Information supplied to Cultural Commission from Queensland Arts Council 

Ontour in Schools 

This programme in Queensland, Australia is the largest school performance
touring programme in the world, taking more than 5,000 performances of drama
and dance to 500,000 primary and secondary school students each year.
Because the programme is staged in schools there are no venue costs and low
overheads. Tickets are about £3 equivalent, paid for by parents and schools, and
cover all touring costs and provide employment for around 70 performance staff.
Students who cannot afford to pay are admitted without charge at the discretion of
the school.  
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5.8.2 Digital access to culture 

Advances in digital and communications technology offer new opportunities for 
cultural education. Our recommendations on digitising cultural resources offer new 
scope for cultural institutions to perform educational outreach activities. One example 
of how cultural resources can be brought into the classroom as a learning aid is 
provided by the Global Leap Videoconferencing programme, run by the English 
Department for Education and Skills (DfES). 

We recommend that this programme should be developed in Scotland, in partnership 
with DfES, to involve more Scottish schools and cultural institutions. Alternatively, the 
Scottish Executive could replicate the programme on a national level, linking all 
schools with all National Institutions, with the primary emphasis on providing access 
for remote or isolated school communities to national Scottish cultural resources. 
With the equipment in place, schools could also participate in programmes like 
Global Leap as a means of developing UK and international horizons for students. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.8.3 Extending cultural learning 

There is considerable demand from parents and children to extend their engagement 
with learning beyond the formal curriculum. School estate facilities play a significant 
part in meeting this demand. Providing flexible facilities within schools is key to 
developing and extending the cultural learning experience. The Out-Of-School-Hours 
Learning Arts Programmes in South Lanarkshire highlight the important role that is 
played by school estate facilities. These programmes include weekend and evening 
workshops for children of different ages covering dance and drama, jazz orchestra, 
theatre design, rhythm and blues chorus, traditional music group and mini taster 
courses, a Screen School, a school radio network and a Summer Dance School. 

The Cultural Commission is also aware of dedicated Culture Centres for children in 
Ireland and Sweden that provide opportunities in the community for children to 
develop skills and participate in cultural productions. 

Source:  Information from Global Leap website at www.global-leap.com 

Global Leap Video conferencing with museums 

Conceived in 2001, the Global Leap Video conferencing programme enables
school classes in the UK to interact with education officers in museums and
galleries and engage creatively with people around the world. Over the last two
years this project has enabled hundreds of schools to use video conferencing to
add real value to lessons, as well as providing a resource for educators to get
help, advice and support to find video conferencing partners and book interactive
lessons. Each month over 50 lessons are available directly to classrooms from
museums and galleries in the UK and abroad. However, it appears that there are
no Scottish cultural institutions yet involved in the project. 
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5.9 Secondary education 

5.9.1 Ensuring a place for design and culture in the curriculum 

The Commission is aware of the complexity of secondary education, not least 
regarding subject timetables. We acknowledge that secondary education will change 
as the Curriculum Review process matures and changes are implemented. However, 
one of the strongest representations made during the consultation was about the 
need to educate young people about design. This was impressed on us as one of the 
prerequisites of success in the creative industries and the Commission agrees. 

Source:  Children’s Culture, document published by the Swedish Institute available 
online at www.sweden.se/templates/cs/BasicFactsheet_3278.aspx Swedish 
Institute and Compendium of Cultural Policies in Europe: Sweden (2003) 
Council of Europe

Children’s Culture Centres 

Sweden funds approximately 40 children's art workshops, courses, academies
and culture centres which provide children with the opportunity to develop artistic
skills including drawing, painting, dance, music, sculpture and printmaking in their
spare time. In most communities, existing cultural resources such as libraries
have been adapted to function as culture houses, and they provide exhibitions,
lecture rooms and children’s departments. Culture Centre staff also work with pre-
schools and schools to provide a teacher training resource for curricular activities.
The Centres collaborate with the local community building on expertise from local
artists.  

 

Source:  Information from the Ark website at www.ark.ie/culture/html/home.html 

The Ark Cultural Centre for Children in Dublin 

The Ark Cultural Centre in Dublin houses a theatre, gallery spaces, a workshop and
an outdoor amphitheatre and provides programmes across the arts spectrum for
children aged 4-14 and their families. The Ark is believed to be Europe’s only
custom-designed cultural centre devoted to innovative arts productions for, by and
about children. The Ark is committed to providing high quality arts experiences that
enrich children’s lives and also offers programmes for primary schools during
school time. Admission charges are applied for all the programmes, although the
main costs of running and staffing the building and presenting programmes are
funded by private sponsors and public funds. 
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The main aim stated in the Curriculum Review is to create successful learners, 
confident individuals, responsible citizens and effective contributors by providing 
tailored learning to allow young people to develop their individual talents. 
Implementation of the Review should ensure that there is more time at the heart of 
the curriculum for art, dance, drama and music to broaden the life experience of 
young people and these activities will also be used to enhance teaching of other 
subjects. Teachers will be encouraged to teach creatively and innovatively and will 
be provided with skills development support to pursue this. The Scottish Executive 
aims to recruit 400 more specialist PE and art teachers, supplemented by visiting 
specialists in the arts and culture field. Schools will also be expected to form 
partnerships with further education and vocational institutes. The Cultural 
Commission supports all of these outcomes and sees them as vital to the quality of 
education in Scotland. 

5.9.2 Cultural Co-ordinators and Creative Links 

The Cultural Commission has been impressed by the value and impact of the 
Cultural Co-ordinators and Creative Links schemes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source:  Information from SAC website at www.scottisharts.org.uk 

Cultural Co-ordinators 

The Cultural Co-ordinators scheme is part of the National Cultural Strategy (2000).
Intended initially as a two-year pilot project, the scheme has been extended and
has seen all but one of the 32 local authorities employ Cultural Co-ordinators. In the
pilot stage, 105 co-ordinators worked to facilitate arts and cultural heritage visits,
events and workshops for their local schools. The remit of Cultural Co-ordinators
includes: working with officers from Creative Links in order to implement the
arts/cultural education strategy; encouraging and facilitating cultural participation
(e.g. visits, productions, performances); liaising with artists and local and national
cultural bodies and their education officers; developing awareness of the
contribution of culture to young people's learning and development and advising on
ways to develop children’s creativity across the curriculum. 

Source:  Information from SAC website at www.scottisharts.org.uk

Creative Links 

The Scottish Creative Links Programme is an initiative of SAC’s Education
Department. Creative Links Officers work at a strategic level to develop high quality
arts practice and creativity in education across Scotland. There are currently 22
Creative Links Officers; 17 in local authorities and five in national organisations
(Young Scot, Youthlink Scotland, Children in Scotland, The Scottish Adult Learning
Partnership and Imaginate). The officers’ key functions are to: engage the
professional arts sector in schools and informal learning contexts; demonstrate how
the arts and creativity can meet educational targets and add value to curriculum
delivery; and develop arts education strategies for their areas. Creative Links
Officers have made a significant difference to the development of arts and creativity
in education in local authorities across Scotland and have brought additional
funding to the arts in their areas, in some cases a £4,000 return for every £1
invested initially. Additional funding has been agreed to extend the network to each
of the 32 local authority education departments by 2007.  
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The Cultural Commission places particular emphasis on the importance of formal 
education as a means of delivering cultural rights and entitlements. It believes that by 
enhancing the opportunities young people have to be involved in cultural experiences 
as part of their education from the earliest stages, learning can be significantly 
enhanced. Achieving such an aim requires better levels of co-ordination and 
partnership across the education and culture sectors. 

Consolidation of the cultural dimension as an integrated aspect of core educational 
provision will be best achieved by the allocation of funding to a national programme 
that will also enable local authorities to put in place an infrastructure that supports 
young people’s needs, recognise their entitlement to cultural engagement, enhance 
their capacity to contribute meaningfully to society, both as individuals and as 
citizens, and help contribute towards enhanced levels of achievement in Scottish 
schools. 

The success of sportscotland’s Active Schools programme is based on a unitary 
scheme rolled out to every local authority. With 32 managers and around 630 co-
ordinators the scheme cost £3.25m for the original pilot and its extension and £24m 
to make it a national scheme. Cultural co-ordinators should be operated on similar 
levels of scale and funding. 

5.9.3 Co-ordinating arts and culture companies 

Scotland’s arts and culture companies and youth companies should play a major role 
in providing cultural experiences and opportunities for young people. The 
Commission suggests that the existing outreach activities of a range of organisations 
in Scotland could benefit from being coordinated and expanded as in the Generation 
Science programme outlined below. This is a programme designed to build 
enthusiasm for learning science among school children. Generation Science plays a 
valuable role in co-ordinating the educational outreach activities of the science 
sector, acting as a booking agent for a range of scientific institutions, promoting their 
programmes, taking and scheduling bookings from schools and telling the institutions 
where and when to take their activities. Such co-ordination is cost-effective for the 
institutions, generates a small income from fees for Generation Science and is very 
convenient for educators who can access a one-stop facility for science events. We 
recommend that a similar, coordinated national educational touring programme be 
adopted for the arts and culture sector.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Source:  Information supplied to the Cultural Commission from Generation Science

Manager and Press Officer 

Generation Science Touring Scotland Programme 

The Generation Science programme grew from the educational outreach activities
of the Edinburgh Science Festival, which was established in 1989. Generation
Science now presents shows and runs fun workshops each year in hundreds of
schools around Scotland. Its aim is to promote and generate young people’s
interest in learning science. The programme is reactive in that educators need to
book events but the organisers are networked in each local authority and try to
visit at least one school in each area. The cost per pupil for each event is
approximately £3. Small schools in rural or island areas are encouraged to club
together to attend events to make them more cost effective. Funding the events
depends on the circumstances of each school: a number of schools are
sponsored privately by local corporations; many schools draw from their own or
from local authority budgets and some schools pass a proportion of the cost to
parents. Shows are provided free of charge to all schools in Social Inclusion
Partnership (SIP) areas. 
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5.9.4 Broadening cultural experiences 

The Curriculum Review states an intention to broaden the life experience of young 
people through the arts. An overview of international approaches to cultural 
education shows that many countries seek to provide cultural opportunities for young 
people, mostly by bringing artists and culture into schools. However, several 
entitlements-based schemes are operated in Europe giving students the chance to 
experience cultural events of their choice. Prominent among these is the Dutch 
Culture Vouchers and French Culture Cheques Schemes. The Cultural Commission 
is impressed by these schemes, which are aimed at broadening the cultural 
experiences and appreciation of young people. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If we adopt a very modest aim of offering to each young Scot one experience of the 
live performing arts and one experience of exhibition culture each year, then we 
might fund for Scotland’s 716,000 pupils and 49,000 teachers, a voucher worth £7.50 
to cover admission and transport costs. The total cost of this scheme would be £5.8m 
per annum. 

Source:  Compendium of Cultural Policies in Europe: France (2003) Council of Europe

France: Culture Cheques 

A Culture Cheque scheme for high school students aged 15-20 years was piloted
in the Rhône-Alpes region of France. In contrast to general youth ‘subscription
cards’ which provide entry to specified cultural establishments, the culture cheque
can be used in a wide range of cultural and entertainment establishments
(cinemas, theatres, museums, libraries). An assessment of the pilot scheme
indicated that culture cheques serve not only as a pricing mechanism but also as
a means of fostering new relationships with culture by demystifying cultural
spaces, broadening interests and improving cultural choice. 

Source:  Notes from seminar on CKV/Cultural Entitlement on 3 September 2004 in 
Utrecht, recorded by SAC Education Officer 

Netherlands: Culture Vouchers 

A system of Culture Vouchers, with which a visit to a theatre, a concert hall or a
cinema can be paid, has been implemented in the Netherlands in support of the
cultural curriculum. Some 200,000 pupils each year are given the Dutch
equivalent of the Young Scot card along with €22.70 of vouchers which can be
exchanged for tickets to cultural events in over 1,000 organisations across the
Netherlands. It is hoped to extend this scheme to primary schools from 2007. The
scheme is designed to support the cultural element of the Dutch curriculum. As
part of their examined work students aged 15-16 are required to visit a given
number of cultural events (4-10) each year and report on the experience. The
scheme cost €14m (£10m) between 2001/04, and is funded by the national
government, 12 provinces and 30 municipalities. From 2007, investment will be
increased to €22m (£15m).  
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5.9.5 Being enterprising 

We believe that an individual schooled in the arts is a person of greater confidence 
and therefore of greater competence. The Commission accepts Eisner’s contention 
that arts and cultural education foster and maintain the key competencies for 
cognitive growth: imagination as a source of content; the ability to make decisions in 
the absence of rule; perception of relationships; attention to nuance; awareness that 
problems have multiple solutions and questions multiple answers.14 These are the 
skills needed to achieve the aims of the Scottish Executive’s Determined to Succeed 
initiative15 (see case study below). These competencies indicate an agile mind and a 
competitive individual, the prerequisite of enterprise in a changing economy. These 
are also the base descriptors of creativity and that is what will underpin the economy 
of the future. Scotland’s economic success in the long term will rest on the creativity, 
innovation and entrepreneurial spirit of its workers.  

A number of very successful Determined to Succeed initiatives have been craft 
based but have focused primarily on opportunities to work with business rather than 
cultural organisations. The Cultural Commission commends Determined to Succeed 
and recommends that it be broadened to include cultural enterprises, given the role 
of culture in developing creativity and innovation. For every five public-private 
partnerships established between schools and business under the scheme, two 
should involve cultural enterprise partnerships. Cultural organisations and enterprises 
and creative industries should be encouraged to participate in offering vocational 
learning opportunities, and be included in the framework for National Vocational 
Qualifications. The cultural element should be embedded at all levels of the 
programme, including teacher training and awareness.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
14  Learning and the Arts: Crossing Boundaries, Proceedings from an Invitational Meeting for  

education, arts and youth funders, Los Angeles (2000) Eisner E.W. et al, available online 
at www.giarts.org/Learning.pdf 

15  Determined to Succeed: A Review of Enterprise in Education (2002) Scottish Executive 
 

 

Determined to Succeed 

The Determined to Succeed programme is at the centre of the Scottish
Executive’s strategy for Enterprise in Education. The aim is to give young people
in Scotland a better chance of realising their full potential by preparing them for
the world of work in private, public and voluntary sectors, and more generally for
life. Significantly, a key driver behind the programme is a “need to help all young
people become more creative and innovative”. The scheme entitles every pupil in
primary and secondary school to enterprise activities on an annual basis, and
gives pupils aged 14+ the opportunity to learn through work experience and gain
vocational qualifications for their achievements. Local authorities have been
asked to appoint Enterprise Development Officers in every school cluster. 
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5.10 Further and higher education 

5.10.1 International profile 

Scotland’s higher education sector is renowned around the world and attracts high 
quality international students many of whom wish to remain in Scotland and enrich 
the cultural scene with their presence. In 2003/04, the number of non Scottish UK 
students at SHEFC funded institutions in Scotland was 26,000 and the number of 
overseas students was 27,000.16 The Commission was also impressed with the 
ambition of Scottish Universities. For example, both Napier and Edinburgh have 
permanent presences in Beijing and St Andrews University has a permanent base in 
Delhi. There are also discussions on how Chinese and Scottish film teaching might 
work to mutual advantage. 

5.10.2 Creativity in universities 

Universities are clear about the importance of arts and culture in education and clear 
also about their own role in making that case: staff in universities quoted research 
showing that Scottish teenagers are amongst those with the lowest self-confidence in 
Europe17 and they commented in our consultation that this was not surprising at a 
time when the teaching of art, music, writing, languages, sport and many of the other 
creative and expressive school subjects is arguably at the weakest. Higher education 
has a vital role in reversing this trend. The Commission agrees that if Scotland is to 
build a sustainable and rewarding future, it must build it from creativity.  

As well as encouraging creative thinking and creative decision-making in all parts of 
society, the Commission believes that we must recognise and celebrate the creativity 
that is inherent in science, engineering and technology. Dialogue between the arts 
and other disciplines is needed to achieve this. Creativity, so strong in the arts and in 
higher education, has to be embedded in all activities as the most visionary industry 
leaders already recognise. In terms of the emerging creative industries, the higher 
education sector is also leading the way in areas of growing economic importance 
such as design, journalism, publishing, film and photography. Much of this excellence 
is through digital media innovation and attracts international investment in the 
Scottish economy.  

5.10.3 Community cultural powerhouses  

Higher education institutions (HEIs) play a significant role in helping Scottish 
communities meet their cultural, artistic and creative needs, and the importance 
placed on this role is reinforced by the establishment in a number of institutions of a 
dedicated office or staff unit for the advancement of their cultural policies. 
Universities are powerhouses of culture for local communities providing art venues, 
libraries, museums, arts training opportunities and hosting public cultural events, to 
cite just a few activities. Student groups in drama, dance, music and a wide range of 
activities make substantial contributions to a culturally vibrant Scotland. Academic 
staff are also a major cultural force and university curricula are heavily culturally 
oriented. 

                                                 
16   Statistics branch, SHEFC June 2005 
17  Universities Scotland, Robert McAlpine, Phase 2 submission 
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In the field of literature alone, the effects of university initiatives have been profound. 
Aberdeen University has bought the old Town House to provide a shop window for 
itself in the middle of the city and has promoted the very successful Word Festival. 
Edinburgh University was instrumental in helping the city achieve UNESCO 
designation as City of Literature. St Andrew’s University has one of the strongest 
creative writing teams in Britain for prose and poetry. It also teaches the only 
professional diploma course in Scotland in museum and gallery studies. Several 
Scottish universities teach film studies and this activity will be complemented by a 
new Scottish Centre for film production jointly created by Napier University and 
Edinburgh College of Art. Dundee University has sustained its valuable prize for a 
first novel and Napier University, custodian of the heritage of the Craiglockart Spa, 
has developed its collection of War Poets. 

The Commission has been told that there is potential for creative disciplines in HE in 
Scotland to play a more direct role within their communities, providing access to 
technical and academic subject-based know how; developing CPD for creative 
industry and cultural practitioners; using the informal networks developed by staff and 
students and working with educators to refresh their practice and build their 
knowledge base. But at present other demands on HEIs mean that opportunities to 
develop these services are limited. However, we were impressed with the clear vision 
expounded by University Principals and the energy shown in engaging other 
communities and countries. 

The Commission was also impressed with the potential of FE Colleges to attract 
young parents into lifelong education. Colleges are, we were told, “within pram-
pushing distance” of 80% of the population. The outreach function of colleges is 
developing rapidly. For example, initiatives taken by the Fife College to market 
services and to fund a part-time community arts worker have clearly been successful.  

The Scottish Higher Education Funding Council (SHEFC) has recognised the value 
of cultural activity in universities, and is presently consulting on the most effective 
way of supporting ‘cultural engagement’ in higher education institutions. SHEFC have 
indicated that they wish to create a dedicated funding stream”18 to support this.   

5.10.4 Knowledge transfer 

The knowledge transfer initiative has in the past been marked by short-term actions 
and consequent reduced efficiency. We were impressed, however, by the proposal 
from SHEFC to generate more benefit from a new outreach strategy that might take 
the form of cultural co-ordinators. A cohort of co-ordinator posts would provide 
continuity and allow universities to plan, review and extend outreach work. The Co-
ordinator recommendation is focused on generating benefit from outreach and it will 
strengthen knowledge transfer commitment, whilst not impacting on the 
fundamentals of teaching and research. This new idea will need funding of between 
£0.75m to £1.5m. The Commission supports the proposal. 

                                                 
18  Supporting Cultural Engagement SHEFC Consultation Paper (2005) Scottish Higher 
  Education Funding Council  
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5.11 Practice-based higher education 

The higher education sector provides the crucial building blocks to the cultural and 
creative industries sectors, providing the talent and skills base through Scotland’s 
graduates and creating vibrant cultural hubs. Scottish graduates in art, design and 
architecture excel in quality and success: for example Glasgow School of Art's visual 
communication students won 25% of the Best in Show medals from the D&AD New 
Blood exhibition, the main UK graphic design, advertising and digital animation 
student showcase. The international reputation that Glasgow enjoys for the visual 
arts – said now to rival London and New York – is largely due to the generations of 
art school graduates who stayed in Glasgow to set up businesses.  

5.11.1 Developing relevant cultural skills 

The skills taught by practice-based HEIs such as art schools are vital for the future 
economy. For those who enter different markets after graduation, the skills they 
acquired in their artistic education stand them in good stead: their creative qualities – 
independence, confidence, lateral-thinking, problem-solving, innovation, vision and 
practical skills - give form to their imagination and are key to a knowledge economy. 
As manufacturing shifts to the Far East, the competitive economy in the West has 
become reliant on ideas and creativity. Artists can lead the way in pioneering new 
technologies, approaches and techniques. This has been recognised by Scottish 
Enterprise. 

5.11.2 Cultural career progression 

There is no clear career path for artists and designers, with only 65% of graduates in 
art and design becoming professionals in their field. For architects, however, this 
figure is 90%.19 As one means of addressing this, we believe that there should be 
closer links between art schools and professional organisations/national companies 
(e.g. RSAMD and Scottish Opera, see below). An example from London is the new 
Chelsea College of Art and Design and neighbouring Tate Gallery in London. The 
Tate is involved in teaching and development and the Academy provides innovation 
and vibrancy to the shared public space between the two institutions.  

An existing Scottish example is the relationship between Duncan of Jordanstone 
College of Art and Design and the Dundee Centre for Contemporary Art, one of the 
UK’s most successful contemporary arts venues. The Art College runs a Visual 
Research Centre at the Centre, which is used for R & D purposes by the Schools of 
Fine Art, Design, Television and Imaging and Architecture. The co-existence of 
facilities in the building allows for shared expertise and the development of cross-
artform activity. Among many benefits, the presence of such a centre is believed to 
encourage graduates of the College to stay and build careers in Dundee, contributing 
to the cultural and economic life of the city.  

                                                 
19   Figures presented by Seona Ried, Principal of Glasgow School of Art, at a seminar on  
 Creativity and the Artist held by CCPR in Glasgow on 1 March 2005 
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5.11.3 Preparing for enterprise 

Practice-based HEIs have a duty to provide students with the opportunity to 
experience business. Not only will this instil confidence, but students will also acquire 
skills from mentoring, networking and communication experience. Some successful 
examples were discussed in our consultation, for example, Glasgow School of Art 
(GSA) has built business experience into its courses. Dundee University provides 
studio space to professional artists. The artists benefit from having business facilities 
to hand, while the students can be inspired and mentored by the professionals. The 
artist-led Embassy Gallery in Edinburgh is involved in teaching business skills and 
mentoring students at the Edinburgh College of Art, through its presentation of a 
Professional Practice Course. In return for its educational and mentoring services to 
Edinburgh College of Art, the Gallery receives some funding towards its core costs.  

5.11.4 Protecting creativity 

We believe it is important that courses related to art, music and writing as well as the 
creative, scientific or technical industries should include a module on intellectual 
property so that students know how to protect the copyright and integrity of their 
work. The Commission commends the work of the Arts and Humanities Research 
Council (AHRC) Centre for Studies in Intellectual Property and Technology Law at 
Edinburgh University to develop and communicate an understanding of how 
intellectual property law relates to new technologies. The Centre is the only 
significant academic research agency covering both IPR and technology law in 
Scotland and has a valuable role to play. 

5.11.5 Research and development 

Scotland’s HEIs perform a vital research and development function. The staff at HEIs 
across Scotland provide access to professional cultural and creative industries 
networks for students and graduates, as well as contributing directly to the sectors 
through their own activity. University research stimulates innovation and development 
through developing new businesses, new processes, new approaches and 
challenging the status quo. 

5.11.6 Undergraduate and postgraduate provision in the cultural sector – a 
funding gap 

Despite the fact that creative industries are now recognised by the Scottish Executive 
as a significant economic sector with the highest growth potential over the next ten 
years, the creative disciplines in higher education struggle to achieve an even playing 
field with science and technology subjects. Resources for art, design and architecture 
are very low in comparison to science and technology subjects and fail to meet the 
full costs of quality art and design education. When compared with England, Scotland 
also has a lower number of undergraduate art college places. 

The art, design and architecture sectors in Scottish higher education are being left 
behind in terms of the capacity to increase undergraduate and postgraduate 
provision. Postgraduate qualifications are increasingly becoming the currency for 
many employers in the creative industries and a Masters in Fine Art from GSA or 
another HEI with an international reputation is now increasingly influential in getting a 
good start to a fine art career. Postgraduate provision is the area of greatest demand 
from overseas students. According to the sector, the lack of funded places available 
for postgraduates is a major barrier to postgraduate development. In art and design, 
for example, there are only 92 funded places for postgraduate study in art and design 
in Scotland compared with 1,150 postgraduate funded places available to computer 
science (which has equivalent undergraduate numbers to art and design). 
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5.12 Aligning educational policy 

As cultural reforms are implemented over the longer period, with government setting 
new standards and implementing rights, it is important that we ensure the alignment 
and continuity of public policy. Apparent anomalies need to be addressed. The birth 
of the National Theatre of Scotland has coincided with the apparently inadvertent 
creation of a differential in the funding of places for drama teachers in England and 
Scotland. The Commission recommends that this situation be remedied as soon as 
possible. 

If we are to ensure the practice of the visual arts at the highest level in Scotland, as 
seems appropriate for a nation striving to place culture centre-stage, we believe there 
must be an increase in the funding for research places in our schools of art. In 
general, the number of undergraduate and research places in the arts is 
disproportionately low in comparison to other subjects and we believe that should be 
remedied. Increased investment is also required to sustain study to degree level and 
beyond in dance. It is only in the last three years that it has been possible for 
students to study to this level in Scotland. This is a significant development, but the 
standards of teaching and aspiration for students graduating from these courses, in 
Edinburgh and Dundee, need to be heightened with greater opportunities to pursue a 
professional and viable career in dance in Scotland. 

Similarly, students graduating from the Opera School of the Scottish Conservatoire 
should be able to benefit from agreements between the RSAMD and Scottish Opera 
that ensure the career progression of the most talented into professional positions, 
retaining them in Scotland.  
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The Royal Scottish Academy of Music and Drama 

The RSAMD has a multi-disciplinary base together with creative content work and 
technology and it is a great strength. This profile is shared by the great 
conservatoires around the world – the Julliard, Rotterdam and Berlin for example. 
They are, in effect, universities of the performing and creative arts. RSAMD is 
ambitious to build capacity and this will fuel Scotland’s ambitions for the arts in its 
schools and arts companies; it is also a clear launch pad for international 
success. We agree that if Scottish performing and creative arts are distinctive and 
of high quality they will be exportable and will be a main ingredient of Scotland’s 
profile abroad. The Commission commends RSAMD in developing the case for 
enhanced capacity through a growing involvement in dance and collaboration with
Scottish Ballet. Strategic planning with Scottish Opera in the interest of managing 
and retaining RSAMDs graduand talent is strongly recommended. 

RSAMD has long supported the notion of embedding music and drama in the
school curriculum and making them freely available to all children. As the
Curriculum Review proceeds, the Commission recommends that RSAMD be
consulted about this matter. It is the natural champion of musical and dramatic
arts in the curriculum. The commission believes that RSAMD should be
encouraged to develop the vision of a nexus of the national youth companies, the
education departments of the national performing companies and the
Conservatoire in the partnership they have named perfect. 
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5.13 Lifelong and adult learning  

Among many sections of the population there is a perception that creativity and the 
arts is associated with childhood and school. However, as this report demonstrates, 
culture provides a powerful tool for both personal and community development. As 
noted in Section 3, Scotland’s demographic trends are creating an older population 
and in the long term in may be necessary to expand the current provision of 
continuing, adult and lifelong learning education, as well as targeting cultural activity 
to a more mature audience. The logic of a more cultural curriculum will mean a more 
culturally aware generation of school leavers who will demand continuing 
engagement with culture throughout their lives. 

Research conducted by the Commission into the voluntary cultural sector in Scotland 
suggested that the three prime motivators are enjoyment, pursuing an interest and 
social engagement, followed by broadening of cultural knowledge and to learn new 
skills. 20 If Scotland is to increase the involvement of the adult population we must 
look to appeal to people at this level and move beyond the current focus of ‘learning 
for earning’. The voluntary sector is best placed to increase participation and this kind 
of informal learning for adults and the recommendations the Commission makes 
relating to this sector should help improve the opportunities for life-long informal 
learning. 

However there is another important level of life-long education. Up to 800,000 adults 
appear to have very low literacy and numeracy skills.21 A serious underlying problem 
is that of ‘invisibility’ where large numbers of this group rate their skills as stronger 
than they are. As we saw in Section 2, cultural activity may be particularly well placed 
to address such issues as it does not come fettered with the preconceptions of 
formalised education and can appeal to people on a level of fun and enjoyment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
20  Cultural Commission Study of the Input of the Voluntary Sector to Culture in Scotland, 
  Bonnar Keenleyside, December 2004, p 15 
21  Adult Literacy and Numeracy in Scotland (2001) Scottish Executive 

Scottish Adult Learning Partnership (SALP) Inclusive Arts Project 

SALP works to support and encourage those adults who do not traditionally
participate within our education system to become involved in community-based
learning. Arts and creative industry learning approaches and working practices
are an essential part of achieving this mission to capture and develop the diversity
of learning across Scotland. The Scottish Arts Council recently seed funded an
Inclusive Arts Link Officer to develop national creative education and arts-based
learning opportunities targeted at hard to reach groups.  

The Inclusive Arts project: A pilot project will be developed across six
geographical regions, working with a variety of local and national arts
organisations, across many artforms, including new media, words, image, music,
events management, artisan crafts, film and video, light, recycled product design,
street dance and circus, architecture, public art, before rolling out nationwide 
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Communities Scotland’s Community Learning and Development programme’s main 
aim is to help individuals and communities tackle real issues in their lives through 
community action and community-based learning. This programme may be a strong 
partner within local authority community planning groups delivering cultural services. 
The potential synergies deserve to be investigated. The Equal Access Iniative that 
examines multiple barriers to success is also the sort of tool that such planning 
groups will find invaluable. We believe that cultural resources should be part of the 
solutions developed by community planning groups. 

5.14 Recommendations 

The Commission recommends: 

1) That learning in and through the arts be given a higher profile in the 
implementation of the Curriculum Review, any re-examination of Initial 
Teacher Education and in the development of Quality Improvement 
Frameworks in schools. 

2) That cultural activity be recognised and adopted as the key methodology for 
all children and young people aged 3 to 18 years and that priority be given to 
early learning from 3 to 8 years. 

3) That entitlement schemes such as Culture Vouchers or Cheques should be 
piloted by the Scottish Executive.  

4) A national conference on transport, young people and the cultural sector 
should be established.   

5) A permanent and nationally consistent Cultural Co-ordinators scheme, akin to 
the sports co-ordinators programme Active Schools, with responsibility for 
coordinating delivery of cultural entitlements, both strategically and 
operationally be established. 

Scottish Adult Learning Partnership (SALP) Inclusive Arts Project (cont.) 

SALP will be ‘green housing’ the work of social entrepreneurs using the arts from
within the community, and ‘hot housing’ good practice from one area of the
country into others and offering a national creative taskforce to strengthen and
develop work in the short and longer terms with local delivery teams. The project
will involve cross-sector working with arts, health and education workers and will
lock into existing programmes such as the Cultural Co-ordinators, Creative Links
Officers and the existing networks of arts organisations education officers, and
education officers working in our museums and libraries 

Accredited Continual Professional Development and staff training will be integral
and available to everyone who works on the project. SALP already offers six
recognised campaigns including Family Learning Week. Adult Learners Week,
Sign Up Now!, One Hour a Day for Learning and the annual Awards sponsored
by the European Social Fund, the Scottish Arts Council, Scotrail, NHS Health
Scotland, the Scottish Qualifications Authority, and Young Scot. In 2005 the
Inclusive Arts Links Officer will be developing Creative Learning Awards for 2005
to celebrate individuals using the arts or creative industry to develop themselves,
their employability or their communities. 
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6) That quality standards, monitoring, and evaluation of cultural projects are 
developed as a reference point for cultural co-ordinators. 

7) That Learning and Teaching Scotland and the National Archives of Scotland 
pilot a programme to produce an e-archive album for each child, and to pilot 
individual workspaces on the internet. 

8) Full funding for the Bookstart programme and its proposed extensions.   

9) The funding of the visioning and design process as proposed by The 
Lighthouse for every school building and refurbishment project. 

10) That the Creative Links scheme be maintained and extended. 

11) That a national strategy for educational materials, visits and experiences 
supported by companies and institutions across Scotland and co-ordinated by 
Learning Teaching Scotland be developed.  

12) Determined to Succeed be broadened to include cultural enterprise.  

13) Support for the draft Bill on improved parental involvement in schools.  

14) A review to consider improvements in community and parent access to 
schools, while taking into account school security and the impacts of the 
Disclosure scheme on cultural workers.  

15) That Arts & Business Scotland broker new relationships between parents’ 
groups, cultural partners and potential business sponsors. 

16) Support for the proposal from SHEFC to generate community benefit from a 
new outreach strategy that might take the form of cultural co-ordinators. 

17) An audit of the CPD short courses open to teachers under the revised 
conditions of service and thereafter the creation of a market supported by a 
national system for promoting these courses. 

18) Support for enhanced capacity for RSAMD and strategic planning between 
RSAMD and the national performing companies. 

19) Support for the creative industries initiative in the University of St Andrews. 

20) That the differential in the funding of places for drama teachers in England 
and Scotland be rectified. 

21) That there should be an increase in the funding for undergraduate and 
research places in Scottish schools of art. 

22) That courses in Scottish HE and FE that relate to art, music, the performing 
arts and writing as well as the creative, scientific or technical industries should 
include a module on intellectual property. 
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Section 6 Cross cutting 

6.1 Our remit 
The issue of delivering culture across all aspects of the public sector featured in 
several areas of our remit: 

“All areas of the public sector should be expected to help deliver the cultural 
agenda. The Commission is therefore asked: 

To provide guidance and advice on initiatives which affect the wider 
objectives of Scottish government 

For specific guidance on how cultural bodies should relate to other Scottish 
Executive policy areas, in particular: 

- education 
- enterprise 
- sport 
- tourism 
- major events.1  

 

6.2 Our understanding 

We understand from the remit and the clear statements in the First Minister’s SAD 
speech that delivering cultural activity is a clear responsibility across the public 
sector. We understand this obligation to extend beyond local and national 
government to include their agencies, the Enterprise network, the Health Boards, and 
the tourism network. We believe that not only is this a practical solution but an 
essential one. Cultural activity is integral to a greater or lesser extent in all areas of 
public life and should rightly be integrated. 

We focus, therefore, on the two main issues which must be addressed: 

• ensure all areas of public life are aware of their responsibility and capability 

• coordinate provision across these areas. 

The former, we believe, is best done in a negotiation between the cultural sector and 
the public sector departments. The latter, we believe, is a discrete responsibility of 
government, or their appointed agency, and for the Minister with responsibility for 
Culture.  

“Culture cuts across every aspect of government – it can make a 
difference to our success in tackling poverty, it can make Scotland a 
healthier place and it has a significant contribution to make towards our 
economy.”  

        Jack McConnell, St Andrew’s Day, 2003 

                                                 
1  Cultural Policy Statement/Cultural Commission Remit (2004) Scottish Executive 
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6.3 Consultation 

We received many contributions from practitioners, participants and audience 
members across the cultural sector that related to their particular disciplines. Two 
cultural sectors, language and creative industries, were specified in our remit for 
particular attention and are therefore considered separately in Sections 7 and 8 
respectively. In this section, we focus on four cultural sectors, and the eight sub-
sections of the arts: 

• archives 
• arts 

- crafts 
- contemporary music 
- dance 
- drama 
- festivals 
- literature 
- music 
- visual arts 

• museums and galleries 
• libraries. 

6.3.1 Format of the section 

Our remit did not invite us to propose or amend national strategies for any part of the 
sector – that is, rightly, the remit for the relevant NDPBs. We have therefore tried to 
reflect the issues that were contributed to us for specific areas but would emphasis 
that these are not intended to be an authoritative account of, or strategy for, these 
sectors. 

We give a précis of our consultation at the beginning of each cultural sector, rather 
than collated here. We have already devoted Section 5 of this report to education 
and will not touch on these matters again here. 

The Commission has been constrained by time from our original ambition of 
recommending specific actions towards each area of public life, although in some 
areas (i.e. libraries, museums and galleries) the depth of our consultation has made it 
possible to offer a more detailed range of recommendations.  

In other areas, however, we present summaries as an example of the diversity of 
activity and how it might be applied, or delivered, across the public sector. In those 
areas we have tended to make observations rather than recommendations, and to 
report the views of others which we believe have merit. We would urge, however, the 
various agencies with responsibility across these sectors to take on board the 
suggestions being promoted. 

We have refrained from observations or detailed research on the synergies between 
culture and sport, tourism and major events knowing this to be an area where 
significant knowledge and experience is already held within the Tourism, Culture and 
Sport Department and their agencies, Event Scotland and VisitScotland.  
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6.3.2 The cultural sectors 

The national infrastructure is addressed in Section 10 but we comment here on the 
economies and infrastructure of each of the cultural sectors and art forms using the 
commentaries we received during the consultation processes, including both written 
and verbal contributions. The lines are blurring across the arts and the old 
hierarchies are being questioned. We had sympathy with Alan Brown of Alan Brown 
and Associates when he remarked, 

“The boundaries around the art forms continue to blur, more and more 
consumers care less and less about the boundaries. Meanwhile we have 
constructed cultural institutions – whole industries, in fact - around strict 
definitions of the art forms that are increasingly irrelevant.” 

One of the weaknesses of the cultural sectors, and even the arts themselves, is their 
fragmentation. Simple liaison across each sector, and artform, is still in its infancy. 
The situation in each is different and we wanted to reflect that and to encourage the 
thought that it is in our gift to make common cause and change things. 

6.4 Archives 
Archives are extensively used but have a comparatively low profile within the 
heritage sector. Archivists are concerned with preservation and access and see 
themselves as information brokers. From the user perspective, archives hold raw 
data that needs interpretation; the use of archives is an active experience.  

The word ‘archive’ holds connotations of ancient material but this is a misperception. 
The role of archivists as record keepers is changing day by day as society makes 
new demands. For example, the Freedom of Information Act has created a demand 
for records managers that has outstripped supply. The digitisation of family archives 
has brought 1.4m visitors to the website of the National Archives of Scotland, an 
increase of 40% in one year. 

6.4.1 The function of archives 

The function of archives, including the National Archives of Scotland (NAS), is to 
select, preserve and make available in any medium those records important to the 
community. Their importance has been demonstrated by historic and contemporary 
military strategies that aim to conquer by eliminating both a people and their records.  

At local level in Scotland, archive services vary greatly as do the structures within 
which they operate. Some are placed within library or museum services and these 
are often accorded low priority and set in poor buildings where preservation is the 
main task rather than use and access. All archivists agree that they want the service 
to be better understood and used more effectively. The potential for development and 
exploitation is considerable. 

At, national level the principal tasks of the NAS are to select public records for 
permanent preservation and acquire other historical records that merit preservation. 
The main users are government, courts, academics and research institutes, private 
companies and increasingly, the general public including foreigners using online 
services and making personal visits. This use involves advice and brokerage rather 
than just access. 
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6.4.2 Family records 

It is important to note the status of the family records that are held by the Registrar 
General and marketed jointly with the NAS. Because of Scotland’s history of 
emigration, these are the archives of an important and wealthy sector of the 
Anglophone world. Those visiting Scotland for genealogical purposes tend to spend 
twice as much as other tourists. There is an important market here and one that links 
with the rest of Scotland’s heritage. 

Family records extend well beyond the registers and into the social history of the 
nation. The Scottish Archives for Schools project, led by the NAS, in partnership with 
Learning and Teaching Scotland, to bring alive Scotland’s recent past through the 
documents, letters and photographs of the time, has been a significant success in 
schools.  

As in other sectors, joint working is proving a successful strategy for the NAS. Work 
with the General Register Office for Scotland and the Court of the Lord Lyon has 
advanced family history and a partnership with Historic Scotland has taken an 
exhibition into Edinburgh Castle. Marketing, however, has suffered because of low 
funding levels. Digitisation can increase access but understanding, appreciation and 
sense of ownership by the Scottish citizen is needed. 

6.4.3 Issues for archives 

Digitisation 

The NAS is leading on this massive task, which will include court, church and 
personal records. It is seen as an important and worthwhile investment, which can be 
subsidised through charges for downloading and research time. Educational use, 
however, should be free, as we understand is the case in Australia, Ireland, Denmark 
and Norway. There are already charges for viewing personal registers online. This 
should be maintained. It will take some time before archives are visted as readily as 
the online services. Public understanding is still limited. 

Personal archives 

In Section 5 of this report we remark on the need to match personal learning plans 
with personal archives, recording creative schoolwork for every school student. This 
project, in the longer term, can bring understanding of archive work and its function. 
Scottish archives at the local and national level should play a part in developing the 
concept. 

Buildings 

Archives should be considered in the context of the future cultural estate. The quality 
of buildings housing records in Scotland and the effect on preservation needs to be 
addressed, together with issues of public access. 
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Joint working 

Joint working between libraries, museums and archives and certainly on practical 
projects needs to be further explored. However, there is very real concern from 
archives at all levels about being absorbed within other structures and their identities 
diminished. The NAS sits currently within the Justice portfolio in government. We 
recommend below that they are repositioned within the Culture portfolio and this will 
signal an acknowledgement of the move that archives must make within the public 
consciousness.  

Conservation 

There is considerable expertise in conservation skills within the NAS and in other 
archives and parallel conservation operations exist in museums and libraries around 
Scotland. We believe that a national centre for conservation should be investigated. 
This may achieve back-office savings but could also generate income if it were a 
centre of excellence of international standing. Liverpool has a conservation centre of 
some scale and we are also aware of the national centre in Spain. Given EU 
enlargement and the turmoil in many parts of Europe, Russia and the near East, a 
centre for conservation might well be a profitable long-term investment. 

National coordination 

We believe that it would be more appropriate for responsibility for the National 
Archives with the Scottish Executive to lie within the Ministerial portfolio responsible 
for Culture. Elsewhere we recommend the NAS should sit alongside their archive 
colleagues of other national collections in a National Board of Collections. 

6.5 The arts  

6.5.1 Consultation on the arts 

We consulted widely in the cultural sectors that make up the arts, inviting written 
submissions and holding meetings and discussions. The following submissions give 
an indication of the range of views expressed. 

“Diversity makes street arts hard to define: there is no single art form or 
location common to performances. What does unify street arts is the 
relationship these arts have with their audiences – the knowledge that if the 
work is not skilful and entertaining, audiences member s can simply walk 
away.”  

       Streetnet 

“After production, our plays go on to have extensive international lives. For 
example, David Harrower’s Knives in Hens has had to date over 30 
productions in 19 countries and 10 languages: Scottish voices, Scottish ideas, 
Scottish identity seen around the world.” 

                  Stephen Cotton, Chair, The Traverse 
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“We envisage a theatre of opportunity over the next two decades in Scotland 
where theatre in its many aspects becomes integrated into the life of the 
Scottish community and brings all its experience, skills and passion to the 
task of creating a confident, successful Scotland.” 

       Eddie Jackson, Federation of Scottish Theatre submission 

“The key to involvement is participation and participation on equal terms with 
the artist as negotiator rather than as genius artisan.” 

              The Art Institute of Aberdeen  

“Dance, by its very nature is an art form that involves multi-disciplinary skills, 
a variety of methodologies from the traditional to the unconventional, and 
appears in creative fusion with other art forms such as visual art, music and 
new technologies.”  

                           Cindy Sughrue, Scottish Ballet (with others) 
  

“There is scope to increase dance participation by increasing the status of 
dance within teacher training – whether for primary or PE teachers.”  

       Carolyn Lappin, Ydance  

“Literature is the creative use of language, the foundation of thought and the 
focus of imaginative expression. It gives coherence to the arts and languages 
of Scotland and influences the whole of society through literacy and 
education. These, in turn, underpin democracy, enabling constructive 
argument and informed choice.”  

                Marc Lambert for the Literature Forum  

“Books are a uniquely democratic art form, portable, affordable and available 
wherever the reader wishes them to be.”             

               Lorraine Fannin, Scottish Publishers Association 

“Brass bands have a long history in Scotland, formed even before the 
invention of the piston valve in 1838….they are the most prolific source of 
music making in their communities.” 

                                  George Burt Scottish Brass Band association 

“This place, [RSAMD], should be an anthill of activity with talent flourishing all 
over the place.” 

                 John Wallace, trumpeter and Principal RSAMD 

“Scottish arts and crafts people should be encouraged to compete in national 
international fields.”  

        Iain A Gunn, North Lands Creative Glass  
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6.6 Music  

6.6.1 Characteristics of the sector  

Music making is a large and active sector. Allocations to music companies and music 
makers comprises around a third of the SAC budget with £14m funding provided to 
19 nationally significant organisations and scores of other regular music activities 
from festivals to individual grants. No recent political initiative has been more 
important than the Youth Music Initiative. This advanced £17.5km for 
instrumental/singing teaching and for enhanced music education within primary 
schools. Children receive at least one year of free instrumental or singing tuition by 
P6. 

The enquiry that underpinned this funding, What’s Going On,2 led to work that 
showed the need to prepare the tuition infrastructure. The scale of this funding also 
demonstrated the scale of what will be needed in future years to extend this scheme 
within primary and secondary education. In turn, that raises the prospect of extending 
this entitlement eventually into the other performing arts.  

The sector commented positively on this very successful start and we support their 
aspiration of giving all children the opportunity to pursue skills and enjoyment of the 
creative and performing arts as a natural part of schooling. 

6.6.2 Issues for the music sector 

Widening access 

The national strategy formulated by the SAC seeks to maximise the opportunities for 
creators and performers in Scotland to develop excellence. The sector would also 
like to aim for all Scots to have regular access to a broad and diverse range of music 
making and to improve or participate in any style of music at all levels of aptitude. 

Around 60,000 youngsters take part in live musical activities every week. The What’s 
Going On survey indicated that another 100,000 would join them if access were 
possible. There is universal approval of the ambition for young Scots to experience 
regular music making, have their own musical preferences respected and supported, 
have access to top resources and be able to pursue their musical ambitions as far as 
they wish. Interest among adults is no less apparent. The Lochgoilhead Fiddle 
workshop reported to us that the demand for adult instrumental tuition is continuing to 
increase. They are teaching 10% of the adults in the local community, a most 
impressive figure. 

Improving musical education and training 

Education is not just the key to establishing skill and pleasure in music making in 
young Scots, it is also at the heart of social inclusion. Just as the primary school 
initiative is making a difference, there is similar good news in the further and higher 
education sectors. Twenty institutions offer courses ranging from SVQ diploma and 
degree to post-graduate certification. Subject matter includes performance, 
composition technology and teacher training. FE colleges deliver nationally approved 
qualifications.  

                                                 

2  What’s Going On? A national audit of youth music in Scotland Scottish Arts Council (2003)  
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The sector recognises the need to be sure that all courses are meaningful. Some 
have expressed doubts to us about the real vocational value of certain work. It will be 
essential to ensure diversity of musical genres on offer across these courses and to 
have rigorous inspection. The RSAMD has set the pace with its diversification and its 
championing of traditional musical forms. The Traditional Music and Song 
Association of Scotland also has a continuing role to play in fostering choice. The 
Fèisean movement has shown what can be achieved in the informal sector. The 
Commission was deeply impressed with the scope of the achievement and the 
ambition to take the Fèisean music making to a world audience. 

At the heart of education in the performing arts is the RSAMD. As we have noted in 
Section 5, the Scottish Conservatoire is central element of our ambition to build a 
creative, cultured Scotland. The Commission supports the RSAMD’s ambitions to 
expand funded student numbers by 33% in the next five years (to 2010) and 
understands the consequent need there will be for capital funding to facilitate the 
planned growth. 

Music in all its forms 

Music making in Scotland extends beyond classical and traditional music. Indeed, the 
title ‘traditional’ might be extended to include the historic enthusiasm for brass bands 
in Scotland. There are 3,000 musicians involved in brass bands and jazz is in the 
same position. It has flourished in Scotland for a long time, but on a fairly small scale. 
Jordanhill and Napier University teach jazz, touring bands and musicians have been 
backed by the SAC and the festivals in Glasgow and Edinburgh showcase the best 
on offer. With several jazz orchestras now playing – Tommy Smith’s, Richard 
Michael’s and the National Youth Jazz Orchestra of Scotland – there is enough high 
grade activity to support development of this genre in Scotland. 

Supporting traditional music 

Traditional music has arguably undergone the greatest renaissance of all artforms in 
the last ten years. The fèis movement, based largely in the Highlands, has been in 
the vanguard of producing a generation of confident, excellent musicians who are 
continuing the musical tradition and marrying it with new contemporary forms. The 
traditional music community in Scotland has broken new ground in training provision 
for teachers and tutors. A group of representatives from a range of organisations 
across the sector have devised the first Training Qualification for music tutors in the 
country and it seems likely that it will attract musicians from other styles of music 
such as classical music tutors in schools. 

The new Professional Development Award, the Certificate in Music Tuition was 
produced by the Traditional Music Tutor Training Network in collaboration with the 
Scottish Qualifications Agency and is expected to provide training for over 100 
musicians in its first year from a wide range of organisations such as Fèisean nan 
Gàidheal. Traditional Music and Song Association of Scotland, the Adult Learning 
Programme in Edinburgh and the Glasgow Fiddle Workshop. In addition, RSAMD, 
Sabhal Mor Ostaig and other HE colleges have begun to introduce degree courses 
for traditional musicians, and there are increasing opportunities to record and 
perform. 
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6.6.3 Points from the consultation: 

• the RSNO pointed out how the lack of a national ticketing agency hampers 
audience development; their point is that their very enterprising campaigns on 
radio, television, internet and direct mail, email and texting could be more 
effective with a national online box-office 

• revised contractual and new funding arrangements for the nationally 
significant companies must take into account the cost of rural touring; this 
service is essential but is costly in scouting for appropriate venues and in the 
logistics of big companies 

• the cost of a musical instrument is high and increases debt for students on 
low incomes. In addition, the cost of maintaining and storing instruments is 
part of the on-costs of musicianship for teaching establishments and these 
problems need to be addressed. The BBC scheme ‘instrument amnesty’ may 
be worth repeating in Scotland  

• showcasing is a vital activity: Showcase Scotland at Celtic Connections is 
proving effective as are the trips to the South by South West festival in Texas 
with 14 young bands sent by the SAC to perform for American promoters in 
2004 

• small musical groups spend a great deal of time in applying of public funds 
from multiple sources; we were old that “the mechanics of public funding are 
themselves fifty percent of the problem.” The time spent on securing funds is 
diverted from the prime task of delivery. 

6.7 Contemporary music  

6.7.1 Characteristics of the sector 

Scottish Arts Council together with Scottish Enterprise and Scottish Executive are 
currently engaged in a study of the contemporary music scene in Scotland. This 
research is focused on the need for, and viability of, a music industry association that 
can represent the interests of the entire music industry in Scotland. The first phase of 
the research process is complete and a response from the music industry in Scotland 
is awaited.  

The commercial sector is vibrant. New artist Karine Polwart received three UK folk 
awards from Radio 2 in 2004 and three Scottish bands have had Mercury Prize 
nominations. The Mercury Prize was won by Franz Ferdinand in 2004. International 
music industry trade fairs such as Womex and Essen now have Scottish delegations. 
PopKom and Midem remain to be fully exploited and international exposure is part of 
the industry’s growth.  

Pop and jazz have asserted themselves within the public sector in recent years with 
SAC making its definitions of contemporary music far more inclusive. SAC had 
immediate success with this new policy in supporting bands to visit the South by 
South West festival in Texas, one of the first beneficiaries being Franz Ferdinand, 
now a hit band around the world. The SAC’s basic covenant with contemporary 
musicians is to support them to grow and develop their skills and artistic ambitions. 
The other groups vital to this sector are the organisers to staff the venues in city halls 
and rural community centres.  
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6.7.2 Issues for the contemporary music sector 

Need for a music industry association 

Making, playing and earning from contemporary music is a market-orientated 
business. The live music scene is strong, tolerant of variety, open to ideas and aware 
of the need to make common cause with education and to exploit digital technology 
and intellectual property. Marketing is poor and uncoordinated and the problems of 
international touring are unaddressed. Getting visas to work in the USA is particularly 
difficult and time consuming. 

Practitioners presented a view that some training courses are inadequate and that 
contemporary Scottish music making in the media is underexposed. Live music is 
strong in the Central Belt but less accessible elsewhere in Scotland.  

The SAC has wide approval for its recent policies but there is no champion within the 
sector itself nor is there any coordinating body or industry association. The SAC is 
convinced of the need for a music industry association and the Commission supports 
this ambition. A Scottish Music Council was also supported in our consultation, as 
reported below. 

Increased exposure 

Musicians want to see a dedicated digital channel for Scottish music and more 
exposure on television for Scottish music. Websites are another area of enormous 
potential. The Group convened by Robert Noakes on behalf of the Commission 
spoke for public funding to support a website to market and promote music. They 
also asserted that public libraries should buy every record released by a Scottish 
label; a parallel scheme for Scottish books has been proposed by some librarians. 

The Noakes Group made a coherent and well-argued plea for a Scottish Music 
Council, “to advance musical life in all aspects“. This would be a practitioner and 
industry champion and a portal to take Scottish music to the rest of the world. 
Significantly, this group asserted that the council had to be populated with new faces. 
An imaginative approach to sustainable investment was sought. In summary a 
champion was sought “with accessible manner and good ears for listening.” 

Touring 

It was considerable support for public funding being attached to the promoter and the 
venue rather than the artists to ensure a quality threshold is reached and that risk is 
taken in the context of potential commercial return. The Commission was advised 
that the most effective use of the public purse is to subsidise a touring circuit with 
easier applications made in this case by the promoter, not the artists. The idea is to 
produce an investment and return mindset. The SAC’s Tune Up initiative was 
referred to as a potential model, a bigger and year-round version of this being a 
suggestion. The suggestion was also made that one or two Scottish labels could be 
selected for capacity building into European-scale players, again with return to the 
public purse. 
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Proposal for a Scottish Music Industry Association 

A body to be called the Scottish Music Industry Association (a body very near to the 
Noakes’ Group vision) has been proposed by the SAC and partners group. The 
Commission support this initiative. The core purpose of this organisation would be to 
provide a means by which the music industry in Scotland could organise and 
represent itself. The remit would be to: 

• identify and research those issues that are common across the music industry 
in Scotland 

• discuss inter-industry issues with the music industry and agree shared 
lobbying positions on such issues  

• lobby on behalf of the Scottish music industry on issues of shared concern 

• develop an identity under which the music industry in Scotland can present 
itself 

• develop partnerships with key public sector organisations to help develop 
policies and activities to develop and support the music industry in Scotland 

• act as a point of communication between the music industry and a wide range 
of stakeholders, bodies and organisations 

• interact and develop relationships with the current range of organisations and 
interest groups in the music industry in Scotland and beyond.  

Potential activities for the Association 

These are seen as including the following: 

• consulting with the industry on the identification and agreement of common 
issues and needs 

• holding one annual large scale industry event to bring together the music 
industry in Scotland to debate areas of shared concern 

• holding smaller regional forums (and sectoral forums as/if required) 

• representing Scotland’s music industry on appropriate UK and international 
forums 

• building an identity for the organisation under which Scotland’s music industry 
can present itself and lobby at national and international levels 

• engaging with the education sector on matters relating to music industry 
education 

• championing Scotland’s music industry at all levels. 
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6.8 Dance  

Dance in Scotland has long operated on a fairly small scale. In the last five years, 
however, the SAC has played the leading role in stimulating change. The Dance 
Department was set up in 2001 and that established the form as part of the funding 
structure within the SAC with a budget that had grown to £4.5m in 2004/05. Before 
this, dance shared a Department and a Director with drama. In 2002, Scotland’s only 
degree course in dance was launched at Telford College. Together with the courses 
at the Scottish School of Contemporary Dance in Dundee this makes it possible for 
those wishing to study dance to a professional level to do so without having to leave 
Scotland. The challenge to the professional dance sector is now to find ways to 
encourage new graduates to stay in Scotland, and to welcome back the many who 
have left to train and work in England and overseas, by providing funding for 
continuing training, creation and performance opportunities. 

The publicly funded dance sector in Scotland remains small but there is a very long 
history in Scotland of work by the private sector in promoting traditional dance forms 
and latterly a wider range of dance such as jazz, tap and ballet. There is also a 
thriving culture of dance as participatory activity, enjoyed by children and adults 
across the country. 

6.8.1 Characteristics of the sector 

Funding 

SAC core funds eight companies and organisations and also provides project grants 
to independent choreographers and touring companies. Our principal company, 
Scottish Ballet, has recently undergone a renaissance with a new director, new 
dancers and a new repertoire of contemporary dance. Scottish Dance Theatre has 
also flourished in recent years. As the only contemporary dance company based in a 
producing repertory company in the UK (Dundee Rep), it is developing an 
international reputation and playing to increasing audiences at home and abroad.   

Whilst there are limited funds available to enable companies to produce work, 
particularly for the larger stages, there are few opportunities for audiences to see 
dance from Scottish based companies. There is clear research evidence, however, 
that the audience for contemporary dance is growing albeit slowly. Despite it 
attracting larger audiences, there is no large-scale classical ballet currently being 
produced within Scotland. Venues and audiences are therefore dependent on work 
from England and overseas which may tour irregularly and is often expensive.  

The sector’s view is that the decline in the audience for ‘white ballet’ is because of 
the lack of product. Scottish Ballet says that it is not possible to offer a wider 
repertoire within current funding levels.   

Development and education 

As perhaps the only art form that stimulates both physical and emotional well-being, 
dance in its many forms, from ballet to breakdance, is increasingly popular as a 
social, educational and therapeutic activity. There is a network of dance agencies 
across the country which provides opportunities for people of all ages and abilities to 
develop their creativity, keep fit and have fun. At Dance Base in Edinburgh over 
2,000 people take part in a dance class each week throughout the year. The wide 
ranging benefits of dance lend themselves well to the measure of impact on the 
citizen outlined in Section 9 of this report.   
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     ‘dance makes it worth getting up in the morning’   

 20 year old dancer at Dance Base with Downs syndrome 

Despite it having no dedicated place in the school curriculum, dance is increasingly 
recognised in schools as a valuable means of encouraging creative expression and 
physical exercise. Ydance, the dance development agency for children and young 
people, is helping to introduce and maintain dance as a presence in schools through 
the use of digital teaching resources.   

Several local authorities also support Traditional Dance Development Workers who, 
together with many independent dance teachers, Dance Artists in Residence and the 
dance agencies, offer dance activity in nurseries, schools, to adults with special 
needs and to the elderly. This work requires continued and additional support by 
local partnership agencies. 

More formal dance training is provided at the Dance School of Scotland in Glasgow. 
Ballet training also takes place under the auspices of the enterprising Ballet West in 
Argyll. The Scottish School of Contemporary Dance in Dundee and Telford College in 
Edinburgh provide training in contemporary dance up to degree level.   

6.8.2 Issues for the dance sector 

Dance in the curriculum 

The status accorded to dance in the curriculum – it is grouped with PE in the 5-14 
Expressive Arts guidelines – keeps it on the margins of education. All those involved 
in dance believe that it should be recognised and taught as a subject in its own right. 
The Curriculum Review is intent on freeing up time for teachers to engage in more 
creative activities. This is an opportunity for dance to be established and to flourish.  

The Commission has recommended the reform and extension of the cultural 
coordinators scheme and this will open the possibility of a strategic approach to 
provision of dance. The further example of sportscotland’s Active Schools talent 
strategy is cited as one way to stimulate activity. Funding should follow talent and, as 
in sport, youngsters should be bale to utilise the most appropriate training available. 
That would also help the private dance sector, which provides nationwide coverage, 
but within a plethora of different qualifications structures. A simpler and unitary 
system of dance qualifications needs to be achieved. 

Girls on the Move has been designed and funded by the Robertson Trust in 
partnership with the Scottish Executive’s Health Department. With investment of 
£450,000 over the next three years, the programme is another example of recent 
initiatives aimed at making young people become more active through participation 
and leadership3. 

                                                 
3    www.girlsonthemove.org.uk 
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Vocational training and support 

The DfES Dance and Drama awards also offer a model that might be adopted in 
Scotland as a way of encouraging talented young dancers. The English model is for 
those who wish to make a career in dance and comprises around 525 new awards 
each year. Even with a reduced scheme in Scotland, they could provide a pathway to 
vocational training. Strengthening the system in this way will also allow us to retain 
talent and help create the virtuous circle needed. For individual talents with no 
resources to pursue dance, the Dewar Awards are available. The Commission was 
impressed by the notion of a Young Dancer of the Year Award. We believe the 
scheme should begin in a small way and build. 

Training provision is not enough, however, and dancers and choreographers could 
benefit significantly from the measures which we propose to help support creative 
artists pursue a career in dance. Concern was also expressed about the lack of 
appropriate training to degree level for dancers wishing to train as dance teachers in 
Scotland. Ydance, for example, has had to look outwith Scotland to recruit its tutors. 
The case for funded training at this level may be made easier if dance is included in 
the school curriculum. Whilst providing additional in-service support for PE teachers 
will be beneficial, it is no substitute for the skills offered by a dedicated dance 
teaching professional.  

Facilities  

Despite award-winning new premises for Dance Base in Edinburgh and at The 
Space in Dundee, there is a severe shortage of studio space for dancers across the 
country.  There are also a relatively small number of theatres and venues with the 
specialist facilities to present dance. This combined lack of provision makes it doubly 
difficult for those seeking to make and perform their work in Scotland. 

Supporting the private sector 

Private tuition will remain a large healthy and vigorous sector. But access to facilities 
is proving to be ever more difficult and expensive. The private sector is keen to 
negotiate more affordable rates for suitable spaces. Local authorities cannot 
subsidise this sector but the problem has to be addressed. 

Investment in the sector 

Despite the welcome introduction of a dedicated fund for dance within SAC, the 
funds available to ensure a healthy and varied dance sector are still very limited. 
Without sustained investment at a variety of levels, the professional dance sector will 
remain fragile and transient. The health, educational, social and recreational benefits 
of dance make it a natural recipient of cross cutting funds at both local and national 
level. 
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6.9 Drama 

6.9.1 Characteristics of the sector 

Scottish theatre is currently in a period of transformation. The advent of the National 
Theatre is stimulating change and the sector is experiencing increasing confidence in 
effecting this transformation. Street theatre is developing in a new form in Falkirk, 
new writing is being fostered in The Playwrights’ Studio and professional skills are 
being nurtured with the establishment of a Director’s Course at Queen Margaret 
University College with RSAMD. There is also a growing realisation in the local 
authority sector of the power of theatre. The recent review of theatre in Edinburgh4 
that recommended investing a further £1m in theatre within the city is welcome. This 
reverses the trend of diminishing local authority funding for theatre over the last ten 
years.  

“We believe that theatre is a shared experience conducted in a space 
unlimited by preconception or precedent that supports and encourages 
mutual respect, facilitates the exchange of views and explores the human 
condition.” 

                            The Federation of Scottish Theatre  

6.9.2 Issues for the drama sector 

Investment in the sector 

The initiative in creating and selling a model for a new National Theatre has lifted 
spirits and brought a new sense of purpose to the sector. However, we are also 
aware of a firm belief that the theatre in Scotland remains in a dangerously weak 
state, despite cash injections from the Scottish Executive via SAC in 2001/03. 

The SAC in 2004/05 spent £12.8m on theatre including £600,000 from the Lottery. 
There are ten predominately central belt based major producing theatres and more 
than a dozen ‘non-theatre-based’ companies that include puppetry and street theatre 
funded from that sum. The SAC aims to stimulate new work, build audiences, support 
theatre companies and ensure rigorous standards for monitoring quality. There is 
also a successful international policy of taking Scottish theatre abroad. The British 
Council and Visiting Arts have been significant in that success. These examples of 
strategic planning require work at national level. 

The sector expressed fears that the establishment of the National Theatre would, at 
some point, drain resource from other theatres and companies. That concern was 
supplemented in the submission from the Traverse, which identified an impression 
that the work of the Commission will result in structural change and not in addressing 
the “real requirements of better investment in the sector.”  

Supporting new writing 

The establishment of the Playwrights’ Studio adds to the renowned work of the 
Traverse, Scotland’s new writing theatre. A further initiative, The Writers Factory, 
creates with all three a strong combined emphasis on producing product. Those 
initiatives need to work in liaison to make sure that benefits are maximised. 

                                                 
4  Edinburgh Theatre Strategy, City of Edinburgh Council (2004) 
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Disparity with funding in England 

The most serious concern expressed to us by the sector was the differential between 
Scottish and English theatres since the Boyden Report.5 The disparity in funding 
patterns is particularly reflected in the case of regional theatres, an issue brought to 
the Commission’s attention in a number of consultation responses. Regional theatres 
in England and Wales received an additional £25m from Arts Council England. This 
equates to a substantially higher level of grant with the average grant to large 
regional theatres in England and Wales of £1.3m, whilst the comparable large 
theatres such as The Citizens in Scotland received an average of £500,000 less with 
£800,000 in 2002/03.6 Smaller theatres such as the Byre received around £200,000 - 
£300,000 less.  

The Scottish theatre is losing talent to English regional theatres but worst of all it is 
unable to pay living wages to staff. Scottish Theatre critics summed up the position 
for the Commission in a chapter heading: Resources; or, If you Work in the Scottish 
Theatre Don’t Ever Expect to be Able to Raise a Family. 

The sector’s view on funding was very clear. The welcome infusion from the Scottish 
Executive preceding the National Theatre has made a difference but the underlying 
problem remains. The sector needs a further £2m - £3m core revenue annually for its 
main producing and experimenting theatres alone to be able to provide the 
foundation for the National Theatre. We believe this should be achieved by 
reconciling the disparity with funding levels in England revealed by the Boyden 
report.  

The 2004 City of Edinburgh Council review tells the whole story:  

“There is a clear need for the City of Edinburgh Council to make an enhanced 
revenue investment in its professional theatre infrastructure: this need 
amounts to c.£950k. 

The Theatre Review in England has demonstrated how quickly additional 
funds can achieve a significant transformation in a theatre ecology with 
outcomes becoming evident within the first twelve months of the new 
investment being made. If Edinburgh is to reap the benefits of any such 
initiative by 2008/09 when the English cities mentioned above will have their 
new programmes well established, it should plan to phase this investment 
over the four years 2005/06-2008/09.” 7  

This review identified part of the decline as being attributable to the local authority 
itself:  

“The City of Edinburgh Council’s overall core revenue support to the city’s 
theatres and theatre organisations has declined since 1995/96 (by 36.5% to 
the building-based producing theatres, by 49% to the non-building based 
sector and by 24% to the presenting houses) Over the same period, the box-
office income of the building-based producing houses has grown significantly. 

                                                 
5  A national pathway for the development of English language theatre in Wales, Peter 
  Boyden (2004) www.artswales.org/publications/publications.asp?id=171 
6  Spreadsheet compiled by Scottish Arts Council Drama Department, reproduced in  
 Annex A. 
7  Edinburgh Theatre Strategy, City of Edinburgh Council (2004) 
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At the same time, overall core funding to Edinburgh theatres and companies 
from the Scottish Arts Council has grown (including a real-terms increase of 
65.4% in the last two years.” 8  

This pattern was replicated elsewhere in Scotland. The sector’s position is that local 
authorities must re-invest in theatre and the Commission believes that the funding 
gap must be closed and that the SAC, the Scottish Executive and the local authority 
representative should create a financial strategy to make Scottish theatre viable, able 
to serve the National Theatre structure and ensure that salaries can compete with the 
regions of England.  

Points from the consultation  

We were made aware of a most impressive model of theatre, operating in Sweden. 
Their system has matured over 70 years. The Riksteatern organisation has a mix of 
community stakeholders and practitioners, supported by a central administration and 
offers a choice of productions to the 14 regions.  

Audience data and audience building are top priorities for the sector. There is also an 
acknowledgement of the need to communicate more effectively and a fear of 
perceptions of high ticket costs in the theatre as compared with cinema. Another 
point made was the need for the relationship between promoters and producers to be 
strengthened, with long term planning seen as a high priority.  

Other specific points from the consultation were: 

• Scottish Community Drama Association is being strengthened by the SAC 
and that is welcomed by the Commission 

• marketing product remains a difficulty 

• a national box office is necessary. 

6.10 Literature  
Writing is a demonstrable and historic Scottish strength, covering not only fiction and 
poetry but also writings on philosophy and the sciences as well as religion. That 
tradition is an exciting and tangible heritage in our libraries and archives. In our 
contemporary literary scene, we have exceptional talents. They include great 
novelists and poets, playwrights and screenwriters.  

Scotland also has an extraordinary flowering of literary festivals: StAnza, Edinburgh 
Book Festival, Aye Write in Glasgow, the Word in Aberdeen and the Wigtown festival 
and its ambition as ‘booktown’. Canongate won the title of UK Publisher of the Year 
in 2004, Edinburgh became the first UNESCO city of literature in that year and the 
Mann Booker International Prize is to be held here in Scotland in 2005. No one 
should doubt the reputation Scotland enjoys in its contemporary literary life.  

                                                 
8  Edinburgh Theatre Strategy, City of Edinburgh Council (2004) 
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6.10.1 Characteristics of the sector 

We have 80 publishers, most very small, a healthy number of small booksellers and 
two university imprints. The universities themselves are promoting the growth of the 
literary and book sectors with initiatives such as Poetry House at St Andrew’s and 
The Word Festival at Aberdeen. We also have literary agents and a Publishers 
Association. 

6.10.2 Issues for the literature sector 

Despite our rich heritage and strong literary sector, Scottish literature and history is 
not taught systematically in schools. We give teachers themselves little training in 
these studies and we do not have Scottish writing bought and circulating in the 
schools system. Scotland still has an industrial cycle of activity involving writers, 
visual artists, publishers, printers, distributors, and booksellers. We still have the 
means of designing, printing, publishing, and selling in Scotland but we need to make 
sure that we retain those capabilities. Such businesses are vulnerable and it may be 
appropriate to consider where they fit in the public sector.  

This sector must be a strong and well-supported part of the creative industries 
strategy as promoted by the SAC. The SAC funding for literature comprises 4% of 
the budget at £1.2m. Finland, a country of comparable population, spends three 
times that amount on literature. 

Points from the consultation 

It was put to us that we should secure the place of Scottish literature in both teacher 
education and the schools’ curriculum and build storytelling and book culture from 
earliest preschool days. The Commission supports the first class work by 
Communities Scotland in addressing the serious problems of literacy, especially 
among young parents. That work rightly has high priority. 

Literature is also a business. The components of literary agency, design, printing, 
publishing and bookselling need to be supported within Scotland and abroad. This is 
a job for Scottish Enterprise, which has already done good work in promoting this 
sector of the creative industries. Scotland’s publishers and their association need 
funding to sell abroad at the great trade fairs in Frankfurt, Bologna and elsewhere. 
We need investment in this function right away. The Commission welcomes the SAC 
funded online initiative for Scottish books. 

The need for a national centre for the book was mooted in an SAC report dated 
2000.9 The Commission supports that idea. It should house the Edinburgh 
International Book Festival (EIBF), The Literature Forum, the Publishers’ Association, 
Edinburgh City of Literature and other partners. There should be space to house and 
service literary organisations of stature such as PEN. These organisations, in 
particular the EIBF, need visitor friendly premises as part of our tourist strategy. 

Given the prestige of the EIBF and the status of Edinburgh as a world city of 
literature, Scotland should exploit this asset and invest in bringing more international 
literary and book-centred gatherings to Scotland. EventScotland should support this 
activity and work with City for literature to promote that strategy. 

                                                 
9  Writers’ Centre for Scotland, Scottish Arts Council (2000) 
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The Commission believes that the encouragement of writing should lie with the SAC 
and any new agency established to support culture in Scotland. Launching writers 
into self-sufficiency should be the aim but where this is unachievable, as in the case 
of, say, poets who cannot make a living from book sales alone, then a system of 
assessment and support based on peer group patronage should operate to 
determine merit and reward it. The Commission has recommended in a new 
approach in this respect: based on the Irish model, grants for aspirant writers should 
available and based on clear contracts.  

The SAC awards have been highly beneficial in the literature sector, as have the 
Saltire awards. Parliament should consider adopting the American practice of 
awarding a medal to those whose achievement has brought distinction to Scotland.  

6.11 Festivals 

6.11.1 Characteristics of the sector 

Scotland has two groups of festivals: the Edinburgh Festivals and the other Scottish 
performing and literary festivals, public and independent. The scale of the first group 
dwarves the rest but does not diminish their importance. The SAC invests around 
£3m in festivals across Scotland. About £1.2m goes to the major festivals in 
Edinburgh – International, Book, Jazz and Fringe. Scores of smaller festivals in both 
urban and rural settings receive funding, ranging from £1,000 for the Butelive festival 
on the Isle of Bute to almost £70,000 for the St Magnus Festival on Orkney.  

The Edinburgh International Festivals are acknowledged as world leaders. These are 
not simply cultural events but major contributors to the Scottish economy and to our 
national identity. The original Festival in 1947 was run in parallel with an exhibition of 
industrial design to provide a statement of our ambitions for the future at a time of 
austerity. Arts festivals are showcases for visitors but serve also as our own 
celebration of great talents. The International Festivals in Edinburgh are supported, 
first and foremost, by local people, and also by Scots from other regions of the 
country. The effects, however, reach far beyond these shores.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Edinburgh Showcase 

The Edinburgh Showcase is staged in August every other year to coincide with the
Edinburgh Festival to promote a selection of the most exciting productions of the
Festival Fringe to as many as 250 international promoters at a time. It is estimated
that some 60% of British Council drama projects in 2003/05 were commissioned as a
direct result of the Edinburgh Showcases. Through exposure at this event Scottish
companies including the Traverse Theatre, Theatre Babel, Suspect Culture, Theatre
Cryptic and Grid Iron have reached wider international audiences and gained
opportunities to travel abroad.   

Source:  Judith Elliott, Arts Projects Co-ordinator, British Council Scotland 
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6.11.2 The Edinburgh Festivals 

We had an extensive response from the Edinburgh International Festivals (EIF) to 
our consultation and we report their observations below in some detail, adding our 
own observations. EIF has formed a strategic partnership and this is regarded as a 
necessary development to strengthen their future. There is seen to be a threat from 
other British and foreign festival organisers who are said to be investing heavily in 
festival strategies. Financial stakeholders are unlikely to offer increased support 
without convincing business plans for each of the festivals based on organisational 
reform and joint working.  

Sustainable and robust business planning 

Competitive artistic and programming excellence must be the aim and the 
international festivals are striving for this position and are seen to be reasonably 
secure. A problem was, however, identified with the Film Festival. Building capacity 
to deal with such challenges is seen as critical for the festival sector. Where there are 
acknowledged problems, the cost of restructuring has to be balanced against the 
likely public benefit. Scotland is to have a film academy in Edinburgh and robust new 
training standards set by Skillset. The investment in the Film Festival has to be 
assessed in the context of the broader creative industries and the catalytic effect of a 
successful festival of screen.  

The Edinburgh Film Festival is also an asset that has to be fostered as part of the 
creative industries as well as the arts. It is the longest running continuous film festival 
in the world, the UK’s leading film festival and it celebrates its 60th anniversary next 
year. There is an urgent need to re-structure the funding of the Film Festival and put 
it on to a firm footing. Every major film festival in the world needs A-list celebrities to 
ensure attention and to ensure the value of the venue as a launch pad for new 
productions. Only active support by the younger cohort of Scottish stars will help 
restore the Film Festival’s position. The Commission supports the idea of premises 
for the Festival but the urgent short-term need is survival and an influx of new and 
powerful patrons from the cinema world. 

Festivals stand or fall by the interest of the Scottish audience and their international 
reputation for excellence. The sector’s view is that it is not audiences transferring to 
other festivals that represent the threat; it is the likelihood of reputation slipping away. 
Increased investment alone will not thwart that danger; excellence and customer care 
within a sustainable business plan is seen as the key. 

The Edinburgh International Festival of Music and Drama is shortly to move into 
another phase. The Festival needs to cultivate the private sector and find sustainable 
partnerships. Relationships between arts companies and business must be based on 
mutuality, shared objectives and a return for the sponsor. The Commission agrees 
with the Festival that it is important that the Edinburgh International Festival makes a 
strong relationship with the National Theatre of Scotland. We need to ensure that the 
experience of the Festival in finding work of international calibre to show in Edinburgh 
is shared with the National Theatre to the benefit of the Scottish audience. There is 
also a strong case for the establishment of a Commissioner of Drama working to the 
Director of the International Festival. Again, it is in the national interest to ensure the 
closest possible working relationship with the National Theatre. Such a post will be 
an investment in audience development.  
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The Edinburgh International Book Festival (EIBF) now operates at maximum 
efficiency with ticket sales at capacity. This is an important event for Scotland and the 
Commission agrees it should be recognised and funded concomitantly. We were told 
that the main vulnerability of EIBF is the low level of salaries paid to senior staff, 
which has a destablising effect that can be ill afforded. Without diluting the brand or 
defocusing, the Book Festival has to address the problems of success and identify 
the next stage in its development. The present success deserves to be rewarded with 
increased private sector sponsorship. 

Broadcasting the Edinburgh Festivals 

It was put to us firmly what the EIF believes should happen to secure their future. If 
the Edinburgh Festivals are to receive greater subsidies, then the Scottish public 
must be able share in the product. Their virtual absence from television was noted 
and it is felt that the BBC with its increased number of channels should accord a 
proper place in broadcasting to Edinburgh.  

The role of the Fringe 

The Fringe sells over 1.25 million tickets worth more than £9m for 1,700 shows.  
Almost half of these are sold on-line in real time. The Fringe also employs a year-
round full-time staff of 10, increasing to around 120 in August. The Edinburgh 
Summer Festivals together generate £135m in the City. Of this, the Fringe alone 
generates £75m and all but £5m of that is estimated to stay in Edinburgh. The public 
investment in the Fringe is £65,000. This is a well-managed and vitally important 
festival that does much to create the ambience of Edinburgh in August. It captures 
the attention and interest of the young and for that achievement alone the Fringe 
should be counted as a roaring success. The Fringe is a vital component of the 
Edinburgh Festivals and we agree that it deserves much enhanced support. We 
received representations about the timing of the Fringe and International Festival and 
our view is that the new Director of the Edinburgh International Festival should review 
the alignment of the Fringe Festival and International Festival.   

Maintaining markets and addressing duplication 

Scotland now has a calendar of very high-grade book festivals around the country. 
The immediate need is to ensure that this proliferation does not end up in duplication. 
The Word Festival has established an audience for a literary festival in Aberdeen. 
Simultaneously the new Glasgow festival of writing, Aye Write, has had a successful 
launch in 2005, concentrating on ‘writing’ rather than ‘books’. The greater part of the 
population experiences literature primarily through script writing for television drama 
serials. There is an opportunity for this festival to mark out new ground in, say, writing 
for broadcasting or perhaps, journalism and travel writing.  

StAnza the book festival in St Andrew’s is dedicated to poetry and St Andrew’s has 
become an international rendezvous for poets who cluster in the University and 
celebrate the medium in the festival. This festival is set in a Scottish town but its 
reputation is becoming international. Wigtown has developed itself as a ‘booktown’ 
and is now concentrating on improving customer amenities. 
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Clearly Scotland has an asset in its literary and book festivals. Scottish literary 
festivals are perhaps gelling to form a marketable entity to the world. A strategy for 
publicising these events needs to be developed by VisitScotland, and the festival 
directors will need to share experience but should not be distracted from promoting 
excellence in their individual events. These festivals must also be part of the portfolio 
of events for educators to offer to Scottish students in school and in higher education. 
Cultural events help artists maximise their creative potential and offer young people 
the chance to be inspired and even to develop latent talent.  

6.11.3 Celtic Connections 

Celtic Connections is one of the most powerful and effective festivals in Scotland. In 
ten years it has become recognised as one of the world’s leading traditional music 
festivals. It has raised the profile of traditional music and musicians nationally and 
internationally. Grassroots activities develop both audiences and performers. Danny 
Kyle’s Open Stage and a number of other events are free and so ticket prices are not 
a barrier.  

Celtic Connections nurtures new talent through staging New Voices and the BBC 
Young Scottish Traditional Musician of the Year. Schools’ and public workshops give 
people the opportunity to learn new musical skills in both modern and traditional 
instruments. Over 80,000 children have taken part in Celtic Connections Education 
since 1998, supported by a Scottish Arts Council National Lottery grant10. 

The Glasgow based festival costs around £0.75m to run with an impressive group of 
sponsors and funders. Fifty companies have provided financial and in-kind support to 
Celtic Connections over the decade of its existence. Most significant is the current 
sponsor, the leading financial services group, Clerical Medical. 

6.11.4 Commercial festivals  

Festivals such as T in the Park and the Glasgow West End have added significantly 
to the portfolio of Scottish festivals. These independent entrepreneurial initiatives are 
equally important in promoting cultural growth. Sector representatives said clearly to 
us that any new agency established to promote culture in Scotland needs to share 
research data and any national ticketing system with independent festivals. It will also 
need to challenge the current ‘unchallengeable overheads’ that inhibit the success of 
independent festivals: indemnity insurance and police supervision. It is the sector’s 
view that cultural activity cannot be the province of the public sector alone and 
obstacles to the growth of self-funded events should be removed. 

6.12 Crafts 

6.12.1 Characteristics of the sector 

Work in crafts ranges from contemporary hand-made wooden furniture to glasswork 
of superb quality on display in the Victoria and Albert Museum. Crafts are objects that 
are substantially hand-made, in any material or design, and produced in small batch 
for profit. In Scotland, two thirds of the craft disciplines focus on ceramics, textiles, 
wood and jewellery.  

                                                 
10    www.celticconnections.co.uk June 2005 
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Most of the crafts enterprises in Scotland – the small part-time or full time businesses 
– were started in the 1990s or late 1980s. These are very small business; the 
majority trade from home or workshop and comprise one or two employees. Just 
over 50% crafts employees are self-taught and around 50% of crafts businesses 
have a turnover of less than £10,000. Scotland has around 3,000 crafts businesses 
in total, with around 30% of these currently exporting. 

In the public sector, local authorities and local enterprise agencies support crafts and 
the SAC also supports craft businesses. North Lands Glass in Caithness is the first 
crafts centre to achieve core funding from SAC.  

The opening of the SAC crafts website has helped to raise the profile of Scottish 
crafts, encouraging sales and allowing businesses to promote themselves. It also has 
invaluable networking use and information for business about training. This is 
particularly useful given that around half of crafts people are untrained. The identity 
evolved for businesses, craftscotland, helps with promotion in other parts of the UK 
and abroad. The bulk of sales, however, are still within the UK.  

6.12.2 Issues for the craft sector 

Because of the small scale of crafts businesses it is particularly important to have 
national organisations linking with the UK scene and offering networking and 
communication conduits. Investment in crafts is relatively low and opportunities to 
see and buy crafts are vital. Points raised in the consultation included:  

• Chelsea Art Fair is now a venue for around 25 Scottish firms; many crafts 
people from England also exhibit in Scotland and they are the majority at the 
Edinburgh Fair during the Festival month.  

• where prices are high and it is important that potential customers know about 
the national art purchase plan. 

• in 2002, the Schmuck jewellery showcase from Germany located in Scotland 
for the first time and in 2003, 14 Scottish crafts businesses took part in the 
Smithsonian Folk Art festival in Washington and were seen by over a million 
people. Silversmithing and boatbuilding were featured among other crafts. 

6.13 Visual arts 

6.13.1 Characteristics of the sector 

Most visual artists in Scotland work in drawing and painting but diversity is increasing 
with the use of new technologies and mixed media.  Many artists are represented by 
an agent or by a gallery, and 19% of those surveyed by the SAC have overseas 
representation. The active population of professional visual artists is well educated 
with 45% graduates and just over a third holding postgraduate art degrees. Artists 
generate income from sales of work, exhibitions and teaching. The SAC examined 
art-related earnings and found that only 17% of their survey group earned more than 
£10,000 per year and only 7% were registered for VAT. Both SAC and local 
authorities support individual artists. A majority of artists also teach in some form. 
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Infrastructure 

Galleries are key parts of the infrastructure for exhibition of contemporary as well as 
historical work and for both education and outreach. The great weakness of the 
publicly funded galleries is the paucity of funds to mount exhibitions. Even the 
largest, such as the National Portrait Gallery suffers from this. A powerful new 
agency, the Visual Arts and Galleries Association (VAGA), has recently emerged and 
will develop its role to encourage networking, debate on local and national policy and 
raise the profile for the visual arts across all media.  

The SAC invests in studio spaces and production facilities for artists, for example, 
Edinburgh Printmakers Studio, Edinburgh Sculpture Workshop, Glasgow Print 
Studio, Scottish Sculpture Workshop, WASPS studios, DCA. Many artists (around 
40%) work at home and an even higher number teach.  

6.13.2 Issues for the visual arts sector 

Many issues were raised in the consultation and we list these and our commentary 
below: 

Teaching visual literacy in schools 

The role of the visual artist is of vital importance to the development of visual literacy 
not least because there is lack of formal teaching of visual literacy. This is true in 
both primary and secondary schooling and the sector is clear that this area requires 
investment. The network of visual arts organisations could go some way to meet this 
need, although at present education, which is carried out as a core activity of most 
visual arts organisations, is not funded. For example, in Dundee, the Arts Centre can 
meet only 45% of the demand to work with schools. The Dundee experience, 
however, also reveals a profound knowledge gap: Dundee Contemporary Arts is 
having to teach the teachers. Elsewhere in this report we remark on the need to 
revise the teacher-training curriculum. There may be synergies in arrangements 
between individual artists and the schools they serve. Studio space within the school 
would be invaluable to many teaching artists. 

The importance of higher education 

There are highly rated research projects within the higher education sector. Glasgow 
School of Art has its undisputed successes and VARIE at Edinburgh University 
brings its research findings to the public in the most accessible ways. Two issues 
were particularly stressed in our consultation. There appears to be a situation in the 
art schools where postgraduate work is apparently not fully supported. The sector 
argued that this should be addressed right away and we agree. The second is that 
the universities play a very important part in curating and exhibiting contemporary art 
and promoting its locus. The Talbot Rice Centre at the University of Edinburgh is vital 
to the ecology of contemporary art in Scotland. It was acknowledged that the visual 
arts sector needs such champions. 
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Support for visual arts businesses 

Individual artists are one-person businesses. They need to have all the start up skills 
and backing open to other small businesses in the creative arts sector. The Scottish 
Enterprise Network is potentially a useful source of support. The sector feels that the 
Network should recognise the investment opportunity here. Given that the selling of 
art is a commercial transaction, our report recommends that all artists who are 
creating intellectual property should be taught about its protection and exploitation. 

Individual artists cannot hope to be skilled in marketing and must rely on exhibitors or 
word of mouth. In fact, most artists at start up are trying to find a balance between 
the time needed to make art and the time to earn from other sources. The exhibition 
and display of contemporary art is VAGA’s focus. There are of course excellent 
online promotions of Scottish work not least by the SAC itself but many argued that 
people need to experience an object in a particular space and that viewing artwork 
can’t be ‘virtualised’. No one should be precious about this: online is a great shop 
window and the SAC is right to pursue it in the interest of promoting artists’ presence 
in the market. 

Artists need help to sell and the Scottish citizen needs help in gaining the confidence 
to buy contemporary art. The SAC operates two excellent schemes: a guide to 
understanding and choosing art and a scheme to defray payments of the item 
chosen. More can be done, especially in partnership with the private sector. One 
award-winning scheme had a law practice offering wall space to local artists who 
exhibited and sold there. The benefits to the staff of the firm were also considerable 
in the sheer interest introduced into the work space. The fundamental challenge is to 
sell more visual art. It will take the focus and power of a national agency to attack the 
retail policies of stores that continue to sell mass produced visual images and 
artefacts when buyers might be persuaded to purchase original material. 

Supporting galleries 

The galleries of Scotland support Scottish art, exhibiting contemporary art and artists. 
They themselves, however, need support. Money for exhibitions is tight but the real 
strain is on revenue. Not only are resources strained but the artistic power of the 
spaces and the collections is limited because opportunities to market, educate, 
catalogue, control and lend are constrained. Material is stored and unavailable for 
viewing because the resource is not available to put them on show. We feel that 
VAGA and the SAC can make common cause in this and other matters. These two 
agencies should also pursue a programmed media and policy campaign to secure 
greater exposure of the contemporary visual arts in Scottish broadcasting. 

National acquisitions policy and strategy 

The visual arts sector is clear that Scotland needs a nationally agreed acquisitions 
policy and strategy for its galleries and museums and we support this proposal. We 
need a national initiative to promote endowment and reward, in an appropriate 
manner, those who serve the nation in this way. Businesses want partnerships and 
individuals need incentive, assurance and reward. We must create a climate where 
philanthropy becomes a habit and an expectation if the nation is to reassert the 
position that obtained a hundred years ago. Scotland’s political administration has to 
be welcoming to potential donors and be comfortable with the relationship. 
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6.14 Photography 

6.14.1 Characteristics of the sector 

Photography is one of the great tools of art and technology that are open to Scots to 
exploit as part of our heritage. We are co-originators of photography, a medium that 
is taught in our schools and colleges but has an enormous untapped potential for 
education and wide public enjoyment. 

There are photographs and albums of great importance in the history of photography 
spread through the libraries, galleries and museums of Scotland. The National 
Library has the Edinburgh Calotype Album and the public libraries in Edinburgh hold 
a companion; the Mitchell holds significant American Civil War photos and the 
National Portrait Gallery yet more materials. In its totality, the Scottish photographic 
collection is of global significance. 

6.14.2 Issues for the photography sector 

Photography needs to be part of the education and digitisation projects mentioned in 
Section 5. Photography will eventually be an important component of the personal 
archive built by each youngster. At some point in the future we can expect to see 
photographic blogs and a well-educated and skilled student cohort should be 
encouraged to take that sort of initiative, describing Scotland online both literally 
through the images and metaphorically through the enterprise. 

A Scottish National Photography Centre  

The Commission has been persuaded by the arguments of the group pursuing a 
National Photography Centre. This project can have economic and public benefits. It 
is a perfect example of how we can re-take, to our economic benefit, a part of our 
heritage that has been exported successfully to the rest of the world. Much of modern 
photography began on Calton Hill in Edinburgh. Supporters of the scheme remarked: 

“More than any other medium, photography tells us about who we are, such is 
the persuasive power of the still image, the most democratic of all art forms. 
Our extraordinary heritage, our contemporary achievements and the whole 
world of photography are to be made accessible to all. The Centre will be the 
place where our history becomes visible and our education and progress in 
this vital visual art is expressed as never before.“ 

6.15 Museums and galleries 

6.15.1 Characteristics of the sector 

The Commission is aware of the breadth of the sector and that it includes:  

• local authority-run public museums and galleries 

• private and independent museums 

• the National Museums of Scotland 

• the National Galleries of Scotland. 
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We endorse the vision expressed to the Commission by the Museums and Galleries 
Working Group:11  

“Scotland’s museums and galleries are the custodians of our vibrant, rich and 
diverse cultural heritage, represented by the material evidence of our human 
past and present in this country and across the globe, and of the natural 
world. Our collections are here to inspire us and our children to learn, be 
creative, contribute as citizens, have confidence in ourselves and our 
communities - and through each of these experiences to enjoy a better quality 
of life.” 

The challenge is how to realise that vision and allow the museums and galleries to 
enrich the lives of people living in, working in or visiting Scotland. 

6.15.2 Issues for the museums and galleries sector 

Many issues were raised in the consultation and we list these and our commentary 
below: 

Education 

Museums and galleries can provide an inspirational learning environment where 
students of all ages can learn. The Commission is convinced of the effectiveness of 
‘object-centred learning’ and is determined to promote the widest possible role for 
Scotland’s museums and galleries in education. Scotland’s museums and galleries 
can also play a bigger role in the delivery of effective and enlightened learning to 
Scots of all ages, abilities and backgrounds. In addition, they could support teachers 
in the delivery of most, if not all, of the National Curriculum. We believe all school 
pupils should be able to visit museums and galleries of assured quality and within a 
reasonable distance, as part of their curriculum based school activities. 

Most of the funding available to museums and galleries to support educational 
activity is short term and project based. Outside the National Galleries of Scotland 
(NGS), National Museums of Scotland (NMS) and Glasgow Museums and Galleries, 
very few museums have dedicated staff with a remit to provide education services. 
As a consequence the opportunities for teachers to utilise museums and galleries in 
their teaching programmes vary considerably across Scotland. The Commission 
believes that this variability must be addressed.  

A long-term investment is required across Scotland’s museums and galleries to 
ensure that their collections are exhibited in the most relevant and accessible 
manner. Such investment should come partly from education in recognition of the 
contribution that museums and galleries could make. It is vital that there is a strategic 
and operational relationship between museums and galleries and the educational 
community. The advantages cannot be gained unless the educational community 
make available the necessary resources. For example, the cost of transport is a 
major barrier to schools visiting museums and galleries that can only be addressed 
by proper planning and funding.  

There must also be a consolidation of the expertise and experience available in 
museums and galleries into a matrix of resources that can be attractive to schools 
and to other providers across Scotland.  

                                                 

11  Scottish Museums and Galleries Working Group, Phase 1 Response (October 2004) 
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Access and infrastructure 

Providing the widest possible access to Scotland’s museums and galleries was seen 
by the sector to be a key objective for all concerned with maximising the contribution 
of museums and galleries to Scottish life. Such access was seen as dependent on 
three factors, discussed in detail below.  

Firstly, resources are needed for development in the sector: finance for transport 
to/from museums and galleries, finance for improving physical access and the layout 
of exhibits, finance for promotion and marketing and finance for providing a quality of 
experience that ensure that the visitor will want to return.  

Secondly, planned infrastructural development: many of Scotland’s museums and 
galleries are housed in historic buildings, indeed 63% of museum buildings in 
Scotland are either listed or scheduled. These buildings place a considerable 
financial burden on museums and galleries in terms of maintenance and works to 
comply with legislative requirements such as the Disability Discrimination Act. These 
buildings, their architectural merits notwithstanding, are not always fit for purpose and 
require significant and ongoing investment if the required standards of display, 
access and curatorial provision are to be maintained.  

The Commission supports the NMS Masterplan12 and urges the Scottish Executive, 
Edinburgh City Council and the cultural funding agencies to be active financial 
partners in the project. The Masterplan is an exciting and very necessary 
development of one of Scotland’s most important cultural sites. It aims to set a new 
benchmark in terms of display and visitor amenities without compromising the NMS’s 
curatorial standards.   

There can be no ‘blank-cheque’ for capital funding and it is recognised that the 
amount of lottery (Lotto) funding available for Scotland is declining. However, 
Scotland’s museums and galleries will not be able to realise their true potential 
without enlightened and imaginative capital investment. Partnership funding is the 
way forward, as demonstrated by the excellent Playfair extension to the National 
Galleries, but national and local government and the cultural funding agencies must 
be very active players in such partnerships. Substantial refurbishment is also 
underway at the Kelvingrove and further modernisation projects are in the pipeline 
(Royal Museum of Scotland and the Scottish National Portrait Gallery). These are 
expensive projects and whilst the Heritage Lottery Fund and the Scottish Executive 
have been positive and generous, they cannot be expected to cover the costs alone. 
The generosity of private and corporate donors is vital. 

Thirdly, the other pressing need is for positive and sustained funding on building 
repair and maintenance.  

The sector argued strongly for a long-term and planned development of the 
infrastructure to meet the standards of delivery and experience that the sector 
aspires to provide. We agree that this process should be led by the museums and 
galleries sector, with the support of national and local government and the cultural 
funding agencies. This plan must cover the whole spectrum of infrastructural 
development, including repair, renovation, replacement, closure and relocation.  

                                                 
12  The Royal Museum Masterplan – transforming a national treasure, National Museums of  
 Scotland, Edinburgh, 2004 
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We believe the links between buildings and collections should be critically examined 
and that it may be necessary for some museums and galleries to move to new and 
better, or purpose built spaces. We urge greater consideration of the potential for 
museums and galleries to share spaces with schools, libraries and other public 
buildings along similar lines to the Glasgow libraries model. What is essential, 
however, is that decisions on planning and investment are taken in partnership with 
local communities in the context of improving access and delivery as part of their 
community planning processes.  

Curatorial standards 

Museums and galleries of Scotland need to attract and retain staff with right 
competences and experience. This means appropriate levels of pay, reasonable 
working conditions and career progression. Outside the National Institutions, 
Scotland does not have enough people with the right curatorial skills and experience. 
It is imperative that Scotland organises and funds training and development of staff to 
the highest international curatorial standards. This must be a priority for the whole 
sector and should be seen as an investment and not just as a cost. It is also 
important that more attention is given to building career progression within the sector 
in Scotland and to attracting new staff who can reflect and support the diversity of the 
cultures and communities within Scotland. 

The Commission sees the opportunity for a more structured partnership between the 
sector and the universities and colleges of Scotland to train and retrain curatorial staff 
and provide more interchange of curatorial staff and resources across the sector, 
through greater use of secondments, pooled expertise and subsidised consultancy. 
The NMS and NGS already provide advice and assistance to other museums and 
galleries but there is scope for increasing the level of support available. The sharing 
of best practice must be seen as a priority.  

A significant percentage, perhaps over half, of the people working in museums and 
galleries are volunteers. The Commission wants to recognise the vital contribution of 
these volunteers to the museums and galleries sector. Without their commitment and 
enthusiasm the sector would struggle to function and they do provide a valuable link 
between the museums and galleries and their local communities.  

Marketing, promotion and links to tourism 

The recently produced report for the Scottish Museums Council, Realising the True 
Impact of Museums and Galleries in Scottish Tourism, provides evidence of the 
contribution of museums and galleries to the Scottish tourist industry and to the wider 
Scottish economy. The report concludes by identifying: 

“the centrality of Museums and Galleries to the cultural sector in Scotland. 
Museums and Galleries are central to tourism destination marketing and 
provide a foundation for the iconic representation of the nation and its people. 
This vital but disparate set of cultural resources are for the first time 
recognised as a key cultural resource that lies at the heart of visitor 
experiences in urban, rural and coastal region.” 13   

                                                 
13   Realising the True Impact of Museums and Galleries in Scottish Tourism Scottish  
 Museums Council (2005) 
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The Commission believes that with better planning and cross-agency co-operation, 
this contribution could be increased still further. The Commission also believes that 
the national framework for museums and galleries will provide the means for closer 
strategic and operational co-operation between the sector and the Scottish tourist 
industry, as represented by agencies such as VisitScotland. 

Audience development 

The gathering and analysis of audience data by museums and galleries is a pre-
condition for developing long-term strategies. Such analysis should include those 
who do and those who do not visit Scotland’s museums and galleries. It is 
recognised that some of the larger museums and galleries, such as NMS, do collect 
audience data but many smaller museums and galleries do not have the resources or 
indeed the expertise to undertake such research. Museums and galleries seeking 
funding should be providing evidence of need and opportunity to the funding 
agencies and that such evidence must include consideration of actual and potential 
audience requirements. However, the responsibility to ensure that robust data is 
collected and shared within and between sectors falls to the funding agencies.  

The Commission wishes to the see the provision of audience data to the funding 
agencies made a condition of all funding arrangements.  

Regional development 

There is much evidence of partnership working across the sector, but there is more 
that could be done. Support for museums and galleries across Scotland could 
become more regionally or city-region focused, with a reduced requirement for 
central intervention. Advice and support for local museums could be focused on 
regional or city-region groupings, with partnerships sought with local government and 
community/voluntary groups. The Commission believes that such regional or city-
regional groupings might provide greater opportunities for formal and informal 
operational co-operation, data exchange and the sharing of expertise and 
experience. There must be every encouragement for the museums and galleries 
sector to maximise local and regional co-operation where possible. This process 
should be championed by the funding agencies and the National Institutions. 

The Commission recognises the importance of museums and galleries reflecting the 
needs, traditions and ambitions of their local communities as well as giving their 
communities access to objects and experiences from around Scotland and beyond. 

National collections  

The Commission fully endorses the concept of the national collections: a unitary view 
of the treasures held across Scotland, unrestricted by location or by ownership. It 
views the national collection as a concept and attitude that should form the 
cornerstone of policy development and funding decisions across the museums and 
galleries sector.  

In practical terms, the National Institutions will have a leading role in the development 
and promotion of the national collections. This is a recognition of the objects under 
their guardianship but also a challenge for them to think and act outside their own 
walls and to use their influence and expertise across the sector.  
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The Commission recommends a process for recognising collections of particular 
significance. This process should lead to the development of policy and standards 
(with accompanying funding) for the preservation and enhancement of the most 
important collections across funding. The Commission recognises that a significant 
and sustained programme of capital investment in museums and galleries is required 
if appropriate standards of facilities, display and access are to be maintained.  

The Commission fully supports the concept of the ‘national collection’ and wishes to 
see this concept become the basis for policy making in relation to museums and 
galleries. The Commission is keen that the ‘national collection’ is object based and 
not ownership based. The Commission wants to see public access to the ‘national 
collection’ guaranteed by appropriate standards of access and provision, backed up 
by appropriate funding. 

Sectoral co-operation 

The Scottish Museums and Galleries Working Group’s proposals for the 
development of the sector are to be based on a framework of agreed policies and 
standards.14 It is proposed that the framework should be constructed to support 
greater strategic and operational alignment across the sector and strengthen the ties 
between museums and galleries and their local communities. All museums and 
galleries within the framework should be funded to deliver a range of agreed services 
to agreed standards. Standards will enable national and local government to consider 
the contribution museums and galleries could make in support of a whole range of 
governmental initiatives, especially education. 

The Commission recommends a strong strategic framework be established to 
coordinate development across and between the museums and galleries sector and 
other parts of the public sector, particularly education.  

Technology 

New technologies, especially digital access, will provide a way of addressing the 
constraints of geography and the logistics of travel. Existing technologies can provide 
everyone in Scotland and worldwide with direct access images and information about 
Scotland’s national collection through their computer. Investment and leadership and 
can achieve this. The Commission sees this as a key priority.  

Technology should also be used to promote the sector to the public, using digital 
access to stimulate a desire to see the physical objects, as well as providing 
information about museums and galleries services. 

The Commission accepts that, through initiatives like the LEMUR project, some real 
progress has been made in harnessing the potential of new technologies in Scotland. 
The Commission has also been advised that many of the structural, distribution and 
intellectual property issues that could delay further development have been 
addressed, including the availability of broadband across Scotland.  

                                                 
14  Scottish Museums and Galleries Working Group Phase 2 response, (January 2005) 
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The Scottish Cultural Resources Access Network (SCRAN) is a charity whose aim is 
to provide educational access to digital materials representing our material culture 
and history. The learning resource service hosts over 300,000 images, movies and 
sounds from museums, galleries, archives and the media. It can be used generically,  
as a substitute for clip art, or for particular learning applications. The service works by 
subscription. This resource bank is enormously useful but needs enhanced 
marketing and promotion. The service itself is making strides in new search tools. If 
the service is to be fully developed it may have to find enhanced support to replace 
subscription. 

The National Institutions with collections 

The Commission recognises the significant contribution that the National Museum 
and National Galleries have made to the cultural life of Scotland. These National 
Institutions must remain at the heart of all sectoral development given their 
guardianship of much of the national collection and their leadership in curatorial and 
other standards. It therefore follows that these institutions should be properly funded 
to maximise their contribution. Access to the collections is key and the Commission 
would like to see more use of permanent and temporary loans, of the national 
collection around Scotland. The Commission believes such a programme is 
consistent with the national curatorial roles of the National Museums of Scotland, the 
National Galleries of Scotland and the National Library of Scotland and should be a 
matter of priority funding. 

The National Museum and National Galleries must operate to the highest 
international standards, as benchmarked against the best museums and galleries 
from across the world. The Commission believes that by achieving and maintaining 
excellence, the National Institutions will inspire improvements in provision, delivery 
and access across the whole sector. The National Museums and National Galleries 
must lead the sector by example and by sharing their expertise and resources. These 
pan-sectoral responsibilities should be made explicit in their funding agreements. The 
remit of the National Institutions should be kept under permanent review and that if 
progress through partnerships does not prove entirely successful, more structural 
changes may be justified. 

The Commission is clear in its belief that the primary criterion for inclusion in the 
national collection is quality as determined by an object’s artistic and cultural 
significance, properly judged by experts without political influence. 

To ensure the national collections operate as effectively as possible in the interest of 
the citizen we recommend that they: 

• build audiences together  

• confer regularly on  

− built estate 

− exhibitions 

− education and outreach  

− resources and backroom functions 

• participate in the strategic development of their individual sectors 
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We recommend that a Board of National Collections is established to achieve this, 
and that it includes representatives from the following: 

• Botanic Gardens 

• Historic Scotland 

• National Archives of Scotland 

• National Galleries of Scotland 

• National Libraries of Scotland 

• National Museums of Scotland 

• Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland. 

Summary of issues and priorities 

Scotland’s museums and galleries need to be put on a new financial footing if they 
are to be able to consistently deliver cultural entitlements. This will take serious and 
sustained investment, both capital and revenue, but the alternative is a decline in 
standards and shrinkage in capacity. Financial commitment from national 
government, local government and the funding agencies is needed 

The Commission is clear that the sector needs reform. The national framework to 
regulate standards and align strategy needs to be established and robustly managed. 
The national collection needs to move from concept to operational and strategic 
reality. The National Institutions need to be funded and obliged to lead an overall 
improvement in standards by both example and by deed.  

6.16 Libraries 

6.16.1 Characteristics of the sector 

The Commission is aware of the breadth of the sector and that it includes the 
National Library of Scotland, schools libraries, prisons’ libraries, higher education 
libraries and many others. For the purposes of the Commission’s consultation and 
this report, the term ‘libraries’ includes: 

• the public library service provided by local authorities across Scotland 

• school libraries 

• university and research libraries 

• the National Library of Scotland (NLS). 

Libraries enjoy the affection and trust of the Scottish public to a greater extent than 
almost any other agency. For 150 years, Scottish libraries have served the public in 
four key areas – information; reading, language and literacy; learning and access, 
and community service. 15  

                                                 
15  SLIC, January 2005 
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The challenge for libraries is to deliver services in the formats that people want. In 
recent years, libraries have come full circle with the successful implementation of the 
People’s Network project, enabling libraries to play a pivotal role in providing access 
and encouraging use of digital technologies, information and learning. 

A total of 557 libraries in Scotland offer over 8.5 million hours of free internet access 
to the communities they serve. According to recent statistics public libraries in 
Scotland continue to lend over 37 million items per annum, attract over 31 million 
visits and staff answer over 3 million detailed enquiries. Early indications suggest that 
since the People’s Network roll-out, numbers are increasing in the region of 10-15%.  

Nevertheless, library services have seen cuts in their resourcing in the last 10 years 
resulting in reductions in book funds and, in some instances, reduced opening hours. 
Book funds have dropped on average by 30%16 across Scotland in the last five 
years. This is compounded by an increase of 36.2% in book prices over the same 
period. Given the figures it is not surprising that library issues have fallen by 24% 
over the same period. It has been demonstrated by some authorities that investment 
in stock combined with reader development activities can increase the public appetite 
for reading. 

6.16.2 Issues for the library sector 

Comparative research with Finland’s library service 

In our research, we identified a useful comparison with library services in Finland. 
Finland is a country with a population similar to Scotland’s at 5.2m but with even 
greater geographical spread of communities. Finland has aspirations for its libraries 
that require the service to be active, effective, accessible and customer friendly. 
These aspirations are articulated in its authorities’ definition of the role of libraries, a 
definition that the Commission fully supports. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
16  Library and Information Statistics Unit Annual Statistics 2001 

Finland’s public library service 

In the public library of the information era, physical and virtual services support
and strengthen each other. The absolute minimum services at a public library are:

• up-to-date cultural and information material in several different formats, 
organized for easy access 

• professional staff 

• a computerized library system which meets recommended standards and 
net connections 

• services accessible on the net 

• terminals linked to the Internet for the use of customers 
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In Finland, the public library service has the following inspirational aims: 

• open to all and strengthens democracy 

• passes on cultural heritage and supports multiculturalism 

• builds and promotes community spirit 

• adds value to collections of documents by selecting and organizing different 
materials 

• a learning environment, supporting learners of all ages 

• promotes comprehensive literacy – including media literacy 

• a community of competent professionals 

• networks with partners, making their collections and services available locally 

• collections and services are accessible through networks (digital library) 

• a desirable partner and contributes to the success and welfare of the region. 

Accessibility and customer care 

Scotland’s libraries share these aspirations and are trying to address the regional 
access issues through services like Falkirk’s library on-tour service. This service 
delivers books and music to readers who, for reasons of age or disability, are unable 
to visit the library. Books are also taken to hospitals and residential care homes, 
benefiting approximately 470 people in the area.  

Finland’s public library service (cont.) 

The right to information and creativity is a basic human right in the information 
society. The right to information is also intrinsic to full citizenship; without it, 
there is no democracy. Furthermore the right to information is indispensable to 
creativity, enabling self-fulfilment and self-expression on the one hand, and 
participation in the realisation of common intellectual potential on the other. The 
right to information entails information management, accessibility of information 
for citizens, and access to metadata and information. 

Source:  A wide range of Culture and Quality Information Retrieval in the Library: the
salient points and proposals in the Finnish Library Policy Programme 2001-
2004: Committee’s Report, (2001) Ministry of Education, Finland 
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Much of the success of local libraries is due to high-grade customer care. Both 
SLIC17 and CILIPS18 believe that staff should show the highest standard of customer 
care and undertake regular refresher training. The Commission agrees and would 
add that libraries in all sectors should work to that aim. The Commission 
acknowledged the importance of customer care and recommends that a national 
standard for customer care for libraries should be set by the Libraries Sector. 

Funding and sustainability 

There are a number of legislative frameworks that impact on the delivery of library 
services in Scotland: Freedom of Information (Scotland) Act, DDA, and Human 
Rights. Together with the primary obligations these place very considerable demands 
on diminishing resource budgets. 

 “Since local government reorganisation library services have seen some £8m 
wiped from their budgets.” 19   

Even where there is established merit and customer take-up, lack of sustainable 
funding can bring development to a halt. Lottery funding has encouraged innovation 
in library services with ICT and indeed, reading initiatives. The New Opportunities 
Fund (now Big Lottery Fund) provided almost £13m for infrastructure and staff 
training over a 3-year period for the People’s Network project to connect all libraries 
to the Internet. In accordance with the original legislation, it was a condition of the 
NOF grant that access be free. With the end of NOF funding, there have been 
questions in some authorities over the long-term sustainability of free access to 
information through ICT in libraries. 

SLIC coordinated national procurement of electronic resources for public libraries 
with lottery funding. That provided best value and made funding go further. Savings 
of up to 70% can be achieved with a full national license. However, the problem is 
that not all authorities have the resources to participate. The significant barrier to 
service development is that, despite the best attempts of funding organisations, they 
have not always delivered long term sustainability in a pressured local authority 
financial environment. 

Lessons from Finland 

In Finland, the library sector found that the greatest problem was inadequate library 
funding at a local level, meaning that libraries had to address growing library use with 
declining resources. Libraries have been building the necessary technical 
infrastructure and net connections, putting material on the net, buying hardware for 
the use of both their clientele and personnel, and training personnel in the use of 
software and databases. Even with all the rationalisation involved in computerisation, 
Finnish libraries have had to finance this progress at the cost of traditional materials 
(books, periodicals) and by downsizing the library network and reducing staff and 
lowering competence requirements. 

Solutions in Finland offer some useful pointers. They included: 

• making regional cooperation attractive and promoting the production of 
services for the joint use of all public libraries 

                                                 
17  SLIC (January 2005) 
18  The Chartered Institute of Library and Information Professionals in Scotland (January  
 2005) 
19  SLIC (January 2005) 
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• state subsidies granted on the basis of local compliance with the 
recommended standards and the existence of a local or regional Library and 
Information Strategy 

• the services of the National Library extended to public libraries 

• common standards determined for the computerised systems of libraries and 
school libraries 

• regional measures taken to improve library services for the residents of small 
and medium-sized municipalities and to support centralised and decentralised 
production of services for common use 

• local authorities agreed on forms of cooperation and financial responsibilities 
in cases where the local population clearly favoured a better-equipped library 
in one of the municipalities 

• undertaking a study to explore the possibilities of creating information 
management clusters, especially with a view to financing network production 
and projects. 

Scottish solutions: working across local authority boundaries 

The solutions to our problems in the library sector Scotland are likely to be very 
similar. The Commission assumes that local authorities will continue to come 
together in clusters to serve their regions along the lines of exiting partnerships e.g. 
the Ayrshire Libraries Forum,20 and supports both their continuation and their wider 
development.  

Many assets held by individual local authorities serve the citizens of a number of 
them. There are savings to be made in working together, for example for 
procurement. Customers will expect to see services reflecting their patterns of use. 
The Finnish model of regional partnerships favouring the better-used library seems 
sensible. Cross–sectoral co-operation is also a significant part of library professional 
practice. Eventually, funding has to be linked to excellence and innovation. In future, 
the compliance regime should be able to suggest that high performance be 
rewarded. This is along the lines of the Finnish state subsidy model. 

A new configuration at national level 

The Commission’s proposals for cultural rights and standards recommend that that 
these will be translated locally to provide entitlements for the citizen. SLIC is already 
at work developing third generation public library standards. The Commission 
recommends that SLIC be re-constituted as the Library and Information Council of 
Scotland and continue this work, shaping standards for the whole sector that are 
congruent with the proposed cultural rights for Scots and that the National Librarian 
should have a formal locus. The Commission’s view is that partnership between local 
government and national agencies is crucial if library standards and entitlements 
delivered to the citizen are to fit Scotland’s highly varying socio-economic conditions. 
Indeed partnerships between library providers across all sectors will need to be 
strong and active. 

                                                 
20  Ayrshire Libraries Forum (August 2004) 
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We also recommend that a scheme based on the museums model to identify 
collections of significance in Scotland should be carried forward by the National 
Library and involve wide consultation. In accordance with the advice of librarians and 
others, the Commission also recommends an inspection regime, along HMIE lines, to 
ensure that best practice and best value are fostered and that compliance is 
achieved. It was felt by the sector that inspection should support sustainable 
improvement of library services.21  

Better use of public funding 

Procurement of books is achieved at best cost where there are economies of scale 
and there is leverage on suppliers. The Commission recommends that the 
procurement of electronic, printed and other material for libraries should be dealt with 
on a national and regional basis, with local authorities and other bodies pooling 
resources to achieve economies of scale. Electronic resources are already being 
procured on a national scale for public and higher education libraries. This would also 
support the Scottish Executive’s drive for aggregation and efficiency within the public 
sector. Such a process might also encourage the development of new business in 
Scotland, where at present there is no Scottish based library supplier. 

National/regional procurement would also give the opportunity to re-examine book 
selection policies within individual services. The sector argued that procurement of 
books should not reinforce the bias toward issues as the favoured key performance 
indicator in libraries; customer visits are seen as a better indicator. It was also argued 
that the customer development plan should be used to define the book buying policy. 

The Commission supports the view that, at national level, a policy for digitising 
resources should be developed in a joint operation between NLS, SLIC, the National 
Archives and the university libraries. 

Serving children and young people 

The Commission supports the Bookcrawl scheme that aims to introduce infants and 
their parents to Scottish library services and the mediation role that librarians have 
taken since 1975 in helping adults into literacy schemes. It is the comfortable and 
familiar local feel of libraries in Scotland that has ensured their success with children 
and vulnerable adults such as those with reading problems. The Commission has 
examined the more centralised services elsewhere but the distributed model appears 
to suit this country. 

The Commission is also aware of the Bookworms project operated in Orkney, 
building on the successful Bookstart and Bookstart Orkney Plus schemes, which 
provides vouchers to potential new library members aged 4-12 in an effort to 
encourage visits to local libraries. Each of Orkney’s almost 4000 primary pupils is 
offered vouchers redeemable at the library for a reading-related ‘goodie bag’. Further 
details can be found in Section 5 of this report. 

                                                 
21  Libraries Sector Group (January 2005) 
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Supporting Scottish writing and material 

“We have resident here some of the English-speaking world’s most 
successful authors – not just the novelists such as Rankin and MacCall Smith 
but poets and playwrights and historians. We have 80 publishers, two 
university imprints, a healthy number of small booksellers, and enviable 
library resources including specialist collections such as the Poetry Library 
and an increasingly influential university library sector. Yet we do not require 
public libraries to buy Scottish literature. There is no Scottish based library 
supplier and without the Publishers’ Association, librarians would rely on 
commercial catalogues produced in England to find out about the range of 
Scottish literature. That is like relying on English edition newspapers for 
Scottish news.” 

 individual submission 

We still have the means of designing, printing, publishing, and selling in Scotland but 
we should make sure that we retain those capabilities. The Commission believes 
strongly that Scotland must introduce its citizens to their national literature, past and 
present. There is an unanswerable case for promoting high quality books from 
Scottish writers to the Scottish public and, in the same action, bringing support to 
Scottish publishers. SLIC has been actively involved in encouraging libraries to 
procure Scottish material with the development of the Scottish Bibliography. The 
SAC has made an important intervention by ensuring that there will be an online 
presence for marketing Scottish books and that will be run by the Scottish Publishers 
Association. 

The Commission believes that some of the book procurement funds should be spent 
on books published in Scotland and on books written by writers living in Scotland. We 
suggest that the proposed new sector council for libraries establishes guidelines and 
collaborates with the Scottish Library Network. It may be that a non-recurrent grant 
from the Scottish Executive could endow each public library with a core collection of 
contemporary Scottish books. As ever, the primary criterion for selection should be 
excellence. 

Improved marketing 

Stakeholders have commented on the poor marketing of many library services. 
Public library services have limited access to corporate marketing budgets, a 
problem faced by many cultural services. Yet where quality marketing is in place 
more people are attracted to use services. Glasgow’s REAL brand is proof of that. A 
national marketing strategy ought to be investigated. 

The resources within Scottish libraries – NLS, universities and public libraries – are of 
global interest. Besides the obvious example of the NLS and the newest acquisition, 
the Murray Archive (a magnet for international scholars) there are collections of 
Islamic materials and in the collections of NLS and Edinburgh University Scotland. 
Those two libraries also have very considerable holdings of Shakespeare texts. 
Properly marketed, these assets can generate money. The NLS and Edinburgh 
University have the vision to achieve that aim. 
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Library buildings 

Public libraries serve as community hubs, safe and usually welcoming places. This 
has allowed libraries to play a role in supporting social inclusion, health improvement 
and cultural participation. As the demands for services and community access 
increase, it may be that the use of library buildings may face serious challenges. 
Future library services will need to provide librarianship in many ways and certainly 
through media delivered quite differently from face to face services. 

The future development and efficiency of library services will be jeopardised unless 
the tension between strategic improvement and attachment to buildings can be 
resolved. This is a real dilemma for local authorities and librarians. Like the place of 
Post Offices in the public consciousness, the presence of the local library is beyond 
the matter of local convenience: it is also about the status of the community in which 
it sits. If there be a programme to reduce the number of service points, we believe it 
is imperative that the savings be redirected into the libraries’ resource funds, though 
the strategy may be regional in conception. 

In Section 5 the Commission proposes that all schools’ estate building projects be 
referred to a new facility within The Lighthouse, Glasgow, for consultation on 
visioning and design. We also recommend that libraries and heritage should be part 
of that consultation process. An exemplar worth highlighting is Aberdeenshire Library 
Service where school and public libraries are fully integrated. Network librarians are 
based in schools and are responsible for managing the local public library too. The 
librarians spend time in both locations. 

Glasgow has developed several ‘joint-use’ libraries in an endeavour to integrate 
public services. The library or ‘Learning Gallery’ at the Gallery of Modern Art is an 
outstanding example, providing state of the art library facilities alongside the gallery 
attraction. The café in the midst of the library provides a relaxed reading area and 
attracts visitors to the library. The GOMA Library has become a real community hub 
for cultural activity. Other innovative joint-use libraries in Glasgow include Gorbals, 
Pollock and Springburn. 

 

 

 

 

 

The Commission recommends the development of joint-use libraries, particularly with 
schools and cultural centres, and the inclusion of library services in the development 
of public services hubs. 

Glasgow’s libraries 
 
Shifts in policy direction have brought Glasgow’s cultural policy more closed 
aligned with its overall priorities for economic growth, social regeneration, 
equalities and inclusion, health, community safety, and community learning and 
development.  State-of-the-art Real Learning Centres have been established in all 
Glasgow’s libraries, and a more integrated approach to the delivery of services 
with new libraries being incorporated into sports centres and community facilities 

Source:  Glasgow City Council, February 2005
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Focusing on the estates issue 

A fundamental issue for all public libraries is the quality of the estates. Funding for 
capital investment has been limited. A proportion of buildings in the library network 
are in desperate need of investment in repair and upgrade; some libraries are 
running 21st century services in 19th century buildings. Sharing of buildings with 
other services may offer one possible solution. Some local authorities have also 
demonstrated how libraries can be transformed into accessible welcoming 
community spaces with capital investment. 

There is a need for a conference on the libraries estate following an inventory of the 
buildings. Before the proposed Cultural Estates Council is launched, such a 
conference should be carried out under the auspices of A&DS with places for RTPI 
and RIAS and the commercial sector. The purpose of the conference will be to 
produce a national perspective on the problems and begin to address possible 
solutions. The current schools PPP programme provides in some cases an option for 
co-location with formal education. Co-location, where appropriate, will be cost 
effective as part of capital and revenue programmes. It is vital, however, that public 
libraries and other cultural services are sited where the public can access them 
easily. There are good examples of combined service points in a number of 
authorities, particularly in Glasgow, where leisure centres, museums and libraries are 
co-located. The public value libraries as social spaces at the heart of their 
communities. 

6.17 The National Library of Scotland 

At present the National Library of Scotland (NLS) is undergoing change. The New 
National Librarian has implemented a review completed in 2003 and is improving the 
way the NLS operates within a strategic framework and with public consultation, 
taking account of user needs and views. The NLS has five functions: it ensures 
access to the collection and access to world knowledge on behalf of the Scottish 
citizen; it develops the historic collection, encourages scholarship and aspires to 
provide leadership for the library sector. The NLS is one of the libraries of legal 
deposit and can claim a copy of all printed items published in the UK. The NLS can 
also request the deposit of some categories of non-print material. The Commission 
approves of the NLS’s aim to collect contemporary Scottish published material 
comprehensively. 

6.17.1 Digitisation 

The NLS has placed a high priority of extending the collection of electronic resources 
through digitisation and in expanding online catalogues. The ambition is to develop 
the NLS website into a Virtual National Library of Scotland. This work should 
continue to take the highest priority. 

6.17.2 Partnership  

Partnership working between libraries and cultural and heritage agencies supports 
broad political and social priorities. A working partnership with The City of Glasgow 
will provide a model for the NLS relationship with local authorities. National Library 
services will be mediated by local authority staff on behalf of the citizen, bringing 
more access and inclusion. 
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The NLS has major problems of storage. One solution investigated the acquisition of 
space beneath George IV Bridge. Another possibility is the establishment of the 
‘dispersed collection’ with sections of the NLS placed in other libraries across 
Scotland. One objection to that would be the difficulties that researchers might find in 
being unable to access prime sources on one site. It is assumed that the acquisition 
of the Murray Collection will exacerbate the problem. 

6.17.3 The Murray Collection 

The Murray Collection changes the nature and status of the NLS. This collection is of 
the first importance to scholars and will bring researchers from across the world to 
Edinburgh. The contributions from the Heritage Lottery and the Scottish Executive 
were substantial, generous and far-sighted. Having secured its future, the Murray 
Collection must be housed and accessed in accordance with its importance. The 
NLS will need further help from the public purse but that will constitute investment in 
the future. 

6.17.4 Governance 

The NLS has 32 trustees, 11 of them ex officio. Others are appointed by the Faculty 
of Advocates, the universities and COSLA. Five Trustees can be co-opted by the 
Board and five more are appointed by the Queen, now under Nolan procedures. The 
Commission believes that the governance of the NLS should be aligned with 
contemporary Scotland rather than the historical origins of the library collections. We 
suggest in this report that an Act of Parliament be used to modernise the governance 
of the NLS and enhance accountability. We also recommend elsewhere that the NLS 
funding be organised and managed within a new institutional structure for culture. 

6.17.5 The National Librarian 

The Commission believes that the National Librarian should have a role in the setting 
of national standards for libraries and recommends that he or she sit on the proposed 
new national sector council. 

6.18 Our thinking 

6.18.1 The Enterprise Network 

We commend Scottish Enterprise’s recent initiative to locate a Cultural Enterprise 
Officer in some of Scotland’s cities. This should integrate with any new development 
in the broader cultural infrastructure and is complementary to our recommendations 
in Section 10. 

International evidence shows the creative industries are a growth area - the DCMS 
has also highlighted its commitment to their development by supporting NESTA as 
well as through other measures. To help realise this potential in Scotland, we believe 
a coherent tripartite strategy for the creative industries should be developed by the 
Department of Enterprise and Lifelong Learning, Scottish Enterprise and Highlands 
and Islands Enterprise (HIE), with a commitment to identifying the resources to 
implement it. 
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In this section we have emphasised the cross-cutting potential the First Minister 
rightly advocates for the whole public sector with regard to its support for culture. We 
were impressed that over four decades the Highlands and Islands have benefited 
from HIE’s enlightened view of economic development that acknowledges strong 
communities as an essential building blocks of a strong economy. HIE’s consequent 
support for cultural and social initiatives has been proved over time to be significantly 
effective to developing the economy of the region.  

We believe that Scottish Enterprise should continue to take a broad, strategic view of 
supporting the creative industries in Scotland – through major initiatives such as the 
Pacific Quay development – but that they should issue specific policy guidance to 
Local Enterprise Companies (LECs) on proactive support of creative micro-
businesses, individuals and the cultural sector. 

6.18.2 Tourism 

A consistent observation from our submissions from the cultural sector was the 
potential the sector has to be used positively in the drive to attract visitors to 
Scotland, a potential that stakeholders argued is not being fully realised. We share 
the belief in the potential of the sector to assist in tourism, but believe there is a two-
sided approach required to maximise it:  

• the tourism industry needs to become more aware of the nature and range of 
the cultural product 

• the cultural sector needs to become more willing and proactive participants in 
the approach. 

Clearer means of bringing the two sectors together are required and we ask the 
Scottish Executive to lead on identifying and implementing these. 

6.18.3 Department of Tourism, Culture and Sport  

The two key issues for successful cross-cutting policy remain to: 

• ensure all areas of public life are aware of their responsibility and capability 

• coordinate provision across these areas. 

We believe the Minister with responsibility for Culture and their department should 
lead on ensuring both of these key issues are fully addressed. In practice we believe 
this will require a roving ministerial portfolio, and we are aware that this has already 
been put in place since the First Minister’s St Andrew’s Day speech. In addition, it will 
require implementation at senior civil service level and this may have resource 
implications. 

To ensure the cultural sectors are fully engaged in these discussions is, we believe, 
most appropriately delegated to an appropriate government agency. 
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6.19 Summary and recommendations 

Cultural activity is integral to a greater or lesser extent in all areas of public life and 
should rightly be integrated within it. 

We recommend: 

1) That the Minister with responsibility for Culture and the Department should 
lead on ensuring that all Scottish Executive Departments and public agencies 
are aware of their responsibilities to deliver cultural activity and review 
regularly their opportunities and capability to do so. 

2) That Scottish Enterprise issues specific guidance to its LECs on proactive 
support creative micro-businesses, individuals and the cultural sector. 

3) That a strategy for support of the creative industries be developed by 
government and its agencies together with a commitment to identify the 
resources to implement it. 

4) That the Scottish Executive identifies and implements means of bringing the 
cultural and tourism sectors together more effectively. 

5) That the Scottish Executive should address the disparity in funding for 
Scottish theatre revealed in the Boyden report. 

6) That a Board of National Collections is established to ensure more effective 
and strategic operation of the national collections. 

7) That the SAC, SLIC and SMC should pursue the ideas promoted to develop 
the various sectors contained in the submissions to the Commission.  

8) That responsibility for the National Archives of Scotland should rest with the 
Minister with responsibility for Culture to ensure joint working with the other 
national collections and to develop further its citizen focus. 

9) That a national council for libraries be created to shape and propose national 
standards for libraries, and that the National Librarian should have a formal 
locus in this. 

10) A scheme to identify library collections of particular significance in Scotland 
should be undertaken by the National Library of Scotland. 

11) That procurement funds for public libraries should be extended to allow the 
purchase of a substantial proportion of quality books and professional 
recordings published in Scotland and also by writers living and working in 
Scotland. 

12) That the procurement of material for libraries should be coordinated on a 
regional or, where possible, national basis.  

13) The development of joint-use libraries, particularly with schools and cultural 
centres, and the inclusion of library services in the development of public 
services hubs. 

14) That as part of curriculum based school activities young people of all ages 
should be able to visit museums and galleries of assured quality.  
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15) That everyone should have reasonable access to museums and galleries of 
assured quality and that the provision and development of museum and 
gallery services should be responsive to community needs and aspirations as 
articulated through community planning. 

16) A long-term strategic plan for the development and sustainable financing of 
museums and galleries, linked to the development of national standards by 
the sector, is created and implemented. 

17) The introduction of a national approach to the measurement and evaluation of 
museums and galleries as a means of developing policy and recognising 
achievement.  

18) The introduction of a national approach based on curatorial excellence to 
collecting, disposal, storage and access.  

19) The introduction of a national approach to the development of curatorial talent 
in Scotland and to the attraction of curatorial expertise to Scotland.  

20) The development of a process for recognising collections of particular 
significance. This process should lead to the development of policy and 
standards (with accompanying funding) for the preservation and 
enhancement of the most important collections. 

21) Investment in a national on-line portal capable of displaying the collections of 
particular significance and providing the public with access to information 
about the museums and galleries housing them. 

22) More use of permanent and temporary loans of the significant collections 
around Scotland. 
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Section 7 National assets 

7.1 Our remit 
Consideration of national bodies and infrastructure was referred to in several areas of 
our remit, namely: 

“Consider the designation ‘national’ and how it might be more appropriately 
determined 

Give special consideration to the national companies and how their potential 
might be realised more effectively 

Comment on the role and potential of the cultural sectors’ international 
presence 

Assess the adequacy of the current built infrastructure of the cultural sector 

The Commission’s findings will be informed by the diverse cultural and 
linguistic communities within Scotland, with particular regard to Gaelic 
language and culture.” 1  

7.2 Our understanding 

Scotland has a wonderful range of national treasures, chief amongst them being the 
talent and imagination of its people. There are many areas in which the country is 
distinctive and unique – languages and dialects, collections of artefacts, historic and 
contemporary buildings. 

Our understanding is that the country should: 

• maximise access to its national treasures for all its citizens 

• ensure the full range of our cultural assets are recognised and supported 

• realise the international potential of our national cultural assets. 

7.3 Consultation  

In relation to Scotland’s national assets, we received many contributions from 
stakeholders and specialists in the various disciplines across the sector. We give a 
précis of our consultation at the beginning of each main heading rather than collated 
here. This section will consider the various elements of the remit within the following 
categories: 

• the designation ‘national’ 

• national performance companies 

• touring 

• box office 

• international presence 
                                                 
1  Cultural Policy Statement/Cultural Commission Remit (2004) Scottish Executive 
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• creative individuals 

• built environment  

• language. 

7.4 The designation ‘national’ 

7.4.1 Our consultation 

The Commission found enthusiasm to begin a debate about what constitutes 
‘national’ and whether it is a title that should be earned, conferred, or applied for. We 
heard suggestions that to be ‘national’ meant an organisation should: 

• be international 

• tour throughout Scotland each year 

• be excellent. 

We were reminded, however, that there are already a number of organisations, and 
individuals, who conform to this description but do not enjoy either the title ‘national’ 
or a level of public funding commensurate with a few ‘national’ bodies. In particular, 
we believe the issue of recognising and supporting creative individuals of outstanding 
merit is extremely important. We address this in ‘creative individuals’ later in this 
section. 

Our desk research revealed some interesting international comparators, particularly 
Australia. 

7.4.2 International comparators 

In Scotland, and England, the title or status ‘national’ has no formal or legal meaning. 
In the United States, Congress confers the appellation in recognition of continuing 
prestigious performance by a company. The funding mechanisms in the two 
countries are, however, very different. In Scotland, the national companies are all 
dependent on public support whereas in the USA, the National Opera in Washington 
receives no performance grant, although it is hosted by the Kennedy Centre. 

In many countries, as in the US, the term ‘national’ denotes excellence, profile and 
impact. The Commission was impressed with the approach taken in Australia. Over 
the last decade, Australia has given a lot of thought to what constitutes a national 
company. A definition of ‘national’ or a set of duties that characterise national 
companies is essential for setting up separate, longer-term funding arrangements for 
those performing arts organisations that are to have ‘national’ status. The key 
indicators used in Australia include: 

• having a national/international reputation for excellence 

• demonstrating the highest standards in performance or cultural services 

• showing an ongoing commitment to the development of the art form 

• showing evidence of a sizeable increasing and geographically well-spread 
audience base (and therefore a regional significance) 
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• expanding the company’s reach through touring (and therefore being of 
significance to the nation) 

• demonstrating an ability to be financially viable and developing external 
sources of income. 

A company must also fall into one of four designated categories, each of which has 
detailed criteria according to the role it performs through its core activities. The 
categories are: 

• international companies 

• Australian flagship companies 

• resident or touring specialist companies 

• state (regional) flagship companies. 

The Australian government, as part of its Creative Nation policy in 1996, 
acknowledged the special requirements of its largest arts organisations as ‘significant 
business enterprises’ and committed itself to provide predictable and stable funding 
for such bodies. To this end the Australian government established a separate 
funding mechanism for major performing arts organisations with national status.  

At the time, the government agreed that some organisations might require a funding 
injection to overcome financial difficulties before being admitted to a newly-formed 
Board of National Companies. 2 This system was intended to remove the need for ad 
hoc requests for assistance from the government and to give Australia an artistically 
vibrant, accessible and, above all, viable arts sector. 

Australian Board of National Companies 

The Board set up in Australia to administer the system supports the pursuit of artistic 
innovation and excellence and assists the companies to deliver broad geographic 
and demographic access. It also has a strong business management focus. To 
qualify for longer-term funding, the major organisations must enter into a 
performance agreement based on a business plan covering the period of funding. 
Organisational performance is reviewed before the funding arrangement is renewed, 
and organisations that fail to keep to the agreement are removed from the Board and 
return to a short-term funding arrangement. 

7.4.3 Our thinking  

We found the Australian system impressive. It has secured strategic operation and 
audience focus from companies in return for guaranteed funding within a system that 
reviews performance and can in extremis withdraw financial support. Critically, all the 
parameters are common and transparent. The rules are known and understood and 
the aims are common to all the performing companies. We were persuaded that the 
Australian model provides clarity of expectation and delivery from both sides that it 
would be beneficial to adopt in Scotland. We were attracted by the example they set 
that membership of the national board is not based on historic lines but on that of 
performance against agreed criteria. We believe this a fairer and better way for the 
companies, a more efficient use of public money, and could also create a dynamic 
flow that would enhance the creative output of cultural organisations. 

                                                 
2  Creative Nation: A Cultural Policy for Australia, 1994 
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We believe national status, defined by Parliament, should be earned when 
established criteria are satisfied and proper resources available. The category of 
‘national’ company ought to be open to increase in numbers – for example, the 
Edinburgh Festivals might well become national companies, or the Scottish 
Ensemble, or a producing theatre.  

We therefore recommend the Scottish Executive begin preparatory discussions with 
existing relevant agencies and companies with a view to adopting an approach 
based on the Australian model. 

7.4.4 A consistent approach 

We believe the approach advocated for the performance companies is relevant for all 
other areas of national cultural representation. The model of establishing clear 
indicators, monitoring the quality of delivery, and encouraging collaborative working 
across fields of shared interest is good practice that can be adopted more broadly.  

In the following sections we have taken a consistent approach to the issues of 
representation and coordination of the country’s treasures at national level. This has 
been applied across our national performance companies, our creative individuals, 
our languages, and our built environment.  

National Boards 

We advocate the creation of five national coordinating bodies in total (referred to as 
National Boards for the convenience of this report but with different titles in practice). 
They should share a common purpose – to maximise the effectiveness of their 
constituent parts and operate collaboratively to the greater benefit of the citizens of 
Scotland. 

In practice, the National Boards would operate independently of one another. 
However, we believe they should be serviced from a single source. This should be 
the Scottish Executive or its appointed agency. Options for this agency are outlined 
in Section 10. The relationship is illustrated below. 
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7.5 Scotland’s national companies 

7.5.1 Our understanding  

The Commission understands the responsibility of national companies is to serve the 
Scottish public, building their enthusiasm for the performing arts at the highest level. 
We believe public support demands public benefit and that our national companies 
have a duty to work in partnership, at home and abroad. We do not believe it 
appropriate for repertoire to be part of our deliberations other than in the general 
context of encouraging discussion between programmers, the best from Scottish 
creators and performers and ultimately offering the best to the audience. 

As noted above, we believe that the category of ‘national company’ should be 
earned, and that qualification for the title should be clear and explicit. Consequently, 
this may involve rationalisation of those who have, or hope to have, the title ‘National’ 
or ‘Scottish’. 

We understand our remit was to focus on five performance companies designated 
‘national’ in the SAC funding system – the Royal Scottish National Orchestra, 
Scottish Chamber Orchestra, Scottish Opera, Scottish Ballet and the National 
Theatre of Scotland – and not those who currently have national or Scottish in their 
title. We have, however, extended our discussions and deliberations to include the 
five national youth companies. We believe them to be an integral part of our national 
performance company infrastructure.  

7.5.2 Our consultation 

The Commission solicited views on the five national companies from the arts’ sector, 
the stakeholders such as the SAC, theatre managers and from the companies 
themselves. We convened a facilitated meeting of the chairs of the five national 
companies and the chairs have met on several occasions subsequently to discuss 
issues of mutual interest. 

It is clear from the responses we received that there is impatience within the sector 
for an equitable solution to the persistent financial crises of Scottish Opera and 
Scottish Ballet that are so frequently aired in public. In some cases, there is also 
resentment of the perception that those companies receive preferential treatment 
from the Scottish Executive as a result.  

In addition, we held two meetings with the chief officers of the following national 
youth companies: 

• Scottsh Youth Theatre 

• Ydance 

• National Youth Orchestras of Scotland 

• National Youth Choir of Scotland 

• National Youth Pipe Band. 
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At present the Scottish Arts Council recognises and funds the five “national” 
companies. The four musical companies have established themselves as national 
companies on an historic basis. The National Theatre has been created to perform a 
job with a national locus and with concomitant aspirations. The SAC also funds four 
of the five youth companies (not the National Youth Pipe Band). The BBC Scottish 
Symphony Orchestra (SSO), a national orchestra of some standing, is funded directly 
from the BBC and is therefore outwith the realm of public sector cultural policy, 
although it is no different from the audience’ perspective.  

Scotland’s national companies are an important part of our cultural resource and 
profile, and together they receive 75% of the Scottish Arts Council total grant-in-aid 
from the Executive. The current historic funding model, however, is perceived to have 
failed. The recent history of persistent overspending at Scottish Opera and the 
fraught artistic transition at Scottish Ballet brought media attention that affected the 
entire sector. As a result, there was dissatisfaction within the broader arts sector at 
the convulsions within companies receiving the largest proportion of the grant-in-aid 
from the SAC.  

Venues across the country have expressed disquiet at: 

• the lack of consistency in touring policies within the national companies 

• the withdrawal into the Central Belt of Scottish Opera 

• inconsistency in the use of SAC subsidy.3  

We acknowledge that the present chairs have changed or are changing the direction 
of the national companies and are already taking further steps to work in closer 
partnership. Although the five companies have begun to confer and discuss future 
strategy, there are still problems of funding, governance, touring arrangements, 
status and perception. The perception within the arts is of two large, relatively well-
funded organisations that draw away additional funds and goodwill from the entire 
sector, though not all the national companies ever conformed to that caricature. In 
fact, the SCO and latterly the RSNO have shown good practice in their management 
and governance. 

7.5.3 Governance  

We believe it would be preferable to adopt a single definition of ‘national’ and to 
adopt consistency in the governance and accountability of organisations and 
individuals that are granted national status. This should be specified in a Culture Bill 
that would introduce provisions regarding the establishment of national companies on 
the same statutory basis. The present five companies, at least, should be constituted 
by Parliament. We are mindful that any proposed changes to the legal status of the 
national companies should be done in a manner that maintains charitable status. 

Good working practice 

We believe there is a need for a clear contract. In return for public support, 
companies should offer public benefits that are contractually binding. All national 
companies should have: 

                                                 
3  The two orchestras use their own SAC subsidy to perform in Glasgow, Edinburgh and  

Aberdeen (and recently Perth) often paying rental fees to the venues. In Inverness they 
are paid fees which effectively come from Eden Court’s SAC subsidy. 
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• common standards for governance 

• clear objectives, values and responsibilities 

• clear lines of reporting.  

Performance against agreed indicators should be published with a clear 
understanding that national status can be forfeited. We acknowledge the concerns 
expressed to us by the companies, and others, regarding the prescriptive nature of 
some existing funding arrangements. Funding bodies should allow greater scope for 
interpretation of broader aims within a funding contract.  

The Commission recommends every national company should outline how they will 
best achieve the following broad objectives as their basic condition of contract: 

• inspiration: a commitment to enthuse and develop an audience for their 
artform; highest quality performance to international standards 

• aspiration: repertoire and performance that cultivate leading creative artists, 
native and foreign 

• ambassadors: reach across Scotland and abroad; figureheads for Scotland 

• accountability: governance and conduct of the highest order; excellent 
stewardship of public funds 

• responsibility: a duty to work with their artform colleagues throughout 
Scotland; to help develop national standards. 

We also recommend that every national company is charged with upholding the 
values of: 

• excellence 

• quality. 

Cooperative working 

We believe that the national companies, including the BBC SSO, should work 
together to serve the audience. In our consultation they demonstrated that they have 
established a clear view of the future, believing they should be: 

• taking a joint strategic overview of their own tasks and of the future of the 
sector 

• sharing resources and some backroom functions 

• planning together on matters of their built estate 

• building audiences together. 

National companies have an obligation to promote the very best Scottish talent 
whether that is performing, creative, production or resource talent. That can be 
achieved in a coordinated manner with the obligation to provide educational services. 
The latter may not necessarily be about educating, but certainly about facilitating 
education, real and virtual. 
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Board of Scottish National Companies 

We recognise that there must be the highest standards of governance and funding 
contracts that set out clear objectives for the period ahead. As indicated above, the 
Commission proposes to use the Australian experience as a model for Scotland. The 
Board of Scottish National Companies would be statutory and would comprise 
members from all the national companies.  

We therefore recommend the establishment of a Board of Scottish National 
Companies to: 

• provide a forum for national companies to communicate and coordinate their 
activity, plan strategy and discuss repertoire 

• coordinate professional contract negotiation and management 

• ensure that all are contributing to delivery of standards to which funding is 
linked 

• improve governance and organisational performance 

• promote the case for investment in the national companies. 

We believe there is an implicit obligation for each of the five companies to foster 
interest and engagement from young people and that formal relationships should be 
established with the national youth companies and RSAMD. 

7.5.4 Funding 

Delivery 

Unlike the National Institutions with collections who receive their grant-in-aid in direct 
negotiation with Scottish Ministers, the national performing companies are funded 
through the SAC. Nevertheless, there have been regular breaches of the arms-length 
principle. We believe there should be a consistent approach to funding national 
bodies and agencies and we have outlined these in Section 10 of this report. Our 
preferred option is for funding arrangements to be administered at arms length from 
government by the principle agency in the chosen infrastructure option.  

Level 

In the last ten years, the SAC has received considerable uplift in ring-fenced monies 
but core-funding has diminished. The Centre for Cultural Policy Research has 
reported this pattern as follows: 

“Compared with England, the real terms growth in basic grant in aid to the 
Scottish Arts Council, that which funds the core infrastructure of the arts, is 
negligible… If we look at how grant in aid is projected to grow over the period 
2003/4 to 2005/6 then basic grant in aid to the SAC is projected to increase in 
real terms by 1.4% while basic grant aid to ACE will increase by 12.1%” 4  

                                                 
4  CCPR (April 2004)  
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As already noted in Section 3, excluding the ring-fenced project funding to SAC 
(Youth Music Initiative, National Theatre etc) and ring-fenced funding to ACE 
(Creative Sparks) the gap in SAC core funding needed to restore parity with levels 
enjoyed by ACE is £10.5m.5  

The Director of the SAC summed up the current position: 

“Current grants pay for the basic provision so the 'leverage' which an 
additional sum would deliver is significant because it could all go towards the 
art as opposed to 'maintenance'. This level of optimum effect would only be 
achieved after deficits had been paid off and a level of funds provided for 
working capital”. 

       Graham Berry 2005 

When funds diminish the artistic product is cut because the main overheads, staff 
and estate costs, are fixed. When product diminishes the relationship with the 
audience is jeopardised. Salaries of performers in Scotland are lower than for senior 
national and royal companies in England. The attraction and retention of first rate 
players is, therefore, a continuing problem.  

The Commission accepts the evidence that the national companies and other core- 
funded organisations within the SAC have been operating on diminishing funds in 
real terms. The national companies may well be adrift by several millions. The 
baseline funding for the national companies and the other viable core funded 
organisations must be raised in a joint exercise between the Executive, the SAC and 
the companies.  

The efficient use of money within the companies must first be assured. The 
Commission recommends that a best value exercise should be undertaken in which: 

• the national companies’ estate (including the National Theatre) is reviewed 
and measures to produce long-term and short-term savings outlined 

• plans are developed to share resource and administration 

• the national companies should begin their association and joint planning 
immediately, producing a fully-costed national plan to enthuse the nation, 
create new audiences and show off the best talent available in Scotland 

• in the context of that plan, there should be an independent review of the 
orchestral resources of the national companies. The Scottish Ensemble and 
BBC SSO should be included in the consultation process.  

At the end of this process we believe that there should be enough public confidence 
in the companies to merit a substantial lift in baseline funding supplied by savings 
and by new monies. We would expect an immediate increase in product at a higher 
standard.  

The Commission also recommends that in a related best value exercise, the SAC 
portfolio of core-funded organisations should be reviewed, with savings to be yielded 
not more than two years after the process is complete. Three year funding for the 
national companies would assist tremendously their ability to plan strategically and 
we recommend this is introduced. 

                                                 
5  See Annex A, Table 2 
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We note the basis of the Australian success involved paying off all company deficits 
at the start of the exercise and we recommend this approach. 

Developing income streams 

The national companies should aim to grow the proportion of their revenue that 
comes from sponsorship, endowment and other private sector sources. We believe 
there is untapped commercial potential within the companies to more fully exploit 
their current resources – talent base, stored wardrobe, recording, and such like – and 
that identifying and exploiting these opportunities should be undertaken in 
partnership with the new infrastructure agency. Monies raised in this way should be 
regarded as development funding and not a substitute for core funding. Such activity 
should also be a precondition of any increased funding arrangement. 

7.5.5 Education 

Clearer pathways for those wishing to learn or perform at the highest level must be 
developed. This should be within a consortium approach featuring the national 
companies, the national youth companies, the RSAMD, and relevant regional bodies 
developed as part of the new infrastructure. National companies need to ensure 
effective relationships with both the higher and further education sectors and with the 
local authority community planning partnership clusters.  

SCO have rightly been considered trailblazers in educational provision by the 
national companies. SCO’s approach, and increasingly that of the other companies, 
is one based on lifelong learning. Education of young musicians is only part of what 
they do and that, in some respects, is about sustaining the profession. The majority 
of education work is about finding other ways of engaging people with music, 
touching their lives and enabling them to appreciate music. In that respect it should 
be considered as another part of the national companies’ repertoire. This centrality, 
and integration, of education to the work of a company is essential. 

7.5.6 International work 

The national companies have an ambassadorial role in pursuing engagements 
abroad with repertoire that exhibits our best creative achievements. National 
companies should earn these engagements on merit but there is also a role for the 
Executive in using the national companies and indeed others as parts of cultural 
delegations.  

We believe the proposed Board of Scottish National Companies should liaise with 
British Council Scotland and VisitScotland to ensure that there is mutual support in 
achieving their respective aims at home and abroad.  

7.5.7 National youth companies  

The five national youth companies - Scottish Youth Theatre, Ydance, National Youth 
Orchestras of Scotland, National Youth Choir of Scotland and National Youth Pipe 
Band – are a tremendous asset to the cultural life of Scotland, and have proven that 
consistently over a number of years on both a national and international stage. The 
national youth performing arts companies are experts in the field of performing arts 
with children and young people in Scotland, and as such their work is crucial to the 
further development of Scotland’s cultural life, and to the growth of a more culturally 
aware society. We note the exciting parallel national developments in jazz and 
traditional music for young people and would encourage their involvement in any 
forum. 
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Education 

The national youth performing arts companies are principally concerned with arts 
education and performance, both within the formal education sector and outside of it. 
The range of opportunities offered by the five companies covers participatory work, 
performances both by young people and for them as audiences, in-service training 
for teachers and development programmes for talented young people all over 
Scotland. The Youth Music Initiative has enhanced the range of opportunities for the 
provision of music for young people, and for the youth companies in helping provide 
it. This would improve if consolidated into mainstream provision and funding. All 
school pupils in Scotland should have regular opportunities to work with the national 
youth performing arts companies, whether as participants in constructively planned, 
long-term workshops in schools, as members of selected orchestras, bands, choirs 
or performance companies, and as audiences for performances. Schools often have 
difficulties identifying practitioners with appropriate skills to undertake teaching work. 
The national youth companies could assist by providing training and, perhaps as 
importantly, initiating a ‘kite-marking’ system to ensure quality.    

Developing talent 

Through intensive training courses the companies encourage the growth of skills and 
development of talent in those young people who have particular aptitude for and 
interest in their artform. In order to sustain this work, and to develop it on a long term 
basis, it requires a more stable funding and planning process. Retaining the best 
performing arts practitioners working with our young people would be greatly 
enhanced by an increase in opportunity for them to work in schools. 

Strategic planning and funding 

The system of planning and financial support for national youth performing arts 
companies could be rationalised and simplified in a joint planning process with key 
funders and policy makers. Such a planning and funding process could bring 
together the main sources of funding for the companies at a national level into a 
single agreement, removing the need for the arts organisation to conduct lengthy 
negotiations with a number of national bodies. A similar approach to funding 
individual participants aimed at developing talent would allow the national youth 
performing arts companies to offer to young people the same opportunities no matter 
where they live in Scotland. This could be achieved through a central bursary fund. 

Status  

There should be consistency in the treatment of the national companies (including 
those working with our young people), with a focus on funding and national overview 
planning for the cultural and arts sectors. This would be assisted by closer liaison 
with the adult companies, as recommended above. Also, the national youth 
performing arts companies should be offered more opportunities to represent 
Scottish Culture on the international stage, and opportunities to work together within 
Scotland. 
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Supporting the national youth companies 

To address the strategic planning issues outlined above we believe a cross-
departmental partnership should be established - a Youth Arts Strategy Forum - to 
consider the involvement of the youth arts companies in a number of areas: 
education, culture, health, justice, and tourism. The forum would include 
representatives from each of the national youth performing arts companies and from 
the appropriate Scottish Executive Departments, and other relevant agencies, and 
might meet twice per year. The forum could invite representatives from the national 
companies to create a co-ordinated strategy for educational and youth arts in 
Scotland. 

There should be more training of artists in all artforms to work in schools and with 
community groups (tied in to the proposed Top-Up Qualification) to create a cohort of 
trained teachers and instructors. The youth companies should develop a nationally 
recognised ‘kite-marking’ service for trained instructors. 

The youth companies should be considered as important cultural ambassadors for 
Scotland. Later in this section we recommend the creation of an International Unit 
within any new cultural infrastructure. This should ensure that the youth companies 
are able to respond to invitations to represent Scotland abroad. 

7.6 Touring 

7.6.1 Our consultation 

We recognise that touring cultural activity throughout Scotland is a cornerstone of 
access. The Commission heard dissatisfaction expressed from all the main parties 
involved in touring performance work around Scotland – presenting venues, 
producers and touring companies – and these indicated urgent action is needed. 
There were few observations made on this issue from those concerned with touring 
the visual arts. 

7.6.2 Characteristics of the sector 

Presenting venues, such as the MacRobert in Stirling and Festival Theatre in 
Edinburgh, may receive money from the SAC or the local authority or both. Scottish 
promoters are small and include consortia-agencies such as PAN and NEAT. British 
promoters also bring shows to Scotland. Traditionally these big shows play in the few 
venues that can accommodate them. The subsidised theatre tends not to play in the 
big receiving houses such as the Playhouse in Edinburgh.  

All touring theatre and dance companies receiving public funding are required to 
lodge touring schedules with the SAC. Smaller companies and some venues are not 
able to finalise their tours until three months before they go out. There is no 
consistency of financial arrangement and: 

• the venue might pay a fee 

• the producer might hire the venue 

• a deal to split box office might be brokered.  
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Regarding public subsidy, in many cases there may be four sources of public 
subsidy: both presenter and producer may be receiving SAC grants and both may be 
receiving local authority grants, though from different sources. Some Highlands and 
Islands promoters operate on a voluntary basis. Touring companies also generate 
income from fundraising. 

7.6.3 Key issues for touring 

The following were outlined to us in our consultation as the key issues needing to be 
addressed: 

• no guarantee of a consistent offer of high grade shows 

• no single agency has a national overview, or responsibility, for touring 

• insufficient audience data to help target marketing 

• insufficient consultation between presenters and producers 

• poor dialogue between some companies and venues 

• gaps in the touring schedule can appear that are unbridgeable at short notice 

• poor dialogue between touring companies leading to duplicated repertoire 

• venues work to different planning schedules and smaller touring companies 
cannot therefore coordinate touring and marketing. 

7.6.4 Our thinking  

The Commission believes that a shared overview and common purpose in 
maximising the audience is needed, and that this can be achieved largely though 
better structured communication and through a joint focus on developing audience 
demand. We believe a system of brokering information and partners, a Touring 
Exchange similar to that pioneered in the Rural Touring Partnership, should be 
established. The Touring Exchange should liaise with national and international 
media and it should also help set up British and international tours. We believe also 
that the practicality of the Touring Exchange being primarily an online service should 
be explored. 

All publicly funded companies should, as a condition of their grant, lodge information 
with the Touring Exchange. All commercial companies should be encouraged to use 
it and we would expect that the proposed National Boards of national performing 
companies, collections and creative individuals should work in partnership with the 
Touring Exchange. 

The Commission recommends that a consortium led by the SAC and the Scottish 
Executive should develop the shape and operation of the Touring Exchange 

7.7 National Box Office 
A National Box Office (NBO) is now possible for the first time because of improved 
technology. A number of organisations including the SAC have commended this 
approach to the Commission. 
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7.7.1 Our consultation 

A National Box Office and a national one-stop ‘What’s On’ arts and culture website 
were raised frequently during the Commission’s consultation. 

“We are severely hampered by the lack of co-ordination of ticketing facilities 
and particularly internet ticketing across Scotland.” 

       RSNO submission 

“The List magazine knows what culture is, get it online. Make a free place for 
people to look at it and stumble across sections that they may be interested 
in…There is already a network available to build on, the Scottish Cultural 
Portal. But we need to understand how people access information.” 

     Delivery Thinking Group, 13 October 2004 

“Find ways to make tickets for cultural activities available in supermarkets, 
garden centres, sports centres, health clubs.” 

  Federation of Scottish Theatre submission 

“We would suggest the development and rationalisation of web based 
services for the cultural sector. This could be achieved by building on 
scotlandsculture.org – as a one-stop shop for information on everything from 
funding sources, business/trading essentials, to what’s on in different areas of 
Scotland…We would urge the development of a ‘ticketscotland’ online box 
office”. 

     The City of Edinburgh Council submission  

Existing examples 

Different sorts of box office systems already operate in the Scotland: for example, the 
Edinburgh Festival Fringe and the booth, an online non-profit ticket sales agency, run 
by HI~Arts in the North of Scotland. The City of Edinburgh Council is also examining 
a collaborative on-line ticketing across Edinburgh to see if creating a ‘one stop shop’ 
facility for customers is viable and useful and Birmingham has developed citywide 
ticket and marketing systems.6 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
6    www.birminghamboxoffice.co.uk 

Northern Ireland: Integrated Ticketing Service 

Northern Ireland is aiming to develop an Integrated Ticketing Service, providing a
single portal enabling people to purchase tickets online for arts events across
Northern Ireland. Arts organisations will also be able to sell tickets via their own
websites, which will be linked into the box office network. A comprehensive
‘What’s On’ web portal is also in development with the aim of being online by
2006. 
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7.7.2 Our thinking 

We recognise that the audience expects and demands a one-stop booking facility, 
cultural organisations need the benefits of box office systems and the pooling of 
customer data is needed to allow organisations and policy makers to better 
understand their audience. Therefore, Scotland should develop an integrated 
National Box Office incorporating a national ‘What’s On’ facility for cultural activity. 
This should be based around the internet, call-centre operation, and 3G technology. 

Its operation should be ‘customer-facing’, and aim to boost the profile and sales of its 
contributing cultural organisations. The facility should be available for every cultural 
organisation – professional, commercial or voluntary – in Scotland. 

7.7.3 A proposal for a national system 

Different systems and standards exist around the country. Because some companies 
operate sophisticated systems with data capture and others have only paper ticketing 
meaningful analyses on regional and national bases are impossible. Internet ticketing 
has not helped serve customers better: some are charged for booking online, others 
are offered a limited range of tickets. Some venues avoid these problems by avoiding 
online. The customer suffers from these arrangements. 

We propose a national system that is centralised and offers all venues a chance to 
participate. An essential feature would be successful procurement of a system with 
high functionality in ticketing, marketing and data capture and that included internet 
ticketing as a one-off licence payment rather than on a commission basis. The 
operators would be the venue staff across the country. Commercial organisations 
should be invited to join on payment of a membership fee. Existing cultural venues 
would save on software costs and benefit from increased ease of sale. 

As a condition of contract, publicly funded venues would be required to use the 
system and set up set levels of data capture. Audience data would be available to the 
lead Scottish agency – proposed as Culture Scotland in Section 10 of this report – for 
research and report only. Individual venues would be responsible for data protection. 

 
Northern Ireland: Integrated Ticketing Service (cont.) 

To date 22 organisations in Northern Ireland have been awarded funding by
the Arts Council of Northern Ireland to purchase their own computerised
ticketing system with the aim of joining an Integrated Ticketing network by
2006. The number of participating organisations is expected to rise and
there are no limitations on the system. 

A specialist contract service system has been purchased to automatically
extract depersonalised transaction-based market intelligence from each
system in the network. In addition, audience-profiling software will be used
against the market intelligence data. Broad data suggests a capacity to
increase audience by up to 40%. Total costs are in the region of £2.1m over
3 years. The development of the network is in progress with most systems
installed or in train. 
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Benefits 

A single website and/or telesales operation would: 

• capture more public interest  

• drive ticket sales for the sector  

• publicise the breadth of the entertainment on offer 

• drive sales to potential tourists outside Scotland 

• make it easier to develop packages of offers and benefits 

• produce audience data for development and marketing work . 

A National Box Office will help develop new audiences and will in time reduce costs 
as electronic methods replace traditional marketing techniques and companies 
explore collaborative marketing and promotions. Organisations possessing box office 
systems have traditionally guarded their databases; the creation of a NBO would be 
predicated on trust and support with shared data becoming a collective and individual 
asset for the companies. 

We recommend that the Scottish Executive commission a study that scopes the 
operation, costs, partners, and viability of a National Box Office (including a freefone 
service, and mobile phone access), and that such a facility be implemented in time 
for the first of the Executive’s ‘themed years’ in 2007. 

7.8 International presence 

7.8.1 Our understanding 

We understand that the potential of Scotland’s cultural treasures, including its 
individuals, in promoting Scotland to an international audience should be maximised. 
We also understand that there is a fundamental benefit in sharing our culture and 
creative output internationally. Exchange of culture is at the heart of good global 
citizenship and peaceful coexistence – the creation of the Edinburgh Festival in 1947 
was established on this principle. 

We agree with a contributor from our Thinking Group who suggested the main benefit 
to Scotland of “exporting our culture” is international profile. This in itself can be used 
to assist rather than deliver parallel plans, for example to assist in the development of 
artists’ skills; the development of visitor numbers; the creation of a foothold for 
industry abroad and the establishment or cementing of twinning arrangements. 

7.8.2 Our thinking 

Events 

One-off events are useful means of highlighting the country and raising international 
profile. The 2003 international week at the Smithsonian in Washington was an 
excellent example of showcasing some of the best of Scottish culture to a huge 
international audience. There remains an issue of sustainability and follow-up. 
Arguably there is only benefit to one-off events if they demonstrate medium to long-
term benefits. We found it difficult, however, to locate evidence that as yet measured 
such benefits.  
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Tartan Week 

Tartan Week, or Tartan Day, in New York appears to be a successful way of raising 
profile in the north-east seaboard of America, using a combination of cultural and 
business events. Its shape we believe is transferable – a three day series of events 
within a week-long series of associated meetings and receptions. With some further 
work it would be possible to evolve a distinctive character of a ‘Tartan Day/Week’ 
event, and a team to deliver it, that could be rolled out in those areas or cities where 
Scotland is keen to establish or develop relations, for example Beijing. This may 
happen once or twice a year at most. We see no reason why such events cannot be 
one-off, or time limited i.e. over 3-5 years.  

Capitals of Culture 

2005 sees the start of a new programme of European Capitals of Culture. Each 
European country will hold the title for a year – the programme is set for the next 20 
years. There is an opportunity to develop a ‘Scotland Week’ showcase which takes 
the best of Scottish culture annually to each Capital of Culture. Again, this could 
develop a distinctive character and set of skills to deliver it. 

The Scottish Executive are looking to develop links with France following the Entente 
Cordiale exchange of cultural events in 2004. There are also Scottish Executive links 
with Tuscany and Malawi. There is certainly scope for cultural exchange with these 
countries. However, the Scottish Executive may gain more benefit from focusing on 
the type of larger event outlined above. 

Institutes of Culture 

For those areas where the Scottish Executive is keen to develop a sustained 
relationship, such as Washington and Beijing, and where it has, or is developing, 
offices we believe there is considerable merit in considering these office bases as 
Institutes of Culture. 

We were impressed by the example of the Danish Cultural Institute. There are 
several of these small offices around the world (including Edinburgh) which seek to 
create partnerships at cultural, academic and economic levels with their host 
countries. They also periodically review the location of these Institutes in the light of 
developing foreign policy; some close and new ones open. For instance, they were 
one of the first countries to establish a link with Iraq recently through creation of an 
Institute office. 

The SAC undertook research in 2002 that considered establishing a Scottish Institute 
in New York (ScINY). It was an imaginative proposal whose principles and approach 
are worth revisiting in a broader context. 

Sending our skills abroad 

There are several cultural organisations and individuals who have been invited to 
work with groups in areas of Eastern Europe, such as Albania and the former 
Yugoslavia, to share their skills. For example, Scottish Youth Theatre spent time in 
Bosnia working with theatre groups to develop their skills, in organisation and 
administration issues as much as in theatre skills. 
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Scotland has a substantial track record in grass-roots development of cultural activity 
and a number of excellent practitioners, many of whom may be willing to spend time 
sharing these skills internationally. A more formal method of brokering such 
exchanges, and some financial resource to assist it, would be required to undertake 
this effectively. 

Spearheading business 

We outlined earlier the willingness of the cultural sector to work more closely with 
international missions to develop business. In our discussions with business we 
heard of their willingness to be partners. We believe more effective brokerage 
between the two partners is required. 

Cultural Ambassadors 

Many creative individuals were cited as examples of ambassadors for the country 
when touring abroad. Most felt that this was an unexploited area and we had several 
relevant contributions in our consultation, for example: 

“When Phil Cunningham and Aly Bain leave 3,000 people in a concert hall in 
Chicago extremely happy it’s an ideal time to sell them (the audience) 
Scotland.” 

“If Scotland is serious about wanting to get a business foothold in China and 
North America we’re going to need a distinctive calling-card. Our culture’s the 
one thing that distinguishes us from the rest of the competition. Why don’t we 
use it more?” 

The existing international touring, performances, exhibitions, and joint initiatives of 
our cultural sector should be maintained and enhanced. They are already, to a large 
extent, our cultural ambassadors. Ireland introduced this year an International 
Committee comprising various artists and civil servants to administer a budget of €2 
million to assist Irish artists with international exchange. We believe existing budgets 
should be used to accommodate a similar level of support in Scotland. 

Also, we feel there is merit in exploring further the merit of identifying specific ‘cultural 
ambassadors’ who can provide heightened profile for Scotland and the cultural sector 
in international exchange. This might range from established figures such as Ewan 
Macgregor and Brian Cox, to a new generation such as Nicola Benedetti (who has 
already been recognised by UNESCO as one of their cultural ambassadors). 

7.8.3 An International Unit 

We were persuaded there are enough facets within the range of international liaison 
and exchange to justify a discrete entity within the cultural infrastructure. We do not 
believe that at this time it would benefit from a separate organisation. However, we 
recommend that an International Unit should be established within any new cultural 
infrastructure. 

Its main functions would be to: 

• coordinate, together with Scottish Executive’s External Relations Department 
and EventScotland, the major cultural events abroad, including Tartan Week 

• develop the range and type of international events, including Capitals of 
Culture 
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• develop the Institutes of Culture concept 

• broker relations between the cultural sector to: 

− Scottish businesses promoting abroad 

− international development opportunities 

• develop a Cultural Ambassadors programme. 

7.9 Creative individuals 

7.9.1 Our understanding 

The Commission believes a cornerstone for cultural activity in Scotland is our 
creative individuals and the work they generate and inspire. We therefore believe 
support and encouragement for the existing and aspiring creative individual is a key 
factor in delivering cultural opportunities across Scotland. Implicit in this is our 
acknowledgement of the inherent benefit to the individual, as well as to Scottish 
society, in developing, practising and sharing their creativity. 

In this section we will focus on those who are, or seek to be, professionally engaged 
in the sector. The range of creative individuals is vast, from our high-profile 
performers to our voluntary dance teachers, part-time librarians and computer game 
designers. Although they share the common thread of creativity the practical 
application of that creativity is so varied it resists unitary classification or one-size-fits-
all solutions. 

We understand, therefore, that support for the creative individual is likely to require a 
variety of means of support, but we believe the sector would benefit from a single 
vision and a coordinated approach. The key issues are focused on two areas: 

• raising the status and profile of the creative individual 

• better supporting the creative individual. 

Terminology 

Given the breadth of our remit we found the term ‘artist’, although a convenient 
shorthand used by contributors and the media, to under-represent the breadth of 
Scotland’s creative community and to possibly misrepresent our remit. For the 
purposes of this report, we have used two terms – the broad ‘creative individual’ and 
the narrower ‘creator’. The distinction is important for consideration of some potential 
tax and support incentives (detailed below). Otherwise we believe the term ‘creative 
individual’ to be the most apposite.  

We mean the term ‘creator’ to represent those individuals who originate work of 
literary, artistic, craft, musical, architectural, design or screen-based material.  

The term ‘creative individual’ includes those who are ‘creators’ but is extended to 
embrace those who provide either a) a broad range of creative services – e.g. 
curator, programmer, designer, impresario, librarian, archivist, teacher; or b) an 
interpretation or presentation of original work – e.g. conductor, musician, translator, 
producer. 
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7.9.2 Our consultation 

Written submissions 

These were numerous and, although varied, shared common themes of under-
investment and unrealised potential, together with difficulties with bureaucracy and 
low esteem for practitioners. The following views are indicative: 

“Creative people often lack the skill to argue a political or a business case. 
Artists should be given training in marketing themselves as a business.” 

       Aberdeen Public Meeting 

“Artists should be regularly consulted during policy-making on subjects that 
concern them and their practice; the current dialogue between creative 
people and the Scottish Executive, should be an on-going and constructive 
debate to broaden our horizons and set far higher goals for society and its full 
cultural activity.” 

“We believe that artists would significantly benefit from VAT being 
implemented on their sales income calculated after deduction of gallery 
commission. We believe that core funded galleries should be required to 
develop marketing strategies for living artists work. In addition, providing 
incentives for private purchase schemes such as National Purchase Plan or 
Percentage for Art, would assist artists to personally increase their income. 
However pushing ‘enterprise culture’ where artists are seen merely to be 
commercial producers must be fought against. The integrity of art must be 
preserved. Education of and within the market place should be prioritized 
rather than lowering the integrity of the art.” 

“We believe that generously funded artists awards schemes, broadly 
delivered according to artistic value rather than the fulfilling of political 
objectives, is paramount in addressing financial Parity for artists. We believe 
that artists should be fully involved in award making decisions. The removal of 
SAC selection and appraisal committees which included artist representatives 
is seen as a totally negative move designed to remove evaluation from the 
sector itself, putting the base value further back onto data and management.” 

“We believe that the adoption of a minimum rate of pay across all these 
sectors, which values artists as professionals would have immediate benefit. 
To this end the SAU have produced a Rates of Pay document for session and 
short term contracts which it is currently promoting.” 

Scottish Artists Union submission 

Meetings and Thinking Groups 

The matter of the status and profile of the creative individual was discussed in depth 
at several public meetings, and also by our Thinking Groups. In general, it was felt 
that the lack of an obvious national presence might be hindering status and profile. A 
comparison was made with the way in which other ‘national treasures’ are exploited – 
collections, performance companies – and a view was expressed that creative 
individuals should be afforded the same opportunity. 
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While acknowledging the difficulty of designating an individual ‘of national 
significance’ it was widely felt there could be a body at national level representing 
and comprising creative individuals. Models such as the Irish Aosdana and French 
Academie Francaise were cited and are outlined below. 

Desk research 

We researched many examples of contemporary practice for practical support of 
individuals from across Europe and Australia. These are summarised below. 

Comparative practice – Europe  

Many countries have legislated special social security arrangements for artists, 
although not all of these are effective: in Austria artists doing both freelance and 
contract work can pay more national insurance than average.  

France grants freelance artists full employee benefits after two years in business and 
intermittent workers are eligible for unemployment benefits. Germany has a 
contributory social insurance fund for artists, which is subsidised by a Droit de Suite 
arrangement. The Netherlands grants welfare benefits to artists for up to 4 years 
during which they can gain income from their work and provides support for 
sustainable business development. Croatia pays social insurance for artists from the 
state budget. Finland offers a state pension for artists as an extension of their civil 
service scheme. Sweden offers life-time income protection for a limited number of 
artists, and is working to improve conditions generally. Denmark provides a lifelong 
maintenance grant for certain artists. 

Artists are eligible for tax and/or VAT breaks in several countries. Freelance artists in 
Ireland have been tax-exempt since 1969 and there is no upper limit on earnings. 
Quebec provides a tax exemption for artists from copyright income up to a limit. 
Artists in France are eligible for income tax relief, and creative products have a 
reduced rate of VAT. In Austria public subsidies to artists are tax-free and 12% of 
their total income is tax deductible. Germany operates reduced levels of VAT for 
some creative products, and under certain circumstances non-profit theatres are tax-
exempt. Germany and Austria also allow self-employed artists to spread their income 
over a 3-year period for tax purposes. Croatia gives significant tax breaks (25%) to 
writers.  

The Netherlands operates a dual VAT system whereby low VAT is charged on 
creative products, and artists charge a high VAT rate for their work. Sweden levies a 
low rate of VAT on royalties, and some grants to artists are tax-exempt. Artists in 
Switzerland are either exempt from VAT or pay a reduced rate. Belgium has created 
tax incentives for employers to hire part-time artists and to grant them the same 
benefits as a full-time employee. France spends 1% of construction costs for public 
buildings on art for the building. 
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The following table summarises evidence on state benefit support we considered: 

Country Social Security 
Status 

Tax Breaks Vat Breaks Comments 

AUSTRALIA No special status Pay As You Go 
tax takes 48.5% 
of payments for 
cultural services  

VAT is 10% on 
cultural goods 
and services; 
registered 
cultural 
businesses can 
make VAT-free 
purchases 

 

AUSTRIA Freelance artists 
given full employee 
rights and benefits; 
contributory welfare 
and pension 
systems 

12% of artists’ 
income is tax 
deductible; some 
grants, prizes, etc 
tax free; Income 
averaging over 3 
years 

Not known  

BELGIUM (FL) Artists treated as 
self-employed or 
employees, no 
special status 

Not known Not Known Several 
incentives for 
employers of 
artists include: 
discount or 
subsidy for social 
security 
contributions; 
child and holiday 
allowances 
subsidised  

CANADA Self-employed 
unable to claim 
income support and 
must make double 
pension payments 

Reasonable 
expenses and 
capital costs 
related to 
creative business 
are tax deductible 
(up to 20% of 
income); in 
Quebec copyright 
income is tax free 

Not known  

CROATIA Contributions are 
paid for artists by 
state; right to 
disability and health 
insurance  

Authors granted 
25% of fees tax 
free and 40% are 
tax deductible 

Not known  
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Country Social Security 

Status 
Tax Breaks Vat Breaks Comments 

DENMARK Life-long 
maintenance grant 
for some artists; 
contributory welfare 
system 

Income 
averaging and 
tax breaks under 
consideration; 
some grants and 
awards are tax 
free 

First sales of 
artwork are VAT-
free; reduced rate 
of VAT 5% on 
sales of art and 
crafts 

 

FINLAND Special pension 
system for artists 
acts as social 
security instrument 

Not known Not known  

FRANCE After 2 years artists 
treated as 
employees entitled 
to full benefits; 
unemployment 
benefits available 
to intermittent 
cultural workers 

Income and other 
tax reliefs 
available for 
creators 

Reduced VAT 
5.5% applied to 
cultural products 
and services  

1% of the budget 
for new 
government 
buildings is 
earmarked for 
commissioned 
artworks 

GERMANY Voluntary but 
partially subsidised 
social security 
scheme giving 
artists same 
protection as 
employees 

Some grants and 
awards tax-free; 
professional 
expenses are tax 
deductible (up to 
30% for writers); 
income averaging 
over 3 years 

Non-profit bodies 
exempt from 
VAT; reduced 
rate of 7% on 
cultural products 

 

IRELAND No special 
measures but self 
employed artists 
can benefit from 
Unemployment 
Assistance and 
Community 
Employment 
Scheme 

The royalties and 
sales incomes of 
“creative artists” 
are tax exempt 
with no upper 
limit 

Exemption is only 
for tax: all artists 
must pay VAT at 
21%.  Reduced 
VAT rate (12.5%) 
for sale of art and 
cultural 
admissions.  
Books and 
theatre 
admissions are 
VAT exempt 

Ireland offers 
travel bursaries 
to artists enabling 
them to travel 
abroad 

ITALY Performing artists 
have own social 
security system 

Not known Not known  

NETHERLANDS Working artists 
receive 70% of 
income support 
benefits for 4 years; 
must pay NI 
contributions  

Withholding tax 
relief of 20% on 
returns; show 
expenses tax 
deductible 

Dual VAT system 
devised to benefit 
artists 

Training for 
sustainable 
business 
practices; artists 
encouraged to 
teach art in 
schools 

SLOVENIA Freelance artists 
recognised as self-
employed 

Freelance artists 
treated as self-
employed 

Not known  
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Country Social Security 
Status 

Tax Breaks Vat Breaks Comments 

SWEDEN Life-long income 
guarantees for 
selected creators 

Income 
averaging 
schemes 
available; some 
grants tax-free 

6% VAT charge 
on royalties 

Government 
programme in 
development to 
improve support 
for artists 

SWITZERLAND Voluntary social 
welfare schemes 
(privately run) 

Not known Exempt or 
reduced rate of 
4.5% 

New laws offering 
special social 
security status for 
artists on the 
agenda 

Tax exemption for creative individuals – Ireland 

Since 1969, artists in Ireland are able to apply for tax exemption on income from the 
sale of any ‘original and creative’ pieces of work. This scheme makes no judgement 
of artistic merit beyond the eligibility criteria and relies on the buying public to assess 
the worth of a piece of work. Consequently, it tends to offer greater reward to the 
already successful and is less of an advantage to those artists establishing their 
reputation and customer base.  

The cost of the scheme to the Irish Exchequer has been calculated at £20-24m per 
annum with around 1,200 beneficiaries. Between April 1998 and December 2001, tax 
exemption was granted to 3,180 artists.7 This has been interpreted as the result of a 
reinforced and flourishing arts sector. In March 2005 the Director the Arts Council of 
Ireland said she was, “satisfied that the Artists’ Exemption Scheme, over 35 years, 
has been very successful.”8 Factors identified by the Arts Council of Ireland to 
demonstrate the success of the tax exemption scheme include: 

• global achievement by a small number of Irish artists and international 
acclaim enjoyed by many more 

• considerable benefits to Ireland’s international reputation as a home for the 
arts 

• significant contribution from the creative sector to the highly successful Brand 
Ireland 

• contribution of the scheme to the creation of a flourishing artistic community 

• providing compensation for the disincentives to artists resident in Ireland – 
limited market, high cost of living and limited working space. 

                                                 
7  Numbers derived from the list of beneficiaries published by the Revenue Commission of 
 Ireland under FOI.  
8  Statement by Mary Cloake, Director of the Arts Council of Ireland on the Artists’ Exemption  

Scheme, 23 March 2005, material provided by Press Officer at Arts Council Ireland on 
15/05/04. 
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The Arts Council of Ireland has stated that: 

 “for many of artists in Ireland, the Artists’ Exemption is frequently described 
as the only basis on which creative artists can continue to practice their art 
form in Ireland.” In fact, the majority of beneficiaries of the scheme earn less 
than the minimum wage: in 2001 approximately 50% of all qualifying artists 
earned less than €10000 (£7000) artistic income in that year.” 9   

Breakdown of data for 2001:10 

 
Income of claimants Number of 

claimants 
Total exempt 
income 

Less than €10,000 694 €2.7 million = 3% 

€10,000 - €50,000 456

€50,000-200,000 114

(Combined total of 
 €23 million) = 27%  

Above €200,000 59  €59 million = 70% 

Total 1,323 €84.7 million 

We are persuaded that the financial benefits to accrue to low-earning individuals from 
tax exemption could make a significant difference to the ability of those individuals to 
develop their creativity. There is merit in considering a similar scheme for Scotland, 
perhaps with an appropriate ceiling of earnings, for example, reimbursing tax paid on 
the first £30k of income. Although this would be unlikely to attract high earning 
individuals back to Scotland it could give a great boost to low-earning individuals.  

Peer group mentoring and recognition  

We considered two examples of this, from Ireland and France, with a view to 
assessing the benefits of a similar approach in Scotland. 

 

 

 

                                                 
9  Data from Revenue Commission cited by the Arts Council of Ireland in statement of 23 
 March 2005  
10  Information obtained from news item on Sculptors Society of Ireland Website 

Aosdána 

Aosdána is a body of 200 artists in Ireland elected in recognition of their 
contribution to the excellence of the arts in Ireland. Members must have been 
born in Ireland or resident for five years, and produced a body of work that is 
original and creative. Turnover of Aosdána is continuous, with approximately 
seven members leaving/appointed each year. Members of Aosdána are eligible 
for an annual, tax-free stipend (Cnuas) of approximately £9000 for a period of 5 
years to allow them time and space to create. In 2003, this scheme cost the Arts 
Council of Ireland just over €1.2 million (£800,000). Aosdána is funded by the 
State through the Arts Council of Ireland, which handles all of its administrative 
and financial arrangements. 
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Peer group support 

Our research identified two example of good practice in Scotland. The Transmission 
Gallery in Glasgow provides business support to participating artists and makes it 
easier for emerging talent to exhibit publicly. It also networks widely and is gaining in 
international reputation. The Embassy Gallery in Edinburgh, as well as providing a 
platform for professional artists, also mentors students in business skills. 

The Transmission Gallery provides a place where artists can meet, talk and exhibit 
along with local and international peers and influences. Through its networking and 
exchange of ideas, the Transmission Gallery has become a model for other artist 
collectives including Catalyst in Belfast and Generator in Dundee. 

The Embassy Gallery is a non-profit making artist-run organisation with seven 
volunteer directors and a broader member base. The Gallery is involved in teaching 
business skills and mentoring students at the Edinburgh College of Art, through its 
presentation of a Professional Practice Course.  

Aosdána (cont.) 

Recipients of Cnuas cannot apply for other Arts Council awards. However, all
members of Aosdána are eligible to join an artists’ pension scheme in which the
Arts Council pays half of the premium. In 2003, 116 members received Cnuas,
representing total payments of €1,246,120 (£800,000). Members are eligible to be
honoured by their peers with the award of the title Saoi, in recognition of
outstanding achievement. The title is conferred by the President of Ireland and is
held for life; there can only be five living Saoithe at a time.  

Sources: Research into Support for the Individual Artist: Final Report to the Arts Council 
of Ireland;  Aosdána Annual Report (2003) 

 
 

Académie Française 

One of France’s oldest and most revered cultural institutions, the Académie
Française, is the custodian of the French written word. Membership of the Académie
is a great mark of artistic honour and ‘immortal’ recognition. The 40 members, elected
for life by their peers, award literary prizes and bursaries and edit a French dictionary.
Its aim is to conserve and sponsor the French language through patronage of
outstanding writers through literary awards. Each year the Académie gives out 60
prizes, including the prestigious international Grand Prix de la Francophonie. Among
other functions, the Académie also disburses a number of bursaries. 

The Académie consists of 40 members elected by their peers and can include French 
writers from other francophone countries. Election to the Académie is considered to 
be a supreme honour and mark of recognition. It is a lifetime appointment and a 
revered part of French history. Members have included Balzac, Dumas and Voltaire. 
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7.9.3 Our thinking 

We firmly believe that the encouragement, support and development of creative 
individuals is central to the health of the cultural sector and a thriving Scottish 
society. It is vitally important that we being to address this strategically, holistically 
and with appropriate resources. We believe that raising the status and profile of the 
creative individual can be best achieved in two areas: 

• national peer-group recognition 

• awards. 

Raising the status and profile of creative individuals 

Our evidence shows creative individuals need various types of support to help raise 
their status and profile. These can be broadly categorised as: 

• professional advice/mentoring  

• financial support 

• business advice 

• reflection/research  

• further training/learning. 

If we consider the career trajectory of the creative individual to span three stages, 
then this support will be prioritised differently during each stage and might be 
summarised as: 

Priority Early stage  Mid stage Mature stage 
1 Professional 

advice/ mentoring 
Financial support Reflection/research 

2 Financial support Business advice  Further 
training/learning 

3 Business advice Professional advice/ 
mentoring 

Financial support  

4 Reflection/research Reflection/research Business advice 

5 Further 
training/learning 

Further training/learning Professional advice/ 
mentoring 

It is possible to overlay the above table with existing support: Early Stage Priority 1 is 
provided in part by the NESTA Young Pioneers Scheme; Mid-stage Priority 1 by the 
Creative Scotland Awards.  

Such an overlay begins to reveal gaps in current provision, and the lack of a 
coordinated strategy to address the career needs across the cultural sector. We are 
persuaded that this can be successfully addressed in two ways: 

• establishing a national body comprising creative individuals to allow peer-
group assessment 
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• ensuring the cultural infrastructure includes a body with clear responsibility to 
support creative individuals holistically and strategically.11  

Our proposals for the cultural infrastructure are contained in Section 10. Depending 
on what option is chosen, there should be a direct relationship between responsible 
bodies, and it would be appropriate for the latter to service the former. 

A national council for the creative individual 

The Commission proposes that a national council for the creative individual be 
created, although we feel it should have a different title, perhaps derived from Scots 
or Gaelic. It would be a membership body whose members are nominated and 
elected annually by their peers. We believe it should reflect the diversity of the 
creative individual in contemporary Scotland and should not exclude any discipline or 
area within the cultural sector. New members could be announced in an annual 
ceremony, perhaps by the First Minister on St Andrew’s Day, to confer profile and 
standing on the role of the creative individual in Scottish life. 

The body should be self-regulating and governing. We believe membership should 
be based on excellence and achievement but also encourage potential. Essentially, it 
should act as a forum to encourage: 

• exchange between cultural disciplines 

• mentoring between the experienced and those at an early stage of their 
creative life 

• an articulate voice for the creative individual in Scotland. 

We have considered whether it would be appropriate for such a body to recommend 
grant awards to individuals and believe that this would be more effectively and 
appropriately a duty for an administrative body. We have considered whether 
members of the council should be eligible for annual financial assistance, including 
pension. We believe the adjustments we have proposed below to the existing tax and 
benefits system are a fairer way of ensuring broad assistance to individuals. 
However, we also recognise that many creative individuals are among the lowest 
earners in society and that no opportunity should be lost which alleviates this. We 
therefore ask the Executive to consider allocating additional financial support for 
council members. 

The council should be serviced by a separate agency nominated by the Scottish 
Executive. Our infrastructure options in Section 10 indicate what form this might take. 

Scottish Executive/agency support 

The Scottish Executive or, more appropriately, its nominated representative should 
ensure that the needs of the creative individual are coordinated to maximum effect. 
The following functions need to be undertaken: 

• coordinate existing support 

• identify gap areas of provision 

                                                 
11  In the options we propose in Section 10, this would be either Culture Scotland or the  
 Centre for Creativity 
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• work with appropriate agencies and private sector to develop methods of 
support 

• develop opportunities in the five areas of support identified above: 

− professional advice/mentoring  
− financial support 
− business advice 
− reflection/research 
− further training/learning 

 

• develop the role of, and opportunities for, the individual representing Scotland 
abroad 

• promote the profile of the creative individual nationally and internationally. 

Whilst we do not believe that this merits a separate organisation, we do believe that it 
is a significant task and should be a discrete element within a single body. 

Awards 

We are supportive of the need to develop awards that are appropriate, distinctive, 
and meaningful. In general we believe these are most effective from the peer group, 
although sometimes also by public acclaim. Membership of the council itself should 
be seen as a notable achievement, nationally and internationally, and perhaps some 
award or title should accompany it.  

We believe there is scope to develop another level of award for outstanding 
contribution over a sustained period of time to the cultural life of Scotland. Such 
awards could be nominated from a combination of sources – Parliament, the public 
and the council. We ask the Scottish Executive or their nominated representative to 
develop this further, perhaps using the expertise of the Royal Society of Edinburgh. 

Additional support for the creative individual  

The Commission believes that there are three main areas where additional support 
would be valuable: 

• tax and employment 

• mentoring 

• brokerage with private sector. 

Tax and employment  

In our international evidence, the assumption behind tax exemption was that artists, 
creators and producers are crucially important to many economically important 
cultural industries, yet often supply unpaid or underpaid labour. We heard evidence 
of this also being widespread in Scotland. One effective way to address this is 
through the tax and benefits system. This is operated at UK level and is not, of 
course, a devolved matter.  
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Creators and artists should be entitled to the support of the state in an appropriate 
and fair way. The social security system should acknowledge the nature of their 
employment patterns, which are often casual. We believe a scheme of fiscal support 
for creators and for creative individuals12 should be developed and that the Scottish 
Executive promote this to the UK government. The following should be elements 
within the proposed scheme: 

• creators should be eligible for annual tax exemption on copyright income up 
to an agreed figure 

• a review of access to social security for both creators and interpretive artists 
to enable automatic welfare support (non contributory job seekers’ allowance) 
benefits after two years in business. 

• freelance creators and interpretive artists should be eligible to spread their 
income over a three year period for tax purposes 

• creators should be eligible for income tax relief 

• creative products should have a reduced level of VAT 

• public subsidy to creators and creative individuals should be tax-free 

• tax incentive for employers to hire part-time creators with the same benefits 
as a full-time employee.  

Mentoring  

Whilst mentoring is not a universally adopted method of assisting development, 
opportunities already exist in some areas of the cultural sector, notably NESTA, for 
whom mentoring is a core activity, and the SAC who have increasingly used mentors 
to assist projects. We believe this is a key area to be developed by the Scottish 
Executive-designated agency referred to above. 

Brokerage with the private sector  

We believe there are tremendous opportunities to be realised from developing links 
between the private sector and creative individuals. Again, NESTA have this as a 
core function and have demonstrated the positive benefits of ideas exchange, 
business advice and support, and developing new ways of encouraging investment. 
We recommend this approach is developed by the Scottish Executive-designated 
agency referred to above. 

                                                 
12  ‘Creators’ are defined as individuals whose work results in an original literary, musical, 

artistic, craft or screen-based work and ‘interpretive artists’ are defined as individuals who 
interpret or perform the above.  
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7.10 Built environment, architecture and design 

7.10.1 Our understanding 

We understand that cultural activity takes place in a broad range of buildings, 
specialist and general, national and local. The bulk of activity takes place in informal 
or community settings, for example in hotels, clubs, civic halls and community 
centres. There are, therefore, limitations on the scope of how we might realistically 
assess ‘adequacy’ as we are required to do in our remit, and make recommendations 
based upon it. 

We have understood our primary role in this regard to take views on the condition 
and suitability of the current built infrastructure; on the availability and distribution of 
the built infrastructure; and to use as context the First Minister’s expressed views on 
matters of design. 

7.10.2 The national cultural estate 

Scotland has an outstanding and varied cultural estate, from pre-historic tombs to the 
Edinburgh townscape classified as a world heritage site. The built environment 
comprises historic buildings and brand new structures, the layout of our playgrounds 
and parks and the assembly of street furniture. Perhaps as a result of this breadth, 
there lacks a strategic overview of the cultural estate as a whole. We believe that 
acknowledging the concept of a ‘national cultural estate’ would be a significant and 
necessary first step to addressing this.  

We recognise that a significant amount of cultural activity takes place in, for example, 
schools and churches but we do not believe it would be realistic to include every 
venue that holds cultural activity in a definition of the cultural estate. A more practical 
definition might be: either a facility whose sole or primary purpose is for cultural 
activity, or the sole, or a key, facility within a community used for cultural activity. In 
some instances such a facility will indeed be the local school or church hall. 

7.10.3 Auditing the cultural estate 

We believe that the variety of Scotland’s rich built environment would benefit from a 
strategic overview as a national cultural estate. Planning capital development at 
national, regional and local levels should be more strategic. There was a frequently 
expressed view that ‘the loudest voice’ usually succeeds when arguing for capital 
investment, and that projects for the National Institutions may be at the expense of 
comparative investment in regional and local cultural estate that might yield 
potentially greater benefits. 

The Commission recommends that an audit of Scotland’s cultural estate is an 
absolute prerequisite. This should include an assessment of condition, investment 
required, citizen engagement, strategic importance and quality of design. 

7.10.4 Standards in cultural facilities 

There should be nationally agreed standards for the level and nature of provision of 
cultural facilities. The aims should be two-fold: 

• to improve the quality of design and use of the facilities themselves 

• to assess what level of access to what range of facilities is required for a 
healthy community. 
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7.10.5 National Estates Forum 

On the basis of the audit and standards, a national strategy for Scotland’s cultural 
estate should be prepared. The national strategy should specify the level of funding 
required and recommend how this might be sourced and prioritised. 

To take the strategy process forward, we believe there is a need for National Estates 
Forum that brings together representatives of the cultural estate, i.e. Scottish 
Executive and its relevant agencies, local authorities, National Trust for Scotland 
(NTS), A+DS, the Lighthouse and other relevant bodies. 

Their primary purposes would be to: 

• commission and oversee a national audit of Scotland’s cultural estate 

• devise and propose national standards of good design and good practice 

• develop a national strategy for maintaining and developing the cultural estate 

• prepare a case for investment. 

7.10.6 A better quality built environment 

The Commission believes that we should ensure that the standards of design of our 
built environment are improved, and we should support ways of creating greater 
opportunities for our architects and designers. 

The First Minister said: 

“The planning system can be a powerful tool to encourage creativity in 
both open spaces and the built environment. The right to an 
aesthetically pleasing environment is as much a right for the poor in run 
down areas as it is for the rich living in today's conservation areas. 

While gardens and designed landscapes are important both culturally 
and historically, the planning system can encourage the use of art in the 
design of new open spaces. The inclusion of elements of art can 
encourage a sense of ownership and community pride in the open 
space.” 

     Jack McConnell, St Andrew’s Day, 2003 

We share his desire for a better environment for our citizens and this view was 
heavily endorsed in our consultation. We propose two ways of achieving this: 

Education  

Awareness of the benefits of a better quality built environment and understanding the 
possibilities of how this might be achieved are both essential. We believe this must 
be achieved through education. The Lighthouse and the Scottish Executive’s 
Architecture Policy Unit already make important contributions in this area, as does 
the Aberdeenshire Environmental Education Centre. 
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We believe there are opportunities to increase the investment in education and 
awareness projects and to investigate how these might engage more directly with 
schools and colleges. The Lighthouse, in association with the Scottish Executive, is 
best placed to do this. We have proposed in Section 5 that the schools estate be built 
with clear educational vision and to high design standards. The Commission accepts 
the proposal from The Lighthouse to offer a referral facility for all schools’ building 
projects. Young Scots educated in those circumstances will have a head start and 
will approach the outside world with educated eyes, able to ‘read’ their surroundings 
and be sympathetic and proprietorial about their environment. Design should be a 
central part of the learning experience and the buildings and parklands of the 
community should be part of the educator’s teaching resource. 

Procurement and statutory processes  

Design standards should be formalised as part of the procurement process for new 
buildings. Advice and mentoring should be provided to assist developers and 
architects with this process. We heard views that suggested this should not be 
compulsory but should provide guidance and encourage good practice. We agree 
with the need for guidance but are persuaded that results are more likely if such 
procedures are formalised within the planning and procurement process. 

We are conscious there is a strong view this process is already considered 
overburdened with regulation. However, we believe that a statutory obligation to 
consult on design standards at an early stage in the procurement process will ensure 
the significance of design is acknowledged by architects and developers, and ensure 
the standard of design is gradually improved. A+DS would be an obvious choice as 
statutory consultee, but they are currently at too early a stage in their existence to 
take on such a role. It may be that, in the light of two to three year’s experience, they 
will have developed that capacity. In the meantime we would strongly recommend 
early referral to A+DS for advice on how good practice can become an accepted part 
of the procurement process.  

7.10.7 Protecting our built heritage 

The historic environment is a valuable part of our tourist strategy. The skills for 
conservation of historic buildings, however, have to be re-invented. What is not 
evident is the mechanism for debate, discussion and advocacy. We are keen that 
those from the professional bodies such as RIAS and RTPI come together with those 
who have significant interests in the built estates – schools, cultural buildings and the 
church estates – to begin the exchange of information and ideas that will lead to the 
coordination of thought needed to produce coherent national policies. This might be 
best achieved initially within the proposed National Estates Forum. 

Charter for Good Design 

Although not part of our remit, we received several cogent submissions detailing the 
importance of design, a view that we share. We would therefore recommend greater 
emphasis be placed on the importance of design, and the role of designers, in 
Scotland. One way of ensuring standards of design are raised would be to draft and 
implement a Charter, or Guideline, for Good Design in the Public Estate. This is 
something the proposed National Estates Forum could consider as part of their remit 
to address standards. 

We would suggest the following as potential areas for such a charter: 

• all public and cultural buildings (e.g. schools, hospitals) should: 
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− contribute positively to the public realm, their surrounding context and the 
local community 

− meet the highest standards of access for people with a disability 
− work well for all users and add social and business value to service 

delivery 
− provide opportunities for commissioning artwork and architect/artist 

collaborations. 
 

• all public/cultural buildings should also be: 

− of outstanding design quality 
− well built, built to last and easy to maintain 
− ecologically sound, energy efficient and minimise resource use in 

construction and use. 
 

• selection procedures should ensure that the best/most talented architects are 
employed 

• there should be opportunities for new and younger talent to work on public 
sector and cultural projects. 

• all clients of public buildings should recognise and acknowledge the cultural 
value of their investment. 

The aim of this process should be for outstanding results and diversity, not 
uniformity, and standards would therefore need to be carefully described to avoid 
misinterpretation. The SAC insistence on good design being demonstrated in their 
capital lottery projects is an excellent example of this. The recent arrival of ‘design 
champions’ in both Edinburgh and Glasgow is very welcome and this policy could be 
more widely adopted among public bodies. 

Valuing architects 

The Commission applauds the work of contemporary Scottish architects. David 
Page, Richard Murphy, Malcolm Fraser and the partnership Nicoll Russell and others 
have shown how to create high-grade contemporary buildings that fulfil their purpose 
and enhance their communities. Foreign architects such as Miralles and Gehry have 
also produced remarkable contemporary work. 

Malcolm Fraser described what he saw to be the task of his professional 
contemporaries: 

“…a strength of our contemporary architectural character will be an 
understanding that our relationship to our built environment involves caring for 
it, and learning from it. We must be community architects, must look and 
listen, must repair, must persuade our government to give us an equitable 
way of valuing the world around us, must enlarge our idea of sustainability. 
Just as we must make the most of people, so should we make the most of the 
whole environment around us, love it for what it is, and what we have done 
with it.” 
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The Commission agrees with this view and is committed to seeing Scottish 
architectural talent being encouraged to flourish. We are concerned, however, that 
Scottish architectural practices are sometime excluded from competition at the 
earliest stage, as pre-selection decisions are often made on the basis of the 
practice’s ability to show Professional Indemnity Insurance at £5m, which 
automatically excludes 95% of Scottish architects’ businesses.  

To project major public investment such as rebuilding the schools’ estate, 
mechanisms must be put in place to ensure that Post Occupation Evaluation (POE) 
is an integral part of any substantial programme of building. We welcome an 
indication that the Scottish Executive’s Education Department is addressing the 
matter and believe this should be extended more broadly.  

The Commission recommends that these matters be reviewed by a group comprising 
those who commission and those who are commissioned, and that this group reports 
its findings to the Scottish Executive. A review of best practice in Europe could be of 
value. 

Architecture policy 

We found the current Scottish Executive’s architecture policy to be clear and broadly 
consistent with the views we received from elsewhere in the sector. There was some 
frustration expressed, however, that the full potential of the sector was not yet being 
realised. We share this view and would recommend the Executive strengthen their 
architectural policy and allow commensurate staff resource to allow this. 

Historic Scotland and the National Trust for Scotland   

Historic Scotland holds an important portfolio of 300 properties that demand 
conservation and need funding. They are of worldwide interest but are in our care. 
The Historic Scotland portfolio is important for historical, cultural and educational 
reasons. It can also generate income to go towards its upkeep but it is not likely ever 
to show profit.  

A review of Historic Scotland was carried out in 2004 by the Scottish Executive which 
concluded that there was clear need for significant cultural change within the 
organisation. This is now in hand. There was also a call for a debate with 
stakeholders about Historic Scotland’s practices. In this context, the Commission 
welcomes the reform of the governance of the National Trust for Scotland and its 
recent reorganisation. The agency is now in better financial health than in recent 
years.  

Joint working 

In the spirit of more open and therefore stronger arrangements for the stewardship 
and promotion of Scotland’s historic buildings, roofed and unroofed, the Commission 
suggests that the management of properties in the care of Historic Scotland and the 
National Trust for Scotland might be reviewed again with the aim of assessing the 
viability of joint administration of the two property portfolios. Historic Scotland and 
The National Trust for Scotland have separate asset bases that should stay in 
separate ownership.  
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What is suggested is:  

• a separately constituted management body to generate efficiencies of 
operation, to bring in as much community participation as possible in 
managing local sites and to maximise the marketing and promotion of the 
properties 

• the property management function must include conservation skills and 
development because they are inseparable – this is an area that might result 
in a skills base of international standing and commercial application if properly 
encouraged. 

Key stakeholders who ought to be included in these new arrangements are 
VisitScotland, the National Galleries and National Museum, the Scotland Funds and 
a non-executive director with strong commercial experience, in retail for example. 
The historic properties held by Historic Scotland and the NTS will need conservation. 
The Commission includes the Scotland Funds as participant in these suggested 
arrangements because generating interest in funding for conservation will be 
necessary and the Scottish diaspora may well be a source of help. 

The range of functions carried out by Historic Scotland has caused some comment 
during our consultations. Historic Scotland’s role in the protection of the built 
heritage, inspection of listed buildings, restoration and repair functions, and advice to 
Ministers and owners are accepted by all as legitimate core functions. What is 
questioned is the Executive Agency’s role in managing visitor attractions.  

We should also record the dissatisfaction of some architects and builders with the 
role of Historic Scotland in the consent process. The Commission endorses the 
finding that clear and concise information and guidance on the listed building consent 
process should be provided to all those with interest in the proceedings. The 
Commission believes that there may be benefits in Historic Scotland conferring with 
A+DS on matters of consent and the listing process. 

The new infrastructure 

In Section 10 we propose options for a new cultural infrastructure. The options we 
believe are strongest consolidate the various disciplines within the cultural sector into 
one body. The logic of this approach could be extended to embrace Historic 
Scotland. However, we have not included the organisation in our recommendations 
for two reasons:  

• in its present operation and scale it would imbalance the proposed single 
body 

• any changes to the organisation should be in light of the review with NTS 
proposed above. 

7.11 Language 

“We must cherish our own indigenous languages of course, because they are 
ours. Even more, we must cherish them because they are that part of the 
world’s indivisible heritage that it is our duty to hold in trust for all humanity.”  

Sheena Wellington, May 2005 
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7.11.1 Our understanding 

Scotland is a linguistically diverse country. We have three indigenous languages – 
Gaelic, Scots and English – many regional and local dialects, and the languages of 
our ethnic and multi-cultural communities. For the purposes of this report we have 
taken our lead from the Commission’s remit and focused predominately on Gaelic 
and Scots.  

We believe that Scotland’s indigenous languages, Gaelic and Scots, are national 
treasures and have a central role to play in the cultural life of Scotland. We are 
custodians of these languages and we should take this responsibility seriously. We 
believe the distinctiveness of Scotland in the eyes of the rest of world is enhanced by 
the Gaelic and Scots languages, and the identity of Scots is strengthened through 
validation of the international significance of our own spoken languages. We 
recommend in Section 5 there should be standards prepared for the languages 
(Gaelic and Scots) where Scots are the chief custodians.  

We recognise the difficulties facing endangered and lesser-used languages 
throughout Europe. Only a small percentage of Scots speak Gaelic and the 
significance of the Scots language is not universally appreciated by Scots. We 
understand, however, that parity of esteem is a prerequisite for any custodian of a 
language, and an essential starting point for development. 

7.11.2 Gaelic and Scots in contemporary Scotland 

Gaelic 

With fewer than 60,000 speakers in Scotland, comprising 1% of the total population, 
a third of the numbers of a century before, Gaelic is technically an endangered 
language. However, the Scottish Executive is moving towards implementing 
measures to safeguard the position of the language and its associated culture. Gaelic 
is being supported through legislation, with the Scottish Executive’s Gaelic Language 
Bill and Bòrd na Gàidhlig which was set up by the Executive in 2003 as one of the 
responses to the Ministerial Advisory Group on Gaelic. The Bòrd advises Scottish 
Ministers on all areas of Gaelic development and its primary task is to create a 
sustaining and growing future for the language. 

“Although the language (Gaelic) is in a precarious state, it is far for dead, and 
indeed there is much to be optimistic about. In 2005 we are on the verge of a 
real turning point in the fortunes of the language.” 

Bòrd na Gàidhlig, March 2005 

Gaelic now features at all levels of education in Scotland: pre-school, primary, 
secondary, further and higher education, and as part of teacher training. Gaelic 
language and education are not confined to the traditional Gaelic-speaking areas of 
Scotland but are also established in the main urban areas, with people of all ages 
encouraged to learn.13 Gaelic education in Scottish primary schools has increased 
with each passing year. 

                                                 
13  Data extracted from Scottish Executive archive data at www.scotland.gov.uk/publications 
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A Gaelic Broadcasting Fund grant aids around 150 hours of Gaelic language 
programming each year on a variety of Scottish television channels and networks 
and supports Gaelic radio services. In addition, more than 100 hours of Gaelic 
programmes are aired each year by BBC Scotland, Scottish Television, and 
Grampian Television, at their own expense.14  

Scots 

Prior to 1900 Scots was the most commonly spoken language in Scotland, reaching 
a height of 3 million or more speakers in the late 1800s. Today 30% of people are 
believed to use Scots in daily life.15 Like Gaelic, Scots has been found to be strongest 
in rural and remote areas of Scotland, with urban regions dominated by standard 
English.16 As a consequence, it has been registered by the European Bureau of 
Lesser Used Languages.  

Despite attempts to restore the Scots language, several submissions suggested 
historic negativity towards Scots persists and the public still perceives the Scots 
language as inferior and that the value of the Scots language will not change unless 
it is heard at all levels of Scottish society and is promoted more positively.  

“The Executive must take urgent action to end discrimination against the 
Scots language”.  

Scots Language Resource Centre and 
Scottish Parliament Cross Party Group on the Scots Language, January 2005 

 
“Scots has suffered from its proximity to English, being too often dismissed as 
‘bad English’, ‘the language of the gutter’ and so on. Not surprisingly, if 
people are consistently told that their language is inferior, debased and an 
impediment to success in life, if they are denied formal access to the great 
bulk of the literature written in that language, and if they are discouraged from 
using that language in the context of education, they will develop a highly 
ambivalent attitude towards it.” 

        Itchy Coo, January 2005 

For the past twenty years, organisations such as Scots Language Dictionaries have 
endeavoured to further the cause of Scots through a variety of publications. The 
Scots Language Resource Centre (SLRC) in Perth, Central Scotland was established 
as a principal source of textual and archival information on Scots.17 The SLRC is a 
member of the European Bureau of Lesser Used Languages and participates in the 
Scottish Parliament's cross party group on the Scots Language. 

                                                 
14  Data extracted from Scottish Executive archive data at www.scotland.gov.uk/publications 
15  http://scotsyett.com/anent/attitudes.asp 2004 
16  The Scots Leid Associe website at http://www.lallans.co.uk/furthsettins/info.html 2004 
17  Why Scots Matters, McClure and Derrick (1997) Saltire Society 
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7.11.3 Our consultation 

Advocacy  

From the consultation responses and submissions received, and the conversations 
that the Commission has held with Bòrd na Gàidhlig, the Gaelic and Scots cultural 
groups and stakeholders from Scotland’s other linguistic communities, it would 
appear that perhaps the greatest challenge facing our indigenous languages is the 
absence of a single voice or advocate for our indigenous languages. Both 
communities feel their language is discriminated against and both feel strongly their 
language needs to receive greater recognition by government through additional 
legislation and increased support for their language’s development.  

The Commission supports the valuable work of Bòrd na Gàidhlig and considers its 
role essential in delivering the National Plan for Gaelic, once the Gaelic Language 
Bill is enacted.  

Institute for the Indigenous Languages of Scotland 

A proposal for an Institute for the Languages of Scotland has been developed by a 
number of academic institutions and language agencies working together since 1999. 
The rationale is that Scotland is lacking an important resource that has been shown 
in other countries to play a central role in supporting and leading on language policy. 
A feasibility study was completed in 2003 based on a wide consultation with the 
sector involving Scots, Gaelic, and other indigenous, historic and community 
language interest groups. The proposal is currently with the Scottish Executive. The 
study suggests that the Institute “address the language interests, needs and 
concerns of the people of Scotland”. The National Cultural Strategy (2000) also 
describes the aim to establish a centre for the languages of Scotland.18  

The study suggests the Institute works in association with such organisations as Bòrd 
na Gàidhlig, and their function would be to: 

• provide an overarching body to steward Scotland’s language resources 

• work with existing language organisations to coordinate activities at a national 
level 

• stimulate relevant research for the sector 

• provide language materials for formal educational purposes 

• build bridges between diverse language communities in Scotland 

• promote Scotland’s languages internationally. 

The benefits of the Institute would include: 

• a single access point for expert knowledge and reliable information on all 
Scotland’s languages, including for policy makers 

                                                 
18  The proposal has also been recommended to the Commission in submissions received  

from: the Scots Language Resource Centre and the Scottish Parliament Cross Party 
Group on the Scots Language; Catriona Black, Robert Seaton, Lis Smith, Ron Turnbull 
and Murray Tyrrell; Scottish Language Dictionaries; Faclair na Gàidhlig; and the SNP. 
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• an authoritative institution to provide information and advice on language 
matters to policy makers 

• increased accountability and credibility for the sector 

• advice/mentoring on advocacy, outreach and promotion for language 
organisations  

• coordination for new groups and language initiatives 

• language services and resources for the public. 

The proposed Institute would perform an advocacy role on behalf of the sector and 
would provide information resources to assist and coordinate the advocacy efforts of 
individual organisations.  

The proposal for the Institute has received significant support from many Gaelic and 
Scots language bodies and academic institutions as well as community languages 
groups. The range of partners involved in the proposal highlights the level of demand 
in the sector for an umbrella organisation such as the Institute. Special status would 
be afforded by the Institute to Scots, Scottish English and Gaelic as indigenous 
languages in need of conservation. However, the Institute could be also all-inclusive 
and support non-indigenous languages, for example Arabic, Urdu, Cantonese etc.  

We believe a representative body for the indigenous languages of Scotland should 
be created. Such a body should primarily seek to develop standards of good practice 
for languages, to advocate, and to ensure cooperation and collaboration between 
existing bodies and initiatives. 

We believe there is also an important developmental role to be undertaken (such as 
that outlined for the proposed Institute) and, depending on the chosen infrastructure 
model (as set out in Section 10) it may be appropriate for this new representative 
body to undertake that role. If not, then an organisation/s should be clearly identified 
to undertake these responsibilities. 

Language status 

Submissions have highlighted the need for Gaelic and Scots to be given enhanced 
status, and for these languages to have parity of esteem with English. There have 
also been calls for “equal levels of funding to be given to each of Scotland’s 
indigenous languages.” 19  

The Commission agrees that the current disparity in funding for Scotland’s 
indigenous languages should be addressed. The prospect of a Gaelic Language Act 
is seen as a useful step20 and there is considerable support for Scots to have its 
status enhanced. The Scots Language Resource Centre in its September 2004 
submission calls for “efforts to be put in place which will address the present 
invisibility of the Scots language”.  

                                                 
19  the Scots Language Resource Centre and the Scottish Parliament Cross Party Group on 
 the Scots Language 
20  SNP Submission, February 2005 
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One option suggested to the Commission by the Scots Language Resource Centre 
and the Scottish Parliament Cross Party Group on the Scots Language is the 
implementation, by the Executive, of the provisions of the European Charter for 
Regional and Minority Languages that apply to Scots. An alternative suggestion 
aimed at raising the status and profile of Scots to that of Gaelic is an Indigenous 
Languages Bill, suggested to the Commission by the SNP. 

There is unanimous belief within the Gaelic community that the Gaelic Language Bill 
once enacted will bring about a step change in attitudes towards the language and 
ensure its development is undertaken consistently across Scotland. We understand 
there may be some concern at the potential financial consequences of such a step, 
and these should therefore be elaborated. The logic behind a new Indigenous 
Languages Bill is that this would begin the process of increasing the status and 
awareness of Scotland’s other indigenous languages. 

We are broadly supportive of the views seeking to improve the status of our 
indigenous languages. We believe a practical way of elaborating the consequences, 
both financial and legislative, of these suggestions is an interim stage of 
development. We recommend that the proposed new representative body prepare a 
National Indigenous Language Strategy that explores the most effective way to 
promote and develop both languages across Scotland. The strategy should address 
issues such as education, publishing, media and promotion. This recommendation 
represents the views of many of the Commission’s consultees, including the Scots 
Language Society and the SNP. 

Education 

The development of Gaelic education is perceived as being key to its future and 
there are calls for not only the option of Gaelic being available for all school children, 
but for children to receive their full formal education through the medium of Gaelic.21 
There have also been calls, particularly from the Scots speaking community, for state 
schools to encourage respect for linguistic diversity and provide opportunities for 
pupils to learn about the variety of languages and dialects used in Scotland22 and that 
these opportunities should be provided as soon as practicable. One group of 
consultees has taken this proposal further and, in addition to calling for Scotland’s 
indigenous languages to be in the schools curriculum, called for them to be a national 
priority in education under the Standards in Scotland’s School’s Act 2000.23 It should 
also be observed that Scots and Gaelic song and poetry have carried these 
languages forward historically and can play a significant role in education in the 
future. Another has suggested that Gaelic education should be compulsory in all 
schools in the Highlands and Islands.24  

                                                 
21  Bòrd na Gàidhlig, March 2005 
22  the Scots Language Resource Centre and the Scottish Parliament Cross Party Group on 
  the Scots Language 
23  Catriona Black, Robert Seaton, Lis Smith, Ron Turnbull and Murray Tyrrell, January 2005 
24  Alasdair MacKenzie, September 2004 
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There are resource implications associated with any proposal to extend language 
teaching or awareness in schools. Catriona Black, Robert Seaton, Lis Smith, Ron 
Turnbull and Murray Tyrrell, in their January 2005 submission are very clear on the 
implications when they say that the “Scottish Executive needs to provide resources to 
enable the training of teachers across Scotland who can deliver Scots language and 
literature education into our schools”.25 Furthermore, they propose that every local 
authority education department should be obliged to develop a Scots Language 
strategy and employ one designated Scots language teacher. Itchy Coo is 
developing a programme of training as a model of what could be achieved with 
adequate funding. Suggestion of a web-based Scots language teaching resource 
could possibly be developed in partnership with Learning and Teaching Scotland 
(LTS). 

The Commission supports calls for all schools in Scotland to encourage respect for 
linguistic diversity and provide opportunities for pupils to learn about the variety of 
languages and dialects used in Scotland. This, if enacted, would ensure that 
awareness of both Gaelic and Scots was delivered throughout Scotland. The 
implications of the Gaelic Language Bill on Gaelic language education will be 
significant and should be given the opportunity to develop. 

Publishing  

Publishing Gaelic and Scottish language material is highly reliant on financial 
subsidies and support from the Scottish government, and both industries are trying to 
develop and expand their capacity and sales. Those publishers that do specialise in 
Gaelic titles are generally small. Despite these issues, the inclusion of a Gaelic 
language option in the Scottish school curriculum in Scotland has created a demand 
for educational materials and Scotland’s specialist publishers have experienced 
problems in keeping up with the growth in Gaelic-medium education.  

We understand that the absence of a popular reading culture is a challenge for the 
diversification of the Gaelic publishing industry away from educational titles. There is 
no doubt that a strong publishing sector in Gaelic and Scots is important to the 
survival of both languages. There is a need for both high quality educational reading 
material and popular or regular material and publications. 

The Commission supports the work already being undertaken by Bòrd na Gàidhlig in 
working with the SAC, Comhairle nan Leabraichean, Stòrlann Nàiseanta na Gàidhlig 
and others in developing material for not only educational purposes but for general 
enjoyment. We believe that further efforts should be made to encourage 
diversification of Gaelic publishing and to increase the range and quality of books, 
magazines and articles. This could be achieved by Bòrd na Gàidhlig encouraging the 
creation of new publications in Gaelic and by developing the existing support by the 
SAC towards books and other publications in Scots. 

Oral traditions  

The power of Scottish storytelling has been revived by the Scottish Storytelling 
Forum and Centre in Edinburgh. A new generation of talented storytellers has 
emerged from a wide variety of cultural backgrounds to champion the art of oral 
storytelling in diverse modern contexts. There are now over ninety professional 
storytellers working in Scotland, alongside a much more extensive community 
network.  

                                                 
25  Itchy Coo Education, January 2005 
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We believe the Scottish Storytelling Centre is key to the successful development of 
storytelling in Scotland and that it should be resourced adequately to ensure it can 
develop and implement a national strategy for development. 

Language promotion  

The promotion of Gaelic language and culture throughout Scotland is one of the 
functions of Bòrd na Gàidhlig. It does this by promoting information schemes and 
events, initiatives that raise the profile of Gaelic and by increasing the use of ICT. 
The Commission supports this work and believes that there is a continuing need to 
highlight the importance of both Gaelic and Scots as part of Scotland’s national 
identity, both at home and abroad.  

We understand that the Scottish Executive is currently preparing an internal strategy 
to ensure that Gaelic is incorporated within its agencies’ development plans. 

Use of indigenous languages  

The status of Scots could also be enhanced by key institutions and bodies making 
use of the language in a variety of physical and virtual spaces, and staff could be 
employed whose job it is to promote and protect Scotland’s indigenous languages.26 
Indigenous languages could also be used be used by the Executive (and its 
agencies) in its publications and on its website. 

We believe that there should be formal measurement of the number of Scots 
speakers and that it should be included as part of the Census. Broadcasting is an 
important part of maintaining use and visibility of the languages, and enhancing their 
status. The Scottish Executive and Bòrd na Gàidhlig should encourage the extension 
of the range, quality and availability of Gaelic television programmes. 

                                                 
26  the Scots Language Resource Centre and the Scottish Parliament Cross Party Group on 
 the Scots Language 

Scottish Storytelling Centre 

Having flourished for many centuries, storytelling in Scotland is enjoying a
contemporary renaissance. The Scottish Storytelling Forum, established in 1992
as a national charity for storytelling, proved so popular that in 1997 a dedicated
Scottish Storytelling Centre was created. Situated on Edinburgh’s historic Royal
Mile, the Centre has several performing spaces and reaches over 200,000 people
each year through events and workshops.   

The Storytelling Centre acts as a gateway to Scotland’s oral traditions through
stories of Celtic saints and Vikings as well as tales of Scottish heroes and villains.
The Centre’s current programmes include Gaelic, Rural and Urban Scots and the
oral culture of the Scottish Travellers. Stories are also related in Norse as well as
the tongues of Scotland’s ethnic communities including Arabic, Hindi and
Chinese. The Storytelling Centre also acts as an important channel for diverse
international oral cultures, culminating in the annual Scottish International
Storytelling Festival celebrating oral traditions from around the world and featuring
international storytellers and performers. 
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The Commission acknowledges that parity of esteem is a prerequisite for any 
custodian of a language, and an essential starting point for development. 

7.12 Summary of recommendations  

We recommend:  

1) That ‘national’ status should be defined by Parliament, that the cohort of 
bodies/organisations with ‘national’ status should be open to change and that 
‘national’ status be subject to continuing ability to meet the terms defined by 
Parliament. 

2) A best value review of SAC core-funded organisations.  

3) The establishment in legislation of a Board of Scottish National Performing 
Companies and a Board of National Institutions with Collections.  

4) Clear, simplified funding contracts between the Scottish Executive or its 
appointed representative and the national companies and institutions detailing 
performance expectation and level of public investment. 

5) A single funding source for the national performing companies and national 
collections.  

6) A ‘best value’ review of the national performing companies including; built 
estates, administration, repertoire planning system, and orchestral provision 

7) That on satisfactory completion of the best value review, and prior to 
establishing the National Board, that the national performing companies have 
increased baseline investment and any outstanding deficits cleared. 

8) A Youth Arts Strategy Forum be created with representatives from each of the 
National Youth Performing Arts Companies and appropriate Scottish 
Executive Departments. 

9) The national youth companies should develop a nationally recognised ‘kite-
marking’ service for trained instructors. 

10) There should be a forum for the National Companies and National Youth 
Companies, to create a co-ordinated strategy for educational and youth arts 
in Scotland. 

11) That a Touring Exchange should be established.  

12) That a consortium led by the lead agency (or the SAC preceding the adoption 
of the new infrastructure model) should develop the shape and operation of 
the Touring Exchange. 

13) That an International Unit should be established within any new cultural 
infrastructure. Its main functions would be to: 

− coordinate, together with Scottish Executive’s External Relations and 
EventScotland, the major cultural events abroad, including Tartan Week 

 
− develop range and type of international events, including Capitals of 

Culture 
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− develop the Institutes of Culture concept 
 
− broker cultural sector links with: 
 

− Scottish businesses promoting abroad 
− international development opportunities 
− develop a Cultural Ambassador programme. 

 

14) That a national council for the creative individual be created and an inspiring 
name adopted 

15) That support for creative individuals becomes a discrete part of a single 
agency. 

16) A national awards scheme for creative individuals should be introduced. 

17) A scheme of fiscal support for creators and for creative individuals 
(interpretive artists) should be developed and promoted to the UK 
government by the Scottish Executive. 

18) That the creation of a National Estates Forum with representatives of the 
cultural estate, to include Scottish Executive, its relevant agencies, local 
authorities, National Trust for Scotland, A+DS, The Lighthouse and the 
Church Estates. 

19) That the National Estates Forum commission a national audit of Scotland’s 
cultural estate, devise and propose national standards of good design and 
good practice, develop a national strategy for maintaining and developing the 
cultural estate and prepare a case for investment. 

20) That early referral to A+DS for advice on good practice should become an 
accepted part of the procurement process and that the Scottish Executive 
should consider developing this into a statutory role. 

21) That a guideline for good practice in design of the public estate should be 
prepared and implemented.  

22) That the programme for raising awareness of architecture and design issues 
in schools and colleges should be extended and early advice sought by local 
authorities from the facility proposed by The Lighthouse. 

23) That a report should be commissioned by the Scottish Executive to consider 
how to involve the best Scottish talent in the design of the public estate, and 
to address issues of good practice. 

24) The management of properties in the care of Historic Scotland and NTS is 
reviewed to assess the viability of joint administration. 

25) That a representative body for the indigenous languages of Scotland should 
be created. This body would develop standards of good practice, advocate 
and ensure cooperation and collaboration between existing bodies and 
initiatives. 
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26) That there should be a national indigenous language strategy. This could be a 
responsibility of the proposed new body. 

27) That the Scottish Storytelling Centre should be resourced to develop and 
implement a national strategy for developing storytelling.  
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Section 8   Planning and partnership 

8.1 Our remit 
This area was referred to in several parts of our remit. In this section we address the 
following: 

“The Commission is therefore asked: 

− for specific guidance on the responsibilities of… local authorities 
− to comment on guidance for the private and voluntary sectors 
− to assess the merits, and potential, of cultural planning in this 

regard 

and to: 

Consider the relationship between the sectors – public, private and voluntary 

Consider the role of new and emerging technologies and the IT infrastructure 
on the sector and the potential for engagement 

Assess the need for, and nature of, a cultural think tank.” 1  

8.2 Our understanding 

The ‘full ecology of Scotland’s cultural sector’ embraces the key providers – the 
voluntary sector and local authorities, as well as those with a commercial interest – 
the private sector.  

We understand our main task is to identify ways for these key providers to operate 
together, rather than in parallel. We further understand there are opportunities 
emerging from the Information and Communication Technology (ICT) sector that 
could greatly assist delivery, access, education and creation of culture. 

Strategic, cutting-edge thinking is a prerequisite of a healthy, forward-looking cultural 
and creative community and we should identify ways in which this might be achieved. 

8.3 Consultation 

Our consultation was wide ranging across delivery sectors and agencies. We give a 
précis of our consultation at the beginning of each main heading rather than collated 
here. In this section, we will consider the various elements in the following 
categories: 

• fostering growth and innovation 

− cultural planning 
− local government 
− voluntary sector 
− private sector 

 

 

                                                 
1  Cultural Policy Statement/Cultural Commission Remit (2004) Scottish Executive 
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• shaping the future 

− IT creative industries 
− think tank. 

 

8.4 Fostering growth and innovation 

It is government’s obligation to ensure the infrastructure is in place that facilitates the 
development of culture and the citizen’s access to it. That infrastructure can be 
legislative, financial, built or organisational. It is not government’s duty to provide the 
infrastructure (although sometimes it will be) but to ensure it is provided. Government 
can create the environment that stimulates growth and development, and that 
encourages innovation. 

Elsewhere in this report we have indicated the importance of cross-cutting initiatives 
within the public sector. In this section we look more closely at the key providers, the 
processes that may enable them to work together more effectively, and the issues 
that may stimulate their growth. Chief amongst these we believe is cultural planning. 

8.5 Cultural planning 

8.5.1 Our consultation 

We received substantive submissions on cultural planning from several sources, 
including Fablevision, the Arts and Communities Association, Senscot and the 
recently formed Cultural Planning Steering Group. We also studied academic 
research undertaken by Dr Franco Bianchini at De Montfort University, Lia Ghilardi of 
Noema Research and Planning, Professor Colin Mercer, and the ongoing work of 
Jennifer Williams at Creative Communities.  

We also considered case studies of the Bristol Partnership for Sustainable 
Development, Edinburgh Cultural Partnership and the Aberdeen City Centre 
Partnership. 

8.5.2 Defining cultural planning 

“Cultural planning is not the ‘planning of culture’, but a cultural approach to 
urban planning and policy. In particular, while cultural policies tend to have a 
sectoral focus, cultural planning adopts a territorial remit and, crucially, 
focuses on the question of what, for whom, and why.” 2  

      Lia Ghilardi 

                                                 
2  Cultural Planning and cultural diversity, Lia Ghilardi (2004) Noema Research and Planning 
  Ltd 
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Cultural planning and cultural diversity 

Cultural planning can help local government to identify the distinctive cultural 
resources of a city or locality and apply them in a strategic way to achieve key 
objectives in areas such as community or economic development. Cultural planning 
is instrumental in creating participatory opportunities for a variety of social and 
cultural constituencies. 

Cultural planning is, therefore, a cross-sector approach to sustainable community 
development that puts people and culture at the centre. It is a process developed 
through a series of socially engaged creative projects that is entirely citizen-focused. 
Like other approaches it needs appropriate policies and resources to flourish. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8.5.3 Benefits of a cultural planning approach 

A cultural planning approach exemplifies the creation and delivery of cultural 
entitlements locally, which we see as a duty of the cultural planning partnerships we 
propose in Section 10. It takes a holistic approach, allowing access to culture that 
goes beyond attending events or performances. It delivers ownership of, and 
participation in, appropriate developmental cultural activity and allows the creativity of 
people to be acknowledged and respected through participation and contribution to 
the shaping of their own culture, community and environment.  

For example, a cultural planning approach to community regeneration would address 
jobs, training for employment, planning, and development of SMEs in a holistic way, 
not in isolation from each other. Its starting point acknowledges the potential of local 
people and their cultural heritage. Then it considers how best to map, nurture, 
engage and develop the potential creativity and resources of the community. 

Cultural planning in Scotland 

At neighbourhood level, a cultural planning approach has been developed over
the last five years in Glasgow North leading to the creation of the Royston Road
Project in 1997. [www.roystonroadproject.org] At that time there were only two
cultural organisations in the area. There are now eight, developing their own
income, and a network of socially engaged cultural enterprise exists. Professional
arts organisation Fablevision [www.fablevision.org] was the catalyst. Their
involvement encouraged cross-sectoral partnership working and network building.

The Edinburgh Arts and Social Inclusion Project [www.capitalcitypartnership.org]
has been investigating how community-based arts organisations can work in
partnership with the city and others to act as local delivery agents for national and
local policies. 

Over two decades, Shetland Arts Trust has followed a cultural planning approach
that places cultural development centrally allowing it to impact on economic
regeneration, tourism, planning and education. [www.shetland-arts-trust.co.uk] 
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External evidence 

Recent Council of Europe reports: In from the margins, European Task Force on 
Culture and Development (1997) Council of Europe Publishing; Culture at the 
crossroads, Pachter M. and Landry C. (2001) Comedia and Ericarts (2002) and 
Creative Europe: On governance and Management of Artistic Creativity in Europe 
ARCult Media (2003)3 have emphasised that the old ways of delivering cultural 
strategies no longer work. They cite several reasons: public sector organisations are 
limited not only in their potential for independent fundraising but also in providing a 
direct response to cultural and social complexity within communities, and traditional 
cultural policies tend to deliver an arts agenda in isolation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Internal evidence 

The Enterprise and Culture Committee of the Scottish Parliament published an 
extremely interesting and important Report on Arts in the Community in 2005. This 
was based on evidence the Committee had taken form a very broad cross-section of 
arts providers throughout Scotland. Although not explicitly concerned with cultural 
planning, many of the report’s recommendations are entirely congruent with the 
approach and the philosophy outlined above. Its findings were viewed across three 
areas: mainstreaming the arts, funding and evaluation, and practical support.  

One key recommendation in this regard, which we are happy to endorse, is: 

“The committee recommends that, as a matter of urgency, the Scottish 
Executive sets out what actions it will take to mainstream the arts into public 
policy, planning and funding.” 

                                                 
3   www.europa.eu.int May 2005 

Cultural planning outside Scotland 

In England, Bristol City Council has implemented a Cultural Development
Partnership that includes representatives from the council, private sector,
Chamber of Commerce, Arts Council and artists with cultural planning expertise.
The partnership has taken the lead for the regeneration of the city of Bristol.
Creative Lewisham and North London’s Cultural Strategy have both adopted
cultural planning approaches and delivered opportunities for the people of the
neighbourhood and city to participate as active citizens. 

Around the world there are other useful models of good practice. Australia has
implemented a creative city model. A policy directive from central government
tasks each city to develop a cultural planning approach to city regeneration.
Partners for Liveable Communities in the USA addresses issues of access, equity
and participation within the framework of more general social and economic
development. The Porto Palazzo project developed in Turin, Italy focuses on
interventions aimed at the revitalisation of the run-down district of San Salvario
through initiatives directly managed by immigrants, youth and women resident in
the area. Randers in Denmark uses culture as a motor to create more inclusive
urban renewal strategies, aimed at immigrant communities.   
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Our findings throughout this report have been influenced by much of the evidence 
offered to the Committee, on the conclusions they draw and the recommendations 
they make. We commend the full report and its contents for implementation. 

Diversity  

We heard from black, minority and ethnic (BME) artists and performers of the 
challenges of their sector, and of their perception of a cultural ‘mainstream’ which is 
separate from their activity. We will use these terms for ease of reference. 

There was a universally held view that there should be better connection between the 
mainstream and BME creators and organisatons. This view extended into all aspects 
of cultural provision and delivery, from grassroots outreach work to marketing, with 
the key purpose of developing opportunities and audiences. We were persuaded that 
there are creative opportunities for collaboration between artists and also audience 
development by mainstream cultural providers through a closer working relationship 
with BME creators and organisation. 

Some contributors anecdotally suggested Scotland “is ten years behind London and 
Manchester…” in its approach to support for, and integration of, BME initiatives. 
There was a recognition that young people are a core audience for BME and ‘cross-
over’ development work, and that there is far greater scope to promote events than is 
currently taking place. 

This is an area we feel is extremely important and not one that can be summarised, 
or assisted to the level it requires, with a few recommendations in this report. We feel 
it requires a focused and methodical analysis to clearly identify the opportunities and 
actions that can address the current deficiencies. 

8.5.4 Our thinking 

Cultural planning is not about delivering arts and culture, but it is about cross-sectoral 
strategic local development. The cultural third sector – voluntary and social 
enterprise – is well placed to lead on this agenda, in partnership with support from 
the public and private sectors, as proposed for the Cultural Planning Partnerships. 

We are persuaded that sustainable cultural development requires this cross-sectoral 
partnership to be successful. It needs to be combined with clear, shared aims, 
provided by the production of local entitlements, and the resources to implement 
them. We recommend strongly that the philosophy of cultural planning is adopted as 
the operational cornerstone for delivery of culture locally and nationally. 

There are a number of organisations in Scotland and Europe who have experience of 
this approach. We recommend that initiatives be put in place to develop and share 
this experience, particularly with local authorities. We understand that the embryonic 
Scottish Cultural Planning Steering Group may share this aim, and may indeed be 
the most appropriate vehicle to undertake this. 

The Scottish Executive should establish and support a Commission, or similar body, 
to consider further cultural diversity in Scotland and how best to achieve a successful 
balance of different cultures within one country. This is an issue which should also be 
considered by the new cultural infrastructure 
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8.6 Local government 

8.6.1 Our consultation 

Local government has been an enthusiastic contributor to the Commission’s 
meetings, written submissions and Thinking Groups, as well as being represented on 
the Commission Board itself. VOCAL and COSLA combined forces to prepare a 
considered, thought-provoking and helpful paper over several months. This focused 
on the key issues of rights and entitlements and the organisational infrastructure, and 
we have presented their thoughts on these issues in the relevant sections. 

Several local authorities produced substantial written contributions focussing on such 
general issues as the arms-length principle of government, and specific concerns, for 
example, the fabric of their cultural estate. We have included these observations in 
the relevant sections of this report. Similarly, the contributions we have received from 
librarians, archivists, arts development officers, cultural coordinators and elected 
members are integrated within the text of the report in the appropriate sections. 

Local government contributions tended to emphasise the importance of the 
democratic principle and the local mandate for provision and decision-making it 
implies. However, we heard equally clearly from the cultural sector an almost uniform 
concern that the entire responsibility for decision-making and provision should not 
rest within the hands of the local authorities. The reasons for this were varied, 
although they tended to focus on three areas: 

• lack of experience or knowledge of the working practice of creators, and 
therefore a lack of empathy with their needs 

• overly bureaucratic to deal with, from venue-booking to accessing grants 

• inadequate investment in facilities and financial support. 

Several local authorities were often referred to as examples of particularly poor 
cultural provision and support. The tables of financial investment (see Annex A) also 
suggest a great disparity in levels of priority cultural provision between authorities. 
We understand this frustration from the cultural sector to reflect the First Minister’s 
desire to create a more level playing field in terms of levels of provision across 
Scotland. This was indeed one of the key reasons the First Minister identified cultural 
rights and entitlements as a way of redressing this imbalance. 

It seems clear from both written and anecdotal evidence that the difference an 
enthusiastic and supportive local authority can make to cultural provision is immense, 
with the converse also holding true. We heard from many local authority employees 
who were also frustrated at the seemingly low priority their service received within 
their authority. Most welcomed the introduction of national standards and 
entitlements as a positive way of addressing this. Interestingly, several urged the 
creation of an inspectorate-type body to ensure that these standards were being 
delivered properly.  

There was near-universal agreement that the current legislative position invoking 
‘adequate provision’ was no longer appropriate. Some felt this lack of definition had 
been the root cause of the unequal levels of provision across local authority 
boundaries. We found, in general, a willingness from local authorities to look at ways 
of delivering some provision across geographical boundaries. This would be a 
welcome and practical development and, in some cases, is already happening 
through the community planning process. 
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We were reminded by the local government sector that they are willing and feel they 
have the ability to deliver culture locally to a greater extent than at present. However, 
they require the financial resources to do this. 

8.6.2 Our thinking 

Local government is key to the current and future success of cultural provision and 
development in Scotland. Local authorities have been long-term custodians of 
Scotland’s collected cultural artefacts in their museums and galleries, and of its 
knowledge in their libraries and archives. They are active supporters and providers of 
cultural activity in its most diverse forms, from festivals and gala days to workshops 
and classes. Crucially, they are also providers of formal school and pre-school 
education. 

In any infrastructure or policy deliberations on national provision local government 
occupies a central role. We have recognised this in our options presented in Section 
10. Also, as outlined above, they are the key partners in the proposed local cultural 
planning partnerships. As suggested above, we believe the philosophy of cultural 
planning should determine the nature and style of cultural provision. Local authorities 
should take the lead in establishing and servicing these partnerships. However, they 
should recognise that they are one, albeit important, player on them. We suggest the 
composition of these partnerships might look like this: 
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Cross-boundary working will be essential to ensure provision of some types of 
cultural provision or activity in some areas, for example, access to major collections 
and events. We also believe the process of developing joint strategies for provision 
will ensure a more cost-effective result, enabling savings to be re-directed at front-
line provision. 

We recommend that networks of local cultural partnerships be established, with their 
nature and composition to be determined by the partnerships themselves. These 
partnership networks should consider opportunities for cultural provision across 
boundaries, joint posts, joint delivery, cost-sharing, and negotiation with national 
cultural agencies. We believe financial incentives, perhaps initiative-based, to 
encourage partnership networks should be provided by the Scottish Executive or its 
appointed agency. Such networks might look like this: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Local government should be represented in any national policy and decision-making 
body. In future years, additional capital and revenue investment is likely to be 
required to enable cultural entitlements to be fully implemented, and for national 
standards to be raised. We recommend that local authorities should be: 

• invited to show how they will amend existing priorities to reflect this 

• work collaboratively with other authorities and agencies to achieve this 

• given assistance to identify new ways of developing income streams or 
financing 

• where appropriate given additional resources to assist delivery. 
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8.7 Voluntary sector 

8.7.1 Our consultation     

We received many contributions in writing and in meetings that justified our belief that 
the bulk of cultural activity in Scotland is undertaken by the voluntary sector. 
Voluntary organisations provide opportunities to participate in and to attend cultural 
events.  

Scottish Executive 

The Scottish Executive has laid out its key outcomes for the future of the voluntary 
sector in its Volunteering Strategy. This includes: 

An intention that the strategy will deliver: 

• an increased range of young Scots aware of volunteering and the benefits it 
brings to volunteers, communities and organisations, as well as improved 
awareness amongst young people of how to access volunteering  

• increased range of adults aware of the benefits of volunteering and how to get 
involved as a volunteer  

• experiences that match the needs, aspirations and lifestyles of volunteers  

• improved opportunities for skills and personal development through 
volunteering  

• higher standards of volunteer management in both the public and voluntary 
sectors  

• more effective measurement of policy which impacts on volunteering and 
Scottish Executive’s investment in it 

• better evidence with which to identify priorities for Scottish Executive 
interventions to embed a robust culture of volunteering in Scotland.4  

8.7.2 Characteristics of the sector 

We commissioned Bonnar Keenlyside to undertake a study into the input of the 
voluntary sector in Scotland5 to help establish an informed view of the contribution 
the sector makes to Scotland’s cultural landscape. Their findings were reported in 
Section 3 and also inform the rest of this section. Over 4,500 groups were identified 
in the Bonnar Keenlyside study, in a wide range of activities from archaeology, opera 
and Scots language through to arts, dance and opera.  

                                                 
4   Volunteering Strategy (2004) Scottish Executive 
5  Cultural Commission Study of the Impact of the Voluntary Sector to Culture in Scotland,  

Bonnar Keenlyside (2005) A copy of the full report is available from 
www.culturalcommission.org.uk  
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This figure represents only a portion of the overall voluntary sector. Research 
undertaken by the SCVO, also reported in Section 3, showed that arts, sports and 
culture made up 40% of voluntary organisations (estimated to be around 50,000 
organisations) making it the largest segment of the voluntary sector in Scotland. 6 It 
also has the highest number of volunteers (38%) of what Volunteer Development 
Scotland estimated to be a total of 1.76 million adults. 

These survey responses reflect a healthy diversity of activity and demonstrate a very 
close alignment with the strategic priorities of the Scottish Executive’s National 
Cultural Strategy and of the strategic functions of bodies such as the SAC and 
Historic Scotland. We saw in Section 3 that the voluntary sector is responsible for 3 
million attendances at activities, events and facilities per year, equating to over 100 
cultural opportunities being provided by voluntary cultural groups in Scotland each 
day of the year. The attendances alone represent over ten times more than those 
attending performances by the national companies. 

Most professional cultural sector organisations are often dependant on voluntary staff 
who volunteer labour and skills, and also help fundraise and staff major events. 
Indeed most Boards, from the local drama company to the national collections, 
comprise volunteers. Their contribution is vital to the voluntary sector in Scotland. 

Sources of income 

Most organisations rely on their own activity (membership, fundraising, sales, 
admissions) for the majority of their revenue. Otherwise, the most important sources 
of funding are local authorities then National Lottery/Awards for All. A total of 38% of 
respondents to the Bonnar Keenlyside survey were not dependent on any subsidy 
and were entirely self-sufficient. 

Recognition 

Despite the evidence of the valuable contribution of the voluntary sector, providing 
cultural activities and venues that would not otherwise exist, there is a strong feeling 
that this contribution is not currently being recognised and valued by public bodies.  

8.7.3 Issues for the sector 

Further research undertaken on behalf of the Cultural Commission, together with 
consultation responses and research conducted by Voluntary Arts,7 identified a range 
of needs for the voluntary sector in Scotland.  

“The voice of community based groups does not seem to be heard, even 
though we have in the past screamed out loud for help, our screams seem to 
fall on deaf ears”. 

     Mr Stephen Lyden, Chairman Drummy Tech 

                                                 
6  Scottish Voluntary Sector database, SCVO (2002) 
7  Cultural Commission Study of the Input of the Voluntary Sector to Culture in Scotland,  

Bonnar Keenlyside, January 2005; Cultural Commission Consultation Responses; Draft 
Umbrella Body Scoping Review, Voluntary Arts Scotland. 
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Status  

Status is a key concern for many in the sector. Our consultation and research 
revealed the following issues: 

• lack of recognition of the role of the voluntary/community sector in the 
provision of culture in Scotland 

• status of the sector with local authorities, public bodies, and central 
government 

• need to involve the voluntary sector in the planning and development of 
cultural activity at a local, regional and national level 

• establishing the best partnership between the professional and amateur 
sectors 

• need to have a strategic lead for the sector. 

“We need to build upon local, grass-roots activity.” 

     Mark Hope, Woodlands Art Association 

Administration of the sector 

Other concerns focused on the sector’s administration. Issues included: 

• fragmentation of the sector – no sense of ‘the voluntary cultural sector’ 

• need for greater networking and cooperation 

• requirement for leadership 

• collective procurement of services for the sector – insurance, marketing, 
professional services 

• collation of variety of resources into a one-stop portal for the sector 

• requirement for better data on the sector locally and nationally 

• need for on-the-ground development workers at local or regional level.         

 

“A national overhaul of voluntary sector funding is desperately needed. The 
current funding trail is a nightmare for small organisations”. 

Linda Morpurgo, Lochgoilhead Fiddle Workshop 

Operational issues for voluntary organisations 

The third area of concern for voluntary sector organisations was around operational 
issues, including: 

• financial sustainability – ability, time and resources to raise funds restricts 
activity 
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• rising operational costs – rent, insurance, IT, etc 

• funding 

“The key issue for a small rural community such as ours is funding. Whether it 
is the community putting on a cultural event itself or inviting visiting artists, the 
target audience is always too small for ticket sales to cover costs.” 

Jan Brown, Secretary Craignish Village Hall Committee 

• renewal – attraction and maintenance of new members and especially 
committee members 

• ageing profile of members, and audience; lack of turn-over on committees 

• need to attract a wider range of people, young people in particular 

• attracting audiences 

• support to improve standard and quality of work 

• capacity – a need to invest in key skills training and equipment (computers 
etc) to allow the sector to develop 

• finding appropriate venue for activities 

• incentives for volunteers, particularly committee members 

• developing systems of evaluation – to support value of work 

8.7.4 Russell Commission report 

The Russell Commission was established in 2004 to develop a new framework for 
the UK on youth action and engagement in voluntary activities. Following a 
consultation exercise, the Russell Commission published its findings and 
recommendations in January 2005.8   

Opportunities for voluntary activity by young people were considered in the areas of 
media, art, design, music, entertainment, sport, animals and medicine. The report 
recommends that: 

• the image of volunteering needs to be re-branded as fun, interesting and 
normal in order to encourage a wider range of young people to participate 

• the benefits of volunteering should be presented to young people as: personal 
development, personal interest and relevant to young life 

• access to information about volunteering opportunities could be improved by 
creating an online resource or ‘national hub’ that is up-to-date and linked to 
other youth sites 

• volunteering advisers should be established with access to schools and clubs, 
and teachers should promote volunteering 

                                                 
8  A national framework for youth action and engagement, Russell Commission (2005)  
 www.russellcommission.org 
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• voluntary organisations should ensure that they have secure funding to put in 
place youth-centred proposals as well as ongoing training 

•  procedures to make young volunteers feel more valued should be 
established 

• opportunities should be provided for young people to become involved at 
every stage of developing voluntary organisations so that they become more 
youth-led 

• peer champions and ambassadors should be identified and enabled to 
promote voluntary activity and provide advice and mentoring. 

8.7.5 Good practice 

Project Scotland, a full-time volunteering programme for young people, is a 
partnership between the Scottish Executive and the private and voluntary sectors. It 
aims to transform the lives of young people through volunteering experiences and to 
foster a volunteering culture amongst the young. Project Scotland has been 
operational since spring 2005 and is arguably ahead of the Russell Commission in 
terms of its timing. As the project evolves, this initiative will go some way to 
addressing some of the renewal and retention problems experienced by the voluntary 
sector in Scotland. 

The West Lothian example below illustrates how successfully the potential of the 
voluntary sector can be realised through a strategic approach and with modest 
investment to create a voluntary sector development coordinator post. 

Voluntary arts development, West Lothian  

In 2001 West Lothian Council commissioned research to evaluate the
requirement for development of the local voluntary arts sector. It revealed a
highly active but uncoordinated voluntary arts scene and a good opportunity
to support participation, as well as having additional benefits in audience
development and the development of the cultural sector in West Lothian. The
Council agreed to fund a Voluntary Arts Development Coordinator for a three
year period to address issues such as: marketing; audience development;
auditing venues; training for voluntary group members; and networking and
partnerships. 

West Lothian Council set up the West Lothian Voluntary Arts Council in 2001
to act as an umbrella organisation and a mouthpiece for the local sector. The
aim was for this organisation over time to begin to assume the development
aspects of the Coordinator role. 

Since the creation of the Coordinator post: 

• audience and participation figures have increased dramatically for both 
voluntary and professional arts organisations 

• a strategic approach to local authority provision has been developed, 
enabling a strong case for capital funding for facilities development 
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The Commission believes that this approach is worth repeating in other areas. We 
are aware that the nature of the voluntary sector means there is a considerable 
‘churn’ of individuals and this will not always make establishing a Voluntary Arts 
Council the most appropriate means of engaging the local cultural community. We 
are persuaded, however, that a little additional practical resource is often the ‘tipping 
point’ for voluntary cultural activity and, therefore we strongly advocate the creation 
of such posts. 

8.7.6 The importance of the voluntary sector in culture 

The voluntary sector is a vital but often unsung part of Scotland’s cultural 
infrastructure. The sector is a source of tremendous experience, energy and talent 
and voluntary groups are ideally placed and motivated to help ensure the broadest 
possible access to cultural activity in Scotland. They should become key partners in 
decision-making and delivery of cultural activity, locally and nationally. 

Comparatively small investments, that address key issues of training, coordination 
and incentives to counter volunteer burnout, would ensure a disproportionate 
payback to the country’s cultural provision and we hope that more funding will be 
available for the sector in the future. 

8.8 Private sector 

8.8.1 Our understanding 

There is a significant and growing industrial base for culture in Scotland – recording 
studios, the games sector, broadcasting, professional teachers, commercial galleries 
and photographers. We consider these in our section on creative industries, later in 
this section. 

This section of our report will focus on the role and responsibilities of the private 
sector, and its relationship with cultural bodies. We understand this to be in 
particular:  

• sponsorship and donations received by a small number of generally larger 
arts and cultural bodies from business 

• support, often professional services, received in kind by smaller cultural 
organisations and bodies  

Voluntary arts development, West Lothian (cont.) 

• West Lothian Council recently allocated £7.5m for the build and 
refurbishment of three new town arts centres in the area  

• training in fundraising and applications has increased the effectiveness 
of groups in accessing funding; some organisations now also have 
service level agreements with West Lothian Council and others are on 
three-year funding streams. 

The budget for the Voluntary Arts Development Coordinator post was £135k for
three years, covering salary and accommodation among other expenses.  
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• funding provided locally for cultural bodies and organisations, events and 
festivals 

• support for voluntary cultural bodies and organisations 

• philanthropy and support from major donors and entrepreneurs for the arts 
and culture. 

8.8.2 Our consultation 

We received written submissions from across the private sector, ranging from whisky 
distillers to banks and the Royal Mail. All of these submissions, including Art & 
Business9 called for the role of business to be recognised as being a partner in 
cultural development. Many businesses, including the Scottish Council for 
Development and Industry (SCDI)10 and the Royal Mail11 spoke of having key 
corporate social objectives focused on being active supporters of the artistic and 
cultural life of Scotland.  

Across the business community, there was a perception that arts bodies do not 
always take sufficient account of business’ desired outcomes in sponsoring an event. 
Many larger sponsors were said to be of the view that the media coverage of the arts 
provided little incentive to sponsorship and support for cultural life.12  

During our meetings similar views were expressed. We also heard, however, the 
cultural sector highlight the difficulty in securing funds from the businesses because 
of the lack of people with the necessary skills or the time. Diageo Global Supply, in 
its December 2004 submission, suggested: 

“all too often, cultural organisations fall at the first hurdle because they don’t 
have the appropriate administrative person who is an expert in form filling and 
wading through impossible guidelines”.  

Arts & Business Scotland expressed the pertinent view that: 

 “while many businesses do indeed support cultural development, it must be 
recognised that this is done for specific business purposes and should not 
been seen as mandatory”. 

Consultees hoped further action on improving understanding would encourage more 
businesses to invest. Involving businesses formally in the decision-making structure 
at national, and local, level was identified as one way of achieving this. However, we 
were told the majority of businesses have no interest in sponsorship at any level, 
which creates a key problem in expanding the base of giving in Scotland. Also, in 
times of recession or market pressure, we must recognise that sponsorship in all 
forms tends to be a low priority. 

                                                 
9  Art & Business Scotland, January 2005 
10  SCDI, January 2005 
11  Royal Mail Group, January 2005 
12  Royal Mail Group, January 2005 
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8.8.3 Issues for the sector 

We acknowledge that the sponsorship market is crowded and the approach to the 
private sector must be re-thought. True partnerships between business and culture 
are likely to be driven by a genuine desire for shared benefits founded on strategic 
co-operation and a relationship based on mutuality. There are many good examples 
of effective co-operation between cultural organisations and the business community 
as the range of annual nominees and winners of A&B Scotland awards demonstrate.  

 

 

 

 

We believe a managed evolution of attitudes and practices is required, not a 
revolution. A&B Scotland has advanced a successful multi-faceted approach, 
encompassing skills exchanges, board placements, creative partnerships as well as 
sponsorship.  

Understanding the business sector  

Some of our contributors suggested there was little scope for much additional 
investment as the business sector was already giving as much as they are likely to 
do. Major sponsorship is undertaken by a relatively small number of companies 
operating mainly in financial services, utilities and the drinks industry. A decision by 
any one of these companies to cut back on their contribution (in its broadest sense) 
to Scotland’s cultural development would have a significant and very immediate 
effect.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Many smaller organisations such as professional practices, architects and 
accountants, also make significant contributions of time as a voluntary act. These 
contributions are invaluable, in particular to smaller cultural organisations and 
voluntary bodies across Scotland.  

Much of the feedback from the private sector centred on making the interaction 
between business and cultural organisations simpler. There are examples of good 
processes and good relationships, but there is undoubtedly scope for improvement 
and for making the systems simpler.  

Arts sponsorship in Scotland 

UK business sponsorship totalled £100m in 2002 of which 50% was directed at
London. During the same period £8.3m was invested in Scotland. 

Main arts sponsors in Scotland 

The main sponsors include HBOS, Scottish Power Lloyds TSB The Royal Bank
and the Clydesdale. These companies supply between £500,000 and £1m per
year for arts organisations. The overwhelming majority of organisations receiving
sponsorship are based in Glasgow or Edinburgh. Events receive the bulk of the
money in the hope that they will generate large audiences, and most sponsorship
deals are for one year. 
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The wider cultural image of Scotland is particularly important for companies who 
brand themselves as being Scottish. The Executive have taken a lead in events such 
as Tartan Week and Scotland at the Smithsonian to demonstrate that effective 
planning and delivery with the cultural sector can yield positive media coverage. The 
private sector should be a full partner in planning such events. However, our 
evidence from the business community suggested the perception of an apparent 
reluctance by government to recognise the contribution of the private sector. A 
difficulty in persuading Ministers to attend sponsored events or to promote sponsored 
initiatives was cited. That perception may or not be founded on fact, but it is 
damaging and should be addressed. 

The Scotland Funds 

The highly successful American Ireland Funds has inspired the development of 
Scotland Funds, promoted by Jim Mather MSP with the support of other members of 
the Scottish Parliament Cross Party Group on the Economy. The mission of the 
Scotland Funds (TSF) is to “activate and involve the Scottish Diaspora, initially in the 
USA, in the delivery and funding of charitable projects, which will address the issues 
of deprivation, education, cultural development and economic regeneration and by so 
doing enrich the lives of all those who participate in whatever capacity”.13  

Key findings from a feasibility study have confirmed the project’s viability with: 

• other diaspora-building organisations in the US enjoying considerable 
success e.g. the Irish, Italian, Norwegian, Arab and Indian communities 

• diaspora organisations do best when they develop a positive and optimistic 
direction aimed at making the ‘old country’ as prosperous and vibrant as it 
can possibly be and thereby optimising its ability to uphold and maintain 
traditions, cultural differentiation, values and the national common-good. 

The Commission welcomes this initiative and the prominence being given to cultural 
development in the remit of The Scotland Funds.  

Creativity 

We were told that, for the private sector, creativity is a key competence for individuals 
and organisations, irrespective of the process or function in which they are engaged. 
The skills and mentality to change, to redesign, to re-engineer and to invent are vital 
in the marketplace. This is supported by the First Minister’s assertion that the cultural 
community should be the dynamo for Scotland’s creativity, which is “as necessary in 
the boardroom as the playroom”. Creativity is arguably the strongest tie that binds the 
cultural community to the private sector in Scotland.  

“Energy, creativity and diversity might not appear on our balance sheet, but 
they all play central roles in driving our business forward .Our relationships 
with the arts have proved to be invaluable tools for exploring these important 
themes within our business, through innovative training programmes and 
professional development opportunities.”14  

Gavin Neath, Chairman Unilever UK 

                                                 
13  The Scotland Funds Development Plan, November 2004 
14  Arts & Business 
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Employees 

We frequently heard claims that the benefits to businesses, and their employees, 
obtained through their investment in the arts and culture is often understated and 
poorly articulated. Hundreds of thousands of Scots work for private sector 
companies. Through engagement with their employers, the cultural community can 
gain access to this great potential source of supporters and audience members.  

The private sector consistently asserted to us that working with the arts helps to build 
organisations that employees can be proud to work in. By offering employees the 
opportunity to get involved with cultural organisations and in cultural activities, 
employers expect to see the benefits in terms of attracting and retaining talented, 
creative-minded individuals.  

The private sector’s consideration of Scotland’s future as a knowledge-based, 
innovation-driven economy runs in parallel with our deliberations and heads towards 
the same conclusions. The right partnership between the cultural community and the 
private sector can deliver significant, tangible benefits for creators, employers and 
employees.  

Developing cultural enterprises – an international example 

The Société de Développement des Enterprises Culturelles (SODEC) is a 
government agency that provides assistance for the development of cultural 
enterprise throughout the Canadian province of Quebec. SODEC was established in 
1995 and its operations are overseen by the Quebec Ministry of Culture and 
Communications.15 SODEC’s key functions include: 

• arts and business: SODEC acts as a mediator between business and the 
arts. While sensitive to the needs of the creative community, it also shares the 
financier's concern for sound management and profit 

• economic growth: SODEC works to ensure that the production, 
dissemination and export of Quebec culture is optimised to maximum 
economic potential. Its efforts have reinforced culture as a key factor in the 
economic growth of the province 

• international profile: through its global network SODEC helps cultural 
industries to improve not only the quality of their products and services, but 
also their ability to compete effectively in Quebec, across Canada and around 
the world 

• advice: having gained expertise through many years of consulting, assisting 
and supporting Quebec's cultural industries, SODEC shares its knowledge 
with the private sector in order to foster creative talent, promote profitable 
ventures and open up new markets 

• exporting culture: SODEC helps Quebec’s cultural enterprises to succeed in 
world markets through its Sodexport programme. SODEC also organises for 
cultural enterprises to attend as a group at international trade fairs and 
festivals.  

                                                 
15  All data extracted from the SODEC website at www.sodec.gouv.qc.ca and translated 
 from French 
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We were attracted to the SODEC model, not only its role as mediator between 
business and arts, something that A&B Scotland currently fulfils, but also its focus on 
the economic benefits of cultural activities and international profile and its specialist 
development of the business skills of the cultural sector. The SODEC model appears 
to be a practical means of developing the appropriate business skills base for the 
cultural sector, articulating the economic benefits of cultural activities to the private 
sector, brokering investment, and raising the international profile of culture.  

Giving 

Philanthropists and entrepreneurs are working successfully in partnership with 
government and its partners to deliver improved public services, for example Tom 
Hunter is supporting the Executive’s drive to promote entrepreneurship within our 
schools. At present, there is no comparable high profile donor or entrepreneur in the 
cultural sector although we believe that an initiative could be developed that could be 
attractive to both parties, perhaps also linked with schools. 

Many countries have adopted measures to encourage corporate investment in the 
arts and culture as well as giving by individuals and businesses. Across Europe, 
Canada, Australia there are various schemes to support corporate donations, 
corporate investment, business sponsorship and private giving. Fiscal changes to 
promote philanthropy are a reserved power.  

Although such powers are outwith the scope of the Scottish Executive we believe 
they should make representations to the UK Government in support of measures to 
encourage private sector donations and contributions to cultural causes. The 
Commission supports the report by Sir Nicholas Goodison, prepared for 
H.M.Treasury, which advocates tax breaks for donation to national museums and 
urges the Scottish Executive to support these recommendations. 

Responsibility 

Corporate Social Responsibility in Scotland (CSR) has tended to be on ethical 
policies, such as fair-trade procurement, and on support for social good causes. An 
extension of CSR philosophy and practice in Scotland to include cultural engagement 
would help to formalise and stabilise the partnership between the private and cultural 
sectors.  

“The universal language of art helps out companies around the world to work 
with their local communities at the same time as encouraging creativity and 
innovation both within and outside the business.” 16  

William, Vice-President Unilever Brand 

Business and cultural planning  

We underline our recommendation in Section 10 that local Cultural Planning 
Partnerships should include membership from the private sector. Partnerships with 
business should operate at all levels of cultural planning and government across 
Scotland and they should be integrated in the governance and operation of any new 
cultural infrastructure.  

                                                 
16   Arts & Business 
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8.8.4 Our thinking 

We have indicated above those areas where we believe the Scottish Executive might 
help to improve the environment for corporate giving. We have incorporated these 
into our recommendations at the end of this section. We also believe strongly, 
however, there is a need for an infrastructural solution to facilitate and accelerate 
many of the services our evidence outlined above revealed needed attention. 

There are several services that are either not being provided in Scotland, or are 
disparate or undeveloped, that we believe could be brought together. This would 
stimulate the relationship between the cultural, public and private sectors, and have 
the practical outcome of generating greater investment in creativity and culture in 
Scotland. We were impressed by the experience of NESTA17 and SODEC – the 
former for its ability to broker relationships between the sectors based on their 
common bond of creativity, and the latter for its ability to maximise public sector 
investment by making the cultural sector more efficient. 

We recommend the following services be aggregated as a discrete unit, or 
organisation, within the national cultural infrastructure: 

• brokering investment: bringing together the private and cultural sectors for 
investment; sharing knowledge with the private sector to foster creative talent; 
promoting profitable ventures; helping identify new markets 

• business advice: helping the cultural sector – maximise their commercial 
potential; operate their business more efficiently 

• financial services: a range of banking services - loans, shares purchase; 
providing specialist knowledge i.e. copyright, IP 

• developing income streams: working with cultural and public sectors to 
maximise new sources of revenue, or methods of financing, i.e. bonds; 
prudential borrowing; endowment 

• international profile: helping cultural industries develop an international 
market and export their products and services internationally; helping 
attendance at international trade fairs and festivals. 

We acknowledge that some of these services exist in part, for example, in the 
enterprise network. Where such expertise or provision currently exists we 
recommend the new unit/organisation coordinate rather than duplicate. The recent 
appointment by Scottish Enterprise of Cultural Enterprise Officers in three cities 
would provide excellent outreach for such a new body and the two initiatives should 
be incorporated. 

8.9 Shaping the future 

As the world is changed by emerging technologies so too is the cultural world. 

• film is the most popular artform, according to a recent survey by the Arts 
Council of England. 

• television and radio are the most popular forms of consumption of digital 
product with more than 50% of the UK now digitally tuned in. 

                                                 
17  NESTA is offered as a case study in the ‘Think Tank’ section below 
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• computer games now account for annual sales of £1.4bn in the UK – more 
than cinema admissions. 

• access to digital content through computers, internet and broadband 
continues to rise exponentially. 

• portable devices are now rolled out on a mass consumer basis (e.g. games 
units, DVD players, ipods) 

• mobile technology can now transmit radio, moving image, and games through 
3G. 

These are a few of the more obvious examples of the way existing systems and 
models of production, distribution and consumption are being swept away as the 
technology, talent and consumer move ever more freely. For example, the closed 
access system currently operating in the film industry, where a few international 
players control the means of production, distribution and consumption, is being 
challenged, as more and more elements of the system are being by-passed. The 
challenge for public policy and public intervention is therefore where to best operate.  

Historically intervention has focussed primarily on the production or consumption 
ends of the closed system – looking at how to ensure a diversity of product and 
diversity of access in the closed system. However, if the closed system is being by-
passed, public policy and public intervention is in danger of being by-passed and 
becoming redundant. We believe there is a strong argument for focusing policy and 
intervention on: 

• the widest definition of media literacy: ensuring the 
producer/distributor/consumer is able to understand the plethora of choice 
presented to them and the opportunities to participate responsibly 

• distribution rather than consumption: exploring how we can ensure that 
the consumer has the access to the widest range of product 

• talent and creativity: everyone has the technical ability to engage in the 
open access system so we need to ensure the best talent has the opportunity 
to develop and thrive 

• experimentation: exploring cross-platform opportunities for talent, production 
and consumption 

• enterprise: we need to ensure the business models and business activity are 
best suited to exploit the opportunities. 

Public policy and public intervention in screen-based media has long dealt with the 
debate on culture/industry by recognising the two are mutually supportive. There is, 
therefore, an existing model for wider industry engagement across the creative 
industries. We discuss the creative industries in Scotland and the opportunities to 
develop them further below.  

We also illustrate a specific initiative – we have called it CultureScotland.com – as a 
means of delivering a national and unified strategy for digital cultural access that 
provides key components of the Scottish Executive’s national cultural access and 
digital plan. 
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8.10 Creative industries 

8.10.1 Our remit 

The Commission was asked in its remit to consider “the creative industries, including 
screen and broadcasting” and to consider them in relation to cultural rights, 
infrastructure and the wider objectives of government, particularly in relation to 
enterprise and economic growth. 

8.10.2 Our understanding 

The creative industries are defined as those industries which have their origin in 
individual creativity, skill and talent and which have a potential for wealth and job 
creation through the generation and exploitation of intellectual property. This includes 
advertising, architecture, the art and antiques market, crafts, design, designer 
fashion, film and video, interactive leisure software, music, the performing arts, 
publishing, software and computer games, television and radio.18 It is this definition of 
the creative industries that the Commission has used in its work and which informs 
this report. 

Consultation and research has identified and confirmed the importance of the 
creative industries to Scotland. All the evidence suggests that they will become 
increasingly important as Scotland moves into the future for the following reasons: 

Potential for economic growth 

In 2001 PriceWaterhouseCoopers forecast an average growth of 10% per annum for 
the creative industries in general and rates of 20% for those companies involved in 
digital content production. This opinion is shared by Scottish Enterprise who suggest 
that the creative industries have the best prospects of all sectors for leading Scotland 
through a period of substantial economic growth, and plan to support and invest in 
the sector accordingly. Over the next three to five years, the sector aims to grow by 
30%, increase exports by 15% and create up to 2000 new jobs with assistance from 
Scottish Enterprise. 19  

Creativity will drive the economy 

As we saw in Section 2, creativity has been singled out as the key driver of the 
economy by analysts such as Richard Florida. Creativity is a key ingredient in the 
success of businesses across the Scottish economy. It is through the application of 
creative skills that businesses transform goods and services to differentiated 
products that can be marketed. This reflects a range of creative contributions, from 
product innovation and design, to developments in digital media, and influences from 
the arts and diverse cultures. By increasing the distinctiveness of products and 
services, creativity allows large and small firms to compete in global markets on the 
basis of the added value of their unique appeal to consumers. Research for the 
Design Council and the DTI’s Innovation Review bears this out, showing that design-
intensive companies outperformed the FTSE 100 by more than 200% over a ten year 
period.20  

                                                 
18  DCMS definition,  that also used by Scottish Executive 
19  Information obtained from Scottish Enterprise website (www.scottish-enterprise.com) 
20  2005 Budget Speech Extract,  
 (www.hmtreasury.gov.uk/media/AA7/1F/bud05_chap03_229.pdf) 
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The importance of creativity to business and the UK economy was recognised in the 
2005 Budget when the Chancellor Gordon Brown MP asked George Cox, Head of 
the Design Council to lead a DTI study into the value and productivity impact of 
creativity and design in businesses and with the provision of £12m to the Arts Council 
of England to promote excellence in management and leadership within the cultural 
sector. 

Leading the way  

The most perceptive cultural organisations have realised the need for them to adapt 
to the major societal and economic trends outlined in Section 3 of this report. They 
are aware of the need to focus on the needs of the audience, of the increasing 
requirement to offer value for both time and for money and that they need to develop 
additional commercial revenue streams. Creative industries are entirely dependent 
on the market and we have heard repeatedly from those working in the sector that 
they are ‘only ever as good as their last piece of work’. Whilst this volatility breeds as 
many failures as it does success stories, the highly competitive market has meant 
that the creative industries have to focus very sharply on the quality of their product 
and the needs of their customers. 

Many, but not all, creative industries gain their market value from exploiting emerging 
technologies. If Scotland is to stay abreast of technological advances which are set 
to revolutionise the way we interact, the way we conduct business; the way we 
receive our entertainment and our culture; the way we educate ourselves; the way 
we locate, process and reuse information – in fact almost all aspects of the way we 
live – it is essential that we invest in the development of our creative industries at all 
levels because they will be at the forefront of these developments. 

8.10.3 Our consultation 

The level of response from the creative industries to the Commission’s consultations 
was not as significant as was hoped, with around 30 substantive responses to 
phases one and two of the consultation, many of those from representative bodies 
such as the UK Film Council and the Producers Alliance for Cinema and Television 
(PACT).  

Realising the importance of this area the Commission sought to undertake a targeted 
consultation during the third phase, with a handful of questions specifically directed at 
the creative industries, but once more the level response was poor. Despite the small 
response rate, those who did respond offer some illuminating comments. Meetings 
were also held with Scottish Enterprise, The Lighthouse, DCMS, Scottish Screen, 
Skillset, Creative Skills, Channel 4, the BBC, SMG and other key organisations.  

Creative industries – a misnomer? 

Throughout the research process we have been confronted with the view that the 
creative industries as a collective term is a misnomer for what are discreet and highly 
differentiated industries, each with their own issues and business models: 

“Different sized companies have such different needs, mainly because of the 
budgets/resources they are working with. Certain industries can only exist 
small-scale and others only work at an industrial level. In fact to view them 
separately would be a major step.” 

Mongrel Creative Communication 
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“In addition to all the differences between macro and micro companies (well 
documented by exhaustive management research) the creative industries 
(sector) is different from most sectors in that it is micro and freelance 
dominated.” 

The Association of Integrated Media - Highlands & Islands 

A number of people working in the sector informed us of the difficulty of getting 
people to see themselves as part of a sector and DCMS commented that something 
like 80% of companies operating in the UK are content with their current level of 
operation. 21  

“…the creative industries (sector) is dominated by micro companies who 
spend most of their resources for their next piece of work; the only way you 
can get them to do anything is if you show them where the money is. If 
relationship building can be proved to be a stepping-stone to more business, 
then that’s what they’ll do. Otherwise forget it cos’ they don’t have the time. 
Again this should be industry led, and companies should want to do it 
because they see that it is beneficial for them”.  

The Association of Integrated Media - Highlands & Islands 

This may help to explain the relatively small response rate the Commission received. 

Improving public profile and advocacy  

Despite the acute awareness of the discrete nature of the creative industries there 
was a consensus that: 

“the term (creative industries) had lobbying value, had drawn political support 
that resulted in economic benefits.” 

Sector stakeholder meeting, Glasgow September 2004 

Many respondents pointed to the role of Chris Smith, (both as Secretary of State for 
Culture, Media and Sport, as an MP and as champion of the Clore Leadership 
Programme) as a high level advocate for the sector at Westminster and Whitehall. A 
number of respondents stressed the need for more clear leadership in Scotland: 

“One of the key overarching issues affecting both the creative and cultural 
industries is a lack of leadership. This is particularly true of the creative 
industries sector, which is dominated by micro-businesses and solo 
practioners, as well as being composed of diverse disciplines.” 

Stuart MacDonald, Director – The Lighthouse 

However, others pointed to the success of companies such as the publisher 
Canongate (who have thrived outside the existing structures) and the creative 
clusters in England which have moved towards a non hierarchical leadership, and 
argued against a figure-head leadership model. 

                                                 
21  Comment shared by Head of Creative Industries at DCMS. 
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Having considered all the arguments put forward, the Commission recommends that 
the many disparate elements of the creative industries in Scotland should be pulled 
together to create a more coherent sector. In order to do this, a strategic approach 
will be required and small micro companies will need to be convinced of the need or 
the benefit of collaboration. There are a number of ways that this could be 
addressed: 

• appointment of a high-level leader for the sector 

• development or creation of a body to represent, fund and advocate for the 
sector – this would involve the collation of the services currently provided by a 
range of public sector bodies 

• development of a body which provides shared services for the sector – to 
gain the support and membership of those working in the sector it is key to 
offer services that will have financial benefit; this could take the form of a 
Trades Union 

• develop the role of the Cultural Enterprise Offices, recently introduced by the 
Scottish Executive (see case study below), into a one-stop shop for the 
creative industries. 

Visual literacy and design in education 

There was a strong feeling within the sector that education had not kept pace with 
changes in the world: 

“Schools must start to teach ‘visual literacy’ – not so much about paintings, 
painting etc, but about how the world around us is formed, and how that 
impacts on all our lives.” 

       Malcolm Fraser, Architect 

“It is imperative that media literacy is taken seriously. We live in a visual 
culture and yet we do not teach our young people the language of our culture. 
Young people are bombarded by media on a daily basis - adverts, TV, video 
games, cinema, DVD's etc. More young people experience this media than 
read books. Yet we place great importance on literature, …writing and almost 
none on media. The majority of the population has not learned the grammar 
and language of new media and is unlikely to have had the opportunity to 
author any themselves. These core elements must be built into the 
curriculum. And it is not simply a case of fitting it in. It needs to be a 
mandatory subject for all, studied from primary level on.” 

    David Barras, Strange Boat – Moving Image Education 

As with general cultural education the importance of training of teachers and CPD in 
these areas were highlighted. A number of respondents stressed the need for 
continuing, adult or lifelong learning to teach adults design, visual literacy and 
emerging and new technologies and techniques. Whilst this issue is addressed 
elsewhere, it is important to note that this was raised by the majority of respondents. 
Many suggested some form of right to a cultural education; others suggested the 
concept of design as an overarching topic that could pull together the diverse 
creative industries. However, there was a consensus that the rights and entitlements 
process could usefully be used to equalize the status of the creative industries in 
relation to the arts sector. 
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Education and the schools curriculum are discussed more fully in Section 5 of this 
report.  

Recruitment and training 

There was recognition of the work of further and higher education sectors, but many 
participants suggested that more needed to be done to promote the creative 
industries as a career path, summarised by games company Realtime Worlds: 

“The single biggest thing we believe we're fighting against is that our industry 
(games) isn't perceived as being a serious career by a majority of people, 
despite the overwhelming evidence to the contrary.” 

Scottish Enterprise identified a gap in the skills market not in entrants, but highly 
skilled and experienced workers, who had already established a career (outside of 
Scotland) and a need “to lure these Scots back.” 

Training needs to be increasingly industry focused to ensure that training meets the 
need of future employers. The approach of the Scottish Sector Workforce 
Development Plan developed for the audio visual sector, by key industry players, 
Skillset and the further education sector needs to be further developed across the 
creative industries. The new Cultural and Creative Skills Council will have a key role 
to play here and there is a need to work more closely with higher and further 
education and those bodies delivering continuing professional training to ensure it 
meets the needs of employers. 

Scottish creative industries within the UK economy 

The majority of participants acknowledged that the Scottish creative industries were 
working as part of the UK economy. The 2001 DCMS mapping of the sector identified 
the importance of the creative industries in Scotland, but it noted that London and the 
south east of England remain “the major magnets for the creative industries”.22  

This has a number of important effects on the sector in Scotland: 

• skilled workers are hard to retain and focus is required on retention and skill 
development 

• commissioning strength in the south east of England has a limiting effect on 
Scottish creative industries  

• devaluation of our sector; an inherent disdain for the home-grown in relation 
to what one respondee called the “big-shots from down South” 

• net export of money; one respondent suggested that £1b of marketing spend 
managed in Scotland is spent in London, equating to 10,000 jobs supported 
there and not in Scotland. 

                                                 
22  Creative Industries Mapping, DCMS 2001 p13 
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8.10.4 Public sector support for creative industries 

Whilst the good work being done by Scottish Enterprise, Local Enterprise 
Companies, Scottish Screen, the SAC, local authorities and other public sector 
bodies was recognised, there was a clear feeling by both those stakeholders and the 
public sector bodies that more could be done to make the current approach more 
coherent. A number of areas, including media access, micro-companies, architecture 
practices and fashion, were identified as either falling between the remits of current 
bodies or not being best served by the current existing arrangements. This was 
summed up well by a participant at the Inverness seminar in September 2004: 

“Organisational and sectoral boundaries get in the way of cross-sectoral, 
integrative thinking and action.” 

There was also a feeling that current public sector support was too conservative for a 
sector premised on creativity. This was seen to reflect an inconsistency between the 
uncertainty of the creative industries sector, where work could be plentiful at one 
moment but sparse in the next, and traditional civil service culture where people are 
employed on a fixed and stable wage and likely to more risk averse in personality. 
The phrase used to describe the characteristic of the public sector was a “deeply 
ingrained fear of flair and innovation”. The creative industries are primarily premised 
on a business model. We recognise, however, that there is evidence that there is a 
gap between the language of business and that of the creative industries. 

“All the [public sector] organisations have different cultures, areas of 
operations, objectives, definitions of success and attitudes to risk. They all 
even talk in different languages and use different jargon.” 

Tom Bancroft, Caber Music 

“Many public agency advisors still ask for traditional business plans and five-
year projections, which is tough in most industries but laughable for the 
creative sector where you are only as good as the last film/game/album you 
cut.” 

Association of Integrated Media in the Highlands and Islands 

Scottish Enterprise became aware of this problem, recognising that “many of this 
client group are reluctant to engage with conventional economic development 
services. Rightly or wrongly, because of the nature of their activities and their pre-
commercial status, they feel ill-equipped to plunge into full-scale business 
development in terms of business plans, investment capital and global marketing”. 23  

                                                 
23  Roll-Out of Cultural Enterprise Offices, Scottish Enterprise, April 2005 
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The cultural enterprise offices are a welcome development for the creative industries 
in Scotland and have the potential to be developed into a key part of a creative 
industries strategy for Scotland. 

8.10.5 Specific issues from the consultation  

The Commission received a great deal of information on the specific issues faced by 
the individual sectors that make up the creative industries. We note here some of the 
key issues raised and we expect these to be explored further after the Commission 
has reported. 

Scotland’s cultural enterprise offices 

In 2001, Scottish Enterprise, in partnership with the Scottish Arts Council and
Glasgow City Council, launched a cultural enterprise office pilot project based at
the Centre for Contemporary Arts (CCA) in Glasgow. The Glasgow Cultural
Enterprise Office provides tailored support for pre-start-ups and SMEs in the
creative and cultural industries. It was established in a venue that was already a
locus for creative activity, the CCA in Glasgow. The office is staffed by people
who are knowledgeable about the particular operating models and developmental
needs of such clients.  

In September 2003 the project was evaluated, revealing, “good evidence of hard
impacts including new businesses and jobs, business diversification into more
commercial areas and access to new sources of funding,” as well as a range of
softer impacts such as, “building clients’ confidence and self-belief and facilitating
and encouraging networking, both within and beyond the (target) sector.” The
evaluation also concluded that the office had filled a key gap in the existing
provision for the creative and cultural industries in Glasgow. 

As a result of the success of the pilot a further three offices are to be established
in Edinburgh, Dundee and Aberdeen, cities which account for 65% of Scotland’s
creative industry. The four offices will form a network with the established
Glasgow Office forming the hub, the existing partners have been joined by
Dundee City Council, the City of Edinburgh Council and Aberdeen City Council as
well as attracting European Social Fund. 

The aim of the offices is to support the nascent sector by furnishing business
support, access to training and assistance in accessing funding. However, the
offices themselves will not provide direct funding. They will engage with Scottish
Enterprise, the creative industries cluster and the Scottish Funding Council and a
number of educational institutions on a national strategic re-evaluation to improve
the economic contribution of Scottish graduates and postgraduates in creative
disciplines.  
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Technology and new opportunities 

Our remit requires us to take a long-term view in our work and consider an ambitious 
cultural policy that will endure for at least a generation. We were also encouraged to 
engage in innovative and radical thinking and solutions. In this context, we believe it 
is key to focus on the opportunities that technology and new forms of communication 
and new media will offer. During our consultation process, we heard repeatedly that 
new technology would present significant new opportunities and should be an 
important focus of our work. 

“The changes we will see over the next 10-20 years will be technology driven 
and we must be bold and experimental in our attitude to all things digital and 
electronic. Interactive spaces with participation and real experience of exciting 
and entertaining art forms, games or experiences are going to attract 
audiences.” 

Mike J Morrison, Lean Team Resources 

“Rapid advances in communication technology offer great opportunities for 
dynamic innovation in both the promotion of the arts and in new wave 
marketing. We propose that only a national approach… can assimilate these 
advances.” 

Scottish Arts Council 

“We need to ensure everyone in Scotland feels comfortable in an increasingly 
digital world.” 

Morgan Petrie, New Media Executive, Scottish Screen 

“The opportunity for Scottish arts provision to be expanded over the next 25 
years to existing, new and young audiences can be achieved by setting up a 
digital development agency”. 

Hannah Rudman, Director - The Creation Consultancy 

That technology will change the way that we interact and lead our lives is already 
well established. One need only look at the effect of the internet and email on the 
way we source and receive information, on the way we communicate and on the way 
we conduct commerce and business for the evidence. However, it is important to 
note digital media or new media are not an end in themselves; they are new ways of 
packaging and delivering content. These media will be redundant without messages 
to communicate and without creative content. Creative individuals are needed to 
produce the content for any new media. This is one of the major reasons why 
investment in creativity in Scotland is vital for our future.  
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Lev Manovich, one of the leading commentators on new media, outlines the key 
innovation of new media as their ability to deliver completely interpersonal (ie 
uniquely tailored) communications to a mass audience. 24 The theory is primarily 
premised on the technology of millions of computers, all joined into a massive 
network, interconnected through the internet. These computers will replace current 
technologies such as televisions, radios, traditional internet and might replace printed 
media such as newspapers (although the realities of the internet revolution have 
taught us that people will not instantly replace existing forms of communication 
simply because new technologies exist). Such machines or sites are currently called 
rich media portals and they will have the potential to deliver many more 
developments. They could, for example, connect to libraries and archives, deliver 
virtual tours of cultural sites, and provide ‘front-row seats’ at major international 
cultural and sporting events. 

Digital technologies are also transforming the ways that art and cultural products are 
produced. The tools required to create and produce professional graphics, animation, 
film, music and websites are now widely available at relatively low cost. The internet 
currently offers a system to market and deliver such products to a mass audience. 
Developments here look set to continue and interoperability (ability of distinct forms, 
tools and mediums to interact) will remain a key feature. These developments are 
having, and will continue to have, radical consequences both for the democratisation 
and delivery of arts and culture, and also for professional artists and creators. 
Because digital formats are, by their nature, infinitely reproducible they have 
profound effects on how we see art and culture. This is still premised on the unique 
art object despite technological changes prevalent since the 1950s. 

At a more practical level, the music industry has had to cope with this fact and with 
the issue of mass duplication of its valuable content. The industry has been forced 
rapidly to adjust its business model. After a difficult start, the industry seems to have 
come to terms with the internet and has turned the possibilities that it offers to its 
advantage. 

Digital technologies will mean a proliferation in the production of content, and easier 
routes to market for such content. Given the limits of public sector support available 
and the resource intensive nature of digital technology, exploration of niches within 
new and digital technologies should be explored. They offer Scotland the opportunity 
to be a leading global player and net exporter in one or two aspects rather than an 
average performer in an wider range of industries. 

Digital rights management and e-payment 

All the experts the Commission was able to draw upon stressed the importance of 
digital rights management and the associated area of electronic or e-payment. Digital 
rights management systems and tools are already in existence and they are currently 
being developed to protect the intellectual property rights of the content creators and 
providers.  

                                                 
24  The Language of New Media, Lev Manovich (2001) MIT Press, and www.manovic.net 
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The internet offers massive potential for commerce and entirely new business 
models. At present, however, the full potential cannot be explored due to restrictions 
on how people can pay for products and services and the security attached to such 
systems. Paying by credit and debit cards is still problematic, although many 
transactions use these media. In the UK, spending on credit and debit cards is 
relatively high: in 2001 over 20% of UK GDP was spent via cards of one form or 
another. However, security concerns present a barrier to accessing the benefits of 
internet commerce and such payment also has serious implications for consumer 
debt, which has been identified as a large economic and social problem for the UK. 
Usage of credit and debit cards is less high in Europe; Italy for example only spent 
3.4% of its GDP through such cards in 2001.25  

Whilst these are macro issues, the cultural industries are primarily concerned with 
the production and creation of cultural objects and content. Digital rights 
management and intellectual property rights are key issues for the sector and at 
present the Scottish cultural sector is not well served in such areas. Intellectual 
property as a function of a new cultural agency for Scotland is explored further in 
Section 10 of this report. 

Digital television switchover 

Scotland will be switching over to digital broadcasting before England with Borders 
switching in 2008 and Scottish and Grampian in 2009. This could present an 
opportunity to be a test-bed for digital broadcasting. Further details on broadcasting 
in Scotland can be found in Annex G. 

Digitisation 

Digital technologies offer the opportunity for cultural objects to be infinitely 
reproduced and manipulated and re-presented in alternative forms. As we suggest 
above, traditionally the arts have been premised on the uniqueness of such objects 
and the whole means of access to art has been based on a system which functions 
to collect and display the unique object – hence the existence of galleries and 
museums. The creation of art objects in digital formats will, in the long term, 
challenge the existence of such repositories. However, in the short term, digital 
technologies will offer the opportunity to make available access to the billions of 
cultural objects, or at least their digital facsimiles, which exist in both the public and 
private collections of objects and artefacts all over the world. 

This is a radical challenge to the structures that currently exist, as the majority of 
museums and galleries have been premised upon local, regional and national lines 
and issues such as accessibility have been curtailed by geographic limitations. Until 
very recently, it was impossible to view the collections of the Rijksmuseum, without 
being in Amsterdam. Now it is possible to view many key items from their collection 
through interactive presentations. 

Whilst the focus of digitisation needs to be national, because the internet transcends 
national and international boundaries this issue must be considered internationally. 
There is much work being done on the digitisation of collections in Scotland. 
However, the digitisation being undertaken at present is largely being done by 
museums and galleries on an organisational basis. As digitisation is a resource 
intensive process it is being done within the limits of what are already tight or 
restrictive budgets.  
                                                 
25  Digital Rights Management, The Broadband Stakeholder Group (2003) available at   
 www.broadbanduk.org/reports/DRM_report.pdf 
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Interoperability and compatibility are key issues for any digitisation programme. In the 
future, as users become increasingly accustomed to utilising digital resources, they 
will demand fast, efficient and joined-up services and this will apply as much to the 
public as the private sector. There has been an aspiration to develop a strategic 
approach to digitisation and digital media within the Scottish Executive. An audit of 
the existing digital services in the cultural sector is being considered however there is 
a pressing need for a coordinated approach to be adopted. In the absence of a 
strategic lead, organisations may opt to develop their own digitisation projects and 
indeed many are under way. Unless these all adopt shared metadata, however, it is 
unlikely that they will be able to be joined up at a national level. 

As part of the Executive’s National Cultural Strategy there was a commitment to 
develop a national cultural web-based portal. The project was developed by the 
Executive, and was then passed to the Scottish Libraries and Information Council. 
There was an aspiration that this would develop into a one-stop shop for Scottish 
culture, but unless digitisation programmes are coordinated this may prove 
unachievable. Scotland has the skills base to deliver a world-class digitisation 
project. The skills. however, are not in the public sector which is tasked with 
delivering such a project, they exist within Scotland’s creative industries.  

The Commission recommends that the Scottish Executive should take the lead in 
developing a National Digital Strategy for Scotland. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Television and radio 

Our consultation revealed views that public service broadcasting in Scotland needs 
to reflect the changes in Scottish society and the new ambitions of the nation, not just 
a variation of the regional model. As Ofcom frees ITV companies of their obligations 
to provide non-news local programming the role of BBC Scotland should be 
developed. With the switch to digital television, it was suggested that it may be 
possible for new channels to come into existence and Scottish Ministers should 
consider how a separate channel for Scotland might be financed and set up. 

Other points raised in consultation were: 

• reassess the needs of Scotland, including those of Gaelic culture, in relation 
to public service broadcasting 

Digitisation in Australia 

Australia has used its requirement to digitise material for public services,
education and cultural purposes as a platform for developing the digital and
related creative industries. The aim was to develop Australia as an exporter of
digitisation techniques and services around the world. In addition to generating
major new revenues for Australia, estimated to reach AUS$1.5 billion by 2010,
the key drivers behind this policy are to provide excellent services for domestic
consumers while retaining and capitalising on Australia’s home-grown talent. A
cross-industry body to coordinate development, identify and champion standards
and market the industry and its products overseas is planned. An industry-
clustering framework has been established in the form of cooperative multi-media
centres. 
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• given the trend towards devolution of production within the BBC, a fairer 
share of the licence fee should be spent in Scotland 

• Scotland’s playwrights, poets, historians, musicians and actors need more 
outlets for their talents in Scottish broadcasting 

• Radio Scotland’s role needs to be developed and should include more of the 
higher- value forms such as features, documentaries, drama etc 

• a digital radio channel should be devoted to music in contemporary Scotland 

• broadcasters need to be more closely involved in further and higher education 
and professional development to ensure closer alignment between training 
and industry needs. 

Film 

We summarise the main issues raised in consultation below: 

• serious concerns were expressed from many quarters that Scottish Screen’s 
role and remit requires reconsideration 

• there was a great deal of support for tax incentives or alternative strategies to 
help bring more film productions to Scotland 

• a need for a more forceful promotion and distribution of Scottish film 
productions and for Scotland’s impressive role in cinema history to become 
common knowledge was identified 

• the fact that Scotland does not have a single distribution company was felt to 
be a major gap in the industry infrastructure 

• a clearer strategy for film exhibition is required tying together regional film 
theatre and harnessing the voluntary sector in the form of film clubs; digital 
projection and delivery may facilitate such a network, with docspace26  acting 
as a useful pilot project 

• a need for better moving image education: Scottish Screen, deliverers, 
schools and Media Access Projects should collaborate more closely here 

• a national film company, perhaps on the National Theatre commissioning 
model,  which is commercially viable should be considered. 

We also heard views that the role of the Edinburgh International Film Festival needs 
to be better understood, both within the film industry and within the creative industries 
in Scotland. Funding should be better aligned with its international comparators and 
the event and its activities should be built into an integral element of film in Scotland, 
having a year round presence. 

                                                 
26  www.scottishscreen.com May 2005  
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Advertising 

We heard representations that incentives should be considered to encourage 
Scottish companies to spend their advertising budgets in Scotland. There was also a 
perceived need for training in higher and further education to be more closely aligned 
with the needs of the advertising industry in Scotland. 

Design 

Points raised in consultation were: 

• design may offer a useful ‘connective tissue’ for pulling together the disparate 
creative industries 

• design, or more broadly the study of the world around us and how objects are 
made,  should be considered in the context of the Curriculum Review 

• a representative body for the design industry in Scotland should be 
considered; it should build upon the work already undertaken by the 
Lighthouse and should work with the UK Design Council. 

Designer fashion 

We heard that support for designer fashion in Scotland has been limited. There is the 
potential to build upon Edinburgh Art College’s reputation in this area and the full 
range of services and advice offered to other areas of the creative industries should 
be available in the fashion sector. 

Interactive leisure software and games 

The games industry needs to be better served by careers advice and within further 
and higher education. Again, such courses should be aligned with the needs of the 
industry. 

Music 

Music is covered in Section 6 of our report, within the arts sectors. 

Publishing 

Publishing is covered with literature in Section 6 of the report, within the arts sectors. 

Architecture 

Architecture is covered in Section 5 of the report under Education and also in Section 
7 in the built environment sector. 

Crafts 

Crafts are covered in Section 6 of the report within the arts sectors. 
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8.11 CultureScotland.com 

In this section we offer a practical illustration of a national initiative that addresses, 
through new technology, issues of access and of the responsibility of recipient of 
public investment.  

Our basic premise is: 

All recipients and programmes that receive public funding from Scotland, or 
are being supported by Scottish public bodies, have a responsibility to provide 
access to any and all digital materials generated. 

And the corollary: 

The citizen has a right to all digital publicly available cultural materials through 
channels that are clearly defined and suitable for purpose. 

8.11.1 A national strategy for digital culture 

Scotland is world leading in the field of digital culture – projects such as SCRAN, Am 
Baile and the National Archive have been delivering for up to eight years. A national 
strategy is required in order to build on this Scottish leadership and establish a 
unified approach.  

Scotland’s advantage over many other countries is its coherent national identity. On 
the world stage it is big enough to be influential and small enough to act. However, 
there exists a broad range of portals, websites, publications and digital service that 
have been fed by cultural and heritage sources in a fragmented manner. Scotland 
needs a prevailing digital strategy around the national cultural wealth that can unify 
the disparate contributors. 

A national and unified strategy for digital cultural access will provide key components 
of the Scottish Executive’s national cultural access and digital plan while also 
addressing such issues as: 

• broader social inclusion and social justice 

• enhanced and unified educational provision 

• provision for lifelong and recreational learning 

• improved understanding of citizenship and cultural awareness 

• access for the remote Scots diaspora 

• support for the tourism industry 

• technology based economic development 

• establishing an international reputation in cross-sector development. 

The goal is to be world leading in the delivery of cultural heritage in the digital 
environment by 2015. The vision for the strategy is a singular, cohesive and 
integrated national approach to the digital presentation of Scotland’s cultural 
heritage, with the presentation of materials in a user driven format and a unified 
contribution from the broad range of cultural institutions. 
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8.11.2 National infrastructure requirements 

By reviewing the structure of digital provision an assessment of the most suitable 
national infrastructure can be assessed. The process has four key phases which 
require a supporting infrastructure.  

Digital capture and creation 

A unified authoring process will be established to ensure the broad range of end user 
needs can be addressed, that standards/quality are integral in the contribution 
process, and the supplied knowledge can be suitably managed and archived.  

Capturing the different types of metadata is critical to the use of both the individual 
artefact and the repository as a whole. A practical example of this would be the 
different descriptions used by librarians compared with educationalists and how both 
are relevant and require capture.  

Digital management 

A central repository will be established, managed and supported by a range of tools 
for manipulating and preparing content. The version control and archiving is 
necessary for legal accountability, back up and disaster recovery. Strong technical 
and management processes will be required to secure a national repository.  

Digital publishing and presentation 

This part of the process manages the content in the stored repositories and 
establishes the final pages and their channel to market. The style of the output can 
be determined at this stage. Non-technical page templates will be established that 
enable the provision of the various forms of multimedia (image, audio, video, virtual 
models) and their associated data in a nationally coherent format. The provision of 
the material must be adaptable to multiple formats for web, print, video, handheld 
device and other future formats if the service is to be sustainable in the long term. 

Support requirements 

Policies standardising the requirements of the cultural contributor base may be 
required in order to ensure that all publicly funded digital assets are made available 
to the combined national service. European examples of this (compulsory 
contribution of digital material to a national repository) have proven very effective in 
growing both substantial data collections but also providing a unified national focus 
for the cultural sector in both the standards and sustained digital provision arenas. 

8.11.3 Operational issues 

Legal provision for the digital artefact delivery has to be managed across the four 
stages described above. The ownership of the digital asset will remain with the 
original contributor. The key to securing greater access and provision of digital 
material is to secure a ‘right to use’ at the point of creation. Archiving and 
preservation of material is critical to securing a medium term future for the project 
and its materials.  
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Project management for such a national project is critical. Few cultural centres have 
either the workflow process or staff experience to manage such a complex 
environment. Strict standards, procedures and timelines with experienced staff to 
implement them are the key to success. Nationwide training will be required to 
ensure consistency, adherence to standards and retention of a high quality threshold 
through out the workflow process. This will apply specifically to the digital creation 
contributors (institutions across Scotland) upon which subsequent delivery standards 
will depend.  

Service levels agreements will be put in place between the providers of the creative, 
the operators of the repository and the range of publishing and presentation 
environments. These initial service level standards will form the basis of national 
quality evaluation and analysis and will lead to continuous improvement programmes 
throughout the national environment.  

Technology experts for hardware, software and operating systems will be required to 
combine to deliver the platform from which the national cultural digital proposition will 
develop. In addition, workflow and systems leadership will be developed in line with 
service and market expertise from key current suppliers. 

Research and standards development will engage Scotland at a global level to 
establish and influence the future requirements that may impact the service. This 
could be aligned with such developments in the Scottish Higher Education 
environment as the Digital Curation Centre in Edinburgh University.  

8.11.4 The National Repository and Cultural Resource Archive 

The basis of the implementation is collaborative cultural institutional support to 
develop CultureScotland.com as the definitive web service delivering cohesive 
support for a range of user needs. The following diagram outlines the structure of the 
national implementation. 
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CultureScotland.com - the national digital infrastructure  

By establishing expert knowledge centres around digital type (e.g. video), specific 
cultural material (e.g. theatre) or Scottish subject areas (e.g. Burns) the collective 
national knowledge can be gathered in a cohesive manner and built upon. Larger 
institutions will still provide web access as marketing tools for their own 
organisations, medium size institutions may form regional conglomerates or subject 
based ‘mini’ sites while small institutions will be offered a delivery service through the 
National Repository.  

All digital material will conform to national standards and will be deposited in the 
National Repository for distribution through authorised or licensed channels in a 
unified and user focussed manner. The National Repository and Cultural Resource 
Archive will be established, built around existing expertise. Its functions will include: 

• provide strategic direction for CultureScotland.com 

• establish policy around key areas of the support infrastructure (e.g. 
standards) 

• source suitable funding from a range of public and private funding sources 

• authorise and authenticate the digitisation of Scottish culture 

• coordinate the development of the national digital contribution 

• provide an archiving and presentation service for digital multimedia items 

• represent a unified view of user needs from licensed channels 

• develop international partnerships 

• deliver an integrated research and service improvement process for the 
national digital cultural environment 

• unify the commercialisation of the digital national cultural heritage. 

Funding  

The initial tasks requiring funding would include: 

• establish programme of user needs analysis from exiting centres of expertise 

• establishing an automated database of digital projects for the cultural sector 

• clarify and capture national best practice in digital cultural provision 

• identify and develop the legal workflow process 

• Identify and ratify national digital standards 

• identify, capture and develop research materials and programmes 

• clarify national training and support needs 

• establish the economic development impact plan for the project. 
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Capital funding would be required to develop the infrastructure and business 
structure of the National Repository. Whilst establishing a new organisation may 
seem attractive, time and risk constraints may lead to consideration of alternative 
options such as using existing delivery vehicles and adapting their business terms as 
appropriate.  

The process of digital creation should be ring fenced within the budget allocations of 
national institutions with medium and smaller organisations’ digital activities being 
supported through the national repository and based on defined user need. This 
annual budget will be required to digitise and preserve the nation’s pre-eminent 
artefacts and performances as well as any ‘at risk’ items.  

The delivery service will have a range of business models and will need funding as 
appropriate. The value of integrating culture into educating is a national priority and 
should be addressed through sustained public funding. Commercial activities such as 
selling cultural imagery will need to be self sufficient and commercially viable.  

Summary 

To fulfil a national obligation for the citizen’s access to culture irrespective of 
geographic location, social or educational background in a universally accessible 
format, we believe that the only sustainable and successful solution is a unified 
national infrastructure. The additional goal of global leadership can be attained if the 
collaborative strength of all those engaged in the digital area of cultural delivery join 
together to develop a unique and supportive environment within Scotland. 

The proposal will generate a technology expertise-based economic development 
programme with flexible cultural delivery at the heart of its purpose. It will engage 
across the nation and beyond, enabling Scotland to develop re-sellable technology 
expertise while delivering a cultural resource that will significantly enhance the 
national landscape. 

We recommend that the Scottish Executive examine the principles behind this 
proposal further. 

8.12 Think Tank  

8.12.1 Our consultation  

Many contributors noted the absence of a forum for developing and sharing new 
ideas. Several submissions referred to the need for a Think Tank.  

We invited a small group led by Abertay University to develop the idea of an 
independent stand-alone body. They envisaged a small unit comprising a Director 
and a few core staff, attached to a university, developing thinking on new ideas as 
proposed by government and other national agencies or tendering for commercial 
work.  

We also noted during the period of the Commission that the Presiding Officer has 
established an embryonic ‘Futures Forum’ based at the Scottish Parliament. This 
body, as we understand it, may be commissioned to consider aspects of public policy 
and to forecast how Scotland may place itself globally over the next 10-20 years. We 
are also aware of the existence of several bodies that already undertake, primarily or 
partially, consideration of cultural policy, e.g. the Centre for Cultural Policy Research 
at Glasgow University and the Film and Media Department at Stirling University.  
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There are also professional consultants who specialise in cultural policy and 
provision and, increasingly, organisations such as RSAMD are broadening their skills 
base to include consultancy services. 

As we have noted earlier, a suggestion frequently made to us was for better 
statistical research in to cultural activity and trends. We also heard from several 
sources of the need for an ‘Ideas Exchange’ – a place where good ideas could get 
considered and, if appropriate, guidance offered on where and how they might get 
developed.  

We were often referred to the work of NESTA, the National Endowment for Science, 
Technology and the Arts, as a model of good practice for stimulating and supporting 
ideas and new thinking. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8.12.2 Our thinking 

 

 

While we were initially drawn to the concept of a stand-alone Think Tank, it became 
increasingly clear to us that the primary duty required at the moment is to coordinate 
the work already being undertaken in Scotland. The Scottish Executive Research 
Unit has recently brought together the main national cultural agencies with a view to 
coordinating the gathering of statistical data. This is a very welcome development. 

It is an approach that should be replicated with regard to new cultural thinking and 
policy development. An overview of existing cultural research and development work 
is required. This should be combined with the ability to commission new work, as 
appropriate, where gaps are identified. We feel that this function should be a clear, 
and discrete, part of the new cultural infrastructure. We also feel it may sit more 
comfortably outwith government, although we recognise the potential synergy in a 
direct relationship with the statistic-gathering function. 

National Endowment for Science, Technology and the Arts (NESTA) 
 

NESTA was established by the UK government in 1998 to support creative and 
innovative development. It is funded by an endowment from the National Lottery 
and this is supplemented with revenue funding from the DCMS. 
 
NESTA is able to venture risk capital and doesn’t expect short-term financial 
success from its funded projects. NETA takes a stake in any future commercial 
success of the invention, and any financial returns made are invested back into new 
ideas. Great emphasis is made on the social and cultural value of funded projects. 
 
NESTA also acts as a catalyst for development though interdisciplinary 
partnerships that it brokers between sectors. It also has a remit to innovate teaching
and learning. 
Core functions of NESTA’s work include seed-funding innovation, developing young 
entrepreneurship, facilitating blue-sky thinking and research, developing creative 
sectors, encouraging interdisciplinary partnerships and developing new approaches 
to education. NESTA also advises government policy through its research and 
analysis. 
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We are impressed with the nature and purpose of NESTA and with its already proven 
success in several fields. Elsewhere we advocate the need for many of its functions 
to be undertaken as part of the new Scottish cultural infrastructure. There is no doubt 
that aggregating several of these functions together, such as in the proposed Centre 
for Creativity (see Section 10) would be more effective, and that the Think Tank 
function would fit well in this model. 

8.13 Recommendations 

We recommend: 

1) That community planning be adopted as the operational cornerstone for 
delivery of culture locally and nationally and best practice be shared. 

2) The Scottish Executive should establish and support a Commission, or similar 
body, to further consider cultural diversity in Scotland and how best to 
successfully develop, promote, and integrate activity. 

3) That legislation is required to amend The Local Government In Scotland Act 
2003 in order to make culture a specific key strategic theme within the 
Community Planning system. 

4) That local authorities should take the lead in establishing and servicing 
Cultural Planning Partnerships which include the voluntary, private and public 
sectors. 

5) That financial incentives to encourage cultural planning should be provided by 
the Scottish Executive or its appointed agency. 

6) That local government should be represented in any new model of cultural 
infrastructure. 

7) That the research undertaken by Bonnar Keenlyside on the Commission’s 
behalf should be shared widely. 

8) Three-year funding for established voluntary cultural sector groups.  

9) Investment in skills and capacity to maximise voluntary cultural sector groups’ 
self-sufficiency.  

10) That a national online resource providing information and advice, and the 
opportunity for the sector to develop a collective voice and to provide 
peripheral and remote communities with a reference point. 

11) The creation of a local cultural voluntary sector development officer position in 
each local authority. 

12) Funding for the voluntary cultural sector to participate fully in cultural 
community planning.  

13) That local authorities assume a development role, supporting and facilitating 
the voluntary sector.  

14) That public sector agencies should review their funding procedures to ensure 
that they are straightforward and clear. 
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15) That the Scottish Executive’s International Strategy should include liaison 
with, and encouragement of, The Scotland Funds project. 

16) That the Scottish Executive promotes to the UK Government improved 
measures to encourage private sector donations and contributions to cultural 
causes. 

17) That the Scottish Executive supports the Goodison proposals for tax breaks 
for donations to museums. 

18) That the cultural infrastructure should develop a facility to encourage 
individual and corporate giving, and ensure appropriate recognition in return  

19) Partnership with business should be integrated at all levels of cultural 
planning and government across Scotland. 

20) That a national creative industries sectoral council should be created. Its 
functions would include: developing national standards for the sector, a more 
coherent approach to development of the sector, improving the public profile 
and status of the creative industries, assisting strategic coherence between 
existing initiatives and identifying areas of the sector requiring new initiatives.  

21) That schools should be encouraged to make visual and design literacy 
prominent and present cultural and creative industries as viable career 
choices.  

22) That the Scottish Executive should develop a digital media strategy. It should 
address connecting professional training with the needs of the industry, 
promoting and rewarding excellence, encouraging the use of home-grown 
talent, retention of skilled individuals; encouraging partnership work with 
private sector investors. 

23) That the Scottish Executive should continue to lobby for commissioning by 
broadcasters to be located in Scotland. 

24) That the Scottish Executive should explore options for using Scotland as a 
digital broadcasting test bed, with the support of the broadcasters and DCMS. 

25) That  Cultural Enterprise Offices should be developed further, and integrated 
with any new cultural infrastructure development.  

26) Increased public sector investment in indigenous creative industries to deliver 
digitisation projects for the public sector, and digital programmes. 

27) That the principles behind the CultureScotland.com proposal are examined 
further by the Scottish Executive. 

28) That existing cultural research and development work should be coordinated 
and, where gaps exist, new work commissioned as appropriate. 

29) That the Think Tank function should be a discrete element sponsored by the 
new cultural infrastructure model. 
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Section 9  Best value 

9.1 Our remit 

The Commission was required to:  

“test the ability of existing structures to evolve and change”  

 “have regard to the realities of existing, and likely future, funding levels.” 

The Commission was also asked to 

“provide guidance and advice on initiatives which affect the wider objectives 
of Scottish government”  

“consider how to achieve best value from existing resources and how to use 
public spend to lever growth in the cultural and creative industries.”1 

9.2 Our understanding 
The Commission recognises the importance of best value practices and supports 
drives towards greater efficiency in order to release more resources for the delivery 
of cultural services. We are aware that much is already being done by NDPBs and 
local government in this area, and we recognise that there may be opportunities for 
further work if bodies begin to form strategic alliances or share back offices and 
collaborate more comprehensively than they currently do in areas of mutual interest, 
such as education. 

It is impossible to consider better use of resources without consideration of the 
current impact of cultural activity. Considering the current levels of funding, the high 
quality and range of cultural activity in Scotland is considerable. Evaluation of the 
impacts of cultural activity is currently a hot topic of debate within the sector, because 
of the difficulties of measuring and quantifying many of the impacts. Whilst there is 
much research being undertaken in this area, and it is hoped that developments in 
quality of life and public value will strengthen the position of cultural bodies, it may be 
that such measures or indicators may take some time to develop. The process of 
rights and entitlements provides a starting point for the establishment of a framework 
of nationwide standards which should allow benchmarking to encourage providers to 
aim for above average results. 

Better use of public resources has been a key factor in the development of 
infrastructure reforms, outlined in Section 10, and it is important that the information 
which follows should be considered in this context. 

                                                 
1    Cultural Policy Statement/Cultural Commission Remit (2004) Scottish Executive 
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9.3 Consultation 

Very few submissions in the first phase of our consultation and meetings raised Best 
Value or the areas of making better use of public investment, measuring performance 
and benchmarking as priority issues. In our second phase of consultation, we asked 
the cultural sectors and our stakeholders to provide specific ideas and suggestions 
on how proper standards of outcome, output and process could be established. 
Again, very few non public sector bodies or agencies chose to tackle this issue. From 
those who did respond, however, mainly local authorities, the consensus was the 
subject was a challenging one.  

“The cultural environment is not one which sits easily alongside targets, 
attainment outcomes and boxes to be ticked. While standards need to be in 
place, there needs to be sufficient flexibility to avoid stifling artistic 
expression.” 

Argyll and Bute Council Phase 2 submission 

All respondents made reference to recent internal initiatives to develop and roll-out 
departmental targets and some included details of schemes that had been introduced 
for grant recipient organisations. Concerns were expressed by many respondents, 
and in particular by the cultural sectors, about the difficulty of evaluating cultural 
activity because of its very subjective nature. 

On the issue of best value, it was clear from the consultation that the sector delivers 
a great deal for relatively small investments, but there was evidence, despite great 
improvements in this area, that the level of understanding of audience needs and 
requirements requires improvement. Whilst there was evidence of many initiatives to 
improve efficiency within organisations and some partnerships, consultation 
responses on the whole reflected a sector that was divided and one that had to 
compete internally in order to survive. 

9.3.1 Current thinking in the public sector 

We have examined in detail various guidance documents and research relating to 
efficient use of public resources. Any reform to the cultural sector needs to take into 
account general reforms and trends within the public sector in Scotland and in the 
UK. Following the Gershon Review, 2  four major principles have been identified for 
efficiency within the public sector: 

• investment in information and communications technology 

• shared back-office functions 

• e-enabled service provision 

• the use of efficiency tools.  

                                                 
2  Review of Civil Procurement in Central Government, Peter Gershon (1999) HM Treasury 
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The applicability of these to the cultural sector is variable and, while most may help 
improve the efficiency of the administration of the sector, they cannot be expected to 
deliver savings to the cost of artistic practice. Considering the relatively small public 
subsidy to cultural services, and the massive impact which Scotland’s artists and 
creative workers have, both within Scotland and internationally, it may already meet 
and exceed the current efficiency criteria. However, we believe that the cultural 
sector in Scotland should agree the importance of making savings on administrative 
functions and, in return, government should guarantee that any savings will be made 
available for the provision of core activities. 

From our submissions and from wider discussion with stakeholders, there are signs 
within the public sector that focus is moving to a more citizen-based approach to the 
provision of public services, aligned in our case with the concept of cultural rights. 
This will require a fundamental change in work ethic and the infrastructure of the 
public sector and is part of medium-to-long-term priorities for government. The drive 
for more efficiency is very much a current topic, with job losses expected in many 
part of the public sector in the UK and with a virtual freeze on Civil Servant 
recruitment in Scotland. 

Both of these trends are explicit in material emanating from the Cabinet Office, and 
are implicit in the Scottish Executive’s Guidance to Accountable Officers on Best 
Value: 3  

• make arrangements to secure continuous improvement in performance (while 
maintaining an appropriate balance between quality and cost); and in making 
those arrangements and securing that balance 

• have regard to economy, efficiency, effectiveness, the equal opportunities 
requirements and to contribute to the achievement of sustainable 
development. 

9.3.2 Measuring success 

Another key trend revealed in our consultation is the likelihood of an important value 
shift in the way in which we regard success in terms of public sector engagement. 
This is set to change as we move towards citizen focused policy and with the rise of 
the concept of public value. Public value is a system of assessing the value and the 
importance of public sector services in relation to that which the general public are 
prepared to give up – in monetary and non-monetary terms, such as time – to see a 
service in place. Under public value, issues such as quality of service and not merely 
cost will be considered. Cost efficiency of achieving success will continue to be a 
factor, but relative cost alone will not be the sole means of judging efficiency. In this 
sense, we are moving away from the most distorted versions of New Management 
prelevant in the 1980s and 1990s. 

Our consultation confirmed our belief that in order to be able to judge the value of 
cultural activity, it is necessary to have a system which allows us to measure the 
effects of a particular project or a policy and to make comparisons with others. 

                                                 
3  Draft Secondary Guidance on: The Duty on Accountable Officers to Ensure Arrangements  
 are in Place to Secure Best Value, Scottish Exceutive (2004)   
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9.4 Our thinking 

9.4.1 Assessing cultural value 

There has been a great deal of debate about the assessment of cultural value and 
the impact of arts. A number of organisations and key people including Demos, the 
Institute for Public Policy Research, the Secretary of State for Culture, Media & 
Sport, Tessa Jowell, and the Chair of the Arts Council of England have all recently 
produced statements on the public value of arts and culture. Most attempt to realign 
a debate that has centred around the relative merit (and therefore value of) culture in 
and of itself (intrinsic) or as a means by which to deliver broader social and political 
agendas (instrumental).  

“Too often politicians have been forced to debate culture in terms only of its 
instrumental benefits to other agendas. . . . In political and public discourse in 
this country we have avoided the more difficult approach of investigating, 
questioning and celebrating what culture actually does in and of itself.” 4  

Tessa Jowell, Minister of State for Culture Media and Sport  

Both the First Minister’s 2003 St Andrew’s Day speech and the Cultural Policy 
Statement from the Scottish Executive, whilst alluding to the intrinsic benefits of 
cultural activity demand a cultural policy that pays “particular attention to the impact 
on the wider objectives of Scottish government” 5. It deploys both the intrinsic and the 
instrumental arguments, but tends to side towards the instrumental. 

Instrumental arguments for the defence of culture have increased over the last ten 
years for three main reasons: the assault on traditional, timeless aesthetic and 
intrinsic values which have been challenged by the democratisation of the concept of 
the ‘high arts’; instrumental statistics such as the number of young offenders 
participating in an arts project can be quantified; despite the developments in 
neuroscience, cognitive theory and educational psychology, a universally agreed 
scientific measure of the deeply subjective experiences that are at the heart of great 
art has yet to be declared. 

“I know that arts and culture make a contribution to health, to education, to 
crime reduction, to strong communities, to the nation’s well being, but I don’t 
know how to evaluate it or describe it. We have to find a language and a way 
of describing its worth. It’s the only way we’ll secure the greater support we 
need.” 6   

Estelle Morris, Minister for the Arts 

As noted in Section 2 of the report, the conflict between the intrinsic and the 
instrumental is one that has been overstated. The intrinsic nature of cultural activity 
has allowed it to be employed so successfully as an instrumental tool. The issue 
becomes more political, however, when we consider how to assess the impact of 
culture. A key question for the Commission was: should the measures used for 
cultural interventions be judged on the criteria of success at achieving other political 
agendas? 

                                                 
4  Government and the Value of Culture (2004) DCMS 
5  Cultural Policy Statement (2004) Scottish Executive 
6  Speech to Cheltenham Festival of Literature (2003) available from DCMS, 
  www.culture.gov.uk. 
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9.4.2 The importance of evaluation 

The Commission’s consultation revealed an awareness of the need for effective 
systems of evaluation: 

“It is only through measurement that the value of national goals can be 
assessed.” 

Scottish Cultural Resources Access Network submission 

“SCDI recommends… identifying and facilitating key outcomes of spending 
on cultural policy” 

Scottish Council for Development and Industry submission 

However, it also revealed a strong feeling among the sector that such requirements 
would usually be subordinate to the core functions of such bodies: 

“It isn’t appropriate to impose such bureaucracy that the recipient of funds 
spends a significant percentage of the funding in the process.” 

Scottish Publishers Association submission 

9.4.3 Inadequacy of the current systems  

Throughout our consultation, we confirmed the widely held view that there is a 
perceived inadequacy in the current systems of evaluation for the cultural sector in 
Scotland.  

“Currently there are evaluation forms for arts and cultural work which could 
also be used for measuring the level of comfort in an airport lounge.” 

           Royal Bank of Scotland Centre for Community Arts Research and Practice  

Our work has also revealed a paucity of quality information currently available across 
the cultural sector in Scotland and an absence of coordination across various bodies 
collecting such data, making nationwide comparisons impossible. In drafting our 
report we have also struggled to make sense of inconsistencies and gaps in the 
information that is available. It is variable in quality, content and scope; different parts 
of the sector handle information differently, and different measures are used by 
different bodies.  

In the main, the information is primarily based around inputs, (such as investment 
figures and those figures which can easily be logged and recorded – such as 
changes in library stock). These provide a poor picture of the quality, scope and 
magnitude of the cultural activity. A consensus exists that our present systems of 
evaluation, which tend to be predicated on securing continuing or future funding 
rather than on genuinely improving performance, do not serve the long-term interests 
of the cultural sector. 

Proper evaluation… concentrates on improving performance rather than 
being used as an advocacy tool to justify further funding… What is important 
is the concentration on public perceptions and the use of more holistic 
characteristics than employed by our present evaluation systems. 

Dr Stewart MacDonald, The Lighthouse submission 

There was also an awareness that whilst consideration of evaluation may be a key 
part of securing funding that this is not always followed through: 
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“It is left to the recipient to do what they say and there is no obligation on 
those who succeed office bearers to continue to pursue those stated criteria.” 

Dora Betteson, personal submission 

PMP’s research for the Commission also provided evidence of the perceived 
inadequacy of the current statutory systems for sport and leisure management, 
museums and libraries by local authorities. Our consultation confirmed a strong 
feeling in the sector that the current systems of evaluation (quantitative ‘bums on 
seats’, economic ‘ticket-sales’ and economic impact data) should be augmented by 
some kind of evaluation that is sensitive to the subjective impact of culture. We need 
to be able to capture the transformative power of cultural activity and the concept of 
‘cultural value’. The Visual Arts and Galleries Association noted the need to, “create 
evaluation/measurement methodology appropriate to unknown and unpredictable 
outcomes”. DEMOS held a conference in 2003, which led to the publication of 
Capturing Cultural Value: How culture has become a tool of government policy. 

“We need a language capable of reflecting, recognising and capturing the full 
range of values expressed through culture. Some of those values may be 
covert and naturalised, they may coexist or conflict, but only with clarity about 
what they are can we hope to build wide public support for the collective 
funding of culture.” 7  

          Demos 

9.4.4 Creating a new system of evaluation 

Whilst there is almost universal agreement that there is a need for a better system of 
evaluation, there is little agreement on precisely what such framework might be. 
There was an acute awareness that this is a complicated issue and that it will require 
careful consideration and further work beyond the life of the Commission: 

“Detailed consideration of systems of monitoring, evaluation and setting of 
standards, should be out with the remit of the present Review. The 
Commission should take serious consideration of existing international 
research into ‘qualitative’ impacts of cultural provisions, as part of a move 
away from mechanistic quantitative measurements.” 

HI~Arts submission  

It is important that work is undertaken to develop such a system with all of the people 
who will be required to utilise it, it is important to involve them all from the planning 
stage to ensure any system is appropriate to both the size and the scale of the 
project being assessed and to ensure that some common criteria are agreed allowing 
the collection of comparable data on the activities and impact for the cultural sector in 
Scotland. 

                                                 
7  Capturing Cultural Value, John Holden (2004) Demos 
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The establishment of rights and entitlements will offer an opportunity to develop 
many of these criteria and should be used as an opportunity for the cultural sector to 
develop a system of evaluation. As we have noted, the Commission is unable at this 
stage to offer a comprehensive picture of such a system, but we are able to outline 
some of the key issues to be addressed. 

A holistic approach 

Research into the impact on quality of life and well-being of culture and sport is 
currently being undertaken by CCPR for the Scottish Executive and there is an 
indication that the Executive’s Strategy Unit or the Office of Chief Researcher may 
undertake a more extensive cross-governmental study into well-being. The results of 
these studies will need to be considered and integrated into any new system.  

The Commission is also aware of some interesting international developments and 
we highlight in particular the Creativity Index8 being developed in Hong Kong that will 
provide a statistical framework for measuring the status and growth of creativity.  
Whilst the project is still developing the full range of indicators, many are already 
collected across a range of policy areas. They are not, however, currently being 
deployed in such a framework. We recommend further investigation of this 
development and, if appropriate, the adoption of the framework allowing 
benchmarking against Hong Kong. One of the stated long term aims for Hong Kong 
is to allow comparison with other Asian cities, but there is certainly the potential for 
an international index to develop. 

All of these developments are part of a general trend throughout the world that is 
beginning to look beyond GDP and economic growth as measures of success. The 
volume and effort of such developments suggest that these will become increasingly 
important in how we organise our societies and prioritise our development in the 
coming decades. Demos outlines a persuasive argument in Capturing Cultural Value9  
that attempts to create a language and a system built upon the discourses of 
anthropology, environmentalism, valuation of intangibles from business and the 
Cabinet Office’s notions of Public Value. Demos’s publication closes by suggesting 
an interlocking system of evidence collection and assessment, which includes many 
items currently collected as well as some further demands. Whilst attempting to 
provide practical examples, the model remains largely theoretical and some areas 
need further elaboration. 

PMP’s research for the Commission revealed the variety of systems of monitoring 
and benchmarking across local authorities currently in development – VOCAL’s 
Quality Assurance Model and the English Comprehensive Performance Assessment, 
where DCMS is currently consulting on a ‘culture’ block – as well as other systems 
that could be amended or adapted. It is clear that, at present, no definitive 
performance measurement system for the cultural sector in Scotland exists.  

                                                 
8  A Study on Hong Kong Creativity Index: Interim Report,  November 2004. (see 
  http://www.hab.gov.hk/en/publications_and_press_releases/reports.htm) 
9  Capturing Cultural Value, John Holden (2004) Demos 
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9.5 Towards a new system of measuring culture 

9.5.1 A comprehensive literature review 

Our view is that one of the first major tasks is to carry out a comprehensive review of 
the existing literature relating to public value in the cultural context. Such a study 
should also consider the various assessment frameworks and toolkits that are 
currently available and those being developed in order to help Scotland produce its 
own universal assessment tailored made for the sector’s needs. This is a key part of 
any new cultural framework for Scotland. Such a system will need to be adaptable to 
the needs and the scale of individual projects but will provide universal measures by 
which all assessments can be collated and can be compared.  

9.5.2 Securing commitment from the sector 

The processs of establishing cultural rights and entitlements will require agreement 
on a system for measuring and monitoring performance against these. The most 
suitable framework for evaluation with the cultural sectors will need to be developed 
with sector councils, local authorities and all other stakeholders as it is essential that 
any such system has ‘buy-in’ from all. The resulting framework should be ‘light-touch’ 
and must be sensitive to individual projects and local variations, but should allow for 
key comparative data.  

9.5.3 Self-assessment and an Inspectorate 

We believe that the framework should also incorporate the general trend towards 
self-assessment from the education sector and others. In Scotland, monitoring, 
measuring and mentoring the cultural sector will be based upon self-assessment at 
organisational, local authority and institutional level. There is also a need for this 
information to be coordinated by the central cultural body, where it will be collated 
and reported. 

In addition to self-assessment and an ongoing mentoring function, many 
stakeholders identified the need for robust independent evaluation, as and when 
required: 

“Services which are not inspected are not taken seriously in the current local 
government context. The establishment of HMIE for Cultural Services would 
raise both the local and national political profile of libraries and other cultural 
partnerships.” 

Library Sector Thinking Group submission  

A cultural sector inspectorate function, built upon Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of 
Education (HMIE) as a model, would be able to examine individual facilities on the 
agreed self-assessment criteria, as required, but would also be able to undertake 
specific studies as required, such as rural touring theatre in Scotland or educational 
services of core funded bodies for example. 
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9.5.4 Agreement on core measures 

Responsibility for continual refinement and improvement will also need to be part of a 
coordinated approach. However, we believe it to be essential that the sector agrees 
on some core measures and ensures that these are collected consistently for at least 
ten years, so that data can be comparable in a way that is not currently possible. 

Essentially we believe there will be a requirement in the future to: 

• critically examine the aims of any project or intervention 

• identify fully the costs involved 

• assess the extent that aims have been met 

• evaluate the investment proportionate to cost incurred or any profit realised 

• assess whether the outcomes could have been achieved more effectively by 
other means. 

“If proper objectives and milestones are agreed, written down and signed at 
the outset and constructive dialogue takes place throughout the partnership, 
then the incidences of failure to meet standards are reduced”. 

Diageo submission  

In discussions with sector representatives, it was clear that key stakeholders realise 
the value of being able to explain the outcomes and effects of cultural engagement 
and of being able to compare and continually improve the provision of cultural 
services. If the First Minister’s aim of placing culture at the heart of government, 
cross-cutting all departments, is to be achieved, cultural bodies will increasingly be 
required to justify itself to a wider range of clients. In such an environment, good 
reliable information for the sector is a priority. 

9.5.5 What needs to be done? 

In summary, there is a pressing need for better collection and reporting of data on the 
cultural sector in Scotland. Such data should include some core comparable figures 
that apply across the sector. We believe it is vital that the cultural sector applies effort 
to this project in order to deliver a tailor made system or else it may be forced to 
adopt a system co-opted from another sector. All assessments and reports should be 
made available publicly, in line with Freedom of Information Legislation. ICT solutions 
which could improve the system of evaluation should be explored. 

It is important to note, however, that when considering further work and 
responsibilities in the area of assessment, care must be taken not to create systems 
which become overly burdensome and in which the requirement to record and 
assess outweighs the benefits of a more coherent understanding of the sector’s 
impact . Recently the Scottish Parliament’s Enterprise and Culture Committee 
concluded “that the current mechanisms for monitoring, evaluating and auditing 
spend on arts in the community are overly bureaucratic and burdensome, particularly 
to the many small and voluntary organisations active in this area. One witness told us 
that we ought to be ‘measuring the breadth of the smile’ that participation in the arts 
can bring.” 10  

                                                 
10  Enterprise and Culture Committee Report on Arts in the Community, available from 
  www.scottish-parliament.uk 
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It may be that we are unable to prove with a degree of statistical reliability the range 
of impacts of culture. A degree of faith is required from politicians to invest in the 
future well-being of the nation. 

9.6 Making public investment work more effectively 

9.6.1 Savings from central procurement and economies of scale 

As we begin to implement methods of assessment that are more appropriate to the 
range of outcomes from cultural activity, we will improve our knowledge about the 
most effective approaches to cultural interventions. This will allow more targeted 
investment and more efficient usage of public investment. The Commission’s 
recommendations on infrastructure outlined in Section 10 of this report will create an 
environment in which there will be a number of potential efficiency savings. The 
rationalisation of the diverse bodies and funding streams into one organisation 
should also present significant opportunities for savings in backroom functions such 
as payroll where currently each body has its own systems. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bringing all the cultural sector bodies together into one system allows for the central 
procurement of both goods and services on behalf of the whole sector, in line with 
the Gershon recommendations. This could be undertaken on relatively 
straightforward areas such as stationary or cleaning, but it has the potential be 
expanded into the procurement of professional services e.g. marketing services, IT 
and legal services on behalf of the whole sector. We would hope that any new 
infrastructural body for culture, established on the basis of our recommendations, 
and other bodies such as Scotland’s National Institutions with collections, and 
performing companies, would follow this example by exploring the possibilities of 
shared services. 

There are many areas where such procurement savings and economies of scale 
might be made, and they have been identified in Section 10. 

Scottish Arts Council Efficiency Savings 

Since 2003 the SAC has introduced a range of policies and initiatives in order to
increase efficiency. These include the rationalisation of property holdings which has
saved over £100,000 pa since 2003; reviewing maintenance contracts; tasks
previously done by consultants being taken in-house; increasing staff skills base –
especially in costly areas such as IT; a major review and rationalisation of funding
processes; the Finance Grants and the Finance Department have been combined
to increase synergies and there has been automation of time-consuming manual
processes.  

Source:  Graham Berry, SAC, June 2005
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9.6.2 Strategic alliances 

During our consultation, we attended an Arts & Business seminar held in February 
2005, which addressed the issue of strategic alliances between organisations and 
the benefits this might bring. These were identified as: 

• releasing money for core functions 

• improving standards and sharing best practice 

• increasing impact through coordinating programming 

• sharing staff and resources. 

Participants at the seminar identified a range of barriers to such programmes, 
including: 

• fear of losing funding 

• time and energy required to build partnerships 

• questions of ownership of intellectual property 

• preservation of artistic identity. 

A range of examples of successful alliances were presented. These included a one-
off collaboration between York Theatre Royal and the York Pilot Theatre on a 
production that resulted in the Pilot moving in with the Royal. The Pilot accesses the 
marketing of the Theatre Royal whilst the Royal gains revenue from Pilot productions 
as well as being able to scale productions down for touring using the Pilot. In 
addition, the BBC and London Symphony Orchestras were reported as having 
pooled their administrative staff at the Barbican, whilst retaining individual directors. 
The Kimmel Centre in Philadelphia was also cited because of the co-location of a 
handful of arts organisations that shared HR, IT, PR and other ‘back room’ services. 

We believe that strategic alliances could be explored as a useful first step towards 
greater collaboration between organisations in the cultural sector. 

9.7 Summary and recommendations 

We recommend: 

1) That the cultural sector should apply its effort to the development and 
implementation of a tailor-made system for the performance, measuring, 
monitoring and benchmarking of cultural information.  

2) That the lead agency should be tasked to improve the collection, co-
ordination and recording of data. 

3) That the key bodies in the sector should be required to adopt standard 
methods of recording and collating information. 

4) That the lead agency adopts an agreed system of business plan evaluation.  

5) That the lead agency mentors and validates a system of self assessment. 
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Section 10  Organisational infrastructure  

10.1 Our remit 
 

“We will not shore up institutions for historical reasons or sentimental 
attachments” 

Jack McConnell, St Andrew’s Day, 2003 

The Commission’s remit identifies one of its two core purposes to be: 

 “redefine the institutional infrastructure and governance of the Scottish 
cultural sector to enable it to deliver the entitlements that spring from rights” 1.  

Specifically it asked us to: 

Assess the current institutional infrastructure in terms of: 

− being fit for purpose 
− impact on sector 
− cost effectiveness and best value 

 

Consider the relationship between the (existing cultural) institutions 

Consider the relationship between the sectors – public, private and voluntary 

And in light of the above to: 

Suggest more effective alternatives for the institutional infrastructure 

Identify the governance implications of such recommendations and present 
options of governance for consideration. 

10.2 Our understanding 

The First Minister, and our brief, could not have been clearer: 

“the cultural sector needs to look at itself carefully and from a citizen-
first perspective. Our organisations need to take responsibility for 
delivering to the people of our country in an effective and accessible 
way.” 

    Jack McConnell, St Andrew’s Day, 2003 

The Commission was also clearly instructed to ensure that Scotland’s institutional 
infrastructure was shaped by the policy process of rights and entitlements, in order to 
achieve this ‘citizen-first’ approach. We were invited to be radical. We have been 
happy to do this and believe that, to accomplish fully the First Minster’s aspirations, a 
radical change is necessary. 

                                                 
1  Cultural Policy Statement/Cultural Commission Remit (2004) Scottish Executive 
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We respect the remit’s direction to “acknowledge the full cultural ecology of 
Scotland”2 across the public, private and voluntary sectors. We are conscious, 
however, that our recommendations must be directed at the public sector, although 
the consequence of these recommendations will affect those other sectors. 

We understand that the key reasons behind reconsidering the institutional 
infrastructure are to propose an operation that is the most effective way of: 

• serving the citizens 

• supporting the cultural sector 

• managing public investment in the cultural sector. 

As we note elsewhere, the cultural sector comprises a broad spectrum of 
organisations that create or show the work of creative people. These include our arts 
organisations and collections as well as architects, festivals, curators, librarians and 
designers. One of our primary challenges has been to encourage the sector to 
consider itself holistically, as a distinct, albeit multi-faceted, entity – ‘the cultural 
sector’. This does not happen at present and is evidenced by a lack of 
communication, and consequently coherent strategy, which has often made it difficult 
for audience and funders properly to address its needs.  

An analogy could be made with the health sector, which comprises many disciplines 
and specialisms that are enhanced rather than diminished by their perception as 
being part of a larger sector working to a common goal. Organisational structures are 
a very important way of encouraging the cultural sector to work collaboratively and 
with understanding and respect for its component parts. 

 
10.3 Consultation 

The following sources were used to acquire information, opinion and comment, and 
in turn informed the Commission’s discussions and recommendations: 

• written submissions 

• meetings, including a Thinking Group 

• desk research. 

10.3.1 Written submissions 

The majority of written submissions chose to comment on an aspect of the current 
institutional infrastructure. A few offered alternatives, although almost all of these 
chose to focus on one area of the infrastructure, for example, local provision or a 
sector’s representation, rather than an overview of the whole cultural sector. 

‘Arms length’ principle 

The issue raised in most written communications was that of the ‘arms length 
principle’, although submissions showed a clear division over the principle of ‘arms 
length’ operation from government. Essentially, the cultural sector strongly advocated 
the principle, and local government did not.  

                                                 
2  Cultural Policy Statement/Cultural Commission Remit (2004) Scottish Executive 
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Some examples supporting the principle include: 

• “The arms length principle is crucial to the independent delivery of cultural 
activity.” 3  

• “It does not seem practical or desirable for the Scottish Executive to give a 
detailed prescription for the content of cultural activities… In this sense the 
arms length principle should be observed.” 4  

• “If there is to be financial support to cultural institutions and individuals it must 
be at arms length thus preventing political interference.” 5  

Similarly, the views against the principle included: 

• “The arms length principle is not appropriate. The Executive needs to take a 
proactive role in the promotion of culture and seek to ensure that existing 
national cultural agencies work closely together, if not merge” 6  

• “The arms length principle is no longer appropriate given the establishment of 
cultural rights and entitlements.” 7  

A considered view from Falkirk Council acknowledged the benefits of both stronger 
government intervention and the necessity of arms length coexisting. We feel it is 
worth quoting from at length:  

“Cultural leadership should not only be seen in a political context, the arms 
length principle is still a valid and important distinction. State support for 
culture should not result in state-led culture… [acknowledge] that the dynamic 
of culture do not fit into the administrative hierarchy of government. There 
must be a powerful lobbying voice… to articulate the concerns of a wide 
range of stakeholders… There cannot be one leadership… voices will 
continue to emerge from a variety of sectors… and the arms length bodies 
should provide an opportunity for these voices to be heard.” 

Falkirk Council submission 

We are persuaded by the argument of coexistence. Working at ‘arm's length’ is a 
public policy principle applied in law, politics and economics in most Western 
societies. The principle is implicit in the constitutional separation of powers between 
the judiciary, executive and legislative branches of government. It is quite common 
practice in funding cultural activity in Commonwealth countries, such as Canada and 
Australia, and European countries such as Sweden and Ireland although some 
countries, notably France, Germany and The Netherlands, prefer to maintain a 
centralised government involvement. 

The arms length principle is usually adopted to encourage the following benefits: 

− freedom of expression and advocacy for the creative community 

− freedom from political and bureaucratic intervention 

                                                 
3  Visual Arts and Galleries Association, VAGA 
4  Royal Scottish National Orchestra, RSNO 
5  Dora Beeteson personal submission 
6  East Dunbartonshire Council 
7  Gerry Fitzpatrick, officer of West Lothian Council 
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− greater pluralism and variety 

− allow cultural bodies to demonstrate their independence 

− allow cultural bodies greater participation in decision making 

− free government from day-to-day concerns 

− free government from responsibility for ‘subjective, artistic’ decisions 

− government can focus on formulation of strategic, long-term and 
sustainable policy  

− allow for informed independent professional advice 

− financial autonomy  

− funding decisions made by peer-group experts.  

Conversely, the arms length principle is deemed to have limitations, mainly that it 
lacks democratic accountability. Perceived problems are that it: 

− does little to protect cultural sector from political influence in practice 

− can complicate the means of delivery of resources 

− duplicates bureaucratic processes 

− confuses lines of responsibility and accountability 

− can leave agencies ‘caught in the middle’ (neither able to compel 
government nor to adequately fulfil their sector’s needs. 

On the basis of our consultation, in order to ensure a thriving cultural sector, we 
believe there is a compelling argument that creative individuals and organisations 
must have the right, and the role, to examine and develop public policy and public 
attitudes. Ultimately we felt that this is an essential freedom in a democratic society. 
In addition, we believe that issues of cultural quality and taste, which are often 
difficult, are more properly matters for the citizen and the creative community, not for 
the policy-maker. 

We therefore endorse the majority view of our consultees. However, we share the 
concern expressed from several contributions that the theory of the principle is not 
always maintained in practice. For the principle to work effectively it needs both sides 
to honour it – the cultural sector and government – and we heard anecdotally of 
many instances where this has been breached. 

We therefore recommend maintaining the principle of ‘arms length’, with clearer, 
more formal and auditable agreements on the extent of the influence of the Scottish 
Executive, or any other public funder, over any publicly funded cultural organisation.  

In each of the infrastructure options outlined below, therefore, we include an arms 
length body. 
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Sectoral representation  

Several submissions outlined the need for more representative bodies in their 
sectors: 

• “We see merit in the establishment of a single new body in Scotland to 
develop policy and good practice in the library, museum and archive fields.” 8  

• “The Executive should set up the Institute for the languages of Scotland as 
soon as possible” 9  

We were impressed by the argument presented by Argyll and Bute Council of the 
need for such sectoral bodies, and the proposed nature of them: 

“Independent advisory boards for museums, libraries, arts and creative 
industries and heritage would serve as powerful advocates and policy 
advisors for these sectors. They could have direct links to, but be 
independent from, the Scottish Executive and would be free from direct 
responsibility for national policy and funding distribution.” 

We tested this view in public meetings in the second and third phases of our 
consultation and it drew widespread support and agreement. It coincides directly with 
the type of body we had envisaged as necessary to advise on standards for these 
sectors as part of the rights-standards-entitlements process (see above in Section 5). 

We therefore endorse the need for such representative bodies and have included 
them in the first two of our three options outlined below as ‘Sectoral Councils’. 

 

                                                 
8  National Library of Scotland 
9  Scots Language Resource Centre, and Scottish Parliamentary Cross Group on the Scots 
  Language 
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10.3.2 Meetings 

At our public meetings, many of the observations from written submissions were 
debated more fully and other issues were raised and discussed. These included the 
Ministerial portfolio, governance in the sector and membership of cultural bodies. 

Minister of Culture 

Several contributions suggested there should be a Minister for Culture and this was 
much debated at our public meetings.  

“Establish a Minister of Culture where a senior politician is exclusively 
championing cultural rights and not carrying additional portfolios such as 
tourism and sport.” 

The Arches submission 

Contributions from the private sector and local government also advocated this view: 

“A Minister for Culture (which includes sport) which is not subservient to 
Tourism.”  

Malcolm Fraser Architects 

“Scottish Executive with a Minister for Culture supported by a single function 
department.”  

Dumfries and Galloway Council 

In discussions, the two primary reasons for this suggestion were revealed to be: 

• an increased status and profile for culture at cabinet level (due to concern at 
high turnover of Ministers of Culture) 

• the necessity of securing a Culture Ministry, in order to secure greater public 
investment in the sector. 

We are aware of the view that the existing Minister of Culture position shares 
additional duties in the same way as, for example, Economic Development and 
Lifelong Learning are shared at Cabinet level. We are further aware that the portfolio 
is a particularly demanding one and there are many calls on the Minister’s time. 

We share the desire for the profile of culture to be kept at a high level within the 
Scottish Cabinet and the Scottish Executive. We are not convinced that this is more 
likely to be achieved by a Minister with a single function portfolio, particularly as there 
are obvious synergies with sport and tourism. We do, however, believe that the 
current Minister is disadvantaged in a practical day-to-day way by not having a 
deputy Minister that can share some of the workload and allow the Minister more 
time to focus on matters of policy and cross-cutting issues. 

We therefore ask the First Minister to consider the introduction of a deputy Minister’s 
post for the current Tourism, Culture and Sport portfolio.  
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Governance 

Our consultation revealed the view that that the disparity in styles of governance 
within the cultural sectors is almost as varied as the organisations that comprise it 
and, more importantly, does not assist cohesion or efficiency. This issue was 
expressed as being particularly acute in terms of national agencies and companies 
where the variety includes NDPBs with arms length relationship (ie SAC); executive 
agencies of government (ie Historic Scotland) and cultural agencies with a variety of 
trustee arrangements (ie National Library, National Museums). 

We believe there is merit in developing and applying a standard approach to 
governance of institutions, organisations or agencies that have earned the title 
‘national’. A sense of common purpose and direction is more likely from 
governors/directors who share the same status, brief and modus operandi. 

Membership 

There was a widely held view that bodies charged with creating public policy and 
disbursing public money could be demonstrably more representative of their sectors. 
This view was encapsulated in the quote below:  

“Bodies charged with disbursing government support locally and nationally 
should be truly representative of the range of practitioners, curators, 
educators, historians and theorists and of course audiences, throughout 
Scotland.”  

Royal Scottish Academy submission 

This view received popular support in our public discussions and we entirely endorse 
it. We propose later in this section that the bodies charged with proposing standards 
and developing entitlements (Sectoral Councils and Cultural Partnerships) should 
adopt this principle of broad representation. 

We do acknowledge, however, that the diversity and depth of cultural practitioners 
means that in practice obtaining a truly representative voice is impossible. 
Organisations should rather look to achieve a more representative voice. To realise 
this, they should look at methods of operation and consultation as much as through 
membership of their governance.  

10.4 Our thinking 

10.4.1 Principles and assumptions 

In developing options for the institutional infrastructure we have taken into account 
the key issues raised from: 

• our remit 

• the First Minister’s St Andrew’s Day speech 

• our consultation responses 

• the rights-standards-entitlements process. 
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We have been mindful to ensure ultimate benefit to the citizen. Each model is viable, 
improves on the present infrastructure and is, we believe, a more efficient use of 
resources. All options share the capacity to improve communication and advocacy 
across the cultural sector and seek to develop a sense of shared identity through 
collegiate processes and create a higher profile for cultural matters. The options also 
share a common goal of enabling clear, measurable benefits to result from change in 
the infrastructure. 

We have prepared three options and have considered these alongside the status quo 
to assess comparative strengths, weaknesses, and consequences for the current 
infrastructure. We are mindful in offering these options that cultural and behavioural 
change is as important as structural change. 

10.5 Constituent parts and core functions  
Each option comprises the same constituent parts (development agency, sectoral 
councils, etc), although in each option their arrangement is configured differently. 
Each constituent part comprises core functions that we have recommended 
elsewhere in the report (advocacy, mentoring, etc). These functions are allocated 
differently between the constituents of each option.  

A full breakdown of how these functions are allocated is contained in Appendix H. 

10.5.1 Constituent parts 

Each of the following constituent parts is contained in each of the three options 
(unless indicated otherwise). Their nature is indicated below and elaborated in the 
following sections. New bodies are indicated in blue italic: 

1. Scottish Executive 
 National elected government 
 Source of public funding for cultural sector in Scotland. 
 Set Cultural Rights and broad policy.  
 
2. Culture Scotland 
 Development agency funded by Executive 
 Unitary body that brings all strands of the cultural sector together. 

Different nature in each option – arms length; within government; 
federal. 

 
3. Sector Councils (options 1 and 2) 
 Representative bodies for six areas of cultural activity. 
 Advocates for their sector. 
 Propose standards for their sectors. 
 
4. Cultural Partnerships 
 Formal local partnership led by local authority 
 Representative of local cultural and public bodies. 
 Develop entitlements for their area 
 
5. Local Authorities 
 Local elected government 
 Implement local entitlements (key partner) 
 Develop cross-cutting delivery through community planning 
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6. Culture Fund (option 1) 
 Arms length body funded by Executive 
 Distribute public funding 
 Provide financial development services to cultural sector 
 
7. Centre for Creativity (options 2 and 3) 
 Arms length body funded by Executive  
 Advocacy for cultural sector 
 Development function 
 
8. National Boards  
 Associations of existing national agencies and companies 

Five Boards - Collections; Performance Companies; Estate; Creative 
Individuals; Language 

 
9. Cultural NDPBs (option 3) 
 Existing bodies  
 Develop policy and disbursing funds 
 Development functions 
 
10. Cultural Assembly 
 Unelected, non-representative body 
 Annual forum for audience/participants/citizens 
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10.5.2 Why these constituent parts? 

Adopting the rights-standards-entitlements process requires the following: 

Cultural Partnerships  Develop and deliver the entitlements effectively 

Sectoral Councils  Propose the national standards 

Culture Scotland  Evaluate proposed standards and partnership 
strategies 

Generating coordination and coherence of the sector as a unified whole leads to: 

Culture Scotland  Single voice and strategy for sector 

Sectoral Councils  Brings each sector together 

Cultural Partnerships  Brings local providers together 

Centre for Creativity  One door approach for business to cultural 
sector 

 
Assessing and evaluating delivery of rights and entitlements, plus sector 
performance: 
 

Culture Scotland  Evaluates and mentors standards and 
entitlements 

Effective use of public funding: 

Cultural Fund Financial development services to sector – 
broker with private sector 

Centre for Creativity Financial development services to sector – 
broker with private sector 

National Boards Shared planning and resources 

Better advocacy for the cultural sector: 

Culture Scotland  Single joint voice (not in all options) 

Sectoral Councils  Coherent voice for each part of sector  

Cultural Assembly Voice to the citizen and ‘cultural user’ 

Generating new thinking and research: 

Culture Scotland  Specific think-tank function 

Centre for Creativity Specific think-tank function 

Increased citizen participation: 

Cultural Assembly Annual opportunity to input and question 

Cultural Partnerships Clearer route to local delivery 
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10.6 Summary of our options 

We must emphasise that there was little or no disagreement in our consultation over 
the core functions needing to be provided, nor the key issues needing to be 
addressed when configuring them. Having identified the core functions and 
developed them into constituent parts, we therefore focused on how best to configure 
those parts into effective, practical infrastructures that represented some of the 
differences in principle expressed to us in consultation. We must emphasise that 
there was little or no disagreement in our consultation over the core functions 
needing to be provided, nor the key issues needing addressed when configuring 
them. 

Option 1 offers more distance from government and makes voluntary participation in 
the governance a key democratic element. In this model we are also mindful of the 
First Minister’s expressed reluctance to add unnecessarily to public sector 
administration. 

Advocates of the different options have put emphasis on different parts of the 
democratic process. COSLA-VOCAL, on whose proposal Option 2 is based, argues 
that removal of NDPBs in favour of a direct relationship between local and national 
government creates a more democratic structure. The SAC model, the basis for 
Option 3, maintains faith in the arm’s length principle that has been part of 
democratic practice in Britain for a very long time. We would argue that whilst NDPBs 
are not undemocratic, it is legitimate to ask if they serve the interest of the citizen 
more effectively than other models. 

10.7 The options in detail 

10.7.1 Background to the options 

In all of the detailed options below, two relationships remain constant and therefore 
will not be detailed each time: 

• the Cultural Assembly will be initiated and serviced by Culture Scotland (all 
variants) 

• local authorities will liaise directly with the Scottish Executive for their annual 
funding. 

Also, where they feature, the nature and purpose of the following are the same in 
each option, and are as detailed above:  

• sectoral councils 

• cultural partnerships 

• local authorities 

• Cultural Assembly. 

An appraisal of each option is presented below. This is followed by an assessment of 
the costs of each option. These are presented separately. 
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10.7.2 Mapping the status quo 

For comparative purposes, it is useful to present the current institutional 
infrastructure, prior to examining ones that may replace it. The following diagram 
illustrates some of the players and some of their relationships: 

 

10.8 Option 1 – Development Agency 

10.8.1 Characteristics 

In this option the key constituent parts are: 

• Scottish Executive 

• Culture Scotland 

• Culture Fund 

• sectoral councils 

• cultural partnerships 

• National Boards. 
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They relate to each other as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In this option the key characteristic is to reduce dependency on government while 
maintaining strong Ministerial ties. It ensures greater involvement of the cultural 
sector itself in decision making and channels more resources directly at the front-line 
services. It gives an independent voice to the sector by separating advocacy from the 
treasury function. 

Two limited liability companies with charitable status are proposed. The first, Culture 
Scotland, is a development agency. It brings together all parts of the cultural sector: 
local cultural planning groups, education, business and the voluntary sector. It 
therefore has a strong, independent, representative voice. 

It is the strategic planning hub for the unified cultural sector. It makes the case for 
investment in the sector and creates the high level financial plan for the sector 
submitted at each spending review. Its staff, advised by the sector councils, make the 
day-to-day funding recommendations which need to be approved by its Board. 

The second, the Culture Fund, is also a company with charitable status. It has two 
key functions – the first is to develop the level and sources of finance available to the 
cultural sector; by operating a development fund, helping to develop private giving, 
and providing bespoke business and financial services to cultural organisations. It 
fosters enterprise within the sector. 
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It is also the treasury for the cultural sector. It disburses grants as authorised by 
Culture Scotland and ensures that contracts with those receiving money are agreed 
and maintained, and it provides financial mentoring where appropriate. It is not an 
NDPB and therefore has more flexibility in its accounts which are not subject to 
annuality.  

It is the home for two strands of Lottery funding and works collaboratively and 
strategically with HLF Scotland and the Big Lottery. 

10.8.2 Governance 

The cultural sectors run both companies in partnership with government. Culture 
Scotland and the Culture Fund are separate companies each with its own Chief 
Executive Officer. The Scottish Ministers are represented on the full council of 
Culture Scotland and have executive membership of the Culture Fund.  

Culture Scotland is owned, governed and managed by its members. That is a 
crucial difference from the way that an NDPB works. It has a governing council of 
around 25 members drawn from the key stakeholders – Cultural Partnerships, the 
Sectoral Councils, business, education and the voluntary sectors. This large council 
would also include ex officio observers representing Scottish Ministers, a European 
culture agency, Visit Scotland, DCMS and perhaps others.  

This council would appoint a smaller board of, say, nine people to oversee the 
operation of the company. Membership of the board would be advertised under 
Nolan conditions and therefore open to council members and beyond.  

The Culture Fund board is drawn primarily from the cultural, financial and business 
sectors. Government has a golden share and the Scottish Executive is represented 
on the board by the Minister with responsibility for Culture. Normal limited company 
responsibilities would apply to the members. The Chair and board members would 
be appointed by open advertisement. 

10.8.3 How would Culture Scotland operate? 

The composition and function of Culture Scotland is shown in the diagram below: 
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Advocacy  

Culture Scotland speaks to government on behalf of the cultural sector and it helps 
strengthen individual voices within the sector. It places a high premium on 
communication, promoting the case for culture to the citizen and to the private, public 
and voluntary sectors and to the media.  

Culture Scotland is the broker between the cultural sector and the Scottish Executive 
and it undertakes the national negotiation with the Scottish Executive during the 
Comprehensive Spending Review. It has a key role in developing policy, a process 
that involves taking advice from its membership and liaising with government. 

Assessment 

When organisations and individuals apply for funding it assesses their 
applications/business plans and provides mentoring. : It then passes decisions on to 
the Culture Fund who agree an appropriate schedule of payments. Culture Scotland 
negotiates the contracts with applicants regarding the artistic/creative content of their 
application and determines the basis for the contract.  

Mentoring 

Culture Scotland fosters good practice and best value, and develops quality 
assurance. It commissions a rolling programme of assessment and evaluation of 
funded organisations to ensure standards and outputs are being met. 

It has a key role in policy development by co-ordinating the development of national 
standards and advising on the development of entitlements. It provides a mentoring 
service to the sector councils and planning partnerships to help this process. 

Professional services  

Culture Scotland promotes and develops national development strategies based on 
discussions with the Sector Councils and Cultural Planning Partnerships. It 
coordinates the national standards in each of the six sectors, and it develops cross-
cutting policies and advice. It also commissions research and data collection. 

Development  

Culture Scotland has a strong decentralised relationship with the cultural partnership 
areas and, with them, assists in devising development initiatives and methods of 
identifying and supporting creative talent, particularly creative individuals. 

It has a key role in developing and stimulating new thinking in the cultural sector. It 
coordinates a ‘think tank’, commissions new research and fosters development 
initiatives with partners in the cultural sector and the planning partnerships. 
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10.8.4 How would the Culture Fund operate? 

The composition and function of the Culture Fund is shown in the diagram below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Disbursement 

When Culture Scotland has agreed the application/business plan it would like to 
support, and the figure it proposes to offer, the Culture Fund assesses the 
applications for financial viability. Following discussions with Culture Scotland it 
confirms and disburses financial support to an agreed schedule of payments. 

The Fund will regularly check the financial position of organisations to ensure they 
are within agreed and achievable limits. It will take remedial action where this is not 
the case. The Fund does not re-configure business plans; it starts and stops funding.  
Cultural bodies themselves reconfigure their plans and Culture Scotland validates 
them. 

Development 

The Fund will provide a range of banking and financial advice services tailored 
specifically to the cultural sector. The Fund will broker the private sector with the 
cultural sector in practical ways, for example, through angel and development 
finance. 

Investment 

The Fund will explore and develop ways of increasing investment in the cultural 
sector, for example, bonds, endowments and foundations. The Fund will encourage 
philanthropy but will not impact upon an individual company’s pursuit of sponsorship 
and donations. 
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Financial data 

The Fund will collate and maintain financial data in a uniform style from across the 
cultural sector.  It will monitor and report on funding and investment trends. 

10.8.5 The funding process 

The diagram below illustrates the process by which a cultural organisation would 
receive funding. Its application for funding, or costed business plan, is assessed 
using established criteria by Culture Scotland and a contract is agreed. The Fund 
assesses the financial projections, prepares a contract, and issues payment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Both Culture Scotland and Culture Fund will assist (through mentoring) if the cultural 
organisation has a difficulty with either part of the process. It is intended that as Local 
Cultural Partnerships develop into Partnership Networks that some funding may be 
devolved direct to them for disbursing. 

10.8.6 What are the consequences for existing bodies? 

This option pre-supposes that some existing NDPBs are disaggregated. For 
example, SAC and Scottish Screen (SS) would pass their funding functions to the 
Fund but their development skills would be assimilated into the professional services 
offered by Culture Scotland. Some of the functions assigned to Culture Scotland 
include those currently undertaken by existing bodies, notably SMC and SLIC. If 
Scottish Executive funding were to follow these functions to Culture Scotland from 
those bodies, this is likely to directly affect their current constitution. 

10.8.7 Variation – Option 1b) 

This variation places all funding functions into central government. This assuages 
some of the concerns of the national collections and national performing bodies who 
expressed a desire to maintain/develop respectively their direct funding link with the 
Scottish Executive. Option 1b) offers clarity of responsibility and perhaps creates less 
vulnerable exposure of annual funding levels than an agency outwith government. 

Cultural Organisation

prepares application/ 
business plan for 

investment 

Culture Scotland 
assess strategic 

elements and quality 

Culture Fund 
assess business 

viability; makes payment 
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We believe such an arrangement would work, although we feel it is not as strong a 
proposition as option 1, essentially because it presents two drawbacks:  

• the significant advantages of working within a company to develop funding 
independently and provide financial development services are lost 

• it loses parity of esteem within the cultural sector by maintaining a differential 
between ‘national’ and ‘non-national’, with a consequent impairment to 
sectoral planning.  

Another suggestion, to place the funding function inside Culture Scotland, would 
defeat the purpose of splitting advocacy and funding, a pairing that many contributors 
agreed is inherently flawed. 

10.9 Option 2 – Government Agency 

10.9.1 Characteristics 

In this option the key constituent parts are: 

• Scottish Executive 

• Culture Scotland (Government Agency) 

• Centre for Creativity 

• sectoral councils 

• cultural partnerships 

• National Boards. 

They relate to each other as follows: 
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In this option the key characteristics are government taking the proactive and leading 
role with responsibility for funding. There is simplicity of structures and relationships, 
and the advisory roles of the sector are maintained. Advocacy is separated from 
funding and is the responsibility of a new NDPB. 

Funding is retained by government, which is advised by its own agency, Culture 
Scotland, which has the same relationship to the Scottish Executive as other 
successful agencies such as Historic Scotland and Communities Scotland. It deals 
directly with local authorities and the portfolio of bodies called ‘core-funded’ agencies 
by the SAC and SS.  

The Executive Agency model (or enlarged Executive Department, see variation 
below) reduces the number of people voluntarily taking part in the governance of the 
arts and culture by disaggregating the NDPBs. Removing intermediary agencies 
creates a straight-line relationship between local and central government.  

Advocacy and ‘blue-sky’ thinking are the responsibility of a new unitary NDPB, the 
Centre for Creativity (CfC) which has a key role in identifying and supporting 
creative individuals. It will provide external advisory functions and advocacy, although 
in this option a greater advocacy role also falls to the Sector Councils. 

The Centre for Creativity is proposed as an NDPB at arm’s length from the Scottish 
Executive and Culture Scotland, in a similar relationship to that of the Historic 
Environment Advisory Council for Scotland (HEACS) with Historic Scotland, an 
Executive Agency. The Centre for Creativity is intended to be more proactive.  

The CfC also assumes some of the financial development services previously 
assumed by the Culture Fund and unable to be undertaken within Government, such 
as operating a development fund, helping to develop private giving, and providing 
bespoke business and financial services to cultural organisations. It fosters 
enterprise in the sector. 

It is the home for two strands of Lottery funding and works collaboratively and 
strategically with HLF Scotland and the Big Lottery. 

10.9.2 Governance 

The option is based on existing civil service examples: a Management Board heads 
Culture Scotland with two non-executive directors from the stakeholder community; it 
works to a published Corporate Plan.  

The Centre for Creativity has conventional NDPB governance arrangements under 
Nolan rules with all positions on the board advertised and the management 
appointed by the board in consultation with Scottish Ministers. A small board of 9-10 
is envisaged. 

10.9.3 How would Culture Scotland operate? 

The composition and function of Culture Scotland is illustrated in the diagram below: 
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Policy 

Culture Scotland sets policy and co-ordinates national standards proposed by the 
Sector Councils, evaluates performance and co-ordinates national development. 
Broadly, the functions it undertakes are similar to those in Option 1 although without 
the advocacy and with a more limited version of development and business planning. 

Funding 

It would disburse funding on the basis of costed business plans. There would be no 
preferred status for such applicants as national collections or companies, as all would 
apply to the same source. 

Assessment  

It would assess the business plans and make a funding decision on the basis of their 
relevance to policy, quality, and financial viability. It would commission regular 
assessment and evaluation of funded clients. 

Development initiatives 

Culture Scotland would work with the cultural planning partnerships and sector 
councils to identify and support development initiatives, both sectoral and 
geographic. 
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10.9.4 How would the Centre for Creativity operate? 

The composition and function of the Centre for Creativity is illustrated in the diagram 
below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Creative individuals 

The Centre advises on grants to individuals and proposes awards. It proposes 
reward for high-end talent and proposes or brokers schemes for mentoring talent and 
it ensures career ‘pathways’ are in place. 

Think tank 

The Centre also co-ordinates, and where appropriate commissions, ‘think tank’ work 
on the cultural sector from higher education, cultural specialists and others. It co-
ordinates, and commissions, research and statistics on cultural activity and policy. 

Financial development 

The financial services, brokerage, and investment functions from Option 1’s Cultural 
Fund would be undertaken by CfC. It would be a flexible body that will serve the 
national cultural community. It could also develop into making an international 
contribution, similar to the Interarts Foundation in Barcelona. 

Advocacy 

The CfC is the advocate for the cultural sector. 
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10.9.5 The funding process  

In this option individuals and organisations have separate routes: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10.9.6 What are the consequences for existing bodies? 

As with option 1, this option pre-supposes that some existing NDPBs are 
disaggregated. For example, SAC and SS would pass their funding functions to the 
Scottish Executive but their development skills would be assimilated into the 
professional services offered by Culture Scotland and the Centre for Creativity.  

Some of the functions assigned to Culture Scotland and the Centre of Creativity 
include those currently undertaken by existing bodies, notably SMC and SLIC. If 
Scottish Executive funding were to follow these functions to Culture Scotland and the 
Centre for Creativity, it is likely to directly affect the current constitution of those 
bodies, and perhaps others. 

10.9.7 Variation – Option 2b) 

This variation, proposed by COSLA-VOCAL among others, transfers the functions we 
have allocated to the Agency to an enhanced Tourism, Culture and Sport 
Department. The underlying principle remains that there should be direct 
relationships between the funding agency – the Scottish Executive, and the delivery 
agents - the local partnerships and the ‘core-funded’ bodies.  

This option would still require a balancing advisory body within the broader cultural 
community and therefore the Centre for Creativity would still be appropriate as 
outlined above. 

We believe this variation could work effectively, although it has two drawbacks that 
prevent us from promoting it: 

• the notion of larger government runs counter to the First Minister’s call for a 
sleeker civil service following the Gershon report and the Finance Minister’s 
programme of savings 

Cultural Organisation

prepares business plan 
for investment 

Creative Individual 

prepares business plan 
for investment 

Culture Scotland 

assesses business plans 
against criteria; makes 

payment 

Centre for Creativity 

assesses business plans 
against criteria; 

recommends payment 
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• the advantage of having a body with a distinct identity as opposed to a 
government department arguably carries a psychological as well as symbolic 
advantage in a sector that is famous for independence of mind. 

10.10 Option 3 – Federation 

10.10.1 Characteristics 

In this option the key constituent parts are: 

− Scottish Executive 

− Culture Scotland (Federal) 

− Centre for Creativity 

− NDPBs 

− cultural partnerships 

− National Boards. 

They relate to each other as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This option proposes a federation of existing NDPBs to create a rationalisation of 
governance arrangements and operational practice, an arrangement based on an 
original proposal by the Scottish Arts Council. 

Culture Scotland (Federation) would be a high-level partnership, or association, 
placing great emphasis on joint advocacy achieved by bringing the separate 
agencies together to form a strong ‘cultural front.’ The second significant function 
would be strategic development.  
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This option brings together SAC, SS, SMC, A&DS, SLIC and Bòrd na Gàidhlig. 
During the course of our consultative period many of these bodies have met in an 
informal version of the proposed association. We understand, however, that there 
may be a diminishing appetite in the sector for this sort of arrangement and more 
focus on radical ideas with new players. This is, however, a simple model that is the 
least disruptive of the options proposed and demonstrably workable.  

One problem might be that its familiarity could be considered a handicap to 
introducing real change elsewhere in the infrastructure, impacting negatively on the 
creation of new bodies such as cultural partnerships and a variant of the Centre for 
Creativity. Also, there would be no need for sectoral councils, as their role would be 
assumed by the NDPBs. 

10.10.2 Governance 

Culture Scotland is an informal association of separate bodies with increased 
sharing of administration. This option makes savings and levers more value from the 
current agencies by encouraging strategic partnerships and establishing joint goals 
and initiatives. 

Conventional governance arrangements under Nolan rules would continue to apply 
for existing NDPBs with all positions on the board advertised and the management 
appointed by the board in consultation with Scottish Ministers. Smaller boards of 9-10 
may be preferable to the current arrangements. 

10.10.3 How would Culture Scotland (Federation) operate? 

Culture Scotland in this option would operate as in the diagram below: 
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Shared administration  

Culture Scotland would be the representative voice of the sector. It would take on the 
task of proposing national standards for each of the constituent sectors. It would 
gradually reduce the current overlap of backroom functions between the 
organisations. 

Development and initiatives  

There would be a greater emphasis on mentoring and an extension of the drive to 
recognise individual creative talents, especially younger, high-end talent. 

Strategy 

Joint approaches to, for example, education and regional development would ensure 
efficiency and greater effectiveness. 

Disbursements  

Disbursement by individual NDPBs would continue, although there may be shared 
treasury functions to undertake it. 

10.10.4 How would the Centre for Creativity operate? 

The operation agency is conceived as more like NESTA10 with a strong development 
brief and some revenue funding from the Scottish Executive. Other functions remain 
the same. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
10  National Endowment for Science Technology and the Arts, established under the 1998  
 National Lottery Act 
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Research and development  

The Centre co-ordinates, and where appropriate commissions, ‘think tank’ work on 
the cultural sector from higher education, cultural specialists, and others. It also co-
ordinates and commissions research and statistics on cultural activity and policy. 

Financial investment and development 

The financial services, brokerage, and investment functions from Option 1’s Cultural 
Fund would be undertaken by CfC 

10.10.5 The funding process 

The current funding routes and process would apply in this option. 

10.10.6 What are the consequences for existing bodies? 

Existing bodies would remain as now, although their operation and governance 
would be reviewed and amended in the context of federal operation. 

10.11 Analysis of the options 

10.11.1 Summary of findings  

We commissioned an independent analysis of each of the above options and the 
status quo against a series of twenty-five key indicators. This section summarises the 
main text of the report, which is contained in Appendix I. It offers a broad overview of 
the more detailed evaluation and a broad indication of its conclusions.  

This summary draws together the performance of each option and the status quo 
against the evaluation criteria, grouped into three overarching criteria as identified by 
our remit: 

• fitness for purpose 

• impact on sector 

• cost effectiveness and best value. 

10.11.2 Criteria for assessment   

The following criteria were used to assess the options: 

• the essential purpose of the option and how it will enable the Executive’s 
national cultural policy objectives is clear and coherent 

• match against broad public policy objectives 

• understandable, inspiring, credible and ‘fit for purpose’ 

• support a citizen-focused approach to cultural policy and allow effective 
implementation of cultural rights, standards and entitlements 

• each main organisational component contributes directly in ways that are 
deliverable and verifiable 
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• the positioning of each organisation in the structure and its strategic and 
functional relationship to others is clear 

• most appropriate and credible solution for delegation of authority for decisions 
on regional and local priorities - and how these will be achieved 

• improve opportunities for achieving a better strategic fit between cultural 
policy and other national strategic priorities and sectors 

• the implications of change from the present state will be justified by the scale 
of benefits the option will realise 

• dis-benefits (actual and likely to be perceived) identified will not diminish the 
benefits of new structure or impede the achievement of policy objectives; 
there will not be a significant loss of expertise or unreasonable damage to the 
careers of those currently working in the cultural sector 

• progressively and measurably increase access to a wider range of cultural 
experiences by a larger proportion of Scotland’s population, year-on-year 

• positively influence more effective communications and practical cooperation 
among organisational stakeholders in the cultural sector 

• will improve the level of active stakeholder engagement and generate and 
sustain community cultural activity 

• provide the most appropriate means to promote, support and incentivise 
Scotland’s national companies and collections 

• encourage and support positive cultural and behavioural change throughout 
the sector 

• foster and support a creative environment that attracts and supports creative 
individuals and creative enterprises to set-up and to work in Scotland  

• improve the international profile of Scotland and Scotland’s culture 

• ensure clear and broadly accessible routes to funding 

• ensure that the support, contribution and involvement of local authorities is 
maximised 

• governance structure and principles are clear and will enable the overall 
performance of the new structure to be assessed and the contribution of each 
main component accurately measured 

• likely to offer scope for introducing efficiencies - subject to verification of data, 
when available  

• delivery chain is as short as it can be, with the smallest number of 
intermediaries between the source of policy and the main points of delivery 

• provides a better framework and improved incentives for the public, private 
and voluntary sectors to cooperate and work together 
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• contains specific components and measures that will promote excellence and 
innovation 

• provides the most appropriate, efficient, equitable and accountable means of 
securing and allocating funds. 

10.11.3 Summary of findings   

The following table offers the result of such a summary of performance against the 
criteria in compact form: 11 

  
Option One 

 
Option Two Option Three Status quo 

 
Fitness for 
purpose 
(8 criteria) 
 

Met     
Doubtful  
Not met  

8
0
0

Met     
Doubtful 
Not met  

6
2
0

Met    
Doubtful 
Not met  

1
0
7

Met    
Doubtful 
Not met  

1
0
7

 
Impact on 
sector 
(11 criteria) 
 

Met    
Doubtful 
Not met 

11
0
0

Met     
Doubtful 
Not met 

9
2
0

Met    
Doubtful 
Not met  

1
3
7

Met    
Doubtful 
Not met  

0
2
9

 
Cost 
effectivenes
s/ best value 
(6 criteria) 
 

Met    
Doubtful 
Not met 

8
0
0

Met    
Doubtful 
Not met 

6
2
0

Met    
Doubtful 
Not met 

1
0
5

Met    
Doubtful 
Not met 

1
0
5

 

From this table it is clear that, with regard to fitness for purpose and cost 
effectiveness and best value, Option 3 and the status quo are equally very weak. 
Option 3 performs marginally better than the status quo in respect of the impact on 
sector, but it meets only three out of the 25 overall criteria against the status quo’s 
score of two and is doubtful in meeting the criteria in three cases against the status 
quo's two. For both Option 3 and the status quo, the rate of success is very low.  

Option 1 meets all the criteria, while Option 2 does not fail completely to meet any 
criterion, but performs doubtfully against two criteria in each overarching area. Both 
Options 1 and 2 appear to meet the criteria far more successfully than Option 3 and 
the status quo, and Option 1 performs in this respect significantly better than Option 
2. As noted above, however, these arithmetical measurements do tend to 
oversimplify the complex evaluation process. 

A copy of the performance matrix can be found in Annex J.

                                                 
11  We have not differentiated between the variations in Options 1 and 2 as we believe the 

analysis of the substantive issues to apply equally to both, the differences between them 
being largely based on principle rather than performance. 
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10.12 Financial appraisal of options 

10.13.1 Background to the task 

We commissioned an independent financial analyst to assess some of the financial 
issues and costs involved in the options and the appraisal that follows is based on his 
findings. Obtaining financial information on total public spending and on costs of 
operation proved difficult for several reasons: 

• strategic financial information on cultural spending is not collated centrally 

• much of the information is difficult to track down 

• financial reporting layouts, presentation styles and cost categorisations differ 
between cultural bodies 

• accounting requirements have changed between years. 

All these factors make aggregation and interpretation of financial information difficult. 
It has also proved impossible for us to track grant-in-aid (GIA) paid by the Scottish 
Executive from the internal ‘cash’ documentation of the Executive into the accounts 
of the cultural bodies. Different accounting treatments are used and the figures do 
not tie up. The main reason is that the cultural bodies often allocate GIA at the end of 
their financial year between their Income & Expenditure Account and various Capital, 
Purchase and other funds and therefore the figures differ from the cash paid by 
Executive for that year. 

As a result of the present fragmented and inconsistent financial reporting 
arrangements it is virtually impossible for stakeholders to obtain a strategic 
‘helicopter overview’ of public spending on cultural activities throughout Scotland. 
Such information would be invaluable in considering long-term expenditure trends, 
such as whether aggregate public expenditure on cultural activities is increasing, 
reducing or level. That information is not readily available at present. Another 
difficulty this presents is in making comparison with cultural spending in England, 
Wales and other countries.  

This lack of strategic financial information hampers policy decisions and also 
hampers the evaluation of outcomes and continuous improvement. We strongly 
recommend that these issues are addressed by the Scottish Executive and the 
relevant agencies as a matter of urgency. 

10.13.2 Compiling the financial information 

A series of tables has been compiled, as follows: 

• costs of options: this shows for each option (including the status quo), an 
estimated budget, estimated staff numbers and staff costs, together 
comparative operating costs and staff costs of the existing National 
Institutions and NDPBs 

• National Institutions: existing net expenditure pattern over the period 
1999/2000 to 2006/07, plus staff numbers and average staff costs  
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• NDPBs: existing net expenditure pattern over the period 1999/2000 to 
2006/07, plus staff numbers and average staff costs  

• local authority expenditure on cultural activities: information has been 
obtained to show net expenditure on cultural activities by each of the 32 
authorities, plus tables ranking expenditure in cash terms and also per capita 
expenditure.  

‘Cultural activities’ by local authorities does not appear to have a clear and universal 
definition and is therefore not easy to extract from local authority accounts. We have 
noted this in earlier sections. Here, it has been necessary to take out some related 
but ‘non-cultural’ expenditure. This adjustment exercise may be subjective but it has 
been consistently applied across all authorities. The information produced shows 
some anomalies (such as nil expenditure by some authorities in some categories of 
cultural activities), which probably indicate differences in working definitions between 
authorities.  

The information obtained is in the public domain and has been obtained from audited 
accounts in the case of the National Institutions and the NDPBs and from the 
Scottish Executive’s LFR information in the case of cultural activities funded by local 
authorities.  

10.13.3 Costing the options 

A preliminary estimate has been made of the costs of each option and an outline 
financial framework for each developed. This will assist in assessing the financial 
implications of each option and should be considered alongside qualitative and non-
financial information. We wish to stress, however, that at this early stage in the 
evolution of these options, costings should be regarded as ‘best estimates’, rather 
than firm information based on hard facts. Assumptions have had to be made on 
possible future costs, including staffing levels, accommodation and running costs and 
potential savings and economies of scale that might be achievable under each 
option.  

Some cautionary notes on aspects of the costings are worth stressing. It is important 
not to place too much emphasis on input measures (e.g. expenditure levels), as 
these provide only crude information and are not reliable measures of performance 
or effectiveness. A caveat should also be expressed about assuming a like-for-like 
comparison – each organisation has unique characteristics and comparisons are 
never simple.  

The methodology used to cost the options has been to: 

• estimate the staff numbers for each option, and the distribution of these staff 
over the activities of Culture Scotland under each option 

• estimate the staff costs for each option, based on the above staff numbers 
and using an average cost of £26K per employee, based on the existing 
National Institutions & NDPBs 

• estimate the annual operating costs for each option, based on the projected 
staff costs, plus the core operating costs of the existing bodies 

• develop an operating costs analysis for the NDPBs, for comparison 
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• develop an operating costs analysis for the National Institutions, for 
comparison. 

 

1. Staff Numbers For Each Option - Summary 

     
 1 2 3 Status Quo 
     
Culture Scotland 130 105 0 0 
Scottish Culture Fund 30 0 0 0 
Cultural Inspectorate 8 8 8 0 
Centre for Creativity 0 60 40 0 
NDPBs (current) 0 0 166 166 
NDPB (new staff) 0 0 12 0 
     

TOTAL STAFF 168 173 226 166 

Variation from Status Quo 2 7 60 0 
     
NOTES:     

Note 1: The above assumes that in Options 1 and 2 that a) the Scottish  
Arts Council and Scottish Screen would cease to exist; and b) the current Executive 
allocation to Scottish Museums Council would be transferred to Creative Scotland. 
     

Note 2: The NDPBs existing staff numbers included in the Status Quo above are SAC 
(97), SS (42) and SMC (27). 
     

Note 3: Option 3 - There may be scope for an eventual reduction in the staff numbers 
shown above, in due course. 
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2. Annual Budget For Each Option - Summary (£000) 

     
 1 2 3 Status Quo 
     
Culture Scotland 43,380 37,730 0  0 
Culture Fund 5,780 0 0  0 
Cultural Inspectorate 5,208 5,208 5,208  0 
Centre for Creativity 0 11,560 9,040  0 
NDPBs (current staff) 0 0 54,316  54,316 
NDPB (new staff) 0 0 2,312  0 
     

TOTAL BUDGET 54,368 54,498 70,876  54,316 

Variation from Status Quo 52 182 16,560  0 
     
Existing NDPB Budgets - 2003/4 Actuals  (£m) 
Scottish Arts Council (see note #)   47,281 
Scottish Museums Council    3,181 
Scottish Screen    3,734 
TOTAL EXISTING NDPBs Budgets   54,196 
# Note: Includes Lottery Fund Recharge by the SAC of £2,130M 
     
Income Analysis - Status Quo Budget - 2003/4 Actuals  
Scottish Executive - Grant-In-Aid Income  49,818 
Other Income    4,378 
TOTAL EXISTING NDPBs    54,196 
     
Expenditure Analysis - Status Quo Budget - 2003/4 Actuals 
Staff Costs    4,262 
Non-Staff Expenditure    48,899 
Surpluses Carried Forward    1,035 
TOTAL EXISTING NDPBs    54,196 
     
Notes: 
1. These figures should be regarded as a 'best estimate' - they cannot be precise at this stage 
2. The difference between £54.316M for the Status-Quo option & £54,196M  
for the aggregated budgets of the existing NDPBs (a difference of £120,000) 
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3. Annual Staff Costs For Each Option (£ 000) 

     
 1 2 3 Status Quo 
     
Culture Scotland 3,380 2,730 0 0 
Culture Fund 780 0 0 0 
Cultural Inspectorate 208 208 208 0 
Centre for Creativity 0 1,560 1,040 0 
NDPBs (current) 0 0 4,316 4,316 
NDPB (new staff) 0 0 312 0 
     

TOTAL STAFF COSTS 4,368 4,498 5,876 4,316  

Variation from Status Quo 52 182 1,560 0  
     
     

Note: The above assumes an average staff cost of £26K per capita (based on average of 
the current NDPB per capita costs for 2003/4) 

     

4. Annual Non-Staff Costs Budget For Each Option (£m) 

     
 1 2 3 Status Quo 
     
Culture Scotland 40 35 0 0 
Culture Fund 5 0 0 0 
Cultural Inspectorate 5 5 5 0 
Centre for Creativity 0 10 8 0 
NDPBs (current) 0 0 50 50 
NDPB (new staff) 0 0 2 0 
     

TOTAL  50 50 65 50 

Variation from Status Quo 0 0 15 0 

 

10.13.4 One-off transitional costs 

In any re-organisation, there would inevitably be numerous one-off non-recurring 
costs incurred in making the transition to a new structure. It is difficult to quantify 
these costs at this early stage without further information. Key issues are likely to be 
the location and distribution of premises, staff salaries and new conditions of service. 
Existing staff are on a variety of salary scales and conditions of service. TUPE 
conditions are likely to apply. 

The skills mix required for a new organisation is likely to be different from the 
inherited staff and therefore it is not as simple as estimating the net difference in 
numbers. There could be a high staff turnover due to skills requirements and staff 
preference for location and new arrangements. This may minimise compulsory 
redundancies, especially if voluntary redundancy and assistance with relocation is 
offered.  
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One-off costs might include: 

− redundancy payments – compulsory and voluntary 

− cost of buying out or preserving the conditions of employment of existing 
staff (normally for a limited period of around three years) 

− re-location payments to staff 

− re-training costs 

− recruitment costs for new staff 

− temporary staff to assist with peak workloads during the transition 

− accommodation costs – requirements may be different from the inherited 
accommodation (some existing property or leases may be able to be 
dispensed with, as a saving) 

− new IT information systems (acquisition of computer equipment, software, 
installation, licences, training costs etc) 

− new procurement systems and contracts 

− termination costs for existing contracts for accommodation, supplies and 
equipment leases 

− legal fees to amend existing contracts 

− consultancy costs. 

We recommend the Scottish Executive undertake a full costing of these one-off costs 
when a preferred organisational infrastructure is identified. Such one-off costs should 
be seen as worthwhile investment over the long term in a new fit-for-purpose 
structure. 

10.13.5 Potential savings 

In two of the options (and their variants) there is potential for cost savings, which 
could, in turn, be re-invested in front-line activity. Potential savings (in due course) 
might include: 

• shared accommodation – limited scope but should be some potential savings 
(e.g. storage, conservation and information and box office facilities) 

• shared ‘back office’ and support staff and the avoidance of duplication – e.g. 
staff in management, finance, legal, human resources, IT, procurement and 
marketing etc may present possible savings and economies of scale within a 
larger operation; also enhanced career opportunities may lead to reduced 
loss of key staff and therefore reduced recruitment and training costs 

• shared specialist staff and the avoidance of duplication – e.g. staff in 
conservation, cataloguing, display, graphic design, printing, photography etc 
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• outsourcing of services may offer flexibility and potential savings, for example, 
it may be preferable to buy in specialist staff and temporary staff to meet peak 
workloads, rather than staff for peak workloads 

• generation of additional income streams presents potential for reductions in 
net costs and/or additional resources to finance new activities 

• ‘joined-up working’ between different sectors of culture could arguably 
produce financial benefits and economies of scale 

• better marketing activities, better market research and responsiveness to 
customer demand 

• greater strategic selectivity is desirable in coordinating and focussing overall 
cultural activities.  

In conclusion, we would note that resources are always likely to be outstripped by 
demand. Anecdotal evidence suggests a need to be more ‘hard nosed’ about a 
number of issues: withdrawing support in the event of poor performance; anticipating 
changing public demands; recognising that product and organisational lifecycles are 
limited, and generating new cultural products and services, which would attract 
support from the public and from business sponsorship. 

10.13 Summary and recommendations 
We believe the organisational infrastructure of the public funded cultural sector in 
Scotland is not configured in the most effective way to deliver cultural rights, 
standards and entitlements. Consequently, we believe a graduated change to a new 
infrastructure involving new organisations, partnerships, and re-focussed existing 
bodies should be undertaken. 

We believe this reconfigured infrastructure will significantly assist the support of the 
cultural sector and, in turn, their ability to serve the citizens of Scotland. 

We do not believe that Option 3, although included here, represents a reasonable 
alternative when viewed against the financial and other benefits of both Options 1 
and 2.  We therefore dismiss that option. 

We note that the financial implications between Options 1 and 2 are not significant. 
However, there is a fundamental difference in approach between the two based 
around greater independence and empowerment of the cultural sector on the one 
hand and greater democratic accountability and government involvement on the 
other. 

We have carefully considered all aspects of each option and it is the 
overwhelming majority view of the Commission that Option 1a most clearly 
meets the aspirations of the remit set us. 

We recommend: 

1) The First Minister considers the introduction of a Deputy Minister’s post for 
the current Tourism, Culture and Sport portfolio. 

2) The proposals outlined in Option Ia be used as the basis for reconfiguring the 
organisational infrastructure of the cultural sector in Scotland. 
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3) The Scottish Executive undertakes a full costing of the one-off costs involved 
in implementing this organisational infrastructure. 

4) Strategic financial information on cultural spending in Scotland is collated 
centrally, with comparable accounting requirements, including financial 
reporting layouts, presentation styles and standardised cost. 
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Section 11 Investment 

11.1 Our remit 
The Commission’s remit is clear in its instruction to address the issues of investment 
in culture. 

“The Commission will consider how to … lever growth in the cultural and 
creative industries.” 1  

11.2 Our understanding 

At the outset of this report we distilled the First Minister’s aspiration for access into 
one goal: that every person in Scotland should share in any cultural activity that is 
publicly funded. This noble objective, however, is only achievable with increased 
levels of investment and re-prioritisation of existing budgets, set against a reasonable 
timescale. 

We believe it also requires a fundamental shift in the mindset of public and private 
funders to support the cultural sector –by regarding it as investment rather than 
subsidy. This change in thinking is equally applicable to the cultural sector itself. 

“The term ‘subsidy’ has done damage in the arts sector. Public money in the 
arts is an investment in their research and development, for the benefit of 
citizens and the arts as a whole.” 

Scottish Arts Council submission 

We believe support for culture in Scotland should be seen as an investment in the 
current and future health and wealth of the nation. 

“Cultural participation is an essential aspect of membership of this society, 
and the creative, practical support of professional artists, so that they can fulfil 
their own potential and enrich the lives of all of us, is not a dutiful drain on the 
public purse, but a positive expression of how we value ourselves.” 

Scottish Society of Playwrights submission 

We recognise, however, that the cultural sector must earn public sector investment, 
and be prudent with it, as much as any other part of society that is publicly supported. 
We understand that the current public sector support for culture could be used more 
effectively to lever growth from its own, and other, sectors, and that this support must 
extend beyond the purely financial. 

11.3 Consultation 

The subject of investment in the cultural sector featured in virtually every 
conversation, submission, meeting and piece of research we received. Without doubt 
this is seen as the single most important aspect of ensuring a vibrant cultural sector. 
We agree that adequate public resources are essential to deliver a reasonable level 
of cultural provision, and considerably more is required to provide and sustain 
excellence. However, the solution is not as simple as increasing financial support 
indefinitely. 

                                                 
1  Cultural Policy Statement/Cultural Commission Remit (2004) Scottish Executive 
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We hope we have shown in the previous sections ways in which the cultural sector 
can be better integrated and supported. That often involves a change of mindset as 
much as budget. We also believe that the greater efficiency a new system will instil 
will allow expenditure to be targeted better at points of delivery.  

The clear weight of evidence presented to us, however, suggested that: 

• an appropriate level of investment is an essential element of successful 
cultural delivery 

• it is not currently there in many cases 

• the public sector element of investment can be used to greater effect as a 
catalyst for other investment sources. 

11.4 What needs to be funded? 

11.4.1 Scope of costs 

Prior to establishing how best to increase investment we need to identify the scale 
and nature of investment required. We believe the main costs required, additional to 
current spending, fall into the following areas: 

Revenue costs 

• consequences of entitlements 

• creating sustainable careers 

• investment in the voluntary sector  

• supporting national assets 

• supporting non-national assets 

Capital costs 

• refurbishment/upgrading 

• new facilities. 

11.4.2 Revenue consequences of entitlements  

 
“We will not change levels of provision or structures overnight, but we 
can set a course that will, over several years, make a huge difference” 

Jack McConnell, St Andrew’s Day 2003 

The process of establishing entitlements, as the First Minister noted, will not happen 
overnight. It is, however, implicit that this commitment will require further investment 
to improve the levels of cultural provision. This was a point the Commission has 
repeatedly heard throughout its consultation: 
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“Self evidently, delivering rights requires an adequate level of resources and 
provision”. 

COSLA submission  

 “The overwhelming implication of ‘cultural rights’ is that significantly 
increased funding will be required to enable citizens to realise these rights 
and to take advantage of them. This is greatly welcomed.” 

Royal Scottish National Orchestra submission 

“…there must be a very considerable increase in funding if the arts are to 
flourish in the way needed to meet the First Minister’s publicly stated aim.” 

Bill Taylor, Chair, Cumbernauld Theatre 

11.4.3 Creating sustainable careers 

Many creative individuals, and creative ‘micro-businesses’ of 1-3 employees, spend 
too much time looking for funding and repeating that process year by year. There is 
little slack within the cultural sector. Most organisations and individuals are using 
great ingenuity in difficult circumstances to simply survive. For example, 38% of 
visual artists in Scotland are earning under £5,000 and 62% earning under £10,000 
gross per annum.2    

Addressing the issue of low pay through tax-emption (promoted in Section 7) could 
have a beneficial effect for creative individuals (using our definition in Section 7.9.). A 
method of assessment, such as that used in Ireland, would be necessary to enter the 
tax exemption scheme. Increased support to creative micro-businesses from the LEC 
network is also required.  

11.4.4 Investment in the voluntary sector 

In Section 8.7 we outlined the valuable contribution made by the voluntary cultural 
sector, and the potential to maximise this contribution through modest increased 
investment. In particular we recommended extending the number of voluntary Arts 
Development Workers and investment in training. This, combined with capital 
upgrading of facilities and equipment, would create an exponentially significant return 
to the level and quality of local cultural activity. 

11.4.5 Revenue support of national assets 

In Section 7 we identified our national assets as our collections, performance 
companies, creative individuals, languages and cultural estate. We considered the 
cost of the latter in ‘capital costs’ above. 

Our proposal above to establish a body to support creative individuals and to 
consider the creation of an Institute of Scottish Languages are likely to cost several 
millions if implemented. 

                                                 
2   Making Their Mark: An Audit of Visual Artists in Scotland, Scottish Arts Council (2003) 
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Maintaining the real value of the current grant assistance to our national collections 
would probably present them with few operational challenges. All can identify 
pressures for increased provision and some are still working through the 
consequences of recent expansions. They are likely to seek additional resources if 
they are to increase significantly interaction with the non-national sector and 
educational and access work. Another significant issue is maintaining a purchasing 
grant for its original purpose.  

All the national performance companies have identified additional sums in their 
annual requests to SAC to allow them to deliver their programmes better and meet 
the aspirations of the company and their audience.  

Similarly, the Edinburgh International Festival, though not a national company at 
present, is an international cultural event of considerable standing and considers 
itself modestly funded compared to other international festivals. It faces annual 
difficulty in balancing its current budget. 

11.4.6 Revenue support of non-national assets 

In recent years additional funding provided by the Scottish Executive has been for 
particular activities and that has affected the overall position. During this period, SAC 
core funding across all artforms has fallen and, to exacerbate the problem, fallen 
behind those in England, thus distorting the market. 

Excluding the ring-fenced project funding to SAC such as the Youth Music Initiative 
and the National Theatre and excluding corresponding project funding to Arts Council 
England such as Creative Sparks, SAC core funding needed to maintain pace with 
increased levels for Arts Council England (ACE) and restore the market is £10.5m.3  

The SAC difficulties affected the theatre sector but additional sums taken from the 
grant allocated to the delayed National Theatre ameliorated the position to an extent.  
However, the Boyden settlement in England opened a financial gap with Scottish 
producing theatre that has had a detrimental effect on this sector.  There is also a 
need for producing theatre in the north of Scotland, probably Aberdeen, which 
implies funding a new company.  Non producing theatres have similar problems e.g. 
the Kings/Festival in Edinburgh, His Majesty’s in Aberdeen and Eden Court in 
Inverness. The gap is likely to be in the order of several millions. 

Museums 

The main pressure is in the non-national sector. In 2003, the SMC proposed 
additional funding of £5m per year for non-national museums to address it. Although 
this was not based on any audit of requirement, given the level of service and 
professional capability at some museums in some authorities, this figure is not 
unreasonable. It is undoubtedly the case that some museums, such as the Maritime 
Museum, are in serious trouble.   

There is also Glasgow’s aspiration to additional Scottish Executive support for what 
they consider to be national functions in the museums service. The Burrell Collection 
and Kelvingrove indisputably hold collections of significance that serve a population 
well beyond the city of Glasgow boundary. 

                                                 
3   See Annex A  
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11.4.7 Capital costs 

We proposed (in Section 7) a more strategic approach to the stewardship of cultural 
buildings in Scotland. As well as the provision of new facilities, the appropriateness of 
existing facilities and issues such as upgrading, maintaining and renewing these 
facilities are major tasks that will need to be addressed.  

We propose an audit of the national cultural estate to identify the scale of 
investment required. Once this is known priorities can be established and an 
appropriate timescale set for phased implementation. Until this audit is 
undertaken it is difficult to be precise about the total costs involved.  

As a comparator, to estimate scale, we considered a similar recent exercise for 
swimming pools in Scotland that estimated £554m is required to upgrade the 
country’s pools over the next 22 years. 4 

Also, in November 2004 Fife Council considered a paper that estimated the repair 
and maintenance required for their theatre, museums and libraries estate as £45m 
over 15 years. Extrapolating that figure across Scotland (Fife is 8%) comes to 
£562m. 

We have found that maintenance budgets for public cultural buildings have been cut 
back severely over the past ten years – and in some places do not exist. When we 
consider the number of the nation’s museums and libraries, the civic theatres and 
galleries, and the arts centres and small specialist venues, there is need for 
substantial investment. It is reasonable to estimate that the scale of investment 
required to repair, upgrade and refurbish existing buildings is at least comparable 
with that of the swimming pools, and perhaps greater.  

Similarly, there are always, rightly, plans to build new facilities. We have seen a 
recent generous award from HLF for the relocation and redevelopment of the 
Transport Museum in Glasgow and are aware of the ongoing ambitious plans of the 
National Galleries and National Museums to extend their cultural estate. 

The civic cultural estate will also continue to develop. However, it is worth noting that 
since lottery funding became available local authority capital funding has declined 
almost pound for pound. This is obviously an issue of concern and suggests that 
there will continue to be a need for significant additional investment each year.   

11.4.8 The 1% target 

The additional amounts outlined above total several tens of million each year for both 
capital costs and revenue costs. We believe the total figure is likely to be in the 
region of £100m per annum. This figure leads us to a proposition.  

If cultural services in Scotland were to receive an uplift of £100m, a figure that would 
equate to £238m in 2003/04, this would represent 1% of the total Scottish Executive 
Budget.5    

                                                 
4  The Ticking Time-Bomb: The Maintenance, Upgrading and Refurbishment of Scotland's 
 public pools, Campbell Associates et al (1999) sportscotland 
5  Scotland's Budget Documents: The 2004-05 Spring Budget Revision to the Budget  
 (Scotland) Act for the year ending 31 March 2005, Scottish Executive 
 ww.scotland.gov.uk/library5/finance/sesb05-00.asp 
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This figure is in one sense symbolic, but we have tested whether it is arbitrary above 
and we believe it does in fact represent quite accurately the scale of the additional 
public funding, both capital and revenue, required per annum. This target, considered 
across the full range of government departments and phased in over two or three 
spending review periods, is certainly achievable with political will. 

11.5 Lever growth – but from where? 

11.5.1 The main players 

The amounts estimated above represent significant additional annual resource. We 
have been asked to identify from where, and how, growth can be levered to meet this 
amount. We believe there are eight sources: 

The Scottish Executive 

This can be achieved from: 

• incremental increases to the existing TCS budget over two-three spending 
reviews 

• identifying cross-cutting opportunities across other spending departments.  

The following methods (considered in more detail below) are the most relevant to 
use: 

• incentives 

• initiatives 

• targets  

• brokerage and advocacy 

• partnership.  

Scottish public sector 

Most significantly this will include the enterprise network (building on our earlier 
recommendation to broaden the Scottish Enterprise remit), but will also extend to 
agencies in other policy areas, for example health and transport.  This is most likely 
to be achieved by reprioritising existing resources through partnership initiatives 
instigated through the cultural planning partnerships. 

Local authorities 

This is most likely to be achieved from: 

• increased support from the Scottish Executive 

• re-prioritising existing budgets 

• cross-cutting opportunities with other departments 

• cross cutting opportunities with other local partners in the public, private and 
voluntary sectors. 
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UK government/DCMS 

There is some, albeit small, scope for direct financial contribution towards specific 
initiatives. However, the main contribution would be made through amending tax 
benefit legislation. To be achievable, this would require significant support from the 
Scottish Executive and Scottish MPs. 

Europe 

The renewal of the Culture 2007 programme and the focus on digitisation and the 
movement of people and culture around Europe could present opportunities. A far 
more strategic approach to partnering and on-going projects is required if Scotland is 
to benefit from these European funds. There may be potential to lever EU funding 
from other government areas using central government funds. There is a substantial 
education programme (Socrates, Leonardo, Youth Community Action etc), but this 
must also demonstrate a need for ‘added European value’. 

The public 

Earned income from entrance or attendance fees could possibly increase – some 
recent evidence suggests free admission does not generate increased attendance in 
the medium-long term. However, this is unlikely to be universally applicable across 
the cultural sector, for example, in respect of many services provided by libraries. 

There is scope to develop national initiatives that encourage joint public investment in 
both capital and revenue projects. We consider some below. 

The voluntary sector 

Although included in this list it is unlikely the voluntary sector will make any significant 
financial contribution towards these additional annual costs. They do however 
continue to provide extremely cost-effective ways of maintaining some types of 
cultural provision, for example running festivals and staffing independent museums. 

The private sector 

This is most likely to be achieved by identifying more cost effective ways in which 
they can invest in capital and revenue initiatives, for example through tax-relief. 

Philanthropic giving and sponsorship is always valuable although likely to remain as 
project-based or for capital initiatives, rather than guaranteed year-on-year revenue 
funding. 

11.5.2 Summary 

The table overleaf summarises the levels of additional annual expenditure and the 
most likely contributing partners in each case. 
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 SE P.Se LAs UK Eur Pub Priv 

Capital 

Refurbishment/upgrading X  X  X X  

National significance X X     X 

Civic significance X X X  X  X 

Revenue 

Consequence of entitlements X X X   X X 

National assets X   X X  X 

Non-national assets X  X  X  X 

Creating sustainable careers    X    

Voluntary sector X  X     

 

11.6 Government’s role 

11.6.1 Infrastructure 

Throughout this report we have been aware of the expectations placed on 
government, and tried to reconcile that with a realistic view of government’s ability to 
deliver. Our thinking and recommendations throughout the report have been 
informed by our view on government’s role in relation to the cultural infrastructure. 

Essentially, we believe government should ensure these three elements of the 
cultural infrastructure are strong and able to deliver the cultural vision for Scotland: 

• financial elements 

• legislative elements 

• built elements. 

It is not government’s place to provide all the above but to ensure it is provided. They 
have a duty to take a strategic and long-term view, as in the commissioning of this 
report, and where there are gaps to provide or encourage ways of addressing them. 

11.6.2 Providing incentives 

One effective way of encouraging others to provide is by providing incentives, usually 
financial, to work in a certain way or deliver a certain outcome. In recent years this 
has been most effective with the funding provided for Cultural Coordinators and the 
Youth music tuition initiative generating increased funding from local authorities. 
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11.6.3 Leading by example 

The value of high-profile support from government should not be underestimated. By 
identifying cultural activity in the public manner as he did on St Andrew’s Day 2003 
the First Minister gave the sector an extremely valuable public endorsement. The 
signals from his speech – and any subsequent positive actions to back them up – 
send out powerful signals to the private sector in terms of economic worth of the 
sector; the voluntary sector in terms of recognition of their achievement; and the rest 
of the public sector in terms of social importance. 

11.6.4 The impact of investment 

The potential benefits and impacts of additional investment are worth elaborating. In 
2000, ACE estimated a 10% increase in their investment in the arts would deliver a 
20% increase in activity, and a 20% increase in their investment would deliver a 60% 
increase in arts activity across in England. For some individual organisations, the 
return was calculated to be even higher. As a result ACE received uplift in the grant-
in-aid from the Treasury of almost 25% over the following three years.6  

Similarly, the SAC argues that a relatively small level of increased core funding would 
allow many organisations to increase their effectiveness and to get out from a 
situation of financial ‘fire-fighting’. Comprehensive figures for all sectors are now 
available, but the SAC collects data on net current asset position of all core funded 
organisations. In 2003/04, the net position of all these bodies was £4.4m in deficit.7  

11.7 Current government and local government support 

It is worth comparing the additional annual requirement we have outlined to the 
existing support from the Scottish Executive and local authorities. This should give 
some indication of how much leverage will actually be required.  

11.7.1 Scottish Executive 

The following figures show how in a time of positive public expenditure settlements 
culture in Scotland has lagged other areas and the situation elsewhere in the UK. 
Funding of culture has not kept pace with the overall increase in Scottish Executive 
spending since 1997. In 1997/98, the culture budget was 0.61% of the SE budget. In 
2005/06 it is 0.44% of the SE budget. Restoring the previous proportion, for example, 
would require £35m.   

Funding for culture in Scotland has not kept pace with the overall increase by DCMS. 
By this financial year, 2005/06, the DCMS budget had increased 60% since 1998/99.  
The Scottish Executive culture budget has increased 39% in that time. Within DCMS, 
funding for the arts has been greatly favoured increasing by 114%, i.e. more than 
doubling. SAC’s funding has increased by a more modest 48%.  

These figures do not include the National Theatre allocation as this does not come 
on-stream fully until next financial year. Also, the funding for instrumental tuition 
being managed through the SAC is also excluded since this will be spent in schools 
and not in the cultural sector. Together these amount to £14m in 2005/06. 

                                                 
6  The Creativity Imperative: Investing in Arts in the 21st Century, Gerry Robinson, Chairman  

of the Arts Council of England, New Statesman Arts Lecture (2000) increase in grant-in-
aid calculated from figures supplied by DCMS 

7  Figures provided by Scottish Arts Council. 
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By comparison, sport has done well. In 1998/99 sport was 0.066% of the Scottish 
Executive Budget. In 2005/06 it is 0.17%. Between 1998/99 and 2005/06, the SE 
sport budget has increased by 348% (£10.1m to £45.3m) compared to 163% 
(£48.1m to £163m) for DCMS sport. In addition there have been significant additional 
provision for sport through NOF. The £87m package for sporting facilities announced 
in 2002 is particularly noteworthy, and could set an interesting model for a similar 
investment in the cultural estate.  

 

Currently, the funding allocated to cultural services is a very small percentage of the 
overall Scottish Executive Budget. If we include the substantial budget provided to 
Historic Scotland, nearly £40m in 2004/05, this figure is still only around 0.6% of the 
total Scottish Executive budget. The disparity between funding for culture and for 
other public services is huge, as the diagram above illustrates. In 2004/05, health will 
receive £6.4b or 27% of the total budget; education (central funding) £559m or 2.3%8 
and justice £1.29b or 5.4%.9  

11.7.2 Local authorities 

Local authorities are the major providers of cultural services in Scotland spending 
£274m on the provision of culture in 2003/0410. In 1995/96 total spend on leisure and 
recreation was  £334m - although the definition at that time would also have included 
expenditure on sport-centred leisure activities.  

                                                 
8  This figure excludes local authority expenditure, such as schools 
9  Scotland's Budget Documents: The 2004-05 Spring Budget Revision 

to the Budget (Scotland) Act for the year ending 31 March 2005 Scottish Executive 
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/library5/finance/sesb05-00.asp 

10  Scottish Executive LFR2 2003-4; for the purposes of this paper ‘culture’ is taken to include  
Libraries, Museums & Galleries, Community Centres and Public Halls (following research 
undertaken for the Commission into voluntary cultural activity), Theatres and 
Entertainment, Other recreation and culture (which includes support for the arts) and 
heritage services; the figure excludes capital funding 

Scottish Executive Budget 2004/05

Culture          
(including 

Historic Scotland)
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64.7%
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Cultural services represent just over 2.5% of total local authority expenditure 
compared with 36% on education, 22% on social work and 5% on central services. 11  

 

As we saw in Section 3, there are great disparities between local authorities in 
spending. In 2003/04 this ranged £149 to £20 per capita.12 Research undertaken for 
the Commission by PMP into local authority provision of cultural services also 
identified this as a key issue: 

“It would appear that there is a wide variation in the number and type of 
cultural facilities that are provided by different councils. This cannot be 
explained simply by the need to adapt to local circumstances and reinforces 
the need for a more systematic approach to be developed”.13 

PMP report for the Cultural Commission 

This view was shared by the local authorities’ own representative body COSLA in 
their submission to the Commission: 

“…there are significant variations in the level and type of provision made 
across Scotland. Consequently the extent and the quality of provision and 
access to cultural facilities is inconsistent.” 

COSLA-VOCAL submission 

If culture is to approach the importance afforded universal health care or education 
for all, then the current level of investment in cultural services will to need to rise, if 
not to their level then certainly to represent a larger proportion of public expenditure. 

                                                 
11  Scottish Local Government Financial Statistics 2003-04 
12   See Annex A  
13   Local Authority Culture and Leisure Provision, PMP (2005) Cultural Commission 

Scottish Local Authority Expenditure 2003/04
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11.8 Sourcing the funds 

“For the last two years I have asked our devolved government to focus 
on delivering better health care, improving schools, creating the 
infrastructure required to secure jobs, and tackling crime. But focusing 
on these priorities should not de-prioritise culture. Culture cuts across 
all of these, in fact all portfolios of government, and it can make a 
difference to our success in each.” 

Jack McConnell, St Andrew’s Day, 2003 

11.8.1 Culture is everyone’s responsibility 

St Andrew’s Day presented a unified Scottish Cabinet, where “every single Minister 
was not only enthusiastic about our cultural development but thoughtful and helpful 
about how it could be applied to their own area of responsibility within government. 
And each made the commitment to use the power and creativity of culture and the 
arts to help them in their work.”14 However, this unity of purpose has not always 
translated to delivery on the ground, as several responses to our consultation 
suggested: 

“There might be failure in not having culture on every organisation’s agenda - 
Scottish Enterprise maximising the economic benefits of a cultured population 
(cultural industries, creative industries, international connections etc), the 
NHS promoting the mental health benefits and so on. There would have to be 
a clear Scottish Executive policy directive on this - I'm not sure that this is the 
case.” 

Scottish Enterprise, Edinburgh and Lothians submission 

In January 2005, the Scottish Executive’s Cultural Policy Department published a 
report of crosscutting cultural initiatives, highlighting developments in health, 
communities, enterprise, rural affairs, justice, transport and education. The report 
identifies just over £1.4m worth of crosscutting projects and initiatives, a very small 
figure in public finance terms. However, it does promise the consideration of many 
future actions.15  

While this support is welcome the mechanics of how such interactions will be 
managed have yet to be worked out. Cross cutting policy, if accorded the status that 
the First Minister suggested, will be a significant new responsibility for the Minister for 
Tourism, Culture and Sport.  

We cannot stress strongly enough the importance of meaningful cross-cutting 
dialogue and actions as the being the most effective way to realise the First 
Minister’s aspirations. We believe there is good cause to consider the current 
composition of the Minister’s TCS department and ensure it is sufficiently resourced 
and configured to lead this cross-cutting initiative with colleague departments. 

                                                 
14  Jack McConnell, St Andrew’s Day, 2003 
15  Progress Report of Initiatives Promoting Cultural Provision and a Wide Range of Other  
 Policies, (2005) Scottish Executive 
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It is worth noting an international example: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

We believe it is also extremely important that developments in central government 
are reflected within local government. The Commission received a great deal of 
evidence of crosscutting initiatives at local authority level: 

 “Arts Development in Moray Council is beginning to be recognised as a 
service/resource that can impact on a range of public services – we have 
been approached by Planning and Environmental Protection to look at 
including public art in improvement schemes in harbours and school dining 
rooms.” 

The Moray Council, Arts Development submission 

Our earlier recommendations with regard to community planning and cultural 
planning across Scotland are relevant here. 

11.8.2 Re-defining national significance  

The COSLA-VOCAL submission was representative of several that promoted the 
idea of an audit of library and gallery collections to identify collections of national 
significance, as has been done successfully with museums. We agree and think it 
should be extended to include cultural venues and companies as well. 

Once identified these bodies of national/international cultural significance should be 
funded from central government. This would release an equivalent amount of money 
back to local government to be reinvested in the delivery of cultural entitlements. 

Bodies/collections eligible for inclusion in such a scheme could, for example, range 
from the Burrell and Mitchell Library in Glasgow, to the Aberdeen Archive, DCA, 
Eden Court, and the Traverse Theatre. We estimate that this approach could 
eventually identify around £15m p.a. for re-investment by local authorities. 

11.8.3 Incentives 

Incentives will be particularly useful in encouraging collaborative working, particularly 
in the setting and delivery of entitlements. 

France - Government funding for culture 

In France the Ministry nominally responsible for cultural affairs is not the only
source of government funding for culture. In fact, the budget of the Ministry for
Culture and Communication represents only 20% of total state funding for culture in
France, with other government ministries contributing approximately 28% and
special treasury accounts (for specific cultural initiatives) contributing some 3% to
the total (based on 1996 figures). These funds are allocated either directly (ring-
fenced as part of the ministry's brief) or indirectly by the participating ministries.  

Source:  Compendium of Cultural Policies in Europe: France 
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The Scottish Arts Council, COSLA, VOCAL and local authorities have advocated a 
form of incentivisation funding that would reward organisations or cultural planning 
partnerships for excellent service. Others have claimed such a system would 
exacerbate the current disparities. We believe incentive funding can be a valid and 
valuable way of encouraging good working practice and improved provision and 
would recommend its use where appropriate, being mindful of the caveats 
expressed. 

Tax incentives 

We elaborated earlier on our suggested tax incentives from the UK government. This 
is a specific area where the UK Treasury could assist cultural growth in Scotland. In 
addition we believe it is worth exploring the opportunities of encouraging business to 
invest in cultural and creative enterprises through tax incentives and relief. This may 
be in the form of reduced business rates (under local government control) or 
introducing national initiatives that are within the gift of the Scottish Executive’s tax 
governance parameters, in return for business support channelled through cultural 
planning partnerships. 

While we do not necessarily advocate the following submission we are reluctant to 
dismiss its sentiment: 

“Perhaps an additional Culture Tax on individuals and companies, just like 
National Insurance funds the Health Service. Another 0.25 pence per pound 
per person, added to a corporate Culture Tax level would make a lot of 
difference.” 

Federation of Scottish Theatre submission 

The Commission received many suggestions for an exploration of a tax or other 
incentive based scheme to encourage individual and corporate giving, many citing 
Goodison review recommendations. In 2004, the Goodison Review16 recommended 
that tax incentives for individual or group donors, giving gifts to museums should be 
able to offset the gross value of the gift against income tax, in instalments over 
successive year if desired, eliminating any liability to inheritance tax and capital gains 
tax and also that corporations should be permitted to offset the gross value of gifts of 
pre-eminent objects against income before liability to Corporation Tax. 

Glasgow City Council advocated rewarding local authorities who currently spend over 
the recommended GAE for culture on a pound-for-pound scheme. While we can see 
the attraction in this approach we believe it may well exacerbate the current levels of 
disparity and in some cases act as a disincentive to current low investors. 

11.8.4 Capital projects 

We believe there are ways in which current funding could be levered to a greater 
extent. New mutually beneficial partnerships between the cultural sector and 
commercial partners need to be explored. The development of the Scottish Youth 
Theatre’s new office, rehearsal and performance space in central Glasgow is an 
excellent example of imaginative, opportunistic partnership working between a 
cultural organisation and a private developer. A similar example can be found in 
Barnet in London: 

                                                 
16  Goodison Review. Securing the Best of our Museums: Private Giving and Government 
 Support. Nicholas Goodison (2004) www.hm-treasury.gov.uk 
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The National Lottery 

Major capital investments in Scotland tend to come from mixed sources, with central 
government, national lottery and private donations making up the major sources. It is 
clear that each source acts as a powerful lever to encourage further donation. 
However, as we saw in Section 3, despite overall lottery revenue increasing for the 
last two years, National Lottery funding available to culture will decline. There is a 
clear requirement to develop sources of non-Lottery capital investment. 

“The funding framework should include funding for capital projects for renewal 
and development of cultural assets. This should involve a range of funding 
sources such as the Heritage Lottery Fund, in addition to central and local 
government. This will be essential to ensure that cultural assets such as 
museums can meet changing public expectations in Scotland and 
internationally.” 

Scottish Museums Council submission 

However, Lottery funding is still an essential part of the capital infrastructure of 
Scotland and any new infrastructure needs to ensure it is maximised. We outline in 
Section 10 how a strategic approach can be taken. 

New ways of borrowing 

New ways of spreading borrowing requirements over a set period, such as the PPP 
initiative, have been introduced with varying degrees of success. The most recent of 
these initiatives – prudential borrowing – is at too early a stage of development to 
advocate wholeheartedly. It does, however, seem to present a cost-effective option 
of funding major capital developments, although it is likely to be of relevance only to 
those buildings which are capable of generating a relatively significant level of annual 
revenue earned income. 

UK – artsdepot 

artsdepot is a new purpose built venue in the London Borough of Barnet, with a
400-seat adaptable format theatre, an art gallery, dance studio, rehearsal room,
drama workshop, wet and dry art studios, café and bar. Barnet College has two
floors of accommodation, including more dance and drama studios, teaching
facilities and tutorial rooms. The building also includes a bus station at street level
to improve public access. 

The building is located on the site of an old cinema and was created as the result
of a mixed-use development of the site. Detailed design specifications were
produced after extensive consultation with the local community and the project
was ‘design and build’, with private developers opting for a health and fitness
space, retail units, flats and penthouses.  

The provision of a variety of attractive facilities within one building meant a high
predicted ‘footfall’ and high socio-economic profile of visitor, making the venture
particularly attractive to a key group of anchor tenants. As a result, Barnet Council
were asked to contribute just £2.5m in addition to providing the site for an arts
facility worth £15m. This is said to be the largest planning gain in the UK to date. 
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Another area we believe is worthy of further investigation is that of public issue 
bonds as a method of involving the public (citizens) as well as the commercial sector 
in public sector capital investment. We understand the system is particularly 
prevalent in the USA and we have, as yet, found no legal reason why a similar 
method may not work here. Essentially, a public scheme is capitalised over a set 
period, say 20 years, and bonds are issued to the public which have a guaranteed 
albeit comparatively low rate of return. The benefits are the stability of the asset to 
the investor and the strategic deployment of exact repayments to the public sector. 

11.8.5 Development of funds from overseas 

The Commission is aware of the development of the Scotland Funds, a programme 
to involve the Scottish diaspora, initially in the USA, in the delivery and funding of 
charitable projects, which will address the issues of deprivation, education, cultural 
development and economic regeneration. The project is based upon the successful 
American Ireland Fund, which has raised $111m since 199917 and is being promoted 
Jim Mather MSP with the support of the other members of the Scottish Parliament 
Cross Party Group on the Economy. 

11.9 A catalyst for growth  

11.9.1 Making the most of what we’ve got? 

Our evidence suggests that we are not yet ‘sweating our assets’ as a country. This is 
possibly due to a number of factors: lack of appropriate knowledge or skills within the 
cultural sector, lack of awareness of opportunity within the private sector and a 
resilient subsidy mentality within the public sector.  

“The commercial model of demand is far better than the paternalistic or 
subsidy junkie model.” 

Kilsyth International Carnival Society submission 

Again, an international comparison is useful: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source:  Compendium of Cultural Policies in Europe: France, Council of Europe/ERICarts 
(2005), accessed via Internet at http://www.culturalpolicies.net/; Compendium of 
Cultural Policies in Europe: France  

                                                 
17  The Scotland Funds – Development Plan (2004) 

France – the financing of culture 

In France, national government and local authorities contribute equally to the public
funding of culture. Figures presented in 2005 show that the culture budget from
national government was €5.78 billion (£3.8 billion) matched by €5.27 billion from
local government. In fact these figures represent only a quarter of total funding for
culture in France: the culture sector is sustained by several sources of which public
funding is only 24%. Other resources come from ‘households’ (57%) and the private
sector (19%, of which sponsorship is 0.4% and the rest advertising on TV, radio
and in the press).   
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More support and advice needs to be provided across the sector to maximise the 
potential for revenue creation.  

“All too often, cultural organisations do not have the financial resource to 
enable them to strive effectively towards autonomy. Funding bodies [NDPBs] 
could provide an advisory service to encourage organisations to maximise 
their potential – i.e. not just rely on funding applications, but have a more 
proactive business plan which demonstrates a positive move towards more 
activities that generate income.” 

Diageo submission 

There are a number of areas that offer the potential for revenue generation including 
hires/rental, advertising, equipment hire, corporate hospitality and entertainment; 
creative training and development; retail and merchandising. There are also other 
opportunities, such as affinity marketing. However, given the high value organisations 
place on their customer databases, this is a route that has not been exploited in the 
UK. In the USA, studies suggest that each name in a database could generate 
around $27 p.a.18. From our evidence these are not currently areas being exploited 
by the cultural sector. We were attracted to one proposal that a challenge fund be 
established to encourage entrepreneurialism. 

The cultural sector has arguably been conservative in its approach to business, 
assuming what is wanted. We received several indications that educational based 
projects might be particularly well placed to benefit from private sector support. 

“Arts and cultural bodies cannot force businesses to invest in the arts but they 
can become better at understanding and increasing the benefits that support 
for, and engagement with, culture can bring to sponsors.” 

Submission from The Royal Mail  

The private sector needs to be viewed as a partner in cultural development and 
involved throughout project development. The increasing commitment to Corporate 
Social Responsibility may help develop private sector engagement. 

11.9.2 An organisational solution 

In Section 7.9. we proposed the need for bespoke financial and investment services 
to the cultural sector. We incorporated these into the Centre of Creativity proposals in 
Section 10, influenced to an extent by the experience of the work of UK’s NESTA and 
Quebec’s SODEC. 

The range of services outlined in the section above convince us even more that such 
services, and such a body, are a prerequisite to successfully develop the levels of 
investment for the cultural sector required to fulfil the First Minister’s aspirations. We 
strongly recommend its creation. 

                                                 
18  Local Authority Culture and Leisure Provision, PMP (2005) Cultural Commission 
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11.10 Recommendations 

We recommend: 

1) Acknowledgement of the scale of the current funding gap in capital and 
revenue provision at almost £100m, and a strategy to address it by the 
Scottish Executive setting a target of 1% of their annual budget as a floor for 
their allocation towards cultural provision. 

2) An audit to re-define cultural assets of national significance, and a 
consequent investment of central government funds to support them. 

3) Supporting the Goodison proposals to offer incentives for private giving. 

4) Introducing incentives, including tax incentives, to encourage public and 
private sector investment. 

5) That a systematic audit to re-define collections and organisations of national 
significance is undertaken, and implemented with phased support of £20m. 

6) The creation of a body to provide bespoke financial, investment, advice and 
brokerage services for the cultural sector. 
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Section 12 Summary of recommendations 

BY 2007 

A Culture Bill should be introduced by 2007. We recommend: 

Rights and entitlements 

1) That existing relevant international, European and UK rights (as outlined 
above) are acknowledged and endorsed in legislation. 

2) That there be four cultural rights, prepared by Scottish Ministers and recorded 
in legislation as follows: 

• all citizens of Scotland have the right to: 

− fulfil their creative potential 
− take part in cultural life 
− an enriching communal life in a satisfying environment 
− participate in designing and implementing cultural policy. 

 

3) That these rights should be considered as permissive and reviewed on a 
statutory cycle. 

4) That national cultural standards be established for direction and guidance in 
the provision and delivery of publicly-funded services in: 

• libraries and archives 

• heritage, galleries and museums 

• creative industries 

• architecture and the built environment 

• the arts 

• languages for which Scots are the chief custodians. 

5) That these national standards be proposed by a body whose membership is 
demonstrably representative of its sector and Scotland’s geography, and 
includes the voluntary, private and public sectors. This body should be 
endorsed by the Scottish Executive or its appointed substitute. 

6) That these national standards be used as guidance for the preparation of 
local entitlements, and assessed and reviewed on a rolling basis at intervals 
of no less than five years. 

7) That the responsibility for proposing and endorsing these national standards 
is specified in legislation. 

8) That cultural entitlements be established in each local authority area to 
specify the level and nature of cultural provision by publicly funded bodies. 
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9) That these cultural entitlements be provision based and formulated by a local 
partnership, led by the local authority, whose membership is demonstrably 
representative of the cultural sector in that area and includes the voluntary, 
private and public sectors. This body should be endorsed by the Scottish 
Executive or its appointed substitute. 

10) That these entitlements, and their means of delivery, are presented in a Local 
Cultural Strategy. 

11) That these entitlements are formally assessed and reviewed on a rolling basis 
at least every five years. 

12) That the responsibility for proposing, endorsing, assessing and reviewing 
these entitlements is specified in legislation. 

13) That these measures replace the current legal obligation on Local Authorities 
to provide ‘adequate’ cultural provision. 

14) That the First Minister invites Parliament to adopt an appropriate means of 
acknowledging the centrality of cultural life in Scotland.  

Delivery 

15) Responsibility for the National Archives of Scotland should rest with the 
Minister with responsibility for Culture to ensure joint working with the other 
national collections and to develop further its citizen focus. 

16) A long-term strategic plan for the development and sustainable financing of 
museums and galleries, linked to the development of national standards by 
the sector, is created and implemented. 

National status 

17) That ‘national’ status should be defined by Parliament, that the cohort of 
bodies/organisations with ‘national’ status should be open to change and that 
‘national’ status be subject to continuing ability to meet the terms defined by 
Parliament. 

18) The establishment in legislation of a Board of Scottish National Performing 
Companies and a Board of National Institutions with Collections. 

National companies and institutions 

19) On satisfactory completion of the best value review, and prior to establishing 
the National Board, that the national performing companies have increased 
baseline investment and any outstanding deficits cleared. 

On international perspective 

20) That an International Unit should be established within any new cultural 
infrastructure.  

Creative individuals 

21) Support for creative Individuals become a discrete part of a single agency. 
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Local government 

22) That legislation is required to amend The Local Government In Scotland Act 
2003 in order to make culture a specific key strategic theme within the 
Community Planning system. 

23) That local government should be represented in any new model of cultural 
infrastructure. 

Private sector 

24) That Cultural Enterprise Offices should be developed further, and integrated 
with any new cultural infrastructure development 

Think Tank 

25) That the Think Tank function should be a discrete element sponsored by the 
new cultural infrastructure model. 

Making better use of public investment 

26) That the lead agency should be tasked to improve the collection, co-
ordination and recording of data. 

27) That the lead agency adopt an agreed system of business plan evaluation. 

28) That the lead agency mentor and validate a system of self assessment. 

Infrastructure 

29) That the proposals outlined in Option I be used as the basis for reconfiguring 
the organisational infrastructure of the cultural sector in Scotland. 

On education 
30) That learning in and through the arts be given a higher profile in the 

implementation of the Curriculum Review, any re-examination of Initial 
Teacher Education and in the development of Quality Improvement 
Frameworks in schools. 

31) That cultural activity be recognised and adopted as the key methodology for 
all children and young people aged 3 to 18 and that priority be given to early 
learning from 3 to 8 years. 

32) That entitlement schemes such as the Culture Vouchers or Cheques should 
be piloted by the Scottish Executive.  

33) A national conference on transport, young people and the cultural sector.   

34) Full funding for the Bookstart programme and its proposed extensions.   

35) The funding of the visioning and design process as proposed by The 
Lighthouse for every school building and refurbishment project. 

36) That the Creative Links scheme be maintained and extended. 

37) That Determined to Succeed is broadened to include cultural enterprise. 
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38) Support for the draft Bill on improved parental involvement in school.  

39) That a review to consider improvements in community and parent access to 
schools, while taking into account school security and the impacts of the 
Disclosure scheme on cultural workers.  

40) Support for the creative industries initiative in the University of St Andrews. 

41) Courses in Scottish HE and FE that relate to art, music, the performing arts 
and writing as well as the creative, scientific or technical industries should 
include a module on intellectual property. 

On delivery 

42) That the Minister with responsibility for Culture and the Department should 
lead on ensuring that all Scottish Executive Departments and public agencies 
are aware of their responsibilities to deliver cultural activity and review 
regularly their opportunities and capability to do so. 

43) That the Scottish Executive identifies and implements means of bringing the 
cultural and tourism sectors together more effectively. 

44) That Scottish Enterprise issue specific guidance to its LECS on proactive 
support creative micro-businesses, individuals and the cultural sector. 

45) That the SAC, SLIC and SMC should pursue the ideas promoted to develop 
the various sectors contained in the submissions to the Commission. 

46) That a Board of National Collections is established to ensure more effective 
and strategic operation of the national collections. 

47) A national council for libraries be created to shape and propose national 
standards for libraries, and that the National Librarian should have a formal 
locus in this. 

48) A scheme to identify library collections of particular significance in Scotland 
should be undertaken by the National Library of Scotland. 

On national companies and institutions 

49) A best value review of SAC core-funded organisations.  

50) Clear, simplified funding contracts between the Scottish Executive or its 
appointed representative and the national companies and institutions detailing 
performance expectation and level of public investment. 

On creative individuals 

51) That a national awards scheme for creative individuals should be introduced. 

On architecture, design and the built environment 

52) The creation of a National Estates Forum with representatives of the cultural 
estate, to include Scottish Executive, its relevant agencies, local authorities, 
National Trust for Scotland, A+DS, The Lighthouse and the Church Estates. 
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53) Early referral to A+DS for advice on good practice should become an 
accepted part of the procurement process and that the Scottish Executive 
should consider developing this into a statutory role. 

54) That a guideline for good practice in design of the public estate should be 
prepared and implemented.  

55) That the programme for raising awareness of architecture and design issues 
in schools and colleges should be extended and early advice sought by local 
authorities from the facility proposed by The Lighthouse. 

56) That a report should be commissioned by the Scottish Executive to consider 
how to involve the best Scottish talent in the design of the public estate, and 
to address issues of good practice. 

On cultural planning 

57) That community planning be adopted as the operational cornerstone for 
delivery of culture locally and nationally and best practice should be shared. 

58) The Scottish Executive should establish and support a Commission, or similar 
body, to consider further cultural diversity in Scotland and how best to 
achieve the successful balance of different cultures within a united country. 

On local government 
59) That local authorities should take the lead in establishing and servicing 

Cultural Planning Partnerships which include the voluntary, private and public 
sectors. 

On the voluntary sector 

60) That the research undertaken by Bonnar Keenlyside on the Commission’s 
behalf should be shared widely. 

61) That a national online resource providing information and advice, and the 
opportunity for the sector to develop a collective voice and to provide 
peripheral and remote communities with a reference point. 

62) Funding for the voluntary cultural sector to participate fully in cultural 
community planning.  

63) That public sector agencies should review their funding procedures to ensure 
that they are straightforward and clear. 

On the private sector 

64) That the Scottish Executive’s International Strategy should include liaison 
with, and encouragement of, The Scotland Funds project. 

65) That the Scottish Executive promotes to the UK Government improved 
measures to encourage private sector donations and contributions to cultural 
causes. 

66) That the Scottish Executive supports the Goodison proposals for tax breaks 
for donations to museums. 
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67) That the cultural infrastructure should develop a facility to encourage 
individual and corporate giving, and ensure appropriate recognition in return.  

68) That partnership with business should be integrated at all levels of cultural 
planning and government across Scotland. 

On the creative industries 

69) That a national creative industries sectoral council should be created. Its 
functions would include: developing national standards for the sector, a more 
coherent approach to development of the sector, improving the public profile 
and status of the creative industries, assisting strategic coherence between 
existing initiatives and identifying areas of the sector requiring new initiatives.  

70) That schools should be encouraged to make visual and design literacy 
prominent and present cultural and creative industries as viable career 
choices.  

71) That the Scottish Executive should develop a digital media strategy. It should 
address connecting professional training with the needs of the industry, 
promoting and rewarding excellence, encouraging the use of home-grown 
talent, retention of skilled individuals; encouraging partnership work with 
private sector investors. 

72) That the Scottish Executive should continue to lobby for commissioning by 
broadcasters to be located in Scotland. 

73) That the Scottish Executive should explore options for using Scotland as a 
digital broadcasting test bed, with the support of the broadcasters and DCMS.  

On CultureScotland.com 

74) That the principles behind the CultureScotland.Com proposal are examined 
further by the Scottish Executive. 

On infrastructure  
75) The First Minister considers the introduction of a Deputy Minister’s post for 

the current Tourism, Culture and Sport portfolio. 

76) That the Scottish Executive undertakes a full analysis of the one-off costs 
involved in implementing the proposed organisational infrastructure. 

On investment 

77) Support for the Goodison proposals to offer incentives for private giving. 

78) The creation of a body to provide bespoke financial, investment, advice and 
brokerage services for the cultural sector. 
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By 2010 
 

On education 
79) A permanent and nationally consistent Cultural Coordinators scheme, akin to 

the co-ordinators sports programme Active Schools, with responsibility for 
coordinating delivery of cultural entitlements, both strategically and 
operationally. 

80) That quality standards, monitoring, and evaluation of cultural projects are 
developed as a reference point for cultural coordinators. 

81) That Learning and Teaching Scotland and the National Archives of Scotland 
pilot a programme to produce a e-archive album for each child, and to pilot 
individual workspaces on the internet. 

82) That a national strategy for educational materials, visits and experiences 
supported by companies and institutions across Scotland and co-ordinated by 
Learning Teaching Scotland.  

83) That Arts & Business Scotland broker new relationships between parents’ 
groups, cultural partners and potential business sponsors. 

84) Support for the proposal from SHEFC to generate community benefit from a 
new outreach strategy that might take the form of cultural coordinators. 

85) An audit of the CPD short courses open to teachers under the revised 
conditions of service and thereafter the creation of a market supported by a 
national system for promoting these courses. 

86) Support for enhanced capacity for RSAMD and strategic planning between 
RSAMD and the national performing companies. 

87) That the differential in the funding of places for drama teachers in England 
and Scotland be rectified. 

88) That there should be an increase in the funding for undergraduate and 
research places in Scottish schools of art. 

On delivery 

89) That the Scottish Executive should address the disparity in funding for 
Scottish theatre revealed in the Boyden report. 

90) A strategy for support of the creative industries be developed by government 
and its agencies together with a commitment to identify the resources to 
implement it. 

91) That procurement funds for public libraries should be extended to allow the 
purchase of a substantial proportion of quality books and professional 
recordings published in Scotland and by writers living and working in 
Scotland. 
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92) That procurement of material for libraries should be coordinated on a regional 
or, where possible, national basis.  

93) That as part of curriculum based school activities young people of all ages 
should be able to visit museums and galleries of assured quality.  

94) That everyone should have reasonable access to museums and galleries of 
assured quality and that the provision and development of museum and 
gallery services should be responsive to community needs and aspirations as 
articulated through community planning. 

95) The introduction of a national approach to the measurement and evaluation of 
museums and galleries as a means of developing policy and recognising 
achievement.  

96) The introduction of a national approach based on curatorial excellence to 
collecting, disposal, storage and access.  

97) The introduction of a national approach to the development of curatorial talent 
in Scotland and to the attraction of curatorial expertise to Scotland.  

98) The development of a process for recognising collections of particular 
significance. This process should lead to the development of policy and 
standards (with accompanying funding) for the preservation and 
enhancement of the most important collections.  

99) Investment in a national on-line portal capable of displaying the collections of 
particular significance and providing the public with access to information 
about the museums and galleries housing them. 

On national companies and institutions 
100) That a ‘best value’ review of the national performing companies including; 

built estates, administration, repertoire planning system, and orchestral 
provision. 

On touring 

101) That a Touring Exchange should be established.  

102) That a consortium led by the lead agency (or the SAC preceding the adoption 
of the new infrastructure model) should develop the shape and operation of 
the Touring Exchange. 

On creative individuals 
103) That a national council for the creative individual be created and an inspiring 

name adopted.  

On architecture, design and the built environment 

104) That the National Estates Forum commission a national audit of Scotland’s 
cultural estate, devise and propose national standards of good design and 
good practice, develop a national strategy for maintaining and developing the 
cultural estate and to prepare a case for investment 
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On language 

105) That a representative body for the indigenous languages of Scotland should 
be created. This body would develop standards of good practice, advocate 
and ensure cooperation and collaboration between existing bodies and 
initiatives. 

106) That there should be a national indigenous language strategy. This could be a 
responsibility of the proposed new body. 

107) That the Scottish Storytelling Centre should be resourced to develop and 
implement a national strategy for developing storytelling.  

On local government 

108) That financial incentives to encourage cultural planning should be provided by 
the Scottish Executive or its appointed agency. 

On the voluntary sector 

109) Three-year funding for established voluntary cultural sector groups. 

110) Investment in skills and capacity to maximise groups’ self-sufficiency.  

111) The creation of a local cultural voluntary sector development officer position in 
each local authority. 

112) That local authorities assume a development role, supporting and facilitating 
the voluntary sector.  

On the private sector 
113) Increased public sector investment in indigenous creative industries to deliver 

digitisation projects for the public sector, and digital programmes. 

On the Think Tank 

114) That existing cultural research and development work should be coordinated 
and, where gaps exist, new work commissioned as appropriate. 

On making better use of public investment 

115) That the cultural sector should apply its effort to the development and 
implementation of a tailor-made system for the performance, measuring, 
monitoring and benchmarking of cultural information.  

116) That key bodies in the sector should be required to adopt standard methods 
of recording and collating information.  

On investment 

117) Acknowledgement of the scale of the current funding gap in capital and 
revenue provision at almost £100m, and a strategy to address it by the 
Scottish Executive setting a target of 1% of their annual budget as a floor for 
their allocation towards cultural provision. 
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118) An audit to re-define cultural assets of ‘national significance’ and a 
consequent investment of central government funds to support them. 

119) That a systematic audit to re-define collections and organisations of national 
significance is undertaken, and implemented with phased support of £20m. 

 

Beyond 2010 

On delivery 
120) The development of joint-use libraries, particularly with schools and cultural 

centres, and the inclusion of library services in the development of public 
services hubs. 

121) More use of permanent and temporary loans of the significant collections 
around Scotland. 

On national companies and institutions 

122) A single funding source for the national performing companies and national 
collections.  

On creative individuals 
123) A scheme of fiscal support for creators and for creative individuals 

(interpretive artists) should be developed and promoted to the UK 
government by the Scottish Executive. 

On investment 

124) Introducing incentives, including tax incentives, to encourage public and 
private sector investment. 
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Annex A 
Trends in cultural expenditure 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Cultural Revenue Expenditure as a % of Total Scottish Executive Expenditure
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Grant in Aid to Key Cultural Bodies in Real Terms 1994-2005
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Local Authority Expenditure on Culture in Real Terms 1985-2004
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Sources for tables:  
1. Spreadsheet compiled by Scottish Executive Cultural Policy Division based on Grant-in-Aid 

letter to Sponsored bodies 
2. SMC 
3. Historic Scotland 
4. 1993/4 -98/9 Serving Scotland’s Needs; 1999/00 – 2003/4 Scottish Executive Accounts, 

from 2002/3 accounts change to Resource Basis 
5. Scottish Executive, Spring Budget Revision, January 2005 
6. Scottish Local Government Financial Statistics 

 
 
Trends in cultural expenditure 
 
Arts Council England and Scottish Arts Council Comparative Funding Figures 
1998 to 2008 
 

£ millions 
 

 
198/9 220/8 % increase 2007.8 

project 
funds 

% increase 
in baseline 
funding 

Grant in Aid 
to ACE - cash 
terms 

191.8 413.0 215.3 35 197.1

Grant in Aid 
to SAC - cash 
terms 

27.2 57.1 209.9 14 158.4

Shortfall  1.5  10.5
 
Source:  Grant in Aid to SAC figures and Spending Review Plans, Scottish Executive;  
  DCMS Resource Trends, Spending Review 2004. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



GRANT-IN-AID 1993-2004/05

£ '000

NATIONAL MUSEUMS OF SCOTLAND 1993/94 1994/95 1995/96 1996/97 1997/98 1998/99 1999/00 2000/01 2001/02 2002/03 2003/04 2004/05
RUNNING COSTS 11,150 11,460 11,126 10,714 11,034 13,558 13,517 11,632 14,367 15,592 16,546 17,452
PURCHASES 706 717 482 210 210 210 510 510 510 510 510 510
NATIONAL FUND FOR ACQUISITIONS 
(NFA) 300 230 250 250 285 200 200 200 200 200 200 200
CAPITAL 4,900 5,940 5,626 9,675 12,600 8,200 2,164 1,200 1,200 450 1,050 3,050
Resource Budget 9,100 7,506 8,500

NATIONAL GALLERIES OF SCOTLAND 1993/94 1994/95 1995/96 1996/97 1997/98 1998/99 1999/2000 2000/01 2001/02 2002/03 2003/04 2004/05
RUNNING COSTS n/a 6,830 6,508 6,508 6,597 7,125 7,025 7,579 8,925 8,275 9,925 9,125
PURCHASES n/a 1,782 1,618 660 660 730 1,760 1,260 3,760 3,760 1,260 1,260
CAPITAL n/a 309 550 1,100 1,000 408 1,800 2,800 5,524 3,250 700 7,700
Resource Budget 4,150 3,014 2,977

NATIONAL LIBRARY OF SCOTLAND 1993/94 1994/95 1995/96 1996/97 1997/98 1998/99 1999/00 2000/01 2001/02 2002/03 2003/04 2004/05
RUNNING COSTS n/a 8,701 8,587 8,478 8,461 8,725 8,661 8,811 9,712 9,856 10,056 10,556
PURCHASES n/a 1,193 1,108 858 858 958 1,058 1,058 1,058 1,058 7,558 1,058
CAPITAL n/a 2,450 1,900 1,420 2,100 2,100 2,100 2,100 1,800 2,750 980 790
Resource Budget 6,000 4,408 4,277

SCOTTISH MUSEUMS COUNCIL 1993/94 1994/95 1995/96 4 1996/97 1997/98 1998/99 1999/00 2000/01 2001/02 2002/03 2003/04 2004/05
TOTAL -                 847 847 911 807 896 1,056 1,376 1,981 2,191 2,941 2,517

SCOTTISH ARTS COUNCIL 1993/94 3 1994/95 1995/96 1996/97 1997/98 1998/99 1999/00 2000/01 2001/02 2002/03 2003/04 2004/05
TOTAL 23,246 23,777 24,477 25,811 27,097 27,186 30,197 32,685 39,424 37,158 44,162 51,078
CAPITAL -             -          -            -          -          -          -           -          -          -          -          1,000
Resource Budget 73,000 73,000 127



SCOTTISH SCREEN 1993/94 1994/95 1995/96 1996/97 1997/98 1998/99 1999/00 2000/01 2001/02 2002/03 2003/04 2004/05
TOTAL -                 -              -                -              1,975 1,845 2,225 2,425 2,625 2,625 2,685 2,883
Resource Budget 181,000 233,000 101,000

SPORTSCOTLAND 1993/94 1994/95 1995/96 1996/97 1997/98 1998/99 1999/00 2000/01 2001/02 2002/03 2003/04 2004/05
TOTAL 9,354 9,929 9,809 10,109 10,309 13,509 17,179 14,702 22,101
Resource Budget 1,552,000 1,178,000 1,030,000

BORD NA GAIDHIG (ALBA) 1993/94 1994/95 1995/96 1996/97 1997/98 1998/99 1999/00 2000/01 2001/02 2002/03 2003/04 2004/05
 TOTAL -             -          -            -          -          -          -           -          -          150 825 2,394

SLIC 1993/94 1994/95 1995/96 1996/97 1997/98 1998/99 1999/00 2000/01 2001/02 2002/03 2003/04 2004/05
TOTAL -             -          -            -          -          -          75 110 110 225 160 230

HISTORIC SCOTLAND 6 1993/94 1994/95 1995/96 1996/97 1997/98 1998/99 1999/00 2000/01 2001/02 2002/03 2003/04 2004/05
Reveneue 29,504 31,393 33,683 32,814 33,866 32,454 32,152 31,412 34,004 33,997 37,300 39,700
Capital 510 1,322 1,251 1,312 769 1,164 2,420 810 8,298 2,414 3,900      

RCHAMS 1993/94 1994/95 1995/96 1996/97 1997/98 1998/99 1999/00 2000/01 2001/02 2002/03 2003/04 2004/05
Revenue -                 2,942 3,080 3,033 3105 3240 3,305 3,503 3,610 3,691 4,150 3,544
Capital -                 122 165 91 148 210 286 137 93 179 262 105

RFACS / AD+S 1993/94 1994/95 1995/96 1996/97 1997/98 1998/99 1999/00 2000/01 2001/02 2002/03 2003/04 2004/05
189 193 202 203 238 300 244 257 286 340 340 364

Total spend on culture 1993/94 1994/95 1995/96 1996/97 1997/98 1998/99 1999/00 2000/01 2001/02 2002/03 2003/04 2004/05
Revenue n/a 34,697 36,750 35,878 37,637 40,547 42,101 42,807 48,159 120,228 120,340 57,932
Capital n/a 1,444 1,416 1,403 917 1,374 2,706 947 8,391 2,593 4,162 105

Total minus Historic Scotland 3,304 3,067 3,064 3,771 8,093 9,949 11,395 14,155 86,231 83,040 18,232



SCOTTISH EXECUTIVE 1993/94 1994/95 1995/96 1996/97 1997/98 1998/99 1999/00 2000/01 2001/02 2002/03 2003/04 2004/05 8

Total Budget 7 13,712,000 14,229,000 14,554,000 14,831,000 14,774,000 15,410,000 14,710,000 15,695,000 17,232,000 19,630,000 19,916,000 23,889,000

Culture expenditure as % of total SE 
Expenditure 0.02          0.02             0.02          0.03          0.05          0.07          0.07          0.08          0.44          0.42          0.08          
Culturespend (minus HS) as % of total SE 
Expenditure -            -              -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            -            

4. Source: SMC

6. Source: Historic Scotland

3. From ACE, from Scottish Office/Scottish Executive from 1994 onward

5. Prior to 1999 SLIC was funded through NLS block grant

7. Souce: 1993/4-98/9 Serving Scotland's Needs ; 1999/00-2003/4 Scottish 
8. Source: Scottish Executive, Spring Budget Revision January 2005.

Source: Spreadsheet compiled by SE Cultural Policy Division based on Grant-in-Aid letter to Sponsored 
1. HM Treasury GDP deflators, 2003-4 as base year.
2. For the purposes of total the NFA is considered as a purchase fund



Table 1: Local Authority Cultural Expenditure

Revenue - Gross Expenditure 1

£000
1985-86 1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 1989-90 1990-91 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-00 2000-01

Libraries, Museums & Galleries 61,907 64,161 69,410 74,991 83,712 103,489 109,181 117,243 125,791 132,055 149,427 138,483 121,387 124,648 131,696 134,174
Community Centres and Public Halls 15,215 16,709 17,862 19,450 20,782 25,379 28,381 28,819 32,090 33,067 37,888 37,585 29,201 32,517 36,093 33,790
Theatres and Entertainment 15,781 16,993 20,649 21,204 25,132 32,070 33,053 35,906 36,384 32,347 35,485 34,241 29,396 27,281 26,753 28,915
Other recreation and culture 2 7,206 8,538 9,224 9,918 11,987 15,468 18,684 23,124 22,813 26,256 27,649 22,132 21,724 21,816 23,012 21,923
Total 100,109 106,401 117,145 125,563 141,613 176,406 189,299 205,092 217,078 223,725 250,449 232,441 201,708 206,262 217,554 218,802
Real Terms 3 194,560 200,397 208,945 209,362 220,578 254,664 257,750 270,431 278,809 283,232 308,131 276,706 234,111 232,691 240,192 238,799
Gross LA Spend 7 3,862,915 4,097,987 4,380,607 4,771,959 5,212,273 5,650,719 6,093,642 6,542,916 6,589,420 6,928,524 7,363,232 7,261,152 7,393,449 7,729,581 8,126,889 8,592,990
Real Terms 7,507,512 7,718,216 7,813,443 7,956,713 8,118,679 8,157,527 8,297,104 8,627,376 8,463,273 8,771,394 9,059,094 8,643,920 8,581,169 8,719,998 8,972,552 9,378,331
Cultural Spend as % of total 2.5915 2.5964 2.6742 2.6313 2.7169 3.1218 3.1065 3.1346 3.2943 3.2290 3.4013 3.2012 2.7282 2.6685 2.6770 2.5463
Revenue - Gross Expenditure 1

2001-02 2002-03 2003-04
Libraries, Museums & Galleries 138,318 152,308 160,540
Other recreation and sport 5 32,165 38,597 47,145
Other cultural and heritage services 6 52,707 58,570 66,320
Total 223,190 249,475 274,005
Real Terms 237,540 256,704 274,005
Gross LA Spend 7 9,121,341 10,029,139 10,912,531
Real Terms 9,707,789 10,319,743 10,912,531
Cultural Spend as % of total 2.4469 2.4875 2.5109

Capital - Total Expenditure 4 

£000
1985-86 1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 1989-90 1990-91 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-00 2000-01 2001-02 2002-03 2003-04

Libraries, Museums & Galleries 4,834 4,518          3,555          6,031        5,389         7,223        9,225          15,319        11,077        12,822       16,757        11,658 9,974 13,231 10,261 5,834 8,683 19,018 12,043
Theatres and Entertainment 3,033 1,627 1,250 6,397 20,414 14,073 8,198 6,500 7,288 4,518 5,272 2,222 3,304 3,983 8,052 7,966 5,362 4,241 3,630
Other recreation and culture 2,674 2,448 2,535 4,030 -                 -                -                  -                  -                  -                 -                  -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -                  
Total 10,541 8,593 7,340 16,458 25,803 21,296 17,423 21,819 18,365 17,340 22,029 13,880 13,278 17,214 18,313 13,800 14,045 23,259 15,673
Real Terms 20,486 16,184 13,092 27,442 40,191 30,743 23,723 28,770 23,588 21,952 27,103 16,523 15,411 19,420 20,219 15,061 14,948 23,933 15,673

1. Inter-account and inter-authority transfers are deducted from expenditure
2. Grants for Cultural & Recreational Services incl. support for the Arts
3. Real terms figures calculated from 2003-4 levels, using HM Treasury GDP Deflators
4. Excludes capital expenditure financed from revenue
5. Includes community centres 
6. Includes entertainments
7. Source: SLGFS for above financial years
Source: Scottish Local Government Financial Statistics



Local Authority Revenue Net Expenditure on Culture and Related Services - Final Outturns 2003/4
(Source- Notes 1 & 2)

Museums 
and 

Galleries

Other 
Cultural and 

Heritage 
Services 
(note 4)

Library 
Service

Other 
Recreation 
and Sport 
(Note 5)

Total Culture & 
Related 
Services

Per Capita 
Expenditure Population

£'000s £'000s £'000s £'000s £'000s £.p (Note 3)

Scotland 44,116 49,300 101,311 35,872 230,599 45.60 5,057,400

Aberdeen City 2,602 1,837 3,867 1,553 9,859 47.72 206,600

Aberdeenshire 1,332 572 3,275 447 5,626 24.53 229,330

Angus 533 831 1,813 0 3,177 29.55 107,520

Argyll & Bute 30 1,032 1,366 0 2,428 26.59 91,300

Clackmannanshire 54 899 880 139 1,972 41.36 47,680

Dumfries & Galloway 1,143 1,163 2,472 2,051 6,829 46.39 147,210

Dundee City 1,699 1,468 4,183 279 7,629 53.32 143,090

East Ayrshire 683 445 2,116 489 3,733 31.23 119,530

East Dunbartonshire 505 131 2,702 729 4,067 38.02 106,970

East Lothian 199 1,004 1,586 292 3,081 33.82 91,090

East Renfrewshire 10 250 2,044 2,095 4,399 49.05 89,680

Edinburgh City 2,570 5,160 10,805 89 18,624 41.54 448,370

Eilean Siar 263 369 696 330 1,658 63.52 26,100

Falkirk 1,245 1,140 2,622 626 5,633 38.60 145,920

Fife 1,139 3,358 6,705 2,759 13,961 39.66 352,040

Glasgow City 19,075 19,134 11,170 6,415 55,794 96.68 577,090

Highland 924 1,398 3,633 689 6,644 31.78 209,080

Inverclyde 299 135 1,424 1,545 3,403 40.98 83,050

Midlothian 47 181 1,286 942 2,456 30.81 79,710

Moray 241 125 1,549 1,161 3,076 35.17 87,460

North Ayrshire 187 1,417 2,307 1,393 5,304 38.99 136,030

North Lanarkshire 1,631 1,942 5,922 4,119 13,614 42.30 321,820

Orkney Islands 358 66 2,362 89 2,875 148.89 19,310

Perth & Kinross 909 533 3,275 618 5,335 39.23 135,990

Renfrewshire 1,073 1,043 3,921 0 6,037 35.31 170,980

Scottish Borders 850 458 1,868 1,436 4,612 42.59 108,280

Shetland Islands 319 133 938 340 1,730 79.10 21,870

South Ayrshire 296 664 1,964 1,236 4,160 37.28 111,580

South Lanarkshire 3,477 0 5,948 2,226 11,651 38.45 303,010

Stirling 243 1,009 1,762 871 3,885 44.98 86,370

West Dunbartonshire 49 544 2,741 780 4,114 44.56 92,320

West Lothian 131 859 2,109 134 3,233 20.08 161,020

Notes:
1. Source:  SE LGF Stats LFR returns 2003/4 (figures Original table created 22/04/05 by Scottish Executive ED TCS-ASU Tourism, Culture & Sport Statistics.
2. Table shows categories of spend from LFR 2 figures.  Excludes: Tourism, Countryside Recreation & Management, 
Sports Facilities & Community Parks & Open Spaces
3. Population - Source GRO Estimate Mid 2003 (http://www.gro-scotland.gov.uk/statistics/library/poptest/03mid-year-estimates-tables/index.html)
4. Includes: Theatres & Public Entertainment,Archives; Initiatives or Services Designed To Develop/Maintain an Awareness of Local History, including 
Special eventsto Celebrate Historical Events; Arts Development 7 support (incl. Grants to Individuals or Voluntary Bodies); and Heritage
5. Includes, amongst other things: Allotments; and Community Centres; Public Halls
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Annex B 
Our methodology 

Our remit 

The Cultural Commission was established in March 2004 with the appointment of its 
Chair, James Boyle, to undertake a comprehensive review of culture in Scotland. It 
began its work in early July 2004 following the appointment of its Commissioners in 
June 2004. The Commission’s remit, as outlined in the Cultural Policy Statement, 
April 2004, was drafted by the Scottish Executive following the First Minister’s 2003 
St Andrew’s Day speech. 

The Commission’s remit was wide-ranging with respect to what aspects of culture 
should be considered. The remit also advised the Commission on how it should 
consult with the cultural community, stakeholders and the wider cultural community. 

1) The Cultural Commission (the Commission) will use the First Minister’s St 
Andrew’s’s Day speech and the Minister’s policy statement to provide context 
to their deliberations. 

2) The Commission’s procedures and findings will acknowledge the First 
Minister’s statement that: 

“Our devolved government should have the courage and faith to 
back human imagination, our innate creativity, as the most potent 
force for individual change and social vision.” 

Jack McConnell, St Andrew’s Day, 2003 

3) The Commission will be expected to develop its own working method 
consistent with the composition of the group and the expectations of the 
remit. 

4) The Commission will be expected to involve and enthuse the cultural 
community in Scotland and internationally as well as ensure that interested 
parties from all sectors of public life are heard. 

5) The Commission should seek to involve those who perceive themselves to be 
stakeholders and those who would not see themselves as such. 

6) The Commission should encourage innovative and radical thinking and 
solutions, and confront stereotypical notions of culture and cultural provision. 

7) The Chair of the Commission will be expected to have regular update 
meetings with the Minister. It is expected the Minister will meet with the full 
Commission quarterly. 

8) The Commission will make its final report to Scottish Ministers by June 2005, 
and will submit an interim report in October 2004. 
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Our understanding 

The Commission decided upon an open and reiterative process, with three 
successive periods of consultation followed by three periods of consideration and 
analysis. The first two periods of consultation included written consultation and 
involved meetings with the cultural community and the public.  

We used the following techniques in the collection of information, evidence and 
material for this report: 

• two phases of written consultation 

• three rounds of meetings with the cultural sector 

• two rounds of public meetings 

• meetings of the Commission’s Thinking Groups 

• ad-hoc focus group meetings  

• desk research 

• international observation and evidence of best practice from the UK and 
abroad 

• research projects/consultancy 

• conference attendances.  

Written consultation 
The two phases of written consultation, from late August 2004 through to January 
2005, were run in distinct and themed phases: firstly, cultural rights and entitlements, 
and secondly, developing talent. Consultation was targeted at stakeholders from the 
cultural sectors and the general public. Copies of both consultation documents are 
available on the Commission’s website. The response rate to both phases was 
excellent, with 223 responses to phase 1 and 163 responses received to phase 2. A 
list of all those who responded is in Annex K.  

Phase 1: General comments from a citizen’s perspective 

During phase 1, we asked for general comments on various issues of relevance, both 
to individual organisations and members of the public. We also asked consultees to 
take a citizens’ perspective and to frame their responses under the following 
headings: 

• education: how do we develop artistic, cultural and social skills and provide 
cultural knowledge? 

• institutional infrastructure: how best to organise and support the cultural 
sector in Scotland to deliver the maximum value in the most effective 
manner? 
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• delivery of, and access to, services: how best to provide cultural facilities 
and ensure the widest access? 

• marketing and promotion: how to increase and broaden the profile of the 
audience and the public engaging with cultural activity in Scotland? 

• encouraging creativity: what is the best way to maximise the creative 
potential of the people of Scotland? 

In their responses to Phase 1, many stakeholders signalled the opportunity for more 
effective planning, funding, and delivery across the cultural sectors.  

Phase 2: Proposals for implementation 

Phase 2 of our consultation was informed by the responses received during phase 1. 
On the basis of a set of 62 pan-sectoral questions, we asked our stakeholders to 
shape and define robust, implementable proposals. In particular, stakeholders were 
asked for their views on: 

• the practical development and use of cultural rights 

• institutional infrastructure 

• the balance of responsibilities for planning, delivery and evaluation at national 
and local level. 

The 62 questions pursued the complex and inter-related cross-sectoral issues that 
had been identified in our phase 1 work. Stakeholders were provided with the option 
of answering all the questions in detail or using them as a prompt to address the 
issues more broadly. The questions were designed to help sort the weak ideas from 
the strong ones, the impractical from the practical, and the incidentals from the 
priorities.  

Some stakeholders raised concern about the tight deadline for the Commission’s two 
consultation phases and, in particular, indicated the difficulty in responding to the 62 
pan-sectoral questions. In response to this, a decision was taken to allow some 
flexibility around deadlines, with the Commission accepting responses after the 
stated deadlines and during consideration and analysis time. Over 50% of 
respondees choose to respond to all 62 questions. 

Copies of the Commission’s consultation documents and all the submissions 
received can be found on the Commission’s website: 

http://www.culturalcommission.org.uk/ 

Phase 3: Cultural rights and entitlements 

Our third phase of consultation focused on cultural rights and entitlements, and its 
alternatives to the current cultural infrastructure. For this phase, there was no written 
consultation document and instead we presented our options to the cultural 
community via meetings with the cultural sectors and the Commission’s Thinking 
Groups. We asked for immediate feedback and received 23 written submissions on 
our proposed options. 
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At all stages of the Commission’s work, deadlines were extended as much as 
possible to maximise the number of submissions and thus strengthen the validity of 
our conclusions and recommendations. 

Meetings  

Meetings with the cultural sectors 

It was our intention from the start that we would work in close partnership with the 
cultural community. This was achieved by corresponding and meeting with the 
sector’s lead cultural agencies, organisations and interest groups. For practical 
reasons, the cultural community was initially divided into a number of cohesive 
sectors, and then a lead agency for each was identified. It was then the role of that 
lead agency to host the meetings and invite participants. 

The agenda at the first two meetings of the sectoral groupings was focused on the 
Commission’s two consultation documents. At the third and final meeting of the 
groups in early May 2005, the Commission outlined its proposals on cultural rights 
and entitlements, and its alternatives to the current cultural infrastructure, and asked 
for feedback.  

Three separate meetings were held with representatives from the following sectors:  

• arts 

• museums and galleries 

• libraries and archives 

• festivals and events 

• creative industries and screen industries 

• voluntary sector 

• private/business sector  

• heritage, the built environment and architecture. 

These meetings brought together expertise and experience from across the different 
sectors, with each sector being asked by the Commission to develop, where 
possible, consensus around a single sectoral response to our consultation. The 
composition of the cultural sectors evolved slightly between phases 1 and 3. 

Public meetings 

The first two phases of consultation corresponded with public meetings across 
Scotland. The purpose of the meetings was to ensure that the Commission’s 
consultation was as wide reaching and inclusive as possible, and to engage as much 
input from members of the public and those who would normally see their views as 
relevant to the debate. Meetings were held in Edinburgh; Glasgow; Dumfries; 
Dundee; Aberdeen; Inverness; Perth; Stirling; Paisley; Peebles and Dunfermline. 
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As with the sector meetings above, the agenda for these meetings was based on our 
phase 1 and phase 2 consultation documents. 

Meetings of the Commission’s Thinking Groups 

We established six cross-cutting, thematic Thinking Groups in the following areas: 

• education 

• access 

• rights and entitlements 

• delivery 

• creativity 

• support. 

Their membership was drawn from the artistic, business, academic, voluntary and 
creative sectors, and their purpose was to assist the Commission in reviewing the 
outputs of its consultation phases and material obtained through desk research and 
other consultation activities. The groups met four times between November 2004 and 
May 2005. Their first three meetings were spent reviewing material, and at their 
fourth and final meeting in May 2005 the Commission outlined its proposals on 
cultural rights and entitlements, and its alternatives to the current cultural 
infrastructure, and asked for feedback, as it had for the sectoral groups. Details of the 
Commission’s Thinking Groups’ remit and membership is in Annex C. 

Ad-hoc meetings 

During our consultation process, a small number of ad-hoc focus group meetings 
were facilitated on our behalf. There were two types of meetings: 

• focus groups which brought together individuals from cultural sectors with no 
obvious lead agency, including street art, dance and traditional music, to 
comment on our consultation documents. The need for these meetings was 
identified during the analysis and consideration of phase 1 submissions. 
These meetings took place during phase 2 and filled gaps in our knowledge 
or evidence base 

• focus groups which brought together named individuals from a sector or 
organisation/body to answer specific questions relating to our remit or provide 
assistance where specific expertise was required e.g. Chairs of the National 
Performing Companies.  

Research 

Desk research 

We employed a full-time researcher who undertook a substantial desk review in 
parallel with other research, to support the collection of evidence and data.  
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The desk research focused on a number of key areas, including: 

• cultural rights 

• equitable access 

• innovative delivery of cultural education 

• support for artists 

• data on creative industries 

• the arts, culture, sport and tourism sectors 

• mapping data on Scottish trends and profiles. 

Key aspects of the Commission’s research can be found on the Commission’s 
website.  

International observation and evidence of best practice  

An important aspect of our research was the sourcing of examples of best practice, 
both nationally and internationally. Evidence and case study examples are used 
throughout our report to highlight existing Scottish and UK best practice, and to 
demonstrate that particular measures and initiatives are deliverable. Internationally 
best practice is used to demonstrate the breadth of the Commission’s research and 
to indicate practical options available to the cultural community and government. 

Research projects/consultancy 

In October 2004, the Commission appointed: PMP/Donaldsons to undertake a review 
of local authority culture and leisure provision, and benchmarks and standards; and 
Bonnar Keenlyside to review the input of the voluntary sector. The timescale for 
completing both projects was extremely tight and where possible deadlines were 
extended to improve the response rate and encourage participation in the work. 

PMP/Donaldsons’ work included: 

• assessment of the current levels and physical condition of local authority and 
major private-funded infrastructure for culture and leisure in Scotland 

• identification of any inconsistencies in provision across Scotland against the 
average, including shortfalls or over-supply, particularly between rural and 
urban areas 

• consideration of ways to maximise the use of existing facilities, including 
partnership opportunities 

• audit operational and financial aspects of existing facilities, including 
maintenance and management costs 

• information to inform investment strategies for repair and new build in relation 
to those facilities for the next 20 years to support the provision of local 
authority culture and leisure facilities  

• suggestions on ways to deliver such strategies consistent with Best Value. 
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The aim was to comment on consistency of provision across Scotland, to consider 
what resources were available for culture and to consider the potential for innovative 
funding solutions. The response rate to the surveys used by the consultants was 
poor (at around 50%) although attendance at workshops was good, indicating the 
willingness of local authorities to drive forward the Commission’s work. 

Bonnar Keenlyside’s work included: 

• identification and mapping of voluntary and charity sector arts and culture 
activity across Scotland, highlighting any gaps in activity – geographical, the 
nature of activity or the demographics of participants 

• audit the contribution of the voluntary/charity sector to arts and culture 
provision across Scotland and suggestions on how to develop and support 
this, highlighting examples of excellence or best practice 

• suggestions on the nature of the relationship between the voluntary/charity 
sector and the public and private sectors, highlighting examples of 
partnership. 

Their research findings were based on 800 survey responses, telephone 
conversations with 50 individuals and development sessions attended by 70 
participants from the voluntary sector. The work received considerable support from 
the sector, and those who took part in the work considered it to be a very welcome, 
productive and beneficial project.  

Copies of both research reports are available on the Commission’s website. 

Conference attendances 

Our desk research was supplemented by attendances at a small number of relevant 
conferences. As a consequence, we were able to access and incorporate the most 
up-to-date and emerging material available, both nationally and internationally, on 
key aspects of our remit. We were also able to access and question experts in 
particular areas of cultural policy. 

Conferences attended included: 

• Mission, Money and Models (I): New Approaches to Sustaining the Arts in the 
UK, 28 June 2004, London, Arts & Business  

• Conference on Cultural Rights and Human Development, 23-27 August 2004, 
Barcelona, UNESCO and Interarts 

• Digital Media Strategy Group Seminar, 29-30 September 2004, Fife, Scottish 
Executive 

• Cultural Policy: The View From Europe, 7 October 2004, Edinburgh, The 
Saltire Society 

• DCMS Charter Review Seminar: Radio, 28 October 2004, London, DCMS 

• International Education Conference, 23 November 2004, Edinburgh, Scottish 
Executive 
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• Scotland’s Tipping Point: A one-day strategy and networking event on the 
rapid transformation of Scotland into a confident, positive and healthy nation, 
2 December 2004, Glasgow, Scottish Centre for Confidence and Well-Being 

• CCPR Seminar on Cultural Rights, 14 December 2004, Glasgow, Centre for 
Cultural Policy Research 

• Lecture: The Barnett Formula and Fiscal Policy: What Lies Ahead, 14 
January 2005, Edinburgh, VisitScotland 

• Mission, Money and Models (II): New Approaches to Sustaining the Arts in 
the UK, 7 February 2005, London, Arts & Business  

• Future Academy Symposium: With or Without Buildings? 25 February 2005, 
Edinburgh, Edinburgh College of Art 

• CCPR Seminar on Creativity and the Artist, 1 March 2005, Glasgow, Centre 
for Cultural Policy Research 

• Lecture: Charities - All Change, 21 March 2005, Edinburgh, Royal Society of 
Edinburgh and Pagan Osborne Solicitors 

• The Art of Regeneration, 29 March 2005 , Glasgow, Centre for Cultural Policy 
Research and Communities Scotland 

• CCPR Seminar on Cultural Governance, 14 April 2005, Glasgow, Centre for 
Cultural Policy Research 
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Annex C 
Thinking Groups 

 
Membership of Thinking Groups  

 
Membership Group 
Alan Blunt Access 
Cathy Boyd Access 
Colin Cameron Access 
Fiona Campbell Access 
Robert Craig Access 
Bob Downes Access 
Catherine Lockerbie Access 
Ciaran Monaghan Access 
   
Angus Farquhar Creativity 
Liz Gardiner Creativity 
Paul Harris Creativity 
Alison Watts Creativity 
   
Fiona Ballantyne Delivery 
Ian Barr Delivery 
Mary Campbell Delivery 
Philip Chalmers Delivery 
Lorraine Fannin Delivery 
Malcolm Fraser Delivery 
Paul Gudgin Delivery 
Donald Smith Delivery 
Celia Stevenson Delivery 
   
John Considine Education 
Stephen Deazley Education 
Donalda Mackinnon Education 
Chris Masters Education 
Graham Norris Education 
John Wallace Education 
   
Ian Brown Rights 
Kathleen Marshall Rights 
James Stretton Rights 
   
Lorne Boswell Support 
John Caughie Support 
Eileen Mackay Support 
Colin Maclean Support 
Tom Thomson Support 
Ian Whitelaw Support 
David Wilkinson Support 
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Annex D 
Existing rights legislation 

 
 

Discussion paper: Existing legislation and approaches to 
cultural rights 

Aspects of cultural rights are already reflected in existing international conventions on 
human rights and education.   

Cultural rights as human rights 

The UK is a signatory of the UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948) which 
contains several explicit articles on cultural rights including: 

• everyone has the right freely to participate in the cultural life of the 
community, to enjoy the arts… (Article 27).  This article also affords the right 
to protection of artistic production. 

• everyone, as a member of society… is entitled to the realisation.. of the 
economic, social and cultural rights indispensable for his dignity and the free 
development of his personality. (Article 22) 

• everyone has duties to the community in which alone the free and full 
development of his personality is possible (Article 29) 

Thus the rights of the individual are clearly laid out. 

The Declaration of the Principles of International Cultural Cooperation 
(UNESCO, 1966) also states that: 

• every people has the right and the duty to develop its culture (Article 1) 

• in their rich diversity and in the reciprocal influences they exert on one 
another, all cultures form part of the common heritage belonging to all 
mankind. (Article 1) 

These clearly present collective rights in a community context. 

The UN Convention on the Rights of the Child1 treaty (1989) spells out the basic 
rights that children everywhere - without discrimination – have, including:  

• the right to survival;  

• the right to protection from harmful influences, abuse and exploitation; 

• the right to develop personality, talents and mental and physical abilities to 
their fullest potential;  

• the right to participate fully in family, cultural and social life 

                                                 
1  The UN Convention on the Rights of the Child has been ratified by more governments (all  
 except Somalia and the US) than any other human rights instrument.  
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Article 31 of the Convention specifies the child’s right to “rest and leisure, to engage 
in play and recreational activities … and to participate freely in cultural life and the 
arts.”  Under this article signatories are required to “respect and promote the right of 
the child to participate fully in cultural and artistic life and … encourage the provision 
of appropriate and equal opportunities for cultural, artistic, recreational and leisure 
activity.” 

Article 30 states that in those States in which ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities 
or persons of indigenous origin exist, a child belonging to such a minority or who is 
indigenous shall not be denied the right, in community with other members of his or 
her group, to enjoy his or her own culture, to profess and practise his or her own 
religion, or to use his or her own language. 

The Rights of the Child also include a right to personal and cultural identity (Article 8) 
and freedom of expression (Article 13).2  

Specific obligations of states to citizens 

The International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights builds on 
the UDHR and places cultural rights in the framework of the obligations of states to 
their citizens.  Under the terms of the Covenant: 

• States Parties to the present Covenant recognise the right of everyone to take 
part in cultural life; 

• the steps taken by the States Parties … to achieve full realisation of this right 
shall include those necessary for the conservation, the development and 
diffusion of science and culture; 

Thus signatories have a legal duty to ensure diffusion, development and 
sustainability of culture. 

EU stance on cultural rights 

The European Union recognises the “universality, indivisibility, interrelation and 
interdependence” of all human rights. Civil and political rights and economic, social 
and cultural rights are seen as mutually reinforcing, based on common pre-conditions 
and common basic assumptions and principles. These are: 

• the recognition of the dignity of mankind 

• the equality of all human beings 

• the principle of non-discrimination 

• the social inclusion of all persons, ethnic groups and races.  

                                                 
2  Full text of the Convention on the Rights of the Child, presented on UNicef website at 
  http://www.unicef.org/crc/crc.htm 
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Although economic, social and cultural rights are generally recognised by EU 
member states, their full and universal implementation has proved difficult to achieve 
due to the inconsistency of attention paid by different member states.   However, at 
the Millennium Summit (2000), the EU expressed willingness to support any initiative 
of the High Commissioner for Human Rights aimed at achieving the universal 
enjoyment of economic, social and cultural rights. The EU agrees that economic, 
social and cultural rights need to be considered further in the framework of 
international conferences.3   

UK approach to cultural entitlement 

The UK Departments for Culture, Media and Sport and for Education and Skills are 
working to develop cultural and creative entitlements to be applied via the National 
Curriculum (so this will not apply in Scotland). 

The aims of the entitlements have been expressed as boosting demand and supply 
for culture among young people, with specific outcomes: 

For Young People: 

• increased educational attainment, creativity, self-confidence and enjoyment of 
school life 

• Increased knowledge and appreciation of arts and culture 

• Increased communication and creative thinking skills 

For teachers and schools: 

• increased confidence and ability to teach creatively 

• whole school change with creativity across the curriculum 

For “cultural and creative professionals”: 

• more and better opportunities for professionals to offer services to schools 

• improved engagement by young people with the cultural sector 

 

                                                 
3  Council of the European Union, European Union Annual Report on Human Rights 2001, 

Source: Internet: 
http://europa.eu.int/comm/external_relations/human_rights/doc/report01_en.pdf 
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Annex E 
Illustrations of rights 

 

Rights and entitlements: an illustration of the process and 
possible content 

Background 

This Annex should be read in conjunction with the recommendations in Section 5 
regarding the status and purpose of rights, standards and entitlements. 

The rights cover the following areas: 

• Every citizen of Scotland has the right to: 

- fulfil their creative potential 
- take part in cultural life 
- an enriching communal life in a satisfying environment 
- participate in designing and implementing cultural policy 
 

• The national cultural standards for direction and guidance in the provision 
and delivery of publicly-funded services will be established in: 

- libraries and archives 
- museums and galleries  
- creative industries 
- architecture and the built environment 
- the arts 
- languages for which Scots are the chief custodians 

 

A cultural entitlement corresponding to each standard will be established to specify 
the level and nature of cultural provision by publicly funded bodies at local level 

The following illustrates how these might look in practice for Libraries: 

Rights 

• every citizen of Scotland has the right to fulfil their creative potential 

• every citizen of Scotland has the right to take part in cultural life 

National Policy 

• improve access, particularly in areas of economic disadvantage 

• increase levels of participation, attendance and use 

• promote  social inclusion, by increase diversity of participants 

• support, celebrate and promote excellence 
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National Standards would be set under these headings as follows: 

• Access  

a) Equitable access 

b) 24/7 services with relevant opening hours 

c) Coordinate local, regional and national collections  

 

• Participation 

d) Serve as community space – for learning and participation  

e) Link to, and work with, other community based agencies 

f) Provide mediated support 

 

• Social Inclusion 

g) Provide support for literacy and numeracy  

h) Promote an ethos of participation and enablement  

i) Support access to community heritage, history and identity 

 

• Excellence 

j) Evaluate user satisfaction 

k) Recognise achievement – staff and users 

l) Develop staff skills and competencies 

 

Entitlements 

These correspond to the standards and show a local interpretation. Some areas may 
want to introduce additional entitlements. The following is, for example, how Stirling 
and Falkirk may choose to interpret the same national standard.1 

 

                                                 
1  This illustration is not based on any current or intended level of provision in Stirling or 
 Falkirk 
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National Standard Entitlement  -  Stirling Entitlement  -  Falkirk 

Access 

Equitable access  There will be one major 
library facility for every 
10,000 citizens. 

No-one will be outwith a 20 
minute walk from a library 
facility. 

24/7 services with relevant 
opening hours 

75% of all information held 
by the library service will be 
available online. 

All information will be online 
within 3 years. 

Coordinate local, regional 
and national collections  

Co-develop network with 
academic,  local authority, 
and National Library partners 

Link online catalogue with 
National Library, schools, 
public and local academic 
libraries 

Participation 

Serve as community space – 
for learning and participation  

25% of libraries re-developed 
as ‘community hubs’ 

Develop one library jointly 
with Education and HE/FE as 
major Community Learning 
resource 

Link to, and work with, other 
community based agencies 

Create shared office space in 
5 libraries for local groups 

Develop a project network of 
agencies, linked to 
community planning group 

Provide mediated support A ratio of 1:50 in terms of 
mediating staff :customers 

A ratio of 1:40 in terms of 
mediating staff :customers 

Social Inclusion 

Provide support for literacy 
and numeracy  

Joint scheme with schools 
and Scottish Executive 

Joint  initiative with HE/FE 
sector to create 3 community 
learning posts 

Promote an ethos of 
participation and enablement  

Free broadband access will 
be available at all library 
facilities 

Establish joint staff-user 
planning groups in each 
library 

Support access to community 
heritage, history and identity 

Free hire of facilities for 
meetings and display 
purposes for every fairly 
constituted local organisation 

Free hire of facilities for 
meetings and display 
purposes for every fairly 
constituted local organisation 

Excellence 

Evaluate user satisfaction An annual public forum; 
every three years an 
independent external 
marketing assessment 

Each library will issue twice 
yearly user satisfaction 
questionnaires. 

Recognise achievement – 
staff and users 

Develop high local profile 
awards scheme for loyal 
membership and service 

Link with national Investors In 
People scheme for each 
library 

Develop staff skills and 
competencies 

Bi-annual independent 
assessment of training needs 
and  

Develop in-house scheme 
with national training agency; 
mentoring programme with 
other authorities  
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Summary 

So, the process from the rights to entitlements for library provision in Stirling might look like 
this: 

 
Rights Policy National Standard Entitlement  - Stirling 

Equitable access  There will be one 
major library facility for 
every 10,000 citizens. 

24/7 services with 
relevant opening hours 

75% of all information 
held by the library 
service will be 
available online. 

 
 
 
 
Access 

Coordinate local, 
regional and national 
collections  

Co-develop network 
with academic,  local 
authority, and National 
Library partners 

Provide support for 
literacy and numeracy  

Joint scheme with 
schools and Scottish 
Executive 

Promote an ethos of 
participation and 
enablement  

Free broadband 
access will be 
available at all library 
facilities 

 
 
 
Every citizen of 
Scotland has the 
right to take part in 
cultural life 
 

 
 
 
 
Participation 

Support access to 
community heritage, 
history and identity 

Free hire of facilities 
for meetings and 
display purposes for 
every fairly constituted 
local organisation 

Serve as community 
space – for learning 
and participation  

25% of libraries re-
developed as 
‘community hubs’ 

Link to, and work with, 
other community based 
agencies 

Create shared office 
space in 5 libraries for 
local groups 

 
 
 
Social 
Inclusion 

Provide mediated 
support 

A ratio of 1:50 in terms 
of mediating staff 
:customers 

Evaluate user 
satisfaction 

An annual public 
forum; every three 
years an independent 
external marketing 
assessment 

Recognise 
achievement – staff 
and users 

Develop high local 
profile awards scheme 
for loyal membership 
and service 

 
 
Every citizen of 
Scotland has the 
right to fulfil their 
creative potential 
 

 
 
 
 
Excellence 

Develop staff skills and 
competencies 

Bi-annual independent 
assessment of training 
needs and  
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Annex F 
The Lighthouse paper 

 

The Lighthouse, Scotland’s centre for architecture, design 
and the city 

Proposal for a Cultural Estates Think and Do Tank 

Introduction 

This paper relates to the deliberations of the Cultural Commission and the 
development of a new cultural infrastructure in Scotland.  

Definition 

The Cultural Estate usually relates to dedicated spaces for the arts, but for the 
purpose of this paper the definition also takes in other buildings or spaces that also 
play a role (however indirect) in the delivery of culture – schools, community centres, 
churches and hospitals.  

Proposal 

This paper proposes a Think/Do Tank, organised under the auspices of The 
Lighthouse. The purpose, as the title suggests, is not only to offer inspirational 
thinking about the development of cultural spaces (however defined), but also to 
support creativity and innovation, consistent with Scotland’s vision of becoming a 
creative hub. 

A World-class Model of Innovation 

From the outset the Think/Do Tank should create a vision and a set of values centred 
on promoting world-class projects and high quality design. Key to achieving that 
aspiration would be establishing a project group or board of international stature. Its 
membership should include international design practitioners with a track record in 
innovation and with experience of innovative, participative projects.  

Example 

One instance of how The Lighthouse might operate in this context is the project 
Design for Learning: 21st Century Schools, which is supported as part of the Scottish 
Executive’s Future Learning and Teaching Programme. At its heart this project is 
about involving young people in the design process as a way of bringing about better 
educational spaces and environments. It has changed practice and has created a 
network of teachers, education authority officers, architects and designers, as well as 
a legacy of published case-study projects. It holds out a transferable model of 
creative participation for other clients and user-groups. It has also developed a lot of 
knowledge about international examples. 
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The Role of The Lighthouse 

In this model The Lighthouse would operate as broker bringing together the requisite 
knowledge and expertise. In that sense, it could perform a range of functions and 
services. Importantly, these would be accessed through one door, whereas at 
present, any knowledge and expertise is dispersed through various agencies and 
individuals, and is not readily accessible, particularly to non-specialists. 

The Think/Do Tank might develop a particular role looking at issues concerning the 
Cultural Estate such as the development of temporary or flexible spaces or aspects 
like cultural provision for young people. Crucial to its role, however, would be the 
creation of new models, additional factors, fresh insights and different perspectives 
on the challenges facing the Cultural Estate.  The Think/Do Tank would do this 
utilising The Lighthouse’s unique relationship with the design profession and its 
international network. 

Themes 

It is important that a project focussed on innovation adopts a creative approach. 
Therefore, the Think/Do Tank might follow a process model with the following 
elements, which also clearly communicate its function:  

• Think Tank 

• Ideas Bank –a resource for developing new ideas  

• Greenhouse – a place for germination and cultivation 

• Do Tank 

• Design Studio – where ideas become real 

• Factory – production and dissemination 

In other words potential partners, clients or users might come with merely a germ of 
an idea that would require all through development or take an off-the-shelf example.  

Partnership Model 

As well as engaging the talents of international practitioners the core partnership 
might comprise: 

• The Lighthouse 

• The Architecture Policy Unit 

• Architecture and Design Scotland 

• Learning and Teaching Scotland 

Costs 

It is difficult to present exact costs at this stage. Nonetheless, based on the 
experience of running the Design for Learning: 21st Century Schools project, annual 
running costs in the order of £220K - £250K might be realistically assumed. And, 
there would be added costs if international practitioners were to be involved. 
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Annex G 

Broadcasting 

Broadcasting in Scotland  

The context of broadcasting 

Public service broadcasting should be aligned with the shape of contemporary 
society and should work in sympathy with the nation without prejudice to the proper 
enquiring stance of its journalism.   

BBC Scotland is a constituent part of Scottish culture. It is both participant in the 
nation’s affairs and it is an important ambassador in offering versions of Scotland to 
the British network. BBC Scotland paints the picture of the nation that influences both 
the casual viewer and the potential investor or immigrant from elsewhere in Britain.   

There are bound to be continuities of strategy, development, talent, and ambition 
between the programming developed for the home audience and material sent to 
network. Strong national services for Scotland underpin the Scottish contribution to 
the network and produce a stronger BBC. If there are deficiencies in the funding of 
domestic services in Scotland, then there are bound to be weaknesses in the 
development matrix for creating successful offers to the British network.   

A new society  

BBC Scotland has flourished by engaging with its audiences, sometimes reinforcing 
their beliefs and ideals and ambitions and at other times challenging Scottish society 
to examine itself. The BBC carries out its work through its programme services. It is 
vital that they are responsive to the main currents in their society.  

There are institutional and programme consequences of nationhood that the BBC 
has traditionally observed through, for example, governance, in the Broadcasting 
Council for Scotland. The BBC has over the last ten years observed a policy of 
devolution to the regions and nations of the UK. The latest proposals from BBC 
promise further devolution with some benefits to Scotland.   

Yet the structure of the Scottish television industry – BBC and ITV - has not 
substantially changed since becoming established 50 years ago. All Scottish 
television is essentially an opt-out service sustained by a UK-national schedule.  

These changes however have not been calibrated against the changes in Scottish 
society but in line with BBC corporate policies. BBC has, of course, made provision 
for Parliamentary broadcasting in Scotland in the best traditions of its distinguished 
history of carrying Westminster affairs to the UK audience. However, the changes in 
Scottish society are deep and broad and go beyond Holyrood. Changes in Scottish 
society culminated in the restoration of Parliament. The new constitutional 
arrangements in Scotland are not in themselves the change in society; they are the 
political arrangements to cope with that change. 
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The country has new ambitions and new levels of performance. For example, in 
science, the city of Dundee is host to two universities with outstanding British records 
in scientific and entrepreneurial achievement. In the arts, Edinburgh leads the world 
as the first UNESCO city of literature and the country has a new National Theatre 
based in Glasgow. Scotland needs programming to feed those levels of ambition and 
achievement. Actors and playwrights, for example, succeeding in the National 
Theatre should expect to work on BBC Scotland as part of the nation’s talent 
management. The Artistic Director of the NTS should be part of BBC Scotland’s 
strategic discussions when planning programmes for home and network 

Television and radio from BBC Scotland 

BBC1 and BBC2 are managed in Scotland as channels that have local continuity and 
the power to substitute Scottish programming within the basic British network service. 
Because BBC Scotland operates this opt-out system, the overall tone and 
configuration of the networks are set in London and are unalterable. BBC Television 
in Scotland produces and transmits culture-specific programmes to reflect the 
separate institutions, traditions, climate, and social posture in Scotland. Scottish 
news and politics are obvious examples. The Beechgrove Garden is broadcast 
because this country has a climate different enough to warrant different horticultural 
advice. Soccer, rugby and many other sports are specific to the nation.  

Scotland has a new political and cultural context and urgent claims on the BBC 
licence fee to make high grade programmes aligned with its circumstances. As 
Ofcom frees ITV companies from their obligations to provide non-news programming 
for local consumption, BBC Scotland’s importance to the nation grows.   

Radio Scotland  

Radio Scotland is commissioned managed and broadcast from Scotland. The shape, 
tone and content of the network are all within the gift of BBC Scotland but subject to 
the funding available from network. Of course it might be said that BBC Scotland has 
the power to configure its budgets to favour any policy derived from the Broadcasting 
Council for Scotland. In fact such change can only ever be marginal within the 
proportion of the BBC Licence Fee allocated to Scotland and between the urgent 
claims of an increasing number of BBC Television channels and other new platforms.  

Radio Scotland was set up as the national network 30 years ago. It has concentrated 
on high-grade news coverage together with conversational programmes, extensive 
sporting coverage, and niche broadcasting of musical forms popular in this country. 
The higher-value programmes forms such as features, documentaries, drama, story 
and other narrative forms are available on Radio Scotland sporadically or not at all. 
The network is simply not financed at a level that would allow consistent 
commissioning of these expensive genres. Consistency is the essence of radio. 
Speech radio listeners in particular gravitate to and accumulate around regular, 
trusted, high-quality programming. 
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Traditional BBC UK policy placed Radio Scotland as part of the totality of BBC 
speech radio in Scotland, offered in portfolio with Radio 4 and Radio 5 to provide 
complementary aspects of the UK service. In fact Radio Scotland is still financed in 
line with policy adopted in Scotland to promote a Scottish version of the local radio 
being set up in England thirty years ago. There are new social, cultural, scientific, 
and economic features of Scottish life that need to be examined and explained 
regularly on air on Radio Scotland and the feature and narrative forms need to 
available to programme makers. Scotland’s playwrights poets, prose-writers, 
historians, musicians, actors need regular and frequent outlets for their talents in 
Scottish public broadcasting.       

Radio Scotland must be re-positioned within the BBC and given higher priority for 
funding that will allow it to provide a richer programme mix suited to the needs of the 
nation in this new century. This will need new funding from BBC Radio UK.   

A new programme portfolio for Radio Scotland may have to be developed across a 
number of years but, nevertheless, programming ambition needs to be in kilter with 
the nation’s ambitions. 

News on television and radio 

Very many consultations held by the Commission involved spontaneous discussion 
of the media in Scotland. The Royal Society of Edinburgh held in a seminar in 2004 
to discuss the matter. The widespread perception is that the media – and the press 
figures largely in this judgement – is divorced from the people and their ambitions. 
There is marked disillusion and indeed disaffection from the Press in Scotland. It is 
vital that BBC keeps in touch with its audience.  

There should be an appraisal of news reporting across all platforms in tandem with 
the necessary revision of programme services. BBC Scotland is the nation’s agenda 
setter. It makes sense to ensure that the correspondents and the general expertise of 
the News services are appropriately configured in line with Scottish society’s 
intellectual and social currents as well as the political vectors. It also makes sense to 
extend the BBC’s reputation for being close to its audience by consulting about this 
matter in the wider community.   

Gaelic 

BBC Scotland responded with appropriate vigour when Gaelic culture was in danger 
of irretrievable decline. It has served the Gaelic audience, and thus Scotland, well 
with astutely scheduled programmes of high quality. Indeed some programmes, such 
as the Television series Eorpa, have led the UK in exploring new subject matter and 
providing a new focus for the audience. Scotland adopted exceptional measures to 
inject much-needed monies into Gaelic broadcasting. 

There is now a parallel need to for an urgent and radical re-assessment of Scotland’s 
needs – including those of Gaelic culture. There should be no separation of the two. 

Music from Scotland – a new radio channel 

Among the many cultural flowerings in the last decade has been the burgeoning of 
wide interest in traditional music forms. Often these span Scots, English and Gaelic 
culture. They are part of Scotland’s heritage and identity. This music has cultural and 
economic value. What they do not have is room to flourish on the air. BBC Scotland 
has been quick to exploit new technology and that is applauded.   
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There is surely an unanswerable case for at least one digital radio service devoted to 
music in contemporary Scotland. This music is ours alone. It will not be promoted 
elsewhere.  

The ambition of music producers ought to be to “explode” Scottish musical talent on 
air. BBC Scotland is a champion of Scottish culture. It is proper that there should be 
close working relationships with other agencies that advance arts and culture.   

Television for the networks 

Britain will benefit from more commissioning from Scotland to fill the terrestrial and 
digital television networks. The different perspective from this country is important to 
Britain. It is also important for Britain that public service broadcasting root itself in the 
communities of the UK. The Commission approves the devolution of BBC production 
to Manchester.  

In that context, there is surely no argument against a fairer share of the licence fee 
being spent in Scotland too, both on intellectual tasks such as commissioning and in 
the location of resources and production. 

Where the large network production centres can expect talent to be thrown up in the 
flux of sheer numbers, Scotland can capture the best talent only by turning over more 
programmes with fresh talent each time, in some cases disobliging those who have 
tried but have not made enough of a mark. Intolerance of the average is bold but can 
also be de-stabilising. However, selling into the networks is very, very difficult and it 
will take exceptional measures to change that situation. 

BBC Scotland has a new Controller with a distinguished track-record in encouraging 
programme quality and embracing new technology. He will recognise that Scottish 
content on all British networks is at a low level. Network expectations of Scottish 
programming it has to be said are also low. One part of the solution is the deserved 
increase in funding for more, high-grade programmes on radio and television to serve 
the Scottish audience. That is the demand by the Scottish audience but in itself that 
increases patronage by Controller BBC Scotland and helps with turnover. Thus, in 
meeting Scotland’s needs, BBC can also ensure better contributions to network from 
Scotland.  

There is another vital matter at stake here. The main series drama programmes BBC 
Scotland has made for network have been family material for Sunday evenings. 
These have been high in entertainment and low in artistic risk. It is only when there is 
a critical mass of high value material commissioned for broadcast in Scotland that 
programme makers will be able to exercise their talents to the full.   

ITV, Channel 4 and the Independent sector 

SMG has produced Scotland’s longest running television drama, Taggart. This a 
network show of great importance in Scotland as a source of work for writers, actors 
and production crew. It has shown remarkable resilience but in time will come to an 
end. It is vital that drama production remain in Scotland. Both BBC and Scottish 
Television have mined formulae that have proven lastingly successful with network. It 
may be significant that an incomer, an American, has written more adventurous short 
series drama on Channel and set in Scotland. There are very few outlets for new 
ideas in the expensive programme genres. That has been a contributory factor in 
Scotland’s talent drifting to London, the centre of the television industry. 
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Scotland has a number of independent television production companies. These 
share the same problems as BBC in drawing commissions from network centres. 
Gaining a regular place at the discussion tables and in front of the London-based 
commissioners is the most important task; maintaining that position is entirely 
dependent on quality product. The struggle is intense and much depends on the 
energy and willingness of Scottish managers to shuttle back and forth to London 
weekly. Channel4 has made a good contribution to the industry in Scotland by siting 
the Nations and regions office in Glasgow. There is also the prospect of a cluster of 
companies joining BBC, SMG and some Indies on Pacific Quay in Glasgow. 

Nevertheless, commissioning remains in London. In this broadcasting economy, 
Scotland does not fare well. With over 9% of the UK’s population, Scotland wins 
around 1.5% of the UK’s television production. As a result, the Scottish public has a 
very limited amount of its own culture reflected back to it with almost minimal 
coverage on television of artistic and creative activities in Scotland, or of essentially 
Scottish interest topics such as traditional music. 

It is not defeatism to remark that talent alone will not change the situation in 
Scotland. Any raft of high value commissions that accrue to Scotland are part of 
economic calculation in a UK based company that has to balance obligations to other 
deserving parts of the UK. There will always be limits. 

The only thing that will transform the scene in Scotland is an element of devolution of 
broadcasting. There is a case, recognised partially by OfCom, to protect public 
service broadcasting as multi-channel television takes over during the next few 
years. In this context, there is a strong case for the establishment of at least one 
channel based in Scotland. The experience of Channel 4 and Five, which 
commission all of their programmes from independent producers, shows that it would 
be possible to build such a channel rapidly, but also that such a development would 
inevitably lead to the creation of a strong indigenous television production industry. 
Some of the resulting production companies could then be expected to build the 
production capacity to begin to win commissions from national or international 
sources, building a strong Scottish production sector. 

With the switch to digital it will be possible for one or more channels to be brought 
into existence. The Scottish Parliament would have to be given responsibility and 
might wish to subsidise the venture. S4C has a government subsidy of £85m. That is 
of course money voted form the public purse for cultural rather than economic 
purposes, though there are of course economic effects. In Scotland, the principle 
drive would again be cultural but any channel set-up ought to be calculated for its 
economic influence too. It is difficult to estimate an appropriate channel budget 
because the variations ate considerable according to purposes:  More4 is receiving 
£35m at start-up and E4 budget is about £50m.  

The Commission recommends that Scottish Ministers should consider how a 
separate channel for Scotland might be financed and set up. 
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Annex H 
Functions 

 

Key organisations: core functions    

Option 1: Arms length unitary body 

Scottish Executive 

Policy 

• set cultural rights 

• set cultural policy 

• agree national standards 

• establish cross-cutting initiatives 

Funding 

• provide annual funding to Scottish Culture Fund 

• provide annual funding to local authorities 

Culture Scotland 

Advocacy 

• provide a collective voice for the cultural sector  

Advisory 

• recommend standards for the cultural sector 

• advise SE on cultural policy 

• advise Scottish Culture Fund on grant distribution 

Mentoring  

• local cultural partnerships 

• Sector Councils 

• evaluate success/performance of sectors and partnerships 

• talented individuals  

Development 

• oordinate strategic national development initiatives  

• identifies and invests in high-end-talent individuals 
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• brokers talent with business 

• inward talent investment 

Strategic 

• Think Tank – co-ordinating existing bodies and commissioning new work 

• statistical research – co-ordinating/commissioning 

• ideas bank exchange 

Administrative  

• service sector councils 

• service National Boards and Cultural Assembly/s 

Scottish Culture Fund  

Administrative 

• distribute revenue and capital funds 

Strategic 

• develop new funding streams 

• financial services for the cultural sector 

Sector Councils 

Advisory 

• propose national standards for their sector 

• identify areas for development within the sector 

Advocacy 

• provide an independent, representative voice for their sector 

Cultural Partnerships 

Policy 

• define a series of cultural entitlements for their area 

• prepare a cultural strategy for their area (delivery of entitlements) 
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Strategic 

• propose and co-ordinate development initiatives for the area 

• advocacy of issues relevant to the area 

• identify excellence and talent 

• encourage/broker cross-cutting initiatives 

Local authorities 

Strategic 

• include cultural strategy in community planning 

• delivery of entitlements 

• establish cross-cutting delivery 

National Boards 

Strategic 

• advocacy for the national companies, collections, estate and creative 
individuals 

• co-ordinate policy and practice  

Cultural Assembly/s 

Strategic 

• providing a voice for audience-participant; creative individuals; young people 

___________________________________________________________________ 

Miscellaneous 

Culture Scotland’s services 

• skills 

• audience development 

• cultural planning 

• leadership 

• stewardship 

• maximising potential 

• communication 

• harnessing technology. 
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Sectoral Councils 

• Arts Council of Scotland 

• Heritage Council of Scotland 

• Libraries and Archives Council of Scotland 

• Creative Industries Council of Scotland 

• Cultural Environment Council of Scotland 

• Institute of Scottish Languages. 

 

National Boards composition 

Board of National Performing Companies 

• Scottish Ballet 

• Scottish Opera 

• RSNO 

• SCO 

• National Theatre of Scotland 

 

Board of National Cultural Collections 

• Historic Scotland 

• National Archives of Scotland 

• National Galleries of Scotland 

• National Library of Scotland 

• National Museums of Scotland 

• Royal Botanic Garden 

• RC Ancient & Historical Monuments of Scotland 

  

Board of National Cultural Estate 

• Historic Scotland 

• CoSLA 

• Scottish Executive 
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• National Trust for Scotland 

• National Museums of Scotland 

• National Libraries of Scotland 

• Heritage Lottery Fund 

 

National Council of Creative Individuals 

 

Implications for existing NDPBs 

Cease to exist 

• Scottish Arts Council 

• Scottish Screen 

• Probably cease to exist 

• Scottish Museums Council 

• Scottish Libraries and Information Council 

  

Option 2: Government agency, and smaller arms length body 

Scottish Executive (TCS Department) 

Policy 

• set cultural rights 

Funding 

• provide annual funding to local authorities 

• provide annual funding to Centre for Creativity 

Culture Scotland  

(specialist Government Agency, or expanded Government Department)   

Advisory 

• set cultural policy 

• agree national standards 

• establish cross-cutting initiatives within SE 
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Development 

• co-ordinate strategic national development initiatives  

Mentoring  

• local cultural partnerships 

• Sector Councils 

• evaluate success/performance of sectors and partnerships 

Administrative  

• distribute revenue and capital funds 

• service sector councils 

• service National Boards and Cultural Assembly/s 

 

Centre for Creativity 

(small, arms length body, government funded) 

Strategic 

• Think Tank – co-ordinating existing bodies and commissioning new work 

• statistical research – co-ordinating/commissioning 

• ideas bank exchange 

• develop new funding streams 

• financial services for cultural sector 

• development 

• identifies and invests in high-end-talent individuals 

• mentors talent 

• brokers talent with business 

• inward talent investment 

Advisory 

• advises Culture Scotland on grant distribution to individuals 
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Sector Councils 

Advisory 

• propose national standards for their sector 

• identify areas for development within the sector 

Advocacy 

• provide an independent, representative voice for their sector 

Cultural Partnerships 

Policy 

• define a series of cultural entitlements for their area 

• prepare a cultural strategy for their area (delivery of entitlements) 

Strategic 

• propose and coordinate  development initiatives for the area 

• advocacy of issues relevant to the area 

• identify excellence and talent 

• encourage/broker cross-cutting initiatives 

Local authorities 

Strategic 

• include cultural strategy in community planning 

• delivery of entitlements 

• establish cross-cutting delivery 

National Boards 

Strategic 

• advocacy for the national companies, collections, estate and creative 
individuals 

• co-ordinate policy and practice  

Cultural Assembly/s 

Strategic 

• providing a voice for audience-participant; creative individuals; young people 

__________________________________________________________________ 
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Miscellaneous 

Sectoral Councils 

• Arts Council of Scotland 

• Heritage Council of Scotland 

• Libraries and Archives Council of Scotland 

• Creative Industries Council of Scotland 

• Cultural Environment Council of Scotland 

• Languages Council of Scotland or Scottish Languages Board 

 

National Boards composition 

Board of National Performing Companies 

• Scottish Ballet 

• Scottish Opera 

• RSNO 

• SCO 

• National Theatre of Scotland 

  

Board of National Cultural Collections 

• Historic Scotland 

• National Archives of Scotland 

• National Galleries of Scotland 

• National Library of Scotland 

• National Museums of Scotland 

• Royal Botanic Garden 

• RC Ancient & Historical Monuments of Scotland 

  

Board of National Cultural Estate 

• Historic Scotland 
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• CoSLA 

• Scottish Executive 

• National Trust for Scotland 

• National Museums of Scotland 

• National Libraries of Scotland 

• Heritage Lottery Fund                                                                      
(composition and purpose to be re-evaluated following meeting on 9 March) 

 

National Council of Creative Individuals 

 

Implications for existing NDPBs 

Cease to exist 

• Scottish Arts Council 

• Scottish Screen 

• Probably cease to exist 

• Scottish Museums Council 

• Scottish Libraries and Information Council 

  

Option 3: Coalition of existing bodies, and smaller arms 
length body 

Scottish Executive (Government Department) 

Policy 

• set cultural rights 

• set cultural policy 

• agree national standards 

• establish cross-cutting initiatives within SE 

Funding 

• provide annual funding to existing cultural NDPBs 

• provide annual funding to local authorities 

• provide annual funding to Centre for Creativity 
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Administrative 

• service National Boards and Cultural Assembly/s 

Culture Scotland  
(formal association of key cultural NDPBs – see notes)   

Advocacy 

• provide a collective voice for the cultural sector  

Development 

• co-ordinate strategic national development initiatives 

• develop cross-cutting initiatives  

• co-ordinate estates strategy 

Administrative 

• minimise administrative operational costs (by sharing) 

Existing NDPBs 

Advocacy 

• provide an independent, representative voice for their sector 

Advisory 

• propose national standards for their sector 

• identify areas for development within the sector 

Mentoring  

• local cultural partnerships 

• evaluate success/performance of sectors and partnerships 

• talented individuals 

Administrative  

• distribute revenue and capital funds 

Development 

• identifies and invests in high-end-talent individuals 
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Centre for Creativity (small, arms-length body, government funded) 

Strategic 

• Think Tank – coordinating existing bodies-commissioning new work 

• statistical research – coordinating/commissioning 

• ideas bank-exchange 

• develop new funding streams 

• financial services for cultural sector 

Development 

• brokers talent with business 

• inward talent investment 

Cultural Partnerships 

Policy 

• define a series of cultural entitlements for their area 

• prepare a cultural strategy for their area (delivery of entitlements) 

Strategic 

• propose and co-ordinate development initiatives for the area 

• advocacy of issues relevant to the area 

• identify excellence and talent 

• encourage/broker cross-cutting initiatives 

Local authorities 

Strategic 

• include cultural strategy in community planning 

• delivery of entitlements 

• establish cross-cutting delivery 

National Boards 

Strategic 

• advocacy for the national companies, collections and estate 

• coordinate policy and practice  
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Cultural Assembly/s 

Strategic 

• providing a voice for audience-participant; creative individuals; young people 

___________________________________________________________________ 

Miscellaneous 

Members of Culture Scotland 

• Scottish Arts Council 

• Scottish Screen 

• Scottish Museums Council 

• Architecture and Design Scotland 

• Scottish Libraries Information Council  

• Bord na Gaidhlig 

 

National Boards composition 

Board of National Performing Companies 

• Scottish Ballet 

• Scottish Opera 

• RSNO 

• SCO 

• National Theatre of Scotland 

  

Board of National Cultural Collections 

• Historic Scotland 

• National Archives of Scotland 

• National Galleries of Scotland 

• National Library of Scotland 

• National Museums of Scotland 

• Royal Botanic Garden 

• RC Ancient & Historical Monuments of Scotland 
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Board of National Cultural Estate 

• Historic Scotland 

• CoSLA 

• Scottish Executive 

• National Trust for Scotland 

• National Museums of Scotland 

• National Libraries of Scotland 

• Heritage Lottery Fund 

 

Council for the Creative Individual 
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Annex I 
Options appraisal 

 
1. Preface 
 

This report comprises three elements: 
 a summary evaluation 
 a matrix outlining the performance of each option and the status quo 

against each criterion 
 a detailed evaluation, criterion by criterion, of each option and the 

status quo. 
 
2. Summary 
 

It would be simplistic merely to add up the number of criteria met, doubtfully 
met and not met by each option and the status quo. Such a numerical tick-
box approach is no substitute for a detailed evaluation of the strengths and 
weaknesses of each option and the status quo against the twenty-five criteria 
defined for this analysis. Nevertheless, such a summary evaluation provides a 
broad overview of where a more detailed evaluation is likely to tend. This 
summary therefore draws together the performance of each option and the 
status quo against the criteria as grouped into three overarching criteria: 
 

 Fitness for purpose 
 Impact on sector 
 Cost effectiveness and best value. 

The following table offers the result of such a summary of performance 
against the criteria in compact form: 

 
 

  
Option One 

 
Option Two Option Three Status quo 

 
Fitness for 
purpose 
(8 criteria) 
 

Met     
Doubtful  
Not met  

8
0
0

Met     
Doubtful 
Not met  

6
2
0

Met    
Doubtful 
Not met  

1
0
7

Met    
Doubtful 
Not met  

1
0
7

 
Impact on 
sector 
(11 criteria) 
 

Met    
Doubtful 
Not met 

11
0
0

Met     
Doubtful  
Not met 

9
2
0

Met    
Doubtful  
Not met  

1
3
7

Met    
Doubtful 
Not met  

0
2
9

 
Cost 
effectiveness/ 
best value 
(6 criteria) 
 

Met    
Doubtful 
Not met 

8
0
0

Met    
Doubtful 
Not met 

6
2
0

Met    
Doubtful 
Not met 

1
0
5

Met    
Doubtful 
Not met 

1
0
5
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From this table it is clear that, with regard to Fitness for purpose and Cost 
effectiveness and best value, Option Three and the Status quo are equally 
very weak, while with regard to Impact on sector Option Three is marginally 
better than the Status quo. Even then it meets only 3 out of 25 criteria against 
the Status quo’s 3 and doubtfully meets criteria in 3 cases against the Status 
quo's 2. In neither case is the rate of success substantial. Meanwhile, with 
regard to Options One and Two, Option One meets all the criteria, while 
Option Two does not outright fail against any criterion in each overarching 
area, but performs doubtfully against 2 criteria in each overarching area. As 
noted at the beginning of this summary, a mere arithmetical measurement 
would oversimplify properly complex evaluation. Nonetheless, both Options 
One and Two appear to meet the criteria far more successfully than Option 
Three and the Status quo, and Option One performs in this respect 
significantly better than Option Two. 
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3. Performance matrix 
 

a) Fitness for purpose 

  Option One Option Two Option Three Status Quo 
1 The essential purpose of 

the option and how it will 
enable the Executive’s 
national cultural policy 
objectives is clear and 
coherent. 

Provides a clear and 
coherent means of enabling 
Executive’s national cultural 
policy objectives to be 
achieved 

Provides a generally clear 
and coherent means of 
enabling Executive’s national 
cultural policy objectives to 
be achieved. 

Clear only at the higher 
levels of policy making and 
lacks clarity for everyday 
policy achievement and 
overall coherence. 

Neither clear nor coherent 
means of enabling 
Executive’s national cultural 
policy objectives to be 
achieved 

2 This option is the one 
that matches broad 
public policy 
objectives. 

Meets this criterion. Meets this criterion. Meets this criterion. Meets this criterion. 

3 The option will be seen 
as understandable, 
inspiring, credible and 
‘fit for purpose’. 

Will require careful 
communication of its new 
underlying philosophy, but 
capable of offering new 
credibility on the basis of 
coherence and clarity of 
purpose. 

Has an understand-able and 
credible structure, but open 
to suspicion of centralising 
and over-politicising cultural 
provision. 
 

Likely to seem like 
compromise between 
reforming the status quo and 
retaining current interest 
groups -unlikely to offer 
credibility or inspiration. 

Does not fulfil this criterion. 

4 The option would 
support a citizen-
focussed approach to 
cultural policy and 
allow effective 
implementation of 
Cultural Rights, 
Standards and 
Entitlements. 

Meets the criterion very well. Meets the criterion poorly. Does not meet the criterion. Does not meet the criterion. 
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  Option One Option Two Option Three Status Quo 
5 Each main 

organisational 
component of the 
structure is absolutely 
necessary and will 
contribute directly in 
ways that are 
deliverable and 
verifiable - irreducible. 

Meets this criterion well. Meets the criterion Does not meet the criterion Does not meet the criterion 

6 The positioning of 
each organisation in 
the structure and its 
strategic and 
functional relationship 
to others is clear. 

Fulfils this criterion clearly. Fulfils this criterion, but with 
potential for ambiguous 
responsibility 

Does not fully meet this 
criterion 

Does not meet this criterion. 

7 Most appropriate and 
credible solution for 
delegation of 
authority for 
decisions on regional 
and local priorities - 
and how these will be 
achieved. 

Meets this criterion fully. Meets this criterion mainly. Does not meet this criterion Does not meet this criterion 

8 The option will improve 
opportunities for 
achieving a better 
strategic fit between 
cultural policy and other 
national strategic 
priorities and sectors. 

Meets this criterion. Meets this criterion. Cannot meet this criterion. Cannot meet this criterion. 
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b) Impact on Sector 

  Option One Option Two Option Three Status Quo 
9 The implications of 

change from the 
present state will be 
justified by the scale of 
benefits the option will 
realise. 

Meets this criterion. Meets the criterion broadly, 
but may not do so fully in 
detail. 

Does not clearly meet this 
criterion 
 

Cannot, by definition, meet 
this criterion. 
 

10 Dis-benefits (actual 
and likely to be 
perceived) identified will 
not diminish the 
benefits of new 
structure or impede the 
achievement of policy 
objectives. There will 
not be a significant 
loss of expertise or 
unreasonable damage 
to the careers of those 
currently working in 
the cultural sector. 

Subject to careful and caring 
management capable of 
meeting this criterion. 
 

Subject to careful and caring 
management capable of 
meeting this criterion. 
 

Would meet this criterion in a 
limited manner. 
 

Will increasingly have 
difficulty in meeting this 
criterion 
 

11 The option will 
progressively and 
measurably increase 
access to a wider 
range of cultural 
experiences by a larger 
proportion of Scotland’s 
population, year-on-
year. 

Has potential to do so. Has potential to do so, but 
may do so disjointedly. 

Has potential to do so, but in 
a disparate manner. 

Has potential to do so, but in 
uncoordinated and disjointed 
manner. 
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  Option One Option Two Option Three Status Quo 
12 The option will 

positively influence 
more effective 
communications and 
practical cooperation 
among organisational 
stakeholders in the 
cultural sector. 

Meets this criterion. Meets the criterion up to a 
point 

May meet criterion 
marginally, but bring own 
failures. 

Does not meet this criterion 

13 The option will improve 
the level of active 
stakeholder 
engagement and 
generate and sustain 
community cultural 
activity. 

Will facilitate meeting this 
criterion to a very high 
degree. 
 
 
 

Likely to facilitate meeting 
this criterion fairly well, but 
may lead to diffusion of 
activity. 

Might permit some small 
progress against this 
criterion, but not certain. 

Fails to meet this criterion in 
full or in a new way 

14 The option will provide 
the most appropriate 
means to promote, 
support and 
incentivise Scotland’s 
national companies 
and collections. 

Meets the criterion well Meets the criterion Unlikely to assist in meeting 
this criterion. 

Does not meet this criterion 

15 The option will 
encourage and 
support positive 
cultural and 
behavioural change 
throughout the sector. 

Meets this criterion very well. Meets this criterion poorly. Fails substantially to meet 
this criterion. 

Does not meet this criterion 
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  Option One Option Two Option Three Status Quo 
16 The option will foster 

and support a creative 
environment that 
attracts and supports 
creative individuals 
and creative 
enterprises to set-up 
and to work in Scotland. 

Meets the criterion. Meets the criterion. Meets the criterion no more 
than the status quo 

Does not meet this criterion 
in a new way 

17 The option will improve 
the international 
profile of Scotland and 
Scotland’s culture. 

Meets this criterion fully. Might fulfil this criterion, but 
there is a clear risk it will not. 

On balance unlikely to meet 
this criterion very well. 

Does not meet this criterion 
in a new way 

18 The option will ensure 
clear and broadly 
accessible routes to 
funding. 

Likely to meet criterion likely to meet the criterion, 
but may be strategically 
diffuse 

Does not meet this criterion Does not meet this criterion 

19 The option will ensure 
that the support, 
contribution and 
involvement of local 
authorities is 
maximised. 

Meets the criterion. Meets the criterion. Meets the criterion. Does not meet this criterion 
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c) Cost effectiveness and Best Value  

 
  Option One Option Two Option Three Status Quo 
20  The governance 

structure and 
principles is clear and 
will enable the overall 
performance of the new 
structure to be 
assessed and the 
contribution of each 
main component 
accurately measured. 

Meets this criterion Meets this criterion Does not meet the criterion. Does not meet the criterion. 

21 The option is likely to 
offer - subject to 
verification of data, 
when available - scope 
for introducing 
efficiencies. 

Meets this criterion. Meets this criterion. Does not meet this criterion. Does not meet this criterion. 

22 The delivery chain is 
as short as it can be, 
with the smallest 
number of 
intermediaries between 
the source of policy and 
the main points of 
delivery. 

Meets the criterion Meets the criterion Does not meet the criterion Does not meet the criterion 
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  Option One Option Two Option Three Status Quo 
23 The option provides a 

better framework and 
improved incentives for 
the public, private and 
voluntary sectors to 
cooperate and work 
together. 

Meets the criterion Meets the criterion Does not meet the criterion Does not meet the criterion 

24 The option contains 
specific components 
and measures that will 
promote excellence 
and innovation. 

Meets the criterion well. Meets the criterion, but may 
have difficulties. 

May meet criterion, but  
unlikely to do so co-
ordinatedly. 

Meets this criterion at a basic 
level. 

25 The option will provide 
the most appropriate, 
efficient, equitable 
and accountable 
means of securing 
and allocating funds - 
including using public 
spend to lever growth 
in the total funds 
available. 

Fully capable of meeting this 
criterion 

Could meet this criterion, but 
may have difficulty. 

Does not meet the criterion Has no added value under 
this criterion 
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4. Detailed evaluation 
 

a) Fitness for purpose 

 
1 The essential purpose of the option and how it will enable the Executive’s 
national cultural policy objectives to be achieved, is clear and coherent. 
 
Option One 
 
This option allows a clear distinction between high-level Policy development across 
the whole cultural sector, including heritage, arts, libraries and archives, galleries and 
museums, by the Scottish Executive (SE) and arms-length functions of Culture 
Scotland (CS). Funding allocation, both to central Scottish Culture Fund(SCF) and 
local authorities, is linked to high level policy function. Culture Scotland has a range 
of interrelated roles to be undertaken under SE policy guidance across the whole 
sector. This model allows, therefore, for the Executive’s national cultural policy 
objectives to be linked directly to a coherent arms-length body with cross-sector 
responsibilities and a potential Think Tank role. This would work with the SCF, which 
will be at a distance from SE, and so able to generate additional funding streams. It 
will be able to co-ordinate the development and flow of funds across the whole 
sector, acting as a development agency free of public sector annualising restrictions. 
SCF will be advised on spending by CS.  
Sector Partnerships will act as advisory and advocacy bodies separated from the 
policy implementation, provision and fund allocation process. 
 
This option provides a clear and coherent means of enabling the Executive’s 
national cultural policy objectives to be achieved. 
 
Option Two 
 
Restricts SE itself to high level policy, setting of cultural rights and funding of local 
authorities, so that there is separation between funding of local authorities and the 
detailed policy role of Culture Scotland. Culture Scotland, as a government agency, 
has a cross-sector role, including heritage, arts, libraries and archives, galleries and 
museums, focused on policy, development strategy and mentoring and 
administration. A separate body, the Centre for Cultural Innovation and 
Entrepreneurship (CCIE), deals with all other strategy, including think tank and 
research functions and development of talent. This body advises CS on grant 
distribution for individuals. Sector Partnerships will act as advisory and advocacy 
bodies separated from the policy implementation, provision and fund allocation 
process. 
 
This option provides a generally clear and coherent means of enabling the 
Executive’s national cultural policy objectives to be achieved. The separation 
of CS and CCIE, however, separates functions of policy development and 
strategic research - which should be closely interrelated - between two bodies 
in a way that could lead to incoherence. 
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Option Three 
 
This option offers clarity across all cultural sectors for the role of the SE, linking policy 
setting, funding and administration of national bodies. Culture Scotland in this option 
is a means of co-ordinating the advocacy and development roles and some of the 
administration functions of existing NDPBs, without co-ordinating their actual policy-
making or operation. The existing NDPBs would continue each to work in the 
different ways they do with different relationships between the each one and the SE, 
e.g. differences exist between the way arts and museums relate to the SE. This 
arrangement would provide some new coherence at the policy and national strategic 
level, but leave diverse modes of working and relationships in place. The CCIE would 
have strategic research and development roles separated from the function of current 
NDPBs, an unhelpful disjunction between research and policy implementation. The 
separation of the advisory and advocacy roles of Sector Partnerships from policy 
implementation functions would not exist under this option, so allowing a conflict of 
interest. 
 
This option allows some clarity regarding the links between SE policy and the 
high level activity of CS, but CS cannot itself have a fully coherent or clearly 
consistent relationship with the existing NDPBs as long as they retain the 
variety of diverse structures and relationships currency prevailing. This option 
is clear only at the higher levels of policy making and lacks clarity for everyday 
policy achievement and overall coherence. 
 
Status Quo 
 
The diverse constitutions and relationships of NDPBs with one another and the SE 
means that it is very difficult to achieve a clear and coherent overview of provision or 
to establish thinking across the whole cultural sector. Research and policy 
developments are not coherently and consistently interlinked.  
There are a number of areas where the interaction of advisory and advocacy roles 
can offer conflicts of interest with policy implementation. 
 
The status quo is neither a clear nor a coherent means of enabling the 
Executive’s national cultural policy objectives to be achieved. 
 
2 This option is the one that matches broad public policy objectives, i.e. in health, 
education and the economy and respects Scotland’s tradition of pluralism 
 
All options allow matching of broad public policy objectives. Differences in the way 
they do this and the inefficiency and effectiveness of some in doing so are addressed 
under other criteria. 
 
All options and the status quo meet this criterion. 
 
3 The option will be seen as understandable, inspiring, credible and ‘fit for 
purpose’ by most stakeholders and is likely to be welcomed and supported by 
practitioners and the general public. 
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Option One 
 
This option has a clear and comprehensible distribution of responsibilities and 
interlinking of functions. It will require clear communication of its integrated nature to 
avoid suspicions of creating a large centralised, if arms-length, bureaucracy. It 
removes discussion and decision-making from current NDPBs, with their existing 
‘clientele’ and interest groups into a more coherent structure and, so, requires new 
relationships between organisations. It retains the generally well-considered arms-
length principle. 
 
This option will require careful communication of its new underlying 
philosophy, but is capable of offering a new credibility on the basis of its 
coherence and clarity of purpose. 
 
Option Two 
 
This option also has a clear and comprehensible distribution of responsibilities, 
though it is likely there will be doubts about the splitting out of the functions of the 
CCIE from the functions of CS. Since this represents the option that brings the 
cultural sector most within the remit of government, it is likely to attract suspicion 
about centralisation and politicisation of cultural provision. 
 
This option has an understandable and credible structure, but is open to 
suspicion of centralising and over-politicising cultural provision. 
 
Option Three 
 
This option represents relatively minimal adjustments to existing provision, with the 
exception that it provides a cross-sector role in its version of CS and develops a 
research function under the CCIE. It is hard to understand its overall organisational 
philosophy, as it retains some of the confusing diversity of existing provision without 
creating new forms of synergy or integration and separates research from policy 
implementation. 
 
The option is likely to seem like a halfway house compromise between 
reforming the status quo and retaining the interest groups that might wish to 
maintain it. In this respect it is unlikely to offer credibility or inspiration. 
 
Status Quo 
 
While the status quo has the benefits of familiarity, so that practitioners are used to 
working with it, each in their sector, to achieve their ends, the evidence is of 
frustration with the diffuseness and lack of clarity and incoherence of current 
structures. The status quo will be seen as the familiar to be defended, if other options 
are seen as likely to threaten the cultural good of the nation. The diverseness of 
current provision and the different ways in which different sectors of cultural provision 
are treated differently cannot, however, be argued as ‘fit for purpose’. 
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The status quo does not fulfil this criterion. 
 
4 The option would support a citizen-focussed approach to cultural policy; allow 
Scottish people to shape and design cultural policy and allow the effective 
implementation of Cultural Rights, Standards and Entitlements. 
 
Option One 
 
This option would allow the infrastructure to be shaped and owned by stakeholders, 
artists and citizens in general at arm’s-length from government and able to respond 
accountably to cultural and community developments as they arise and grow. It offers 
an inclusive and pluralist democratic system, shaped from the bottom up, that places 
emphasis on bringing people together and drawing on the advice of relevant 
professional sectors as well as audience members. 
 
This option meets the criterion very well. 
 
Option Two 
 
This option would allow the infrastructure to be shaped by central policy decision 
enabling dirigiste and top-down measures to be implemented. It is dependent on a 
large governmental agency structure, one that does not have a history of being 
swiftly responsive to new cultural and community developments as they emerge. It 
would, instead, be mainly accountable through the four-yearly election system as 
election decisions came in time to influence the work of the governmental agency. 
 
This option meets the criterion poorly. 
 
Option Three 
 
While this option would allow better co-ordination of policy of NDPBs than at present, 
it would not improve their responsiveness to stakeholders’ and citizens’ input and 
retain the varied approaches of each to citizen-focussed deliberation and decision-
making. It would, therefore, not enhance a citizen-focussed approach to cultural 
policy, although it might allow the meeting of Cultural Rights, Standards and 
Entitlements in a managerial manner. 
 
This option does not meet the criterion. 
 
Status quo 
 
The status quo would not improve the current responsiveness of NDPBs to 
stakeholders’ and citizens’ input and would retain the varied approaches of each to 
citizen-focussed deliberation and decision-making. It cannot, therefore, enhance a 
citizen-focussed approach to cultural policy, although it might allow the meeting of 
Cultural Rights, Standards and Entitlements in a managerial manner. 
 
The status quo does not meet the criterion. 
 
5 Each main organisational component of the structure is absolutely necessary 
and will contribute directly to the achievement of at least one (or more) of the main 
objectives of the national policy in ways that are deliverable and verifiable. In this 
sense, the option, as presented, is irreducible. 
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Option One 
 
The coherence of the structures of this option referred to under criterion 1 marks how 
this option achieves a lean organisation capable of delivering objectives in a 
verifiable way. The essential difference in this respect between this option and Option 
Two lies in its arms-length nature and the coherence of its research and policy 
development functions. 
 
This option meets this criterion well. 
 
Option Two 
 
As with Option One, this option offers a coherent structure, but the separation of 
function between CS and CCIE raise issues about the absolute necessity for such a 
separation. Assuming such a case exists, the structure proposed is both lean and 
capable of delivering objectives in a verifiable manner. 
 
This option meets the criterion 
 
Option Three 
 
Because this option represents a compromise between more radical options and the 
status quo, its primary organisational function is to make that compromise rather than 
to achieve a lean structure directly related to purpose. As a result it is likely to be 
unwieldy in delivering objectives and to require additional effort to verify that delivery. 
 
This option does not meet the criterion 
 
Status Quo 
 
The status quo, because of its various and diverse structures does not deliver 
objectives in comparable ways and, given the proposals offered under Options One 
and Two cannot be said to be irreducible. In particular, the variousness of its 
elements makes it hard to deal across sectors and ensure leanness of provision. 
 
The status quo does not meet the criterion 
 
 
6 The positioning of each organisation in the structure and its strategic and 
functional relationship to others is clear. The purpose, role, responsibilities and 
accountabilities of each main component is clear, and clearly differentiated from 
other components of the structure. 
 
Option One 
 
There is a clear interrelationship between the governmental role of the SE, the arms-
length role of the CS drawing on the expertise of stakeholders and artists and the 
SCF working as a financial management and development agency. The linkages with 
other elements in the system are clear and based on the involvement of artists, 
stakeholders and audience. 
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This option fulfils this criterion clearly. 
 
Option Two 
 
In this option, while there is a clear functional distinction between the roles of the SE, 
CS and CCIE, CS is clearly beholden to SE. It can be argued to have a potentially 
unclear line of accountability, given its role as a government agency with a direct line 
of responsibility to the SE. 
 
This option fulfils this criterion, but with potential for ambiguity of 
responsibility between SE and CS. 
 
Option Three 
 
The clumsiness of the proposed relationship of CS and the existing NDPBs, each of 
the latter retaining their differences from one another, means that the roles and 
responsibilities of the NDPB sector within the overall structure is confused and 
inconsistent.  
 
This option does not fully meet this criterion. 
 
Status Quo 
 
There is much scope for overlap and confusion of function within the diversity of the 
present structures, where each has arisen at a different time for a different original 
function. 
 
The status quo does not meet this criterion. 
 
 
7 The option offers the most appropriate and credible solution for the delegation of 
authority for decisions on regional and local priorities, strategy, investment and 
entitlements - and how these will be achieved, within the scope of national policy 
objectives. 
 
Option One 
 
This option offers a coherent and credible organisational structure and distribution of 
functions in the context of an arms-length structure. The existence of regional officers 
working with Cultural Partnerships will offer opportunity for both proper delegation 
and proper consultation. 
 
This option meets this criterion fully. 
 
Option Two 
 
This option offers a coherent and credible organisational structure and distribution of 
functions in the context of a government agency solution, although it still is 
problematic in terms of the separation out of the CCIE. The existence of regional 
officers working with Cultural Partnerships will offer opportunity for both proper 
delegation and proper consultation. 
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This option meets this criterion mainly. 
 
Option Three 
 
This option is piecemeal in its structures and organisation and is therefore unlikely to 
meet this criterion in the best possible manner. 
 
This option does not meet this criterion. 
 
Status Quo 
 
The problems referred to under criterion one disbar the status quo from meeting this 
criterion. 
 
The status quo does not meet this criterion 
 
 
8 The option will improve opportunities for achieving a better strategic fit between 
cultural policy and other national strategic priorities and sectors, introducing more 
cross-cutting initiatives, contributing to innovation in the design and delivery of public 
services, supporting pluralism and providing best value. 
 
Option One 
 
This option has a structure designed specifically to provide a better strategic fit 
between cultural policy and other national strategic priorities and sectors. It does so 
within an arms-length framework. 
 
This option meets this criterion. 
 
Option Two 
 
This option has a structure designed specifically to provide a better strategic fit 
between cultural policy and other national strategic priorities and sectors. It does so 
within a government agency framework. 
 
This option meets this criterion. 
 
Option Three 
 
This option does not substantially adjust the status quo in respect of this criterion 
and, so, will not change the strategic fit between cultural policy and other national 
strategic priorities and sectors. 
 
This option cannot meet this criterion. 
 
Status Quo 
 
The status quo will not change the strategic fit between cultural policy and other 
national strategic priorities and sectors. 
 
The status quo cannot meet this criterion. 
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b) Impact on sector 
 
Responses in this section are subject to a separate analysis of quantitative 
economic factors 
 
9 The implications of change from the present state (the current organisational 
infrastructure in Scotland) will be justified by the scale of benefits the option will 
realise -in terms of measurable qualitative and quantifiable improvements. 
 
Option One 
 
Option One aligns functions across art forms and cultural sectors in a consistent 
manner in order to facilitate coherent strategy and planning. It is designed to enable 
the development of integrated systems and strategies and develops cultural policy 
and provision, once established by the SE, within a comprehensible and unified 
structure. 
 
This option meets this criterion. 
 
Option Two 
 
Option Two provides a coherent structure in parallel ways to Option One, but in the 
form of a government agency rather than an arms-length organisation. Given this 
framework, it offers similar benefits to Option One in terms of coherence and the 
capacity for integrated strategy and planning. The separation of the research and 
development role function to an arms-length smaller unit, the CCIE, however, creates 
a disjunction between aspects of cultural provision and the advisory, developmental 
and mentoring roles retained by CS. It is to be questioned whether this arrangement 
with its capacity for inefficiencies may reduce the benefit by replicating current 
discontinuities in the funding system. 
 
This option meets the criterion broadly, but may not do so fully in detail. 
  
Option Three 
 
This option engages in adjustment to the present system without fully achieving a 
clear reorganisation and integration of the system such as would deliver significant 
benefits. CS would have to seek to work with existing NDPBs with the inertia 
embodied in their current structures, while the CCIE would be at a remove from both 
CS and the NDPBs. Their already divided nature is unlikely to encourage integrated 
research and development; rather it is likely to create a ghetto for this work. 
 
This option does not clearly meet this criterion 
 
Status Quo 
 
The status quo cannot, by definition, meet this criterion. 
 
10 Dis-benefits (actual and likely to be perceived) arising from this option have been 
identified. They will not diminish the benefits the new structure will realise, or 
impede the achievement of policy objectives. During the transition phase of 
organisational change, they will not have a damaging impact on the current business 
operations of key stakeholders, support to practitioners or the level of service to the 
general public. There will not be a significant loss of expertise or unreasonable 
damage to careers of those currently working in the cultural sector. 
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Option One and Option Two 
 
These options will require a restructuring of the cultural provision system. They will 
require the abolition of the Scottish Arts Council and Scottish Screen. The Scottish 
Museums Council and the Scottish Libraries and Information Council would become 
professional groups, their SE funding (for leadership and sectoral tasks) and their 
strategic roles becoming part of CS.  Historic Scotland’s current position as an 
agency would have to be reviewed, part of its function being brought within CS and 
its management of properties in care and conservation and related work being 
allocated to a body specifically focussed on that role. This represents a significant 
level of disruption of established organisations spread across three urban locations 
(Edinburgh, Glasgow and Hamilton) and expert staff. Arguably the level of potential 
disruption required in order to achieve coherence and consistency marks the degree 
to which the current position is incoherent and inconsistent. A particular problem 
under this criterion is the extent to which individuals and organisations may be 
wedded to the current structures out of custom and practice. The benefits of change 
will have to be made entirely clear to assuage any possible upset at the changes 
proposed. There is no reason that, with careful planning, stakeholders, practitioners 
or the general public should be disadvantaged during a transitional period as either of 
these options is implemented. It is, however, critical that care is taken to reassure 
staff about the benefits the changes will bring, and that the expertise they embody is 
respected and brought into the new structures as far as is possible. Both options 
carry with them a significant potential for the disruption of the staff. Careful 
counselling and career development support must be available to both those joining 
and those not joining the new system. In this process, it is essential that measures be 
taken to support morale and to dissipate wasteful infighting and the inertial pressure 
of older systems. There will be a particular requirement for cultural sensitivity as the 
different cultures of older organisations are brought together to create a new culture 
for either of Options One or Two. There must be careful consideration of any new 
structure to ensure that it takes account of and addresses restrictions imposed by 
Lottery legislation intended to avoid conflict of interest. Both options have potential 
dis-benefits identified here that, properly addressed, need not diminish the benefits of 
the new structure or impede the achievement of policy objectives. 
 
Subject to careful and caring management, Options One and Two are capable 
of meeting this criterion. 
 
Option Three 
 
This option involves minimal disruption of existing systems, while seeking, by 
introducing a stronger element of co-ordination, to address some of the dis-benefits 
of the status quo. It is likely to bring a dis-benefit of increased bureaucratic 
management to co-ordinate the new functions of CS and the need to co-ordinate a 
separate CCIE. It will not involve the large-scale disruption, however, of Options One 
and Two. This option has the potential to address some of the dis-benefits of the 
status quo and as a minimum option for reform its implementation would imply 
minimal dis-benefits, but also limited benefits. 
 
This option would meet this criterion in a limited manner. 
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Status Quo 
 
The dis-benefits of the status quo lies in the continuation of existing problems that the 
current system is perceived as embodying. There would be no disruption of current 
systems of operation or staff, but the dis-benefit of erosion of morale in the cultural 
sector by the continuation of current procedures and incoherence would have to be 
considered.  
 
In the short term the dis-benefits of the status quo are acceptable, but as they 
represent perceived problems that need to be addressed there will be a cumulative 
dis-benefit arising from inaction.  
 
The status quo will increasingly have difficulty in meeting this criterion 
 
11 The option will progressively and measurably increase access to a wider 
range of cultural experiences by a larger proportion of Scotland’s population, year-
on-year. 
 
Option One 
 
This option provides a coherent arms-length structure that is capable of co-ordinating 
the development of access on a holistic manner and providing a co-ordinated system 
of measurement of activity and participation by the public over the years within CS as 
a single body.  
 
This option has the potential to fulfil this criterion. 
 
Option Two 
 
This option provides a government agency structure that separates aspects of the 
development of access from the system of measurement of activity and participation 
by the public by the CCIE. It can therefore, meet this criterion, but in a potentially 
disjointed way.  
 
This option has the potential to fulfil this criterion, but may do so disjointedly. 
 
Option Three 
 
This option provides a high level co-ordination of current structures, while leaving 
existing NDPBs much as they are otherwise, with the exception that research and 
development are separated out. Located in the CCIE, these are apart from the rest of 
the structure, though they can operate in a co-ordinated cross-sector manner within 
CCIE. 
 
This option has the potential to fulfil this criterion, but will do so in a disparate 
manner. 
 
Status Quo 
The status quo had shown evidence of its ability to meet this criterion, but it does so 
is an uncoordinated and disjointed manner, with little cross-sector research and 
measurement and with limited consideration of access seen in a cross-sector 
context. 
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This option has the potential to fulfil this criterion, but in an uncoordinated and 
disjointed manner. 
 
12 The option will positively influence more effective communications and 
practical co-operation among organisational stakeholders in the cultural sector 
through joined up thinking, planning, allocation of resources and joint delivery. 
 
Option One 
 
This option is structured very specifically to enable this criterion to be met. 
 
The option meets this criterion. 
 
Option Two 
 
This option would allow the improvement of present communication and practical co-
operation, but the separation of the CCIE from CS is likely to present a disjunction in 
the effective communication process. 
 
This option meets the criterion up to a point. 
 
Option Three 
 
This option might result in some improvement in present communication and 
practical co-operation, but also separates the CCIE from the CS in a way likely to 
present a disjunction in the effective communication process, while it establishes 
unclear and potentially long-winded and confusing inter-NDPB communication links. 
 
This option may meet this criterion marginally, but may bring its own new 
failures against this criterion. 
 
Status Quo 
 
The status quo enshrines separate institutions and dissimilarities of treatment of 
different NDPBs and Boards. 
 
The status quo does not meet this criterion 
 
13 The option will improve the level of active stakeholder engagement by ensuring 
that they are better informed, their interests more appropriately considered and their 
contributions to the process of policy making and evaluation better enabled and fully 
acknowledged and generate and sustain community cultural activity. 
 
General 
 
With regard to this criterion, a great deal depends on the effectiveness of 
interaction with stakeholder and community bodies such as sector 
partnerships, cultural partnerships, local authority links and cultural 
assembly/ies. In order for the new structure to fulfil this criterion it should 
facilitate the work of these elements of the overall system. 
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Option One 
 
This option is designed to relate with the stakeholder and community bodies. In itself, 
this option cannot improve the level of engagement and community cultural activity, 
but what it offers is a means of supporting that activity in a coherent and co-ordinated 
manner. The provision of an arms-length model under this option is further likely to 
encourage stakeholder involvement. Stakeholders will be on the board, represented 
through the stakeholder partnerships, while there will be an element of peer 
evaluation and peer judgement in reviews/research projects co-ordinated through 
CS). Artists are likely to feel engaged through such processes. 
 
This option will facilitate meeting this criterion to a very high degree. 
 
Option Two 
 
As in the case of Option One, in itself this option cannot improve the level of 
engagement and community cultural activity. While it is designed to relate to the 
stakeholder and community bodies in a new relationship, it involves a centralised 
body rather than an arms-length body.  
 
It is, therefore, in danger of seeming potentially less responsive to stakeholders and 
to artists if it is seen as central governmentally driven rather than responding directly 
to stakeholders, artists and community cultural ambitions. In this sense, this option 
may not encourage stakeholder involvement. 
 
This option is likely to facilitate meeting this criterion fairly well, but may lead 
to diffusion of activity. 
 
Option Three 
 
While the creation of an overarching CS in this option, linking the work of NDPBs, is 
likely to lead to a small improvement through stakeholder engagement and 
community cultural activity, the option offers four different kinds of organisation, SE, 
CS, NDPBs and CCIE. The potential for over-bureaucratisation and confusion of 
channels of communication - and so the diminution of the sense of involvement and 
the inspiration of community cultural activity - may prove difficult to avoid. 
 
This option might permit some small progress against this criterion, but that 
progress is not certain. 
 
Status Quo 
 
The status quo by definition will not create change under this criterion, although there 
might be room for minor reforms in structures and communication. Any existing 
sense of stakeholder alienation will remain much as it is under a continuation of the 
present system without any modification. 
 
The status quo fails to meet this criterion in full or in a new way. 
 
 
14 The option will provide the most appropriate means to promote, support and 
incentivise Scotland’s national companies and collections to achieve ever-
higher levels of accomplishment in their creative endeavours and reputations 
(nationally and internationally), innovation and connections with the people of 
Scotland. 
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Option One 
 
This option will allow for a co-ordinated and holistic approach to relationships among 
national companies, CS and SE across all art forms in an arms-length context, while 
maintaining the benefits of systems of assessment and strategic thinking within each 
art form as a whole. The national companies and collections in this option will be 
linked to national systems both of talent development and support and research and 
of development and so in a clear role in relation to their own sectors. They will be 
brought together in the Board of National Companies to discuss issues of common 
interest. This option places all bodies on a common system of governance and 
funding and so the term 'national' and the responsibilities and privileges that this 
entails will be defined. 
 
This option meets the criterion well 
 
Option Two 
 
This option will allow for a co-ordinated and holistic approach to relationships among 
national companies, CS and SE across all art forms in a governmental agency 
context, while maintaining the benefits of systems of assessment and strategic 
thinking within each art form as a whole.  
 
The national companies in this option will, however, have to relate to CCIE with 
regard to talent development and support and research and development processes, 
so adding a potentially complicating line of relationship as compared with Option 
One. They will be brought together in the Board of National Companies to discuss 
issues of common interest. This option places all bodies on a common system of 
governance and funding and so the term 'national' and the responsibilities and 
privileges that this entails will be defined. 
 
This option meets the criterion 
 
Option Three 
 
As compared with Options One and Two this option has an incoherent and diffuse 
structure and so lacks focus. It will be difficult to find a clear central policy drive and 
energy within this structure to support and incentivise the national companies. They 
are likely, in turn, to agitate for direct links to SE, so risking cutting themselves off in 
developmental and policy terms from the rest of their art form sectors. 
 
This option is, therefore, unlikely to assist in meeting this criterion. 
 
Status Quo 
 
The incoherence and lack of co-ordination in the status quo has led to weaknesses in 
its meeting this criterion. Like Option Three and unlike Options One and Two, this 
option has a diffuse structure and lacks focus. It is difficult to find a clear central 
policy drive and energy within this structure to support and incentivise the national 
companies. They are likely, in turn, to continue to agitate for direct links to SE, so 
risking cutting themselves off in developmental and policy terms from the rest of their 
art form sectors. 
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The status quo does not meet this criterion. 
 
15 The option will encourage and support positive cultural and behavioural 
change throughout the sector. 
 
Option One 
 
The restructuring and underlying philosophy of the infrastructure implied by this 
option, well communicated, will fulfil this criterion well by establishing a devolved, 
organic system of bottom-up governance, promoting participation and empowering 
stakeholders and citizens in general. 
 
This option meets this criterion very well. 
 
Option Two 
 
The restructuring and underlying philosophy implied by this option is based on a 
dirigiste, top-down infrastructure that is unlikely to engage stakeholders and citizens 
in an empowering and culturally democratic manner, although it could enforce 
cultural and behavioural change. 
 
This option meets this criterion poorly. 
 
Option Three 
 
The extent to which this option represents a compromise and partial attempt to 
reform the system is likely to lead to distracting infighting and conflict of cultures in 
NDPBs and so for a substantial time would be worse than retaining the status quo 
 
This option fails substantially to meet this criterion. 
 
Status Quo 
 
The status quo would produce no change under this criterion. 
 
The status quo does not meet this criterion 
 
16 The option will foster and support a creative environment that attracts and 
supports creative individuals and creative enterprises to set-up and to work in 
Scotland. 
 
Option One 
 
This option offers means of supporting individual and creative enterprises by 
establishing a coherent structure that is likely to be able to support co-ordinated 
thinking and to provide clear avenues of approach which have responsibility across 
all cultural fields. A key difference between this option and Option Two lies in its 
arms-length nature. The means by which arms-length bodies can draw on peer group 
advice may prove attractive to creative individuals and enterprises. Representative 
artists will be on the CS board and on Sector Partnerships. Artists will have access to 
co-ordinated mentoring and interventions at various points in their career pathways. 
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This option meets the criterion. 
 
Option Two 
This option offers means of supporting individual and creative enterprises by 
establishing a coherent structure that is likely to be able in principle to support co-
ordinated thinking, though CCIE is separated out from CS in a way that may, in the 
event, interrupt co-ordinated planning and thinking. It provides clear avenues of 
approach which have responsibility across all cultural fields. A key difference 
between this option and Option One lies in its nature as a government agency. The 
means by which arms-length bodies can draw on peer group advice may not be 
available in this model, although the direct links to governmental structures may 
prove attractive to creative individuals and enterprises. Representative artists will be 
on Sector Partnerships. Artists will have access to co-ordinated mentoring and 
interventions at various points in their career pathways. 
 
This option meets the criterion. 
 
 
Option Three 
 
This option meets the criterion in so far as the status quo does. It is likely to meet the 
criterion of attracting and supporting creativity no more than at present. While there is 
much creativity in the Scotland, if the aim is to sustain more effective means of 
fostering and supporting a creative environment, this option is unlikely to do more 
than the present status quo in this direction since it depends fundamentally on 
existing NDPBs. 
 
This option meets the criterion no more than the status quo 
 
Status Quo 
 
This option can, by definition, only meet the criterion of attracting and supporting 
creativity as much as it does at present. While there is much creativity in the 
Scotland, if the aim is to sustain more effective means of fostering and supporting a 
creative environment, this option cannot do substantially more than at present. 
 
The status quo does not meet this criterion in a new way. 
 
 
17 The option will improve the international profile of Scotland and Scotland’s 
culture. 
 
Option One 
 
The co-ordination and integrated thinking implied in this option is likely to be very 
effective in meeting this criterion 
 
This option meets this criterion fully. 
 
Option Two 
 
The co-ordination implied by this option might lead to the fulfilment of this criterion, 
provided that the role and advice of the CCIE is properly considered. There is, 
however, a risk that the CCIE will be semi-detached from the implementation 
processes of CS and SE. 
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This option might fulfil this criterion, but there is a clear risk it will not. 
 
Option Three 
 
This option has the potential to fulfil this criterion better than at present because of 
the high-level strategic co-ordination it provides, but the structures remain 
fundamentally incoherent, so suggesting a clear risk that it will not fulfil this criterion. 
 
The option is on balance unlikely to meet this criterion very well. 
 
Status Quo 
 
The status quo will do no more to fulfil this criterion that it does at present. 
 
The status quo does not meet this criterion in a new way. 
 
 
18 The option will ensure clear and broadly accessible routes to funding. 
 
Option One 
 
This option offers the opportunity to establish clearly defined and consistently 
accessible routes to funding. It provides SCF, an agency specifically designed to 
handle funding administration and development in a consistent cross art form way. 
 
This option is likely to meet the criterion. 
 
Option Two 
 
This option also offers the opportunity to established clearly defined and consistently 
accessible routes to funding. In this case, it does so by setting the administrative 
function within CS alongside its advisory and mentoring roles, so complementing its 
provision of funding. The funding development role, meanwhile, sits within CCIE 
alongside research and development functions.  
 
A case can be made for this separation in day-to-day functional terms, though it may 
be seen as potentially confusing in strategic terms. 
 
This option is likely to meet the criterion, but may be strategically diffuse. 
 
Option Three  
 
This option will do no more to fulfil this criterion than the status quo does at present. 
Further, by separating strategic funding development out into CCIE, it adds a 
potential division, as in Option Two, between day-to-day function and strategic 
development in a way that may be confusing and even downright unhelpful. 
 
This option does not meet this criterion. 
 
Status Quo 
 
The status quo will do no more to fulfil this criterion that it does at present. 
 
The status quo does not meet this criterion. 
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19 The option will ensure that the support, contribution and involvement of local 
authorities is maximised 
 
Option One 
 
Because this option envisages CS as having an officer in six regions working closely 
with local cultural partners, it will facilitate maximisation of the support, contribution 
and involvement of local authorities. Further, because it see cultural partnerships 
working across local authority boundaries it will enhance the ways in which cultural 
provision can be matched across local authority boundaries to enhance equity of 
provision and cultural democracy. 
 
This option meets the criterion. 
 
Option Two 
 
Because this option envisages CS as having an officer in six regions working closely 
with local cultural partners, it will facilitate maximisation of the support, contribution 
and involvement of local authorities. Further, because it see cultural partnerships 
working across local authority boundaries it will enhance the ways in which cultural 
provision can be matched across local authority boundaries to enhance equity of 
provision and cultural democracy. 
 
This option meets the criterion. 
 
Option Three  
 
Because this option envisages CS as having an officer in six regions working closely 
with local cultural partners, it will facilitate maximisation of the support, contribution 
and involvement of local authorities. Further, because it see cultural partnerships 
working across local authority boundaries it will enhance the ways in which cultural 
provision can be matched across local authority boundaries to enhance equity of 
provision and cultural democracy. 
 
This option meets the criterion. 
 
Status Quo 
 
The status quo will do no more to fulfil this criterion that it does at present. 
 
The status quo does not meet this criterion. 
 
 
c) Cost effectiveness and best value 
 
20 The governance structure and principles are clear and will enable the overall 
performance of the new structure to be assessed and the contribution of each main 
component accurately measured. 
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Option One 
 
This option offers clearly co-ordinated governance structures and principles in a 
coherent relationship of parts. This will allow a clearer understanding of the ways in 
which the system is intended to work and so, in turn, enable its overall performance 
to be more easily assessed. The role of each main component is clearly defined and 
so its operation can be more clearly measured. 
 
This option meets this criterion 
 
Option Two 
 
This option offers clearly co-ordinated governance structures and principles in a 
coherent relationship of parts. This will allow a clearer understanding of the ways in 
which the system is intended to work and so, in turn, enable its overall performance 
to be more easily assessed. The role of each main component is clearly defined and 
so its operation can be more clearly measured. 
 
This option meets this criterion 
 
Option Three 
 
The only substantial new developments from the status quo in this option are that CS 
has an advocacy and developmental role across all art forms and CCIE offers a 
strategic and research and development function also across all art forms. This 
option, therefore, offers some significant, but limited, advantages over the status quo 
in terms of co-ordination of governance structures and principles. This option 
proceeds by leaving NDPBs as they are and adding layers of activity, however, and it 
is unlikely that new complication of structures will, in itself, lead to a straightforward 
improvement in assessment of overall performance and in measurement of the 
contribution of each component. 
 
This option does not meet the criterion. 
 
Status Quo 
 
The status quo lacks clarity or coherence in terms of an overall governance structure 
or underlying principles. As a result, it is hard to argue that it allows for the overall 
performance of the structure to be assessed or the contribution of each main 
component to be accurately measured. While it is possible at present to assess each 
component in its own terms, each tends to operate in a different way on differing 
models of structure, so failing to facilitate a coherent pattern of assessment. 
 
The status quo does not meet the criterion. 
 
21 The option is likely to offer - subject to verification of data, when available - scope 
for introducing efficiencies that will minimise the potential for confusion of identify, 
duplication of effort and waste of resource throughout the system. Regulation and 
bureaucracy will be reduced to the lowest possible levels; data quality requirements 
will be clearly defined and justified; there will be a positive shift from measuring 
inputs to measuring performance. 
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Option One 
 
This option clearly offers such scope. 
 
This option meets this criterion. 
 
Option Two 
 
This option clearly offers such scope. 
 
This option meets this criterion. 
 
Option Three 
 
This option does not offer significant scope for introducing efficiencies, but rather 
requires additional administrative input vis-à-vis the status quo and may lead to 
confusion of identify and duplication of effort though the potentially wasteful 
relationship of the CCIE and the NDPBs in this model. 
This option does not meet this criterion. 
 
Status Quo 
 
The status quo does not offer scope for introducing efficiencies on a significant scale 
and suffers from confusion of identity and role at various points. 
 
The status quo does not meet this criterion. 
 
22 The delivery chain is as short as it can be, with the smallest number of 
intermediaries between the source of policy and the main points of delivery, i.e. a) 
citizen, b) creative individual, c) creative organisation. 
 
Option One 
 
This option offers a very clear short delivery chain. 
 
This option meets the criterion. 
 
Option Two 
 
This option offers a very clear short delivery chain. 
 
This option meets the criterion. 
 
Option Three 
 
This option offers an extended delivery chain through the intrusion of CS in this 
model alongside the continuing existence of current NDPBs, which offer an 
unnecessarily complicated delivery chain with unhelpful variations in models of 
delivery. 
 
This option does not meet the criterion. 
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Status Quo 
 
The status quo offers an unnecessarily complicated delivery chain with unhelpful 
variations in models of delivery. 
 
The status quo does not meet the criterion. 
 
 
23 The option provides a better framework and improved incentives for the public, 
private and voluntary sectors to cooperate and work together. 
 
Option One 
 
Because of its clarity of structure and allocation of functions, this option provides a 
clearer framework and the potential for improved efficiencies and incentives for co-
operation and working together. 
 
This option meets the criterion. 
 
Option Two 
 
Because of its clarity of structure and allocation of functions, this option provides a 
clearer framework and the potential for improved efficiencies and incentives for co-
operation and working together. 
 
This option meets the criterion. 
 
Option Three 
 
This option retains some of the confusing variety of models inherent in the current 
structure of NDPBs and so does not offer a better framework and so potential for 
improved efficiencies and incentives for cooperation and working together, despite 
the introduction of CS as, in effect, an additional co-ordinating layer 
 
This option does not meet the criterion. 
 
Status Quo 
 
By definition, the status quo retains the present framework. 
 
The status quo does not meet the criterion. 
 
 24 The option contains specific components and measures that will promote 
excellence and innovation, and, through national and local programmes, the 
means to incentivise practitioners to achieve it. 
 
Option One 
 
This option contains these elements in a co-ordinated manner and, because it is 
bottom up, organic and likely to engage stakeholders, artists and citizens in general 
should fulfil it well. 
 
Option One meets the criterion well. 
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Option Two 
 
This option contains these elements in a co-ordinated manner, but because it is 
based on a top-down structure and is likely to be seen as dirigiste it is likely to have 
difficulties in engaging stakeholders, artists and citizens in general. 
 
Option Two meets the criterion, but may have difficulties. 
 
Option Three 
 
This option contains these elements, but because it represents little more than a 
compromise version of the status quo is unlikely to incentives practitioners or 
substantially promote excellence and innovation more than now. It will also have 
difficulties at least in it win accommodating the clash of cultures between the different 
NDPBs CS will seek to co-ordinate. 
 
Option Three may possibly meet the criterion, but is unlikely to do so in a 
harmonious and co-ordinated way. 
 
Status Quo 
 
The status quo adds nothing to the current position, remaining un-coordinated and 
often difficult to understand or approach. 
 
The status quo meets this criterion at a basic level. 
 
 
25 The option will provide the most appropriate, efficient, equitable and 
accountable means of securing and allocating funds to support Scotland’s 
cultural sector in achieving national policy objectives - including using public spend 
to lever growth in the total funds available to support individual endeavour and 
innovation across the sector. 
 
Option One 
 
This option will allow this criterion to be met provided the autonomy of the arms-
length principle is allowed full freedom. The SCF will be particularly important if this 
criterion is to be fulfilled. 
 
This option is fully capable of meeting this criterion 
 
Option Two 
 
This option will be as sound as Option One in terms of accountability and, so, in 
supporting national policy objectives. It is less likely, however, given the role of CS as 
a government agency, to achieve the leverage to be achieved by an arms-length 
body, and places a particular emphasis on the role of CCIE in levering funding. This 
may be an over-ambitious aim for CCIE. 
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This option could meet this criterion, but may have difficulty. 
 
Option Three 
 
This option would add little under this criterion to the status quo. 
 
This option does not meet the criterion. 
 
Status Quo 
 
The status quo adds nothing to the current position. 
 
The status quo has no added value under this criterion. 
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Annex J 
Performance matrix 

Detailed Evaluation 

a) Fitness for purpose 

  Option One Option Two Option Three Status Quo 

1 The essential purpose 
of the option and how it 
will enable the 
Executive’s national 
cultural policy 
objectives to be 
achieved, is clear and 
coherent. 

This option allows a clear 
distinction between high-level 
Policy development across 
the whole cultural sector, 
including heritage, arts, 
libraries and archives, 
galleries and museums, by 
the Scottish Executive (SE) 
and arms-length functions of 
Culture Scotland (CS). 
Funding allocation, both to 
central Scottish Culture 
Fund(SCF) and local 
authorities, is linked to high 
level policy function. Culture 
Scotland has a range of 
interrelated roles to be 
undertaken under SE policy 
guidance across the whole 
sector. This model allows, 
therefore, for the Executive’s 
national cultural policy 
objectives to be linked 
directly to a coherent arms-
length body with cross-sector 
responsibilities and a 
potential Think Tank role. 

Restricts SE itself to high 
level policy, setting of cultural 
rights and funding of local 
authorities, so that there is 
separation between funding 
of local authorities and the 
detailed policy role of Culture 
Scotland. Culture Scotland, 
as a government agency, 
has a cross-sector role, 
including heritage, arts, 
libraries and archives, 
galleries and museums, 
focused on policy, 
development strategy and 
mentoring and 
administration. A separate 
body, the Centre for Cultural 
Innovation and 
Entrepreneurship (CCIE), 
deals with all other strategy, 
including think tank and 
research functions and 
development of talent.  

This option offers clarity 
across all cultural sectors for 
the role of the SE, linking 
policy setting, funding and 
administration of national 
bodies. Culture Scotland in 
this option is a means of co-
ordinating the advocacy and 
development roles and some 
of the administration 
functions of existing NDPBs, 
without co-ordinating their 
actual policy-making or 
operation. The existing 
NDPBs would continue each 
to work in the different ways 
they do with different 
relationships between the 
each one and the SE, e.g. 
differences exist between the 
way arts and museums relate 
to the SE. 

The diverse constitutions and 
relationships of NDPBs with 
one another and the SE 
means that it is very difficult 
to achieve a clear and 
coherent overview of 
provision or to establish 
thinking across the whole 
cultural sector. Research and 
policy developments are not 
coherently and consistently 
interlinked. There are a 
number of areas where the 
interaction of advisory and 
advocacy roles can offer 
conflicts of interest with 
policy implementation. 
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  Option One Option Two Option Three Status Quo 

1  This would work with the 
SCF, which will be at a 
distance from SE, and so 
able to generate additional 
funding streams. It will be 
able to co-ordinate the 
development and flow of 
funds across the whole 
sector, acting as a 
development agency free of 
public sector annualising 
restrictions. SCF will be 
advised on spending by CS. 
Sector Partnerships will act 
as advisory and advocacy 
bodies separated from the 
policy implementation, 
provision and fund allocation 
process. 

 

This body advises CS on 
grant distribution for 
individuals. Sector 
Partnerships will act as 
advisory and advocacy 
bodies separated from the 
policy implementation, 
provision and fund allocation 
process. 

 

This arrangement would 
provide some new coherence 
at the policy and national 
strategic level, but leave 
diverse modes of working 
and relationships in place. 
The CCIE would have 
strategic research and 
development roles separated 
from the function of current 
NDPBs, an unhelpful 
disjunction between research 
and policy implementation. 
The separation of the 
advisory and advocacy roles 
of Sector Partnerships from 
policy implementation 
functions would not exist 
under this option, so allowing 
a conflict of interest. 
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  Option One Option Two Option Three Status Quo 

1  This option provides a 
clear and coherent means 
of enabling the Executive’s 
national cultural policy 
objectives to be achieved. 

This option provides a 
generally clear and 
coherent means of 
enabling the Executive’s 
national cultural policy 
objectives to be achieved. 
The separation of CS and 
CCIE, however, separates 
functions of policy 
development and strategic 
research - which should be 
closely interrelated - 
between two bodies in a 
way that could lead to 
incoherence. 

This option allows some 
clarity regarding the links 
between SE policy and the 
high level activity of CS, 
but CS cannot itself have a 
fully coherent or clearly 
consistent relationship 
with the existing NDPBs as 
long as they retain the 
variety of diverse 
structures and 
relationships currency 
prevailing. This option is 
clear only at the higher 
levels of policy making and 
lacks clarity for everyday 
policy achievement and 
overall coherence. 

The status quo is neither a 
clear nor a coherent means 
of enabling the Executive’s 
national cultural policy 
objectives to be achieved 

All options allow matching of broad public policy objectives. Differences in the way they do this and the inefficiency and 
effectiveness of some in doing so are addressed under other criteria. 

 

2 This option is the one 
that matches broad 
public policy 
objectives, i.e. in 
health, education and 
the economy and 
respects Scotland’s 
tradition of pluralism 

All options and the status quo meet this criterion. 
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  Option One Option Two Option Three Status Quo 

3 The option will be seen 
as understandable, 
inspiring, credible and 
‘fit for purpose’ by 
most stakeholders and 
is likely to be welcomed 
and supported by 
practitioners and the 
general public. 

This option has a clear and 
comprehensible distribution 
of responsibilities and 
interlinking of functions. It will 
require clear communication 
of its integrated nature to 
avoid suspicions of creating 
a large centralised, if arms-
length, bureaucracy. It 
removes discussion and 
decision-making from current 
NDPBs, with their existing 
‘clientele’ and interest groups 
into a more coherent 
structure and, so, requires 
new relationships between 
organisations. It retains the 
generally well-considered 
arms-length principle. 

This option also has a clear 
and comprehensible 
distribution of responsibilities, 
though it is likely there will be 
doubts about the splitting out 
of the functions of the CCIE 
from the functions of CS. 
Since this represents the 
option that brings the cultural 
sector most within the remit 
of government, it is likely to 
attract suspicion about 
centralisation and 
politicisation of cultural 
provision. 

This option represents 
relatively minimal 
adjustments to existing 
provision, with the exception 
that it provides a cross-sector 
role in its version of CS and 
develops a research function 
under the CCIE. It is hard to 
understand its overall 
organisational philosophy, as 
it retains some of the 
confusing diversity of existing 
provision without creating 
new forms of synergy or 
integration and separates 
research from policy 
implementation. 

 

While the status quo has the 
benefits of familiarity, so that 
practitioners are used to 
working with it, each in their 
sector, to achieve their ends, 
the evidence is of frustration 
with the diffuseness and lack 
of clarity and incoherence of 
current structures. The status 
quo will be seen as the 
familiar to be defended, if 
other options are seen as 
likely to threaten the cultural 
good of the nation. The 
diverseness of current 
provision and the different 
ways in which different 
sectors of cultural provision 
are treated differently cannot, 
however, be argued as ‘fit for 
purpose’. 

  This option will require 
careful communication of 
its new underlying 
philosophy, but is capable 
of offering a new credibility 
on the basis of its 
coherence and clarity of 
purpose. 

This option has an 
understandable and 
credible structure, but is 
open to suspicion of 
centralising and over-
politicising cultural 
provision. 

The option is likely to seem 
like a halfway house 
compromise between 
reforming the status quo 
and retaining the interest 
groups that might wish to 
maintain it. In this respect 
it is unlikely to offer 
credibility or inspiration. 

The status quo does not 
fulfil this criterion. 
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  Option One Option Two Option Three Status Quo 

4 The option would 
support a citizen-
focussed approach to 
cultural policy; allow 
Scottish people to 
shape and design 
cultural policy and allow 
the effective 
implementation of 
Cultural Rights, 
Standards and 
Entitlements. 

This option would allow the 
infrastructure to be shaped 
and owned by stakeholders, 
artists and citizens in general 
at arm’s-length from 
government and able to 
respond accountably to 
cultural and community 
developments as they arise 
and grow. It offers an 
inclusive and pluralist 
democratic system, shaped 
from the bottom up, that 
places emphasis on bringing 
people together and drawing 
on the advice of relevant 
professional sectors as well 
as audience members. 

This option would allow the 
infrastructure to be shaped 
by central policy decision 
enabling dirigiste and top-
down measures to be 
implemented. It is dependent 
on a large governmental 
agency structure, one that 
does not have a history of 
being swiftly responsive to 
new cultural and community 
developments as they 
emerge. It would, instead, be 
mainly accountable through 
the four-yearly election 
system as election decisions 
came in time to influence the 
work of the governmental 
agency. 

While this option would allow 
better co-ordination of policy 
of NDPBs than at present, it 
would not improve their 
responsiveness to 
stakeholders’ and citizens’ 
input and retain the varied 
approaches of each to 
citizen-focussed deliberation 
and decision-making. It 
would, therefore, not 
enhance a citizen-focussed 
approach to cultural policy, 
although it might allow the 
meeting of Cultural Rights, 
Standards and Entitlements 
in a managerial manner. 

 

The status quo would not 
improve the current 
responsiveness of NDPBs to 
stakeholders’ and citizens’ 
input and would retain the 
varied approaches of each to 
citizen-focussed deliberation 
and decision-making. It 
cannot, therefore, enhance a 
citizen-focussed approach to 
cultural policy, although it 
might allow the meeting of 
Cultural Rights, Standards 
and Entitlements in a 
managerial manner. 

 

  This option meets the 
criterion very well. 

This option meets the 
criterion poorly. 

This option does not meet 
the criterion. 

The status quo does not 
meet the criterion. 
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  Option One Option Two Option Three Status Quo 

5 Each main 
organisational 
component of the 
structure is absolutely 
necessary and will 
contribute directly to the 
achievement of at least 
one (or more) of the 
main objectives of the 
national policy in ways 
that are deliverable 
and verifiable. In this 
sense, the option, as 
presented, is 
irreducible. 

The coherence of the 
structures of this option 
referred to under criterion 1 
marks how this option 
achieves a lean organisation 
capable of delivering 
objectives in a verifiable way. 
The essential difference in 
this respect between this 
option and Option Two lies in 
its arms-length nature and 
the coherence of its research 
and policy development 
functions. 

As with Option One, this 
option offers a coherent 
structure, but the separation 
of function between CS and 
CCIE raise issues about the 
absolute necessity for such a 
separation. Assuming such a 
case exists, the structure 
proposed is both lean and 
capable of delivering 
objectives in a verifiable 
manner 

Because this option 
represents a compromise 
between more radical options 
and the status quo, its 
primary organisational 
function is to make that 
compromise rather than to 
achieve a lean structure 
directly related to purpose. 
As a result it is likely to be 
unwieldy in delivering 
objectives and to require 
additional effort to verify that 
delivery. 

The status quo, because of 
its various and diverse 
structures does not deliver 
objectives in comparable 
ways and, given the 
proposals offered under 
Options One and Two cannot 
be said to be irreducible. In 
particular, the variousness of 
its elements makes it hard to 
deal across sectors and 
ensure leanness of provision. 

  This option meets this 
criterion well. 

This option meets the 
criterion 

This option does not meet 
the criterion 

The status quo does not 
meet the criterion 
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  Option One Option Two Option Three Status Quo 

6 The positioning of 
each organisation in 
the structure and its 
strategic and 
functional relationship 
to others is clear. The 
purpose, role, 
responsibilities and 
accountabilities of each 
main component is 
clear, and clearly 
differentiated from other 
components of the 
structure. 

There is a clear 
interrelationship between the 
governmental role of the SE, 
the arms-length role of the 
CS drawing on the expertise 
of stakeholders and artists 
and the SCF working as a 
financial management and 
development agency. The 
linkages with other elements 
in the system are clear and 
based on the involvement of 
artists, stakeholders and 
audience. 

In this option, while there is a 
clear functional distinction 
between the roles of the SE, 
CS and CCIE, CS is clearly 
beholden to SE. It can be 
argued to have a potentially 
unclear line of accountability, 
given its role as a 
government agency with a 
direct line of responsibility to 
the SE. 

The clumsiness of the 
proposed relationship of CS 
and the existing NDPBs, 
each of the latter retaining 
their differences from one 
another, means that the roles 
and responsibilities of the 
NDPB sector within the 
overall structure is confused 
and inconsistent. 

There is much scope for 
overlap and confusion of 
function within the diversity of 
the present structures, where 
each has arisen at a different 
time for a different original 
function. 

  This option fulfils this 
criterion clearly. 

This option fulfils this 
criterion, but with potential 
for ambiguity of 
responsibility between SE 
and CS. 

This option does not fully 
meet this criterion. 

The status quo does not 
meet this criterion. 
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  Option One Option Two Option Three Status Quo 

7 The option offers the 
most appropriate and 
credible solution for the 
delegation of 
authority for 
decisions on regional 
and local priorities, 
strategy, investment 
and entitlements - and 
how these will be 
achieved, within the 
scope of national policy 
objectives. 

This option offers a coherent 
and credible organisational 
structure and distribution of 
functions in the context of an 
arms-length structure. The 
existence of regional officers 
working with Cultural 
Partnerships will offer 
opportunity for both proper 
delegation and proper 
consultation. 

This option offers a coherent 
and credible organisational 
structure and distribution of 
functions in the context of a 
government agency solution, 
although it still is problematic 
in terms of the separation out 
of the CCIE. The existence of 
regional officers working with 
Cultural Partnerships will 
offer opportunity for both 
proper delegation and proper 
consultation. 

This option is piecemeal in its 
structures and organisation 
and is therefore unlikely to 
meet this criterion in the best 
possible manner 

The problems referred to 
under criterion one disbar the 
status quo from meeting this 
criterion. 

  This option meets this 
criterion fully. 

This option meets this 
criterion mainly. 

This option does not meet 
this criterion. 

The status quo does not 
meet this criterion 
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  Option One Option Two Option Three Status Quo 

8 The option will improve 
opportunities for 
achieving a better 
strategic fit between 
cultural policy and other 
national strategic 
priorities and sectors, 
introducing more cross-
cutting initiatives, 
contributing to 
innovation in the design 
and delivery of public 
services, supporting 
pluralism and providing 
best value 

This option has a structure 
designed specifically to 
provide a better strategic fit 
between cultural policy and 
other national strategic 
priorities and sectors. It does 
so within an arms-length 
framework. 

This option has a structure 
designed specifically to 
provide a better strategic fit 
between cultural policy and 
other national strategic 
priorities and sectors. It does 
so within a government 
agency framework 

This option does not 
substantially adjust the status 
quo in respect of this criterion 
and, so, will not change the 
strategic fit between cultural 
policy and other national 
strategic priorities and 
sectors. 

The status quo will not 
change the strategic fit 
between cultural policy and 
other national strategic 
priorities and sectors. 

  This option meets this 
criterion. 

This option meets this 
criterion. 

This option cannot meet 
this criterion. 

The status quo cannot 
meet this criterion. 
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b) Impact on sector 

Responses in this section are subject to a separate analysis of quantitative economic factors 

  Option One Option Two Option Three Status Quo 

9 The implications of 
change from the 
present state (the 
current organisational 
infrastructure in 
Scotland) will be 
justified by the scale of 
benefits the option will 
realise -in terms of 
measurable qualitative 
and quantifiable 
improvements 

Option One aligns functions 
across art forms and cultural 
sectors in a consistent 
manner in order to facilitate 
coherent strategy and 
planning. It is designed to 
enable the development of 
integrated systems and 
strategies and develops 
cultural policy and provision, 
once established by the SE, 
within a comprehensible and 
unified structure. 

Option Two provides a 
coherent structure in parallel 
ways to Option One, but in 
the form of a government 
agency rather than an arms-
length organisation. Given 
this framework, it offers 
similar benefits to Option 
One in terms of coherence 
and the capacity for 
integrated strategy and 
planning. The separation of 
the research and 
development role function to 
an arms-length smaller unit, 
the CCIE, however, creates a 
disjunction between aspects 
of cultural provision and the 
advisory, developmental and 
mentoring roles retained by 
CS. It is to be questioned 
whether this arrangement 
with its capacity for 
inefficiencies may reduce the 
benefit by replicating current 
discontinuities in the funding 
system. 

This option engages in 
adjustment to the present 
system without fully 
achieving a clear 
reorganisation and 
integration of the system 
such as would deliver 
significant benefits. CS would 
have to seek to work with 
existing NDPBs with the 
inertia embodied in their 
current structures, while the 
CCIE would be at a remove 
from both CS and the 
NDPBs. Their already 
divided nature is unlikely to 
encourage integrated 
research and development; 
rather it is likely to create a 
ghetto for this work. 

 

  This option meets this 
criterion. 

This option meets the 
criterion broadly, but may 
not do so fully in detail. 

This option does not 
clearly meet this criterion 

The status quo cannot, by 
definition, meet this 
criterion. 
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  Option One Option Two Option Three Status Quo 

10 Dis-benefits (actual 
and likely to be 
perceived) arising from 
this option have been 
identified. They will not 
diminish the benefits 
the new structure will 
realise, or impede the 
achievement of policy 
objectives. During the 
transition phase of 
organisational change, 
they will not have a 
damaging impact on the 
current business 
operations of key 
stakeholders, support to 
practitioners or the level 
of service to the general 
public. There will not be 
a significant loss of 
expertise or 
unreasonable damage 
to careers of those 
currently working in the 
cultural sector. 

These options will require a restructuring of the cultural 
provision system. They will require the abolition of the 
Scottish Arts Council and Scottish Screen. The Scottish 
Museums Council and the Scottish Libraries and Information 
Council would become professional groups, their SE funding 
(for leadership and sectoral tasks) and their strategic roles 
becoming part of CS. Historic Scotland’s current position as 
an agency would have to be reviewed, part of its function 
being brought within CS and its management of properties in 
care and conservation and related work being allocated to a 
body specifically focussed on that role. This represents a 
significant level of disruption of established organisations 
spread across three urban locations (Edinburgh, Glasgow 
and Hamilton) and expert staff. Arguably the level of potential 
disruption required in order to achieve coherence and 
consistency marks the degree to which the current position is 
incoherent and inconsistent. A particular problem under this 
criterion is the extent to which individuals and organisations 
may be wedded to the current structures out of custom and 
practice. The benefits of change will have to be made entirely 
clear to assuage any possible upset at the changes 
proposed. There is no reason that, with careful planning, 
stakeholders, practitioners or the general public should be 
disadvantaged during a transitional period as either of these 
options is implemented. It is, however, critical that care is 
taken to reassure staff about the benefits the changes will 
bring, and that the expertise they embody is respected and 
brought into the new structures as far as is possible. Both 
options carry with them a significant potential for the 
disruption of the staff. Careful counselling and career 
development support must be available to both those joining 
and those not joining the new system.  

This option involves minimal 
disruption of existing 
systems, while seeking, by 
introducing a stronger 
element of co-ordination, to 
address some of the dis-
benefits of the status quo. It 
is likely to bring a dis-benefit 
of increased bureaucratic 
management to co-ordinate 
the new functions of CS and 
the need to co-ordinate a 
separate CCIE. It will not 
involve the large-scale 
disruption, however, of 
Options One and Two. This 
option has the potential to 
address some of the dis-
benefits of the status quo 
and as a minimum option for 
reform its implementation 
would imply minimal dis-
benefits, but also limited 
benefits. 

The dis-benefits of the status 
quo lies in the continuation of 
existing problems that the 
current system is perceived 
as embodying. There would 
be no disruption of current 
systems of operation or staff, 
but the dis-benefit of erosion 
of morale in the cultural 
sector by the continuation of 
current procedures and 
incoherence would have to 
be considered. In the short 
term the dis-benefits of the 
status quo are acceptable, 
but as they represent 
perceived problems that 
need to be addressed there 
will be a cumulative dis-
benefit arising from inaction.  
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  Option One Option Two Option Three Status Quo 

10  In this process, it is essential that measures be taken to 
support morale and to dissipate wasteful infighting and the 
inertial pressure of older systems. There will be a particular 
requirement for cultural sensitivity as the different cultures of 
older organisations are brought together to create a new 
culture for either of Options One or Two. There must be 
careful consideration of any new structure to ensure that it 
takes account of and addresses restrictions imposed by 
Lottery legislation intended to avoid conflict of interest. Both 
options have potential dis-benefits identified here that, 
properly addressed, need not diminish the benefits of the 
new structure or impede the achievement of policy 
objectives. 

  

  Subject to careful and caring management, Options One 
and Two are capable of meeting this criterion 

This option would meet 
this criterion in a limited 
manner. 

The status quo will 
increasingly have difficulty 
in meeting this criterion 
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  Option One Option Two Option Three Status Quo 

11 The option will 
progressively and 
measurably increase 
access to a wider 
range of cultural 
experiences by a larger 
proportion of Scotland’s 
population, year-on-
year. 

This option provides a 
coherent arms-length 
structure that is capable of 
co-ordinating the 
development of access on a 
holistic manner and providing 
a co-ordinated system of 
measurement of activity and 
participation by the public 
over the years within CS as a 
single body. 

This option provides a 
government agency structure 
that separates aspects of the 
development of access from 
the system of measurement 
of activity and participation 
by the public by the CCIE. It 
can therefore, meet this 
criterion, but in a potentially 
disjointed way. 

This option provides a high 
level co-ordination of current 
structures, while leaving 
existing NDPBs much as 
they are otherwise, with the 
exception that research and 
development are separated 
out. Located in the CCIE, 
these are apart from the rest 
of the structure, though they 
can operate in a co-ordinated 
cross-sector manner within 
CCIE. 

The status quo had shown 
evidence of its ability to meet 
this criterion, but it does so is 
an uncoordinated and 
disjointed manner, with little 
cross-sector research and 
measurement and with 
limited consideration of 
access seen in a cross-
sector context. 

  This option has the 
potential to fulfil this 
criterion. 

This option has the 
potential to fulfil this 
criterion, but may do so 
disjointedly. 

This option has the 
potential to fulfil this 
criterion, but will do so in a 
disparate manner. 

This option has the 
potential to fulfil this 
criterion, but in an 
uncoordinated and 
disjointed manner. 
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  Option One Option Two Option Three Status Quo 

12 The option will 
positively influence 
more effective 
communications and 
practical co-operation 
among organisational 
stakeholders in the 
cultural sector through 
joined up thinking, 
planning, allocation of 
resources and joint 
delivery. 

This option is structured very 
specifically to enable this 
criterion to be met. 

This option would allow the 
improvement of present 
communication and practical 
co-operation, but the 
separation of the CCIE from 
CS is likely to present a 
disjunction in the effective 
communication process. 

This option might result in 
some improvement in 
present communication and 
practical co-operation, but 
also separates the CCIE 
from the CS in a way likely to 
present a disjunction in the 
effective communication 
process, while it establishes 
unclear and potentially long-
winded and confusing inter-
NDPB communication links. 

The status quo enshrines 
separate institutions and 
dissimilarities of treatment of 
different NDPBs and Boards. 

  The option meets this 
criterion. 

This option meets the 
criterion up to a point. 

This option may meet this 
criterion marginally, but 
may bring its own new 
failures against this 
criterion. 

The status quo does not 
meet this criterion 
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  Option One Option Two Option Three Status Quo 

13 The option will improve 
the level of active 
stakeholder 
engagement by 
ensuring that they are 
better informed, their 
interests more 
appropriately 
considered and their 
contributions to the 
process of policy 
making and evaluation 
better enabled and fully 
acknowledged and 
generate and sustain 
community cultural 
activity. 

This option is designed to 
relate with the stakeholder 
and community bodies. In 
itself, this option cannot 
improve the level of 
engagement and community 
cultural activity, but what it 
offers is a means of 
supporting that activity in a 
coherent and co-ordinated 
manner. The provision of an 
arms-length model under this 
option is further likely to 
encourage stakeholder 
involvement. Stakeholders 
will be on the board, 
represented through the 
stakeholder partnerships, 
while there will be an 
element of peer evaluation 
and peer judgement in 
reviews/research projects co-
ordinated through CS). 
Artists are likely to feel 
engaged through such 
processes 

As in the case of Option One, 
in itself this option cannot 
improve the level of 
engagement and community 
cultural activity. While it is 
designed to relate to the 
stakeholder and community 
bodies in a new relationship, 
it involves a centralised body 
rather than an arms-length 
body. It is, therefore, in 
danger of seeming potentially 
less responsive to 
stakeholders and to artists if 
it is seen as central 
governmentally driven rather 
than responding directly to 
stakeholders, artists and 
community cultural 
ambitions. In this sense, this 
option may not encourage 
stakeholder involvement. 

While the creation of an 
overarching CS in this option, 
linking the work of NDPBs, is 
likely to lead to a small 
improvement through 
stakeholder engagement and 
community cultural activity, 
the option offers four different 
kinds of organisation, SE, 
CS, NDPBs and CCIE. The 
potential for over-
bureaucratisation and 
confusion of channels of 
communication - and so the 
diminution of the sense of 
involvement and the 
inspiration of community 
cultural activity - may prove 
difficult to avoid. 

The status quo by definition 
will not create change under 
this criterion, although there 
might be room for minor 
reforms in structures and 
communication. Any existing 
sense of stakeholder 
alienation will remain much 
as it is under a continuation 
of the present system without 
any modification. 
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  Option One Option Two Option Three Status Quo 

13 General 

With regard to this 
criterion, a great deal 
depends on the 
effectiveness of 
interaction with 
stakeholder and 
community bodies 
such as sector 
partnerships, cultural 
partnerships, local 
authority links and 
cultural assembly/ies. 
In order for the new 
structure to fulfil this 
criterion it should 
facilitate the work of 
these elements of the 
overall system. 

This option will facilitate 
meeting this criterion to a 
very high degree. 

This option is likely to 
facilitate meeting this 
criterion fairly well, but 
may lead to diffusion of 
activity. 

This option might permit 
some small progress 
against this criterion, but 
that progress is not 
certain. 

The status quo fails to 
meet this criterion in full or 
in a new way. 
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  Option One Option Two Option Three Status Quo 

14 The option will provide 
the most appropriate 
means to promote, 
support and 
incentivise Scotland’s 
national companies 
and collections to 
achieve ever-higher 
levels of 
accomplishment in their 
creative endeavours 
and reputations 
(nationally and 
internationally), 
innovation and 
connections with the 
people of Scotland. 

This option will allow for a co-
ordinated and holistic 
approach to relationships 
among national companies, 
CS and SE across all art 
forms in an arms-length 
context, while maintaining 
the benefits of systems of 
assessment and strategic 
thinking within each art form 
as a whole. The national 
companies and collections in 
this option will be linked to 
national systems both of 
talent development and 
support and research and of 
development and so in a 
clear role in relation to their 
own sectors. They will be 
brought together in the Board 
of National Companies to 
discuss issues of common 
interest. This option places 
all bodies on a common 
system of governance and 
funding and so the term 
'national' and the 
responsibilities and privileges 
that this entails will be 
defined. 

 

This option will allow for a co-
ordinated and holistic 
approach to relationships 
among national companies, 
CS and SE across all art 
forms in a governmental 
agency context, while 
maintaining the benefits of 
systems of assessment and 
strategic thinking within each 
art form as a whole. The 
national companies in this 
option will, however, have to 
relate to CCIE with regard to 
talent development and 
support and research and 
development processes, so 
adding a potentially 
complicating line of 
relationship as compared 
with Option One. They will be 
brought together in the Board 
of National Companies to 
discuss issues of common 
interest. This option places 
all bodies on a common 
system of governance and 
funding and so the term 
'national' and the 
responsibilities and privileges 
that this entails will be 
defined. 

As compared with Options 
One and Two this option has 
an incoherent and diffuse 
structure and so lacks focus. 
It will be difficult to find a 
clear central policy drive and 
energy within this structure to 
support and incentivise the 
national companies. They 
are likely, in turn, to agitate 
for direct links to SE, so 
risking cutting themselves off 
in developmental and policy 
terms from the rest of their 
art form sectors. 

The incoherence and lack of 
co-ordination in the status 
quo has led to weaknesses 
in its meeting this criterion. 
Like Option Three and unlike 
Options One and Two, this 
option has a diffuse structure 
and lacks focus. It is difficult 
to find a clear central policy 
drive and energy within this 
structure to support and 
incentivise the national 
companies. They are likely, 
in turn, to continue to agitate 
for direct links to SE, so 
risking cutting themselves off 
in developmental and policy 
terms from the rest of their 
art form sectors. 
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  Option One Option Two Option Three Status Quo 

14  This option meets the 
criterion well 

 

This option meets the 
criterion 

This option is, therefore, 
unlikely to assist in 
meeting this criterion. 

The status quo does not 
meet this criterion 

  Option One Option Two Option Three Status Quo 

15 The option will 
encourage and 
support positive 
cultural and 
behavioural change 
throughout the sector. 

The restructuring and 
underlying philosophy of the 
infrastructure implied by this 
option, well communicated, 
will fulfil this criterion well by 
establishing a devolved, 
organic system of bottom-up 
governance, promoting 
participation and empowering 
stakeholders and citizens in 
general. 

The restructuring and 
underlying philosophy 
implied by this option is 
based on a dirigiste, top-
down infrastructure that is 
unlikely to engage 
stakeholders and citizens in 
an empowering and culturally 
democratic manner, although 
it could enforce cultural and 
behavioural change. 

The extent to which this 
option represents a 
compromise and partial 
attempt to reform the system 
is likely to lead to distracting 
infighting and conflict of 
cultures in NDPBs and so for 
a substantial time would be 
worse than retaining the 
status quo 

The status quo would 
produce no change under 
this criterion. 

 

  This option meets this 
criterion very well. 

This option meets this 
criterion poorly. 

This option fails 
substantially to meet this 
criterion. 

The status quo does not 
meet this criterion 
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  Option One Option Two Option Three Status Quo 

16 The option will foster 
and support a creative 
environment that 
attracts and supports 
creative individuals 
and creative 
enterprises to set-up 
and to work in Scotland. 

This option offers means of 
supporting individual and 
creative enterprises by 
establishing a coherent 
structure that is likely to be 
able to support co-ordinated 
thinking and to provide clear 
avenues of approach which 
have responsibility across all 
cultural fields. A key 
difference between this 
option and Option Two lies in 
its arms-length nature. The 
means by which arms-length 
bodies can draw on peer 
group advice may prove 
attractive to creative 
individuals and enterprises. 
Representative artists will be 
on the CS board and on 
Sector Partnerships. Artists 
will have access to co-
ordinated mentoring and 
interventions at various 
points in their career 
pathways. 

This option offers means of 
supporting individual and 
creative enterprises by 
establishing a coherent 
structure that is likely to be 
able in principle to support 
co-ordinated thinking, though 
CCIE is separated out from 
CS in a way that may, in the 
event, interrupt co-ordinated 
planning and thinking. It 
provides clear avenues of 
approach which have 
responsibility across all 
cultural fields. A key 
difference between this 
option and Option One lies in 
its nature as a government 
agency. The means by which 
arms-length bodies can draw 
on peer group advice may 
not be available in this 
model, although the direct 
links to governmental 
structures may prove 
attractive to creative 
individuals and enterprises. 
Representative artists will be 
on Sector Partnerships. 
Artists will have access to co-
ordinated mentoring and 
interventions at various 
points in their career 
pathways. 

This option meets the 
criterion in so far as the 
status quo does. It is likely to 
meet the criterion of 
attracting and supporting 
creativity no more than at 
present. While there is much 
creativity in the Scotland, if 
the aim is to sustain more 
effective means of fostering 
and supporting a creative 
environment, this option is 
unlikely to do more than the 
present status quo in this 
direction since it depends 
fundamentally on existing 
NDPBs. 

 

This option can, by definition, 
only meet the criterion of 
attracting and supporting 
creativity as much as it does 
at present. While there is 
much creativity in the 
Scotland, if the aim is to 
sustain more effective means 
of fostering and supporting a 
creative environment, this 
option cannot do 
substantially more than at 
present. 
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  Option One Option Two Option Three Status Quo 

16  This option meets the 
criterion. 

This option meets the 
criterion. 

This option meets the 
criterion no more than the 
status quo 

The status quo does not 
meet this criterion in a new 
way. 

  Option One Option Two Option Three Status Quo 

17 The option will improve 
the international 
profile of Scotland and 
Scotland’s culture. 

The co-ordination and 
integrated thinking implied in 
this option is likely to be very 
effective in meeting this 
criterion 

The co-ordination implied by 
this option might lead to the 
fulfilment of this criterion, 
provided that the role and 
advice of the CCIE is 
properly considered. There 
is, however, a risk that the 
CCIE will be semi-detached 
from the implementation 
processes of CS and SE. 

This option has the potential 
to fulfil this criterion better 
than at present because of 
the high-level strategic co-
ordination it provides, but the 
structures remain 
fundamentally incoherent, so 
suggesting a clear risk that it 
will not fulfil this criterion. 

The status quo will do no 
more to fulfil this criterion that 
it does at present. 

 

  This option meets this 
criterion fully. 

This option might fulfil this 
criterion, but there is a 
clear risk it will not. 

The option is on balance 
unlikely to meet this 
criterion very well. 

The status quo does not 
meet this criterion in a new 
way. 
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  Option One Option Two Option Three Status Quo 

18 The option will ensure 
clear and broadly 
accessible routes to 
funding. 

This option offers the 
opportunity to establish 
clearly defined and 
consistently accessible 
routes to funding. It provides 
SCF, an agency specifically 
designed to handle funding 
administration and 
development in a consistent 
cross art form way. 

This option also offers the 
opportunity to established 
clearly defined and 
consistently accessible 
routes to funding. In this 
case, it does so by setting 
the administrative function 
within CS alongside its 
advisory and mentoring 
roles, so complementing its 
provision of funding. The 
funding development role, 
meanwhile, sits within CCIE 
alongside research and 
development functions. A 
case can be made for this 
separation in day-to-day 
functional terms, though it 
may be seen as potentially 
confusing in strategic terms 

This option will do no more to 
fulfil this criterion than the 
status quo does at present. 
Further, by separating 
strategic funding 
development out into CCIE, it 
adds a potential division, as 
in Option Two, between day-
to-day function and strategic 
development in a way that 
may be confusing and even 
downright unhelpful. 

The status quo will do no 
more to fulfil this criterion that 
it does at present. 

 

  This option is likely to 
meet the criterion. 

This option is likely to 
meet the criterion, but may 
be strategically diffuse. 

This option does not meet 
this criterion. 

The status quo does not 
meet this criterion. 
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  Option One Option Two Option Three Status Quo 

19 The option will ensure 
that the support, 
contribution and 
involvement of local 
authorities is 
maximised 

Because this option 
envisages CS as having an 
officer in six regions working 
closely with local cultural 
partners, it will facilitate 
maximisation of the support, 
contribution and involvement 
of local authorities. Further, 
because it see cultural 
partnerships working across 
local authority boundaries it 
will enhance the ways in 
which cultural provision can 
be matched across local 
authority boundaries to 
enhance equity of provision 
and cultural democracy. 

Because this option 
envisages CS as having an 
officer in six regions working 
closely with local cultural 
partners, it will facilitate 
maximisation of the support, 
contribution and involvement 
of local authorities. Further, 
because it see cultural 
partnerships working across 
local authority boundaries it 
will enhance the ways in 
which cultural provision can 
be matched across local 
authority boundaries to 
enhance equity of provision 
and cultural democracy 

Because this option 
envisages CS as having an 
officer in six regions working 
closely with local cultural 
partners, it will facilitate 
maximisation of the support, 
contribution and involvement 
of local authorities. Further, 
because it see cultural 
partnerships working across 
local authority boundaries it 
will enhance the ways in 
which cultural provision can 
be matched across local 
authority boundaries to 
enhance equity of provision 
and cultural democracy 

The status quo will do no 
more to fulfil this criterion that 
it does at present. 

  This option meets the 
criterion. 

This option meets the 
criterion. 

This option meets the 
criterion. 

The status quo does not 
meet this criterion. 
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c) Cost effectiveness and Best Value 

 
  Option One Option Two Option Three Status Quo 

20 The governance 
structure and 
principles are clear 
and will enable the 
overall performance of 
the new structure to be 
assessed and the 
contribution of each 
main component 
accurately measured. 

This option offers clearly co-
ordinated governance 
structures and principles in a 
coherent relationship of 
parts. This will allow a clearer 
understanding of the ways in 
which the system is intended 
to work and so, in turn, 
enable its overall 
performance to be more 
easily assessed. The role of 
each main component is 
clearly defined and so its 
operation can be more 
clearly measured. 

This option offers clearly co-
ordinated governance 
structures and principles in a 
coherent relationship of 
parts. This will allow a clearer 
understanding of the ways in 
which the system is intended 
to work and so, in turn, 
enable its overall 
performance to be more 
easily assessed. The role of 
each main component is 
clearly defined and so its 
operation can be more 
clearly measured. 

The only substantial new 
developments from the 
status quo in this option are 
that CS has an advocacy and 
developmental role across all 
art forms and CCIE offers a 
strategic and research and 
development function also 
across all art forms. This 
option, therefore, offers some 
significant, but limited, 
advantages over the status 
quo in terms of co-ordination 
of governance structures and 
principles. This option 
proceeds by leaving NDPBs 
as they are and adding 
layers of activity, however, 
and it is unlikely that new 
complication of structures 
will, in itself, lead to a 
straightforward improvement 
in assessment of overall 
performance and in 
measurement of the 
contribution of each 
component. 

The status quo lacks clarity 
or coherence in terms of an 
overall governance structure 
or underlying principles. As a 
result, it is hard to argue that 
it allows for the overall 
performance of the structure 
to be assessed or the 
contribution of each main 
component to be accurately 
measured. While it is 
possible at present to assess 
each component in its own 
terms, each tends to operate 
in a different way on differing 
models of structure, so failing 
to facilitate a coherent 
pattern of assessment. 

  This option meets this 
criterion. 

This option meets this 
criterion. 

This option does not meet 
the criterion. 

The status quo does not 
meet the criterion. 
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  Option One Option Two Option Three Status Quo 

21 The option is likely to 
offer - subject to 
verification of data, 
when available - scope 
for introducing 
efficiencies that will 
minimise the potential 
for confusion of identify, 
duplication of effort and 
waste of resource 
throughout the system. 
Regulation and 
bureaucracy will be 
reduced to the lowest 
possible levels; data 
quality requirements will 
be clearly defined and 
justified; there will be a 
positive shift from 
measuring inputs to 
measuring performance 

This option clearly offers 
such scope. 

This option clearly offers 
such scope. 

 

This option does not offer 
significant scope for 
introducing efficiencies, but 
rather requires additional 
administrative input vis-à-vis 
the status quo and may lead 
to confusion of identify and 
duplication of effort though 
the potentially wasteful 
relationship of the CCIE and 
the NDPBs in this model. 

The status quo does not offer 
scope for introducing 
efficiencies on a significant 
scale and suffers from 
confusion of identity and role 
at various points. 

  This option meets this 
criterion. 

This option meets this 
criterion. 

This option does not meet 
this criterion. 

The status quo does not 
meet this criterion. 
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  Option One Option Two Option Three Status Quo 

22 The delivery chain is 
as short as it can be, 
with the smallest 
number of 
intermediaries between 
the source of policy and 
the main points of 
delivery, i.e. a) citizen, 
b) creative individual, c) 
creative organisation. 

This option offers a very 
clear short delivery chain. 

This option offers a very 
clear short delivery chain. 

This option offers an 
extended delivery chain 
through the intrusion of CS in 
this model alongside the 
continuing existence of 
current NDPBs, which offer 
an unnecessarily 
complicated delivery chain 
with unhelpful variations in 
models of delivery 

The status quo offers an 
unnecessarily complicated 
delivery chain with unhelpful 
variations in models of 
delivery. 

  This option meets the 
criterion. 

This option meets the 
criterion. 

This option does not meet 
the criterion. 

The status quo does not 
meet the criterion. 

23 The option provides a 
better framework and 
improved incentives for 
the public, private and 
voluntary sectors to 
cooperate and work 
together. 

Because of its clarity of 
structure and allocation of 
functions, this option 
provides a clearer framework 
and the potential for 
improved efficiencies and 
incentives for co-operation 
and working together. 

Because of its clarity of 
structure and allocation of 
functions, this option 
provides a clearer framework 
and the potential for 
improved efficiencies and 
incentives for co-operation 
and working together. 

This option retains some of 
the confusing variety of 
models inherent in the 
current structure of NDPBs 
and so does not offer a better 
framework and so potential 
for improved efficiencies and 
incentives for cooperation 
and working together, 
despite the introduction of 
CS as, in effect, an additional 
co-ordinating layer 

By definition, the status quo 
retains the present 
framework. 

  This option meets the 
criterion. 

This option meets the 
criterion. 

This option does not meet 
the criterion. 

The status quo does not 
meet the criterion. 
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  Option One Option Two Option Three Status Quo 

24 The option contains 
specific components 
and measures that will 
promote excellence 
and innovation, and, 
through national and 
local programmes, the 
means to incentivise 
practitioners to achieve 
it. 

This option contains these 
elements in a co-ordinated 
manner and, because it is 
bottom up, organic and likely 
to engage stakeholders, 
artists and citizens in general 
should fulfil it well. 

This option contains these 
elements in a co-ordinated 
manner, but because it is 
based on a top-down 
structure and is likely to be 
seen as dirigiste it is likely to 
have difficulties in engaging 
stakeholders, artists and 
citizens in general. 

This option contains these 
elements, but because it 
represents little more than a 
compromise version of the 
status quo is unlikely to 
incentives practitioners or 
substantially promote 
excellence and innovation 
more than now. It will also 
have difficulties at least in it 
win accommodating the 
clash of cultures between the 
different NDPBs CS will seek 
to co-ordinate. 

The status quo adds nothing 
to the current position, 
remaining un-coordinated 
and often difficult to 
understand or approach 

  Option One meets the 
criterion well 

Option Two meets the 
criterion, but may have 
difficulties. 

Option Three may possibly 
meet the criterion, but is 
unlikely to do so in a 
harmonious and co-
ordinated way. 

The status quo meets this 
criterion at a basic level. 
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  Option One Option Two Option Three Status Quo 

25 The option will provide 
the most appropriate, 
efficient, equitable 
and accountable 
means of securing 
and allocating funds 
to support Scotland’s 
cultural sector in 
achieving national 
policy objectives - 
including using public 
spend to lever growth in 
the total funds available 
to support individual 
endeavour and 
innovation across the 
sector. 

This option will allow this 
criterion to be met provided 
the autonomy of the arms-
length principle is allowed full 
freedom. The SCF will be 
particularly important if this 
criterion is to be fulfilled 

This option will be as sound 
as Option One in terms of 
accountability and, so, in 
supporting national policy 
objectives. It is less likely, 
however, given the role of 
CS as a government agency, 
to achieve the leverage to be 
achieved by an arms-length 
body, and places a particular 
emphasis on the role of CCIE 
in levering funding. This may 
be an over-ambitious aim for 
CCIE. 

This option would add little 
under this criterion to the 
status quo. 

The status quo adds nothing 
to the current position. 

  This option is fully capable 
of meeting this criterion 

This option could meet this 
criterion, but may have 
difficulty. 

This option does not meet 
the criterion. 

The status quo has no 
added value under this 
criterion. 
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Submissions received

All Respondents

Organisation Name
2/1 Clos crioch an t-Saoghail Wilson McLeod

Aberdeen City Council endorsed by the Aberdeen City Alliance 
Cultural Forum

Ciaran Monaghan

Aberdeen City Council, Neighbourhood Services (Central) Lesley Thomson, Community Arts Manager
Aberdeen Performing Arts Duncan Hendry
Aberdeenshire Council Andrew Hill, Senior Museums and Heritage Officer
Aberdeenshire Heritage Andrew Hill, Senior Museums and Heritage Officer
am bocsa Catriona Black, Managing Director
Angus Council Norman Atkinson, Head of Cultural Services
Arches (The) Andy Arnold
Argyll & Bute Concert Tours Margaret Thomson, Secretary
Argyll & Bute Council Andy Ewan
Argyll and Bute Concert Tours Margaret Thomson
Argyll and Bute Council Alan Macaskill, Leader
Argyll and Bute Council Deirdre Forsyth, Area Corporate Services Manager Mid 

Argyll and Islay
Art & Business Scotland Barclay Price, Director 
Artist Joyce Gunn Cairns
Arts the Catalyst Craigmillar Exhibition Andrew Crummy
Association of Integrated Media in the Highlands and Islands Cameron Taylor
Audiences Business and Glasgow Grows Audiences (The) Ros Lamont
AWMedia Limited Catherine Woodford
Ayrshire Libraries Forum Stuart James
Ayrshire Post Anne Bolton
Aryshire Post Sarah O'Donoghue

Bibliographic Data Services Limited Lesley Whyte
Bòrd Na Gaidhlig Allan Campbell
British Energy Carl Gibson, Head of External Affairs
British Film Institute Education department Cary Bazalgette

Capital City Partnership, Edinburgh Kate Wimpress, Arts & Social Inclusion Project Co-
ordinator

Carnyx Group Limited Gordon Young, Publisher
Celidh Place (The), Ullapool Jean Urquhart
Centre for Community Arts Research & Practice, Queen Margaret 
University College

Stephanie Knight

Centre for Community Arts Research and Practice Deborah McHaffie, research Centre Administrator
Chair, KICS & DIG Kay Rob
Chapter House Museum (The) WD Arbuthnott (Chairman)
Chartered Institute of Library and Information Professionals in 
Scotland

Elaine Fulton

Citizen (The) Flora Selwyn
City of Edinburgh Council (The) Herbert Coutts, Director of Culture and Leisure
Clydesdale Post Mr Stephen lyden
Comunn na Gaidhlig Donald Martin, Chief Executive
CoSLA Cllr Graham Garvie, CoSLA Arts and Leisure 

Spokesperson
Council for Scottish Archaeology, the Society of Antiquaries of 
Scotland and the Scottish Group of the Institute of Field 
Archaeologists

Eila MacQueen

Cove and Kilcreggan Peninsula Art Group D G Womack, Committee Member
Craignish Village Hall Committee Jan Brown, Secretary
Cross Party Group on the Scots Language Rob Gibson MSP, Convener
Cultural Enterprise Office Deborah Keogh
Cultural Services, Quebec Government Office Colin Hicks, Director
Cultural Social Enterprise Network/senscot Colin Campbell
Cumbernauld Theatre Bill Taylor, Chair
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Cumbernauld Theatre Simon Sharkey, Director

Dance Sector (The): Citymoves; Dance Base; New Moves 
International; Scottish Ballet; Scottish Dance Theatre; Scottish 
Traditions of Dance Trust; X Factor; Ydance; Centre for Professional 
Dance Training, Telford College; and The Space, Dance and 
Theatre, Dundee College

Cindy Sughrue, Scottish Ballet

Diageo Elaine Bailey
Discussion Group of Dancers Cindy Sughrue , Scottish Ballet
Drumalban Folk Ensemble James MacDonald Reid, Artistic Director
Dumfries & Galloway Council Alastair R Johnston
Dumfries & Galloway Council Rebecca Coggins, Cultural Services Manager - arts
Dundee City Council Steve Grimmond
Dundee Contemporary Arts Katrina Brown, Acting Director
Dundee Contemporary Arts, Dundee City Council Thomas Gerstenmeyer, DCA, Cinema Director
Dundee Partnership Community Learning Strategy Group Stewart Murdoch
Dunoon Highland Society Ina Macdonald (Mrs) Branch Secretary

East Ayrshire Council Karen Hume, Head of Leisure Services
East Dumbartonshire Council Joan Riddell, East Dunbartonshire
East End Independent Ronald Simpson
East Renfrewshire Council Ken McKinlay
Ediburgh Evening News Andrew Kelly
Education Services, Glasgow City Council Lesley Dunlop
Elphinstone Institute (The), University of Aberdeen Dr Ian Russel, Director
Engage Scotland Christopher Naylor
Engage Scotland Rebecca Marr
Enterprise Music Scotland
Equality Network Tim Hopkins
Equity Lorne Boswell, Scottish Secretary
Evening News Dr Ann C Chandley
Evening Times Kathleen McWilliam
Event Scotland Alan Miller, Corporate Affairs Manager

Fablevision Liz Gardiner, Chief Executive
Faclair na Gaidhlig Lorna Pike, Project Co-ordinator
Falkirk Council Lesley O'Hare, Cultural Services Project Manager
Falkirk Museum Peter Stott
Farm7 Catherine Docherty, Director
Federation of Scottish Theatre Eddie Jackson, Chair
Fife Herald Iain Fraser 
Focus Productions Ralph Maddern
Forress Gazette Janice Short
Founder of UK Theatre Network, Actor and IT Director Douglas McFarlane
Freelance writer/researcher Graham Knight
Friends of Scottish Opera John Mayne, Vice-Chair
Friends of the Kirriemuir Gateway to the Glens Museum David G Orr, Secretary
Fruitmarket Gallery (The) Fiona Bradley, Director

Gaelic Books Council (The) Martin MacGregor, Vice Chair
Galloway Gazette J E Russell
Galloway Gazette Sheila Cairns
Glasgow Caledonian University Dr Ian Johnston, Principal and Vice Chancellor
Glasgow Caledonian University Prof Elaine McFarland, ActingDean, School of Law and 

Social Science
Glasgow City Council Ian Drummond
Glasgow East End Independent Review Alistair Stirling
Glasgow Evening Times John L D Tait
Glasgow Film Theatre Jaki McDougall, Director
Glaswegian H Burniston
Govan High School Ian McCracken, Librarian
Grampian Information Elspeth Scott
Grassroots Visual Arts Communities of Scotland Rebecca Gordon Nesbitt
Graven Images Janice Kirkpatrick and Ross Hunter
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Greentax Recordings Limited Ian Green, Managing Director

Hearts & Minds Magdalena Schamberger
Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh Ann Jones
Heritage Lottery Fund Colin McLean
Hi Arts Robert Livingston
Highland Council Judi Menabney, Principal Cultural Officer, Education, 

Culture and Sport Service
Highland Gallery Steering Group Professor Duncan Macillan
Highland Museums Forum David J Adams McGilp, Chairman, 
Highland Thyme Colin MacLeod
Highlands and Islands Arts Ltd Robert Livingston
Highlands and Islands Enterprise Iain Hamilton, Creative Industries
Highlands and Islands Enterprise John Watt, Director, Strengthening Communities
Highlands and Islands Theatre Network Muriel Ann Macleod, Highlands and islands Theatre 

Development Officer
Historic Environment Advisory Council for Scotland Elizabeth Burns, Chair
Historic Houses Association for Scotland Stuart Crawford. Secretary & Head of Public Affairs in 
Historic Scotland Laura Mulheron

Imaginate Tony Reekie, Director
Institute of Local TV & the Broadcasting trust Dave Rushton
International PEN Scottish Centre Tessa Ransford
Inverclyde Council Valerie boa, Curator, McLean Museum and Art Gallery
Inverness Arts Forum David I Boag, Vice-Chair
Itchy Coo Education James Robertson, General Editor

Kintyre Civic Society Kate Singleton, Secretary
Kyles of Bute Music Club Joan Johnston, Hon Secretary
Kylesside Painting Group Anne Mattick, Secretary

Laurencekirk Social Traditional Dance Group Gavin Gourlay
Lean Team Resources Ltd Mike JC Morrison
Libraries Archives and Museums (staff), West Lothian Council Gerry Fitzpatrick, West Lothian Council 
Library Sector Group set up for CC Elaine Fulton
Lighthouse Trust (The) Stuart Macdonald, Director
Live Music Now Carol Main, Director
Lochgoilhead Fiddle Workshop Linda Morpurgo
Lorimer Associates Robin Lorimer

Making Music Richard Shaw
Malcolm Fraser Architects Malcolm Fraser
Marketer Ashley Kennedy
Media Access Projects Mark Langdon, Chairman
Mischief La-Bas Sarah Jean Couzens
Mongrel Creative Studios Caragh Mckay
Moray Council Alasdair Joyce, Senior Museums Policy Officer
Moray Council Nick Fearne, Arts Development Officer
Morrisons Associates Ltd Mike Morrison
Mrs Unis Spicy Foods Mrs Shaheen Unis
Museums Association Helen Wilkinson, Policy Officer
Museums Association Mark Taylor, Director
Musician and teacher Iain Fraser
Musicians' Union Ian Smith, Scotland and Northern Ireland Organiser

Napier University Prof Joan K Stringer
Nation Museums of Scotland Sheila McClure
National Association of Gaelic Arts Youth Tuition Festivals (The) Arthur Cormack, 
National Galleries of Scotland Elaine Anderson, Head of Secretariat
National Gallery of Scotland Director of Finance and Head of Secretariat
National Library of Scotland David Hunter, Strategic Policy and Development 

Manager
National Museums of Scotland Sheila McClure
National Piping Centre (The) Roddy Macleod, Principal
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National Trust for Scotland (The) Nina Sobecka
National Youth Choir of Scotland Ian Mills, General Manager
National Youth Orchestras of Scotland Richard Chester, Director
National Youth Performing Arts Companies Carolyn Lappin
NEON, Studio One Robert Noakes
North Lanarkshire Council Lizanne McMurrich, creative Services Manager
North Lands Creative Glass Iain Gunn
North Lands Creative Glass (Chairman) and Caithness Arts (Vice 
Convener)

Iain A Gunn

Ofsted David Bell, Chief Inspector of Schools
Orkney Islands Council Steve Callaghan
OutStory Scotland James Valentine, Chair

PACT Sarah Jane Kerr, Head of Pact in Scotland
Personal Submission Tom Bancroft
Personal view not endorsed by the Board of Grey Coast Theatre George Gunn, 
Personal views although on the Board of Scottish Screen Malcolm Ritchie
Perth and Kinross Council Kirsty Duncan
Pier Arts Centre, Stromness Neil Firth, Director
Playwrights' Studio, Scotland Julie Ellen
Poverty Alliance Rachel Jury
Press and Journal Marion Dow
Private Dance Sector Anita Clark 
Pròiseact nan Ealan - the Gaelic Arts Agency
Promote YT (Scotland) Hannah Rye, Network Coordinator

Queen Margaret University College Richard Kerley, Dean, Faculty of Business and Arts
Queen Victoria School Lindsey McArthur

Red Point Productions Saskia Anley-McCallum 
Robert the Bruce Commemoration Trust (The) John Poole, Chairman and Joint Hon Treasurer
Robin Kent Architecture & Conservation Robin Kent
Ross-shire Journal Christian (Lady) Innes
Royal Bank of Scotland Centre for Community Arts Research & 
practice School of Drama & Creative Industries

Stephanie Knight, Director

Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland

Rebecca Bailey

Royal Incorporation of Architects in Scotland (The) Sebastian Tombs, Chief Executive
Royal Mail Group Julie Morrison, Head of External Relations
Royal Scottish Academy (The) Ian MacKenzie Smith, President
Royal Scottish Academy of Music & Drama (The) Brian McNeill & Katherine Campbell
Royal Scottish Academy of Music & Drama (The) John Wallace, Principal
Royal Scottish Academy of Music and Drama Celia Duffy, Head of Research
Royal Scottish Country Dance Society Forress Branch the Secretary
Royal Scottish National Orchestra Simon Crookall, CEO
Royal Scottish National Orchestra Tom Thomson

Saltire Society Ian Scott, Chairman of the Council
School of Arts History, University of St Andrews Prof Ian Carradice, Head of School and Director of 

Museum and Gallery Studies
Scotland's Poetry Festival Eleanorr Livingstone, Communications Officer/Artistic 

Director
Scots Language Resource Centre Michael Hance, Manager
Scots Language Resource Centre and Scottish Parliament Cross 
Party Group on the Scots Language

Michael Hance, Manager, Scots Language Resource 
Centre

Scots Language Society Irene McGugan
Scots Language Society (The) Irene McGugan
Scottish Artists Union Su Grierson, President
Scottish Arts Council Carol Warner
Scottish Arts Council Graham Berry, Director
Scottish Association for Steiner Waldorf Education Dorothy Baird, Development Officer
Scottish Ballet Zoe van Zwanenberg, Chair
Scottish Ballet & Scottish Opera Christopher Barron, Chief Executive
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Scottish Book Trust Marc Lambert, CEO
Scottish Brass Band Association George Burt
Scottish Confederation of University and Research Libraries Stuart James
Scottish Confederation of University and Research Libraries Stuart James, Chairman
Scottish Council for Development and Industry Daniel Kleinberg, Policy Analyst
Scottish Enterprise Edinburgh and Lothian June Allison Edgar, Creative Industries Manager
Scottish IPA Ian McAteer, Chairman
Scottish Language Dictionaries Dr Christine Robinson, Director of Outreach 

Administration
Scottish Language Dictionaries Iseabail Macleod, Editorial Consultant
Scottish Library and Information Council Elaine Fulton
Scottish Library information Council/Chartered Institute of Library 
and Information Professionals

Elaine Fulton, Director

Scottish Literary and Arts Magazines Joy Hendry
Scottish Local Authority Museums Michael Taylor,Perth and Kinross Council
Scottish Local Authority Museums Mike Taylor, Perth & Kinross Council
Scottish Mask & Puppet Centre Malcolm Yates Knight
Scottish Museums and Galleries Working Group Joanne Orr, Director, SMC
Scottish Museums and Galleries Working Group Response Carl Watt, Scottish Museums Council
Scottish Museums Council Joanne Orr, 
Scottish National Photography Centre Michael Shea/Graham Murdon
Scottish National Portrait Gallery James Holloway
Scottish Parliament Enterprise and Culture Committee Alex Neil MSP Convener
Scottish Poetry Library Robyn Marsack
Scottish Poetry Library Robyn Marsack, Director
Scottish Publishers Association Lorraine Fannin, Director
Scottish Screen Celia Stevenson, Head of Corporate Communications
Scottish Society for the History of Photography David Bruce, Convenor
Scottish Society of Playwrights Peter Arnott, co-chair
Scottish Story Telling Centre Dr Donald Smith
Scottish Storytelling Centre (The) Dr Donald Smith, Director
Scottish Traditions of Dance Trust Angela Dreyer-Larsen, Director
Scottish Urban Regeneration Forum Edward Harkins
Scottish Youth Theatre Mary McCluskey, Chief Executive and Artistic Director
Shetland Islands Council George Smith, Head of Community Development
SNP Michael Matheson MSP
South Lanarkshire Council Stephen Kelly, Head of Facilities and Cultural Services

St Magnus Festival Ian Ritchie
Stirling Council Daryl Fraser, Cultural Services Manager
Stirling Council Helen Munro
Stramaash.tv Graeme Bowman
Strange Boat (Film Making & Young People) David Barras
Streetnet

Tarbat Discovery Centre Anthony Watson (Chairman)
Theatre Critics (Submissions from 9 Critics) Mary Brennan, Mark Brown, Neil Cooper, Steve Cramer, 

Robert Dawson Scott, Mark Fisher, Thelma Good, Joyce 
McMillan, Joy Watters

Theatre Royal Dumfries James C Grierson
Traditional Music Forum (The) David Francis
Transmission Gallery The Transmission Gallery Committee
Traverse Theatre Stephen Cotton, Chair

UK Film Council Chris Chandler, Head of Strategic partnerships
Unison Scotland Chris Bartter
Universal Arts - Agents, Consultants, Producers Tomek Borkowy, Aristic Director
Universities Scotland Robin McAlpine
University of Aberdeen Alasdair MacKenzie
University of Aberdeen Dr Graeme Roberts, Vice-Principal (Teaching & 

Learning)
University of Edinburgh Tim O'Shea
University of Glasgow Alec Scrimgeour
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University of Glasgow Dr John Corbett, Senior Lecturer, Department of English 

Language
University of Glasgow John Caughie, Dean of the Faculty of Arts and Prof of 

Film & TV Studies
University of Paisley, Confederation of Scottish Mini-Co-Operatives Stuart James, Chairman

University of St Andrews Ian Carradice
University of St Andrews Prof Brian Lang, Principal

Visual Artist (A) Libby Anderson
Visual Arts and Galleries Association Ben Spencer, Policy and Development Officer
Visual Arts Research Institute Edinburgh Dr Stacey Boldrick
Visual Arts Research Institute Edinburgh Prof Iain Boyd Whyte
Voluntary Arts Scotland Fiona Campbell, Network Officer
West Dunbartonshire Council Susan Carragher
West Lothian Council Library Service Jeanette Castle, Library Services Manager
West Lothian Youth Theatre Michael Richardson, Artistic Director/CEO
Wood turner Ken Madge
Woodland Art Association Mark Hope
Writer, broadcaster and raconteur John Barrington

Ydance - Scottish Youth Dance Carolyn Lappin, General Manager
Youthlink Scotland Chrisse Ruckley, Arts Development Officer
Youthlink Scotland Gordon Clayton, Education Officer, Midlothian Council

Sheenagh Adams
Jim Alison
Anonymous
Anon
Wendy Axford

Michael Bauer
Maureen Beaumont (Mrs)
Dora Beeteson
Catriona Black
Mary Bourne
Barry Bubber
Morna Burdon (freelance director)
Raymond Burke

Sandy Calder
Amanda Cockroft
Robert Crawford
John Doig
Kate Donald
Ronald N C Douglas (Dr)
Anne Downie

Entwistle, RM
Maureen Erskine
Gerry Fitzpatrick, West Lothian Council - an officer's response 
rather than from Council.
Stewart Forbes

Hamish Gillies
R H Guild

D R Hannay
Michael Hart
Kay Henning
Caroline Hewat

Independent Respondants
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Maureen Hornblow
Laura A Hunter

Wendy Ivers 
Gordon Jeyes
Ian Kinniburgh

Mark Langdon - Media Access Projects Scotland
Graham Lean
Michael Lister

Alan Mackay
Brian McArthur
Hugh McBain, Director Jordanbooks
Roderick McCafferty
Don McNeil
Peter McOwat
Rona Membury
Eleanor More (Dr)
David Morrison
Rev Dr Andrew Morton
Eileen Mullan
Sarah Munro

Philip Norris

Barbara Orton

B Pallie (Mrs)
John and Audrey Parkes
Vanessa Payntan (Ms)

Ronald W Renton
Fiona Robertson, Edinburgh Quartet
Hannah Rudman
John Russell

Jack Saxon
Robert Seaton 
Ronald Singleton
Tommy Smith
Lis Smith
Iren Stirton

Jean Tessdale
Ron Turnbull  
Murray Tyrrell

Maria Walker, Lead Officer, Cultural and Community Services
Dr John Whelan

Organisations
Edinburgh International Film Festival Ginnie Atkinson
Ladywell Project (The) Elizabeth Marriot
National Theatre of Scotland Lisa Kapur
Scottish Cultural Resources Access Network Alan Blunt

Independent

Andy Boddice, Business Development Director

Confidential Respondents*
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Anne Campbell, Cultural Co-ordinator
Ken Hay
David Hunter
Alaasdair MacCaluim
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SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

   
ACCESS Changing the scene: increasing 

access to the performing arts for 
visually impaired performers and 
audiences in London, 2002

Jentle, I 2002 Scottish Executive E Commission 
Archive

AC001 document called ACE changing the 
scene (in ACCESS folder)

ACCESS Focus on cultural diversity: the arts in 
England – attendance, participation 
and attitudes,  2003

Office of National 
Statistics

2003 Arts Council 
England website

E Commission 
Archive

AC002 document called ACE Cultural 
Diversity Attendance (in ACCESS 
folder)

ACCESS Disability Access: A Good Practice 
Guide for the Arts (folder containing 
downloaded chapters)

Arts Council of 
England

2004 ACE website E Commission 
Archive

AC003 Filed under ACCESS

ACCESS On the Edge: Culture and the Arts in 
Remote and Rural Locations

ed. Douglas, Anne 2002 Voluntary Arts 
Scotland

H Commission 
Archive

AC004 Filed under ACCESS

ACCESS The Same But Different: Rural Arts 
Touring in Scotland: The Case of 
Theatre, Comedia

Hamilton, C and 
Scullion, A

2004 CCPR H Commission 
Archive

AC005 Filed under ACCESS

ACCESS UK: Northern Ireland Online Box Office 
and Events Portal

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

AC006 Filed under ACCESS

ACCESS UK :Philharmonia Live Webcasts Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

AC007 Filed under ACCESS

ACCESS Scotland: Study on Arts Touring in 
Rural Areas (based on 
Comedia/CCPR study 2004)

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

AC008

ACCESS Access to the Arts in Scotland Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

AC009

ACCESS Measuring Cultural Exclusion through 
participation in Cultural Life, paper at 
Third Global Forum on Human 
Development,Paris, January 2005

Laaksonen, A 2005 Internet E Commission 
Archive

AC010

ACCESS Art Scheme for Culturally Poor (BBC 
News, 2 May 2005)

BBC News 2005 Internet E Commission 
Archive

AC011

ACCESS Don't Panic!  A Guide for Local Arts 
Promoters

Scottish Arts Council 2002 SAC H Commission 
Archive

AC012

ACCESS Access Plans: Helping Your 
Application

Heritage Lottery Fund H Commission 
Archive

HE005 filed under HERITAGE

ACCESS Sweden/Belgium/Quebec: Public Art 
on the Underground

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

IM093 FILED UNDER INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

Annex L
Research



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

ACCESS Understanding Our Changing 
Environment: Technology, Clore 
Research Paper for the A&B Money, 
Mission and Models Seminar, 7 Feb 
2005

Missingham, Andrew 2005 Arts and Business 
website

E Commission 
Archive

TC003 filed under TECHNOLOGY

ACCESS The Booth.co.uk: A New and Simple 
Online Ticketing Service for the North 
of Scotland and Beyond

SAC/HIE 2005 Internet E Commission 
Archive

TC010

ACCESS Barriers to the realisation of creative 
ideas, 2002

ICM Research for 
NESTA

2002 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

ACCESS Barriers to Participation in Culture, 
Arts and Leisure, 2003

Independent 
Research Solutions

2003 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

ACCESS Sharing the Spotlight: increasing 
access and participation in the arts by 
Scotland’s minority ethnic 
communities’,  2001

Netto, G et al 2001 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

ACCESS Access in mind: towards the inclusive 
museum,  Intellectual Access Trust, 
1998

Rayner, A 1998 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

ACCESS ‘Audiences at Scottish Arts Council 
Core Funded Visual Arts 
Organisations – current profile and 
barriers to attendance, Interim Report 
September 2003

SAC 2003 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

ADVOCACY A Literature Review of the Evidence 
Base for Culture, the Arts and Sport 
Policy

Janet Ruiz, Social 
Research, Scottish 
Executive

2004 Scottish Executive H / E Commission 
Archive

AD001 Electronic document called Lit 
Review (filed under ADVOCACY)

ADVOCACY Scottish Council Foundation 
Response on Wellbeing

Scottish Council 
Foundation    

H Commission 
Archive

AD002 Contained in SCF folder under 
ADVOCACY

ADVOCACY The Contribution of Cultural and 
Leisure Services to Contemporary 
Social, Economic and Environmental 
Policy Objectives, essay by Bridget 
McConnell, Uni of Stirling

McConnell, Bridget 2000 (Bridget McConnell) H Commission 
Archive

AD003  

ADVOCACY Creativity in Corporate Social 
Responsibility: A Book of Bright Ideas

Arts & Business Arts & Business H Commission 
Archive

AD004

ADVOCACY Creativity in Human Resources: A 
Book of Bright Ideas

Arts & Business Arts & Business H Commission 
Archive

AD005

ADVOCACY Facts and Figures: 2003/2004 Arts & Business 2004 Arts & Business H Commission 
Archive

AD006



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

ADVOCACY Social Impacts of the Arts Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

AD007

ADVOCACY Spend Slightly Less on Health and 
More on the Arts, Editorial, British 
Journal of Medicine, 21 December 
2002)

British Journal of 
Medicine

2002 Internet H / E Commission 
Archive

AD008

ADVOCACY For Art's Sake: Society and the Arts in 
the 21st Century

Ed. Cowling, J 2004 Institute for Public 
Policy research 
(IPPR)

H / E Commission 
Archive

AD009

ADVOCACY New Economics Foundation Well-
being manifesto: Key Points for 
Government

New Economics 
Foundation

2004 Internet E Commission 
Archive

AD010

ADVOCACY The Impact of the Arts: Some research 
evidence

Arts Council England 2004 ACE website E Commission 
Archive

AD011

ADVOCACY Promoting Scotland: Speech by 
James Boyle to British Council, March 
2005

Boyle, J 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

AD012

ADVOCACY The Creativity Imperative: Investing in 
the Arts in the 21st Century

ACE 2000  H Commission 
Archive

AD013

ADVOCACY Arts in Scotland  Scottish Arts Council 2003 SAC H Commission 
Archive

AD014

ADVOCACY a Well-Being Manifesto for a 
Flourishing Society

New Economics 
Foundation

2004  H Commission 
Archive

AD015

ADVOCACY The Power of the Arts in an Age of 
Complexity, material from an event 
hosted by IFF, MESTA and Poiesis, 23-
25 October 2002

IFF 2002 H Commission 
Archive

AD016

ADVOCACY Nineteenth Century Arts at the Dawn 
of the 21st Century

Devlin, G 2005 E Commission 
Archive

FU048 filed under FUNDING

ADVOCACY Leading lights of the arts world unite in 
call for more money (Article, The 
Independent, 30 March 2005)

Jury, L 2005 Internet E Commission 
Archive

FU050 FILED UNDER FUNDING

ADVOCACY Advocacy Resource Kit Canada Council for 
the Arts

2002 Canada Council for 
the Arts website

E Commission 
Archive

IM032



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

ADVOCACY Encouraging Public Participation in the 
Arts and Culture: International Case 
Study: Belgium: CultuurNet 
Vlaanderen

Blanche, R 2004 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

IM040 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

ADVOCACY Canada: Online Arts Advocacy Kit Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

IM088 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

ADVOCACY Making the Links: Greenspace and the 
Partnership Agreement

Greenspace Scotland 2004 Greenspace 
Scotland to Cultural 
Commission

H Commission 
Archive

SL005 Environment and partnerships in 
education, culture, sport, transport, 
health, enterprise, tourism, etc

ADVOCACY Scotland: International Presence Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

SR044 filed under SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

ADVOCACY VAN Update: Mental Health Depends 
on the Arts, September 2004

Voluntary Arts 
Network

2004 Voluntary Arts 
Scotland

H Commission 
Archive

VS015  

ADVOCACY Realising the Potential of Cultural 
Services, Centre for Leisure Research, 
University of Edinburgh, 2000

Coalter, F 2000 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

ADVOCACY Evidence on 
Cultural/Creative/Sporting Effects, 
Economics Branch,  Analytical 
Services Division, 2003 (unpublished)

DCMS 2003 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

ADVOCACY Use or Ornament? The social impact 
of participation in the arts, Comedia, 
1997

Matarasso F 1997 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

ADVOCACY The Social Impact in Recreation 62 
(6), pp 36-38 July 2003,  University of 
Derby

Spring, C 2003 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

ADVOCACY Art Matters: Reflecting on Culture Tusa, J 2000 - NO 
COPY

 Book

ARCHIVES Scotland 1901-1938 The National Archives 
of Scotland, Scottish 
Executive, Learning 
Teaching Scotland

2004 H Commission 
Archive

SR036 filed under SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

ARCHIVES SCRAN as a Maquette for the 
European Cultural Heritage Network, 
paper July 2000

Royan, Bruce 2000 Internet E Commission 
Archive

TC001 Filed under TECHNOLOGY; 
Electronic version called SCRAN 
background

AUDIENCE Audience Development Strategy 2004-
2007

Scottish Arts Council 2004 SAC H Commission 
Archive

AU001



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

AUDIENCE Attendance at, Participation in and 
Attitudes towards the Arts in Scotland, 
2001/2002

Scottish Arts Council 2002 SAC H Commission 
Archive

AU002

AUDIENCE Children's Attendance, Participation 
and attitudes towards the Arts in 
Scotland: Final Report

System Three 1999 Scottish Arts 
Council (Sylvia Dow)

H Commission 
Archive

AU003  

AUDIENCE Capturing Cultural Value: How Culture 
has Become a Tool of Government 
Policy 

Holden, John for 
DEMOS

2004 DEMOS H / E Commission 
Archive

AU004 filed under AUDIENCE

AUDIENCE Not for the Likes of You: A Resource 
for Practitioners

Arts Council of 
England

2004 ACE website E Commission 
Archive

AU005 filed under AUDIENCE

AUDIENCE Mosaic Northern Ireland: The 
Consumer Classification for Northern 
Ireland

Experian 2004 Audiences NI E Commission 
Archive

AU006 filed under AUDIENCE

AUDIENCE Northern Ireland Box Office data: Vital 
Statistics

Purple Seven 2005 Audiences NI E Commission 
Archive

AU007 filed under AUDIENCE

AUDIENCE Improving Organisational Capacity, 
Audiences, Marketing and Brand, 
Clore Research Paper for the A&B 
Money, Mission and Models Seminar, 
7 Feb 2005

Arts &  Business, 
Jerwood Charity

2005 Arts and Business 
website

E Commission 
Archive

AU008

AUDIENCE Understanding Our Changing 
Environment: Demographics, Clore 
Research Paper for the A&B Money, 
Mission and Models Seminar, 7 Feb 
2005

Arts & Business, 
Jerwood Charity

2005 Arts and Business 
website

E Commission 
Archive

AU009

AUDIENCE Audience Development Agency for 
Northern Ireland: Brief

Arts Council of 
Northern Ireland

2004 Arts Council of 
Northern Ireland 
website

E Commission 
Archive

AU010

AUDIENCE Profile of Dance Attendees in 
Scotland, 2002

Maitland H & Baker T 
for Scottish Arts 
Council

2002 Scottish Arts 
Council website

E Commission 
Archive

DN010 Filed under DANCE in ARTS folder

AUDIENCE Profile of Dance Attendees in 
Scotland, Final Report Executive 
Summary

Maitland H & Baker T 
for Scottish Arts 
Council

2002 Scottish Arts 
Council website

E Commission 
Archive

DN011 Filed under DANCE in ARTS folder

AUDIENCE Audience Development Plans: Helping 
Your Application

Heritage Lottery Fund  H Commission 
Archive

HE004 filed under HERITAGE

AUDIENCE Twelve Top Tips for Bigger Audiences 
for your Dance Company,2002: 
www.scottisharts.org.uk/nonhtdocs/Tw
elveTopTips.pdf 

Maitland H & Baker T 2002 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

AUDIENCE Audiences Scotland’,  (in progress) Morris Hargreaves 
McIntyre

2004 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

AUDIENCE Developing New Audiences for the 
Heritage,  2001

PLB Consulting Ltd 2001 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

AUDIENCE ‘Survey of Visitors to British Archives 
2002 Single Archive Report’ for NLS 
Manuscripts Section, 2002

Public Services 
Quality Group of the 
National Council on 
Archives

2002 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

BEST 
PRACTICE

Arts & Business Models (England), 
page downloaded from Internet

Arts & Business 2004 Arts & Business 
website

E Commission 
Archive

BP001

BEST 
PRACTICE

Scotland: Case Study: Workshop and 
Artists' Studio Provision Scotland Ltd 
(WASPS)

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

BP002 filed under BEST PRACTICE

BEST 
PRACTICE

Scotland: Case Study: Cove Park Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

BP003 filed under BEST PRACTICE

BEST 
PRACTICE

UK: Case Study:  National Endowment 
for Science, Technology and the Arts 
(NESTA)

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

BP004 filed under BEST PRACTICE

BEST 
PRACTICE

Review of Aspects of Local Authority 
Culture and Leisure Provision and 
Local Authority Benchmark and 
Standards within Culture and Lesiure 
Provision, Draft Report, March 2005

PMP 2005 Cultural Commission H Commission 
Archive

BP005 filed under BEST PRACTICE

BEST 
PRACTICE

Scotland: Case Study: Room 13Visual 
Arts Studio

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

BP006 filed under BEST PRACTICE

BEST 
PRACTICE

UK: Case Study: The Custard Factory 
in Birmingham

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

BP007 filed under BEST PRACTICE

BEST 
PRACTICE

Scotland: Case Study: Dundee 
Contemporary Arts

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

BP008 filed under BEST PRACTICE

BEST 
PRACTICE

Scotland: Case Study: Artist Led 
Galleries: Transmission Gallery, 
Glasgow and The Embassy, 
Edinburgh

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

BP009 filed under BEST PRACTICE

BEST 
PRACTICE

ADDENDUM TO Scotland: Case 
Study: Cove Park Artists Residency 
Centre, Argyll & Bute

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

BP010 filed under BEST PRACTICE



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

BEST 
PRACTICE

Review of Aspects of Local Authority 
Culture and Leisure Provision and 
Local Authority Benchmark and 
Standards within Culture and Lesiure 
Provision, Final Report, April 2005

PMP 2005 Cultural Commission H Commission 
Archive

BP011 filed under BEST PRACTICE

BEST 
PRACTICE

Improving Organisational Capacity, 
Clore Research Paper for the A&B 
Money, Mission and Models Seminar, 
7 Feb 2005

Arts & Business, 
Jerwood Charity

2005 Arts and Business 
website

E Commission 
Archive

BP012

BEST 
PRACTICE

UK Model: Strategic Partnership 
Working: The Bristol Partnership for 
Sustainable Community Development

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission H / E Commission 
Archive

CP021

BEST 
PRACTICE

Tally Ho! Arts Depot, London (article in 
ACT Consultant Services )

Tomlinson, Roger 2005 H Commission 
Archive

CP026 filed under CULTURAL PLANNING

BEST 
PRACTICE

Scotland: Case Study: Generation 
Science Touring Scotland programme

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

ED076 filed under  EDUCATION

BEST 
PRACTICE

Best Value Service Review: Libraries, 
Information and Archives

Glasgow City Council 2000? Glasgow Culture 
and Leisure 
Services (BMcC)

H Commission 
Archive

LB007 FILED UNDER LIBRARIES

BEST 
PRACTICE

Good Practice testimonies by MSPs, 
by Local Authority, paper  unpublished

 2004 (James Boyle) E Commission 
Archive

LB011 FILED UNDER LIBRARIES

BEST 
PRACTICE

National Galleries of Scotland: Report 
of the Best Value Review

Deloitte (MCS) Ltd 2004 (James Boyle) H Commission 
Archive

MG006 Filed under MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

BEST 
PRACTICE

Museums, Heritage and Visual Arts: 
Best Value Report, Part Two: Visual 
Arts Report, Jan 2001

Glasgow City Council 2001 Glasgow Culture 
and Leisure 
Services (BMcC)

H Commission 
Archive

MG007 Filed under MUESUMS AND 
GALLERIES

BEST 
PRACTICE

Glasgow Museums: Best Value 
Review: Final Report, July 2001

Glasgow City Council 2001 Glasgow Culture 
and Leisure 
Services (BMcC)

H Commission 
Archive

MG008 Filed under MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

BEST 
PRACTICE

Glasgow Museums Annual 
Benchmarking Report 2002/2003

Glasgow City Council 2003 H Commission 
Archive

MG009 Filed under MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

BEST 
PRACTICE

Scotland: Nurturing Excellence: 
Scottish Institute of Sport and Sport21

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

SL007 filed under SPORT & LEISURE

BEST 
PRACTICE

The Top 20 of Scottish Art, The 
Scotsman, 26 October 2004

Lyons, William 2004 Cultural Commission H Commission 
Archive

VA009 in ARTS folder, VISUAL ARTS



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

BEST 
PRACTICE

Scotland: Case Study: Voluntary Arts 
Development Coordinator, West 
Lothian Council 

Blanche, R & 
Thomas, S

2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

VS006  

BROADCAST BBC: Annual Report and Accounts 
2003/2004

BBC 2004 H Commission 
Archive

BC001

BROADCAST OFCOM Review of Public Service 
Television Broadcasting: Phase 2 - 
Meeting the Digital Challenge

OFCOM 2004 OFCOM H Commission 
Archive

BC002

BROADCAST OFCOM Review of Public Service 
Television Broadcasting: Phase 2 - 
Meeting the Digital Challenge: 
Reshaping television for the UK's 
nations, regions and localities

OFCOM 2004 OFCOM H Commission 
Archive

BC003

BROADCAST OFCOM review of public service 
television broadcasting: Phase 1 - Is 
television special?, June 2004

OFCOM 2004 H Commission 
Archive

BC004

BROADCAST OFCOM review of public service 
television broadcasting, Summary 21 
April 2004

OFCOM 2004  H Commission 
Archive

BC005

BROADCAST Building Public Value: Renewing the 
BBC for a Digital World

BBC 2004 (James Boyle) H Commission 
Archive

BC006

BROADCAST The Year Ahead: BBC Statements of 
Programme Policy 2004-2005: 
Television, Radio, Online

BBC 2004 H Commission 
Archive

BC007

BROADCAST The Future of the BBC: Perspectives 
on Public Service Broadcasting in 
Scotland

BBC 2004 BBC Scotland via 
James Boyle

H Commission 
Archive

BC008

BROADCAST Inside the Commissioners: The culture 
and practice of commissioning at UK 
broadcasters: Executive Summary

The Research Centre 
for Television and 
Interactivitiy

2003 H Commission 
Archive

BC009

BROADCAST Review of the BBC's Royal Charter: 
What You Said about the BBC, July 
2004

DCMS 2004 DCMS H Commission 
Archive

BC010

BROADCAST Independent Review of the BBC's 
Digital Radio Services, October 2004

Gardam, Tim 2004 DCMS  H Commission 
Archive

BC011

BROADCAST Your BBC Your Say: BBC Charter 
Review of Analogue Radio: Seminar 
Papers and Notes on Independent 
Panel of Review

BBC 2004 BBC H Commission 
Archive

BC012



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

BROADCAST Public Service Radio in a Digital 
World: DCMS Review of BBC 
Analogue Radio

BBC/DCMS 2004? H Commission 
Archive

BC013

BROADCAST Ofcom Review of Public Service 
Television Broadcasting Summary of 
Phase 1 consultation responses

OFCOM H Commission 
Archive

BC014

BROADCAST Do Institutions Matter for Public 
Service Broadcasting

Schlesinger, Philip 
(Stirling Media 
Research Institute)

Philip Schlesinger 
via James Boyle

H Commission 
Archive

BC015

BROADCAST Radio in Scotland BBC? 2004? James Boyle 
(printed from 
Internet)

H Commission 
Archive

BC016

BROADCAST The New Communications Agenda in 
Scotland

Schlesinger, P 2004 (James Boyle) H / E Commission 
Archive

BC017 Electronic version called: 
Broadcasting, Schlesinger

BROADCAST Scottish Screen Industries Summit  
Submission to Phase I of OFCOM's 
Review of Public Service Broadcasting

Scottish Screen 
Industries Group

2004 Scottish Screen 
Industries Group  

E Commission 
Archive

BC018 document called Scottish Screen 
OFCOM submission (in 
BROADCAST folder)

BROADCAST Television in the Nations and Regions: 
Television Broadcasting and 
Production outside London

Independent 
Television 
Commission, ITC

2002 ITC H Commission 
Archive

BC019

BROADCAST SMG Interim Statement for the 6 
months ended 30 June 2002

Scottish Media Group, 
SMG

2002 H Commission 
Archive

BC020

BROADCAST Driving Digital Switchover: A Summary 
of OFCOM's report to the Secretary of 
State for Culture, Media and Sport, 5 
April 2004

OFCOM 2004  H Commission 
Archive

BC021 FILED UNDER BROADCAST

BROADCAST Summary of BBC Charter Review 
Seminar Radio, 28/10/04 DCMS

Blanche, R 2004 Blanche, R E Commission 
Archive

BC022

BROADCAST Submission from the Scottish 
Exeuctive to the BBC Charter Review, 
Draft for Discussion Version4

Scottish Executive 2004 James Boyle H Commission 
Archive

BC023

BROADCAST Your BBC Your Say: the BBC's impact 
on culture (Seminar pack, 
miscellaneous notes)

BBC 2005 James Boyle H Commission 
Archive

BC024

BROADCAST Row delays BBC blueprint's 
publication, article in the Financial 
Times, 18 February 2005

Newman, C 2005 Financial Times H Commission 
Archive

BC025

BROADCAST Music Channel Launched to 
Showcase Scots bands, article in the 
Sunday Times, 6 March 2005

Goodwin, K 2005 Sunday Times H Commission 
Archive

BC026 filed under BROADCAST



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

BROADCAST Ofcom's Strategy and Priorities for the 
Promotion of Media Literacy

OFCOM 2004 OFCOM H Commission 
Archive

BC027 FILED UNDER BROADCAST

BROADCAST My Manifesto: Stephen Carter Lifts the 
Lid on Ofcom's Big Idea, article in The 
Guardian, 04/10/04 

Carter, S 2004 The Guardian H Commission 
Archive

BC028

BROADCAST Meeting Note Channel 4 Arts Seminar, 
7 April

Thomas, S 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

BC029

BROADCAST BBC Statements of Programme Policy 
2005/2006

BBC 2005 BBC H Commission 
Archive

BC030

BROADCAST Digital Television Action Plan, Version 
12, October 2004

NOT KNOWN 2004 H Commission 
Archive

BC031

BROADCAST OFCOM's Annual Plan 2005-06 OFCOM 2005 OFCOM H Commission 
Archive

BC032

BROADCAST Review: Channel Four Television 
Corporation Report and Financial 
Statements 2004

Channel 4 2004 Channel Four H Commission 
Archive

BC033

COPYRIGHT Managing Intellectual Property in 
Scottish Higher Education: Issues 
from the UUK/AURIL study: Report of 
a Conference held at Royal Society of 
Edinburgh, 28 June 2002

Royal Society of 
Edinburgh

2002 Scottish Enterprise E Commission 
Archive

CP001 Downloaded from website

COPYRIGHT Briefing Paper: Intellectual Property: 
Droit de Suite

Smith, R 2004 Commission E Commission 
Archive

CP002

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

IC CAVE: Innovation in Entertainment University of Abertay University of Abertay H Commission 
Archive

CI001 Filed under CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Workforce Survey 2003 SkillSet (UK) 2003 Skill Set Scotland 
(via James Boyle)

H Commission 
Archive

CI002

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Services to Industry Groups: Digital 
media and Creative Industries: Skills 
Strategy and Action Plan for the Audio-
Visual Industries in Scotland 2002-
2007

SkillSet Scotland 2002 Skill Set Scotland 
(via James Boyle)

H Commission 
Archive

CI003

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Embreonix: Growing Your Graduate 
Business: Graduate Enterprise at the 
University of Abertay Dundee

University of Abertay H Commission 
Archive

CI004

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Skillset Briefing Document: Prepared 
for James Boyle, Cultural Commission

Skillset Scotland 2004 Skillset Scotland H Commission 
Archive

CI005

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Wanted - Creative Policy for 
Scotland's Creative Industries

Benham, Kathleen 
and Black, Stewart

2002 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

CI006



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Forward Thinking: New Solutions to 
Old Problems: Investing in the 
Creative Industries

NESTA (National 
Endowment for 
Science, Technology 
and the Arts)

2003 (James Boyle) H Commission 
Archive

CI007

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Creative Industries Commission: 
Background Briefing (paper)

- - - H Commission 
Archive

CI008

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Review of Publishing: A Review of 
Scottish Publishing in the 21st century: 
Summary Report

Scottish Arts Council 2004 SAC H Commission 
Archive

CI009 3 COPIES, filed under CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES under PUBLISHING

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Publishing in Scotland: Factsheet Scottish Publishers 
Association

2003 Rachel Blanche 
(from Scottish 
Publishers 
Association)

H Commission 
Archive

CI010 Notes by Lorraine Fannin, Director 
of SPA

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

A Policy on Architecture for Scotland Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

CI011 Filed under ARCHITECTURE 
under CREATIVE INDUSTRIES

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Historic Buildings as Part of the 
Cultural Archive, Paper for Cross Party 
Architecture Group, June 2004

Simpson, J 2004 James Simpson via 
James Boyle

H Commission 
Archive

CI012 Filed under ARCHITECTURE 
under CREATIVE INDUSTRIES

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Presentation given at Cross Party 
Group on Architecture and the Built 
Environment on 23/06/04

Gordon Murray, RIAS 
President

2004 H Commission 
Archive

CI013 Filed under ARCHITECTURE 
under CREATIVE INDUSTRIES

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

The Lighthouse Review of Scotitsh 
Architecture 2004: An Enlarged 
Approach to Sustainablity and the Built 
Environment (paper) 22/07/04

Malcolm Fraser 
Architects

2004 H Commission 
Archive

CI014 Filed under ARCHITECTURE 
under CREATIVE INDUSTRIES

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Cross Party Group on Architecture and 
the Built Environment: Minutes of 
Meeting on 23 June 2004

2004 James Boyle E Commission 
Archive

CI015 Filed under ARCHITECTURE 
under CREATIVE INDUSTRIES

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Workforce Development Plan for the 
Audio-Visual Industries, October 2002

Scottish Industries 
Skill Panel

2002 Skillset Scotland H / E Commission 
Archive

CI017

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Capitalising on Creativity: Tackling 
Management Needs of Scotland's 
Creative Industries, Draft Report of 
Think Tank

Meagher, Laura 2004 (James Boyle) E Commission 
Archive

CI018 Electronic version called: CI Think 
Tank Report dr2

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Capitalising on Creativity: Companion 
Document, Full Analyses, Feasibility 
Study Report, July 2004

Meagher, Laura R 
PhD

2004 Brian Lang E Commission 
Archive

CI019 Document called St Andrews 
Feasibiity Study (in CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES folder)



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Artists in Figures: A Statistical Portait 
of cultural occupations: Research 
report 31 August 2003

ACE / Warwick 
Institute for 
Employment 
Research

2003 ACE website E Commission 
Archive

CI020 Document called ACE profile of 
artists

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Building Bridges: Scottish Arts Council 
Support for Crafts in Scotland 1993-
2003

Scottish Arts Council 2003 SAC H Commission 
Archive

CI021 Filed under CRAFTS in CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Crafts Businesses in Scotland: A 
Study

SAC and Scottish 
Enterprise

2002 SAC website H / E Commission 
Archive

CI022 Filed under CRAFTS in CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

SAC Crafts Strategy 2002-2007 Scottish Arts Council 2002 SAC website E Commission 
Archive

CI023 Filed under CRAFTS in CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Creative Collaborations: Engaging 
with Visual Arts and Crafts Today

Scottish Arts Council 2003 SAC website H/ E Commission 
Archive

CI024 Filed under CRAFTS in CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

The Development of a Policy on 
Artchitecture for Scotland

Scottish Executive 1999 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

CI025 Filed under ARCHITECTURE 
under CREATIVE INDUSTRIES

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

The Development of a Policy on 
Artchitecture for Scotland: Report on 
the Public Consultation

Scottish Executive 1999 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

CI026 Filed under ARCHITECTURE 
under CREATIVE INDUSTRIES

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Mapping Survey of Non-Technical 
Research on the Social Value and 
Benefits of Good Architectural Design’, 
Robert Gordon University, Aberdeen 
Social Research Education Dept,  
Scottish Executive Research Findings 
No 1, 2003

Edge, M et al 2003 Scottish Executive H Scottish Executive CI027 Filed under ARCHITECTURE 
under CREATIVE INDUSTRIES

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Public Awareness of the Built 
Environment: Education Department 
Research Programme, Research 
Findings No3, September 2004

Harkins, J, TNS 
Social Research

2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

CI028 Filed under ARCHITECTURE 
under CREATIVE INDUSTRIES

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

National Programme Student Awards 
for Architecture 2004

The Lighthouse, 
Scottish Executive, 
RIAS, et al

2004 H Commission 
Archive

CI029 Filed under ARCHITECTURE 
under CREATIVE INDUSTRIES

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Progress on the policy on Architecture 
(presentation)

Gilzean, I, 
Architectural Policy 
Unit, Scottish 
Executive

2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

CI030 Filed under ARCHITECTURE 
under CREATIVE INDUSTRIES

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Made in Scotland: Une serie 
d'evenements a Marseille celebrant 
l'architecture de l'Ecosse, 14-29 
Octobre 2004

Syndicat des 
Architectes (France)

2004 H Commission 
Archive

CI031 Filed under ARCHITECTURE 
under CREATIVE INDUSTRIES



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Architecture in Scotland 2002-2004 MacDonald, Stuart 
(ed)

2004 The Lighthouse H Commission 
Archive

CI032 Filed under ARCHITECTURE 
under CREATIVE INDUSTRIES

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Architecture in Scotland 2000-2002 MacDonald, Stuart 
(ed)

2002 The Lighthouse H Commission 
Archive

CI033 Filed under ARCHITECTURE 
under CREATIVE INDUSTRIES

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Inner Edinburgh: Architecture Maps 
Scotland (Map)

RCAHMS, The 
Lighthouse

2003 RCAHMS, The 
Lighthouse

H Commission 
Archive

CI034 Filed under ARCHITECTURE 
under CREATIVE INDUSTRIES

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Introducing CraftScotland.org: An 
International Showcase Promoting the 
Best of Scottish Craft (Pamphlet)

Scottish Arts Council 2004 Scottish Arts 
Council

H Commission 
Archive

CI035 Filed under CRAFTS in CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

DVD of TAYSCREEN Tayscreen 2004 Bryan Beattie H Commission 
Archive

CI036 filed under CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Skillset unmasks Film Industry, article 
in the Scotsman, 4 March 2005

McLeod, N 2005 The Scotsman H Commission 
Archive

CI037 filed under CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES under FILM

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Central Fife Creative Futures: 
Developing a Strategic Statement 
(seminar summary)

Centre for Creative 
Industries

2005 Cultural Commission H Commission 
Archive

CI038 filed under CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Capitalising on Creativity: Tackling 
Management Needs of Scotland's 
Creative Industries: Optimising the 
Impact onScotland of a Mixed Cohort 
with Blended Creativity and 
Management Capacities, Executive 
Summary, Report of the Think Tank, 
18 June 2004

NOT KNOWN 2004 Bryan Beattie H Commission 
Archive

CI039 filed under CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Design Issues in Europe Today, 
published by BEDA (Spain)

Ed. MacDonald, 
Stuart of The 
Lighthouse

2004 The Lighthouse H Commission 
Archive

CI040 Filed under ARCHITECTURE 
under CREATIVE INDUSTRIES

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

An interim evaluation of the Cultural 
Enterprise Office, Glasgow

DCA for Scottish 
Enterprise

2004 Scottish Enterprise E Commission 
Archive

CI041

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Progress Achieved on the Creative 
Industries Cluster Initiative, Scotland

Scottish Enterprise 2004 Scottish Enterprise E Commission 
Archive

CI042

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Roll-Out of Cultural Enterprise Offices, 
Scotland

Scottish Enterprise 2005 Scottish Enterprise E Commission 
Archive

CI043

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Cultural Enterprise Office - Four cities 
Launches (draft press release)

Scottish Arts Council 2005 Scottish Arts 
Council

E Commission 
Archive

CI044

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Roll-Out of Cultural Enterprise Offices: 
Options Appraisal 

Scottish Enterprise 2005 Scottish Enterprise E Commission 
Archive

CI045

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Roll-Out of Cultural Enterprise Offices, 
Abstract

Scottish Enterprise 2005 Scottish Enterprise E Commission 
Archive

CI046



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Audit of the Screen Industries in 
Scotland: A Report for the Scottish 
Executive PACT in Scotland, Scottish 
Enterprise, HIE and Scottish Screen

David Graham and 
Associates

2003 Internet H / E Commission 
Archive

CI047 FILED UNDER FILM IN CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Creative Industries Fact File DCMS 2002 DCMS E Commission 
Archive

CI048  

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Capital Firm Steals show with Grand 
Theft Auto (Evening News 20 
December 2004)

Evening News 2004 Internet E Commission 
Archive

CI049 GAMES industry

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Violent Joyrider Outsells Potter (The 
Scotsman, 10 January 2002)

The Scotsman 2002 Internet E Commission 
Archive

CI050 GAMES industry

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Scottish Screen Corporate Plan 2005-
2008 Draft

Scottish Screen 2005 Scottish Screen  H Commission 
Archive

CI051 FILED UNDER FILM IN CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

a New Cultural Scotland: How Would it 
Work?Submission to the Cultural 
Commission

Scottish Screen 2005 Scottish Screen H Commission 
Archive

CI052 FILED UNDER FILM IN CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Scotland on Screen: The Development 
of the Film and Television Industry in 
Scotland

Scottish Enterprise 1996 Scottish Enterprise H Commission 
Archive

CI053 FILED UNDER FILM IN CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Scottish Screen Corporate Plan 2004-
2007

Scottish Screen 2004 Scottish Screen H Commission 
Archive

CI054 FILED UNDER FILM IN CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

The Memorandum and Articles of 
Association of Scottish Screen

Maclay Murray & 
Spens Solicitors

1999 Scottish Screen H Commission 
Archive

CI055 FILED UNDER FILM IN CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

The Memorandum and Articles of 
Association of Scottish Screen 
(Enterprises) limited)

Companies House 1997 Scottish Screen H Commission 
Archive

CI056 FILED UNDER FILM IN CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

A Report on Digital Copyright 
Management in the Cultural Heritage 
Sector

McQueen, Prof H, 
Waelde, Dr C, 
Lockhart, T

2004 AHRB Research 
Centre for Studies in 
Intellectual Property 
and Technology Law

H Commission 
Archive

CI057

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Architecture and Design Scotland 
(Factsheet)

anon 2004 Cultural Commission H Commission 
Archive

CI058 Filed under ARCHITECTURE 
under CREATIVE INDUSTRIES

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Creative Industries Brieifng 2004/2005 Scottish Arts Council 2005 SAC H Commission 
Archive

CI059

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

a Kick-Start for Scottish Screenwriters, 
press release 09/06/03

Scottish Arts Council 2003 SAC H Commission 
Archive

CI060 FILED UNDER FILM IN CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Creative Publishing Rewarded, press 
release 22/02/02

Scottish Arts Council 2002 SAC H Commission 
Archive

CI061 filed under PUBLISHING in 
CREATIVE INDUSTRIES



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

New Scheme to Get Ideas to Market 
Unveiled, press release 10/02/05

Scottish Arts Council 2005 SAC H Commission 
Archive

CI062

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Rough Cuts: A Cinema Comping to 
Near You Soon: Screen Maching 2 
Takes to the Road

Scottish Screen 2005 Scottish Screen H Commission 
Archive

CI063 FILED UNDER FILM IN CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

A policy on Architecture for Scotland - 
Progress Report 2005

Scottish Executive 2005 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

CI064 Filed under ARCHITECTURE 
under CREATIVE INDUSTRIES

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Sector Skills Agreement for the Audio-
Visual Industries in Scotland

SkillSet 2005 Skillset Scotland H Commission 
Archive

CI065

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Inspiration and Celebration of 
Creativity from its Smallest Articulation 
to its Largest Manifestation: Response 
to the Cultural Commission Stage 1 
Consultation

Scottish Screen 2004 Scottish Screen H Commission 
Archive

CI066 FILED UNDER FILM IN CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

The Development of A Policy on 
Architecture for Scotland

Scottish Executive Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

CI067 Filed under ARCHITECTURE 
under CREATIVE INDUSTRIES

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

The Development of a Policy on 
Architecture for Scotland: Report on 
the Public Consultation

Scottish Executive Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

CI068 Filed under ARCHITECTURE 
under CREATIVE INDUSTRIES

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Games and Digital Media in Scotland Scottish Development 
International

2003 Internet H Commission 
Archive

CI069

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Creative Industries Mapping 
Document

DTI 2000 Internet H Commission 
Archive

CI070

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Employment Census 2004: The 
Results of the Fifth census of the 
Audio Visual Industries

Skillset 2004 Skillset  H Commission 
Archive

CI071

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Creating Value: How the UK Can 
Invest in New Creative Businesses

NESTA (National 
Endowment for 
Science, Technology 
and the Arts)

2005 NESTA H Commission 
Archive

CI072

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Building Connections: The Curriculum 
and the Built Environment

Barr, Ian M for 
Scottish Executive

2002 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

ED044 ref ARCHITECTURE: filed under 
EDUCATION

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

School Design: Building our Future: 
Scotland's School Estate

Scottish Executive 2003  H Commission 
Archive

ED045 ref ARCHITECTURE: filed under 
EDUCATION

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Designing Scotland's Sustainable 
Schools of the Future

The Lighthouse for 
the Scottish Executive

2003 H Commission 
Archive

ED046 ref ARCHITECTURE: filed under 
EDUCATION



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Design Strategies: Design for 
Learning: 21st Century Schools

The Lighthouse 2004 The Lighthouse H Commission 
Archive

ED047 ref ARCHITECTURE: filed under 
EDUCATION

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

From Consultation to Design: Design 
for Learning: 21st Century Schools

The Lighthouse 2004 The Lighthouse H Commission 
Archive

ED048 ref ARCHITECTURE: filed under 
EDUCATION

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Managing Schools During 
Construction Projects: Building Our 
Future: Scotland's School Estate

The Lighthouse for 
the Scottish Executive

2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

ED050 filed under EDUCATION; x-ref 
ARCHITECTURE

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Sustainability: Building Our Future: 
Scotland's School Estate

The Lighthouse for 
the Scottish Executive

2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

ED051 filed under EDUCATION; x-ref 
ARCHITECTURE

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

A Sense of Place, Presentation at 
Scottish Executive Conference on 
Building Our Future: Scotland's School 
Estate, 3 December 2004 (power point 
printout)

Meek, D 2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

ED052 filed under EDUCATION; x-ref 
ARCHITECTURE

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Sustainability: from Glencoe to 
Gelsenkirchen, Presentation at 
Scottish Executive Conference on 
Building Our Future: Scotland's School 
Estate, 3 December 2004 (power point 
printout)

McElroy, L 2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

ED053 filed under EDUCATION; x-ref 
ARCHITECTURE

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Bringing the Community into the 
School and Taking the School into the 
Community, Presentation at Scottish 
Executive Conference on Building Our 
Future: Scotland's School Estate, 3 
December 2004 (power point printout)

Dudek, M 2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

ED054 filed under EDUCATION; x-ref 
ARCHITECTURE

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

The Primary Space Project, 
Presentation at Scottish Executive 
Conference on Building Our Future: 
Scotland's School Estate, 3 December 
2004 (power point printout)

Leckie, J 2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

ED055 filed under EDUCATION; x-ref 
ARCHITECTURE

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Dipping into the Global Think Tank 
(Irish Experience), Presentation at 
Scottish Executive Conference on 
Building Our Future: Scotland's School 
Estate, 3 December 2004 (power point 
printout)

Heffernan, M 2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

ED057 filed under EDUCATION; x-ref 
ARCHITECTURE



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Designing for the Place Between: 
International Examples from Iceland 
and the Netherlands, Presentation at 
Scottish Executive Conference on 
Building Our Future: Scotland's School 
Estate, 3 December 2004 (power point 
printout)

Stuebing, S 2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

ED058 filed under EDUCATION; x-ref 
ARCHITECTURE

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Designing and Building the Druk White 
Lotus School in Ladakh, India, 
Presentation at Scottish Executive 
Conference on Building Our Future: 
Scotland's School Estate, 3 December 
2004 (power point printout)

Fleming, J and Rose, 
J

2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

ED059 filed under EDUCATION; x-ref 
ARCHITECTURE

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Letting in the Light, Presentation at 
Scottish Executive Conference on 
Building Our Future: Scotland's School 
Estate, 3 December 2004 (power point 
printout)

Waldron, J 2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

ED060 filed under EDUCATION; x-ref 
ARCHITECTURE

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Summary of Seminar on Creativity and 
the Artist, Centre for Cultural Policy 
Research, 1 March 2005

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

ED077

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Printed Matters: Book Publishing 
Policy and Programs, Annual Report 
2003-2004

Canadian Heritage 2004 Gavin Wallace, SAC H Commission 
Archive

IM001 ref PUBLISHING: filed under 
INTERNATIONAL MODELS

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Creating Canada Together, 25 Years 
of Support for Canadian Books

Canadian Heritage 2004 Gavin Wallace, SAC H Commission 
Archive

IM002 ref PUBLISHING: filed under 
INTERNATIONAL MODELS

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Europe in the Creative Age, February 
2004, copublished with DEMOS

Florida, Richard & 
Tinagli, Irene

2004 Bryan Beattie H Commission 
Archive

IM059 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

The Creative Industries Cluster Study: 
Outline of Findings from Stage 1 and 2 
Creative Industries Cluster Study 
Reports,

DCITA, Australia 2002 DCITA website E Commission 
Archive

IM098

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Creative Industries Cluster Study 
Stage 1  Report

DCITA and NOIE, 
Australia

2002 DCITA website E Commission 
Archive

IM099

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Producing Digital Content: An 
Abridged Version of the September 
2002  report for the Department of 
Communitions, Information 
Technology and the Arts

DCITA 2002 DCITA website E Commission 
Archive

IM100



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Poet in Public: Schools Poetry 
Competitions 2005 (pamphlet)

Scottish Poetry 
Library and RIAS

2005 James Boyle H Commission 
Archive

LT005 filed under ARTS under 
LITERATURE

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Musicwise initiative: background 
information

Musicwise 2004 Submission to 
Cultural Commission

E Commission 
Archive

MU011 initiative to provide business 
training to musicians, filed under 
MUSIC under ARTS

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Scotland: Trends and Forecasts for 
the Creative Industries

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

SR040 filed under SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Paper presented by Gordon Platt, 
Director Book Publishing, Policy and 
Programs, Canadian Heritage at the 
Royal Society of Edinburgh Scottish 
Publishing Conference, Edinburgh, 16 
June 2004

Canadian Heritage 2004 Gavin Wallace, SAC H Commission 
Archive

filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

‘Assessing the role of the arts and 
cultural industries in a local economy’,  
2000

Bryan, J et al 2000 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Cultural Industries Key Data, The 
Cultural Industries in Yorkshire and 
the Humber, 2000

Hall, B 2000 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

Creative Industries: Competitiveness 
and Policy

Scottish Enterprise 2002 - - NO COPY

CULTURAL 
DIVERSITY

Focus on cultural diversity: the arts in 
England – attendance, participation 
and attitudes,  2003

Office of National 
Statistics

2003 Arts Council 
England website

E Commission 
Archive

AC002 document called ACE Cultural 
Diversity Attendance (in ACCESS 
folder)

CULTURAL 
DIVERSITY

A Literature Review of the Evidence 
Base for Culture, the Arts and Sport 
Policy

Janet Ruiz, Social 
Research, Scottish 
Executive

2004 Scottish Executive H / E Commission 
Archive

AD001 Electronic document called Lit 
Review (filed under ADVOCACY)

CULTURAL 
DIVERSITY

Black and White: Ageing in Cultural 
Diversity (book)

Scott, Helena, Age 
Concern

2000 Age Concern H Commission 
Archive

CD001

CULTURAL 
DIVERSITY

Black and White: Ageing in Cultural 
Diversity (pamphlet)

Age Concern 2000 Age Concern H Commission 
Archive

CD002

CULTURAL 
DIVERSITY

Briefing Note on Cultural Diversity and 
Identity, from Conference on Cultural 
Rights and Human Development, 
Barcelona 23-27 August 2004

Blanche, R 2004 Commission E Commission 
Archive

CD003 Document called Barcelona Brief 
on Cultural Diversity

CULTURAL 
DIVERSITY

Regulative Measures to Stimulate 
Cultural Diversity: Extract from An 
International Conference on Cultural 
Diversity

? Downloaded from 
Internet

E Commission 
Archive

CD004 filed under CULTURAL DIVERSITY



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

CULTURAL 
DIVERSITY

Preliminary Draft Convention on the 
Protection of the diversity of cultural 
contents and artistic expressions: 
Preliminary Report of the Director-
General, Paris, July 2004

UNESCO 2004 UNESCO H Commission 
Archive

CD005  

CULTURAL 
DIVERSITY

Preliminary Draft Convention on the 
Protection of the diversity of cultural 
contents and artistic expressions: 
Preamble

UNESCO 2004 UNESCO H Commission 
Archive

CD006  

CULTURAL 
DIVERSITY

UNESCO Universal Declaration on 
Cultural Diversity, drafted for the World 
Summit on Sustainable Development, 
Johannesburg, 2002

UNESCO 2002 UNESCO H Commission 
Archive

CD007

CULTURAL 
DIVERSITY

Cultural Diversity and Biodiversity for 
Sustainable Development, drafted for 
the World Summit on Sustainable 
Development, Johannesburg, 2002

UNESCO 2002 UNESCO H Commission 
Archive

CD008

CULTURAL 
DIVERSITY

All Different, All Unique: Young 
Pepople and the UNESCO Declaration 
on Cultural Diversity

UNESCO 2004 UNESCO H Commission 
Archive

CD009

CULTURAL 
DIVERSITY

Legislating for Diversity: Minorities in 
the New Scotland, (extract articles 
from Book, The State of Scots Law, 
2001

Dunbar, Professor 
Robert

2001 Rob Dunbar H Commission 
Archive

CD010  filed under CULTURAL 
DIVERSITY

CULTURAL 
DIVERSITY

Understanding our Changing 
Environment: Cultural Identity, Clore 
Research Paper for the A&B Money, 
Mission and Models Seminar, 7 Feb 
2005

Arts & Business, 
Jerwood Charity

2005 Arts and Business 
website

E Commission 
Archive

CD011

CULTURAL 
DIVERSITY

TEXT of UNESCO Universal 
Declaration of Cultural Diversity, in 
press release 'General Conference 
Adopts Universal Declaration on 
Cultural Diversity', 2 November 2004

UNESCO 2004 UNESCO website E Commission 
Archive

CD012

CULTURAL 
DIVERSITY

Reclaming Cultural Diversity: Report 
on the Conference 'Regulations in 
Favour of Cultural Diversity' held at De 
Balie, Amsterdam, 25-27 September 
2003

Research Group Arts 
and Economics, 
Utrecht School of the 
Arts

2003 Internet E Commission 
Archive

CD013



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

CULTURAL 
DIVERSITY

Annual Report of the Edinburgh MELA 
2002-2003

Edinburgh MELA 2003 Alan Tweedie, 
Edinburgh MELA

H Commission 
Archive

FE004

CULTURAL 
DIVERSITY

Edinburgh MELA Annual Report 2003-
2004

Edinburgh MELA 2004 Alan Tweedie, 
Edinburgh MELA

H Commission 
Archive

FE005 filed under FESTIVALS

CULTURAL 
DIVERSITY

‘Cultural diversity: attitudes of ethnic 
minority populations towards 
museums and galleries’, 1998

BMRB International 1998 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

CULTURAL 
DIVERSITY

Routes across Diversity: Developing 
the arts of London’s Refugee 
Communities’,  2001

Field, Y and Harrow, 
M

2001 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

CULTURAL 
DIVERSITY

Guidelines: Promoting physical activity 
with black and minority ethnic groups, 
Active for Life,  1999

HEA 1999 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

CULTURAL 
DIVERSITY

Arts – What’s in a Word? Ethnic 
minorities and the Arts: Executive 
Summary,  for Arts Council England, 
2000

Jermyn, H & Desai, P 2000 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

CULTURAL 
DIVERSITY

‘Sports participation and ethnicity in 
England. National survey 1999/2000’,  
2000

Rowe, N and 
Champion, R

2000 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

CULTURAL 
DIVERSITY

Sport and Ethnic Minority 
Communities: Aiming at Social 
Inclusion,  2001

Scott Porter Research 
and Marketing Ltd

2001 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Review of Aspects of Local Authority 
Culture and Leisure Provision and 
Local Authority Benchmark and 
Standards within Culture and Lesiure 
Provision, Draft Report, March 2005

PMP 2005 Cultural Commission H Commission 
Archive

BP005 filed under BEST PRACTICE

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Review of Aspects of Local Authority 
Culture and Leisure Provision and 
Local Authority Benchmark and 
Standards within Culture and Lesiure 
Provision, Final Report, April 2005

PMP 2005 Cultural Commission H Commission 
Archive

BP011 filed under BEST PRACTICE

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Arts Development Strategy for Moray 
2002-2005

Moray Council 
Educational Services 
and Community 
Development

2003 Moray Council H Commission 
Archive

CP001 filed under CULTURAL PLANNING



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Revealing the Vision of Caithness: An 
Arts Development Study, Report for 
the SAC

Brown, I & Tomlinson 
R

2004 (Bryan Beattie) H Commission 
Archive

CP002

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Edinburgh World City of Literature: 
The Covenants and Supporting 
Activities of City of Edinburgh Council

Edinburgh World City 
of Literature

2004 James Boyle H Commission 
Archive

CP003

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Citizens Innovation Local Governance: 
A 21st Century Approach: Report and 
Guidelines from the DEMOS Project

DEMOS 2004 H Commission 
Archive

CP004

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

The Royal Society of Edinburgh 
Corporate Plan 2004-2007

The Royal Society of 
Edinburgh

2004 H Commission 
Archive

CP005

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

The Unity of Diversities: Cultural 
Cooperation in the European Union 
(collection of papers)

Edited by the 
Parliamentary Group 
of the PSE European 
Parliament

2001 Bryan Beattie H Commission 
Archive

CP006

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Cultural Planning: Thinking 
Strategically About Cultural 
Development (presented in 
Copenhagen)

Ghilardi, Lia 2003 DeMontford 
University (via Bryan 
Beattie)

H / E Commission 
Archive

CP007

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Cutural Planning and Cultural Diversity Ghilardi, Lia 2001 DeMontford 
University (via Bryan 
Beattie)

H Commission 
Archive

CP008

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Enterprise and Culture Committee: 
Report on Arts in the Community

Scottish Parliament 2005 Scottish Parliament E Commission 
Archive

CP009

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

The Cities and Culture Project: Phase 
One: The Long-Term legacies of 
Glasgow 1990 European City of 
Culture , Research Description (Work 
in Progress) 8 January 2004

Garcia, B and 
Reason, M

2004 Centre for Cultural 
Policy Research 
(CCPR)

H Commission 
Archive

CP010

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Annual Review 2002-2003, Centre for 
Cultural Policy Research

CCPR 2003 Centre for Cultural 
Policy Research 
(CCPR)

H Commission 
Archive

CP011 Gives details of cultural research 
projects undertaken or in progress 
in 2002-2003

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Creative Community Building through 
Cross-Sector Collaboration: A 
European Mapping and Consultation 
Initiative

Centre for Creative 
Communities UK

2004 Bryan Beattie H Commission 
Archive

CP012



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

High Quality Public Services for 
Scotland

Crafts, Nicholas for 
the Fraser of Allander 
Institute

2004 FAI website E Commission 
Archive

CP013 Electronic version called Allander 
Public Sector Growth (filed under 
CULTURAL PLANNING)

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Briefing Note on Culture Zones Smith, R 2004 Commission E Commission 
Archive

CP014

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Building Better Cities: Delivering 
Growth and Opportunities, page 
downloaded from Internet

Scottish Executive ? Scottish Executive 
website

E Commission 
Archive

CP015

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Creative Community Building, article in 
Interchange magazine, No15 July 
2004

Creative Communities 2004 (Bryan Beattie) E Commission 
Archive

CP016 Electronic version called Creative 
Communities doc

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Creative London: Vision and Plan London Development 
Agency

2004 (James Boyle) H Commission 
Archive

CP017

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Best Value Review of Arts: Review 
Report

Glasgow City Council 2001 Glasgow Culture 
and Leisure 
Services (BMcC)

H Commission 
Archive

CP018

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Notes from Scotland's Tipping Point: A 
One Day Strategy and Networking 
Event on the Rapid Transformation of 
Scotland into a Confident, Positive and 
Healthy Nation, Glasgow, 2 December 
2004

Blanche, R 2004 Conference E Commission 
Archive

CP019

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Report from Moray's First Arts 
Conference: Changing Lives, 15 May 
2004

Anon 2004 Moray Council E Commission 
Archive

CP020

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

UK Model: Strategic Partnership 
Working: The Bristol Partnership for 
Sustainable Community Development

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission H / E Commission 
Archive

CP021

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Spontaneous Combustion Exploded! A 
discussion of the potential role of artist-
led intermediary organisations in 
cultural planning strategies for 
Scotland (MA thesis by Liz Gardiner of 
Fablevision)

Gardiner, Liz 2005 Liz Gardiner H / E Commission 
Archive

CP022

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Working with Others to Ensure Decent 
Housing and Strong Communities 
Across Scotland: Annual Report , 
Accounts and Corporate Statement 
2003/2004

Scottish Executive, 
Communities 
Scotland 

2004 Cultural Commission H Commission 
Archive

CP023



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

The Art Institute of Aberdeen, 
(partnership project), Draft report 27 
August 2004

Art Institute of 
Aberdeen

2004 Cultural Commission H Commission 
Archive

CP024

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Centre for Cultural Policy Research 
Annual Review 2003-2004

CCPR 2004 CCPR H Commission 
Archive

CP025

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Tally Ho! Arts Depot, London (article in 
ACT Consultant Services )

Tomlinson, Roger 2005 H Commission 
Archive

CP026 filed under CULTURAL PLANNING

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Sustainable Appraisal of the Bristol 
Community Strategy: Executive 
Summary and Recommendations

Thickpenny, R & 
Coombs, T

2003 Bristol City Council 
website

H / E Commission 
Archive

CP027

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Sustainable Appraisal of the Bristol 
Community Strategy: February 2003

Thickpenny, R & 
Coombs, T

2003 Bristol City Council 
website

E Commission 
Archive

CP028

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Requirements of Partnership Members Bristol City Council 2003 Bristol City Council 
website

H / E Commission 
Archive

CP029

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Members of the Bristol Partnership 
(July 2004)

Bristol City Council 2004 Bristol City Council 
website

H / E Commission 
Archive

CP030

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Bristol Partnership Action Plan 
2003/2004

Bristol City Council 2004 Bristol City Council 
website

E Commission 
Archive

CP031

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Learning Point 1: Making it 
Meaningful: Involving Communities in 
Community Planning (Feb 2005)

Scottish Centre for 
Regeneration

2005 Scottish Centre for 
Regeneration 
website

H / E Commission 
Archive

CP032

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Learning Point 3: Creating Places 
Where People  Want to Live, Work 
and Visit (Mar 2005)

Scottish Centre for 
Regeneration

2005 Scottish Centre for 
Regeneration 
website

H / E Commission 
Archive

CP033

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Learning Point 4: Creating Strong 
Communities in the North East of 
Scotland (Mar 2005)

Scottish Centre for 
Regeneration

2005 Scottish Centre for 
Regeneration 
website

H / E Commission 
Archive

CP034

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Learning Point 5: A Businesslike 
Approach: Supporting the Social 
Economy (Mar 2005)

Scottish Centre for 
Regeneration

2005 Scottish Centre for 
Regeneration 
website

H / E Commission 
Archive

CP035

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Learning Point 6: Asset-based 
Community Development: Making the 
most of a Community's strengths (Mar 
2005)

Scottish Centre for 
Regeneration

2005 Scottish Centre for 
Regeneration 
website

H / E Commission 
Archive

CP036

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Scotland: Cultural Planning: Edinburgh 
Partnership, Edinburgh Cultural 
Partnership and Aberdeen City Centre 
Partnership

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

CP037

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

About SALP's Creative Connections 
Project (pamphlet)

SALP 2004 Internet E Commission 
Archive

CP038



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Structure of the Bristol Partnership 
(diagram)

Bristol City Council 2004 Bristol City Council 
website

E Commission 
Archive

CP039

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Mission Statement for National 
Cultural Planning Steering Group, 
Scotland

Gardiner, Liz 2004 Cultural Planning 
Steering Group

E Commission 
Archive

CP040

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Community Planning Framework 
Introduction: Aberdeen (webpage 
printout)

Community Planning 
Aberdeen 

2005 Internet H Commission 
Archive

CP041

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Clyde Valley Community Planning 
Partnership (Factsheet)

Anon NOT 
KNOWN

H Commission 
Archive

CP042

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Edinburgh Cultural Partnership Report 
May 2005

City of Edinburgh 
Council

2005 CEC H Commission 
Archive

CP043

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Edinburgh Cultural Partnership Annual 
reporting Session, 19 May 2004

City of Edinburgh 
Council

2004 CEC H Commission 
Archive

CP044

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Scotland's Tipping Point: A One Day 
Strategy and Networking Event on the 
rapid transformation of Scotland into a 
confident, positive and healthy nation, 
held on 2 December 2004 in Glasgow: 
Seminar Pack

2004 Cultural Commission H Commission 
Archive

CP045

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Engaging Artists in the Built 
Environment Project (Pamphlet and 
Background information)

Public Art South West 2004 H Commission 
Archive

CP046

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

McCabe, money and a Heartfelt 
Municipal Plea: can Local authorities 
make the Executive accept them as 
equal deomcratic partners?  The 
Scotsman, 15 April 2005

McMahon, P for the 
Scotsman

2005 The Scotsman H Commission 
Archive

CP047

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

McCabe calls on councils to sack 
chiefs, The Scotsman, 15 April 2005

McMahon, P for the 
Scotsman

2005 The Scotsman H Commission 
Archive

CP048

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Integrating Social Inclusion 
Partnerships and Community Planning 
Partnerships 

Communities 
Scotland, Scottish 
Executive

2003 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

CP049

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Metropolitan Glasgow: Our Vision for 
the Glasgow City Region

Glasgow City Council H Commission 
Archive

CP050

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Impact Arts (Brochure) Impact Arts Impact Arts H Commission 
Archive

CP051



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Learning your Way: Glasgow's 
Community Learning and 
Development Strategy 2004-2007

Glasgow Community 
Learning Strategy 
Partnership

2004 H Commission 
Archive

CP052

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Dream on: The Building of a Brand 
New Campus is a Change to 
Reassess What the 21st Century 
University is For (article in the 
Guardian, 08/06/04)

Brown, Mike 2004 The Guardian E Commission 
Archive

ED034 filed under EDUCATION

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Bringing the Community into the 
School and Taking the School into the 
Community, Presentation at Scottish 
Executive Conference on Building Our 
Future: Scotland's School Estate, 3 
December 2004 (power point printout)

Dudek, M 2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

ED054 filed under EDUCATION; x-ref 
ARCHITECTURE

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

A Learning Community, The Idea 
Store, London, Presentation at 
Scottish Executive Conference on 
Building Our Future: Scotland's School 
Estate, 3 December 2004 (power point 
printout)

Lockett, J 2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

ED056 filed under EDUCATION

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Cultural and Community Services: 
Performance Indicators 2003/2004: 
Comparing the Performance of 
Scottish Councils

Audit Scotland 2005 H Commission 
Archive

FU149

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

The Culture of Neighbourhoods: UK 
and European Perspectives

Bianchini, F & 
Ghilardi, L

2004 DeMontford 
University (via Bryan 
Beattie)

H Commission 
Archive

IM006

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Local Government in Scotland Act 
2003: Community Planning: Statutory 
Guidance

Scottish Executive 2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

PY084

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Scotland: Case Study: Voluntary Arts 
Development Coordinator, West 
Lothian Council 

Blanche, R & 
Thomas, S

2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

VS006  

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Participate: A draft Arts Development 
Strategy for West Lothian 2002-2005

West Lothian Council 2002 West Lothian 
Council

H Commission 
Archive

VS009  

CULTURAL 
PLANNING

Recognising Culture: Briefing Papers 
on Culture and Development

Matarasso, F 2001   NO COPY Book



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

Legislating for Diversity: Minorities in 
the New Scotland, (extract articles 
from Book, The State of Scots Law, 
2001

Dunbar, Professor 
Robert

2001 Rob Dunbar H Commission 
Archive

CD010  filed under CULTURAL 
DIVERSITY

CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

Project Summary and Programme for 
the Barcelona Conference on Cutural 
Rights and Human Development, 24-
27 August 2004 

Interarts Foundation 2004 Rachel Blanche 
from Barcelona 
Conference on 
Cultural Rights

H Commission 
Archive

CR001

CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

Summary: Human Development 
Report 2004: Cultural Liberty in 
Today's Diverse World

UNDP 2004 Rachel Blanche 
from Barcelona 
Conference on 
Cultural Rights

H Commission 
Archive

CR002

CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

Agenda 21 for Cultural Development: 
An Undertaking by Cities and Local 
Government for Cultural development

Universal Forum of 
Cultures, Barcelona

2004 Internet: H / E Commission 
Archive

CR003 Electronic Version called Agenda 
21 doc, HARD COPY filed under 
CULTURAL RIGHTS

CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

Questionnaire on Cultural Rights Interarts Foundation 2004 Rachel Blanche 
from Barcelona 
Conference on 
Cultural Rights

H Commission 
Archive

CR004

CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

Cultural Indicators: Views from Africa Mbuyamba, L 
(UNESCO)

2004 Rachel Blanche 
from Barcelona 
Conference on 
Cultural Rights

H Commission 
Archive

CR005

CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

La Genese et les Defis d'un 
Observatoire des Politiques 
Culturelles, Barcelone, 25 Aout 2004

Mbuyamba, L 
(UNESCO)

2004 Rachel Blanche 
from Barcelona 
Conference on 
Cultural Rights

H Commission 
Archive

CR006

CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

Selected Bibliography from 
International Congress on Cultural 
Rights and Human Development, 6 
August 2004

Interarts Foundation 2004 Rachel Blanche 
from Barcelona 
Conference on 
Cultural Rights

H Commission 
Archive

CR007

CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

Inspiration and celebration of creativity 
from its smallest articulation to its 
largest manifestation: Response to the 
Cultural Commission Stage 1 
Consultation on Cultural Rights

Scottish Screen  2004 Scottish Screen H Commission 
Archive

CR008 filed under CULTURAL RIGHTS

CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

Charter of Cultural Rights and 
Commitments in the City, City of 
Barcelona

Interarts Foundation 2002 SAC H Commission 
Archive

CR009 Summary Document (June 04)



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

A Wee Blether about Culture, Scottish 
Civic Forum and Voluntary Arts 
Scotland, 8 June 2004

Scottish Civic Form 
and Voluntary Arts 
Scotland

2004 H Commission 
Archive

CR010 Contains sector views on cultural 
rights, filed under CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

Research Brief - Models for Delivery of 
Cultural Entitlement in Scotland, SMC

Scottish Museums 
Council

2003 Scottish Museums 
Council

H Commission 
Archive

CR011 Supplied by Christine Galey

CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

The Right to Art: Making Aspirations 
Reality, DEMOS Report

Hewison, R and 
Holden, J

2004 (Bryan Beattie) H / E Commission 
Archive

CR012 Electronic version called: 
v16_the_right_to_art_Final

CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

Freedom of Information, Holyrood 
Supplement September 2004

Holyrood Magazine 2004 H Commission 
Archive

CR013

CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

Freedom of Information, Holyrood 
Supplement March 2004

Holyrood Magazine 2004 H Commission 
Archive

CR014

CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

Briefing paper: Interpretation of 
Cultural Rights (Barcelona model)

Blanche, R 2004 - H / E Commission 
Archive

CR015 Electronic version called Brief on 
Barcelona Charter

CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

Sharing Cultural Entitlements in the 
Digital Age: extract from conference 
papers at Getty Institute, March 1997

Fink, Eleanor 1997 Internet E Commission 
Archive

CR016 Electronic version called Digital 
Age and Entitlements

CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

A Cultural and Creative Entitlement, 
paper by DCMS

DCMS 2004 Bryan Beattie H / E Commission 
Archive

CR017 

CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

Cultural Entitlement, paper by DCMS DCMS Bryan Beattie E Commission 
Archive

CR018

CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

Additional Protocol to the American 
Convention on Human Rights in the 
Area of Economic, Social and Cultural 
Rights, "Protocol of San Salvador" (17 
November 1988)

1988 Internet E Commission 
Archive

CR019 document called Protocol of San 
Salvador (in CULTURAL RIGHTS 
folder)

CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

Briefing Note on Cultural Rights, from 
Conference on Cultural Rights and 
Human Development, Barcelona 23-
27 August 2004

Blanche, R 2004 Commission H / E Commission 
Archive

CR020 Document called Barcelona Brief 
on Cultural Rights

CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

Briefing Note on Cultural Rights and 
Language, from Conference on 
Cultural Rights and Human 
Development, Barcelona 23-27 August 
2004

Blanche, R 2004 Commission H / E Commission 
Archive

CR021 Document called Barcelona Brief 
on Language, filed under 
CULTURAL RIGHTS

CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

Cultural Rights and Entitlements in the 
Scottish Museum Context

Scottish Museums 
Council

2004 SMC H / E Commission 
Archive

CR022 filed under CULTURAL RIGHTS

CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

Cultural Entitlement: What Does it 
Mean?

Brown, Ian 2004 Submission to 
Cultural Commission

E Commission 
Archive

CR023

CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

Summary of CCPR Seminar on 
Cultural Rights, 14 December 2004

Blanche, R 2004 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

CR024



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

Seminar Pack for Centre for Cultural 
Policy Research Seminar on Cultural 
Rights, 14 Decemeber 2004

CCPR 2004 Cultural Commission H Commission 
Archive

CR025

CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

Implementation Handbook for the 
Convention on the Rights of the Child, 
extract on Article 31

Hodgkin, R and 
Newell, P for UNICEF

? Think Group on 
Cultural Rights

H Commission 
Archive

CR026 filed under CULTURAL RIGHTS

CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

Discussion Paper: Existing Legislation 
and Approaches to Cultural Rights

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

CR027

CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

Details of Existing UN Legislation on 
Cultural Rights

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission H / E Commission 
Archive

CR028 filed under CULTURAL RIGHTS

CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

Cultural Rights and Human 
Development

Interarts Foundation 
and UNESCO for 
Barcelona Forum 
2004

2004 Barcelona Forum 
2004

H Commission 
Archive

CR029

CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

Universal Forum of Cultures, 
Barcelona 2004, Programme

UNESCO and 
Barcelona Forum 
2004

2004 Barcelona Forum 
2004

H Commission 
Archive

CR030 plus CD-ROM

CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

Seminar Report: Cultural Rights, 
CCPR 14 December 2004 

CCPR 2005 Centre for Cultural 
Policy Research 
(CCPR)

E Commission 
Archive

CR031

CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

Convention of the Rights of the Child, 
UN General Assembly, November 
1989

UN 1989 Internet E Commission 
Archive

CR032

CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

Charter of Fundamental Rights of the 
European Union, 2000

EU 2000 Internet E Commission 
Archive

CR033

CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights, adopted and proclaimed by the 
United Nations General Assembly, 
1948

UN 1948 Internet E Commission 
Archive

CR034

CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

Council of the European Union Annual 
Report on Human Rights, 2001

CoE 2001 Internet E Commission 
Archive

CR035

CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

Entitled to Culture? Report of seminar 
by from Scottish Arts Marketers Forum 
, 3 November 2004

Scottish Arts Council 2004 SAC E Commission 
Archive

CR036

CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

International Covenant for Economic, 
Social and Cultural Rights, Adopted 
1966, entered into force 1976: Full 
Text (webpage)

UNESCO 1976 UNESCO website E Commission 
Archive

CR037



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

The Stockholm Conference: 
Intergovernmental Conference for 
Cultural Development, 1998: webpage 
from UNESCO site

UNESCO 1998 Internet E Commission 
Archive

IM011 Filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS 

CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

CKV/Cultural Entitlement Seminar 
Notes: SAC, YoungScot and Cultureel 
Jongeren Paspoort, September 2004

SAC 2004 H / E Commission 
Archive

IM018 Document entitled Utrecht 
entitlements notes.  Filed under 
INTERNATIONAL MODEL

CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

Investigating Cultural Capital - The 
Cultural Schoolbag (Rucksack) 
National Conference (Norway)

Wilson, John 
(delegate, East 
Ayrshire Council)

2004 Scottish Executive H/ E Commission 
Archive

IM033 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

Swedish Approach to Cultural Rights Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission H / E Commission 
Archive

IM048 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

Background Paper: Legislating for 
Language Rights

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission H / E Commission 
Archive

LG004 filed under LANGUAGE

CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

Cultural Commission Phase 2 
Consultation: Scottish Museums and 
Galleries Working Group Response

SMGWG 2005 Scottish Museums 
Council

E Commission 
Archive

MG037 Filed under MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

Open Scotland Building Better 
Services: Partnership Agreement - 
Update on the Voluntary Citizen's 
Entitlement Card

Scottish Executive  2004 Scottish Executive E Commission 
Archive

PY033 document called 04-06-30 
Entitlement Card June Report (in 
POLICY folder)

CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

VAN Update: Cultural Rights - 
Essential to personal development 
and dignity, December 2004

Voluntary Arts 
Network

2004 Voluntary Arts 
Scotland

H Commission 
Archive

VS011  

DANCE Summary: 21st Century Dance Arts Council England 2001 ACE website E Commission 
Archive

DN001 Document called ACE Dance in 
C21 (filed under DANCE in ARTS 
folder)

DANCE The Economic Activity of Dance in 
New York City

AMS Planning and 
Research

2004 Internet E Commission 
Archive

DN002 Document called Econ Impact of 
Dance in NYC (filed under DANCE 
in ARTS folder)

DANCE The Economic Activity of Dance in 
New York City: Facts in Brief 

AMS Planning and 
Research

2004 Internet E Commission 
Archive

DN003 Document called Econ Impact of 
Dance in NYC 1 page summary 
(filed under DANCE in ARTS 
folder)

DANCE The Economic Activity of Dance in 
New York City: Executive Summary, 
March 2004

AMS Planning and 
Research

2004 Internet E Commission 
Archive

DN004 Document called Econ Impact of 
Dance in NYC EXEC SUMM (filed 
under DANCE in ARTS folder)



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

DANCE Where Does the  Money Go?Dance 
Funding in New York City

McCarthy, K and 
Garry. M J, Dance 
USA

2003 Internet E Commission 
Archive

DN005 Filed under DANCE in ARTS folder

DANCE Audit of Dance Artist in Residence and 
Dance Development Posts: Executive 
Summary

Scottish Arts Council 2003 Scottish Arts 
Council website

E Commission 
Archive

DN006 Filed under DANCE in ARTS folder

DANCE Audit of Dance Artist in Residence and 
Dance Development Posts: Final 
Report

Scottish Arts Council 2003 Scottish Arts 
Council website

E Commission 
Archive

DN007 Filed under DANCE in ARTS folder

DANCE Audit of Dance Activity in School and 
After-School Provision: Final Report

Scottish Arts Council 2003 Scottish Arts 
Council website

E Commission 
Archive

DN008 Filed under DANCE in ARTS folder

DANCE Audit of Dance Activity in School and 
After-School Provision: Executive 
Summary

Scottish Arts Council 2003 Scottish Arts 
Council website

E Commission 
Archive

DN009 Filed under DANCE in ARTS folder

DANCE Profile of Dance Attendees in 
Scotland, 2002

Maitland H & Baker T 
for Scottish Arts 
Council

2002 Scottish Arts 
Council website

E Commission 
Archive

DN010 Filed under DANCE in ARTS folder

DANCE Profile of Dance Attendees in 
Scotland, Final Report Executive 
Summary 

Maitland H & Baker T 
for Scottish Arts 
Council

2002 Scottish Arts 
Council website

E Commission 
Archive

DN011 Filed under DANCE in ARTS folder

DANCE SAC Dance Briefing 2004-2005 Scottish Arts Council 2004 Scottish Arts 
Council website

E Commission 
Archive

DN012 Filed under DANCE in ARTS folder

DISABILITY Disability Access: A Good Practice 
Guide for the Arts (folder containing 
downloaded chapters)

Arts Council of 
England

2004 ACE website E Commission 
Archive

AC003 Filed under ACCESS

DISABILITY A Literature Review of the Evidence 
Base for Culture, the Arts and Sport 
Policy

Janet Ruiz, Social 
Research, Scottish 
Executive

2004 Scottish Executive H / E Commission 
Archive

AD001 Electronic document called Lit 
Review (filed under ADVOCACY)

DISABILITY ‘Disability Survey 2000: survey of 
young people with a disability and 
sport’, University of York Social Policy 
Research Unit, 2001

Finch, N et al 2001 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

ECONOMIC A Literature Review of the Evidence 
Base for Culture, the Arts and Sport 
Policy

Janet Ruiz, Social 
Research, Scottish 
Executive

2004 Scottish Executive H / E Commission 
Archive

AD001 Electronic document called Lit 
Review (filed under ADVOCACY)

ECONOMIC Scottish Council Foundation 
Response on Prosperity 

Scottish Council 
Foundation    

H Commission 
Archive

AD002 Contained in SCF folder under 
ADVOCACY

ECONOMIC The Economic Activity of Dance in 
New York City

AMS Planning and 
Research

2004 Internet E Commission 
Archive

DN002 Document called Econ Impact of 
Dance in NYC (filed under DANCE 
in ARTS folder)



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

ECONOMIC The Economic Activity of Dance in 
New York City: Facts in Brief 

AMS Planning and 
Research

2004 Internet E Commission 
Archive

DN003 Document called Econ Impact of 
Dance in NYC 1 page summary 
(filed under DANCE in ARTS 
folder)

ECONOMIC The Economic Activity of Dance in 
New York City: Executive Summary, 
March 2004

AMS Planning and 
Research

2004 Internet E Commission 
Archive

DN004 Document called Econ Impact of 
Dance in NYC EXEC SUMM (filed 
under DANCE in ARTS folder)

ECONOMIC Where Does the  Money Go?Dance 
Funding in New York City

McCarthy, K and 
Garry. M J, Dance 
USA

2003 Internet E Commission 
Archive

DN005 Filed under DANCE in ARTS folder

ECONOMIC The Economic Impact of the Cultural 
Sector in Scotland

Scottish Economic 
Policy Network 
(authors Stewart 
Dunlop from FAI, 
Christine Hamilton et 
al from CCPR) 

2004 CCPR H / E Commission 
Archive

EC001

ECONOMIC What Makes European Regions 
Prosper? Report by Business 
Strategies 

Business Strategies ? Scottish Enterprise E Commission 
Archive

EC002 Electronic version called 
Eur_Econ_Final

ECONOMIC A Smart, Successful Scotland: 
Ambitions of the Enterprise Networks, 

Scottish Executive 2001 Scottish Enterprise E Commission 
Archive

EC003 Downloaded from website

ECONOMIC Survey of Scottish Economic trends, 
October 2001

Scottish Enterprise 2001 Scottish Enterprise E Commission 
Archive

EC004 Downloaded from website

ECONOMIC What Makes European Regions 
Prosper?  UK Regional Summaries, A 
Report by Business Strategies, 
November 2001 

Business Strategies 2001 Scottish Enterprise E Commission 
Archive

EC005 Downloaded from website.  
Electronic version called 
ssr_regional_summary

ECONOMIC Economic Impact Study of UK Theatre University of Sheffield 
for Arts Council 
England

2004 ACE website E Commission 
Archive

EC006 Document called Econ Impact of 
UK Theatres, filed under 
ECONOMIC

ECONOMIC Bound for a Change (article on impact 
of EU restrictions on Scottish 
businesses), Sunday Herald Focus, 5 
December 2004

Symon, Ken 2004 Cultural Commission H Commission 
Archive

EC007

ECONOMIC Scotland's Economic Prospects for 
International Tourism up to 2008

VisitScotland 2005 VisitScotland E Commission 
Archive

EC008

ECONOMIC A Smart, Successful Scotland: 
Strategic Direction to the Enterprise 
Networks and an enterprise strategy 
for Scotland

Scottish Executive 2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

EC009



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

ECONOMIC Edinburgh Festivals 2004-2005 
Economic Impact Survey Stage 1 
Results

City of Edinburgh 
Council, SEEL, 
EventScotland, 
VisitScotland

2005 Internet E Commission 
Archive

FE008

ECONOMIC Taxpayer Return on Investment in 
Florida Public Libraries; Summary 
Report

Griffiths, J-M et al 2004 Internet E Commission 
Archive

LB016 FILED UNDER LIBRARIES

ECONOMIC An Investigation of Migration Patterns 
in Relation to the Scottish Economy, A 
Report to Scottish Enterprise, October 
2003, by centre for Applied Population 
Researhc, University of Dundee

Findlay, Prof A; 
Harrison, Prof R T; 
Houston, Dr D; 
Mason, Prof C M

2003 Scottish Enterprise E Commission 
Archive

SR003 filed under SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH; Downloaded from 
website

ECONOMIC The Attraction and Retention of High 
Skilled Labour in Scotland, Final 
Report to Scottish Enterprise by 
University of Edinburgh and University 
of Strathclyde

Findlay, Prof A; 
Harrison, Prof R T; 
Houston, Dr D; 
Mason, Prof C M

? Scottish Enterprise E Commission 
Archive

SR004 Downloaded from website

ECONOMIC FutureSkills Scotland: The Scottish 
Labour Market 2002: A Summary of 
Key Labour Market Information and 
the Issues Facing the Scottish Labour 
Market

Scottish Enterprise 2002 Scottish Enterprise E Commission 
Archive

SR005 Downloaded from website. 
Electronic version called 
labour_market_summary

ECONOMIC FutureSkills Scotland: The Scottish 
Labour Market 2002: A Compendium 
of  Information and Analysis of the Key 
Issues Facing the Scottish Labour 
Market

Scottish Enterprise 2002 Scottish Enterprise E Commission 
Archive

SR006 Downloaded from website.  
Electronic version called 
Scottish_labour_market

ECONOMIC The Barnett Formula and Fiscal Policy 
- What Lies Ahead? (Print-out of 
presentation given at lecture for Visit 
Scotland on 14 January 2005)

McLean, Iain 
Professor, Oxford 
University

2005 Seminar H Commission 
Archive

SR034 filed under SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

ECONOMIC Cultural Impact: measuring the 
economic effects of culture: Locum 
Destination Consulting, in Locum 
Destination Review, Winter 2002 (10) 
pp15-17

Anderson, D & Nurick, 
J

2002 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

ECONOMIC Issue Brief: How States are Using Arts 
and Culture to Strengthen Their Global 
Trade Development, NGA Centre for 
Best Practices, 2003

Economic & 
Technology Policy 
Studies

2003 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

ECONOMIC The Economic and Social Impact of 
the Arts in the Highlands and Islands, 
2001

Independent Northern 
Consultants

2001 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

ECONOMIC Economic Impact Assessment of the 
Millennium Commission’s 
Programmes’,  2001

Jura Consultants and 
Gardiner & Theobald

2001 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

ECONOMIC The Creative Engine: How Arts & 
Culture is Fueling Economic Growth in 
New York City Neighbourhoods, 
Centre for an Urban Future, 2002

Kleiman, N S et al 2002 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

ECONOMIC The Economic Impact of the Network 
Q Rally of GB and the Economic 
Impact of the European Gran Prix, 
InContextIncorporated, Political 
Economic Analysis, Washington, 1999

Lilley III, W  &  
DeFranco, L J

1999 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

ECONOMIC Measuring the economic and social 
impact of the arts: a review, Michelle 
Reeves, 2002

Reeves, M 2002 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

ECONOMIC Economic Impact Evaluation of 
Dundee Contemporary Arts Centre , 
2003

Westbrook, S 2003 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

ECONOMIC Skills in Scotland: The Employers' 
View

Scottish Enterprise 2003 - - NO COPY

ECONOMIC The Rise of the Creative Class and 
How It's Transforming Work, Life, 
Community and Everyday Life

Florida, R 2002  - NO COPY Book

ECONOMIC MTV Europe Music Awards Edinburgh 
2003: Economic Impact Study: 
Executive Summary for City of 
Edinburgh Council, SEEL, 
EventScotland

SQW Economic 
Development 
Consultants

2004 Scottish Enterprise E Commission 
Archive

Downloaded from website

EDUCATION Stimulating Creativity: a project to link 
the arts and the voluntary childcare 
sector, 1999

Arthur, S & 
Thompson, L

1999 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive  Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

EDUCATION Frames of Mind: Theory of Multiple 
Intelligences

Gardner, H 1983 - NO COPY  published by Fontana Press

EDUCATION Out of Our Minds, Learning to Be 
Creative

Robinson, K 2001 Published by 
Capstone

NO 
COPY

 



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

EDUCATION A Literature Review of the Evidence 
Base for Culture, the Arts and Sport 
Policy

Janet Ruiz, Social 
Research, Scottish 
Executive

2004 Scottish Executive H / E Commission 
Archive

AD001 Electronic document called Lit 
Review (filed under ADVOCACY)

EDUCATION Scottish Council Foundation 
Response on Learning

Scottish Council 
Foundation    

H Commission 
Archive

AD002 Contained in SCF folder under 
ADVOCACY

EDUCATION Capitalising on Creativity: Companion 
Document, Full Analyses, Feasibility 
Study Report, July 2004

Meagher, Laura R 
PhD

2004 Brian Lang E Commission 
Archive

CI019 Document called St Andrews 
Feasibiity Study (in CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES folder)

EDUCATION Arts Development Strategy for Moray 
2002-2005

Moray Council 
Educational Services 
and Community 
Development

2003 Moray Council H Commission 
Archive

CP001 filed under CULTURAL PLANNING

EDUCATION Learning your Way: Glasgow's 
Community Learning and 
Development Strategy 2004-2007

Glasgow Community 
Learning Strategy 
Partnership

2004 H Commission 
Archive

CP052

EDUCATION A Wider Literacy: The Case for Moving 
Image Media Education in Northern 
Ireland

NIFTC/BFI Education 
Policy Working Group 

2004 Scottish Screen (via 
Bryan Beattie)

H Commission 
Archive

ED001

EDUCATION Look Again: A Teaching Guide to 
Using Film and TV with 3-11 year olds

BFI Education 2003 Scottish Screen (via 
Bryan Beattie)

H Commission 
Archive

ED002

EDUCATION A Curriculum for Excellence: 
Foreword, draft paper

Scottish Executive 2004 Scottish Executive 
(via Karen Watson)

E Commission 
Archive

ED003

EDUCATION Higher Education in Scotland: A 
Baseline Report

Scottish Funding 
Council s for Further 
and Higher Education 
(SHEFC)

2004 SHEFC H / E Commission 
Archive

ED004 Filed under EDUCATION (2 copies)

EDUCATION Enlightened Universities: Beyond 
Political Agendas

Policy Institute (author 
Professor C. Duncan 
Rice)

2004 H/E Commission 
Archive

ED005 Electronic version called 
'Enlightened Universities' in 
EDUCATION file, 3 HARD COPIES

EDUCATION Transitions 2004-2006: A Strategy for 
Arts, Culture and Creativity and 
Learning

Creative Education 
Arts Team (CREATE), 
Dumfries and 
Galloway Council

2004 CREATE H Commission 
Archive

ED006

EDUCATION Arts Education: A Lifelong Learning 
Strategy 2004-2009

Scottish Arts Council 2004 H Commission 
Archive

ED007 Three hard copies



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

EDUCATION An Evaluation of the First Phase of the 
Cultural Coordinators in Scottish 
Schools Pilot Programme 2002-2004

Ian M Barr 
Consultancy 

2004 E Commission 
Archive

ED008 document called Report Cultural 
Coord CISS June 04 (in 
EDUCATION folder)

EDUCATION Keeping arts safe: Protection of 
children, young people and vulnerable 
adults involved in arts activities

Arts Council England 
and NSPCC

2003 ACE website E Commission 
Archive

ED009 document called ACE child 
protection in the arts (in 
EDUCATION folder)

EDUCATION Keys to Imagination: ICT in Art 
Education: Creating Spaces 

Arts Council England 2003 ACE website E Commission 
Archive

ED010 Document called ACE ICT in 
Education (filed under 
EDUCATION)

EDUCATION Setting Schools Free: How Teachers 
and Parents Could Transform 
Scotland's Education

Gerstenberg, F for the 
Policy Institute 

2004 Policy Institute 
website

E Commission 
Archive

ED011 Document called Setting Schools 
Free

EDUCATION Youth Music Initiative : Traditional 
Music Tuition in Schools: Information 
Form

Scottish Arts Council. 
Highland Council

2004 E Commission 
Archive

ED012 Document called HC Schools 
Scheme Form (filed under 
EDUCATION)

EDUCATION International Student Mobility: Report 
for SHEFC, et al 

University of Sussex 
Centre for Migration 
Research, and Centre 
for Applied Population 
Research, Dundee 

2004 SHEFC E Commission 
Archive

ED013 Electronic version called HEFCE 
report Intl Student Mobility

EDUCATION UK Students Spread Their Wings, 
News Release based on International 
Student Mobility Report

HEFCE 2004 HEFCE website E Commission 
Archive

ED014 Document called HEFCE: News: 
2004: UK Students

EDUCATION Bookstart in Scotland:Update, letter to 
James Boyle October 2004

Bookstart 2004 Bookstart H Commission 
Archive

ED015

EDUCATION Determined to Succeed: Enterprise in 
Education: Scottish Executive 
Response

Scottish Executive 2003 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

ED016

EDUCATION Determined to Succeed: One Year On Scottish Executive 2004 Scottish Executive H / E Commission 
Archive

ED017

EDUCATION International Education Excellence 
Awards Ceremony and Concert 
Programme

Glasgow City Council 2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

ED018 Contains list of Scottish schools 
that won international excellence 
awards

EDUCATION Assessment, Testing and Reporting 3-
14: Scottish Executive Response

Scottish Executive 2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

ED019

EDUCATION A Curriculum for Excellence: The 
Curriculum Review Group and 
Ministerial Response

Scottish Executive 2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

ED020



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

EDUCATION An International Outlook: Educating 
Young Scots About the World

Scottish Executive 2001 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

ED021

EDUCATION Ambitious Excellent Schools: Our 
Agenda for Action

Scottish Executive 2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

ED022

EDUCATION Engaging Research: Colleges of 
Humanities and Social Science

The University of 
Edinburgh

H Commission 
Archive

ED023

EDUCATION Higher Education and the Creative and 
Cultural Sector: Points Arising from 
the Higher Education Review Second 
Consultation Paper 'Shaping our 
Future'

Jeffrey, Jane 2002 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

ED024

EDUCATION Space for Learning: A Handbook for 
Education Spaces in Museums, 
Heritage Sites and Discovery Centres

Arts Council England 
and partners

2004 H Commission 
Archive

ED025 Filed under EDUCATION

EDUCATION Creativity and Education: Linking 
culture with children and young people 
(pamphlet)

Scottish Arts Council 2004 SAC H Commission 
Archive

ED026 Refers to Creative Links 
Programme

EDUCATION A Manifesto for Museum Learning Campaign for 
Learning through 
Museums and 
Galleries (CLMG)

H Commission 
Archive

ED027 Filed under EDUCATION

EDUCATION What did we Learn this time? The 
Museums and Galleries Lifelong 
Learning Initiative MGLI 2002-2003

Campaign for 
Learning through 
Museums and 
Galleries (CLMG)

 H Commission 
Archive

ED028 Filed under EDUCATION

EDUCATION What Did we Learn? The Museums 
and Galleries Lifelong Learning 
Initiative MGLI 2000-2002

Campaign for 
Learning through 
Museums and 
Galleries (CLMG)

H Commission 
Archive

ED029 Filed under EDUCATION

EDUCATION University of Aberdeen Natural History 
Centre, Summer 2004

University of 
Aberdeen

2004 University of 
Aberdeen

H Commission 
Archive

ED030

EDUCATION School Plus Proposal for 2007 (as 
submission to Cultural Commission)

Nairne, A (Oxford 
University) 

2004 Cultural Commission H Commission 
Archive

ED031

EDUCATION The Cost of Schooling: a Report for 
DfES

BMRB Social 
Research

2004 DfES website 
(Department for 
Education and 
Skills)

E Commission 
Archive

ED032



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

EDUCATION Parental Involvement in Children's 
Education, A Report for DfES

NOP Social and 
Political

2004 DfES website 
(Department for 
Education and 
Skills)

E Commission 
Archive

ED033

EDUCATION Dream on: The Building of a Brand 
New Campus is a Change to 
Reassess What the 21st Century 
University is For (article in the 
Guardian, 08/06/04)

Brown, Mike 2004 The Guardian E Commission 
Archive

ED034 filed under EDUCATION

EDUCATION GSA successes 2003/2004 Glasgow School of Art 2004  E Commission 
Archive

ED035 filed under EDUCATION

EDUCATION Social Policy and Education Network 
(SPEN) Network News, Autumn 2004

DCMS 2004 DCMS  E Commission 
Archive

ED036

EDUCATION Use of ICT for Cultural Education: 
International Case Study: UK: Global 
Leap VideoConferencing in the 
Classroom Project

Blanche, R 2004 Cultural Commission H / E Commission 
Archive

ED037 filed under EDUCATION

EDUCATION Executive Summary: Parental 
Involvement in Children's Education: A 
Research Report for DfES

Blanche, R 2004 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

ED038 filed under EDUCATION

EDUCATION Students Offered Language Lessons 
for University Courses (BBC Article, 
27/09/04)

BBC News 2004 BBC website H Commission 
Archive

ED039 filed under EDUCATION, relates to 
falling literacy in Scotland

EDUCATION Approaches to Cultural Education: An 
International Overview

Blanche, R 2004 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

ED040 filed under EDUCATION

EDUCATION The Effective Provision of Pre-School 
Education (EPPE) Project: Findings 
from the Pre-School Period

Sylva, K et al, 
University of London, 
Birkbeck University, 
University of Oxford 

2003 DfES website 
(Department for 
Education and 
Skills)

E Commission 
Archive

ED041 filed under EDUCATION

EDUCATION Creating Safety: Child Protection 
Guidelines for the Arts

Scottish Arts Council 2004 SAC website E Commission 
Archive

ED042 filed under EDUCATION

EDUCATION Making the Most of Residencies in 
School

Scottish Arts Council 2003 SAC E Commission 
Archive

ED043 filed under EDUCATION

EDUCATION Building Connections: The Curriculum 
and the Built Environment

Barr, Ian M for 
Scottish Executive

2002 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

ED044 filed under EDUCATION

EDUCATION School Design: Building our Future: 
Scotland's School Estate

Scottish Executive 2003  H Commission 
Archive

ED045 filed under EDUCATION



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

EDUCATION Designing Scotland's Sustainable 
Schools of the Future

The Lighthouse for 
the Scottish Executive

2003 H Commission 
Archive

ED046 filed under EDUCATION

EDUCATION Design Strategies: Design for 
Learning: 21st Century Schools

The Lighthouse 2004 The Lighthouse H Commission 
Archive

ED047 ref ARCHITECTURE: filed under 
EDUCATION

EDUCATION From Consultation to Design: Design 
for Learning: 21st Century Schools

The Lighthouse 2004 The Lighthouse H Commission 
Archive

ED048 ref ARCHITECTURE: filed under 
EDUCATION

EDUCATION Universities Scotland: Submission to 
the Cultural Commission Second 
Phase Consultation

Universities Scotland 2005 SHEFC H / E Commission 
Archive

ED049 filed under EDUCATION

EDUCATION Managing Schools During 
Construction Projects: Building Our 
Future: Scotland's School Estate

The Lighthouse for 
the Scottish Executive

2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

ED050 filed under EDUCATION; x-ref 
ARCHITECTURE

EDUCATION Sustainability: Building Our Future: 
Scotland's School Estate

The Lighthouse for 
the Scottish Executive

2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

ED051 filed under EDUCATION; x-ref 
ARCHITECTURE

EDUCATION A Sense of Place, Presentation at 
Scottish Executive Conference on 
Building Our Future: Scotland's School 
Estate, 3 December 2004 (power point 
printout)

Meek, D 2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

ED052 filed under EDUCATION; x-ref 
ARCHITECTURE

EDUCATION Sustainability: from Glencoe to 
Gelsenkirchen, Presentation at 
Scottish Executive Conference on 
Building Our Future: Scotland's School 
Estate, 3 December 2004 (power point 
printout)

McElroy, L 2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

ED053 filed under EDUCATION; x-ref 
ARCHITECTURE

EDUCATION Bringing the Community into the 
School and Taking the School into the 
Community, Presentation at Scottish 
Executive Conference on Building Our 
Future: Scotland's School Estate, 3 
December 2004 (power point printout)

Dudek, M 2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

ED054 filed under EDUCATION; x-ref 
ARCHITECTURE

EDUCATION The Primary Space Project, 
Presentation at Scottish Executive 
Conference on Building Our Future: 
Scotland's School Estate, 3 December 
2004 (power point printout)

Leckie, J 2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

ED055 filed under EDUCATION; x-ref 
ARCHITECTURE



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

EDUCATION A Learning Community, The Idea 
Store, London, Presentation at 
Scottish Executive Conference on 
Building Our Future: Scotland's School 
Estate, 3 December 2004 (power point 
printout)

Lockett, J 2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

ED056 filed under EDUCATION

EDUCATION Dipping into the Global Think Tank 
(Irish Experience), Presentation at 
Scottish Executive Conference on 
Building Our Future: Scotland's School 
Estate, 3 December 2004 (power point 
printout)

Heffernan, M 2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

ED057 filed under EDUCATION; x-ref 
ARCHITECTURE

EDUCATION Designing for the Place Between: 
International Examples from Iceland 
and the Netherlands, Presentation at 
Scottish Executive Conference on 
Building Our Future: Scotland's School 
Estate, 3 December 2004 (power point 
printout)

Stuebing, S 2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

ED058 filed under EDUCATION; x-ref 
ARCHITECTURE

EDUCATION Designing and Building the Druk White 
Lotus School in Ladakh, India, 
Presentation at Scottish Executive 
Conference on Building Our Future: 
Scotland's School Estate, 3 December 
2004 (power point printout)

Fleming, J and Rose, 
J

2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

ED059 filed under EDUCATION; x-ref 
ARCHITECTURE

EDUCATION Letting in the Light, Presentation at 
Scottish Executive Conference on 
Building Our Future: Scotland's School 
Estate, 3 December 2004 (power point 
printout)

Waldron, J 2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

ED060 filed under EDUCATION; x-ref 
ARCHITECTURE

EDUCATION Building Our Future: Learning Spaces, 
Building Partnerships, Scottish 
Executive Conference on Scotland's 
School Estates, 3 December 2004 
(conference papers, attendees, 
programme) 

Scottish Executive 2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

ED061

EDUCATION Cultural Engagement: An Imperative 
for Scotland's Higher Education 
Institutions

SHEFC 2004 SHEFC H / E Commission 
Archive

ED062 filed under EDUCATION



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

EDUCATION Future Academy Symposium, 
Edinburgh College of Arts, 25 Feb 
2005: Points of Interest for the Cultural 
Commission

Blanche, R 2005 Conference E Commission 
Archive

ED063 filed under EDUCATION

EDUCATION Ideas Map: Future Academy 
Symposium, Edinburgh College of Art

Edinburgh College of 
Art

2005 Conference H Commission 
Archive

ED064 Filed under EDUCATION (2 copies)

EDUCATION Review 2004, Napier University, 
Edinburgh

Napier University 2005 Napier University H Commission 
Archive

ED065 Filed under EDUCATION  

EDUCATION Chicago Lesson: Artists teach maths 
in the states. Will it Work here? Article 
"Art of Teaching crosses the Pond". 
The Herald Society, 22 February 2004

Seith, Emma 2005 The Herald H Commission 
Archive

ED066 filed under EDUCATION

EDUCATION Creativity and the Artist: Seminar 
pack, CCPR, 1 March 2005

Centre for Cultural 
Policy Research

2005 Conference H Commission 
Archive

ED067 filed under EDUCATION

EDUCATION Glenrothes College and Fife College 
Prospectus 2005/2006: We're Great 
Together

Genrothes College, 
Fife College

2005 Cultural Commission H Commission 
Archive

ED068 filed under EDUCATION

EDUCATION 5-14 Learning Teaching Scotland 
Resource catalogue

LTS 2004 James Boyle H Commission 
Archive

ED069

EDUCATION Learning Teaching Scotland Annual 
Report 2002-2003

LTS 2003 James Boyle H Commission 
Archive

ED070

EDUCATION Learning Teaching Scotland Annual 
Plan 2003-2004

LTS 2003 James Boyle H Commission 
Archive

ED071

EDUCATION Guide to Learning Teaching Scotland: 
Working for Better Learning

LTS 2004 James Boyle H Commission 
Archive

ED072

EDUCATION Early Years, Learning Teaching 
Scotland Resource catalogue 
2003/2004

LTS 2004 James Boyle H Commission 
Archive

ED073

EDUCATION National Evaluation of Creative 
Partnerships: Draft Final Report, 
January 2005

Sharp et al. for 
National Foundation 
for Educational 
Research

2005 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

ED074

EDUCATION The Rhythm of Education, chapter 
excerpted from a book (unknown)

Submission by 
Clackmannanshire 
Council to Cultural 
Commission

H Commission 
Archive

ED075

EDUCATION Scotland: Case Study: Generation 
Science Touring Scotland programme

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

ED076



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

EDUCATION Summary of Seminar on Creativity and 
the Artist, Centre for Cultural Policy 
Research, 1 March 2005

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

ED077

EDUCATION Scotland: Community Schools Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

ED078

EDUCATION Scotland/USA: Arts Across the 
Curriculum

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

ED079

EDUCATION UK: Education: Creative Sparks 
Initiative

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

ED080

EDUCATION Education: Progress of Determined to 
Succeed Enterprise in Education 
Initiative

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

ED081 filed under EDUCATION

EDUCATION The School Estate Conference : 
Scottish Secondary Teachers' 
Association (Summary Note)

Amos, D Submission to 
Cultural Commission

E Commission 
Archive

ED082

EDUCATION Learning And the Arts: Crossing 
Boundaries: Proceedings from An 
Invitational Meeting for Education, Arts 
and Youth funders held January 12-
14, 2000, Los Angeles

Eisner, E et al 2000 Internet E Commission 
Archive

ED083

EDUCATION Scoping Study on Cultural 
engagement and Knowledge Transfer 
in Scottish Universities: Summary 
Report

Hamilton, C and 
Sneddon, N, CCPR

2004 CCPR E Commission 
Archive

ED084

EDUCATION Scoping Study on Cultural 
engagement and Knowledge Transfer 
in Scottish Universities

Hamilton, C and 
Sneddon, N, CCPR

2004 CCPR E Commission 
Archive

ED085

EDUCATION Ethos and Education Eisner, E  for the 
Scottish Consultative 
Council for the 
Curriculum

1994 Internet E Commission 
Archive

ED086

EDUCATION Ten Lessons the Arts Teach 
(webpage)

Eisner, E Internet E Commission 
Archive

ED087

EDUCATION Official Summary of Seminar on 
Creativity and the Artist, Centre for 
Cultural Policy Research, 1 March 
2005

CCPR 2005 CCPR E Commission 
Archive

ED088

EDUCATION Arts at the Centre of Education in 
Scotland (ACES): An Action Based 
Report

Parr, J (Head of 
Education, SAC)

2004 SAC E Commission 
Archive

ED089

EDUCATION Improving City Schools: how the Arts 
can Help

Ofsted 2003 OFSTED website E Commission 
Archive

ED090



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

EDUCATION Social Enterprise Academy (pamphlet) Social Enterprise 
Academy, 
Communities 
Scotland

2003 H Commission 
Archive

ED091

EDUCATION Call for Schools to market services 
(BBC News, 12 March 2003)

BBC News 2003 Internet H/ E Commission 
Archive

ED092

EDUCATION Pupils Learning Skills not Subjects 
(BBC News, 11 November 2001)

BBC News 2001 Internet H/ E Commission 
Archive

ED093

EDUCATION More than Just a School (BBC News, 
14 October 2003)

BBC News 2003 Internet H/ E Commission 
Archive

ED094

EDUCATION No School is an Island (BBC News, 12 
December 2002)

BBC News 2002 Internet H/ E Commission 
Archive

ED095

EDUCATION Open All Hours Plan for Schools (BBC 
News, 8 September 2004)

BBC News 2004 Internet H / E Commission 
Archive

ED096

EDUCATION Schools to Promote Enterprise Culture 
(BBC News, 18 June 2001)

BBC News 2001 Internet H / E Commission 
Archive

ED097

EDUCATION £52m boost to Community Schools 
(BBC News, 13 March 2003)

BBC News 2003 Internet H/ E Commission 
Archive

ED098 

EDUCATION The Impact of Demographic Change 
on Policy: Education

Ruiz, J, Scottish 
Executive

2005 Scottish Executive E Commission 
Archive

ED099

EDUCATION Summary of Education Work at Eden 
Court, Inverness

Marr, C 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

ED100

EDUCATION The Business Academy Bexley - A 
comparison of Achievements 2004

Business Academy 
Bexley

2004 Internet E Commission 
Archive

ED101 Evidence of increased educational  
attainment through innovative 
approach to teaching and inclusion

EDUCATION The Business Academy Bexley GCSE 
Results in Top 25% of the Country, 
Press release , 26 August 2004 

Business Academy 
Bexley

2004 Internet E Commission 
Archive

ED102 Evidence of increased educational  
attainment through innovative 
approach to teaching and inclusion

EDUCATION Impact of Museum on School Children: 
Thank you letters from children to 
Marischal Musem, Aberdeen 
University, submitted to Cultural 
Commission

pupils from Dyce 
School

2004 Dyce School, 
Aberdeen City 
Council

H Commission 
Archive

ED103

EDUCATION Supporting Cultural Engagement: 22 
February 2005 Consultation Paper 
HEC/01/05

SHEFC 2005 H Commission 
Archive

ED104

EDUCATION The Screen Academy Scotland: A 
Proposal from Napier University and 
Edinburgh College of Art

Napier University, 
Edinburgh College of 
Art

2004 H Commission 
Archive

ED105 FILED UNDER EDUCATION



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

EDUCATION Case Studies: Building Our Future: 
Scotland's School Estate: Section 2 
Case Studies : Arngask PS; Balfron 
PS (webpage)

Scottish Executive 2005 Scottish Executive 
website

E Commission 
Archive

ED106

EDUCATION What the Arts Contribute to a Child's 
Development: Keynote Address by 
Elliott W. Eisner, CA Educational 
Theatre Association Conference, 
October 2004

Eisner, E.W. 2004 Internet E Commission 
Archive

ED107

EDUCATION Case Studies: Building Our Future: 
Scotland's School Estate: 
Refurbishment of Doon Academy; 
Replacement of Beith PS; School 
Estate Consultation Exercise; Schools 
PPP strategy; Secondary 
Refurbishment involving artists; 
flexible school design (webpage)

Scottish Executive 2005 Scottish Executive 
website

E Commission 
Archive

ED108

EDUCATION Case Studies: Building Our Future: 
Scotland's School Estate: New early 
years centre in Greenock; family 
centre at St Benedicts PS; Out-of-
Hours school learning programmes; 
Outside-in approach to PS 
refurbishment; Planning for expansion; 
Plans for Kintore PS; plans for 
Lairhillock PS; plans for Portlethen 
Academy; PS and HS on one site 
(webpage) 

Scottish Executive 2005 Scottish Executive 
website

E Commission 
Archive

ED109

EDUCATION Case Studies: Building Our Future: 
Scotland's School Estate: Condition 
Survey Strategies; Briefs for new and 
refurbished schools;children's services 
centres; South Lanarkshire case 
study; environmental design in public 
services; extended community use of 
schools; extension to St Mary's PS; 
games hall at Haghill PS; Garnock 
Early Years Centre (webpage)

Scottish Executive 2005 Scottish Executive 
website

E Commission 
Archive

ED110



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

EDUCATION Case Studies: Building Our Future; 
Scotland's School Estate: Sensory 
Garden; Architecture for Pre-5 
children; Springvale Pre-5 campus; St 
Stephens Enterprise Centre; 
Sustainability at Inverkeilor PS; 
Whitdale Early Years Centre;  

Scottish Executive 2005 Scottish Executive 
website

E Commission 
Archive

ED111

EDUCATION Case Studies: Building Our Future: 
Scotland's School Estate: Community 
School of Auchterarder; Consultation 
with Communities; 

Scottish Executive 2005 Scottish Executive 
website

E Commission 
Archive

ED112

EDUCATION University of Edinburgh: Review of 
Cultural Activities

University of 
Edinburgh for the 
Cultural Commission

2005 University of 
Edinburgh

E Commission 
Archive

ED113

EDUCATION University of the Highlands and 
Islands (UHI) Millennium Institute: Key 
Facts and Figures 2001-2002

UHI 2004 UHI website H Commission 
Archive

ED114

EDUCATION RSAMD Submission to the Culutral 
Commission , April 2005

RSAMD 2005 Cultural Commission H Commission 
Archive

ED115

EDUCATION Sending your child to nursery is 
proven to give a boost at school (press 
release by DFES, 23 November 2004)

DfES 2004 H Commission 
Archive

ED116

EDUCATION MSc in Cultlural Heritage Studies at 
Glasgow Caledonian University 
(Pamphlet)

Glasgow Caledonian 
University

H Commission 
Archive

ED117

EDUCATION Speech to Citigroup "Creativity in the 
Knowledge Economy", Rt Hon Patricia 
Hewitt, Secretary of State for Trade 
and Industry, 29 June 2004

DTI 2004 internet H Commission 
Archive

ED118

EDUCATION Arts Across the Curriculum: A National 
Arts Education Research Project

Scottish Arts Council 2005 SAC H Commission 
Archive

ED119

EDUCATION Making a Differnece - Improving 
Parents' Involvement in Schools: A 
Consultation on a Draft Bill

Scottish Executive 2005 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

ED120

EDUCATION Britain's Creativity Challenge Leadbetter, C 2005 H Commission 
Archive

ED121

EDUCATION Australian Education Funding Criteria 
Guiding Principles

Department of 
Education and 
Training, Australia

2004 contact at Engage E Commission 
Archive

IM029 Filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

EDUCATION Cultural Entitlements: International 
Case Study: Norway: The Cultural 
Rucksack

Blanche, R 2004 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

IM034 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

EDUCATION Cultural Entitlements: International 
Case Study: The Netherlands: Culture 
Vouchers

Blanche, R 2004 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

IM035 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

EDUCATION Delivering Culture to Schools: An 
International Case Study: Queensland 
Ontour in Schools Programme

Blanche, R 2004 Cultural Commission H /E Commission 
Archive

IM036 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS, see ADDENDUM IM050

EDUCATION Culture and School (pamphlet) Ministry for Education, 
Netherlands

2004 H Commission 
Archive

IM044 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

EDUCATION Cultural Education: International 
Model: The Netherlands: Culture and 
School Initiative

Blanche, R 2004 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

IM045 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODEL

EDUCATION Parkview International Pre-School 
Curriculum (Hong Kong)

Parkview website 2004 Parkview website H Commission 
Archive

IM047 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

EDUCATION Addendum to Paper: Delivering 
Culture to Schools: Queensland: 
OnTour in Schools Performing Arts 
Programme

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

IM050 Filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS, addendum to IM036

EDUCATION Brief on the Policy Outcomes of the 
Scottish Executive's Curriculum 
Review

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission H / E Commission 
Archive

PY040 filed under POLICY

EDUCATION Enterprise and Culture Committee: 
Official Report, 2 November 2004 
(includes discussion on Further and 
Higher Education Bill Stage 1)

Scottish Parliament 2004 Cultural Commission H Commission 
Archive

PY043 filed under POLICY

EDUCATION Arts Play: Stimulating Creativity, 
Report 2002-2004

Gavrilovic, J and 
Dunlop, M for HIE, HI 
Arts, etc

2004 H Commission 
Archive

SL006 filed under SPORT & LEISURE

EDUCATION Comparative Education Profile: 
Highland Council Area Scotland 
(statistics sheet)

Scotland's Census 2001 SCROL website 
(Scotland's Census 
Results Online)

E Commission 
Archive

SR010 document called SCROL 
homepage (in SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH folder)

EDUCATION Scotland: Trends and Forecasts: 
Implications for Education of the 
Population Decline

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

SR038 filed under SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

EDUCATION VAN Update: Taking the Voluntary 
Arts into Education, December 2004

Voluntary Arts 
Network

2004 Voluntary Arts 
Scotland

H Commission 
Archive

VS013  



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

EDUCATION VAN Update: Child Protection Part I - 
An Introductory Guide, and Part II 
Putting Child Protection Into Practice, 
September 2004

Voluntary Arts 
Network

2004 Voluntary Arts 
Scotland

H Commission 
Archive

VS014  

EDUCATION Adult Literacy and Numeracy in 
Scotland: literacy Report

Scottish Executive 2001 published by 
Scottish Executive

NO 
COPY

EDUCATION Report on the Scottish Adult Literacy 
and Numeracy Strategy 2001-2004

Learning 
Connections, 
Communities 
Scotland

2004 published by 
Scottish Executive

NO 
COPY

EDUCATION Working and Learning Together to 
Build Stronger Communities: Scottish 
Executive Guidance for Community 
Learning and Development

Communities 
Scotland, Scottish 
Executive

2004 published by 
Scottish Executive

NO 
COPY

EDUCATION Learning through culture. The DfES 
Museums and Galleries Education 
Programme: a guide to good practice,  
2002

Clarke, A et al 2002 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

EDUCATION Knowledge and Skills for Life, First 
Results from PISA 2000,  OECD in 
‘Evidence on 
Cultural/Creative/Sporting Effects’, 
2000 (unpublished)

Economics Branch, 
Analytical Services 
Division, DCMS,

2000 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

EDUCATION ‘Champions of Change: The Impact of 
Arts on Learning’,  2000 

Fiske, E B (ed) 2000 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

EDUCATION Report on Kool Kids Evaluation, 
prepared for Kool Kids and Greater 
Glasgow NHS Board,  2002

FMR Research 2002 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

EDUCATION The Arts in Secondary Schools: 
Effects and Effectiveness,  National 
Foundation for Educational Research, 
1998

Harland, J  et al 1998 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

EDUCATION Crossing the Line’, Arts Council 
England/Gulbenkian Foundation,  
1999

Harland, J and Kinder, 
K

1999 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

EDUCATION ‘Arts Education in Secondary Schools: 
Effects and Effectiveness, National 
Foundation for Educational Research, 
2000

Harland J et al 2000 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

EDUCATION Educational Outcomes and Value 
Added Analysis of Specialist Schools 
for the year 2000,  2001 and ‘ Value 
Added and the Benefits of Specialism’,  
2002

Jesson & Taylor 2002 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

EDUCATION Creativity in Education, the ideas 
network, 2001

Learning and 
Teaching Scotland

2001 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

EDUCATION ‘The Impact of Study Support 
Research Brief No 273’,   DfES, 2001

MacBeath et al 2001 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

EDUCATION Creativity and Music Education: The 
Impact of Social Variables, Dept of 
Psychology, Glasgow Caledonian 
University,  International Journal of 
Music Education, 2000, 36, 58-68

McDonald, Dr R 2000 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

EDUCATION All our Futures: Creativity, Culture and 
Education, DfEE, 1999

NACCE 1999 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

EDUCATION Barriers to the realisation of creative 
ideas, 2002

New Media Partners 
for NESTA

2002 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

EDUCATION Specialist Schools: An Evaluation of 
Progress,  2001

Office of Her 
Majesty’s Chief 
Inspector of Schools

2001 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

EDUCATION Playing for Success: an evaluation of 
the fourth year, National Foundation 
for Educational Research, RR No 402, 
2003

Sharpe, C et al 2003 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

EDUCATION Stimulating Creativity Follow-up 
Report; Influence and Developments, 
2000

Thompson, L 2000 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

EDUCATION On Creativity Tusa, J 2004 - NO 
COPY

NO COPY Book

EDUCATION Introductory Training in Adult 
Literacies Learning (ITALL): National 
Training Project for Adult Literacies 
(Version 1)

Communities 
Scotland  

produced by 
Communities 
Scotland

NO 
COPY

EDUCATION An Adult Literacy and Numeracy 
Curriculum Framework for Scotland

Learning 
Connections, 
Communities 
Scotland

published by 
Scottish Executive

NO 
COPY



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

ENDOWMENT Maecenas - The Art of Giving Arts and Business 2004 Catrin Tilley, 
National Galleries of 
Scotland, via James 
Boyle

H Commission 
Archive

FU007 FILED UNDER FUNDING

ENDOWMENT Charitable Giving An Update 
(pamphlet)

Dixon Wilson 
Chartered 
Accountants

2003 H Commission 
Archive

FU030 FILED UNDER FUNDING

EVENTS A Literature Review of the Evidence 
Base for Culture, the Arts and Sport 
Policy

Janet Ruiz, Social 
Research, Scottish 
Executive

2004 Scottish Executive H / E Commission 
Archive

AD001 Electronic document called Lit 
Review (filed under ADVOCACY)

EVENTS MTV Europe Music Awards Edinburgh 
2003: Economic Impact Study: Final 
Report for City of Edinburgh Council, 
SEEL, EventScotland

SQW Economic 
Development 
Consultants

2004 Scottish Enterprise E Commission 
Archive

Downloaded from website

EVENTS The Path: The Glen Lyon Millennium 
Event 19 May - 4 June 2000, Selected 
press pack

NVA Organisation ? H Commission 
Archive

EVENTS The Cities and Culture Project: Phase 
One: The Long-Term legacies of 
Glasgow 1990 European City of 
Culture , Research Description (Work 
in Progress) 8 January 2004

Garcia, B and 
Reason, M

2004 Centre for Cultural 
Policy Research 
(CCPR)

H Commission 
Archive

EVENTS The Impact of the Manchester 2002 
Commonwealth Games: Executive 
Summary

Cambridge Policy 
Consultants Report

2002 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

EVENTS Exploring events and their cultural 
legacies: Salt Lake Winter Olympic 
Games 2002, in ‘Major Events’, CCPR 
website

Garcia, B 2002 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

EVENTS The Olympics is not a Sporting Event, 
CCPR website 2002

Garcia, B & Miah A 2002 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

EVENTS Economic Impact of Major Sports 
Events,  1997

Leisure Industries 
Research Centre

1997 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

EVENTS The Economic Impact of the Notting 
Hill Carnival,  2003

Mann Weaver Drew 
and De Montfort 
University

2003 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

EVENTS The Economic Impact of the Six 
Nations Rugby Tournament on 
Edinburgh and Scotland, Employment 
Research Institute, Napier University, 
2002

McQuaid, R and 
Greig, M

2002 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

EVENTS Star Trek: The Exhibition: Visitor 
Survey and Economic Impact 
Assessment,  Jones Economics, 1995

Scotinform Ltd 1995 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

EVENTS Mountain Bike World Cup 2002 – Fort 
William: Economic Impact Study, 
Sportscotland, 2003

Taylor, J 2003 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

EVENTS ‘The Best Olympics Ever? Social 
Impacts of Sydney 2000’ by H J 
Lenskyj, 2002

Lenskyj, H J 2002 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

FESTIVALS University of Aberdeen Writers 
Festival WORD4: Festival Report

WORD Festival 2004 H Commission 
Archive

FE001

FESTIVALS Letter from Director of Educational 
Services, Moray Council outlining 
Buckie Festival and Hythehill 
Happening

Moray Council 2004 Cultural Commission H Commission 
Archive

FE002

FESTIVALS Tourism levy (Bed Tax) Applicability Festivals and Events 
Champion Working 
Group 

2003 City of Edinburgh 
Council

H Commission 
Archive

FE003 filed under FESTIVALS

FESTIVALS Annual Report of the Edinburgh MELA 
2002-2003

Edinburgh MELA 2003 Alan Tweedie, 
Edinburgh MELA

H Commission 
Archive

FE004

FESTIVALS Edinburgh MELA Annual Report 2003-
2004

Edinburgh MELA 2004 Alan Tweedie, 
Edinburgh MELA

H Commission 
Archive

FE005

FESTIVALS Capital's Festivals are Worth 
£135million (article, The Scotsman, 21 
January 2005))

Black, E 2005 The Scotsman E Commission 
Archive

FE006  

FESTIVALS Edinburgh International Festival: 
Review of 2003

Edinburgh 
International Festival 
Society

H Commission 
Archive

FE007

FESTIVALS Edinburgh Festivals 2004-2005 
Economic Impact Survey Stage 1 
Results

City of Edinburgh 
Council, SEEL, 
EventScotland, 
VisitScotland

2005 Internet E Commission 
Archive

FE008

FESTIVALS Edinburgh International Book Festival: 
Annual review 2004

EIBF 2004 EIBF H Commission 
Archive

FE009

FESTIVALS Festivals Mean Business: The shape 
of Arts Festivals in the UK

Allen, K & Shaw, P 2000 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

FESTIVALS Festivals and the creative region: The 
economic and social benefits of 
cultural festivals in the East Midlands, 
Leicester 

DeMontford University ? Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

FILM Scottish Screen Industries Summit  
Submission to Phase I of OFCOM's 
Review of Public Service Broadcasting

Scottish Screen 
Industries Group

2004 Scottish Screen 
Industries Group  

E Commission 
Archive

BC018 document called Scottish Screen 
OFCOM submission (in 
BROADCASTING folder)

FILM The BFI: A Preview BFI  2004 BFI via Bryan 
Beattie

H Commission 
Archive

CI015 filed under CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES under FILM

FILM a Bigger Future: The UK Film Skills 
Strategy

SkillSet (UK) 2003 Skill Set Scotland 
(via James Boyle)

H Commission 
Archive

CI016 filed under CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES under FILM

FILM Scottish Screen Industries Summit 
Group (background briefing paper)

Michael Kidd 2004 Scottish Screen 
Industries Group  

E Commission 
Archive

CI022 document called Scottish Screen 
Policy (in FILM folder in CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES folder)

FILM Skillset unmasks Film Industry, article 
in the Scotsman, 4 March 2005

McLeod, N 2005 The Scotsman H Commission 
Archive

CI037 filed under CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES under FILM

FILM Audit of the Screen Industries in 
Scotland: A Report for the Scottish 
Executive PACT in Scotland, Scottish 
Enterprise, HIE and Scottish Screen

David Graham and 
Associates

2003 Internet H / E Commission 
Archive

CI047 FILED UNDER FILM IN CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

FILM Scottish Screen Corporate Plan 2005-
2008 Draft

Scottish Screen 2005 Scottish Screen  H Commission 
Archive

CI051 FILED UNDER FILM IN CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

FILM a New Cultural Scotland: How Would it 
Work?Submission to the Cultural 
Commission

Scottish Screen 2005 Scottish Screen H Commission 
Archive

CI052 FILED UNDER FILM IN CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

FILM Scotland on Screen: The Development 
of the Film and Television Industry in 
Scotland

Scottish Enterprise 1996 Scottish Enterprise H Commission 
Archive

CI053 FILED UNDER FILM IN CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

FILM Scottish Screen Corporate Plan 2004-
2007

Scottish Screen 2004 Scottish Screen H Commission 
Archive

CI054 FILED UNDER FILM IN CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

FILM The Memorandum and Articles of 
Association of Scottish Screen

Maclay Murray & 
Spens Solicitors

1999 Scottish Screen H Commission 
Archive

CI055 FILED UNDER FILM IN CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

FILM The Memorandum and Articles of 
Association of Scottish Screen 
(Enterprises) limited)

Companies House 1997 Scottish Screen H Commission 
Archive

CI056 FILED UNDER FILM IN CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

FILM a Kick-Start for Scottish Screenwriters, 
press release 09/06/03

Scottish Arts Council 2003 SAC H Commission 
Archive

CI060 FILED UNDER FILM IN CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

FILM Rough Cuts: A Cinema Comping to 
Near You Soon: Screen Maching 2 
Takes to the Road

Scottish Screen 2005 Scottish Screen H Commission 
Archive

CI063 FILED UNDER FILM IN CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

FILM Inspiration and Celebration of 
Creativity from its Smallest Articulation 
to its Largest Manifestation: Response 
to the Cultural Commission Stage 1 
Consultation

Scottish Screen 2004 Scottish Screen H Commission 
Archive

CI066 FILED UNDER FILM IN CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

FILM Inspiration and celebration of creativity 
from its smallest articulation to its 
largest manifestation: Response to the 
Cultural Commission Stage 1 
Consultation on Cultural Rights

Scottish Screen  2004 Scottish Screen H Commission 
Archive

CR008 filed under CULTURAL RIGHTS

FILM Look Again: A Teaching Guide to 
Using Film and TV with 3-11 year olds

British Film Institute 2003 Scottish Screen (via 
Bryan Beattie)

H Commission 
Archive

ED002 Filed under EDUCATION

FILM The Screen Academy Scotland: A 
Proposal from Napier University and 
Edinburgh College of Art

Napier University, 
Edinburgh College of 
Art

2004 H Commission 
Archive

ED105 FILED UNDER EDUCATION

FILM Scottish Screen Financial Statements 
for the year ended 31st March 2003

Scottish Screen 2003 Scottish Screen H Commission 
Archive

FU070

FILM Scottish Screen Financial Statements 
for the year ended 31st March 2002

Scottish Screen 2003 Scottish Screen H Commission 
Archive

FU071

FILM Scottish Screen Report and Financial 
Statements, 31 March 2000 (Annual 
Report 1999/2000)

Scottish Screen 2000 Scottish Screen H Commission 
Archive

FU072

FILM Scottish Screen Annual Review 2002 Scottish Screen 2002 Scottish Screen H Commission 
Archive

FU073

FILM Scottish Screen Annual Report and 
Accounts 2003-2004

Scottish Screen 2004 Scottish Screen H Commission 
Archive

FU080

FILM Scottish Screen Report and Financial 
Statements, 31 March 2004

Scottish Screen 2000 Scottish Screen H Commission 
Archive

FU081

FILM Scottish Screen National Lottery 
Distribution Fund Account: Financial 
Statements for year ended 31 March 
2003

Scottish Screen 2003 Scottish Screen H Commission 
Archive

FU105



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

FILM Making Movies Matter – Report of the 
Film Education Working Group,  1999

British Film Institute 1999 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

FILM Pockets of Potential: Moving Image 
Education in Scottish Schools, ,2003

Fie Foe, D and 
Metadigita

2003 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

FUNDING Creating Value: How the UK Can 
Invest in New Creative Businesses

NESTA (National 
Endowment for 
Science, Technology 
and the Arts)

2005 NESTA H Commission 
Archive

CI072

FUNDING Edinburgh International Book Festival: 
Annual review 2004

EIBF 2004 EIBF H Commission 
Archive

FE009

FUNDING Seminar Pack for Arts and Business 
Seminar on Mission, Money and 
Models: new Approaches to 
Sustaining the Arts in the United 
Kingdom, 28 June 2004, British 
Museum London

Arts and Business 2004 Arts & Business  H Commission 
Archive

FU001 FILED UNDER FUNDING

FUNDING Scottish Arts Council Review of 
Funding November 2002

Scottish Arts Council 2002 SAC H Commission 
Archive

FU002

FUNDING Scottish Arts Council Budget 2003-
2004

Scottish Arts Council 2003 SAC H Commission 
Archive

FU003

FUNDING Scottish Arts Council Annual Report 
2001/2002

Scottish Arts Council 2002 SAC H Commission 
Archive

FU004

FUNDING Scottish Arts Council Accounts and 
Grants Listings 2001-2002

Scottish Arts Council 2002 SAC H Commission 
Archive

FU005

FUNDING The Beacon Prize 2004(pamphlet) The Beacon 
Fellowship Charitable 
Trust

2004 H Commission 
Archive

FU006

FUNDING Core-Funded Organisations 
Conference, 23 June 2004, Delegate 
List 

SAC 2004 Jim Tough, SAC H Commission 
Archive

FU008 not published

FUNDING Government Response to the Culture, 
Media and Sport Select Committee 
Report on the National Lottery Session 
2003-2004

DCMS 2004 DCMS via James 
Boyle

H Commission 
Archive

FU009

FUNDING Review of Comparative Mechanisms 
for Funding the Arts, Contribution to 
Scottish Executive's Quinquennial 
Review of SAC

David Pratley 
Associates

2002 (Richard Smith) H Commission 
Archive

FU010



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

FUNDING Arts in Scotland frozen out of funding 
increases (newspaper article, 30 
January 2002)

The Herald 2002 H Commission 
Archive

FU011

FUNDING Summary: Consultation on proposed 
monitoring programme

Office of the Scottish 
Charity Regulator

2004 H Commission 
Archive

FU012

FUNDING Draft Charities and Trustee Investment 
(Scotland) Bill, (Extract): 2. A vision of 
a flourishing charities sector 

Scottish Executive 2004 Scottish Executive 
website

H Commission 
Archive

FU013 Filed under FUNDING

FUNDING Draft Charities and Trustee Investment 
(Scotland) Bill, (Extract): 3. Key Issues 
for the Reform of Scottish Charity Law- 
A Summary of our Thinking in the 
Draft Bill

Scottish Executive 2004 Scottish Executive 
website

H Commission 
Archive

FU014 Filed under FUNDING

FUNDING Mission, Money and Models: New 
Approaches to Sustaining the Arts in 
the UK, Background paper for 
Conference, 28 July 2004

Ellis, Adrian, AEA 
Consulting

2004 Arts & Business  H / E Commission 
Archive

FU015

FUNDING New Practices: New Pedagogues: 
Connecting Conversations: The 
Changing Voice of the Artist

Renshaw, Peter 2004 James Boyle H Commission 
Archive

FU016

FUNDING COSLA: Arts Expenditure Survey 
2001/2002

COSLA 2003 COSLA (Claire 
Downs)

H Commission 
Archive

FU017

FUNDING Calling the Tune: A Critique of Arts 
Funding in Scotland

Peacock, Prof A et al 
for the Policy Institute

2001 H Commission 
Archive

FU018

FUNDING Scottish Arts Council Creative 
Scotland Awards 2000 Retrospective

Scottish Arts Council SAC H Commission 
Archive

FU019

FUNDING Guide to Funds: The Scottish Arts 
Council and National Lottery Funding 
for the Arts in Scotland 2004-2005

Scottish Arts Council 2004 SAC H Commission 
Archive

FU020

FUNDING Summary: Calling the Tune: A Critique 
of Arts Funding in Scotland

Peacock, Prof A et al 
for the Policy Institute

2003 Policy Institute 
website

E Commission 
Archive

FU021 Document called Calling the Tune

FUNDING National Institutions: Policy and 
Financial Management Reviews

Scottish Executive 
Cultural Policy 
Division

2004 Karen Watson E Commission 
Archive

FU022 Electronic version called Nat Cos 
PFMRs



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

FUNDING Notes on Voluntary Sector Funding, 
Meeting with the Communities 
Minister, 29 January 2004, by Donald 
Gorrie MSP

Donald Gorrie MSP 2004 Karen Watson E Commission 
Archive

FU023 Electronic version called 040713 
notes on Vol Sector Funding, filed 
under FUNDING

FUNDING Goodison Review: Securing the Best 
for Our Museums: Private Giving and 
Government Support

Goodison, Nicholas 2004 Teasury website H / E Commission 
Archive

FU024 Document called Goodison Report 
Jan04 (filed in FUNDING folder)

FUNDING The Learning Curve: Building Effective 
Corporate Community Engagement

Ros Tennyson for  
International Business 
Leaders Forum

2003 Internet E Commission 
Archive

FU025 Document called Building Business 
Partnerships (filed under 
FUNDING)

FUNDING Briefing Note :Support for Individual 
Artists: Questions arising from the  
Irish approach

Smith, R 2004 Commission E Commission 
Archive

FU026

FUNDING Changes to Charitable Status: Briefing 
Note

Smith, R 2004 Commission E Commission 
Archive

FU027

FUNDING Cultural NDPBs' Charitable Status: 
Table of Data

Scottish Office 2004 Scottish Executive E Commission 
Archive

FU028

FUNDING Arts & Business Seminar: Mission, 
Money and Models, June 2004, 
Summary paper

Blanche, R 2004 Seminar E Commission 
Archive

FU029 filed under FUNDING

FUNDING Charity Law Changes: Infrastructure 
Diagram Option 1

Smith, R 2004 Smith, R E Commission 
Archive

FU030 filed under FUNDING

FUNDING Support for the Individual Artist 
Programme: General Introduction and 
Guidance Notes

Arts Council of 
Northern Ireland

2005 Arts Council of 
Northern Ireland 
website

E Commission 
Archive

FU031

FUNDING Key Recommendations from Goodison 
Review on Encouraging Private 
Support for Museums

Blanche, R 2004 Cultural Commission H / E Commission 
Archive

FU032 filed under FUNDING

FUNDING Scottish Arts Council Annual Report 
2003-2004

Scottish Arts Council 2004 SAC H Commission 
Archive

FU033 filed under FUNDING

FUNDING Think Piece on Scottish Board of 
National Companies

Smith, R 2004 Cultural Commission H Commission 
Archive

FU034 FILED UNDER FUNDING

FUNDING Summary of Arts & Business Seminar: 
Money, Mission and Models: Part II, 7 
February 2005 in London 

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

FU035 filed under FUNDING

FUNDING The Art of Dying, Summary Paper Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission h / E Commission 
Archive

FU036 filed under FUNDING

FUNDING The Art of Dying, paper for the A&B 
Seminar, June 2005

Knell, J 2005 A&B website H / E Commission 
Archive

FU037 FILED UNDER FUNDING

FUNDING Lottery Capital Projects 1995-2003: 
CD-ROM

Scottish Arts Council Scottish Arts 
Council

H Commission 
Archive

FU038 FILED UNDER FUNDING



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

FUNDING Centralising Services Could Save 
Public Sector Millions, article in The 
Scotsman, (March 2005)

Perry, Jack 2005 Cultural Commission H Commission 
Archive

FU039 FILED UNDER FUNDING

FUNDING Lottery Funding: The First Seven 
Years

DCMS National 
Lottery Distribution 
and Communities 
Division

2001 DCMS via James 
Boyle

H Commission 
Archive

FU040

FUNDING Charities - All Change, lecture by 
Pagan Osborne at Royal Society of 
Edinburgh on 21 March 2005

Pagan Osborne 2005 Lecture H Commission 
Archive

FU041

FUNDING Mission, Money and Models: New 
Approaches to Sustaining the Arts in 
the UK, Conference, 28 July 2004 
SEMINAR PACK

Arts and Business 2005 Seminar H Commission 
Archive

FU042

FUNDING City of Edinburgh Council Corporate 
Funding Framework and Grant 
Funding Application Pack for Awards 
Above £10,000 

City of Edinburgh 
Council

2005 City of Edinburgh 
Council

H Commission 
Archive

FU043

FUNDING a Perspective on the New Legislation 
on Charities from Scottish Lawyers, 
Key Points from a lecture "Charities - 
All Change" delivered by Bill Pagan of 
Pagan Osborn at the Royal Society of 
Edinburgh on 21 March 2005

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

FU044

FUNDING Brief Guide to the Regulation of 
Charities in Scotland

Office of the Scottish 
Charity Regulator 
(OSCR)

2004 OSCR website H / E Commission 
Archive

FU045

FUNDING Tax and the Artist: Survey of European 
Tax Codes as They Affect Creative 
and Interpretative Artists

Arts Council 
Ireland/UNESCO

1986 Internet E Commission 
Archive

FU046

FUNDING Travel Grants by Year and Artform Scottish Arts Council 
for Cultural 
Commission

2005 SAC E Commission 
Archive

FU047

FUNDING Nineteenth Century Arts at the Dawn 
of the 21st Century

Devlin, G 2005 E Commission 
Archive

FU048 filed under FUNDING

FUNDING Dole for Artists Forum Discussion 
Paper

Arts Hub 2003 Internet E Commission 
Archive

FU049 FILED UNDER FUNDING

FUNDING Leading lights of the arts world unite in 
call for more money (Article, The 
Independent, 30 March 2005)

Jury, L 2005 Internet E Commission 
Archive

FU050 FILED UNDER FUNDING



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

FUNDING Ireland: Taxes Consolidation Act, 1997  
- Part 1: Interpretation

Revenue Commission 
of Ireland

1997 Internet E Commission 
Archive

FU051

FUNDING Ireland: Taxes Consolidation Act, 1997  
- Part 2

Revenue Commission 
of Ireland

1997 Internet E Commission 
Archive

FU052

FUNDING Ireland: Taxes Consolidation Act, 1997  
- Part 3

Revenue Commission 
of Ireland

1997 Internet E Commission 
Archive

FU053

FUNDING The Creative Imperative: A Report on 
Support for the Individual Artist in 
Ireland

Everitt, A for Arts 
Council of Ireland

2000 Arts Council of 
Ireland

E Commission 
Archive

FU054

FUNDING Background Document on 2005 
Review of Tax Reliefs and High 
earners

Revenue Commission 
of Ireland

2005 Revenue 
Commission

H / E Commission 
Archive

FU055

FUNDING Research into Support for the 
Individual Artist: Final Report to the 
Arts Council of Northern Ireland

Annabel Jackson 
Associates

1998 Internet E Commission 
Archive

FU056

FUNDING Tax Incentives/Expenditures and 
Broadening the Tax Base Paper 03/27

Revenue Commission 
of Ireland

2003 Revenue 
Commission website

E Commission 
Archive

FU057

FUNDING Tax Incentives/Expenditures and 
Broadening the Tax Base Paper 04/22

Revenue Commission 
of Ireland

2004 Revenue 
Commission website

E Commission 
Archive

FU058

FUNDING Artists' Tax Exemption:: Background 
and Further Information

Sculptors Society of 
Ireland

2005 Sculptors Society of 
Ireland website

H / E Commission 
Archive

FU059

FUNDING Defining Artists for Tax and Benefit 
Purposes 

IFACCA (International 
Federation of Arts 
Councils and Culture 
Agencies)

2002 Internet E Commission 
Archive

FU060

FUNDING Committing to Culture: Arts Funding in 
France and Britain

Devlin, G and Hoyle, 
S for Franco-British 
Council

2000 Internet E Commission 
Archive

FU061

FUNDING Developing Financial Capacity: 
Reserves and capital Structure, Clore 
Research Paper for the A&B Money, 
Mission and Models Seminar, 7 Feb 
2005

Arts & Business, 
Jerwood Charity

2005 Arts and Business 
website

E Commission 
Archive

FU062



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

FUNDING Lottery Funding: the First Seven 
Years: Section 2. Support for Good 
Causes: The Arts

DCMS National 
Lottery Distribution 
and Communities 
Division

2001 DCMS website E Commission 
Archive

FU063

FUNDING Government and the Value of Culture DCMS 2004 DCMS website H / E Commission 
Archive

FU064

FUNDING Scotland's Budget Documents: The 
2004-2005 Spring Budget Revision to 
the Budget (Scotland) Act for the year 
ending 31 March 2005

Scottish Executive 2005 Scottish Executive E Commission 
Archive

FU065

FUNDING The Scotland Funds -  Development 
Plan, November 2004 

Scotland Funds 2004 Scotland Funds E Commission 
Archive

FU066

FUNDING The Scotland Funds -  Development 
Plan Launch October 2004 
(powerpoint presentation)

Scotland Funds 2004 Scotland Funds E Commission 
Archive

FU067

FUNDING What's National about national arts 
organisations? (Telegraph, 7 May 
2005)

O'Hagan, A. of The 
Telegraph

2005 Internet E Commission 
Archive

FU068

FUNDING SAC Funding Agreements for Scottish 
Ballet and Scottish Opera 2004-05

SAC 2004 SAC E Commission 
Archive

FU069

FUNDING Scottish Screen Financial Statements 
for the year ended 31st March 2003

Scottish Screen 2003 Scottish Screen H Commission 
Archive

FU070

FUNDING Scottish Screen Financial Statements 
for the year ended 31st March 2002

Scottish Screen 2003 Scottish Screen H Commission 
Archive

FU071

FUNDING Scottish Screen Report and Financial 
Statements, 31 March 2000 (Annual 
Report 1999/2000)

Scottish Screen 2000 Scottish Screen H Commission 
Archive

FU072

FUNDING Scottish Screen Annual Review 2002 Scottish Screen 2002 Scottish Screen H Commission 
Archive

FU073

FUNDING Scottish Library and Information 
Council Financial Statements 31 
March 2004

SLIC 2004 SLIC H Commission 
Archive

FU074

FUNDING Scottish Library and Information 
Council Financial Statements 31 
March 2003

SLIC 2004 SLIC H Commission 
Archive

FU075

FUNDING Scottish Library and Information 
Council Financial Statements 31 
March 2002

SLIC 2004 SLIC H Commission 
Archive

FU076



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

FUNDING Scottish Library and Information 
Council Financial Statements 31 
March 2001

SLIC 2004 SLIC H Commission 
Archive

FU077

FUNDING Scottish Library and Information 
Council Financial Statements 31 
March 2000

SLIC 2004 SLIC H Commission 
Archive

FU078

FUNDING Scottish Library and Information 
Council Financial Statements 31 
March 1999

SLIC 2004 SLIC H Commission 
Archive

FU079

FUNDING Scottish Screen Annual Report and 
Accounts 2003-2004

Scottish Screen 2004 Scottish Screen H Commission 
Archive

FU080

FUNDING Scottish Screen Report and Financial 
Statements, 31 March 2004

Scottish Screen 2000 Scottish Screen H Commission 
Archive

FU081

FUNDING Scottish Executive Grant-in-Aid data 
for Tourism, Culture and Sport 2004

Scottish executive 2005 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

FU082

FUNDING Scottish Arts Council Annuam Report 
2000-2001: Making a Statement

SAC 2001 SAC H Commission 
Archive

FU083

FUNDING Scottish Arts Council National Lottery 
Distribution Fund Account 2000-2001

Scottish Arts Council 2001 SAC H Commission 
Archive

FU084

FUNDING Scottish Arts Council General Fund 
Accounts for the Year to 31 March 
2002

Scottish Arts Council 2002 SAC H Commission 
Archive

FU085

FUNDING Scottish Arts Council Final Accounts 
1999/2000: General Fund and Lottery 
Distribution Fund

Scottish Arts Council 2000 SAC H Commission 
Archive

FU086

FUNDING Heritage Lottery Fund: Awards 1995-
2004

Heritage Lottery Fund 2005 Heritage Lottery 
Fund website

H Commission 
Archive

FU087

FUNDING Scottish Film Finance Hydra Associates Ltd 1996 H Commission 
Archive

FU088

FUNDING The National Lottery in Scotlnad 
(pamphlet)

The National Lottery H Commission 
Archive

FU089

FUNDING Excerpt  from Committing to Culture: 
Arts Funding in France and Britain

Devlin, G and Hoyle, 
S for Franco-British 
Council

2000 Internet H Commission 
Archive

FU090

FUNDING Draft Charities and Trustee Investment 
(Scotland) Bill Consultation Report

Scottish Executive 2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

FU091



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

FUNDING Mission, Money and Models: New 
Approaches to Sustaining the Arts in 
the UK, Arts & Business conference, 
London 28 June 2004: Conference 
Schedule and List of Attendees

Arts & Business, 
Jerwood Charity

2004 Arts & Business  H Commission 
Archive

FU092

FUNDING Extract from The Goodison Review: 
Securing the Best for Our Museums: 
Private Giving and Government 
Support, pp43-46 (Recommendations)

HM Treasury 2004 HM Treasury H Commission 
Archive

FU093

FUNDING The 2003/04 Audit of the National 
Galleries of Scotland: A report by the 
Auditor General for Scotland (includes 
National Galleries of Scotland Annual 
Accounts for Year Ended 31 March 
2004)

Auditor General for 
Scotland

2004 Auditor General for 
Scotland

H Commission 
Archive

FU094

FUNDING National Galleries of Scotland: Annual 
Account for Year Ended 31 March 
2003

National Galleries of 
Scotland

2003 National Galleries of 
Scotland

H Commission 
Archive

FU095

FUNDING National Galleries of Scotland: Annual 
Account for Year Ended 31 March 
2002

National Galleries of 
Scotland

2002 National Galleries of 
Scotland

H Commission 
Archive

FU096

FUNDING National Galleries of Scotland: Annual 
Account for Year Ended 31 March 
2001

National Galleries of 
Scotland

2001 National Galleries of 
Scotland

H Commission 
Archive

FU097

FUNDING National Galleries of Scotland: Annual 
Account for Year Ended 31 March 
2000

National Galleries of 
Scotland

2000 National Galleries of 
Scotland

H Commission 
Archive

FU098

FUNDING National Library of Scotland: Annual 
Report and Accounts for the year 
ended 31 March 2004

National Library of 
Scotland

2004 National Library of 
Scotland

H Commission 
Archive

FU099

FUNDING National Library of Scotland: Annual 
Report and Accounts for the year 
ended 31 March 2003

National Library of 
Scotland

2003 National Library of 
Scotland

H Commission 
Archive

FU100

FUNDING National Library of Scotland: Annual 
Report and Accounts for the year 
ended 31 March 2002

National Library of 
Scotland

2002 National Library of 
Scotland

H Commission 
Archive

FU101

FUNDING National Library of Scotland: Annual 
Report and Accounts for the year 
ended 31 March 2001

National Library of 
Scotland

2001 National Library of 
Scotland

H Commission 
Archive

FU102



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

FUNDING National Library of Scotland: Annual 
Report and Accounts for the year 
ended 31 March 2000

National Library of 
Scotland

2000 National Library of 
Scotland

H Commission 
Archive

FU103

FUNDING Scottish Arts Council National Lottery 
Distribution Fund Account  

Scottish Arts Council 2003 SAC H Commission 
Archive

FU104

FUNDING Scottish Screen National Lottery 
Distribution Fund Account: Financial 
Statements for year ended 31 March 
2003

Scottish Screen 2003 Scottish Screen H Commission 
Archive

FU105

FUNDING National Galleries of Scotland Annual 
Accounts for Year Ended 31 March 
2003

National Galleries of 
Scotland

2003 National Galleries of 
Scotland

H Commission 
Archive

FU106

FUNDING National Museums of Scotland 
Statement of Accounts for year ended 
31 March 2003

NMS 2003 NMS H Commission 
Archive

FU107

FUNDING Sport Scotland Annual Report 
2002/2003

Sport Scotland 2003 Sport Scotland H Commission 
Archive

FU108

FUNDING Sport Scotland Lottery Fund Annual 
Report 2002/2003

Sport Scotland 2003 Sport Scotland H Commission 
Archive

FU109

FUNDING Sport Scotland National Lottery Fund 
Statement of Account 2003

Sport Scotland 2003 Sport Scotland H Commission 
Archive

FU110

FUNDING Sport Scotland Annual Accounts for 
the year ended 31 March 2001

Sport Scotland 2001 Sport Scotland H Commission 
Archive

FU111

FUNDING National Library of Scotland Annual 
Report 2002-2003

National Library of 
Scotland

2003 NLS H Commission 
Archive

FU112

FUNDING National Museums of Scotland 
Statement of Accounts for year ended 
31 March 2002

NMS 2002 NMS H Commission 
Archive

FU113

FUNDING National Museums of Scotland 
Statement of Accounts for year ended 
31 March 2001

NMS 2001 NMS H Commission 
Archive

FU114

FUNDING Managing Partnerships: Tools for 
Mobilising the public sector, business 
and civil society as partners in 
development (Extract: INtroduction)

Tennyson, R for the 
Prince of Wales 
Business Leaders 
Forum

1998  H Commission 
Archive

FU115

FUNDING Charities and Trustee Investment Bill 
(Scotland) - printout

Office of the Scottish 
Charities Regulator

2005 OSCR website H Commission 
Archive

FU116

FUNDING Colleges Set to Retain Charity Status, 
The Herald, DATE UNKNOWN

Denholm, A for The 
Herald

the Herald H Commission 
Archive

FU117



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

FUNDING Guide to Funds: The Scottish Arts 
Council and National Lottery Funding 
for the Arts in Scotland 2005-2006

Scottish Arts Council 2005 SAC H Commission 
Archive

FU118

FUNDING The Cultural Climate of Scotland, 
student dissertation, QMUC, April 
2005

Gray, S, QMUC 2005 Submission to 
Cultural Commission

H Commission 
Archive

FU119

FUNDING The 27th Arts and Business Awards Arts & Business 2005 Arts & Business  H Commission 
Archive

FU120

FUNDING Jerwood Foundation Annual Reports 
2004

Jerwood Foundation 2004 H Commission 
Archive

FU121

FUNDING Grants to the Arts: An Evaluation of 
the First Year, Research Report 40, 
March 2005

Arts Council of 
England

2005 ACE H Commission 
Archive

FU122

FUNDING Historic Scotland Annual Report 1992-
1993

Historic Scotland 1993 Historic Scotland H Commission 
Archive

FU123

FUNDING Historic Scotland Annual Report 1993-
1994

Historic Scotland 1994 Historic Scotland H Commission 
Archive

FU124

FUNDING Historic Scotland Annual Report 1994-
1995

Historic Scotland 1995 Historic Scotland H Commission 
Archive

FU125

FUNDING Historic Scotland Annual Report 1995-
1996

Historic Scotland 1996 Historic Scotland H Commission 
Archive

FU126

FUNDING Historic Scotland Annual Report 1991-
1992

Historic Scotland 1992 Historic Scotland H Commission 
Archive

FU127

FUNDING Historic Scotland Annual Report and 
Accounts 1996-1997 and Corporate 
Plan 1997-2000

Historic Scotland 1997 Historic Scotland H Commission 
Archive

FU128

FUNDING Historic Scotland Annual Report and 
Accounts 1997-1998 and Corporate 
Plan 1998-1999

Historic Scotland 1998 Historic Scotland H Commission 
Archive

FU129

FUNDING Historic Scotland Annual Report and 
Accounts 1998-1999 and Corporate 
Plan 1999-2002

Historic Scotland 1999 Historic Scotland H Commission 
Archive

FU130

FUNDING Historic Scotland Annual Report and 
Accounts 2000-2001 and Corporate 
Plan 2001-2002

Historic Scotland 2001 Historic Scotland H Commission 
Archive

FU131

FUNDING Historic Scotland Annual Report and 
Accounts 1999-2000 and Corporate 
Plan 2000-2001

Historic Scotland 2000 Historic Scotland H Commission 
Archive

FU132

FUNDING Historic Scotland Annual Report and 
Accounts 2001-2002 and Corporate 
Plan 2002-2003

Historic Scotland 2002 Historic Scotland H Commission 
Archive

FU133



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

FUNDING Historic Scotland Accounts 2002-2003 Historic Scotland 2003 Historic Scotland H Commission 
Archive

FU134

FUNDING Historic Scotland Annual Report and 
Accounts 2002-2003 and Corporate 
Plan 2003-2006

Historic Scotland 2003 Historic Scotland H Commission 
Archive

FU135

FUNDING Historic Scotland Accounts 2003-2004 Historic Scotland 2004 Historic Scotland H Commission 
Archive

FU136

FUNDING Summary Analysis of DCMS Resource 
Accounts 2003-2004

DCMS 2004 DCMS H Commission 
Archive

FU137

FUNDING Department of Culture, Media and 
Sport Resource Accounts 2003-2004

DCMS 2004 DCMS H Commission 
Archive

FU138

FUNDING Public Funding of Culture in Scotland, 
Research Note RN00/90, 31 October 
2000

Scottish Parliament 2000 Scottish Parliament 
website

H Commission 
Archive

FU139

FUNDING Monitoring and evaluation: A General 
Guide, VAN Briefing Paper No 80, July 
2004

Voluntary Arts 
Network

2004 VAN H Commission 
Archive

FU140

FUNDING Open Up Fund Scottish Executive 2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

FU141

FUNDING Model Management 
Statement/Financial Memorandum for 
Executive NDPBs

Scottish Executive Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

FU142

FUNDING D'Arts 7 Philanthopy and the Arts 
Interim Report: Encouraging Arts 
Philanthropy: Selected Resources

IFACCA (International 
Federation of Arts 
Councils and Culture 
Agencies)

2003 Internet H Commission 
Archive

FU143

FUNDING Arts & Museums Introductory Guide to 
Business Sponsorship

Arts & Business 2003 Arts & Business  H Commission 
Archive

FU144

FUNDING Facilities - Alternative Funding Models, 
-paper presented on 9 September 
2004 at VOCAL Conference, 
Carnoustie on Sharing Best Practice

PMP 2004 H Commission 
Archive

FU145

FUNDING SAC  Funding Pack: The Scottish Arts 
Council and National Lottery funding 
for the arts in Scotland

SAC SAC H Commission 
Archive

FU146

FUNDING Arts and public Value 'The Only 
Trustworthy Book…'

Frayling, Sir 
Christopher, ACE

2005 Arts Council of 
England

H Commission 
Archive

FU147

FUNDING culture and Sport Budget 2002-2003 
(Draft)

Scottish Parliament 2003 H Commission 
Archive

FU148



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

FUNDING Cultural and Community Services: 
Performance Indicators 2003/2004: 
Comparing the Performance of 
Scottish Councils

Audit Scotland 2005 H Commission 
Archive

FU149

FUNDING Possible Scheme to Encourage and 
Reward Sound Financial Management 
in Scottish Arts Council Funding 
Clients

Wilkinson, David 2004 E Commission 
Archive

GV008 filed under GOVERNANCE

FUNDING Creating Public Value: An Analytical 
Framework for Public Service Reform

Cabinet Office 2002 Internet E Commission 
Archive

GV010

FUNDING Artists, Taxes, Benefits: an 
international review: Research Report 
for ACE

ACE document 2002 ACE website E Commission 
Archive

IM021 Document called ACE tax issues in 
6 countries, filed under 
INTERNATIONAL

FUNDING International cultural policies to 
Support Artists

Blanche, R 2004 Cultural Commission H / E Commission 
Archive

IM041 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

FUNDING Incentives for Private Investment in 
the Arts: An International Comparison

Blanche, R 2004 Cultural Commission H/ E Commission 
Archive

IM042 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

FUNDING Case Study: Australian Approach to 
Funding National Companies, Small 
Organisations and Individuals

Blanche, R 2004 Cultural Commission H / E Commission 
Archive

IM043 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

FUNDING Ireland: Tax Exemption for Artists Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission H / E Commission 
Archive

IM085 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

FUNDING Tax Exemption for Artists: Comments 
by Ian Doig

Doig, I 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

IM087 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

FUNDING Ireland/Northern Ireland/Scotland: 
Travel Bursaries for Artists

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

IM090 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

FUNDING France: Role of Cross-Cutting Budgets 
in Funding Culture

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

IM094 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

FUNDING L'Impact des Operations financieres 
de la SODEC sur les revenus des 
artistes et des auteurs

Menard, M for 
SODEC

2003 SODEC website E Commission 
Archive

IM095 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

FUNDING Impact economique des tournages 
etrangers au quebec 

Forum Metropolitain 
de l'industrie 
cinematographique 

2004 Internet E Commission 
Archive

IM096 FILED UNDER INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

FUNDING Fonds de stabilisation et de 
consolidation des arts et de la culture 
du Quebec 

Fonds des Arts, 
Quebec

2005 Internet H Commission 
Archive

IM107 Quebec Arts Fund



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

FUNDING Exctract from L'Impact des Operations 
financieres de la SODEC sur les 
revenus des artistes et des auteurs

Menard, M for 
SODEC

2003 SODEC website H Commission 
Archive

IM108 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

FUNDING Artists' Bursaries: Travel and Mobility 
Awards: Ireland

Arts Council of Ireland 2004 Arts Council of 
Ireland website

H Commission 
Archive

IM120

FUNDING Statistics on Artists Tax Exemption in 
Ireland

Revenue Commission 
of Ireland

2005 Revenue  
Commission of 
Ireland

H Commission 
Archive

IM121

FUNDING Cultural Commission Phase 2 
Consultation: Scottish Museums and 
Galleries Working Group Response

SMGWG 2005 Scottish Museums 
Council

E Commission 
Archive

MG037 Filed under MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

FUNDING Scottish Arts Council Annual Report 
2002/2003

Scottish Arts Council 2003 SAC H Commission 
Archive

PY024

FUNDING Public Service Reform: Future 
Arrangements for Supporting the Arts 
in Wales: A Response by the Arts 
Council of Wales to the proposals of 
the Welsh Assembly Government 

Davies, Geraint T 2004 Arts Council Wales 
via James Boyle

H / E Commission 
Archive

PY036 filed under POLICY

FUNDING Scottish Parliament Spending Review 
2004:  Budget (excerpt from transcript)

2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

PY038 filed under POLICY

FUNDING A Catalyst for Change? Mission, 
Money and Models Conference 
Summary and Evaluation Report, April 
2005

Arts & Business, 
Jerwood Charity

2005 Arts and Business 
website

E Commission 
Archive

PY062

FUNDING Mission, Money, Models:  Report of 
Conference, 28 June 2004

Arts & Business, 
Jerwood Charity

2004 Arts and Business 
website

E Commission 
Archive

PY063

FUNDING Progress Report on Initiatives 
Promoting Cultural Provision and a 
Wide Range of Other Policies 

Scottish Executive 2005 Scottish Executive E Commission 
Archive

PY078 ref Cross-cutting policy initiatives

FUNDING Paying our way: Should Scotland raise 
its own taxes? A definitive guide to the 
debate on fiscal autonomy and how 
Scotland's government should be 
funded 

Harper, Prof J and 
Stewart, I. for the 
Policy Institute

2003 Policy Institute 
website

E Commission 
Archive

SR017 Document called Scotland's Taxes 
(filed under SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH)

FUNDING Scotland's Hidden Tax Cutting 
Powers: How Scotland can Cut Taxes 
to Boost Growth within the existing 
devolution settlement

Bruce, A and Miers, T 
for the Policy Institute

2003 Policy Institute 
website

E Commission 
Archive

SR018 Document called Scotland's Tax 
Cutting Powers (filed under 
SCOTLAND RESEARCH)



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

FUNDING Tourism levy (Bed Tax) Applicability Festivals and Events 
Champion Working 
Group 

2003 City of Edinburgh 
Council

H Commission 
Archive

filed under FESTIVALS

GOVERN'CE Scottish Council Foundation 
Response on Governance and Trust

Scottish Council 
Foundation    

H Commission 
Archive

AD002 Contained in SCF folder under 
ADVOCACY

GOVERN'CE Statement of Responsibilities of 
Auditors and of Audited Bodies

Audit Scotland 2001 H Commission 
Archive

GV001

GOVERN'CE Code of Audit Practice Audit Scotland 2001 H Commission 
Archive

GV002

GOVERN'CE Letting in the Daylight: Corporate 
Governance in the Public Sector

Scottish Leadership 
Foundation, Maclay 
Murray Spens 
Solicitors

2003 H Commission 
Archive

GV003

GOVERN'CE Governance of Arts Organisations, 
paper

Graham Berry, SAC 2004 SAC H Commission 
Archive

GV004

GOVERN'CE Proposed Scheme to Encourage and 
Reward Sound Financial Management 
of Scottish Arts Council Clients

presumed Scottish 
Arts Council

not known H Commission 
Archive

GV005

GOVERN'CE Code of Conduct for Members of the 
Scottish Arts Council

Scottish Arts 
Council

H Commission 
Archive

GV006

GOVERN'CE I Made it - So Can You : Developing 
Your Future in the Arts (Arts Council of 
England Success Stories)

Arts Council England 2004 ACE website E Commission 
Archive

GV007 document called ACE Arts Success 
Stories (in GOVERNANCE folder)

GOVERN'CE Possible Scheme to Encourage and 
Reward Sound Financial Management 
in Scottish Arts Council Funding 
Clients

Wilkinson, David 2004 E Commission 
Archive

GV008 filed under GOVERNANCE

GOVERN'CE Summary of Seminar on Cultural 
Governance, Centre for Cultural Policy 
Researhc, 14 April 2005

Blanche, R 2005 Seminar E Commission 
Archive

GV009

GOVERN'CE Creating Public Value: An Analytical 
Framework for Public Service Reform

Cabinet Office 2002 Internet E Commission 
Archive

GV010

GOVERN'CE A Position of trust, a Duty of Care: 
Governance in the Not-for-Profit 
cultural sector, Clore Research Paper 
for the A&B Money, Mission and 
Models Seminar, 7 Feb 2005

Arts & Business, 
Jerwood Charity

2005 Arts and Business 
website

E Commission 
Archive

GV011



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

GOVERN'CE Summary of Discussions at NESTA's 
Creating Value Seminar, 26 April 2005

NESTA 2005 NESTA E Commission 
Archive

GV012

GOVERN'CE Review of Civil Procurement in Central 
Government

Gershon, P 1999 HM Treasury E Commission 
Archive

GV013

GOVERN'CE Efficient Government programme : 
Efficiency Technical Note

Scottish Executive 2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

GV014

GOVERN'CE The Board Game, presentation at 
CCPR Conference on Cultural 
Governance, Glasgow, 14 April 
2005(POWERPOINT  print-out)

Price, B 2005 Conference H Commission 
Archive

GV015

GOVERN'CE The Prudential Code for Capital 
finance: A Pracitcal Guide for Local 
Authority Managers

PMP 2004 H Commission 
Archive

GV016

GOVERN'CE Business Plans: Helping Your 
Application

Heritage Lottery Fund H Commission 
Archive

HE006 filed under HERITAGE

GOVERN'CE Public Bodies: Proposals for Change Scottish Executive 2001 Scottish Executive H / E Commission 
Archive

PY061 filed under POLICY

GOVERN'CE Mapping the Future: A Guide to 
Business Planning for small arts and 
voluntary organisations

Voluntary Arts 
Scotland

2003 VAS H Commission 
Archive

VS019

GOVERN'CE Evaluation Toolkit, 2003 SAC 2003 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

GOVERN'CE Business Plans: Helping Your 
Application

Heritage Lottery Fund H Commission 
Archive

Filed under HERITAGE

HEALTH A Literature Review of the Evidence 
Base for Culture, the Arts and Sport 
Policy

Janet Ruiz, Social 
Research, Scottish 
Executive

2004 Scottish Executive H / E Commission 
Archive

AD001 Electronic document called Lit 
Review (filed under ADVOCACY)

HEALTH Spend Slightly Less on Health and 
More on the Arts, Editorial, British 
Journal of Medicine, 21 December 
2002)

British Journal of 
Medicine

2002 Internet E Commission 
Archive

AD008

HEALTH VAN Update: Artists in Hospitals: 
Guidelines for the Voluntary Arts, 
December 2004

Voluntary Arts 
Network

2004 Voluntary Arts 
Scotland

H Commission 
Archive

VS012  

HEALTH VAN Update: Mental Health Depends 
on the Arts, September 2004

Voluntary Arts 
Network

2004 Voluntary Arts 
Scotland

H Commission 
Archive

VS015  

HEALTH A review of evaluation in community-
based art for health activity in the UK,  
CAHHM, for HDA, 2002

Angus, J 2002 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

HEALTH There's nothing that can't be done, 
Mencap, 2003

Arts for All UK 2003 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

HEALTH ‘Evaluation and Collection of 
Evidence: an example’, Art, Health 
and Community, A Study of Five 
Community Arts in Health Projects,  
Centre for Arts and Humanities in 
Health and Medicine,  2003

Everitt, A and 
Hamilton R

2003 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

HEALTH Glasgow GP Exercise Referral 
Scheme: Evaluation Report,  2002 

FMR Research 2002 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

HEALTH  ‘Physical Activity and Mental Health: 
National Consensus Statements and 
Guidelines for Practice’, 2000

Grant, T 2000 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

HEALTH Arts for health: still searching for the 
Holy Grail’, CCPR, University of 
Glasgow,2002

Hamilton, C and 
Hinks, S

2002 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

HEALTH University of Umea, Sweden, 1996,  
BMJ (1996; 313; pgs 1577-1580).

Lars Olov Bygren 1996 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

HEALTH ‘Exercise in Leisure Time: Coronary 
Attack and Death Rates’,  British Heart 
Journal 63, p325-334

Morris et al ? Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

HEALTH ‘Physical Activity, All-Cause Mortality 
and Longevity of College Alumni,  New 
England Journal of Medicine 314, 
p605-613

Paffenger et al ? Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

HEALTH Relationships between physical 
activity and physical health in young 
people,  University of Bristol, in Young 
and Active?  Young people and health-
enhancing physical activity – evidence 
and implications, 1998

Riddoch, C 1998 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

HEALTH Effects of Physical Exercise on 
Anxiety, Depression and Sensitivity to 
Stress: A Unifying Theory’,  Clinical 
Psychology Review, 2001

Salmon, P 2001 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

HEALTH Mental Health and Healthy Living: A 
Review of Literature’, paper prepared 
for Social Exclusion Unit, 2003 

School of Sports 
Science & Psychology

2003 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

HEALTH Art for Health: A review of good 
practice in community-based arts 
projects and interventions which 
impact on health and well-being,  1999

SHM Productions Ltd 1999 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

HEALTH A Health Economics Model: the cost 
benefits of the Physical Activity 
Strategy for Northern Ireland – a 
summary of Key findings, Economics 
Branch, Dept of Health, Social 
Services and Public Safety for the 
Northern Ireland Physical Activity 
Strategy Implementation Group,  2001

Swales, C 2001 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

HEALTH The Arts as Medicine,  South Downs 
Health NHS Trust, Conference 
Synopsis, 2001

Thorpe, J W 2001 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

HEALTH Plants for People, International 
Exhibition, Floriade 2002 – ‘Health 
Benefits of Gardens in Hospitals'  

Ulrich, R G, PhD 2002 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

HERITAGE Historic Buildings as Part of the 
Cultural Archive, Paper for Cross Party 
Architecture Group, June 2004

Simpson, J 2004 James Simpson via 
James Boyle

H Commission 
Archive

CI012 Filed under ARCHITECTURE 
under CREATIVE INDUSTRIES

HERITAGE Space for Learning: A Handbook for 
Education Spaces in Museums, 
Heritage Sites and Discovery Centres

Arts Council England 
and partners

2004 H Commission 
Archive

ED025 Filed under EDUCATION

HERITAGE MSc in Cultlural Heritage Studies at 
Glasgow Caledonian University 
(Pamphlet)

Glasgow Caledonian 
University

H Commission 
Archive

ED117

HERITAGE Historic Scotland Annual Report 1992-
1993

Historic Scotland 1993 Historic Scotland H Commission 
Archive

FU123

HERITAGE Historic Scotland Annual Report 1993-
1994

Historic Scotland 1994 Historic Scotland H Commission 
Archive

FU124

HERITAGE Historic Scotland Annual Report 1994-
1995

Historic Scotland 1995 Historic Scotland H Commission 
Archive

FU125

HERITAGE Historic Scotland Annual Report 1995-
1996

Historic Scotland 1996 Historic Scotland H Commission 
Archive

FU126

HERITAGE Historic Scotland Annual Report 1991-
1992

Historic Scotland 1992 Historic Scotland H Commission 
Archive

FU127



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

HERITAGE Historic Scotland Annual Report and 
Accounts 1996-1997 and Corporate 
Plan 1997-2000

Historic Scotland 1997 Historic Scotland H Commission 
Archive

FU128

HERITAGE Historic Scotland Annual Report and 
Accounts 1997-1998 and Corporate 
Plan 1998-1999

Historic Scotland 1998 Historic Scotland H Commission 
Archive

FU129

HERITAGE Historic Scotland Annual Report and 
Accounts 1998-1999 and Corporate 
Plan 1999-2002

Historic Scotland 1999 Historic Scotland H Commission 
Archive

FU130

HERITAGE Historic Scotland Annual Report and 
Accounts 2000-2001 and Corporate 
Plan 2001-2002

Historic Scotland 2001 Historic Scotland H Commission 
Archive

FU131

HERITAGE Historic Scotland Annual Report and 
Accounts 1999-2000 and Corporate 
Plan 2000-2001

Historic Scotland 2000 Historic Scotland H Commission 
Archive

FU132

HERITAGE Historic Scotland Annual Report and 
Accounts 2001-2002 and Corporate 
Plan 2002-2003

Historic Scotland 2002 Historic Scotland H Commission 
Archive

FU133

HERITAGE Historic Scotland Accounts 2002-2003 Historic Scotland 2003 Historic Scotland H Commission 
Archive

FU134

HERITAGE Historic Scotland Annual Report and 
Accounts 2002-2003 and Corporate 
Plan 2003-2006

Historic Scotland 2003 Historic Scotland H Commission 
Archive

FU135

HERITAGE Historic Scotland Accounts 2003-2004 Historic Scotland 2004 Historic Scotland H Commission 
Archive

FU136

HERITAGE Public Parks Initiative, 2002 Heritage Lottery Fund 2002 H Commission 
Archive

HE001

HERITAGE Historic Scotland Stakeholder 
Research

Scottish Executive 
Social research

2004 H Commission 
Archive

HE002 Research contains views of Historic 
Scotland's remit and peformance 

HERITAGE Conservation Management Plans: 
Helping Your Application

Heritage Lottery Fund H Commission 
Archive

HE003

HERITAGE Audience Development Plans: Helping 
Your Application

Heritage Lottery Fund  H Commission 
Archive

HE004 filed under HERITAGE 

HERITAGE Access Plans: Helping Your 
Application

Heritage Lottery Fund H Commission 
Archive

HE005 filed under HERITAGE

HERITAGE Business Plans: Helping Your 
Application

Heritage Lottery Fund H Commission 
Archive

HE006 filed under HERITAGE

HERITAGE Training Plans: Helping Your 
Application

Heritage Lottery Fund H Commission 
Archive

HE007

HERITAGE Practical Partnerships: Involving 
Young People in Heritage

Heritage Lottery Fund 2004 H Commission 
Archive

HE008 filed under HERITAGE



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

HERITAGE Local Heritage, Local People: Heritage 
as a Community Asset

Magic Torch 2004 Rachel Blanche H Commission 
Archive

HE009 filed under HERITAGE; Heritage / 
Regeneration project in Inverclyde

HERITAGE Aberdeen Heritage: The Vision and 
Action Plan, draft papers 

Aberdeen City Council 2004 Aberdeen City 
Council (via James 
Boyle)

E Commission 
Archive

HE010 Electronic documents called 
Papers 1 - 4

HERITAGE The Role of Heritage in the 
Regeneration of  Glasgow, speech by 
Bridget McConnell, March 2004

McConnell, Bridget 2004 Glasgow Culture 
and Leisure 
Services (BMcC)

E Commission 
Archive

HE011 Electronic version called BM 
speech Heritage

HERITAGE Big Lottery Fund£1/2 million ensures 
Young Scots Remember and Learn 
from WWII (news release)

Scottish Museums 
Council

2004 Scottish Museums 
Council

E Commission 
Archive

HE012 document called SMC cultural 
memory (in HERITAGE folder)

HERITAGE DigiCult: The Future Digital Heritage 
Space: An Expedition Report, 
Thematic Issue 7, December 2004

DigiCult magazine 2004 SCRAN E Commission 
Archive

HE013 filed under HERITAGE

HERITAGE ICOMOS (UK) Charter for the 
Conservation of the Historic 
Environment

ICOMOS RIAS to James 
Boyle

H Commission 
Archive

HE014

HERITAGE Historic Scotland - Background Scottish Executive 2005 Scottish Executive E Commission 
Archive

HE015

HERITAGE National Heritage (Scotland) Act 1985: 
Chapter 16

Parliament 1985 H Commission 
Archive

HE016

HERITAGE Final Draft Text of Council of Europe 
Framework Convention on the Value 
of Cultural Heritage for Society

Steering Committee 
for Cultural Heritage, 
Council of Europe

2004 Contact at CoE E Commission 
Archive

IM030 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

HERITAGE Explanatory Report, Final version for 
the Draft Council of Europe 
Framework Convention on the Value 
of Cultural Heritage for Society

Steering Committee 
for Cultural Heritage, 
Council of Europe

2004 Contact at CoE E Commission 
Archive

IM031 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

HERITAGE Review of the Structure and Functions 
of Historic Scotland

Scottish Executive 2002 Internet H / E Commission 
Archive

PY064

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Design Issues in Europe Today, 
published by BEDA (Spain)

Ed. MacDonald, 
Stuart of The 
Lighthouse

2004 The Lighthouse H Commission 
Archive

CI040 Filed under ARCHITECTURE 
under CREATIVE INDUSTRIES

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Agenda 21 for Cultural Development: 
An Undertaking by Cities and Local 
Government for Cultural development

Universal Forum of 
Cultures, Barcelona

2004 Internet: H / E Commission 
Archive

CR003 Electronic Version called Agenda 
21 doc, HARD COPY filed under 
CULTURAL RIGHTS



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Charter of Cultural Rights and 
Commitments in the City, City of 
Barcelona

Interarts Foundation 2002 SAC H Commission 
Archive

CR009 filed under CULTURAL RIGHTS; 
cr. Summary Document (June 04)

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Briefing paper: Interpretation of 
Cultural Rights (Barcelona model)

Blanche, R 2004 - E Commission 
Archive

CR015 Filed under CULTURAL RIGHTS; 
Electronic version called Brief on 
Barcelona Charter

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

The Economic Activity of Dance in 
New York City

AMS Planning and 
Research

2004 Internet E Commission 
Archive

DN002 Document called Econ Impact of 
Dance in NYC (filed under DANCE 
in ARTS folder)

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

The Economic Activity of Dance in 
New York City: Facts in Brief 

AMS Planning and 
Research

2004 Internet E Commission 
Archive

DN003 Document called Econ Impact of 
Dance in NYC 1 page summary 
(filed under DANCE in ARTS 
folder)

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

The Economic Activity of Dance in 
New York City: Executive Summary, 
March 2004

AMS Planning and 
Research

2004 Internet E Commission 
Archive

DN004 Document called Econ Impact of 
Dance in NYC EXEC SUMM (filed 
under DANCE in ARTS folder)

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Where Does the  Money Go?Dance 
Funding in New York City

McCarthy, K and 
Garry. M J, Dance 
USA

2003 Internet E Commission 
Archive

DN005 Filed under DANCE in ARTS folder

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Approaches to Cultural Education: An 
International Overview

Blanche, R 2004 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

ED040 filed under EDUCATION

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Sustainability: from Glencoe to 
Gelsenkirchen, Presentation at 
Scottish Executive Conference on 
Building Our Future: Scotland's School 
Estate, 3 December 2004 (power point 
printout)

McElroy, L 2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

ED053 filed under EDUCATION; x-ref 
ARCHITECTURE

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Dipping into the Global Think Tank 
(Irish Experience), Presentation at 
Scottish Executive Conference on 
Building Our Future: Scotland's School 
Estate, 3 December 2004 (power point 
printout)

Heffernan, M 2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

ED057 filed under EDUCATION; x-ref 
ARCHITECTURE

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Designing for the Place Between: 
International Examples from Iceland 
and the Netherlands, Presentation at 
Scottish Executive Conference on 
Building Our Future: Scotland's School 
Estate, 3 December 2004 (power point 
printout)

Stuebing, S 2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

ED058 filed under EDUCATION; x-ref 
ARCHITECTURE



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Designing and Building the Druk White 
Lotus School in Ladakh, India, 
Presentation at Scottish Executive 
Conference on Building Our Future: 
Scotland's School Estate, 3 December 
2004 (power point printout)

Fleming, J and Rose, 
J

2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

ED059 filed under EDUCATION; x-ref 
ARCHITECTURE

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Scotland/USA: Arts Across the 
Curriculum

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

ED079

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Dole for Artists Forum Discussion 
Paper

Arts Hub 2003 Internet E Commission 
Archive

FU049 FILED UNDER FUNDING

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Ireland: Taxes Consolidation Act, 1997  
- Part 1

Revenue Commission 
of Ireland

1997 Internet E Commission 
Archive

FU051

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Ireland: Taxes Consolidation Act, 1997  
- Part 2

Revenue Commission 
of Ireland

1997 Internet E Commission 
Archive

FU052

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Ireland: Taxes Consolidation Act, 1997  
- Part 3

Revenue Commission 
of Ireland

1997 Internet E Commission 
Archive

FU053

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

The Creative Imperative: A Report on 
Support for the Individual Artist in 
Ireland

Everitt, A for Arts 
Council of Ireland

2000 Arts Council of 
Ireland

E Commission 
Archive

FU054

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Background Document on 2005 
Review of Tax Reliefs and High 
earners

Revenue Commission 
of Ireland

2005 Revenue 
Commission

E Commission 
Archive

FU055

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Tax Incentives/Expenditures and 
Broadening the Tax Base: Paper 
03/27

Revenue Commission 
of Ireland

2003 Revenue 
Commission website

E Commission 
Archive

FU057

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Tax Incentives/Expenditures and 
Broadening the Tax Base Paper 04/22

Revenue Commission 
of Ireland

2004 Revenue 
Commission website

E Commission 
Archive

FU058

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Artists' Tax Exemption:: Background 
and Further Information

Sculptors Society of 
Ireland

2005 Sculptors Society of 
Ireland website

H / E Commission 
Archive

FU059

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Committing to Culture: Arts Funding in 
France and Britain

Devlin, G and Hoyle, 
S for Franco-British 
Council

2000 Internet E Commission 
Archive

FU061

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Printed Matters: Book Publishing 
Policy and Programs, Annual Report 
2003-2004

Canadian Heritage 2004 Gavin Wallace, SAC H Commission 
Archive

IM001



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Creating Canada Together, 25 Years 
of Support for Canadian Books

Canadian Heritage 2004 Gavin Wallace, SAC H Commission 
Archive

IM002

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Paper presented by Gordon Platt, 
Director Book Publishing, Policy and 
Programs, Canadian Heritage at the 
Royal Society of Edinburgh Scottish 
Publishing Conference, Edinburgh, 16 
June 2004

Canadian Heritage 2004 Gavin Wallace, SAC H Commission 
Archive

IM003

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Scotland at the Smithsonian: 2003 
Smithsonian Folklife Festival Final 
Report

Smithsonian 
Institution

2004 Smithsonian 
Institution via James 
Boyle

H Commission 
Archive

IM004 Includes CD

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Creative Nation: Commonwealth 
Cultural Policy, Australia

Department of 
Communications and 
the Arts, Australia

1994 Australian High 
Commission

H / E Commission 
Archive

IM005 cr. Summary Document (June 04)

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

The Culture of Neighbourhoods: UK 
and European Perspectives

Bianchini, F & 
Ghilardi, L

2004 DeMontford 
University (via Bryan 
Beattie)

H Commission 
Archive

IM006

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Scottish Arts and Cultural Policy 
Forum: Nordic and Australian Arts and 
Cultural Policies: Comparative Points

SAC / Stirling Media 
Research Institute

2004 SAC H Commission 
Archive

IM007

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Knowledge Economies in the Middle 
East and North Africa: Toward New 
Develeopment Strategies, World Bank 
Institute

Aubert, Jean-Eric & 
Reiffers, Jean-Louis

2003 (James Boyle) H Commission 
Archive

IM008

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

The Role of Culture in Urban 
Regeneration (paper presented at 
Conference on Cultural Rights in 
Barcelona, August 2004)

Dr Masayuki Sasaki, 
Professor at Osaka 
City University, Japan

2004 Rachel Blanche 
(from Barcelona 
Conference)

H Commission 
Archive

IM009

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Excerpt from ACE Report December 
2002: Artists, Taxes and Benefits: An 
International Review

ACE document 2002 ACE website H Commission 
Archive

IM010 Document called ACE tax issues in 
6 countries

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

UNESCO Intergovernmental 
Conference on Cultural Policies for 
Development: background Papers, 
Final Report and Action Plan, 
Stockholm 1998

UNESCO 1998 Internet: E Commission 
Archive

IM011

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Causes and Consequences of Cultural 
Change: A GBN WorldView Report

GBN Global Business 
Network 

2003 Bryan Beattie H / E Commission 
Archive

IM012 Electronic version called GNB 
Cultural Change



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

SILAShomepage (Singapore 
Integrated Library Automation 
Services)

SILAS 2000 Internet E Commission 
Archive

IM013 Electronic called SILAS home page

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Singapore - The Intelligent Island: 
Overview

NOT KNOWN ? Internet E Commission 
Archive

IM014

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Singapore - The Learning Island, 
paper from Online Educa Conference 
in Singapore in 1996 

Bacsich, P 1996 Internet E Commission 
Archive

IM015

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Summary Paper: Australia's Creative 
Nation Policy

Blanche, R 2004 Cultural Commission H / E Commission 
Archive

IM016

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

What Makes European Regions 
Prosper? Report by Business 
Strategies 

Business Strategies ? Scottish Enterprise E Commission 
Archive

IM017 Electronic version called 
Eur_Econ_Final

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

CKV/Cultural Entitlement Seminar 
Notes: SAC, YoungScot and Cultureel 
Jongeren Paspoort, September 2004

SAC 2004 H / E Commission 
Archive

IM018 Document entitled Utrecht 
entitlements notes.  Filed under 
INTERNATIONAL MODEL

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Experiences in Small European 
Countries and Regions: Committing to 
Growth

Bradley, John for the 
Fraser of Allander 
Institute

2004 FAI website E Commission 
Archive

IM019 Electronic version called Allander 
Committing to Growth

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

The Salient Points and Proposals  in 
the Finnish Library Policy Programme 
2001-2004, Committee's Report

Ministry of Education, 
Finland

2001 Finnish cultural 
website

E Commission 
Archive

IM020 Document called 
Finlandlibrarypolicyprogramme 
(filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODEL)

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Artists, Taxes, Benefits: an 
international review: Research Report 
for ACE

ACE document 2002 ACE website E Commission 
Archive

IM021 Document called ACE tax issues in 
6 countries

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Rethinking Cultural Policies, web page 
from UNESCO site

UNESCO ? Internet E Commission 
Archive

IM022 Filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Education through Communication 
and Culture: Gambia(print out)

ECCO 2004 ECCO website, 
www.ecco.gm

H Commission 
Archive

IM023

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Annual Report of the Arts Council 
2002

The Arts Council 
(Ireland)

2002 Bryan Beattie H Commission 
Archive

IM024

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

A Cultural Trail to Ireland's National 
Institutions(pamphlet)

Ireland ? Bryan Beattie H Commission 
Archive

IM025

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

China Ireland 2004 China-Ireland Joint 
Organising Committee

2004 Bryan Beattie H Commission 
Archive

IM026

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Briefing Note on Cultural Policies, from 
Conference on Cultural Rights and 
Human Development, Barcelona 23-
27 August 2004

Blanche, R 2004 Commission E Commission 
Archive

IM027 Document called Barcelona Brief 
on Cultural Policies, filed undER 
INTERNATIONAL MODELS



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Library 2007: Strategy Concept Bertelsmann 
Foundation and 
Federal Union of 
German Library 
Association

2004 SLIC H Commission 
Archive

IM028 Supplied by Rhona Arthur

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Australian Education Funding Criteria 
Guiding Principles

Department of 
Education and 
Training, Australia

2004 contact at Engage E Commission 
Archive

IM029 Filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Final Draft Text of Council of Europe 
Framework Convention on the Value 
of Cultural Heritage for Society

Steering Committee 
for Cultural Heritage, 
Council of Europe

2004 Contact at CoE E Commission 
Archive

IM030 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Explanatory Report, Final version for 
the Draft Council of Europe 
Framework Convention on the Value 
of Cultural Heritage for Society

Steering Committee 
for Cultural Heritage, 
Council of Europe

2004 Contact at CoE H / E Commission 
Archive

IM031 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Advocacy Resource Kit Canada Council for 
the Arts

2002 Canada Council for 
the Arts website

E Commission 
Archive

IM032

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Investigating Cultural Capital - The 
Cultural Schoolbag (Rucksack) 
National Conference (Norway)

Wilson, John 
(delegate, East 
Ayrshire Council)

2004 Scottish Executive H / E Commission 
Archive

IM033 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Cultural Entitlements: International 
Case Study: Norway: The Cultural 
Rucksack

Blanche, R 2004 Cultural Commission H / E Commission 
Archive

IM034 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Cultural Entitlements: International 
Case Study: The Netherlands: Culture 
Vouchers

Blanche, R 2004 Cultural Commission H / E Commission 
Archive

IM035 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Delivering Culture to Schools: An 
International Case Study: Queensland 
Ontour in Schools Programme

Blanche, R 2004 Cultural Commission H / E Commission 
Archive

IM036 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS, see ADDENDUM IM050

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Booking Form 2005: Ontour in Schools 
Programme for Rural Primary Schools

Queensland Arts 
Council

2004 QAC website E Commission 
Archive

IM037 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Booking Form 2005: Ontour in Schools 
Programme for Urban High Schools

Queensland Arts 
Council

2004 QAC website E Commission 
Archive

IM038 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Scandinavian Comparators on Cultural 
Policy

Scottish Executive  Scottish Executive H / E Commission 
Archive

IM039 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Encouraging Public Participation in the 
Arts and Culture: International Case 
Study: Belgium: CultuurNet 
Vlaanderen

Blanche, R 2004 Cultural Commission H / E Commission 
Archive

IM040 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

International cultural policies to 
Support Artists

Blanche, R 2004 Cultural Commission H / E Commission 
Archive

IM041 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Incentives for Private Investment in 
the Arts: An International Comparison

Blanche, R 2004 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

IM042 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Case Study: Australian Approach to 
Funding National Companies, Small 
Organisations and Individuals

Blanche, R 2004 Cultural Commission H / E Commission 
Archive

IM043 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Culture and School (pamphlet) Ministry for Education, 
Netherlands

2004 H Commission 
Archive

IM044 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Cultural Education: International 
Model: The Netherlands: Culture and 
School Initiative

Blanche, R 2004 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

IM045 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Comments on Saxon Cultural Senate 
in Germany (Submission to Cultural 
Commission, 5 January 2005)

Fraser, D 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

IM046 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Parkview International Pre-School 
Curriculum (Hong Kong)

Parkview website 2004 Parkview website H Commission 
Archive

IM047 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Swedish Approach to Cultural Rights Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission H / E Commission 
Archive

IM048 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

International Model: Australia: Touring: 
Queensland Arts Regional Touring 
Service (ARTS)

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

IM049 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Addendum to Paper: Delivering 
Culture to Schools: Queensland: 
OnTour in Schools Performing Arts 
Programme

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

IM050 Filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS, addendum to IM036

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Culture: The Arts, National Cultural 
Heritage, Broadcasting, Language 
Policy, Sport, Youth Activities

The Ministry of 
Education, Science 
and Culture in Iceland

2002 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

IM051 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Cultural Policy up to 2014: summary 
and introduction, Report No48 to the 
Storting (2002-2003)

Norwegian Ministry of 
Culture and Church 
Affairs

2002 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

IM052 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

International Model: Norway: 
Kunnskapsparken Centre for 
Innovation and Entrepreneurship

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

IM053 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

International Model: Ireland: The Ark  
Cultural Centre for Children

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

IM054 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

International Model: Sweden: 
Children's Culture Centres

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

IM055 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

The Children's Culture Centre in 
Eskilstuna, Sweden

Andersson, M 2004 Internet E Commission 
Archive

IM056 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Children's Culture in Sweden Swedish Institute 2001 Internet E Commission 
Archive

IM057 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Information on the Culture House in 
Vara, Sweden

Blanche, R Internet E Commission 
Archive

IM058 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Europe in the Creative Age, February 
2004, copublished with DEMOS

Florida, Richard & 
Tinagli, Irene

2004 Bryan Beattie H Commission 
Archive

IM059 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

International Model: Sweden: Culture 
Houses (Kulturhus)

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

IM060 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

A Stronger Economy, A Stronger 
Australia: The Howard Government 
2004 Election Policy: Strengthening 
Australian Arts

Australian 
Government

2004 Internet H / E Commission 
Archive

IM061 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Queensland Arts Council Ontour 
Newsletter January-March 2005

Queensland Arts 
Council

2005 Queensland Arts 
Council

H Commission 
Archive

IM062 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Queensland Arts Council Ontour 
Directory 2005

Queensland Arts 
Council

2005 Queensland Arts 
Council

H Commission 
Archive

IM063 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Forget the USA, Sri Lanka or South 
Africa, Ireland is the best place to live 
in the world, article in The 
Independent, 18 November 2004

McKittrick, D 2004 The Independent H Commission 
Archive

IM064 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Cultural Policy up to 2014, Summary 
and Introduction, Report No 48 to th 
Storting (2002-2003)

Norwegian Ministry of 
Culture and Church 
Affairs

2002-2003 Bryan Beattie H Commission 
Archive

IM065

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Conditions for Creative Artists in 
Europe, Report from the EU 
Presidency Seminar in Sweden, April 
2001

Ed Beckman, Prof 
Svante

2001 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

IM067

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Agenda for Culture 2003-2006: The 
Goals of Cultural Policy

Ministry of Culture, 
Sweden

2003 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

IM068

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

International Model: USA: Kimmel 
Centre for the Performing Arts

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

IM069



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Major Performing Arts Board - 
Principles of Corporate Governance 
and Good Practice Recommendations 
for Major Performing Arts Sector

Australian 
Government, Australia 
Council for the Arts

2004 DCITA website H / E Commission 
Archive

IM070

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Securing the Future - An Assessment 
of Progress 1999-2003

Australia Council for 
the Arts, Major 
Performing Arts Board

2003 Australia Council 
website

E Commission 
Archive

IM071

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Securing the Future Final Report Australian Department 
of Communications, 
IT and the Arts

1999 DCITA website E Commission 
Archive

IM072

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Artists' Exemption: Ireland, internal 
briefing paper

Scottish Executive Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

IM073

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Correspondence by Stuart Thomas on 
behalf of Scottish Executive to 
research Scandinavian cultlural policy 
and economic statistics

Thomas, Stuart 2004 Stuart Thomas H Commission 
Archive

IM074 Contains data and weblinks to 
Scandinavian government sites

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Children and Culture: Report to 
Parliament on the cultural policy 
initiatives taken by government on 
behalf of children, 24 June 1999

Danish Ministry of 
Culture

1999 Stuart Thomas H Commission 
Archive

IM075

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Scandinavian Spend on Culture: Data 
for Iceland, Denmark,Sweden, 
Finland, Norway

Thomas, Stuart 2004 Stuart Thomas H Commission 
Archive

IM076

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Basic Structural Statistics for world 
countries: Main economic indicators

OECD 2004 Stuart Thomas H Commission 
Archive

IM077

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Cultural Administration in Finland Ministry of Education, 
Finland

1999 Stuart Thomas H Commission 
Archive

IM078

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Ministry of Culture and Church Affairs, 
Norway (information brochure)

Ministry of Culture, 
Norway

2003 Stuart Thomas H Commission 
Archive

IM079

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Evaluation of Cultural Policy: The 
Foundation culture of the future in 
Sweden: A Work in Progress

Predelli, L N for  
Norwegian and 
Swedish research 
institutes

2001 Stuart Thomas H Commission 
Archive

IM080

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Miscellaneous notes: Research on 
Scandinavian Cultural Policy

Stuart Thomas for the 
Scottish Executive

2004 Stuart Thomas H Commission 
Archive

IM081



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Information about the Queensland Art 
Council's OnTour programmes (e-mail 
from QAC Director, Arthur Frame, to 
Rachel Blanche)

Frame, A 2005 Cultural Commission H Commission 
Archive

IM082

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

International Model: Canada 
(Quebec); SODEC Development 
Agency and 'Cultural Bank'

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

IM083

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

ADDENDUM TO International Model: 
Canada (Quebec); SODEC 
Development Agency and 'Cultural 
Bank': Study of SODEC's Economic 
Impact on Artists and Writers in 
Quebec

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

IM084

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Ireland: Tax Exemption for Artists Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission H / E Commission 
Archive

IM085 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Ireland: Aosdana or Artists' Peer 
Council

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission H / E Commission 
Archive

IM086

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Tax Exemption for Artists: Comments 
by Ian Doig

Doig, I 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

IM087 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Canada: Online Arts Advocacy Kit Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

IM088 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

France: Celebrating Excellence: The 
Academie Francaise

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

IM089 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Ireland/Northern Ireland/Scotland: 
Travel Bursaries for Artists

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

IM090 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Finland: Library Clusters Proposal 
from Library Policy Committee (2001) 

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

IM091 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Australia: Enterprise Approach to 
Digitisation

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

IM092 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Sweden/Belgium/Quebec: Public Art 
on the Underground

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

IM093 FILED UNDER INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

France: Role of Cross-Cutting Budgets 
in Funding Culture

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

IM094 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

L'Impact des Operations financieres 
de la SODEC sur les revenus des 
artistes et des auteurs

Menard, M for 
SODEC

2003 SODEC website E Commission 
Archive

IM095 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Impact economique des tournages 
etrangers au quebec 

Forum Metropolitain 
de l'industrie 
cinematographique 

2004 Internet E Commission 
Archive

IM096 FILED UNDER INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

UNESCO Guidelines for the 
Establishment of National 'Living 
Human Treasures' Systems

UNESCO 2004 UNESCO website E Commission 
Archive

IM097



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

The Creative Industries Cluster Study: 
Outline of Findings from Stage 1 and 2 
Creative Industries Cluster Study 
Reports,

DCITA, Australia 2002 DCITA website H / E Commission 
Archive

IM098

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Creative Industries Cluster Study 
Stage 1  Report

DCITA and NOIE, 
Australia

2002 DCITA website E Commission 
Archive

IM099

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Producing Digital Content: An 
Abridged Version of the September 
2002  report for the Department of 
Communitions, Information 
Technology and the Arts

DCITA 2002 DCITA website E Commission 
Archive

IM100

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Ireland: Public Art: Percent for Art 
Scheme General National Guidelines 
2004

Ministry for Arts, 
Sports and Tourism, 
Ireland

2004 Internet E Commission 
Archive

IM101

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

A Study on the Hong Kong Creativity 
Index: Interim Report

Home Affairs Bureau, 
The Government of 
the Hong Kong 
Administrative Region

2004 Internet H / E Commission 
Archive

IM102

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

The Constitution of Finland, 1999 Government of 
Finland

1999 Internet E Commission 
Archive

IM103

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Aosdana Annual Report 2003 Arts Council of Ireland 2003 Arts Council of 
Ireland website

E Commission 
Archive

IM104

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Le Statut des Artistes en Europe entre 
travail et oeuvre

Leguy, P (consultant) 
for ECUMEST

Internet E Commission 
Archive

IM105

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Response to Inquiry from Cultural 
Commission of Scotland Regarding 
Australian Arts Policy

Department for 
Communications, 
Information 
Technology and the 
Arts (DCITA), 
Australia

2005 DCITA, Australia H / E Commission 
Archive

IM106

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Fonds de stabilisation et de 
consolidation des arts et de la culture 
du Quebec 

Fonds des Arts, 
Quebec

2005 Internet H Commission 
Archive

IM107 Quebec Arts Fund

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Exctract from L'Impact des Operations 
financieres de la SODEC sur les 
revenus des artistes et des auteurs

Menard, M for 
SODEC

2003 SODEC website H Commission 
Archive

IM108 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Ahead of the Curve: Ireland's Place in 
the Global Economy

Enterprise Strategy 
Group, Ireland

2004 Internet E Commission 
Archive

IM109



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

a Charter for the Cultural Citizen 
Online: Final Report of the Canadian 
Culture Online National Advisory 
Board

Canadian Culture 
Online National 
Advisory Board

2004 Internet E Commission 
Archive

IM110

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

The Book with the Regions of Europe : 
Study Carried Out by the Languedoc-
Roussillon Region covering over 300 
regions in Europe (includes directory 
of addresses)

Centre Regional Des 
Lettres, France

1997 H Commission 
Archive

IM111

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

International Journal of Media and 
Cultural Politics, Volume 1, Number 1

Ed Sarikakis, K 
University of Leeds

2005 Published by 
University of Leeds

H Commission 
Archive

IM112

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Excerpt from Compendium of Cultural 
Policies in Europe: France: Financing 
of Culture

Council of 
Europe/ERICarts

2005 Internet H Commission 
Archive

IM113

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Culture in Finland Ministry of Culture, 
Finland

Ministry of Culture, 
Finland website

H Commission 
Archive

IM114

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Compendium of Cultural Policies in 
Europe: Finland (printed excerpts)

Council of 
Europe/ERICarts

2005 Internet H Commission 
Archive

IM115

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Chicago Artists Resource 
(Background Information)

Department of 
Cultural Affairs, City 
of Chicago, USA

2004 Department of 
Cultural Affairs, City 
of Chicago, USA

H Commission 
Archive

IM116

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Kultur Politik Discurs (Cultural Politics 
Discourse) Volume 6.2004

Institut fur Kulturpolitik 
der Universitat 
Hildesheim

2004 Institut fur 
Kulturpolitik der 
Universitat 
Hildesheim, 
Germany

H Commission 
Archive

IM117

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Towards Knowledge Societies: 
Background Paper: From the 
Information Society to Knowledge 
Societies

UNESCO 2003 Internet H Commission 
Archive

IM118

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Draft Charter on the Preservation of 
the Digital Heritage, 2003

UNESCO 2003 Internet H Commission 
Archive

IM119

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Artists' Bursaries: Travel and Mobility 
Awards: Ireland

Arts Council of Ireland 2004 Arts Council of 
Ireland website

H Commission 
Archive

IM120

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Statistics on Artists Tax Exemption in 
Ireland

Revenue Commission 
of Ireland

2005 Revenue  
Commission of 
Ireland

H Commission 
Archive

IM121

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Arts Research Digest, Issue Spring 
2005: contains US Study on value of 
arts participation; European Cities of 
Culture study

Arts research Digest 2005 H Commission 
Archive

IM122



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Attracting and Retaining Fresh Talent 
in Peripheral regions: Some Lessons 
for Scotland from an Italian 
Mezzogiorno Region

Coniglio, N, University 
of Glasgow, University 
of Milan, Norwegian 
School of Economics 
and Business 
Administration

2004 Scotecon H Commission 
Archive

IM123

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Taxpayer Return on Investment in 
Florida Public Libraries; Summary 
Report

Griffiths, J-M et al 2004 Internet E Commission 
Archive

LB016 FILED UNDER LIBRARIES

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

From Pillar to Post: a comparative 
review of the frameworks for 
independent workers in the 
contemporary performing arts in 
Europe

Staines, J 2004 Arts Council of 
Ireland website

E Commission 
Archive

PA004 Filed under PERFORMING ARTS 
under ARTS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

International Promotion of Scottish 
Arts (Scottish Arts Council and British 
Council Scotland)

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

PY059 filed under POLICY

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Mexico City Declaration of Cultural 
Policies, World Conference of World 
Policies Mexico City 1982

UNESCO 1982 UNESCO website E Commission 
Archive

PY070

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Research and Innovation Systems in 
the Production of Digital Content and 
Applications, Report for the Office of 
the National Economy of Australia

Cutler & Company 2003 Internet E Commission 
Archive

TC008 filed under TECHNOLOGY

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

Principles of Digitisation (Libraries) National Library of 
Australia

2004 Internet E Commission 
Archive

TC009 filed under TECHNOLOGY

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

The Measurement of Creative Digital 
Content

Pattinson Consulting 
for DCITA, Australia

2003 DCITA website E Commission 
Archive

TC011

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

From Cottages to Corporations: 
Building a Global Industry from 
Australian Creativity: Report on 
Access to Overseas Markets for 
Australia's Creative Digital Industry, 12 
December 2003 Creative Industries 
Cluster Study Stage Three

Film and Digital 
Content Branch, 
DCITA, Australia

2003 DCITA website H Commission 
Archive

TC013



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

The Creative Engine: How Arts & 
Culture is Fueling Economic Growth in 
New York City Neighbourhoods, 
Centre for an Urban Future, 2002

Kleiman, N S et al 2002 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

An Evaluation of the Core Arts 
Programme 1998-2001- Executive 
Summary, Minneapolis Minnesota, 
2001

Cleveland, W 2001 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

‘Physical Exercise and Psychological 
Well-being: A Population Study in 
Finland’, 2000

Hassmen, P et al 2000 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

INTERNAT'L 
MODEL

The Arts, Creativity and Cultural 
Education: An International 
Perspective, National Foundation for 
Educational Research, 2000

Sharp, C and Le 
Metais, J

2000 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

LANGUAGE Why Scots Matters McClure, J Derrick 1997 NO 
COPY

Published by Saltire 
Society

 

LANGUAGE Briefing Note on Cultural Rights and 
Language, from Conference on 
Cultural Rights and Human 
Development, Barcelona 23-27 August 
2004

Blanche, R 2004 Commission H / E Commission 
Archive

CR021 Document called Barcelona Brief 
on Language, filed under 
CULTURAL RIGHTS

LANGUAGE Scottish Culture and the Scots 
Language: A personal submission to 
the Cultural Commission by Kenneth 
C Fraser

Fraser, K C 2004 Karen Watson H Commission 
Archive

LG001

LANGUAGE SAC Gaelic Arts Policy Scottish Arts Council 2003 SAC website E Commission 
Archive

LG002 filed under GAELIC under 
LANGUAGE

LANGUAGE Language Legislation and Language 
Rights in the United Kingdom, 
European Yearbook of Minority Issues 
Vol2, 2002/3, pp95-126

Dunbar, Professor 
Robert

2004 Rob Dunbar H Commission 
Archive

LG003 filed under LANGUAGE

LANGUAGE Background Paper: Legislating for 
Language Rights

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission H / E Commission 
Archive

LG004 filed under LANGUAGE

LANGUAGE An Institute for the Languages of 
Scotland: A Feasibility Study, June 
2003

Pike, L (Research 
Officer for Institute)

2003 Institute for the 
Languages of 
Scotland

H / E Commission 
Archive

LG005 filed under LANGUAGE

LANGUAGE Scotland: Proposed Institute for the 
Languages of Scotland

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

LG006 filed under LANGUAGE



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

LANGUAGE Scotland: Scots and Gaelic 
Languages: Significance, Status and 
Challenges

Blanche, R 2005 Edinburgh UNESCO 
City of Literature

E Commission 
Archive

LG007 filed under LANGUAGE

LANGUAGE Scotland/Language: Background on 
Scottish Poetry Library

Blanche, R 2005 Edinburgh UNESCO 
City of Literature

E Commission 
Archive

LG008

LANGUAGE Scotland/Language: Material on 
Scottish Storytelling Centre

Blanche, R 2005 Edinburgh UNESCO 
City of Literature

E Commission 
Archive

LG009

LANGUAGE Bord Gaidhlig Na h-Alba Memorandum 
and Articles of Association, 1985

 1985 Bord na Gaidhlig H Commission 
Archive

LG010

LANGUAGE European Charter for Regional Or 
Minority Languages, Strasbourg, 1992

Council of Europe 1992 Internet E Commission 
Archive

LG011

LANGUAGE Traditions and Skills: Storytelling 
Workshops and Professional training 
2005 (Pamphlet)

Scottish Storytelling 
Centre

2005 Scottish Storytelling 
centre

H Commission 
Archive

LG012

LANGUAGE Notes on Gaelic ICT project from 
Scottish Arts Council, 9 July 2004

SAC 2004 Neil McInnes, SAC 
via Bryan Beattie

E Commission 
Archive

TC002 filed under TECHNOLOGY 

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

Scottish Library and Information 
Council Financial Statements 31 
March 2004

SLIC 2004 SLIC H Commission 
Archive

FU074

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

Scottish Library and Information 
Council Financial Statements 31 
March 2003

SLIC 2004 SLIC H Commission 
Archive

FU075

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

Scottish Library and Information 
Council Financial Statements 31 
March 2002

SLIC 2004 SLIC H Commission 
Archive

FU076

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

Scottish Library and Information 
Council Financial Statements 31 
March 2001

SLIC 2004 SLIC H Commission 
Archive

FU077

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

Scottish Library and Information 
Council Financial Statements 31 
March 2000

SLIC 2004 SLIC H Commission 
Archive

FU078

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

Scottish Library and Information 
Council Financial Statements 31 
March 1999

SLIC 2004 SLIC H Commission 
Archive

FU079

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

National Library of Scotland: Annual 
Report and Accounts for the year 
ended 31 March 2004

National Library of 
Scotland

2004 National Library of 
Scotland

H Commission 
Archive

FU099



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

National Library of Scotland: Annual 
Report and Accounts for the year 
ended 31 March 2003

National Library of 
Scotland

2003 National Library of 
Scotland

H Commission 
Archive

FU100

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

National Library of Scotland: Annual 
Report and Accounts for the year 
ended 31 March 2002

National Library of 
Scotland

2002 National Library of 
Scotland

H Commission 
Archive

FU101

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

National Library of Scotland: Annual 
Report and Accounts for the year 
ended 31 March 2001

National Library of 
Scotland

2001 National Library of 
Scotland

H Commission 
Archive

FU102

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

National Library of Scotland: Annual 
Report and Accounts for the year 
ended 31 March 2000

National Library of 
Scotland

2000 National Library of 
Scotland

H Commission 
Archive

FU103

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

National Library of Scotland Annual 
Report 2002-2003

National Library of 
Scotland

2003 NLS H Commission 
Archive

FU112

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

The Salient Points and Proposals  in 
the Finnish Library Policy Programme 
2001-2004, Committee's Report

Ministry of Education, 
Finland

2001 Finnish cultural 
website

E Commission 
Archive

IM020 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODEL

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

Library 2007: Strategy Concept Bertelsmann 
Foundation and 
Federal Union of 
German Library 
Association

2004 SLIC H Commission 
Archive

IM028 Document called ACE public 
libraries and arts

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

Finland: Library Clusters Proposal 
from Library Policy Committee (2001) 

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

IM091 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

Breaking through the Walls: A 
Strategy for the National Library of 
Scotland

National Library of 
Scotland

2004 (James Boyle) H Commission 
Archive

LB001

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

National Library of Scotland: 
Corporate Plan 2004-2009

National Library of 
Scotland

2004 (James Boyle) H Commission 
Archive

LB002

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

Remit of Scottish Library and 
Information Council (presentation 
paper, unsigned, undated)

SLIC 2004 (James Boyle) H Commission 
Archive

LB003

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

The John Murray Archive (in support 
of bid for funds to purchase for nation)

National Library of 
Scotland

2003 National Library of 
Scotland

H Commission 
Archive

LB004

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

An Introduction to the National Library 
of Scotland (pamphlet)

National Library of 
Scotland

National Library of 
Scotland

H Commission 
Archive

LB005  

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

International Association of Music 
Libraries, Archives and Documentation 
Centres: UK, 51st Annual Report 2003

IAML UK & Irl 2003 H Commission 
Archive

LB006



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

Best Value Service Review: Libraries, 
Information and Archives

Glasgow City Council 2000? Glasgow Culture 
and Leisure 
Services (BMcC)

H Commission 
Archive

LB007

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

Making a Difference - Libraries, ICT 
and Social Inclusion, A Report on the 
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation & 
Scottish Executive Public Libraries 
Excellence Fund Projects

SLIC 2004 SLIC H Commission 
Archive

LB008 Document called 
Finlandlibrarypolicyprogramme 
(filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODEL)

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

CILIPS meeting on Developing 
Libraries and Innovations, 7 June 
2004 (not published)

CILIPS 2004 (James Boyle) E Commission 
Archive

LB009 Electronic version called CILIPS 
Cultural Consultation meeting 7 
June 2004

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

Delivering Library Services in the 3rd 
Millennium, paper by SLIC Nov 2003

SLIC 2003 (James Boyle) E Commission 
Archive

LB010

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

Good Practice testimonies by MSPs, 
by Local Authority, paper  unpublished

NOT KNOWN 2004 (James Boyle) E Commission 
Archive

LB011

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

Presentation by Norma McDermott, 
Director Library Council of Ireland at 
SLIC Seminar 7 June 2004 
(powerpoint)

McDermott, N 2004 (James Boyle) E Commission 
Archive

LB012

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

CILIPS Annual Conference, 
Presidential Address, June 2004

CILIPS 2004 (James Boyle) E Commission 
Archive

LB013

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

Community Planning Models and Self-
Evaluation Toolkit for Public Libraries, 

Scottish Executive? 2004 (James Boyle) E Commission 
Archive

LB014 contains data about the library

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

Libraries and the Arts: pathways to 
partnership:Executive Summary

ACE document 2000 ACE website E Commission 
Archive

LB015  

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

Taxpayer Return on Investment in 
Florida Public Libraries; Summary 
Report

Griffiths, J-M et al 2004 Internet E Commission 
Archive

LB016 FILED UNDER LIBRARIES

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

Library and Information Statistics Unit, 
Tables for 2001 for the UK

LIST 2001 Internet E Commission 
Archive

LB017

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

Scottish Library and Information 
Council Operating Plan 2004-2006

SLIC 2004 SLIC E Commission 
Archive

LB018

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

New Directions in Social Policy: 
Developing the Evidence Base for 
Museums, Libraries and Archives in 
England

Burns Owens 
Partnership for MLA

2005 MLA E Commission 
Archive

LB019

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

National Library of Scotland Market 
Research 2004-2005: Final Report

NLS 2005 NLS E Commission 
Archive

LB020



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

Scottish Library and Information 
Council Operating Plan 2004-2005 
Progress Report

SLIC 2005 SLIC E Commission 
Archive

LB021

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

Google Checks Out Library Books 
(Public-Private Digitisation 
partnership)

Google Press Centre 2005 Internet H Commission 
Archive

LB022

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

National Library of Scotland Act 1925 Parliament 1925 H Commission 
Archive

LB023

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

National Library of Scotland Corporate 
Plan 2004-2009

National Library of 
Scotland

2004 NLS H Commission 
Archive

LB024

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

Scottish Council on Archives 
(Pamphlet)

Scottish Council on 
Archives

2002 H Commission 
Archive

LB025

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

Scottish Archives: The Journal of the 
Scottish Records Association, Volume 
9, 2003

Scottish Records 
Association

2003 National Library of 
Scotland

H Commission 
Archive

LB026

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

Retour: Newsletter and Archival 
Summaries of The Scottish Records 
Association, Issue 1, Spring 2004

Scottish Records 
Association

2004 National Library of 
Scotland

H Commission 
Archive

LB027

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

National Library of Scotland Annual 
Review 2003-2004

National Library of 
Scotland

2004 National Library of 
Scotland

H Commission 
Archive

LB028

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

National Statistics: reasons for visiting 
a library by age and activity, 2000

Office for National 
Statistics

2000 ONS website E Commission 
Archive

SR024 filed under SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH  

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

Principles of Digitisation (Libraries) National Library of 
Australia

2004 Internet E Commission 
Archive

TC009 filed under TECHNOLOGY

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

‘Building Better Library Services: 
learning from audit, inspection and 
research,  2002

Audit Commission 2002 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

Understanding community 
librarianship, 1997

Black, A and 
Muddiman, D

1997 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

The People’s Network: A turning point 
for public libraries, Resource, 2003

Brophy, professor P 2003 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

Public library services for visually 
impaired people’  Loughborough 
University, 2000

Kinnell, M et al 2000 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

Access to public libraries: the impact 
of opening hours reductions and 
closures 1986-1997’, British Library 
Research and Innovation Centre, 1998

Lee, R et al 1998 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

‘New measures for the new library: a 
social audit of public libraries’,  British 
Library Research and Innovation 
centre, 1998

Linley, R and 
Usherwood, B

1998 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

‘Libraries and community development
national survey: a report on the
national survey of public library
authorities’, British Library Research
and Innovation Centre, 1997

McKrell, L et al 1997 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

Open to all? The public library and 
social exclusion,  Library and 
Information Commission, 2000

Muddiman, D et al 2000 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

‘Survey of Visitors to British Archives 
2002 Single Archive Report’ for NLS 
Manuscripts Section, 2002

Public Services 
Quality Group of the 
National Council on 
Archives

2002 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

LIBRARIES & 
ARCHIVES

 ‘Impact Evaluation of Museums, 
Archives and Libraries: Available 
Evidence Project’,  Robert Gordon 
University, 2002

Wavell, C et al 2002 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

LITERATURE Edinburgh International Book Festival: 
Annual review 2004

EIBF 2004 EIBF H Commission 
Archive

FE009

LITERATURE The Book with the Regions of Europe : 
Study Carried Out by the Languedoc-
Roussillon Region covering over 300 
regions in Europe (includes directory 
of addresses)

Centre Regional Des 
Lettres, France

1997 H Commission 
Archive

IM111

LITERATURE Traditions and Skills: Storytelling 
Workshops and Professional training 
2005 (Pamphlet)

Scottish Storytelling 
Centre

2005 Scottish Storytelling 
centre

H Commission 
Archive

LG012

LITERATURE Audit of Literature Organisations: 
Consultancy Report for the SAC

Iain More Consultants 2000 SAC H Commission 
Archive

LT001 filed under ARTS under 
LITERATURE

LITERATURE Literature Strategy 2002-2007 Scottish Arts Council 2002 SAC H Commission 
Archive

LT002 filed under ARTS in LITERATURE 
folder

LITERATURE Submission by the Literature Forum 
for Scotland

Smith, Donald for the 
Literature Forum

2004 Submission to 
Cultural Commission

E Commission 
Archive

LT003 filed under ARTS under 
LITERATURE

LITERATURE Scottish Centre of International PEN 
(collection of pamphlets)

PEN Scottish PEN 
submission to 
Cultural Commission

H Commission 
Archive

LT004 filed under ARTS under 
LITERATURE



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

LITERATURE Poet in Public: Schools Poetry 
Competitions 2005 (pamphlet)

Scottish Poetry 
Library and RIAS

2005 James Boyle H Commission 
Archive

LT005 filed under ARTS under 
LITERATURE

LITERATURE Playwrights Register: A Directory of 
Scottish Playwrights

Scottish Society of 
Playwrights

Cultural Commission H Commission 
Archive

LT006 filed under ARTS under 
LITERATURE

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

Research Brief - Models for Delivery of 
Cultural Entitlement in Scotland, SMC

Scottish Museums 
Council

2003 Scottish Museums 
Council

H Commission 
Archive

CR011 Supplied by Christine Galey, filed 
under CULTURAL RIGHTS

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

Space for Learning: A Handbook for 
Education Spaces in Museums, 
Heritage Sites and Discovery Centres

Arts Council England 
and partners

2004 H Commission 
Archive

ED025 Filed under EDUCATION

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

A Manifesto for Museum Learning Campaign for 
Learning through 
Museums and 
Galleries (CLMG)

H Commission 
Archive

ED027 Filed under EDUCATION

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

What did we Learn this time? The 
Museums and Galleries Lifelong 
Learning Initiative MGLI 2002-2003

Campaign for 
Learning through 
Museums and 
Galleries (CLMG)

 H Commission 
Archive

ED028 Filed under EDUCATION

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

What Did we Learn? The Museums 
and Galleries Lifelong Learning 
Initiative MGLI 2000-2002

Campaign for 
Learning through 
Museums and 
Galleries (CLMG)

H Commission 
Archive

ED029 Filed under EDUCATION

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

Goodison Review: Securing the Best 
for Our Museums: Private Giving and 
Government Support

Goodison, Nicholas 2004 Teasury website E Commission 
Archive

FU024 Document called Goodison Report 
Jan04 (filed in FUNDING folder)

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

The 2003/04 Audit of the National 
Galleries of Scotland: A report by the 
Auditor General for Scotland (includes 
National Galleries of Scotland Annual 
Accounts for Year Ended 31 March 
2004)

Auditor General for 
Scotland

2004 Auditor General for 
Scotland

H Commission 
Archive

FU094

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

National Galleries of Scotland: Annual 
Account for Year Ended 31 March 
2003

National Galleries of 
Scotland

2003 National Galleries of 
Scotland

H Commission 
Archive

FU095

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

National Galleries of Scotland: Annual 
Account for Year Ended 31 March 
2002

National Galleries of 
Scotland

2002 National Galleries of 
Scotland

H Commission 
Archive

FU096

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

National Galleries of Scotland: Annual 
Account for Year Ended 31 March 
2001

National Galleries of 
Scotland

2001 National Galleries of 
Scotland

H Commission 
Archive

FU097



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

National Galleries of Scotland: Annual 
Account for Year Ended 31 March 
2000

National Galleries of 
Scotland

2000 National Galleries of 
Scotland

H Commission 
Archive

FU098

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

National Galleries of Scotland Annual 
Accounts for Year Ended 31 March 
2003

National Galleries of 
Scotland

2003 National Galleries of 
Scotland

H Commission 
Archive

FU106

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

National Museums of Scotland 
Statement of Accounts for year ended 
31 March 2003

NMS 2003 NMS H Commission 
Archive

FU107

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

National Museums of Scotland 
Statement of Accounts for year ended 
31 March 2002

NMS 2002 NMS H Commission 
Archive

FU113

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

National Museums of Scotland 
Statement of Accounts for year ended 
31 March 2001

NMS 2001 NMS H Commission 
Archive

FU114

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

New Directions in Social Policy: 
Developing the Evidence Base for 
Museums, Libraries and Archives in 
England

Burns Owens 
Partnership for MLA

2005 MLA E Commission 
Archive

LB019

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

National Museums of Scotland: 
Corporate Plan 2004-2008

National Museums of 
Scotland

2004 (James Boyle) H Commission 
Archive

MG001

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

Scotland's National Audit: Full 
Findings Report: A Collective Insight

Scottish Museums 
Council

2002 Scottish Museums 
Council

H Commission 
Archive

MG002 Supplied by Christine Galey, 3 hard 
copies

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

National Museums of Scotland: 
Annual Review 2003-2004

National Museums of 
Scotland

2004 National Museum of 
Scotland

H Commission 
Archive

MG003

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

Museums and Galleries: Creative 
Engagement

National Museum 
Directors Conference

2004 (Bryan Beattie) H Commission 
Archive

MG004

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

National Dimensions National Museums 
Directors Conference

2004 (James Boyle) H Commission 
Archive

MG005

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

National Galleries of Scotland: Report 
of the Best Value Review

Deloitte (MCS) Ltd 2004 (James Boyle) H Commission 
Archive

MG006

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

Museums, Heritage and Visual Arts: 
Best Value Report, Part Two: Visual 
Arts Report, Jan 2001

Glasgow City Council 2001 Glasgow Culture 
and Leisure 
Services (BMcC)

H Commission 
Archive

MG007

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

Glasgow Museums: Best Value 
Review: Final Report, July 2001

Glasgow City Council 2001 Glasgow Culture 
and Leisure 
Services (BMcC)

H Commission 
Archive

MG008 Filed under MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

Glasgow Museums Annual 
Benchmarking Report 2002/2003

Glasgow City Council 2003 H Commission 
Archive

MG009 Filed under MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

Scotland's National Audit: Summary 
Report

Scottish Museums 
Council

2002 Scottish Museums 
Council

H Commission 
Archive

MG010 Supplied by Christine Galey

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

Scottish Museums Council Corporate 
Plan 2004-2007 

Scottish Museums 
Council

2004 (James Boyle) H Commission 
Archive

MG011

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

From National Audit to National 
Framework: SMC's Response to the 
Scottish Executive Action Plan 
Consultation

Scottish Museums 
Council

2003 Christine Galey, 
SMC via James 
Boyle

H Commission 
Archive

MG012

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

University Museums in the United 
Kingdom: A National Resource for the 
21st Century

University Museums 
Group UK

2004 UMIS H Commission 
Archive

MG013

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

A National Resource for the 21st 
Century: Executive Summary and 
Recommendations

University Museums 
Group UK

2004 UMIS H Commission 
Archive

MG014

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

Opening Doors ro Learning: University 
Museums for 21st Century Scotland, 
Pamphlet

University Museums 
in Scotland

2004 UMIS H Commission 
Archive

MG015 7 COPIES

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

The Future of the Past: Ten Priorities 
for a New Parliament (pamphlet)

Scottish Museums 
Council

2003 Scottish Museums 
Council

H Commission 
Archive

MG016 Supplied by Christine Galey

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

Scottish Museums Council Annual 
Report 2002-2003

Scottish Museums 
Council

2003 Scottish Museums 
Council

H Commission 
Archive

MG017

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

A National ICT Strategy for Scotland's 
Museums

Scottish Museums 
Council

2004 (James Boyle) H Commission 
Archive

MG018

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

Big Questions, Big Answers: A Guide 
to Issues Surrounding Heritage 
Development

Scottish Museums 
Council

2002 H Commission 
Archive

MG019

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

Museums and Social Justice: How 
Museums and Galleries Can Work for 
Their Whole Communities

Scottish Museums 
Council

2000 H Commission 
Archive

MG020

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

Museums Association: Collections for 
the Future: Consultation Paper

Museums Association 2004 VAGA H / E Commission 
Archive

MG021 Electronic Document called MA 
Collections Consultation Paper

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

Valuing Museums: Impact and 
Innovation among National Museums

National Museums 
Directors Conference

2004 (James Boyle) H Commission 
Archive

MG022



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

National Museums and Galleries: The 
Impacts and the Needs: A Summary of 
Findings

National Museums 
Directors Conference

2004 (Bryan Beattie) H Commission 
Archive

MG023

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

Designation Feasibility Study Scottish Museums 
Council

2004 SMC H Commission 
Archive

MG024 Filed under MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

Scotland's Museums: Developing a 
Shared Vision

Scottish Museums 
Council

2004 H Commission 
Archive

MG025 Brief summary of vision for 2003

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

Partnership in Scottish Museums: A 
Proposed Model

Hume, John R 2004 James Boyle H Commission 
Archive

MG026

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

SMC Staff Contacts Scottish Museums 
Council

2004 SMC H Commission 
Archive

MG027

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

LEMUR: Learning with Museum 
Resources (pamphlet)

University of 
Aberdeen

2004 H Commission 
Archive

MG028

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

Launch of SMC's ICT Strategy, Press 
Release, 21 June 2004

Scottish Museums 
Council

2004 E-mail to Rachel 
Blanche

E Commission 
Archive

MG029

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

Contemporary Visual Arts Practice - 
The Gallery Infrastructure, report from 
meeting  at Edinburgh College of Art, 
May 2004

VAGA 2004 (James Boyle) E Commission 
Archive

MG030 Electronic version called: VAGA 
27_5

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

Exploiting Interactive Digital Media, 
paper by James Devine, Head of 
Multimedia, Hunterian Museum and 
Art Gallery

Devine, James 
(Hunterian, Glasgow)

? Devine, James 
(Hunterian Museum 
and Art Gallery)

E Commission 
Archive

MG031 Electronic version called Museum 
International paper

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

Educational Access to Museum 
Collections through digital 
technologies, paper by James Devine, 
Head of Multimedia, Hunterian 
Museum and Art Gallery

Devine, James 
(Hunterian, Glasgow)

? Devine, James 
(Hunterian Museum 
and Art Gallery)

E Commission 
Archive

MG032 Electronic version called Spectra 
article

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

Renaissance in the Regions: A New 
Framework for Museums, MLA 2004

Museum Libraries 
Archives

2004  H / E Commission 
Archive

MG033 Electronic version called 
Renaissance BP V2

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

Institute for Curatorship and Education 
(ICE) information sheet

ICE E Commission 
Archive

MG034

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

iNSTitute for Curatorship and 
Education (ICE) International 
Conference Speakers

ICE E Commission 
Archive

MG035



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

The Royal Museum Masterplan: 
Transforming a National Treasure 

NMS 2004 NMS E Commission 
Archive

MG036

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

Cultural Commission Phase 2 
Consultation: Scottish Museums and 
Galleries Working Group Response

SMGWG 2005 Scottish Museums 
Council

E Commission 
Archive

MG037 Filed under MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

Scottish Museums Council Annual 
Report 2003-2004

Scottish Museums 
Council

2004 Scottish Museums 
Council

H Commission 
Archive

MG038

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

Significance Recognition Scheme for 
Scottish Museums, Scottish Executive 
Paper, January 2005

Scottish Executive 2005 Scottish Executive H / E Commission 
Archive

MG039

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

Museums and Galleries Act 1992; 
Chapter 44

Parliament 1992 H Commission 
Archive

MG040

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

SMC Briefing paper for the 2004 AGM: 
The Cultural Commission and the 
Cultural Review

Scottish Museums 
Council

2004 Scottish Museums 
Council

H Commission 
Archive

MG041

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

The Feasibility of a Significance 
Recognition Scheme for Scottish 
Museums, report for SMC on behalf of 
Scottish Executive, November 2004

EGERIA 2004 Scottish Museums 
Council

H / E Commission 
Archive

MG042 National Collections

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

UK: Regional Hub Museums Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

MG043

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

Understanding the Future: Museums 
and 21st Century Life: The Value of 
Museums

DCMS 2005 DCMS H / E Commission 
Archive

MG044

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

Realising the True Impact of Museums 
and Galleries in Scottish Tourism: The 
Key Findings

SMC 2005 SMC E Commission 
Archive

MG045

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

A National Access and Learning 
Strategy for Museums and Galleries in 
Scotland

Scottish Museums 
Council

2005 SMC E Commission 
Archive

MG046

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

Halfway There? The Leadership 
Development Programme (powerpoint 
presentation)

Scottish Museums 
Council

2005 SMC E Commission 
Archive

MG047

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

VAGA response to MA Collections 
Inquiry, 12 October 2004

VAGA 2004 VAGA E Commission 
Archive

MG048



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

Scotland's National Collections: 
Conference of Directors and National 
Collections, Edinburgh, 2002

National Library of 
Scotland

2002 NLS H Commission 
Archive

MG049

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

National Galleries of Scotland Act 
1906

Parliament 1906 H Commission 
Archive

MG050

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

National Museums of Scotland Annual 
Review April 2002-March 2003

NMS 2003 NMS H Commission 
Archive

MG051

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

National Museums of Scotland 
Corporate Plan 2003-2007: Into the 
Future

NMS 2003 NMS H Commission 
Archive

MG052

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

National Museums of Scotland Annual 
Review  2003-2004

NMS 2004 NMS H Commission 
Archive

MG053

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

Inspiration, Identity, Learning: The 
Value of Museums

DCMS 2004 DCMS H Commission 
Archive

MG054

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

HYPERTAG: The Magus Guide Visitor 
Interpretation System (leaflet)

Magus Guide (UK) Cultural Commission H Commission 
Archive

TC005 filed under TECHNOLOGY

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

Learning through culture. The DfES 
Museums and Galleries Education 
Programme: a guide to good practice,  
2002

Clarke, A et al 2002 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

Visitors to museums and galleries in 
the UK,  2001

MORI 2001 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

‘Creating the Past’,  2002 National Museums of 
Scotland

2002 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

A Catalyst for Change: The Social 
Impact of the Open Museum,  2002

Research Centre for 
Museums and 
Galleries

2002 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

 ‘Impact Evaluation of Museums, 
Archives and Libraries: Available 
Evidence Project’,  Robert Gordon 
University, 2002

Wavell, C et al 2002 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

Assessment of Highland Independent 
Museums,  1999

Westbrook, S, 
Callaghan, S, and 
Burns, B

1999 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

MUSIC Music Channel Launched to 
Showcase Scots bands, article in the 
Sunday Times, 6 March 2005

Goodwin, K 2005 Sunday Times H Commission 
Archive

BC026 filed under BROADCAST

MUSIC Youth Music Initiative : Traditional 
Music Tuition in Schools: Information 
Form

Scottish Arts Council. 
Highland Council

2004 E Commission 
Archive

ED012 Document called HC Schools 
Scheme Form (filed under 
EDUCATION)

MUSIC SAC Music Strategy 2002-2007 SAC 2002 SAC H Commission 
Archive

MU001 filed under ARTS

MUSIC NYOS Newsletter, Edition 16 Winter 
2004

National Youth 
Orchestra of Scotland

2004 NYOS H Commission 
Archive

MU002 Filed under MUSIC under ARTS

MUSIC Inverclyde Piping Project Annual 
Report 2003/4

Inverclyde Piping 
Project

2004 Inverclyde Piping 
Project

H Commission 
Archive

MU003 Filed under MUSIC under ARTS

MUSIC RSAMD: Report by SHEFC 
Commission

SHEFC 2003 (James Boyle) H Commission 
Archive

MU004 filed under ARTS

MUSIC Why Invest in Music? There is an 
Interrelated Continuum

Knowles, Nod, Head 
of Music, SAC

2002 SAC H Commission 
Archive

MU005 Filed under MUSIC under ARTS

MUSIC What’s going on?: a national audit of 
youth music in Scotland, Royal 
Scottish Academy of Music and 
Drama, National Centre for Research 
in the Performing Arts, 2003

Broad, S et al 2003 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

MU006 Filed under MUSIC under ARTS

MUSIC Notes on the Youth Music Strategy for 
SAC, RSAMD June 2004

RSAMD 2004  E Commission 
Archive

MU007 Electronic version called Youth 
Music Strategy, RSAMD june04 
(filed under MUSIC in ARTS folder)

MUSIC Youth Music Initiative 2003-2004 The Highland Council 
and Feisean nan 
Gaidheal

2003 E Commission 
Archive

MU008 Document called Youth Music 
Initiative (filed under MUSIC in 
ARTS folder)

MUSIC Music Briefing 2004-05 SAC 2005 SAC E Commission 
Archive

MU009 Filed under MUSIC under ARTS

MUSIC About DISTIL (introductory document) DISTIL 2004 Submission to 
Cultural Commission

E Commission 
Archive

MU010 Filed under MUSIC under ARTS

MUSIC Contemporary Popular Music SAC 2001 SAC E Commission 
Archive

MU011 Filed under MUSIC under ARTS

MUSIC Consultation on the National Youth 
Music Strategy

RSAMD E Commission 
Archive

MU012 Filed under MUSIC under ARTS

MUSIC Feisean an Gaidheal - Strengthening 
Communities, Transforming Tradition

Martin, K and 
Cormack, A

2004 E Commission 
Archive

MU013 Filed under MUSIC under ARTS



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

MUSIC Case Study of Serious Music 
Company, for A& B Seminar Mission, 
Money and Models

AEA Consulting 2004 Arts and Business 
website

E Commission 
Archive

MU014 Filed under MUSIC under ARTS

MUSIC Mapping the Music Industry in 
Scotland

Williamson, Cloonan, 
Firth for Scottish 
Enterprise

2003 Scottish Enterprise H / E Commission 
Archive

MU015 Filed under MUSIC under ARTS

MUSIC A Soundtrack for Scottish Tourism: 
The SAC and VisitScotland Traditional 
Music and Tourism Initiative 1999-
2002

Scottish Arts Council, 
VisitScotland

2002 SAC H Commission 
Archive

TM010

PERFORMING 
ARTS

The Same But Different: Rural Arts 
Touring in Scotland: The Case of 
Theatre, Comedia

Hamilton, C and 
Scullion, A

2004 CCPR H Commission 
Archive

AC005 Filed under ACCESS

PERFORMING 
ARTS

Economic Impact Study of UK Theatre Univesrity of Sheffield 
for Arts Council 
England

2004 ACE website E Commission 
Archive

EC006 Document called Econ Impact of 
UK Theatres, filed under 
ECONOMIC

PERFORMING 
ARTS

Playwrights Register: A Directory of 
Scottish Playwrights

Scottish Society of 
Playwrights

Cultural Commission H Commission 
Archive

LT006 filed under ARTS under 
LITERATURE

PERFORMING 
ARTS

The Playwrights Studio, Scotland: 
About Us (Pamphlet)

The Playwrights 
Studio Scotland

2004 The Playwrights 
Studio Scotland

H Commission 
Archive

PA001 Filed under PERFORMING ARTS 
under ARTS

PERFORMING 
ARTS

Scottish National Theatre: Report of 
the Independent Working Group, May 
2001

SNT 2001 H Commission 
Archive

PA002 Filed under PERFORMING ARTS 
under ARTS

PERFORMING 
ARTS

Drama in Schools: Second Edition Arts Council England 2003 ACE website E Commission 
Archive

PA003 Document called ACE Drama in 
Schools (filed under PERFORMING 
ARTS in ARTS folder)

PERFORMING 
ARTS

From Pillar to Post: a comparative 
review of the frameworks for 
independent workers in the 
contemporary performing arts in 
Europe

Staines, J 2004 Arts Council of 
Ireland website

E Commission 
Archive

PA004 Filed under PERFORMING ARTS 
under ARTS

PERFORMING 
ARTS

Edinburgh Theatre Strategy 2004 City of Edinburgh 
Council

2004 City of Edinburgh 
Council

E Commission 
Archive

PA005 Filed under PERFORMING ARTS 
under ARTS

PERFORMING 
ARTS

Too Few Starlets to Claim Mary's 
Screen Throne (Scotland on Sunday, 
21 November 2004)

Scotland on Sunday 2004 Internet E Commission 
Archive

PA006 Filed under PERFORMING ARTS 
under ARTS

PERFORMING 
ARTS

Relevant Theatre Strategy 
Recommendations

Graham Devlin 
Associates

2004 H / E Commission 
Archive

PA007 Filed under PERFORMING ARTS 
under ARTS

PERFORMING 
ARTS

In our neighbourhood: a regional 
theatre and its local community,  
Joseph Rowntree Foundation, 2001

Downing, D 2001 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

PERFORMING 
ARTS

Luvvies and rude mechanicals?,  
University of Glasgow, 2000

Giesekam,  with 
Knight, S

2000 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

PERFORMING 
ARTS

The Forthview Drama Project,  Arts Co-
ordinator, Fife Council in Arts for 
Medicine conference synopsis

O'Hare, L ? Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

PERFORMING 
ARTS

The Wyndham Report, The Economic 
Impact of London’s West End Theatre,  
1998

Travers, T,  The 
Greater London 
Group, London 
School of Economics 
& MORI,

1998 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

POLICY Capturing Cultural Value: How Culture 
has Become a Tool of Government 
Policy 

Holden, John for 
DEMOS

2004 DEMOS H Commission 
Archive

AU004 filed under AUDIENCE

POLICY Review of Aspects of Local Authority 
Culture and Leisure Provision and 
Local Authority Benchmark and 
Standards within Culture and Lesiure 
Provision, Draft Report, March 2005

PMP 2005 Cultural Commission H Commission 
Archive

BP005 filed under BEST PRACTICE

POLICY Review of Aspects of Local Authority 
Culture and Leisure Provision and 
Local Authority Benchmark and 
Standards within Culture and Lesiure 
Provision, Final Report, April 2005

PMP 2005 Cultural Commission H Commission 
Archive

BP011 filed under BEST PRACTICE

POLICY Legislating for Diversity: Minorities in 
the New Scotland, (extract articles 
from Book, The State of Scots Law, 
2001

Dunbar, Professor 
Robert

2001 Rob Dunbar H Commission 
Archive

CD010  filed under CULTURAL 
DIVERSITY

POLICY The Development of A Policy on 
Architecture for Scotland

Scottish Executive Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

CI067 Filed under ARCHITECTURE 
under CREATIVE INDUSTRIES

POLICY The Development of a Policy on 
Architecture for Scotland: Report on 
the Public Consultation

Scottish Executive Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

CI068 Filed under ARCHITECTURE 
under CREATIVE INDUSTRIES

POLICY A Cultural and Creative Entitlement, 
paper by DCMS

DCMS Bryan Beattie E Commission 
Archive

CR017 filed under CULTURAL RIGHTS

POLICY Cultural Entitlement, paper by DCMS DCMS Bryan Beattie E Commission 
Archive

CR018 filed under CULTURAL RIGHTS

POLICY A Smart, Successful Scotland: 
Ambitions of the Enterprise Networks, 

Scottish Executive 2001 Scottish Enterprise E Commission 
Archive

EC003 Downloaded from website



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

POLICY A Smart, Successful Scotland: 
Strategic Direction to the Enterprise 
Networks and an enterprise strategy 
for Scotland

Scottish Executive 2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

EC009

POLICY Education: Progress of Determined to 
Succeed Enterprise in Education 
Initiative

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

ED081 filed under EDUCATION

POLICY Seminar Pack for Arts and Business 
Seminar on Mission, Money and 
Models: new Approaches to 
Sustaining the Arts in the United 
Kingdom, 28 June 2004, British 
Museum London

Arts and Business 2004 Arts & Business  H Commission 
Archive

FU001 FILED UNDER FUNDING

POLICY Arts & Business Seminar: Mission, 
Money and Models, June 2004, 
Summary paper

Blanche, R 2004 Seminar E Commission 
Archive

FU029 filed under FUNDING

POLICY Brief Guide to the Regulation of 
Charities in Scotland

Office of the Scottish 
Charity Regulator 
(OSCR)

2004 OSCR website H / E Commission 
Archive

FU045

POLICY Rethinking Cultural Policies, web page 
from UNESCO site

UNESCO ? Internet E Commission 
Archive

IM022 Filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

POLICY Briefing Note on Cultural Policies, from 
Conference on Cultural Rights and 
Human Development, Barcelona 23-
27 August 2004

Blanche, R 2004 Commission E Commission 
Archive

IM027 Document called Barcelona Brief 
on Cultural Policies, filed undER 
INTERNATIONAL MODELS

POLICY Final Draft Text of Council of Europe 
Framework Convention on the Value 
of Cultural Heritage for Society

Steering Committee 
for Cultural Heritage, 
Council of Europe

2004 Contact at CoE E Commission 
Archive

IM030 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

POLICY Explanatory Report, Final version for 
the Draft Council of Europe 
Framework Convention on the Value 
of Cultural Heritage for Society

Steering Committee 
for Cultural Heritage, 
Council of Europe

2004 Contact at CoE E Commission 
Archive

IM031 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

POLICY A Stronger Economy, A Stronger 
Australia: The Howard Government 
2004 Election Policy: Strengthening 
Australian Arts

Australian 
Government

2004 Internet H / E Commission 
Archive

IM061 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

POLICY UNESCO Guidelines for the 
Establishment of National 'Living 
Human Treasures' Systems

UNESCO 2004 UNESCO website E Commission 
Archive

IM097

POLICY SAC Gaelic Arts Policy Scottish Arts Council 2003 SAC website E Commission 
Archive

LG002 filed under GAELIC under 
LANGUAGE



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

POLICY Language Legislation and Language 
Rights in the United Kingdom, 
European Yearbook of Minority Issues 
Vol2, 2002/3, pp95-126

Dunbar, Professor 
Robert

2004 Rob Dunbar H Commission 
Archive

LG003 filed under LANGUAGE

POLICY Background Paper: Legislating for 
Language Rights

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission H / E Commission 
Archive

LG004 filed under LANGUAGE

POLICY Renaissance in the Regions: A New 
Framework for Museums, MLA 2004

Museum Libraries 
Archives

2004  H / E Commission 
Archive

MG033 Electronic version called 
Renaissance BP V2

POLICY Creating our Future: Minding our Past, 
The National Cultural Strategy, 2000

Scottish Executive 2000 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

PY001  

POLICY Creating our Future: Minding our Past, 
The National Cultural Strategy, First 
Annual Report 2001

Scottish Executive 2001 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

PY002  

POLICY Creating our Future: Minding our Past, 
The National Cultural Strategy, Annual 
Report 2002

Scottish Executive 2002 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

PY003  

POLICY Creating our Future: Minding our Past, 
The National Cultural Strategy, Annual 
Report 2003

Scottish Executive 2003 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

PY004  

POLICY The Impact of Policy on Professional 
Practice, Essay by bridget McConnell 
for Uni of Stirling

McConnell, Bridget 2003 (Bridget McConnell) H Commission 
Archive

PY005

POLICY Governing Culture: Who, Why and 
How in Scotland Since 198, essay by 
Bridget McConnell, Uni of Stirling

McConnell, Bridget 2004 (Bridget McConnell) H Commission 
Archive

PY006

POLICY National Networks: A Fresh Approach 
to Arts Development throughout 
Scotland(not published)

SAC 2004 Jim Tough, SAC H / E Commission 
Archive

PY007 Electronic version called Network 
Version 3

POLICY Area Planning - Work in Progress Docherty, Caroline, 
SAC

2001 Caroline Docherty, 
SAC

H Commission 
Archive

PY008 not published

POLICY Skill Policies for Scotland, The 
Allander Series

Heckman, J & 
Masterov, D, 
University of Chicago

2004 (James Boyle) H / E Commission 
Archive

PY009 Electronic version called Allander 
Skills in Scotland (filed under 
POLICY)

POLICY Culture at the Heart of Regeneration , 
DCMS Policy Document, 9th Draft 
27/05/04

DCMS 2004 Bryan Beattie H / E Commission 
Archive

PY010 Electronic versions contained in 
Folder called DCMS Review

POLICY 70 years of Cultural Relations, british 
Council 2004

British Council 2004 H Commission 
Archive

PY011



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

POLICY 70 years of Cultural Relations, british 
Council 2004: Background document

British Council 2004 H Commission 
Archive

PY012

POLICY A Strategic Approach to Developing 
the Arts in Scotland, Report to the 
SAC, June 2003

Blanche, R 2003 H Commission 
Archive

PY013

POLICY Sustainable Human Development: A 
Young People's Introduction: based on 
the UNDP's Human Development 
Reports 1990-2000

Peace Child 
Charitable Trust

2002 Rachel Blanche 
(from Barcelona 
Conference)

H Commission 
Archive

PY014

POLICY Towards the New Enlightenment: A 
Cultural Policy for the City of 
Edinburgh

City of Edinburgh 
Council

1999 Herbert Coutts H Commission 
Archive

PY015

POLICY Cultural Indicators of Human 
Development: Towards an African 
Perspective : Strategy Document from 
the International Seminar and Task 
Force Meeting, Maputo (pamphlet)

Task Force on 
Cultural Indicators or 
Human Development 
in Africa

2004 Rachel Blanche 
(from Barcelona 
Conference)

H Commission 
Archive

PY015

POLICY OCPA: The Commissioner for Public 
Appointments, Ninth Report 2003-
2004

OCPA 2004 James Boyle H Commission 
Archive

PY016

POLICY Culture and Arts Plan 2003-2006 Belfast City Council 2003 Rachel Blanche 
(from Belfast City 
Council)

H Commission 
Archive

PY017

POLICY Digital Inclusion: Connecting 
Scotland's People

Scottish Executive 2004 Scottish Executive H / E Commission 
Archive

PY018 Document called Digital Inclusion 
Policy Report (filed under POLICY)

POLICY Scottish Arts Council Corporate Plan 
2004-2009

Scottish Arts Council 2004 SAC H Commission 
Archive

PY019

POLICY Scottish Arts Council: Quinquennial 
Review

Scottish Executive 2003 H Commission 
Archive

PY020

POLICY The Scottish Executive's International 
Strategy

Scottish Executive 2004 Scottish Executive H / E Commission 
Archive

PY021

POLICY Towards a Cultured, Creative 
Scotland: Submission to the Cultural 
Commission

Scottish Arts Council 2004 SAC H / E Commission 
Archive

PY022

POLICY Cultural Provision for the Twenty-First 
Century: The Cultural Policy Collective 
(article in VARIANT Vol 2 No 20 
Summer 2004)

VARIANT magazine 2004 H Commission 
Archive

PY023

POLICY Scottish Arts Council Annual Report 
2002/2003

Scottish Arts Council 2003 SAC H Commission 
Archive

PY024



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

POLICY Implementation of the National 
Cultural Strategy: Guidance for 
Scottish Local Authorities

Scottish Executive 2000 Scottish Executive 
website

H / E Commission 
Archive

PY025 Electronic version called NCS 
guidance for LAS

POLICY Ambitions for the Arts 2003-2006 ACE 2003 ACE website E Commission 
Archive

PY026

POLICY Ambitions into Action ACE 2003 ACE website E Commission 
Archive

PY027

POLICY Confidence in Scotland: Summary, 
discussion paper for Scottish 
Executive

Scottish Executive 2004 Karen Watson E Commission 
Archive

PY028

POLICY Confidence in Scotland: Summary of 
Ministerial Comments, internal 
Scottish Executive paper

Scottish Executive 2004 Karen Watson E Commission 
Archive

PY029

POLICY Confidence in Scotland: 5 Point Plan, 
internal Scottish Executive paper

Scottish Executive 2004 Karen Watson E Commission 
Archive

PY030

POLICY International Showcases - Outline 
Principles and Examples (Discussion 
document)

Scottish Arts Council 2004 Scottish Arts 
Council 

E Commission 
Archive

PY031 document called SAC International 
Showcases (in sac FOLDER in 
POLICY folder)

POLICY International Policy from the Scottish 
Arts Council: Discussion Paper and 
Proposals

Scottish Arts Council 2004 Scottish Arts 
Council

E Commission 
Archive

PY032 document called SAC International 
Policy (in SAC folder in POLICY 
folder)

POLICY Open Scotland Building Better 
Services: Partnership Agreement - 
Update on the Voluntary Citizen's 
Entitlement Card

Scottish Executive  2004 Scottish Executive E Commission 
Archive

PY033 document called 04-06-30 
Entitlement Card June Report (in 
POLICY folder)

POLICY What Future for Scotland: Policy 
Options for Devolution (Summary 
Paper)

Policy Institute 
(various authors)

2003 Policy Institute 
website

E Commission 
Archive

PY034 Electronic version called 'Policy 
Devolution for Scotland' in POLICY 
folder

POLICY Cultural Policy Statement, April 2004 Scottish Executive 2004 SE website H / E Commission 
Archive

PY035

POLICY Public Service Reform: Future 
Arrangements for Supporting the Arts 
in Wales: A Response by the Arts 
Council of Wales to the proposals of 
the Welsh Assembly Government 

Davies, Geraint T 2004 Arts Council Wales 
via James Boyle

E Commission 
Archive

PY036 filed under POLICY

POLICY Open and Accessible: Whose 
Information is it Anyway: Information 
Management, Freedom of Information 
and eOffice

Scottish Executive 2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

PY037 filed under POLICY



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

POLICY Scottish Parliament Spending Review 
2004:  Budget (excerpt from transcript)

2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

PY038 filed under POLICY

POLICY Fresh Talent: Welcome to Scotland 
(pamphlet)

Scottish Executive Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

PY039 filed under POLICY

POLICY Brief on the Policy Outcomes of the 
Scottish Executive's Curriculum 
Review

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission H / E Commission 
Archive

PY040 filed under POLICY

POLICY Scotland in New York: A Proposal 
from the Scottish Arts Council

Scottish Arts Council 2003 Bryan Beattie H Commission 
Archive

PY041 filed under POLICY

POLICY Ministerial Bilateral Meeting: Finance, 
Public Services and Culture, 16 
November 2004 (notes of meeting)

Scottish Executive 2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

PY042 filed under POLICY, related to 
Cross-Cutting Policy issues

POLICY Enterprise and Culture Committee: 
Official Report, 2 November 2004 
(includes discussion on Further and 
Higher Education Bill Stage 1)

Scottish Parliament 2004 Cultural Commission H Commission 
Archive

PY043 filed under POLICY

POLICY European Union Approach to Culture, 
EUCLID Seminar pack, DCMS, 7 
March 2005

EUCLID 2005 Conference H Commission 
Archive

PY044 filed under POLICY

POLICY Almost Real: art and Social Change', 
Beyond Borders (Magazine of the 
ECF, Spring 2005)

European Cultural 
Foundation

2005 EUCLID conference, 
7 March 2005

H Commission 
Archive

PY045 filed under POLICY

POLICY On the Road to a Cultural Policy for 
Europe: Sharing Cultures

European Cultural 
Foundation

2005 EUCLID conference, 
7 March 2005

H Commission 
Archive

PY046 filed under POLICY

POLICY Europe as a Cultural Project: Final 
Report of the Reflection Group of the 
European Cultural Foundation (2002-
2004)

European Cultural 
Foundation

2005 EUCLID conference, 
7 March 2005

H Commission 
Archive

PY047 filed under POLICY

POLICY a Community of Cultures: The 
European Union and the Arts

European 
Commission

2002 EUCLID conference, 
7 March 2005

H Commission 
Archive

PY048 filed under POLICY

POLICY How the European Union Works: A 
Citizen's Guide to the EU institutions

European 
Commission

2003 EUCLID conference, 
7 March 2005

H Commission 
Archive

PY049 filed under POLICY

POLICY Calculated Risks mean Good Odds, 
interview with John Elvidge (Chief 
Exec of SE), The Scotsman 25 
February 2005

McMahon, Peter 2005 The Scotsman H Commission 
Archive

PY050 filed under POLICY



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

POLICY Summary of the Scottish Arts Council 
Core Funded Organisations 
Conference, Dundee, 23 June 2004

Rutherford, Jan 2005 Hi-Arts H Commission 
Archive

PY051 filed under POLICY

POLICY Options for the Legal Framework - 
Preliminary Note, 16 February 2005

Phillips, Stephen of 
Burness

2005 James Boyle H Commission 
Archive

PY052 filed under POLICY

POLICY Creative Future: A Culture Strategy for 
Wales

Welsh Assembly 
Government

2002 James Boyle H Commission 
Archive

PY053

POLICY Creative Wales: The Arts Council of 
Wales Annual Report 2003-2004

Arts Council of Wales 2004 James Boyle H Commission 
Archive

PY054

POLICY Scottish Arts Council meeting papers, 
30 March 2004

SAC 2004 James Boyle H Commission 
Archive

PY055

POLICY Promoting Scotland Worldwide - 
Governance and Human Rights; 
making the Connections, presentation 
at Scottish Parliament, 1 March 2005

Miller, A of McGrigors 2005 James Boyle H Commission 
Archive

PY056

POLICY Cabinet Statement: Assembly 
Sponsored Bodies, 30 November 
2004, Rhodri Morgan First Minister for 
Wales

Welsh Assembly 
Government

2004 Internet H Commission 
Archive

PY057

POLICY Enterprise and Culture Committee 1st 
Report 2005 (Session 2) Report on 
Arts in the Community

Enterprise and 
Culture Committee, 
Scottish Parliament

2005 Scottish Parliament H / E Commission 
Archive

PY058 filed under POLICY

POLICY International Promotion of Scottish 
Arts (Scottish Arts Council and British 
Council Scotland)

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

PY059 filed under POLICY

POLICY Scotland: International Showcases of 
the Arts

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

PY060 filed under POLICY

POLICY Public Bodies: Proposals for Change Scottish Executive 2001 Scottish Executive E Commission 
Archive

PY061 filed under POLICY

POLICY A Catalyst for Change? Mission, 
Money and Models Conference 
Summary and Evaluation Report, April 
2005

Arts & Business, 
Jerwood Charity

2005 Arts and Business 
website

E Commission 
Archive

PY062

POLICY Mission, Money, Models:  Report of 
Conference, 28 June 2004

Arts & Business, 
Jerwood Charity

2004 Arts and Business 
website

E Commission 
Archive

PY063

POLICY Review of the Structure and Functions 
of Historic Scotland

Scottish Executive 2002 Internet E Commission 
Archive

PY064

POLICY Department for Culture, Media and 
Sport Five Year Plan 2005-2010: 
Living Life to the Full

DCMS 2005 DCMS E Commission 
Archive

PY065



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

POLICY Engaging with the Voluntary and 
Community Sector: the DCMS 
Strategy for Implementation of HM 
Treasury's Cross-Cutting Review 'The 
Role of the Voluntary and Community 
Sector in Service Delivery' 

DCMS 2004 DCMS H / E Commission 
Archive

PY066

POLICY Culture at the Heart of Regeneration: 
Summary of Responses

DCMS 2005 DCMS E Commission 
Archive

PY067

POLICY The Contribution of Culture to 
Regeneration in the UK: A Review of 
Evidence

DCMS 2004 DCMS E Commission 
Archive

PY068

POLICY DCMS Pathways in the Arts 
(illustrative map)

DCMS 2005 provided by DCMS H / E Commission 
Archive

PY069

POLICY Mexico City Declaration of Cultural 
Policies, World Conference of World 
Policies Mexico City 1982

UNESCO 1982 UNESCO website E Commission 
Archive

PY070

POLICY Local Government Act (Scotland) 1994 Scottish Parliament 1994 Internet E Commission 
Archive

PY071

POLICY Declaration of the Principles of 
International Cultural Cooperation, 
Article 1 (1966)

UNESCO 1966 UNESCO website E Commission 
Archive

PY072

POLICY Scottish Executive Digital Media 
Strategy for Tourism Culture and Sport 
(powerpoint presentation)

Scottish Executive 2004 scottish Executive E Commission 
Archive

PY073

POLICY Current Roles of the National Public 
Sector Agencies

Scottish Executive 2005 Scottish Executive E Commission 
Archive

PY074

POLICY Creating Our Future … Scotland's 
National Cultural Strategy 2000-2004: 
Audit of Achievements

Scottish Executive 2004 Scottish Executive E Commission 
Archive

PY075

POLICY Role of Scottish Enterprise Hamill, F (Scottish 
Enterprise)

2005 Scottish Enterprise E Commission 
Archive

PY076

POLICY Evaluation of the Scottish-led 
Programme during Tartan Week , 
March 2005

Scottish Executive 2005 Scottish Executive E Commission 
Archive

PY077

POLICY Progress Report on Initiatives 
Promoting Cultural Provision and a 
Wide Range of Other Policies 

Scottish Executive 2005 Scottish Executive H / E Commission 
Archive

PY078 ref Cross-cutting policy initiatives

POLICY Scottish Screen: A Review by the 
Scottish Executive

Scottish Executive 2002 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

PY079



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

POLICY The Scottish Parliament and the 
Scottish Executive - Roles and 
Responsibilities (Pamphlet)

Scottish Parliament 2003 Scottish Parliament H Commission 
Archive

PY080

POLICY Factfile 7: Amendments to Executive 
Bills: Guidance for external 
organisations and individuals

Scottish Parliament 2000 Scottish Parliament H Commission 
Archive

PY081

POLICY Culture, Creativity and Citizenship in 
Scotland: Case Studies and 
Discussion

Scottish Arts council 2002 SAC H Commission 
Archive

PY082

POLICY Scottish Arts Council Royal Charter 
1994

Buckingham Palace 1994 SAC H Commission 
Archive

PY083

POLICY Local Government in Scotland Act 
2003: Community Planning: Statutory 
Guidance

Scottish Executive 2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

PY084

POLICY Bringing Communities Together 
Through Sport and Culture

DCMS 2004 DCMS H Commission 
Archive

PY085

POLICY Scottish Executive: public Records 
Strategy 

Scottish Executive 2004 Scottish Executive 
website

H Commission 
Archive

PY086

POLICY Scottish Enterprise Operating Plan 
2005-2008

Scottish Enterprise 2005 Scottish Enterprise H Commission 
Archive

PY087

POLICY 800 Scottish Civil Service Jobs to Go, 
The Scotsman, 15 April 2005

McMahon, P for the 
Scotsman

2005 The Scotsman H Commission 
Archive

PY088

POLICY Royal Society of Edinburgh Corporate 
Plan 2004-2007

Royal Society of 
Edinburgh

2004 Royal Society of 
Edinburgh

H Commission 
Archive

PY089

POLICY Royal Society of Edinburgh Annual 
Review 2003/2004

Royal Society of 
Edinburgh

2004 Royal Society of 
Edinburgh

H Commission 
Archive

PY090

POLICY British Council Scotland and Scottish 
Arts Council International Strategy 
(DRAFT)

BCS/SAC 2005 British Council 
Scotland

H Commission 
Archive

PY091

POLICY Culture and Leisure Services: realising 
the Potential

VOCAL 2005 VOCAL H Commission 
Archive

PY092

POLICY Inquiry into Boundaries, Voting and 
Representation in Scotland 

Commission on 
Boundary Differences 
andVoting Systems

2005 Commission on 
Boundary 
Differences 
andVoting Systems

H Commission 
Archive

PY093

POLICY Scottish Arts Council Sector Briefings Scottish Arts Council 2004 SAC H Commission 
Archive

PY094

POLICY Beyond Social Inclusion: Towards 
Cultural Democracy

Cultural Policy 
Collective

2004 H Commission 
Archive

PY095



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

POLICY Summary of the Report Towards 
Cultural Citizenship: Tools for Cultural 
Policy and Development

Mercer, C 2002 published by Bank 
of Sweden 
Tercentenary 
Foundation 

H Commission 
Archive

PY096

POLICY Scottish Executive's European 
Strategy

Scottish Executive 2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

PY097

POLICY Policy Action Team 10: Report to the 
Social Exclusion Unit- Arts and Sport, 
DCMS, 1999

DCMS 1999 Internet H Commission 
Archive

PY098

POLICY Scotland's Transport Future: 
Proposals for Statutory Regional 
Transport Partnerships

Scottish Executive 2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

PY099

POLICY From Indicators to Governance to the 
Mainstream: Tools for Cultural Policy 
and Citizenship

Mercer, C 2003 H Commission 
Archive

PY100

POLICY Volunteering Strategy Scottish Executive 2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

VS021

POLICY Towards Cultural Citizenship: Tools for 
Cultural Policy and Development

Mercer, C 2002 published by Bank 
of Sweden 
Tercentenary 
Foundation 

NO 
COPY

POLICY Abuses of Conventional Impact 
Studies in the Arts,  Boekman 
Foundation, Amsterdam in Cultural 
Policy, Vol 2, No 2, pp 241-254, 1996

Puffelen, Frank van 1996 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

POLICY Partnership Agreement for Scotland, 
2000

Scottish Executive 2000 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

POLICY Partnership Agreement  for a Better 
Scotland, 2003

Scottish Executive 2003 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

POLICY The Confidence Trick: A More 
Confident Scotland, Policy Unit, 2003 
(internal discussion paper)

Scottish Executive 2003 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

POLICY The UK Cultural Sector: profile and 
policy issues , 2001

Selwood, S (ed) 2001 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

POLICY Culture and Creativity: The Next Ten 
Years, DCMS Green paper, 2001

DCMS 2001 - - NO COPY

POLICY Towards 2010: New Times, New 
Challenges for the Arts

ACE 2000 - - NO COPY

READER DEV Live Literature Scotland: Development 
Plan (letter sent to James Boyle from 
Marc Lambert)

Scottish Book Trust 2004 Marc Lambert, 
Scottish Book Trust

H Commission 
Archive

RD001



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

READER DEV Reader Development Brief (1 page) SLIC 2004 (James Boyle) E Commission 
Archive

RD002 filed under READER 
DEVELOPMENT

READER DEV Bookstart:  2001/2002', 2002 London Borough of 
Enfield Annual Report

2002 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

REGENERATN A Literature Review of the Evidence 
Base for Culture, the Arts and Sport 
Policy

Janet Ruiz, Social 
Research, Scottish 
Executive

2004 Scottish Executive H / E Commission 
Archive

AD001 Electronic document called Lit 
Review (filed under ADVOCACY)

REGENERATN UK: Case Study: The Custard Factory 
in Birmingham

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

BP007 filed under BEST PRACTICE

REGENERATN Local Heritage, Local People: Heritage 
as a Community Asset

Magic Torch 2004 Rachel Blanche H Commission 
Archive

HE009 Heritage / Regeneration project in 
Inverclyde filed under HERITAGE

REGENERATN The Role of Heritage in the 
Regeneration of  Glasgow, speech by 
Bridget McConnell, March 2004

McConnell, Bridget 2004 Glasgow Culture 
and Leisure 
Services (BMcC)

E Commission 
Archive

HE011 Electronic version called BM 
speech filed under HERITAGE

REGENERATN The Role of Culture in Urban 
Regeneration (paper presented at 
Conference on Cultural Rights in 
Barcelona, August 2004)

Dr Masayuki Sasaki, 
Professor at Osaka 
City University, Japan

2004 Rachel Blanche 
(from Barcelona 
Conference)

H Commission 
Archive

IM009 Filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODEL

REGENERATN Culture at the Heart of Regeneration , 
DCMS Policy Document, 9th Draft 
27/05/04

DCMS 2004 Bryan Beattie H / E Commission 
Archive

PY010 Electronic versions contained in 
Folder called DCMS Review

REGENERATN Culture at the Heart of Regeneration: 
Summary of Responses

DCMS 2005 DCMS E Commission 
Archive

PY067

REGENERATN The Contribution of Culture to 
Regeneration in the UK: A Review of 
Evidence

DCMS 2004 DCMS E Commission 
Archive

PY068

REGENERATN Poorest City in UK is in Scotland, BBC 
news item, downloaded from internet

BBC 2004 Internet E Commission 
Archive

RG001 REGENERATION folder in SOCIAL 
folder

REGENERATN UK North-South Split getting Wider, 
BBC news item, Downloaded from 
Internet

BBC 2004 Internet E Commission 
Archive

RG002 REGENERATION folder in SOCIAL 
folder

REGENERATN About the Scottish centre for 
Regeneration (pamphlet)

Scottish Executive, 
Communities 
Scotland, Scottish 
Centre for 
Regeneration

Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

RG003 REGENERATION folder in SOCIAL 
folder



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

REGENERATN Summary of Seminar on The Art of 
Regeneration, Centre for Cultural 
Policy Research, 29 March 2005

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

RG004 REGENERATION folder in SOCIAL 
folder

REGENERATN Summary of Seminar on The Art of 
regeneration, A Connector Learning 
event, Inverness, 16 May 2005

CCPR 2005 Centre for Cultural 
Policy Research 
(CCPR)

E Commission 
Archive

RG005 REGENERATION folder in SOCIAL 
folder

REGENERATN The Contribution of Culture to 
Regeneration in the UK, London 
Metropolitan University, 2003 
(unpublished)

Evans,E,  Shaw, P,  
Allen, K

2003 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

REGENERATN ‘The Contribution of Arts and Sport to 
Neighbourhood Renewal and 
Reducing Social Inclusion’, 1999

Institute of Leisure 
and Management

1999 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

REGENERATN Do community-based arts projects 
result in social gains? A review of 
literature,  2001

Newman, T,  Curtis, K 
and Stephens,J

2001 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

REGENERATN The Arts and Neighbourhood 
Renewal, A literature review to inform 
the work of PAT 10 (unpublished),  
1999 

Shaw, P 1999 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

REGENERATN What’s art got to do with it? Briefing 
paper on the role of the arts in 
neighbourhood renewal, for Arts 
Council England, 2003

Shaw, P 2003 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

REGENERATN Creating Social Capital. A study of the 
long-term benefits from community 
based arts funding, 1996

Williams, D 1996 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

The chosen City Schoon, N 2001 Published by Spon 
Press, London

NO 
COPY

 

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

Scottish Council Foundation 
Response on Sustainability 

Scottish Council 
Foundation    

H Commission 
Archive

AD002 Contained in SCF folder under 
ADVOCACY

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

High Quality Public Services for 
Scotland

Crafts, Nicholas for 
the Fraser of Allander 
Institute

2004 FAI website E Commission 
Archive

CP013 Electronic version called Allander 
Public Sector Growth (filed under 
CULTURAL PLANNING)

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

What Makes European Regions 
Prosper?  UK Regional Summaries, A 
Report by Business Strategies, 
November 2001 

Business Strategies 2001 Scottish Enterprise E Commission 
Archive

EC005 Downloaded from website.  
Electronic version called 
ssr_regional_summary.  See also 
report Eur_Econ_Final_Report 
(ECONOMIC)



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

Skill Policies for Scotland, The 
Allander Series

Heckman, J & 
Masterov, D, 
University of Chicago

2004 (James Boyle) H / E Commission 
Archive

PY009 Electronic version called Allander 
Skills in Scotland (filed under 
POLICY)

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

Possible Scotland, June 2002 Scottish Council 
Foundation, NHS, 
HEBS, 

2002 Bryan Beattie H Commission 
Archive

SR001

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

The Scots' Crisis of Confidence, Big 
Thinking 2003: 10 Key Messages, 
(Extracts from the book of the same 
title)

Craig, Carol 2003 Rachel Blanche H Commission 
Archive

SR002

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

An Investigation of Migration Patterns 
in Relation to the Scottish Economy, A 
Report to Scottish Enterprise, October 
2003, by centre for Applied Population 
Research, University of Dundee

Findlay, Prof A; 
Harrison, Prof R T; 
Houston, Dr D; 
Mason, Prof C M

2003 Scottish Enterprise E Commission 
Archive

SR003 Downloaded from website

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

The Attraction and Retention of High 
Skilled Labour in Scotland, Final 
Report to Scottish Enterprise by 
University of Edinburgh and University 
of Strathclyde

Findlay, Prof A; 
Harrison, Prof R T; 
Houston, Dr D; 
Mason, Prof C M

? Scottish Enterprise E Commission 
Archive

SR004 Downloaded from website

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

FutureSkills Scotland: The Scottish 
Labour Market 2002: A Summary of 
Key Labour Market Information and 
the Issues Facing the Scottish Labour 
Market

Scottish Enterprise 2002 Scottish Enterprise E Commission 
Archive

SR005 Downloaded from website. 
Electronic version called 
labour_market_summary

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

FutureSkills Scotland: The Scottish 
Labour Market 2002: A Compendium 
of  Information and Analysis of the Key 
Issues Facing the Scottish Labour 
Market

Scottish Enterprise 2002 Scottish Enterprise E Commission 
Archive

SR006 Downloaded from website.  
Electronic version called 
Scottish_labour_market

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

Confidence in Scotland: Summary, 
discussion paper for Scottish 
Executive

Scottish Executive 2004 Karen Watson E Commission 
Archive

SR007

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

Confidence in Scotland: Summary of 
Ministerial Comments, internal 
Scottish Executive paper

Scottish Executive 2004 Karen Watson E Commission 
Archive

SR008

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

Confidence in Scotland: 5 Point Plan, 
internal Scottish Executive paper

Scottish Executive 2004 Karen Watson E Commission 
Archive

SR009



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

Comparative Education Profile: 
Highland Council Area Scotland 
(statistics sheet)

Scotland's Census 2001 SCROL website 
(Scotland's Census 
Results Online)

E Commission 
Archive

SR010 document called SCROL 
homepage (in SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH folder)

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

Quarterly Economic Commentary 
Forecast August 2004 (note pad 
version: Contents: Forecasts of 
Scottish Economy; Future of Scottish 
Tourism

2004 E Commission 
Archive

SR011 document called 
QECAugust%202004 (in 
SCOTLAND RESEARCH folder)

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

Financing our Future: Ideas for 
Scotland's Vital Finance Sector

Policy Institute Report 
by Leckie, Ross

2004 Policy Institute 
website

E Commission 
Archive

SR012

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

Growth on the Periphery: Second 
Winds for Industrial Regions 

Krugman, Paul for the 
Fraser of Allander 
Institute

2003 FAI website E Commission 
Archive

SR013 Electronic version called Allander 
Economic Growth

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

Innovation and Enterprise: Four 
Sources of Innovation and the 
Stimulation of Growth in the Scottish 
Economy

Baumol, William for 
the Fraser of Allander 
Institute

2003 FAI website E Commission 
Archive

SR014 Electronic version called Allander 
Innovation and Enterprise

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

Starting Life in Scotland in the New 
Millennium: Population Replacement 
and the Reproduction of Disadvantage

Joshi, Heather for the 
Fraser of Allander 
Institute

2004 FAI website E Commission 
Archive

SR015 Electronic version called Allander 
Life in Millennium

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

Four Challenges to Scotland's Cities: Glaeser, Edward for 
the Fraser of Allander 
Institute

2004 FAI website E Commission 
Archive

SR016 Electronic version called Allander 
Povery and Growth

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

Paying our way: Should Scotland raise 
its own taxes? A definitive guide to the 
debate on fiscal autonomy and how 
Scotland's government should be 
funded 

Harper, Prof J and 
Stewart, I. for the 
Policy Institute

2003 Policy Institute 
website

E Commission 
Archive

SR017 Document called Scotland's Taxes 
(filed under SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH)

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

Scotland's Hidden Tax Cutting 
Powers: How Scotland can Cut Taxes 
to Boost Growth within the existing 
devolution settlement

Bruce, A and Miers, T 
for the Policy Institute

2003 Policy Institute 
website

E Commission 
Archive

SR018 Document called Scotland's Tax 
Cutting Powers (filed under 
SCOTLAND RESEARCH)

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

Demographic Trends 2003 (webpage 
giving statistics on Scotland's 
population)

Scottish Executive 2004 Scottish Executive 
website

E Commission 
Archive

SR019 Filed as Demographic Trends 2003 
under SCOTLAND RESEARCH

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

Projected Population of Scotland 
(2002 Based) - webpage containing 
report

General Register of 
Scotland

2004 GROS website E Commission 
Archive

SR020



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

2002-Based Population Projections for 
Scottish Areas - webpage containting 
report

General Register of 
Scotland

2004 GROS website E Commission 
Archive

SR021

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

National Statistics: Focus on Ethnicity 
and Identity

Office for National 
Statistics

2004 ONS website E Commission 
Archive

SR022 Document called NatStats Ethnicity 
and Identity

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

National Statistics on Older People: 
(Spreadsheets on Lifestyle, 
Employment, etc)

Office for National 
Statistics

2004 ONS website E Commission 
Archive

SR023 Spreadsheets in file called Nat 
Stats Older People in SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH folder

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

National Statistics: reasons for visiting 
a library by age and activity, 2000

Office for National 
Statistics

2000 ONS website E Commission 
Archive

SR024 filed under SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH  

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

National Statistics on Population 
Change

Office for National 
Statistics

2004 ONS website E Commission 
Archive

SR025

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

National Statistics on Cinema 
Attendance by Age

Office for National 
Statistics

2004 ONS website E Commission 
Archive

SR026

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

National Statistics on Music Sales by 
Age

Office for National 
Statistics

2004 ONS website E Commission 
Archive

SR027

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

National Statistics: population of the 
United Kingdom

Office for National 
Statistics

2004 ONS website E Commission 
Archive

SR028

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

National Statistics Summary of 
Passenger Traffic

Office for National 
Statistics

2004 ONS website E Commission 
Archive

SR028

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

National Statistics Reading 
Pereferences by sex

Office for National 
Statistics

2001 ONS website E Commission 
Archive

SR029

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

National Statistics on Older People 
(FOLDER containing data on lifesyles, 
living arrangements, income, 
transport, population, etc)

Office for National 
Statistics

ONS website E Commission 
Archive

SR030

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

National Identity and Cultural 
Exchange in Ireland and Scotland, 
Academic Initiative, 9-11 Sept 2004

University of 
Edinburgh  

2004 University of 
Strathclyde via 
Cultural Commission

H Commission 
Archive

SR031

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

States of Scotland: Education, 
Economics, Broadcasting; Race; built 
environoment; culture (Book)

ed. Roy, Kenneth 2004 H Commission 
Archive

SR032

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

Seven Prompts: A Report for the 
Scottish Parliament Futures Event, 6 
December 2004

Leicester, G, 
International Futures 
Forum

2004 Bryan Beattie H Commission 
Archive

SR033

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

The Barnett Formula and Fiscal Policy 
- What Lies Ahead? (Print-out of 
presentation given at lecture for Visit 
Scotland on 14 January 2005)

McLean, Iain 
Professor, Oxford 
University

2005 Seminar H Commission 
Archive

SR034 filed under SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

Global Spin and the Public Interest: An 
agenda for research in a globalised 
Scotland, article in Varient Issue 20, 
July 2004

Miller, Dr David 2004 Bryan Beattie H Commission 
Archive

SR035

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

Scotland 1901-1938 The National Archives 
of Scotland, Scottish 
Executive, Learning 
Teaching Scotland

2004 H Commission 
Archive

SR036 filed under SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

Scotland: Demographic Trends and 
Forecasts

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

SR037 filed under SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

Scotland: Trends and Forecasts: 
Implications for Education of the 
Population Decline

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

SR038 filed under SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

Scotland: Trends and Forecasts: 
Social and Lifestyle Change

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

SR039 filed under SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

Scotland: Trends and Forecasts for 
the Creative Industries

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

SR040 filed under SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

Scotland: Trends and Forecasts for 
Cultural Tourism

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

SR041 filed under SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

Scotland: Trends and Forecasts for 
Technology

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

SR042 filed under SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

Scotland: Trends and Forecasts for 
Transport

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

SR043 filed under SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH  

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

Scotland: International Presence Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

SR044 filed under SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

Scotland: How We Are Seen From 
Abroad: International Perceptions

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

SR045 filed under SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

Through Dutch Eyes: A Study of Dutch 
Perceptions of the UK

Wallis, P (SRU) for 
British Council

2003 Internet E Commission 
Archive

SR046 filed under SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

The Drivers (excerpt from Future 
Scenarios report prepared for 
VisitScotland)

VisitScotland 2004 VisitScotland E Commission 
Archive

SR047 FILED UNDER SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

Interview Report 2003-2004: Studying 
in Scotland, an International 
Postgraduate Perspective

British Council 
Scotland, Scottish 
Networks International

2004 Internet E Commission 
Archive

SR048 filed under SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

The Scots May be Brave but they are 
Neither Healthy nor Happy

Bell, D and 
Blanchflower, D for 
Scotecon

2004 Internet H / E Commission 
Archive

SR049 filed under SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

Scotland's International Image: 
Findings from Consultation and 
Research (Research  Findings 
No4/2004)

Office of Chief 
Researcher, Office of 
Permanent Secretary

2004 Scottish Executive E Commission 
Archive

SR050

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

Scottish Local Government Financial 
Statistics 2003-2004

Scottish Executive 
National Statistics

2005 Scottish Executive E Commission 
Archive

SR051

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

Culture and the British Public (data 
from MORI site)

MORI 2002 MORI website E Commission 
Archive

SR052

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

Changing Lives: Leisure Activities Out 
of the Home: Extracts (Cultural 
Pursuits; Trends in Cultural Activities; 
Participation in Cultural Activities; 
Visiting Libraries, Museums, Theatres, 
Exhibitions, Historic Buildings) 

nVision, Future 
Foundation

 Internet E Commission 
Archive

SR053 POWERPOINT presentation: 
READ ONLY

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

Cultural Activities in Europe: extracts 
(cultural activities; use of free time; 
membership and participation; visits to 
cultural facilities; creative activity)

nVision, Future 
Foundation

 Internet E Commission 
Archive

SR054 POWERPOINT presentation: 
READ ONLY

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

Cultural Trends in the UK (powerpoint 
presentation)

nVision, Future 
Foundation

Internet E Commission 
Archive

SR055 POWERPOINT presentation: 
READ ONLY

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

Scotland 2020: Hopeful Stories for a 
Northern Nation

Hassan, G et al for 
DEMOS

2005 DEMOS H Commission 
Archive

SR056

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

Scottish Executive Research Strategy 
2004-2007, Tourism Culture and Sport

Scottish Executive 2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

SR057

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

Scotland and the Media: Report of a 
conference organised by the Royal 
Society of Edinburgh, 9 March 2004

Royal Society of 
Edinburgh

2004 Royal Society of 
Edinburgh

H Commission 
Archive

SR058

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

Employment in Scotland's Cultural 
Sector: A CCPR Briefing Paper, 
December 2003

CCPR 2003 Internet H Commission 
Archive

SR059

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

Skills in Scotland: The Employers' 
View

Scottish Enterprise 2003 - NO 
COPY

SOCIAL 
INCLUSION

A Literature Review of the Evidence 
Base for Culture, the Arts and Sport 
Policy

Janet Ruiz, Social 
Research, Scottish 
Executive

2004 Scottish Executive H /E Commission 
Archive

AD001 Electronic document called Lit 
Review (filed under ADVOCACY)



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

SOCIAL 
INCLUSION

Making a Difference - Libraries, ICT 
and Social Inclusion, A Report on the 
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation & 
Scottish Executive Public Libraries 
Excellence Fund Projects

SLIC 2004 SLIC H Commission 
Archive

LB008 Supplied by Rhona Arthur, listed 
under LIBRARIES

SOCIAL 
INCLUSION

Policy Action Team 10: Report to the 
Social Exclusion Unit- Arts and Sport, 
DCMS, 1999

DCMS 1999 Scottish Executive H Internet PY098  

SOCIAL 
INCLUSION

Social Inclusion in Action DCMS 2002 DCMS via James 
Boyle

H Commission 
Archive

SI001 filed under SOCIAL under SOCIAL 
INCLUSION

SOCIAL 
INCLUSION

The Arts and Social Exclusion: a 
review prepared for the Arts Council of 
England,  2001

Jermyn, H 2001 ACE website E Commission 
Archive

SI002 Document called ACE Lit Review 
on Social Inclusion (filed in SOCIAL 
folder)

SOCIAL 
INCLUSION

The Arts and Inclusion: Evaluation of 
London Arts Board’s 1998/99 Regional 
Challenge Programme, 1999

Carpenter, E 1999 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

SOCIAL 
INCLUSION

‘Not Just a Treat: Arts and Social 
Inclusion’, University of Glasgow 
Centre for Cultural Policy Research 
and Department of Urban Studies, 
2002

Goodlad, R, Hamilton, 
C and Taylor,P 

2002 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

SOCIAL 
INCLUSION

‘Museums and social inclusion: the 
GLLAM Report,  University of 
Leicester, 2000

Research Centre for 
Museums and 
Galleries

2000 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

SOCIAL 
INCLUSION

NGS Rembrandt’s Women for women 
at work: Evaluation Report,  2002

Sanderson, T 2002 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

SOCIAL 
INCLUSION

‘Sport and People with a Disability: 
Aiming at Social Inclusion’,  2001

Scott Porter Research 
and Marketing Ltd

2001 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

SOCIAL 
INCLUSION

Strategic Development Discussion 
Paper, Arts and Social Inclusion 
(unpublished)

SAC ? Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

SOCIAL 
JUSTICE

A Literature Review of the Evidence 
Base for Culture, the Arts and Sport 
Policy

Janet Ruiz, Social 
Research, Scottish 
Executive

2004 Scottish Executive H / E Commission 
Archive

AD001 Electronic document called Lit 
Review (filed under ADVOCACY)

SOCIAL 
JUSTICE

Scottish Council Foundation 
Response on Justice 

Scottish Council 
Foundation    

H Commission 
Archive

AD002 Contained in SCF folder under 
ADVOCACY



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

SOCIAL 
JUSTICE

Museums and Social Justice: How 
Museums and Galleries Can Work for 
Their Whole Communities

Scottish Museums 
Council

2000 H Commission 
Archive

MG020 Filed under MUSEUMS AND 
GALLERIES

SOCIAL 
JUSTICE

Delivering summer activities in high 
crime neighbourhoods:the intensive 
evaluation of Splash Extra 2002, 2003

Cap Gemini Ernst & 
Young for NOF

2003 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

SOCIAL 
JUSTICE

Systematic Reviews and Evidence 
Based Recommendations, 2002

Guide to Community 
Preventive Services

2002 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

SOCIAL 
JUSTICE

Evaluation of the Airborne Initiative 
(Scotland), Crime and Criminal Justice 
Research Findings No 45, Scottish 
Executive Central Research Unit, 
2000

McIvor et al, 
University of Stirling 
and A Netten, 
University of Kent

2000 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

SOCIAL 
JUSTICE

‘What works in offender rehabilitation? 
including the arts’, Discussion paper 
prepared for the Institute for Public 
Policy Research Arts in Society 
Seminar Series,  University of 
Manchester, Sept 2003 

Miles, Dr A 2003 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

SOCIAL 
JUSTICE

Demanding Physical Activity 
Programmes for Young Offenders 
under Probation Supervision , 1999

Taylor, P,  Crow, I,  
Irvine, D and Nichols, 
G

1999 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

SOCIAL 
JUSTICE

Museums and Social Justice in 
Scotland,  Dept of Social Policy, 
University of Edinburgh, 2000

Samuel, E 2000 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

SOCIAL 
JUSTICE

Arts in Criminal Justice Settings: 
Research and Evaluation,  2003

The Unit for the Arts 
and Offenders

2003 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

SOCIAL 
JUSTICE

Recreation Programs that Work for At 
Risk Youth, 1996

Witt, P A and 
Crompton, J L

1996 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

SOCIAL 
JUSTICE

Summer Splash 2000 New Finding 
Show Crime Reduction,  2001

Youth Justice Board 2001 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

SPORT & 
LEISURE

A Literature Review of the Evidence 
Base for Culture, the Arts and Sport 
Policy

Janet Ruiz, Social 
Research, Scottish 
Executive

2004 Scottish Executive H / E Commission 
Archive

AD001 Electronic document called Lit 
Review (filed under ADVOCACY)

SPORT & 
LEISURE

Scottish Council Foundation 
Response on Community 

Scottish Council 
Foundation    

H Commission 
Archive

AD002 Contained in SCF folder under 
ADVOCACY

SPORT & 
LEISURE

Sport Scotland Annual Report 
2002/2003

Sport Scotland 2003 Sport Scotland H Commission 
Archive

FU108

SPORT & 
LEISURE

Sport Scotland Lottery Fund Annual 
Report 2002/2003

Sport Scotland 2003 Sport Scotland H Commission 
Archive

FU109



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

SPORT & 
LEISURE

Sport Scotland National Lottery Fund 
Statement of Account 2003

Sport Scotland 2003 Sport Scotland H Commission 
Archive

FU110

SPORT & 
LEISURE

Sport Scotland Annual Accounts for 
the year ended 31 March 2001

Sport Scotland 2001 Sport Scotland H Commission 
Archive

FU111

SPORT & 
LEISURE

BEST Value Review of Play: Review 
Report

Glasgow City Council 2001 Glasgow Culture 
and Leisure 
Services (BMcC)

H Commission 
Archive

SL001 filed under SPORT & LEISURE

SPORT & 
LEISURE

Household Survey 2002, Scottish 
Executive, downloaded from Internet

Scottish Executive 2004 Internet E Commission 
Archive

SL002

SPORT & 
LEISURE

Leisure Portfolios and Passions: 
Cluster Analysis of a Range of Leisure 
Activities and range of activities with 
heavy participation (POWERPOINT 
SLIDE)

Futures Foundation  E Commission 
Archive

SL003

SPORT & 
LEISURE

National Statistics: Time Spent on 
Selected Freetime activities of full-time 
workers

Office for National 
Statistics

2004 ONS website E Commission 
Archive

SL004

SPORT & 
LEISURE

Making the Links: Greenspace and the 
Partnership Agreement

Greenspace Scotland 2004 Greenspace 
Scotland to Cultural 
Commission

H Commission 
Archive

SL005 Environment and partnerships in 
education, culture, sport, transport, 
health, enterprise, tourism, etc

SPORT & 
LEISURE

Arts Play: Stimulating Creativity, 
Report 2002-2004

Gavrilovic, J and 
Dunlop, M for HIE, HI 
Arts, etc

2004 H Commission 
Archive

SL006 filed under SPORT & LEISURE

SPORT & 
LEISURE

Scotland: Nurturing Excellence: 
Scottish Institute of Sport and Sport21

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

SL007 filed under SPORT & LEISURE

SPORT & 
LEISURE

Sport 21 2003-2007, The National 
Strategy for Sport, 2003

Scottish Executive 2003 Scottish Executive  E Commission 
Archive

SL008  

SPORT & 
LEISURE

Annual Report 2003-04: Creating 
Winners

Scottish Institute of 
Sport

2004 Internet E Commission 
Archive

SL009

SPORT & 
LEISURE

Annual Report 2002-03: Delivering 
Services to Create Winners

Scottish Institute of 
Sport

2003 Internet E Commission 
Archive

SL010

SPORT & 
LEISURE

Best Play: What Play Provision Should 
Do for Children

Children's Play 
Council, National 
Playing Fields 
association, 
PLAYLINK

2000 Internet E Commission 
Archive

SL011

SPORT & 
LEISURE

Making the Case for Play: Building 
Policies and Strategies for School-
Aged Children (pamphlet)

Children's Play 
Council 

2002 Internet H / E Commission 
Archive

SL012



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

SPORT & 
LEISURE

The Value of Children's Play and Play 
Provision: A Systematic review of the 
Literature

New Policy Institute 2001 INternet E Commission 
Archive

SL013

SPORT & 
LEISURE

Getting Serious About Play: A Review 
of Children's Play

DCMS 2004 DCMS H / E Commission 
Archive

SL014

SPORT & 
LEISURE

Research into Sports Volunteering SportScotland 2003 SportScotland E Commission 
Archive

SL015

SPORT & 
LEISURE

Excerpt from The Value of Children's 
Play and Play Provision: A Systematic 
review of the Literature: Section C: 
The Individual Child

New Policy Institute 2001 INternet H Commission 
Archive

SL016

SPORT & 
LEISURE

Excerpt from Best Play: What Play 
Provision Should Do for Children: 
Foreword

Children's Play 
Council, National 
Playing Fields 
association, 
PLAYLINK

2000 Internet H Commission 
Archive

SL017

SPORT & 
LEISURE

Creativity and Play: Fostering 
Creativity (Pamphlet printed from 
Internet)

Public Broadcasting 
Services (PBS)

Internet H Commission 
Archive

SL018

SPORT & 
LEISURE

Sport Scotland Corporate Plan 2003-
2007

Sport Scotland 2003 Sport Scotland H Commission 
Archive

SL019

SPORT & 
LEISURE

Sport Scotland Royal Charter, 1971 Buckingham Palace 1971 H Commission 
Archive

SL020

SPORT & 
LEISURE

Children and Young People – the 
Importance of Physical Activity, Cavill 
Associates, London for European 
Heart Network, Brussels, 2001

Cavill, N 2001 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

SPORT & 
LEISURE

Realising the Potential: The Case for 
Cultural Services: Sport,  2001

Coalter, F 2001 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

SPORT & 
LEISURE

Let’s make Scotland more active: 
Entrance Charges and Sports 
Participation,  A Review of Evidence, 
Centre for Leisure Research, 
University of Edinburgh, 2002

Coalter, F 2002 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

SPORT & 
LEISURE

‘The Role of Sport in Regenerating 
Deprived Urban Areas’, Centre for 
Leisure Research, University of 
Edinburgh, 2000

Coalter, F with 
Allison, M & Taylor, J

2000 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

SPORT & 
LEISURE

‘Sport and Social Inclusion: A Report 
to the Department of Culture, Media 
and Sport’,  Institute of Sport and 
Leisure Policy, Loughborough, 1999

Collins, M et al 1999 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

SPORT & 
LEISURE

Economic Impact Analysis of Sports 
Facilities and Events: Eleven Sources 
of Misapplication, Texas A&M 
University in Journal of Sport 
Management 9, pp14-35, 1995

Crompton, J L 1995 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

SPORT & 
LEISURE

Children and physical activity: a 
systematic review of research on 
barriers and facilitators, University of 
London, 2003

Evidence for Policy 
and Practice 
Information Co-
ordinating Centre 
(EPPI)

2003 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

SPORT & 
LEISURE

Young people and physical activity: a 
systematic review of research on 
barriers and facilitators, University of 
London, 2001

Evidence for Policy 
and Practice  
Information Co-
ordinating Centre 
(EPPI)

2001 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

SPORT & 
LEISURE

The Relationship between Sporting 
Participation and Health: Evidence 
from the Health Education Monitoring 
Survey,  Department of Economics, 
University of Melbourne, 2002 
(unpublished)

Farrell, L and Shields, 
M

2002 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

SPORT & 
LEISURE

‘Physical Exercise and Psychological 
Well-being: A Population Study in 
Finland’, 2000

Hassmen, P et al 2000 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

SPORT & 
LEISURE

‘Inner-city Sport; Who Plays, and What 
are the Benefits?’,  1992

Roberts, K and 
Brodie, D A

1992 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

SPORT & 
LEISURE

Adults with a Disability and Sport 
National Survey 2000-2001, Headline 
Findings,  2002

Sport England 2002 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

SPORT & 
LEISURE

Demanding Physical Activity 
Programmes for Young Offenders 
under Probation Supervision , 1999

Taylor, P,  Crow, I,  
Irvine, D and Nichols, 
G

1999 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

TECHNOLOGY The Language of New Media Manovich, L 2002 published by MIT 
Press

NO 
COPY

 

TECHNOLOGY UK: Northern Ireland Online Box Office 
and Events Portal

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission H / E Commission 
Archive

AC006 Filed under ACCESS



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

TECHNOLOGY UK :Philharmonia Live Webcasts Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

AC007 Filed under ACCESS

TECHNOLOGY Driving Digital Switchover: A Summary 
of OFCOM's report to the Secretary of 
State for Culture, Media and Sport, 5 
April 2004

OFCOM 2004  H Commission 
Archive

BC021 FILED UNDER BROADCAST

TECHNOLOGY Ofcom's Strategy and Priorities for the 
Promotion of Media Literacy

OFCOM 2004 OFCOM H Commission 
Archive

BC027 FILED UNDER BROADCAST

TECHNOLOGY IC CAVE: Innovation in Entertainment University of Abertay University of Abertay H Commission 
Archive

CI001 Filed under CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES

TECHNOLOGY Games and Digital Media in Scotland Scottish Development 
International

2003 Internet H Commission 
Archive

CI069

TECHNOLOGY Sharing Cultural Entitlements in the 
Digital Age: extract from conference 
papers at Getty Institute, March 1997

Fink, Eleanor 1997 Internet E Commission 
Archive

CR016 Filed under CULTURAL RIGHTS; 
Electronic version called Digital 
Age and Entitlements

TECHNOLOGY Keys to Imagination: ICT in Art 
Education: Creating Spaces 

Arts Council England 2003 ACE website E Commission 
Archive

ED010 Document called ACE ICT in 
Education (filed under 
EDUCATION)

TECHNOLOGY Use of ICT for Cultural Education: 
International Case Study: UK: Global 
Leap VideoConferencing in the 
Classroom Project

Blanche, R 2004 Cultural Commission H / E Commission 
Archive

ED037 filed under EDUCATION

TECHNOLOGY SILAShomepage (Singapore 
Integrated Library Automation 
Services)

SILAS 2000 Internet E Commission 
Archive

IM013 Filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS 

TECHNOLOGY Singapore - The Intelligent Island: 
Overview

? ? Internet E Commission 
Archive

IM014 Filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

TECHNOLOGY Encouraging Public Participation in the 
Arts and Culture: International Case 
Study: Belgium: CultuurNet 
Vlaanderen

Blanche, R 2004 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

IM040 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

TECHNOLOGY Australia: Enterprise Approach to 
Digitisation

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

IM092 filed under INTERNATIONAL 
MODELS

TECHNOLOGY a Charter for the Cultural Citizen 
Online: Final Report of the Canadian 
Culture Online National Advisory 
Board

Canadian Culture 
Online National 
Advisory Board

2004 Internet E Commission 
Archive

IM110

TECHNOLOGY Draft Charter on the Preservation of 
the Digital Heritage, 2003

UNESCO 2003 Internet H Commission 
Archive

IM119



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

TECHNOLOGY Making a Difference - Libraries, ICT 
and Social Inclusion, A Report on the 
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation & 
Scottish Executive Public Libraries 
Excellence Fund Projects

SLIC 2004 SLIC H Commission 
Archive

LB008 Filed under LIBRARIES; Supplied 
by Rhona Arthur

TECHNOLOGY Music ICT Developments (e-mail to 
Bryan Beattie)

Skilling, Lori 2004 Bryan Beattie E Commission 
Archive

MU009 Filed under MUSIC under ARTS

TECHNOLOGY Digital Inclusion: Connecting 
Scotland's People

Scottish Executive 2004 Scottish Executive H / E Commission 
Archive

PY018 Document called Digital Inclusion 
Policy Report (filed under POLICY)

TECHNOLOGY Open and Accessible: Whose 
Information is it Anyway: Information 
Management, Freedom of Information 
and eOffice

Scottish Executive 2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

PY037 filed under POLICY

TECHNOLOGY Scottish Executive Digital Media 
Strategy for Tourism Culture and Sport 
(powerpoint presentation)

Scottish Executive 2004 scottish Executive E Commission 
Archive

PY073

TECHNOLOGY Scotland: Trends and Forecasts for 
Technology

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

SR042 filed under SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

TECHNOLOGY SCRAN as a Maquette for the 
European Cultural Heritage Network, 
paper July 2000

Royan, Bruce 2000 Internet E Commission 
Archive

TC001 Electronic version called SCRAN 
background

TECHNOLOGY Notes on Gaelic ICT project from 
Scottish Arts Council, 9 July 2004

SAC 2004 Neil McInnes, SAC 
via Bryan Beattie

E Commission 
Archive

TC002 filed under TECHNOLOGY

TECHNOLOGY Understanding Our Changing 
Environment: Technology, Clore 
Research Paper for the A&B Money, 
Mission and Models Seminar, 7 Feb 
2005

Missingham, Andrew 2005 Arts and Business 
website

E Commission 
Archive

TC003 filed under TECHNOLOGY

TECHNOLOGY TrendNetworks: Reboot, Refresh, 
Reframe - The Future Laboratory Tells 
You How (article)

Future Laboratory Bryan Beattie H Commission 
Archive

TC004 FILED UNDER TECHNOLOGY

TECHNOLOGY HYPERTAG: The Magus Guide Visitor 
Interpretation System (leaflet)

Magus Guide (UK) Cultural Commission H Commission 
Archive

TC005 filed under TECHNOLOGY

TECHNOLOGY Engage: How to Interact with 
FutureLab

NESTA, Future Lab 2005 Bryan Beattie H Commission 
Archive

TC006 filed under TECHNOLOGY

TECHNOLOGY Plotting a New Course for Media 
Access

MAPS (Media Access 
Projects for Scotland)

Cultural Commission H Commission 
Archive

TC007



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

TECHNOLOGY Research and Innovation Systems in 
the Production of Digital Content and 
Applications, Report for the Office of 
the National Economy of Australia

Cutler & Company 2003 Internet E Commission 
Archive

TC008 filed under TECHNOLOGY

TECHNOLOGY Principles of Digitisation (Libraries) National Library of 
Australia

2004 Internet E Commission 
Archive

TC009 filed under TECHNOLOGY

TECHNOLOGY The Booth.co.uk: A New and Simple 
Online Ticketing Service for the North 
of Scotland and Beyond

SAC/HIE 2005 Internet H / E Commission 
Archive

TC010

TECHNOLOGY The Measurement of Creative Digital 
Content

Pattinson Consulting 
for DCITA, Australia

2003 DCITA website E Commission 
Archive

TC011

TECHNOLOGY Digital Culture and Heritage, paper 
arising from Haus der Kulturen der 
Welt, Berlin, 31 Aug - 2 Sep 2004

ICHIM Berlin 2004 Internet E Commission 
Archive

TC012

TECHNOLOGY From Cottages to Corporations: 
Building a Global Industry from 
Australian Creativity: Report on 
Access to Overseas Markets for 
Australia's Creative Digital Industry, 12 
December 2003 Creative Industries 
Cluster Study Stage Three

Film and Digital 
Content Branch, 
DCITA, Australia

2003 DCITA website H Commission 
Archive

TC013

TECHNOLOGY Digital Rights Management: Missing 
Links in the Broadband Value Chain

Broadband 
Stakeholder Group

2003 Internet H / E Commission 
Archive

TC014

TECHNOLOGY Estelle Morris Confirms £3m and new 
remit for Culture Online (news article, 
4 March 2005, DCMS)

DCMS 2005 DCMS website E Commission 
Archive

TC015

TECHNOLOGY Scotland's Cultural Profile: A 
Comprehensive Online Guide to 
Scotland's Art and Culture

Visiting Arts, Scottish 
Executive, British 
Council Scotland

2004 Visiting Arts H Commission 
Archive

TC016

TECHNOLOGY VisitScotland.com: The Case for an 
Online Community 

Truffelli, M 2004 VisitScotland H Commission 
Archive

TC017

TECHNOLOGY Public Services and Digital Media 
(presentation by John Mason at the 
Digital Media Seminar, September 
2004)

Scottish Executive 2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

TC018



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

TECHNOLOGY Design for Digital Media (presentation 
by Stuart MacDonald at the Digital 
Media Seminar, September 2004)

Scottish Executive 2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

TC019

TECHNOLOGY Measures of Success (presentation by 
Stuart MacDonald at the Digital Media 
Seminar, September 2004)

Scottish Executive 2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

TC020

TECHNOLOGY a Rough Guide to the Balanced 
Scorecard: Use, Development and 
Implementation

Scottish Executive 2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

TC021 presented in the context of the 
Scottish Executive's Digital Media 
Seminar, Sept 2004

TECHNOLOGY Cost Benefit Analysis of Digital 
Switchover

DTI/DCMS 2005 DTI/DCMS H Commission 
Archive

TC022

TECHNOLOGY Your Guide to Buying and Selling 
Tickets Online at the booth (CD-ROM)

HI Arts 2005 The Booth H Commission 
Archive

TC023

TECHNOLOGY Invasion of the Pod People: The Debut 
of iTours, The Scotsman S2, 6 April 
2005

The Scotsman 2005 The Scotsman H Commission 
Archive

TM016

TOURISM A Literature Review of the Evidence 
Base for Culture, the Arts and Sport 
Policy

Janet Ruiz, Social 
Research, Scottish 
Executive

2004 Scottish Executive H / E Commission 
Archive

AD001 Electronic document called Lit 
Review (filed under ADVOCACY)

TOURISM Scotland's Economic Prospects for 
International Tourism up to 2008

VisitScotland 2005 VisitScotland E Commission 
Archive

EC008

TOURISM Realising the True Impact of Museums 
and Galleries in Scottish Tourism: The 
Key Findings

SMC 2005 SMC H / E Commission 
Archive

MG045

TOURISM Scotland: Trends and Forecasts for 
Cultural Tourism

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

SR041 filed under SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

TOURISM Through Dutch Eyes: A Study of Dutch 
Perceptions of the UK

Wallis, P (SRU) for 
British Council

2003 Internet E Commission 
Archive

SR046 filed under SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

TOURISM Future Trends: The Drivers (excerpt 
from Future Scenarios report prepared 
for VisitScotland)

VisitScotland 2004 VisitScotland E Commission 
Archive

SR047 FILED UNDER SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

TOURISM Edinburgh Visitor Survey, Summary 
Report 2001/2002

Scottish Enterprise 
Edinburgh and 
Lothian

2003 Edinburgh and 
Lothian Tourist 
Board

H Commission 
Archive

TM001

TOURISM Scottish Tourism: A Progress Report 
for 2003-2004, March 2003, 1st 
progress Report of Tourism 
Framework for Action

Tourism Framework 
for Action 

2003 VisitScotland H Commission 
Archive

TM002



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

TOURISM What Do you Want Scottish Tourism 
to Look Like in 2015? Paper in 
Quarterly Economic Commentary, 
August 2004

Yeoman, Ian 
(VisitScotland)

2004 VisitScotland H Commission 
Archive

TM003

TOURISM Diagram: National Priorities for 
Tourism Development

VisitScotland VisitScotland H Commission 
Archive

TM004

TOURISM Draft Scenarios for 2025: Prepared for 
VisitScotland Seminar by the 
FutureFoundation, January 2005

Future Foundation 2005 Seminar H / E Commission 
Archive

TM005

TOURISM UK Residents' Cultural Holidays in 
Scotland 2003

VisitScotland 2004 VisitScotland H / E Commission 
Archive

TM006

TOURISM Tomorrow's World, Consumer, Tourist, 
Volume 1, Number 1, May 2005

VisitScotland 2005 VisitScotland E Commission 
Archive

TM007

TOURISM Will the History of Tourism Serve Us 
Well in the Future?

Yeoman, Ian 
(VisitScotland)

2004 VisitScotland E Commission 
Archive

TM008

TOURISM Revolutions and Hurricanes: How the 
World Will Shape or Hinder the Future 
of Scottish Turism (presentation print-
out)

Yeoman, I and 
Lennon, Prof J for 
VisitScotland

2004 VisitScotland H Commission 
Archive

TM009

TOURISM A Soundtrack for Scottish Tourism: 
The SAC and VisitScotland Traditional 
Music and Tourism Initiative 1999-
2002

Scottish Arts Council, 
VisitScotland

2002 SAC H Commission 
Archive

TM010

TOURISM Culture and Holidays, UK Consumer 
Omnibus Analysis of Results

Dickie, S for 
VisitScotland

2003 VisitScotland H Commission 
Archive

TM012

TOURISM Consumer and Tourism Trends, 
VisitScotland Briefing, February 2004

VisitScotland 2004 VisitScotland H Commission 
Archive

TM013

TOURISM Tourism in Scotland 2003 VisitScotland 2003 VisitScotland H Commission 
Archive

TM014

TOURISM Cultural Heritage and Tourism - 
International, Travel and Tourism 
Analyst, November 2004

International Travel 
and Tourism Analyst

2004 published by 
MINTEL

H Commission 
Archive

TM015

TOURISM Invasion of the Pod People: The Debut 
of iTours, The Scotsman S2, 6 April 
2005

The Scotsman 2005 The Scotsman H Commission 
Archive

TM016

TOURISM Day Visits to Scotland 2002/2003 ScotExchange 2003 Internet H Commission 
Archive

TM017

TOURISM ‘Measuring the local impact of 
tourism’, 1998

DCMS 1998 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

TOURISM Evaluating the influence of a large 
cultural artefact in the attraction of 
tourism: the Guggenheim Museum 
Bilbao Case Study,  2000

Plaza, B 2000 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

TOURISM Case studies in Culture and Tourism 
in Scotland,  2000

RGA Consultants 2000 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

TOURISM Culture and Tourism in Scotland,  
2000

The Scottish Arts 
Council and Scottish 
Tourist Board

2000 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

TOURISM Activity Holidays in Scotland: UK 
Residents’ Cultural Holidays in 
Scotland 2002 , 2003

United Kingdom 
Tourism Survey 
(UKTS)

2003 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

TOURISM Tourism Attitudes 2004 General 
overview Presenation Prepared for 
VisitScotland 27 October 2004 
(presentation)

Green, F 2004 VisitScotland H Commission 
Archive

TM011

UNKNOWN News release, 13 January 2002 DCMS 2002 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

UNKNOWN Press Notice, 15 July 2003 DCMS 2003 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

UNKNOWN Did anyone notice? An evaluation of 
the INTACT Project, 2000

Mitchell, S & Rayner, 
A

2000 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

UNKNOWN ‘How Much?’,  2000 University of Sheffield 
& Sheffield Hallam 
University

2000 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

UNKNOWN Book Review,  in Canadian Journal of 
Sociology Online, March-April 2003 on 

Wamsley, K B 2003 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

VISUAL ARTS Scotland: Case Study: Workshop and 
Artists' Studio Provision Scotland Ltd 
(WASPS)

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

BP002 filed under BEST PRACTICE

VISUAL ARTS Scotland: Case Study: Cove Park Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

BP003 filed under BEST PRACTICE

VISUAL ARTS ADDENDUM TO Scotland: Case 
Study: Cove Park Artists Residency 
Centre, Argyll & Bute

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

BP010 filed under BEST PRACTICE

VISUAL ARTS GSA successes 2003/2004 Glasgow School of Art 2004  E Commission 
Archive

ED035 filed under EDUCATION

VISUAL ARTS The Epicentre: A National Vision Scottish National 
Photography Centre

? (James Boyle) H Commission 
Archive

VA001 filed under ARTS



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

VISUAL ARTS Final Report: Briefing for the Visual 
Arts and Galleries Association 
Scotland

Hamilton, C & 
Galloway, S (CCPR, 
Glasgow)

2004 (James Boyle) H Commission 
Archive

VA002 filed under ARTS

VISUAL ARTS Paper by Peacock Visual Arts on 
partnership work  in Aberdeen (Third 
Draft 27/08/04)

Peacock Visual Arts 2004 H Commission 
Archive

VA003 filed under ARTS

VISUAL ARTS Making their Mark: Audit of Visual 
Artists in Scotland, Summary Report

Scottish Arts Council 2003 SAC H / E Commission 
Archive

VA004 filed under ARTS

VISUAL ARTS Partnerships in Visual Culture in 
Scotland: Preparing a Response to the 
Scottish Executive's Cultural Policy 
(discussion on 28 June 2004)

Edinburgh University 2004 E Commission 
Archive

VA005 document called 
PartnershipsinVisualCultureinScotl
and (in ARTS folder, VISUAL 
ARTS)

VISUAL ARTS Timespan: Artists Residency Study: 
Final Report March 2004, 

Pirnie, Sue 2004 (James Boyle) E Commission 
Archive

VA006 Electronic version called Timespan 
(Full) Final Report, located in ARTS 
folder, VISUAL ARTS

VISUAL ARTS Partnerships in Visual Culture: list of 
Partners, 28 June 2004

? 2004 (James Boyle) E Commission 
Archive

VA007 in ARTS folder, VISUAL ARTS

VISUAL ARTS Visual Arts in Scotland, Etudes 
Ecossaises Numero 6, Winter 1999-
2000

Universite Stendhal-
Grenoble

1999 H Commission 
Archive

VA008 in ARTS folder, VISUAL ARTS

VISUAL ARTS The Top 20 of Scottish Art, The 
Scotsman, 26 October 2004

Lyons, William 2004 Cultural Commission H Commission 
Archive

VA009 in ARTS folder, VISUAL ARTS

VOLUNTARY 
SECTOR

A Wee Blether about Culture, Scottish 
Civic Forum and Voluntary Arts 
Scotland, 8 June 2004

Scottish Civic Form 
and Voluntary Arts 
Scotland

2004 H Commission 
Archive

CR010 Contains sector views on cultural 
rights, filed under CULTURAL 
RIGHTS

VOLUNTARY 
SECTOR

Notes on Voluntary Sector Funding, 
Meeting with the Communities 
Minister, 29 January 2004, by Donald 
Gorrie MSP

Donald Gorrie MSP 2004 Karen Watson E Commission 
Archive

FU023 Electronic version called 040713 
notes on Vol Sector Funding, filed 
under FUNDING

VOLUNTARY 
SECTOR

Monitoring and evaluation: A General 
Guide, VAN Briefing Paper No 80, July 
2004

Voluntary Arts 
Network

2004 VAN H Commission 
Archive

FU140

VOLUNTARY 
SECTOR

Local Heritage, Local People: Heritage 
as a Community Asset

Magic Torch 2004 Rachel Blanche H Commission 
Archive

HE009 filed under HERITAGE; Heritage / 
Regeneration project in Inverclyde

VOLUNTARY 
SECTOR

Enterprise and Culture Committee 1st 
Report 2005 (Session 2) Report on 
Arts in the Community

Enterprise and 
Culture Committee, 
Scottish Parliament

2005 Scottish Parliament H / E Commission 
Archive

PY058 filed under POLICY



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

VOLUNTARY 
SECTOR

Engaging with the Voluntary and 
Community Sector: the DCMS 
Strategy for Implementation of HM 
Treasury's Cross-Cutting Review 'The 
Role of the Voluntary and Community 
Sector in Service Delivery' 

DCMS 2004 DCMS E Commission 
Archive

PY066

VOLUNTARY 
SECTOR

Research into Sports Volunteering SportScotland 2003 SportScotland E Commission 
Archive

SL015

VOLUNTARY 
SECTOR

Cultural Commission Voluntary Sector 
Input Study: Interim Findings, 16 
November 2004

Bonnar Keenlyside 
consultants

2004 Cultural Commission H/E Commission 
Archive

VS001  

VOLUNTARY 
SECTOR

Craigmillar Gold: Songs from the 
Community Musicals Volume One 
1973-1977(includes CD)

ed. Galbraith, D for 
Craigmillar 
Communiversity 
Press

2004 H Commission 
Archive

VS002  

VOLUNTARY 
SECTOR

Arts: The Catalyst, Craigmillar Craigmillar 
Communiversity 
Press

2004 H Commission 
Archive

VS003  

VOLUNTARY 
SECTOR

Summary of the Recommendations 
from Study of the Input of the 
Voluntary Sector to Culture in 
Scotland, Final Report, December 
2004

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

VS004  

VOLUNTARY 
SECTOR

Cultural Commission Study of the 
Input of the Voluntary Sector to 
Culture in Scotland, Final Report, 
December 2004

Bonnar Keenlyside 
consultants

2004 Cultural Commission H / E Commission 
Archive

VS005  

VOLUNTARY 
SECTOR

Scotland: Case Study: Voluntary Arts 
Development Coordinator, West 
Lothian Council 

Blanche, R & 
Thomas, S

2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

VS006  

VOLUNTARY 
SECTOR

West Lothian Voluntary Arts Sector 
Development Project: Research 
Report, and Proposal

Ballantyne Mackay 
Consultants

2002 West Lothian 
Council

H Commission 
Archive

VS007  

VOLUNTARY 
SECTOR

West Lothian Voluntary Arts Sector 
Development Project: Arts Programme 
and Project Pamphlets

West Lothian Council 2002-2005 West Lothian 
Council

H Commission 
Archive

VS008  

VOLUNTARY 
SECTOR

Participate: A draft Arts Development 
Strategy for West Lothian 2002-2005

West Lothian Council 2002 West Lothian 
Council

H Commission 
Archive

VS009  

VOLUNTARY 
SECTOR

Mapping the Future - The Way Ahead: 
5 February 2005, Seminar Notes

Voluntary Arts 
Scotland

2005 Seminar H Commission 
Archive

VS010  



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

VOLUNTARY 
SECTOR

VAN Update: Cultural Rights - 
Essential to personal development 
and dignity, December 2004

Voluntary Arts 
Network

2004 Voluntary Arts 
Scotland

H Commission 
Archive

VS011  

VOLUNTARY 
SECTOR

VAN Update: Artists in Hospitals: 
Guidelines for the Voluntary Arts, 
December 2004

Voluntary Arts 
Network

2004 Voluntary Arts 
Scotland

H Commission 
Archive

VS012  

VOLUNTARY 
SECTOR

VAN Update: Taking the Voluntary 
Arts into Education, December 2004

Voluntary Arts 
Network

2004 Voluntary Arts 
Scotland

H Commission 
Archive

VS013  

VOLUNTARY 
SECTOR

VAN Update: Child Protection Part I - 
An Introductory Guide, and Part II 
Putting Child Protection Into Practice, 
September 2004

Voluntary Arts 
Network

2004 Voluntary Arts 
Scotland

H Commission 
Archive

VS014  

VOLUNTARY 
SECTOR

VAN Update: Mental Health Depends 
on the Arts, September 2004

Voluntary Arts 
Network

2004 Voluntary Arts 
Scotland

H Commission 
Archive

VS015  

VOLUNTARY 
SECTOR

a Snapshot of the Scottish Voluntary 
Sector

SCVO 2005 SCVO E Commission 
Archive

VS016  

VOLUNTARY 
SECTOR

Umbrella Body Survey: A Scoping 
review 2004 (draft)

Voluntary Arts 
Scotland

2004 VAS H / E Commission 
Archive

VS017

VOLUNTARY 
SECTOR

Cultural Commission Voluntary Sector 
Input Study: Summary of Findings, 
December 2004 (powerpoint print-out)

Bonnar Keenlyside 
consultants

2004 Cultural Commission H Commission 
Archive

VS018

VOLUNTARY 
SECTOR

Mapping the Future: A Guide to 
Business Planning for small arts and 
voluntary organisations

Voluntary Arts 
Scotland

2003 VAS H Commission 
Archive

VS019

VOLUNTARY 
SECTOR

How Can we Help: Your Guide to 
Voluntary Arts in Scotland

Voluntary Arts 
Scotland

VAS H Commission 
Archive

VS020

VOLUNTARY 
SECTOR

Volunteering Strategy Scottish Executive 2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

VS021

VOLUNTARY 
SECTOR

Young People, Volunteering and Civic 
Service: A Review of the Literature, 
May 2004

Gaskin, K for the 
Institute of 
Volunteering 
Research

2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

YH009 filed under YOUTH

VOLUNTARY 
SECTOR

Young People and Volunteering A 
map of the range and scope of current 
opportnities in England, June 2004

Drake, K A and Davis 
Smith, J 

2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

YH010 filed under YOUTH



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

VOLUNTARY 
SECTOR

Young People and Volunteering: 
Preliminary Findings and Emerging 
Lessons from Primary Research, June 
2004

Institute for 
Volunteering 
Research, Youth 
Action Network, 
YouthNet

2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

YH011 filed under YOUTH

VOLUNTARY 
SECTOR

Consultation on Youth Action and 
Engagement: Analysis of Findings for 
The Russell Commission, January 
2005

Russell Commission 2005 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

YH012 filed under YOUTH

VOLUNTARY 
SECTOR

Ruseell Commission enables Young 
People to Drive Volunteering Forward: 
Media Release 31 January 2005

Russell Commission 2005 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

YH013 filed under YOUTH

VOLUNTARY 
SECTOR

UK: Outcomes of Russell Commission 
on Youth Volunteering

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

YH015 filed under YOUTH

YOUTH All Different, All Unique: Young 
Pepople and the UNESCO Declaration 
on Cultural Diversity

UNESCO 2004 UNESCO H Commission 
Archive

CD009

YOUTH Implementation Handbook for the 
Convention on the Rights of the Child, 
extract on Article 31

Hodgkin, R and 
Newell, P for UNICEF

? Think Group on 
Cultural Rights

H Commission 
Archive

CR026 filed under CULTURAL RIGHTS

YOUTH Practical Partnerships: Involving 
Young People in Heritage

Heritage Lottery Fund 2004 H Commission 
Archive

HE008 filed under HERITAGE

YOUTH NYOS Newsletter, Edition 16 Winter 
2004

National Youth 
Orchestra of Scotland

2004 NYOS H Commission 
Archive

MU002 Filed under MUSIC under ARTS

YOUTH Live Life Large Young Scot Premier 
2004-2005 (brochure) for girls

Young Scot 2004 H Commission 
Archive

YH001

YOUTH Live LIfe Large Young Scot Original  
2004-2005 (brochure) for boys

Young Scot 2004 H Commission 
Archive

YH002

YOUTH Have you Got it Yet?(pamphlet on 
Young Scot services)

Young Scot 2004 H Commission 
Archive

YH003

YOUTH Arts and Young People Survey 
(pamphlet)

Young Scot and 
Scottish Arts Council

2004 H Commission 
Archive

YH004

YOUTH European Youth Cards and the Arts 
(Seminar programme 3 Sept 04)

Young Scot  2004 H Commission 
Archive

YH005

YOUTH Arts Consultation - Proposal to 
Scottish Arts Council

Young Scot 2004 H Commission 
Archive

YH006



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

YOUTH Young People Get Arty In Greenock 
(letter to Cultural Commission)

Greenspace Scotland 2004 Greenspace 
Scotland to Cultural 
Commission

H Commission 
Archive

YH007

YOUTH Create Space: Events - Good Practice -
Networking - Information, 2004-
2005(pamphlet)

Create Space 2004 Imaginate to Cultural 
Commission

H Commission 
Archive

YH008

YOUTH Young People, Volunteering and Civic 
Service: A Review of the Literature, 
May 2004

Gaskin, K for the 
Institute of 
Volunteering 
Research

2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

YH009 filed under YOUTH

YOUTH Young People and Volunteering A 
map of the range and scope of current 
opportnities in England, June 2004

Drake, K A and Davis 
Smith, J 

2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

YH010 filed under YOUTH

YOUTH Young People and Volunteering: 
Preliminary Findings and Emerging 
Lessons from Primary Research, June 
2004

Institute for 
Volunteering 
Research, Youth 
Action Network, 
YouthNet

2004 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

YH011 filed under YOUTH

YOUTH Consultation on Youth Action and 
Engagement: Analysis of Findings for 
The Russell Commission, January 
2005

Russell Commission 2005 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

YH012 filed under YOUTH

YOUTH Ruseell Commission enables Young 
People to Drive Volunteering Forward: 
Media Release 31 January 2005

Russell Commission 2005 Scottish Executive H Commission 
Archive

YH013 filed under YOUTH

YOUTH Live Life Large Survey Pack Young Scot 2004 Young Scot H Commission 
Archive

YH014

YOUTH UK: Outcomes of Russell Commission 
on Youth Volunteering

Blanche, R 2005 Cultural Commission E Commission 
Archive

YH015 filed under YOUTH

YOUTH Top-Up: Creative Fusion, Focus Group 
Report, June 2004

Youthlink Scotland, 
SAC

2004 Internet E Commission 
Archive

YH016 PROJECT TRAINING ARTS 
PRACITITIONERS TO WORK 
WITH YOUNG PEOPLE

YOUTH Evidence for Demand for TOP-UP to 
be developed as a Professional 
Development Award (PDA), August 
2004

Youthlink Scotland, 
SAC

2004 Internet E Commission 
Archive

YH017 PROJECT TRAINING ARTS 
PRACITITIONERS TO WORK 
WITH YOUNG PEOPLE

YOUTH Expressing Themselves: National 
Youth Consultation on the Arts

Young Scot for SAC 2004 SAC H Commission 
Archive

YH018



SUBJECT TITLE AUTHOR DATE SOURCE HARD/  
E-COPY

LOCATION URN COMMENTS

YOUTH Notes on the Youth Music Strategy for 
SAC, RSAMD June 2004

RSAMD 2004 ? E Commission 
Archive

Electronic version called Youth 
Music Strategy, RSAMD june04 
(filed under MUSIC)

YOUTH Arts in their View: a study of youth 
participation in the arts, National 
Foundation for Educational Research, 
1995

Harland, J et al 1995 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

YOUTH A Picture in your head- Children and 
the arts: a study of the perceptions 
and participation of children aged 5-
12,  for Children in Scotland

Jentsch, Dr B 1999 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

YOUTH YouthLink Scotland State of The 
National Survey: Schools Omnibus 
and Young People Survey,  2003

MORI 2003 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

YOUTH Start with the Child: the needs and 
motivations of young people’,  2002

Morris Hargreaves 
McIntyre

2002 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

YOUTH Teenage Time Use as Investment in 
Cultural Capital, Working Papers of 
the Institute for Social and Economic 
Research, paper 2003-12,  University 
of Essex, 2003

Robson, K 2003 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

YOUTH What Works: Positive Activities for 
Young People,  August 2003 
(unpublished)

Shah, A 2003 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review

YOUTH Young People Speak Out Video work 
in schools, 2003

University of 
Edinburgh School of 
Education

2003 Scottish Executive NO 
COPY

Scottish Executive Listed by Fiona Mackay on 
Literature Review



SUBJECT URL CONTENT
BROADCASTING http://www.bbccharterreview.org.uk/seminars/seminars.html transcripts of seminars for DCMS BBC Charter Review
COPYRIGHT

www.unesco.org/culture
UNESCO: Cultural Development and Policy including Universal 
Copyright Convention and Collection of National Copyright Laws

CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES www.artspaceusa.org

Site of Artspace Projects, a US real estate developer for the arts, 
ensuring affordable space available for artists

CULTURAL 
PLANNING http://www.pp.scr.communitiesscotland.gov.uk/stellent/intradoc-cgi/idc_cgi_i

(Communities Scotland) Scottish Centre for Regeneration Website: 
best practice project profiles

CULTURAL POLICY 
RESEARCH http://www.culturalpolicy.arts.gla.ac.uk/research/ncs_funding.html

CCPR website

CULTURAL POLICY 
RESEARCH www.culturalpolicy.org

Centre for Arts and Culture: US research institute on international 
cultural diplomacy and comparative cultural policy

CULTURAL POLICY 
RESEARCH www.comedia.org.uk

Commedia: Arts and Culture Think Tank based in UK

CULTURAL POLICY 
RESEARCH www.demos.co.uk

DEMOS: Think Tank with a focus on policy development and arts 
and culture

CULTURAL POLICY 
RESEARCH www.culturalpolicy.arts.gla.ac.uk

Centre for Cultural Policy Research (CCPR): Academic think tank 
based at Glasgow University

CULTURAL POLICY 
RESEARCH www.efah.org

European Forum for Arts and Heritage, platform for cultural policy 
development in Europe, cultural think tank

CULTURAL POLICY 
RESEARCH http://ccm.uwaterloo.ca/ccm/ccrn/index.html

Canadian Cultural Research Network

CULTURAL POLICY 
RESEARCH

http://www.culturelink.hr Croatian network website containing international policy data and 
resources

CULTURAL POLICY 
RESEARCH

http://www.culturelink.org/culpol/index.html Cultural Policy database giving country profiles

CULTURAL POLICY 
RESEARCH

http://ocpa.irmo.hr/ Observatory of Cultural Policies in Africa

CULTURAL POLICY 
RESEARCH

http://www.culturalcommons.org

International information sharing resource: links to cultural 
organisations, networks and think tanks (hosted by Centre for Arts 
and Culture in Washington)

CULTURAL POLICY 
RESEARCH

http://www.artsmanagement.net/ Arts Management Network is an international information service 
and network for cultural management and arts administration

CULTURAL POLICY 
RESEARCH

http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/fac/arts/theatre_s/cp/ Centre for Cultural Policy Studies, University of Warwick - academic 
think tank

CULTURAL POLICY 
RESEARCH

http://www.centreforconfidence.co.uk/ Centre for Confidence and Wellbeing, Glasgow (Carol Craig)

CULTURAL POLICY 
RESEARCH

http://www.creativexchange.org/html/home.html Creative Exchange cultural network and research database - home 
page

EDUCATION http://www.pips.edu.hk/parkview.htm Hong Kong model for front loaded pre-school education



EDUCATION http://www.scotland.gov.uk/about/ED/Schools/00016238/page1906934335.
aspx

Schools estates web pages, Scottish Executive

EDUCATION www.pips.edu.hk/aprkview <http://www.pips.edu.hk/aprkview>  
http://www.pips.edu.hk/parkview.htm 

Suggested during consultation: model of cultural education in  Hong 
Kong

EDUCATION
www.dfes.gov.uk

EDUCATION research in UK, Department for Education and Skills

EDUCATION www.education.gov.au Education in Australia site
EDUCATION

www.aei.dest.gov.au
Australian International Education Network, part of Department for 
Education and Skills Training

EDUCATION www.education.au EdNA Online (Education Network of Australia)
FUNDING http://www.ifacca.org/files/Dart7interimreport.pdf sites detailing various policies on encouraging philanthropy 
FUNDING http://www.artscouncil-ni.org/departs/all/report/create.pdf Irish model on supporting artists
FUNDING http://arts.endow.gov/about/Strategic/FY2003-2008StrategicPlan.pdf
FUNDING

http://www.iaspis.com/

International Artists Studio Programme in Stockholm (IASPIS) - 
encourages artists to work in Sweden and promotes Swedish art 
abroad

HERITAGE http://www.european-heritage.net/sdx/herein/index.xsp Website on European Heritage policies
INTERNATIONAL 
MODEL

http://www.irlfunds.org/ Expat and diaspora fundraising organisation, fund for cultural 
activities

INTERNATIONAL 
MODEL

http://www.fimic.fi/fimic/fimic.nsf?open Finnish Music Information centre

INTERNATIONAL 
MODEL

http://www.abaf.org.au/indexnoflash.html Australia Business Arts Foundation website

INTERNATIONAL 
MODEL www.eurocult21.org

International cultural network, contains Case Studies under 'Stories' 
page

INTERNATIONAL 
MODEL

http://www.dcita.gov.au/arts/arts/playing_australia Playing Australia webpage

INTERNATIONAL 
MODEL

http://www.artbank.gov.au/about.htm Australian Art Bank (contemporary art for rent)

INTERNATIONAL 
MODEL

http://www.dcita.gov.au/arts/arts/festivals_australia Festivals Australia webpage

INTERNATIONAL 
MODEL

http://amol.org.au/ Australian Museums Online home page

INTERNATIONAL 
MODEL

http://www.nla.gov.au/ National Library of Australia - digital portal

INTERNATIONAL 
MODEL

http://pandora.nla.gov.au/index.html Digital: PANDORA - Australia's Web Archive

INTERNATIONAL 
MODEL

http://www.pictureaustralia.org/about.html Digital: Picture Australia web page

INTERNATIONAL 
MODEL

http://www.nla.gov.au/padi/index.html Digital: Australia: PADI - Preserving Access to Digital Information 
website



INTERNATIONAL 
MODEL http://www.mcc.gouv.qc.ca/index.html

Ministry of Culture and Communications Quebec - FRENCH

INTERNATIONAL 
MODEL http://www.mcc.gouv.qc.ca/programme/property-tax.htm

declaration on property tax by Ministry of Culture and 
Communications Quebec - FRENCH

INTERNATIONAL 
MODEL http://www.invest-quebec.com/fr/que/doc/fiche.jsp

Investment Quebec page IN ENGLISH

INTERNATIONAL 
MODEL http://www.sodec.gouv.qc.ca/societe/c_ficc.htm 

Fund for Investment in Culture and Communications (FICC) page - 
FRENCH

INTERNATIONAL 
MODEL

http://www.fidecinvest.com/ AND 
http://www.fidecinvest.com/en/outils_financement/outils_fs.html

Quebec Entertainment Investment Partnership (FIDEC) in ENGLISH

INTERNATIONAL 
MODEL http://www.mcc.gouv.qc.ca/fonds_des_arts/index.htm 

Fund for the Stability and Consolidation of Arts and Culture in 
Quebec- FRENC

INTERNATIONAL 
MODEL http://www.conseildesarts.ca/canadacouncil/Templates/Home.aspx?NRMOD

Canada Arts Council (English)

INTERNATIONAL 
MODEL http://www.calq.gouv.qc.ca/index_en.htm 

Arts and Literature Council of Quebec - ENGLISH

INTERNATIONAL 
MODEL http://www.mcc.gouv.qc.ca/fonds_des_arts/index.htm 

Quebec Arts Fund page - French

INTERNATIONAL 
POLICY www.culturalpolicies.net

Compendium of Cultural Policies in Europe (cultural policy profiles 
for 32 countries)

INTERNATIONAL 
POLICY www.europa.eu.int/culture

European Commission, European Cultural Portal

INTERNATIONAL 
POLICY www.europarl.eu.int/committees/cult_home.html

European Parliament: Committee on Culture, Youth, Education, 
Media and Sport

INTERNATIONAL 
POLICY www.unesco.org/culture

UNESCO: Cultural Development and Policy including Universal 
Copyright Convention and Collection of National Copyright Laws

INTERNATIONAL 
POLICY http://www.coe.int/T/E/Cultural_Co-operation/Culture/Resources/Culturedoc/

Council of Europe cultural resources page (see Index of 
programmes and documents)

INTERNATIONAL 
POLICY

http://www.minedu.fi/minedu/culture/index.html Finland culture site

INTERNATIONAL 
POLICY

http://tilastot.kirjastot.fi/?langId=en Finnish public library statistics

INTERNATIONAL 
POLICY

http://brunnur.stjr.is/mrn/mrn-eng.nsf/pages/frontpage Icelandic Ministry of Culture and Education site

INTERNATIONAL 
POLICY

http://www.kum.dk/sw1356.asp Danish Ministry of Culture site

INTERNATIONAL 
POLICY

http://tilastokeskus.fi/tup/suoluk//suomilukuina_en.html Finland in Figures (Statistics site)

INTERNATIONAL 
POLICY

http://www.sweden.gov.se/sb/d/2149 Swedish Ministry of Culture site (culture, the media and leisure 
activities page)

INTERNATIONAL 
POLICY

www.vatrial.librios.net/cambodia or /lebanon or /viet_nam or /norway or 
/slovenia or /scotland

Cultural Profiles on Norway, Slovenia, Scotland, Vietnam, 
Cambodia and Lebanon (Visiting Arts)



INTERNATIONAL 
POLICY www.culturelink.org

Cultural policy database

INTERNATIONAL 
POLICY http://ccm.uwaterloo.ca

Canada: Centre for Cultural Management at the University of 
Waterloo

INTERNATIONAL 
POLICY http://ccm.uwaterloo.ca/cultbib/

Canadian Cultural Management and Policy Bibliography

INTERNATIONAL 
POLICY

http://www.dep.no/odin/engelsk/ Norway in English site

LANGUAGE http://www.arts.ed.ac.uk/celtscot/institutelanguagesscotland/ Institute for Languages of Scotland website

POLICY http://www.scotland.gov.uk/library5/government/ocrf4-00.asp Scotland's Image overseas, SE web page
SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

http://www.scrol.gov.uk/scrol/common/home.jsp Scotland's Census Results Online - statistics resource

SCOTLAND 
RESEARCH

http://www.scotexchange.net/know_your_market/tourism_tomorrow_-
_knowyourmarket_-_kym-tomorrow/economicprospects2008.htm

Predictions for Scottish Tourism

VOLUNTARY 
SECTOR http://www.scvo.org.uk/almanac/default.htm

Scottish Voluntary Sector Almanac: statistics on the Sector



 

We, the Scottish people, undertake 
 

To find within our culture a true measure 
Of the mind’s vitality and spirit’s health; 
To see that what is best in us is treasured, 

And what is treasured, held as common wealth; 
 

To guarantee all Scots folk, of whatever 
Age or origin, estate or creed, 

The means and the occasion to discover 
Their unique gift, and let it flower and seed; 

 
To act as democratic overseer 

Of our whole culture: wise conservator 
Of its tradition, its future’s engineer, 

The only engine of its living hour; 
 

To take just pride in all in our diverse tongues, 
Folks and customs - and also what is yet 
Most distinct in us: our infinite songs, 

Our profligate invention and thrawn debate; 
 

To honour our best artists, and respect 
Not just the plain cost of their undertaking 

But the worth of what they make, and every act 
Of service and midwifery to that making; 

 
And to discover, through our artistry 

And fine appreciation of our art, 
What we are not – so know ourselves to be 

The world, both in microcosm and part, 
 

And recognise in this our charge of care 
To friend and stranger, bird and beast and tree, 

To the planetary and local space we share. 
We will do this wakefully, and imaginatively. 

 
 
 

Don Paterson, 2005 
 




